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Abstract 
The struggle against ~ "inaccurate use of the language" began 
in the first Hijrah century. To safeguard the Arabic language against 
this and to preserve their linguistic heritage was the prime concern 
of early linguists. 
Writings on al-Furuq "differences" were originally confined to 
works on 'hayawan "animals". Abu Hilal al-cAskarL (d.395 A.H.) was 
thef~rst linguist to adapt this' format to language , with his book 
on al-furuq al-lughawiyyah "linguistic .(semantic). diffe~nces" • 
. ·He devised eight rules of' his own for discr:iminati~g'betwe'ei1 words 
of close meanings, which he applied in his al-Furuq fi ~l-Lughah, 
in. addition to those propounded by his linguist predecessors, like 
al-:MUbarrad~ Thaclab and Ibn Durustawayh. 
Abu Hilal presents his rules for discrimination between various 
different meanings and his methodology in. the first chapter of his 
\ 
book; in the rest of the 29 chapters he deals with nearly 1000 pairs 
of words generally considered to have similar meanings. He 
successfully employs his rules on. this material. We have divided 
our work of this important book into two parts. The first comprises 
a critical study ,of it and . of Abu Hilal's views on the occurrence 
of synonymy in Arabic. It consists of the following chapters. 
Chapter I: Introduction of al-Furuq fI al-Lughah. 
Chapter II: - - c -Methodology of Abu Hilal al- Askari in determining 
meanings. 
Chapter III: Abu Hilal al-cAskarI's views on Synonymy. 
Chapter IV: Sources of al-Furuq fI al-Lughah. 
-iv-
Chapter V: The impact of Abu Hilal al-cAskarI on subsequent 
linguistic studies. 
In the second part we have attempted to present the 
di.stinctions of meaning between assumed synonyms made by Abu 
- c -Hilal al- Askari. We give all the usages of the various words, 
as cited by Abu Hilal. It has been necessary to paraphrase and 
rearr~~ge his m~terial, and to shorten some of-his definitions 
-and,ito omit_superfluous examples, _~hile preserving, and of:ten 
clarifying, the points -that he is making ... __ 
,.,:,-',,-,-' 
~ ," 
.t," 
. J', 
",; 
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Introduction 
The problem of synonymy and whether or not it occurs in Arabic 
has always received a great deal of attention from both modern and 
ancient linguists. The careless use of words in inappropriate places 
has always caused them to be taken as synonymous with those which 
are semantically close to them. The ripples of the most forceful 
,. 
plea made by Muharrimad al-Mubarak. and others in recent times for 
,'.~, ' 
'the use of, ,the proper wo~d in the' pr<?per place. have' stimulated the 
: • r :' ! " ~ _. • 
" ~.,. . r . 
fr'epeat~d pUblicat'ion oi al-'Fur;q': fi"~l'~Lughah'or aF-Fu~uq' a:i.:.' 
.~ . ~.' . c' - ; . .' ' . 
'Lughawiyyah of Abu .Hilal, al- AskarL('d .. 395 A.H. '), being the most 
important ,work among those which .advocat~ the appropriate use of words~ 
"',Y 
Abu Hiial' s thesaurus of- the distinctions ,ofmeahing between 
assumed syrionyms was published for the first time in Cairo by 
M~tabat :,al-:-QlldsI in 1353, A.H. under the title: al-Furuq al-
Lughawiyyah.· It was re-edited by cAdl.l Nuwayhid and ~ublishei:i by 
Dar al-Afaq al-J.adidah, in Beirut, in 1973. Both of these editions 
:have been issued many times, the first by various publishers: 
Dar al-Kutub al-cArabiyyah, Bej,rut in 1981 and by several Saudi" 
., 0, Publish~rs in Makkahal-Mukarramah. ", Although neither of the editions 
i'~ ",'. ~' ' 
". :is. free from, mistakes, .we have ch;sen'that of Dar al-Afaq al-Jadidah 
.: ·~c~ 
.. 
the better one for our purposes , .since it makes use of·:the 
other. Even this edition, however, is, in places, apparently so 
corrupt that it becomes difficult to see the point which Abu Hilal 
is trying to make. In such cases, we have consulted lexicons such 
as al-Qam~s al-Muhit and Lisan al-cArab, and have indicated in 
the foot-notes what we believe to be mistakes in the text. However, 
where we remained uncertain, we have simply used the symbol (?). 
.. ,'-, 
• c' 
", ,.,,\.,' 
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It was intended, at the beginning, that this thesaurus 
should be arranged in alphabetical order, but shortage of time 
compelled us to leave the material as arranged by Abu Hilal himself. 
Nevertheless, two lists have been appended at the end of the thesis. 
The first comprises all the entries (pairs of words assumed to be 
synonyms) in al-Furuq fI al-Lughah, arranged in alphabetical order, 
even if it occurs otherwise in al-Furuq. For example, if the 
I- _ . • J-
text reads: /. \ -' l..:-" Y "we have ~arranged it as: y' ~ ~. /. ' 
',. 
" ,"',,~ "\ ,The other list forms anindex.bf all. the' words dealtw,ith by Abu 
,~ 
,Hi1a:L; ,in this' case the arrangement of Haris Wehris "Dictionary of 
.M6derpWritten Arabic""edited by J.M. Cowan, has been followed. 
In the fir~t part of this thesis we have attempted to 
.t.'. 
inv~sti~ate'the. reasons for Abu Hilal' s being classified, by modern 
Arab linguists ; among those who deny the occurrence of synonymy in 
absolute terms, whereas~in fact, he denies that it occurs within 
the same dialect, rather than in the whole of the language - which 
is a conglomerate of different dialects. NevertheJ:e)3s, this study 
reveals that Abu Hilal could not give a satisfactory explanation 
of the phenomenon of the over-lapping of dialects, wQich ultimately 
causes the emergence of synonymy in Arabic. 
Al-istishhad al-Iughawi' "quoting citations from 'linguistic 
authori ties" has been a topic of major concern' for the Arab 
linguists of all times. One chapter in the first part of this 
thesis examines Abu Hilal's sources for the purpose of linguistic 
citation and determining the senses of various words; this rebuts 
c-the criticism of Johann FUck and Muhammad Id, that early linguists 
did not use the Qur'an or the Hadith for al-istishhad al-Iughawi. 
-vii-
Much more work remains to be done on the topic currently 
very popular among contemporary Arab linguists, i.e. semantic 
extension in the meanings of the words. Some linguists scornfully 
designate those who pay attention to the root-meanings of words 
. "" }-
as CJ;;; t;. 7.:~)\ "derivationalists" or tJ~ ~ )J\ "root-obsessed", 
- ,J, 
Abu Hilal was very well aware of the phenomenon of the semantic 
extension of words and. their referred senses, yet he tried to 
. ~xplainevery word in al-Furuq in the light of its root-meaning. 
We hope; that ~in the future, serious st,udy may be made of this 
. issue, seeing that derivation from roots is one of the basic' 
characteristics of th~ Arabic language. 
4.'1 
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Part I 
Cri tical Study of al-Turuq fI al- Lughah 
". " 
"-,J, 
."' ... ,"" 
"'-':",: 
, .'.l 
, ?,:.", 
J '~ 
, " 
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Chapter 1 
An Introduction of al-Furuq fi al-Lughah 
A: Writings on al-Furuq 
'Aftet:th~:,fir~thalf of. the Hij~;ih . century,,' b.ecause'bf, the 
., ' ,~, • ~'\< • .r.' '.. ' ", ' ._ .. .';, ' ! ,,:" , . ,', ':', ' , 
:,''' 't' ,\ ; " ~1 " ;';f ~.. I, -' ~ '" ." -,', .~:., 
inte~ingling pfother;laiiguages 'and.2ultureswHft the Arabic .~. 
. , 
langu,age,there was a "gr::owing danger of the loss .Sf 'the herita~~, ' 
'of the' Arabic language . ;' The, closecontads 'between people frdm 
. '·d:i.ffere~t·Tang~ages ,re~,u~ted.,·in, :~cct:~enc~: 'of lahn(I), ih' the~,;'"i 
,., 'J, ,'~',' 
'. :. . ' ~" 
Arabic language. 
, , 
cO : .~ . -.., 
'\. " 
,'.r" I" 
(1) Lahn is to commit a mistake in the pronunciation, or grammar, or 
--.-
derivation, or unde'rstanding the implication of a word or 
phrase. Lahn, is the very beginning started as wrong reading 
--.- , 
of· the case endings, and then it was appiied to wrong 
impli'cations of'the words or' inappropriate u~~ges. The 
history of lahn c:an ,betra~~~ back ~othe period' of the 
h61y prophet.> cAbd al ~cAziz Mat~r, under thE!:aut~ori tY\)f 
Abu al-!ayyib:al-'i,ughawi' quotes "fr~mh~S :b09k: Maratib a 1":' 
Na~wiyyin: A personcommittedla~n in 'the presence of the 
holy prophet, the prophet responded and said to his companions: 
" (b~ \,.>i;, .. A". Lahn al- cAmah fi daw al-Dirasat 
al-Lughawiyyah al-~adithah, pp.17-36. Some other reports 
about occurrence of lahn in the early period of Islam and 
--.-
the disapproval of the caliph cUmar , cAbd aI-Malik b. Marwam 
and cUmar b. cAbd al- c Aziz" can be seen in: MucJam aI-Khat' 
- - c 
wa al-Sawab by Imil Ya qoob, pp.22-24. 
.-', . 
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At this time, the zeal of non-Arab Muslims to learn the 
language of Islam, to understand the Qur'an and the sayings of 
the holy prophet, and the struggle of the scholars to safeguard 
and preserve the language through fighting against lahn were the 
. 
basic causes of the emergence of grammatical and linguistic 
d · . h A abo 1 (2) W f· d 1 . f stu les ln t e r lC anguage . e ln a c ear plcture 0 
experimentation in the earlier period of concern for the 
pJ:?ese.rvation of the lexicographical heritage ,of the 'Arabic 
, , . 
language. ,At, first ',the voccibuiaries of limited scope and 'unc~rtain 
- . : : ' 
, 'arrangement 'were :wri:tten" and, then full di ctionaries ,were w:i>i tten, 
" ' , 
'. " ,';",. ,',' '( 3) " 
opan "~agrammatic" basis, , '", qnd weare concerned here: ~:i,th the 
, -
, .", " ~ , 
first,~ phase' onl::r. . The, ea:r'ly glo~saries arid 'books' of vocab~Iciri'es 
c ' -..', '. 
'" w:e.re:W~itt~n·'in\:~any fields ;,and since the essence of Arabic·' ,;~; 
.": 
',.'ed1,lcation was ,learning .. by ear rath~r than eye in the~arly' ~eriod, 
~, -', ~ " :-
" 
the riwayaI10f 'lughah,took the shape of,theriwayah of badith, and;'; 
, ,the linguis,ts made various categories of: afsah,' fasih, ajwad, 
jayyid, dacif, munkar and matruk like those in hadith: sahih, 
hasan, a'a 'if, etc. and held that the language used in the Qur' an 
is afsah than the rest of the Arabic language, but this tradi ticin, , 
(of oral, transmission from one to the other) could not prolong 
, 'c. If A ab 1· . ( 4 ) or perpetuate :Ltse among r lngulsts . 
~.. ; ,. 
(2) Ibrahim' al-$a~~rra} i rejects the idea and ipsists that, al;L 
,al-'Ulum al-'Arabiyyah were caused by al-l'i'ars al-'-Qur'ani" ','" 
a zeal to acquire the Qur'anic sciences" and not in the process 
of fighting against lahn. Min Asalib al-'-Qur'an, pp.5-10. 
--.-
(3) Haywood, John A. : Arabic Lexicography p.l. 
c c - -Al-Lughah al- Arabiyyah wa Ulumuha p.15 
From among the early collections of vocabulary arranged under 
topics or dealing with a specific field, the first book was about 
Gharib al-Qur'an, explaining uncommon and unusual words used in 
the Qur' an, ascribed to 'Abd Allah b. cAbbas (d. 6 8 A. H. ) (5). Then 
a series of books started in the fields of Gharib al-Hadith, 
Lughat al-Qaba'il, al-L~n, al-~ayawan which included Ibl, Khayl, 
etc., al-~asharat "insects", al-Nabat "plants", Khalq al-Insan, 
al-Buldan wa al-Mawadi C ",c;ities and places", al-Nawadir "strange 
" , ref, c- " __ ,:',, -,," , 
, ~:, '-, ;, " " 
'- ' 
-,' .-' 
.: The book~o~>~~~~F~~i:iq';we'r~ origi~'aliy,'qn :~l-Hayaw~n be·~a~se.~:· ,,:', ' 
.,' "'<,-~.'.,..--~~';~t ~ .• " -'\~ , ":; I 
applied to diffe~ent o~g~ns~, of 
. , ' 
" . ': .(6),,0 
and.specles . 
. 'i;hey"deaitwi:th the words: which 
: . '~. 
''".' . 
various living.organisms 
The following is the list of those who, wrote' books' on . 
. al-Furuq till' the:t;ourthHijrah century:', 
c' 
(1) Abu Zayadal-KilatI, Yazid b. 'Abd Allah b. ai:"Hurr, (lived in the 
time of the Caliph al-Mahdi). 
(2) AI-Qutrub, Abu 'Ali Mu~ammad b. al-Mustanir, '(d.206 A.H.). His 
-<j." 
bqok was published by Rudolf Geyer, in S.B.W.A. 1888 A.D . 
. 115/380-391 under the title:~ "Kitatu rna kha,lafa flhi al-insanu 
al-pahimata fi asm~"i al-wuhushi wa sifatiha." 
"-,, ' 
'(3) Abu 'Ub~ydah Miicamrriarb.al-Muthanna al-Taymi,(d.209 F A.H.). 
(4) Abu Zayd al-An~'arj:, Sa'id b. Aws (d. 215 A.H.). 
(5) AI-Asmaci, Abu saCid)Abd al-Malik b. Qarlb (d.217 A.H.). Some 
portion of his book is reproduced in Khizanat al-Adab (published 
by D.H. Muller in SBWA 1876 A.D. 83/235-288). 
(5) Ibid p.20 
(6) HU8ayn ,Nassar Dirasat Lughawiyyah p. 178 
. :. .. 
. ": 
. -", 
'" 
_ ,~r 
'1' ' 
,<. I" '. " 
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(6) Ibn al-Sikkit, Abu Yusuf YaCqUb b. Is~aq (d.244 A.H.) quotations 
from his Kit~ al-Farq are found in al-Mu'arrab of al-Jawallqi, 
and al-cUb~ of al-Saghani. 
(7) Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, Sahl b. Muhammad (d.255 A.H.). 
(8) Th~it b. 'Ali Th~it al-Lughawi (one of the companions of Abu 
'Ubayd al-Qasim b. Salam al-Harawi (d.224 A.H.); his book 
(title not given). was published by Muhammpd al-Fasi in 1973 A.D. 
in Rabat. '.' 
~ '.-
;;:' 
. (:10) AbU"Bak;<~l-Ja Cad: 'Muh~miIT\adb .cUthman (d.C'.'31+A:.H.).~ . (He' 
, . " " , \. 'J" ,. -"' . . 
P-,' -
was.among the pupils of IDr1 ~is'an '(d. 32,0 A~H.,) . ,,;-, 
(l~) Ibn Jinni (d:392 A.H.). 
, , , 
A.H. Y. (He was among the contemporaries of Ibn Jinni). 
(14) Abu ai-Fadl Muhammad b. Abi Ghassan al-Bakri. 
(16) Ibn Faris al-Lughawl, Abu al-Husayn Ahmadb. Faris (d.3S5'A.H.). 
Ramadan, ',~d,al":Taww~ pDblished his Kitao al-:-Farq at Maktabah. " 
al~K~anji cairo/ai-~iY~d~~n '{~82 A.D. (7) 
Some of the encyclopedic works like al-Gh~rib al-Musannaf 
of Abu (Ubayd(8) (d.224 A.H.) contained chapters on al-Furuq; 
(7) These details are taken from DirasatLughawiyyah pp.177-185, and 
Kitab al-Farq; Ibn Faris, ed. Ramadan 'Abd al-Tawwao, preface 
pp.40-43. 
(8) Ramadan 'Abd al-Tawwab has edited this work. 
-'\ ' ',', 
,<~,;.-, ./ 
-0-
and al-Thaclab (d.291 A.H.) in his book: al-Fasih also wrote 
a bhapter on al-Furuq, and dealt with the words applied to, 
for example, the lips, nails, udders, sexual urge, death, etc. 
of different animals(9). 
It seems better to give some examples from the books of 
al-Furuq by some writers which would show the incentive of the 
writers to preserve the language, their ambition that all words 
'should be. used in thei:s appr<?pri~te I?la,ces,.'~d . .'that ale Furuq·,,:::.. .' 
. ,":; .. :" .. . ,. '., . . ...... "" ~:.;~ .. '. : ,. - " , ';~ .", ,... "'". ',,'; ,,~:\.>".~" ' .• < . .'!. ":., . 
~"",. ,w,ere anattiral step' towards':aT-Furuq 'al-Lu'!?;hawiyyph~~{·',.For ~xainple., . '..' ,'! 
,'. ' , .. '. ~~-As~a~i~~YS;o~t';~:f:l:S~~tiri':;;~~::~r~otii/:vtn~·;.. ...•.. ...'.' .' .' ," 
, .. ' . "organ~sms: OW··· ", \\~:~., . :"\;"'" t ...... ' ,; .. ,b(~ ,~ • .1<:lr r\l:,'· . 
" ,,' .. ;~ ... ~ ,:~' " ... :,~--:-:I ~::,Vl'~"_';::';~"_ .. '''''~'.'':J"l'.'' I~~ ~;"'~":"::"I,>, :'. ~ 
, ·~'~~(~(.~~\JGJ -' o~wj.J.~j ~.J ~;'~L5~ ~.~ ~·V.?-U' 
, " (\0) ('.~\{:/.~~ .. ~; ~P·J~~·",~~~~'d~\'~ .. ~~ 
Thaf.~ab· says' about' . t..:" .·"lip· ~": ,.,,,,,<o"~·\'I\, .......... :.. \\' Jzt .:' 
. '.' ,,0 V--". ..' \./ ~ (. U  >' ,-".' ~L> l)" ." 
.... '0 ..... ,:. .: '. i',·;,· ." :' .. ', \ .... ' '.. "", ...... :" ',"; '. :. 
G~J\ ~\:,~.&, j: ~ ~.\j.\.:J\ G\'~'> <r." .~\. '(~Q-j\ 6\ . ,; .. ' 
,'r, _' '0 #I'. . ',. • . ". ,t,;,-\,. ',~"'" "" .... ,:: ., "" 
~();7l~~I~'t,;~\ &.~ ~~; :..\,:~\ ~?\'~ ~ G~~\~'~-:';~\ 
Cr ~ c ~~\ ~'wJ\..r! 'U~\ (5~ i..r:-' (. ~/I ~\ &~ 
. - .~ "" ;' 0 ).. 
. . (\\) ".? \ ~ \...aJ \ 
Ibn Faris adds in this regard '. U ~ 0.:J \ .. L.-J \".,:0\ ~ . \' \I 
. '. ..·..r ... 
IbIl F;ris sa~s .. in the.,.~h~Pt~'~ on (;~~' "hair": ?\: ~J.~~\~( ,~ \) 
~ -,,'~ \ ~l..J.,:>~\.~ ~.' \.ncJ ( " "o'\{ o~ .,::':'.' .~\ . "" .... s. 
-,.", • . 0.' o· ..r-.: . u---: \.;.00'. '" • ·.cr v Y" U" \ ~' ". , 
'i~'0-,j (j;J\-,.\-~./JD\~:~;\ ~\A .. ' o.~~\ o.·\k.:'~-~\:·:--' 
, ..,' . ~ '. . ,'. .'_ .,' '"". :-' '.., ' .' . :..J,. " ". ,; . . ,:' 
~;J~' -' . ,J\)..:,J\ ~if"';W~ ~ ° ¥\ ~U ~\r -,'. ~"::~\ 
( \~) (c •••••••• ~, ! lr.!. \ ~ ~.,: <! ;.JI?' -' .~, ~ o.i:;J, <f-
1(9) Husayn Nassar Dirasat Lughawiyyah p. 185 
(10) Ibid p.184. 
(ll) Ibid p .185. 
(12) Kitah al-Farq p.51 
',> 
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B: AI-Furuq al-Lughawiyyah 
As far as linguistic or semantic differences between words 
of close meanings are concerned, the writings about them started 
when the linguists felt that even the people of letters and the 
intelligentsia were using various words without considering their 
proper implications and import. For example Ibn al-Sikkit 
(d.244 A.H.) wrote a, book: Al:-Huruf allati yutakallamu bih~ 
£i ghc;;.yri mawadi C.ih~(13:~Y/:'Ai~Jahiz'~(~. 255' A.,H .. ) cO~~lains that 
• " t I""" _. • ." ,', • ,. • " - . 
peopieodo not take care about ~the semantic impl:i,cation~when , ~ , 
, - ... , . , , '" . 
, '.' ",< ,; .', "-..",' , .: (14) " . '.' 
they use. words. like: saghab and ju C or ghayth abdmatar .... ' " 
.' :Ibn Qutaybah: (d. 276 :A'.ir~S'~rote a chaptep in l'iis'book:'Adab ' 
, .~..... ' ---
al-Katib,' about' the semapticallY :Lnappropri'-ate use 'of words, 
, " :," .. .. , '. ,-:-' . ' ... ':..' - , ....... .,;.. .. -(15) 
under the title: Babu rna Yada','uhu al~nasufi ghayri mawdi ... tihi .. 
, . ,r '., . 
Qut~Ub(d.206 A.H.)-; howe~~.r,· says 'in,'this regard that .people 
, :-. ," " '...,.. ~ • "1"1, ! " 
who used t~6 (o'r more) wprds for one meaning,'did ,so j~st to show: 
: (16) ',' 
off their vocabula~y and. deep knowledge 'of the lq.nguage ... 
We should not necess_a~i.ly assume from this remark that. 'all the, 
linguists, in the early periods of Islam, .. who. used j:w() or more 
words'for one meaning'essentially believed in the occurrence of 
,,, .. 
synonymy in Arabic, or that they did' not',recogniz~ any differe~ces 
:' ,i ''-,' (, G ,).1,-; "~~twe,en :t~o' ~~~cfs of cl~~~, meaning~, for· e~ampl'~' 
" ~,"'.... ' ~ ,~' ! < - - I I ~ • 
- ',' " (17)" 
sarim and muhannad (two.: Qescrip:tive.' names for sayf) 
v- ':"J ---, , 
(13) This book was edited by Ramadan 'Abd al-Tawwab and published 
in Cairo. See: Kitat al-Farq, preface p.41. 
(14) AI-Bayan wa al-Tabyin 1:20. 
(15) Adab al-Katib pp.21-42. 
(16) A1-Suyutf : A1-Muzhir 1:400 
. 
(17) Chaudhary, M.A. : Hal YaqaCu al-Taraduf al-Lughawf ff al-
Qur'an al-Karfm, p.93 
" I 
, -:", 
, ' 
,. 
" 
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It is said that Abu 'Ali'al-FarisI (d.377 A.H.) was in the company 
of Sayf al-Dawlah and there were some other linguists including 
Ibn Khalawayh (d.370 A.H.). Ibn Khalawayh said: "I have memorised 
fifty names for sayf". Abu (Ali smiled and said: !'I know only 
one name for it and that is sayf". Ibn Khalawayh asked: "And 
what do you say about sarim, muhannad, etc.?" Abu 'Ali replied: 
"Th d" (f f)(18) ey are escrlptlons 0 ~ • The same is held by Ibn 
Faris whos?-ys: "In our Opinion, the name is one i. e. sayf, and, 
the rest of tnem are, descrip:t,1Qns ;: ~~devery desc1:'ipti'on 
,'. " .' .~::~; '~'" ".":, ... '( 19) , : ' 
that which 'otherdescaptlons do n,otlmply" ,.~." 
implies 
, .> 
As wehavec.said earlier, most'ofthe'li~'guists .who use~ two 
,', or more words 'for ~ne~ me~ning ~~ .notde~y semantic furuq be,tv1~ert·.,' 
';,' .' '1. "~ , 
them; so,;they :regar,d the;3,ewords as sYI{onymous in term?, of g~I1eral 
L.,.> '../1' c, 
; . - . 
III 
(l::J\). AmoI).g th~m,al-A~ma'I' is the first to write on this'subje'ct 
in: Ma ikhtq.lafaalfazuhu'wa ittafaqa ma'anIhi, the~ cAbd 'ahRahman ' , 
" " 1,:'...:. ' -. ' (20) 
A.H.) wrote al-Alfaz al-Kitablyyah , 
" 
and 'Ali b. Lisa ·al-RummanI (d.384 A.H. ),wr'ote al,::Alfaz~{'-' .,' 
Mutaradifah (21). In the'sam~ way .,Ab~(Ubayd' s al-Musannaf and 
. '.- ",',:',' 
Ibn al-Sikkit' s Ki t~ al-Alfaz· contained. a lot .of'wordswi thout 
-~,,' 
dis'criminating between the ;basic ism ~~(f~ its s1.fat. '. Pet-hapsIbI1 
, .' ,r,,," ,'~-'''~' ~,( ',_ '-'~,'" -, -, - '" , . •... , .... : .. ; .. ',~ . , . , 
a1-A'.p~I(d"23;L A,-H'.) ~as, ~'h~'first linguist w~o~d~n~edth~~'" 
occurrence of synonymy in the Arabic language and held that every 
(18) A1-Suyuti : A1-Muzhir 1:400 
(19) Ibid, 1:404 
(20) Edited by Luwis Sheykhu al-YasuLi, Beruit 1911, and again published 
by Dar al-Kutub al-tIlmiyyah, Beruit, 1980. 
(21) Edited by Muhammad Mahmud al-ShanqIt i, Maktabah al-Ma tarif al-
. 
, Ilmiyyah, Lahore, 1970. 
" 
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. (22) 
word in Arabic has a different meanlng His pupil ThaLlab 
followed him and proclaimed: All words which are considered to 
be synonymous are not, and they are different from the others 
because of the descriptions they imply, e.g. in the words insan 
and bashar, the first implies nisyan "forgetfulness" or mu' anisah 
"intimacy", while the other implies that he has an outer skin 
(23) 
or appearance . 
Abu Hilal al-'AskarI ,is the first linguist ,who . devised the. 
very 'first book on the' li~gui.stic differ~nces ( ,~~l U ,).H) ~ 
and denied the occurrence, of, synonymy in. the Arabic language' 
except when the two (or'more) words 'which 'ar'e thought to be 
. . .- ';- r .' 
s~~nymsc6I1}e" from t~e diff~'~ei1t dialects. Abu Hilal himself 
claims: I have seen books in' every branch of knowledge but I did,. 
not see any book about the differencE;!,s 1;:>etween close meanings of 
. ,,'.,' 
the. words ,e.g'.'iJ:.mand ma'rifah, fitnah and dhaka', ghadab and 
sukht etc. and now these words are not being used in their 
. (24) 
approprlate sense In a'ccepting the possibility of 
synonymy when synonyms come from different dialects, Abu Hilal 
follows Ibn Durustaw'ayh (d.347 A.H.) who says: It is impossible 
that fa'ala and af'ala forms can give similar meanings in one 
. , , 
dialect as th~ir form or construction is different . . .. .., and 
-" 
in one dialect it is impossible that ,two different words give 
. ",'.' . 
. . (25) -
the. same meanlng" . The view of Abu Hilal is comparatively 
(22) LuCayb1, Hakim Malik p.198j Al-Suyu:1 1:399-400 
(23) Al-Suyut1 : Al-Muzhir 1:403 
. 
(24) AI-Furuq p.13. 
(25) Lu Cayb1, ~akim Malik", p.200 (quoting from Tashih al-Fasih 
by Ibn Durustawayh, ed-ited by 'Abd Allah al-JaburI, Part II 
pp.333-334); AI-Muzhir 1:384~385. 
" : >', ' .',.~: ' "( 
::" '." '; 
, -- "~ 
~ ,f, 
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clearer than that of Ibn Durustawayh. He maintains that the 
• 
difference of expressions and the nouns ( s.\.t-u \ ) employed imply 
a difference in meaning, because a noun r \ ) is a word 
which leads to a meaning by way of indicating it. The pointing out 
of something once implies something different than the pointing 
out of the same for the second and third time(26). He has also 
devised eight rules to understand the differences between various 
'close meanings, which we will discuss in the chapter .on his' 
,', 
method~logy. 
~ " '. ,- - . .... ~ . 
, 'Two' differ-ent yi~ws have. b~eri 'gi ~en about the beginning' of, -
~ ,. "-., 
writings' on' al-Fur~q al-Lugha:;'iyyah in pa'rticular,' and Arabic 
linguisti~ and grammati,cal studies in general: 
(l)'rhe'lingliists .wrote'on~l-Furuq al-Lugha~iyyah with the same aim 
. ' - ., ," 
, an'dintention they wrote 'againstlahn Le. to preserve language 
and gua,rd it .:from adulteration. The writings on al-Furuq al-
Lughawiyyah are nothing but a chapter among the chapters of 
lahn; in the field of s~mantics; the linguists who wrote on it 
---.- . 
were not then aware of the phenomenon of semantic extension ,and 
thought that.;: language was ,a'tKing which can be handed on to 
'. ; " < • ~: • .... • , " 
,i 'the following generation 'as they thems~lves received it from 
the previous generation. These, writings were produced with the' 
intention of reviving the semantic implications of the words on 
the basis of their roots and derivations only ( ~./~\ ~\)~\)(27). 
(26) AI-Furuq p.13. 
c -
. (27) Lu aybi, H.M. Al-Taraduf ff al-Lughah pp.222-230 
-0'->' 
.' ~ ," 
, ' 
~r, . 
,\, 
.. '. : 
.. , 
" , 
~ '.' 
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(2) The other view implies that writings on language emerged in a 
natural way just like writings on other subjects, and that this 
was a natural outcome of the intellectual activity which was 
inspired by Qur'anic studies, rather than a reaction against 
lahn( 28). 
In the case of al-Furuq of Abu Hilal we find that probably 
both of the above mentioned were the factors which made him 
undertake this. work. With; regard to the first he says in the 
preface:, of hisaJ.,..:.rtiruq::1 found books:on~yery branch of 
. ' I '"" 
,{,; .... ,~,~-' '~ ~~ . 
know,ledge, but I., dfd !lot'find' 'anY boC;;k on:the differerlces lletween' 
"", 
} close meanings of "words ;:'p~op'le'do not dis~riminate between, 
for examplE7' :;(i 1m: and rna 'rifan, "::fi tnah :and dhaka', etc." (29). 
" 
But 'Abu H:i:lal is very much aware of,the dynamic ,character of ' 
I \l • 
languagealld does ,n?t 'b~li~ve. it, to, be a static and stationarY', 
'j::hing,an'd he talksabotlt semantic extension more than 150; times 
,., 
in his book. ,Regarding the second .view mentioned above, he says 
in the~ame preface that'he has dealt with the words of the 
t-r .. _/.1 
Qur' an, terms used by the jurists and mutakallimun and the words 
, ' '" . (30) 
of everyday life (which are considered to be synonyms) ". 
: '. 
He ci teshundr~ds of verses, ·frO'm the Qur' an to det~rmine meanings 
, ' 
ofw6rds, andsometimes',,':wh:en he'does not ,rr;ention a verse from 
" , . : ", 
. ,.' 
the',Qur' an to determine a ~~aning, he deals with 'that word 2m 
. the basis of its meaning and use in the Qur' an, implying that 
its meaning and semantic implication are already known to everybody. 
(28) Al-Samarra'i, I. Min Asalib al-Qur'an, p.9 
(29) AI-Furuq p.9 
(30) Ibid p.9 
,', 
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We will deal with this topic in the chapter on sources of al-Furuq 
fi al-Lughah. And, thus, we can say that this work of Abu Hilal 
was inspired by the Qur'an and was aimed at facilitating the 
study of the Qur' an. In another book of his he says: "Rhetoric 
c - - ( 31) is essential to understand i jaz al-Qur' an" . It seems 
impossible that he considered philology or semantics less important 
for the understanding of the language of the Qur' an. 
D: Arrangement of the material in al-Furuq fi al-Lughah , 
(31) 
( 32) 
(33) 
(34) 
c 
"' .. 
'" '. 
, . ' Abu Hilal,followed~i~,l~ngu~stic predeces~ors wh~"vir0teon, 
" " 
ai-Furuq' in his ,arrangemen-('of -his al-'Furuqfi'al-Lughah,' in" 
, that he tri~dto put ~hem?iterial in each chapter under- 'a 
relevant' headin'g, rather than putting the items, in alphabetic'al, 
• ,J _ '.:; I ~'~':; ~ :. 
"order. He~,divided.:the material into differe.nt,chapter~ on the 
"':',/:'t,,','" , ,','l 
basis,' of the' SiJIl~la~i ty 'betWeen the meanings C;;f 'the w~~ds~, F~~ 
'.J--' 
example" the' '18th chapter is about the differences between din 
-c c - '- - -
and millah; ta ah and ibadah; fard and wujub; mubah and halal; 
----. . 
'c - ' . (32) , 
tawbah and i, tidhar; etc. and their Opposltes . Sometimes he 
also arranges words under different topics, e.g. the 7th ~hapter 
is about the difference betWeen the aqsam of iradat "VOlitions", 
- c- . (34) 
, and th~iropposites; and betWeen the aqsam ofaf al "actlons" . 
How,ever; in, gerie~al, ,the arrangement of;i:?ematerial in the whole 
book is very' loose and does not follow any specific pattern, 
probably because he has taken into consideration many branches 
of knowledge while collecting the material. He says in the preface: 
Ki tat -c al-Sana atayn, p.g 
AI-Furuq, p.ll 
Ibid p.1O 
Ibid p.1O 
"",' " 
:" i" 
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l?/.-~ -' b, ,-;,\::f u ~ d ~ \.. LP- ~ <.!.M ~ -' )) 
/ . . 
c...,j.J -' 'VG'G,--,-,V;L-,~\ ~ .s-~,~W\<! 
~\ -' ~~\U:\.~...a; yUJ\uP'~-,~~~.:J\~.?J\ 
2"-U.> & 0 ~, ~ l:..>..>./\ ~ c:,:? ~ ,~/, ..,y~~ ~ 
(".35)( _ \.)~ G~ i u 
. .. 
Nevertheless, it may be remarked that Abu Hilal devotes the first 
chapter tO'his methodology in determining the nature of the 
. ;, ,'~~"'.' , 
'.;, 
.', differences between meanings, before dealing with the assumed 
/ ." . 
; . -
In view of the fact that Abu Hilal is well . aware that '. frequent 
't' J" •• ' 
use' of ,a word keeps , it .. a1t.ve, :in "a ~ language" wi:thwha:tev~r m~a~ing 
:, '.j' : . .t[. ';>\ ~i/.:;' . >,- '. '.", :. ~ .. ':' ., . - , 
. diffe~eIlces' betw~en' th~ meanings of words on a, logicai ' and 
; :,:. . '" 
", ': 
He also uses 
quite .a number 'of't~rms, employed in traditional logic. This 
application of the methods of logic to' language and linguistics 
has provoked criticism from many modern linguists and scholars~ 
. and from some ancient ones, like Ibn Khaldun" who ,says: 
,JJ.?~~\~\~\; ~lr~~\5 ~~\~\:..p ~\; \1 
'cj ~'<Y r,...,l;l~:'\:' > .~, Ut.,..-ll' t!\:...0.G~:' 
.,,0' ~:'si 0~1 ~ ~ -,~Gi~, ~:;-,UW)\--,-,,\~ 
.. ~ i,.. /. (}> \.m -,.?i 'f£' ~ J t.;. , (!'t; 1 (i 1;>J I .;.u,..., , ..... , 
(36) ,-: '}"'~ . .J ,,' 1 ., '~ ... --,"~ , t-10 I -,. "'. 
• (t \,.Q:$...r (,..T ~ ~ -' ....u-: -' l.A.S,  .>,j \.R ~ \AS' 
As far as the modern linguists are concerned, Abu Hilal has 
received severe criticism from most of them regarding his 
treatment of the linguistic differences between meanings; this 
(35) AI-Furuq, pp.9-10 
(36) Muqaddimah, p.495 
;'0- ' 
-.,-,,: 
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will be discussed in the chapter on the impact of al-Furuq of 
Abu Hilal on subsequent linguistic and semantic studies. About 
the subject-matter and material of al-Furuq fi al-Lughah, Hakim 
Malik says that Abu Hilal is very much concerned with the terminology 
used by logicians, jurists, and mutakallimun; Abu Hilal himself 
points this out in his preface. This is apparent when we see 
units of synonyms like: r~ and UJ> and :; -;, ~a!>; 
... ,~ and f.J and - \' V-£> 1~·.:;J ; 
, ',' ~ , ... 
' . 
.. 
.-
·-":C ' . : JV and. ~\.:.:. ..::>\:.4) 'and ; LP' 0 ; 
.~ an~<J~; 
"',._ r·,'._ U \..oJ an d.. ..::> \.A)." .',' 
_'0 • 
.... 
.. 'd.,h. and 
······~and 
~ -. . 
. - " 
-. ' -- " .... :jJ '.' .. '. , .. ~ ) ~ In 
suchexa:mples', "he very commonly follows mutakallimun; philos~phers / ' 
. -,. . 
jur~8:ts,','and',sometimeseven physicians, in determ,ining the \ 
, .. 
.' .li~guisticimplic~tions, of word~ (38) It has been suggeste'd that 
it is ~nappropria~e to nam~ a. bd6k cil-'Fu'rtq al-LUghawiyya~ ( 39) on 
the grounds that lughawiyyah should apply only to cilm al-lughah (40). 
Nevertheless, we may say that although the work contains 
terms from a number of different fields, it is overwhelmingly 
cond~rned with the language' of the educated man' of letters 'of the 
~' , . ,. 
. ,. '~"Y' 
time; and particui~rlj or' the lughawi and riahwi, as exemplified 
.,-, '. by Abu Hilai himself,' ,arid 'that hence, Abu Hilal was justified' 
in naming it a 1...;. Furuq fi al":' Lughah or al-Furuq .3.1-L~ghawiyyah, , 
even assuming that lughawiyyah is to be understood in a narrow sense. 
(37) AI-Furuq, see pages: 23,24,27,35,36,59,64,65,69,96. 
(38) Ibid p.96 
(39) First edition of al"';'Furuq fi al-Lughah was published under the 
title: al-Furuq al"';'Lughawiyyah in Cairo in 1353 A.H. 
(40) AI-Taraduf fI al-Lughah, pp.227-228. 
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In the final analysis, however, as I shall attempt to 
demonstrate, it is probably true to say that his principal 
object in writing the book was to establish the exact nuances 
of the meanings of words as used in the Qur'an. 
',".-., 
',\, 
'-,-.J" 
,:,,r' . 
. . ~ 
, .oj 
'~ '. 
;,.j,., 
.",,'!.-,. 
". ; 
-:~" 
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Chapter II 
In the first chapter of al-Furuq fl al-Lughah, Abu Hilal 
gi"{es a'li~.t of eight' rulE:s for discriminating between meanings. 
. ;- - . , -... ~' ,., .; "' ' .-
.' He considE;!ps tha£ the me,ariings of, words which are taken. to be 
'.\'.. . ~, - I 
f?ynonyms 4if,fer from.:qnecmother· for o~e' ~E)f eight reas.ons .. ' On· 
toe basis of discrimination between the meani~'gs of~oras 
" - " ',' " . . 
, ' according to .these .criteria, 'he concludes that synonymy do.es not 
, . ',' , . - , '. ' -' 
" 
. ' I ~, , 
occur', in: Arabic, except \then the words which . are thought .~o be 
synonyms come from diffe~~nt dialect;s rcir l~~guistic units) (1) . 
~, ,1 
,,' The foI~owing are" the "e,fght rules for discri,minating between the 
meanings of words, ,as propounded by Abu Hilai: .' , 
(1) Two different words cannot be regarded as ,synonyms if they are 
used indifferent ways, e.g. c .. c .ilm and rna rifah. The difference 
c c· between the ~eanings of ,ilm and rna rifah can be appreciated from 
". " 
the fact,.that cil~ ~ay tak¢'.:;,t~o objects whilemacrifah can t~e 
. -- " 
. only one object. The' difference be'tweeri 'the meanings of.. these 
., . 
words can further be verified from the usage of these words by 
:' 
linguists. The difference between them is.that ma~rifah implies 
particularization of the known from the unknown, whereas" c ilm 
d (2).. . h 1 d '1 d k 1 d oes not , Slnce lt connotes elt er genera or etal e now e ge 
(1) A1-Furuq pp.13-19 
(2) Ibid p.17 
'r .... 
", 
",-', 
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f h o E c of h ° COl b COl ° c of h oat 1ng. very rna r1 a 1S 1 m ut not every ~ 1S rna r1 a . 
Macrifah is single as far as its object is concerned, that is to 
say that it implies cognition simply of the person or thing at 
which it is directed, whereas cilm is dual as far as its object 
is concerned, in that it requires, with respect to a person or 
concrete object, further information concerning that person or 
object in order to yield any meaning. For example 
,by itself contains no'in'formation., It is,'onlY,when a word like 
'-'" . ", _ . _> --: ' : .... ',.' . '"I r • ;!,.t 
~ G "is add~d th,at inform<;it:j.'on 1sconvey;ed~ '\~ j c:.,.-/ on 
"',the other hand; conveys infOrmation .b¥ i ~~el/ 3 ) . ' -, . 
I. ,",L . '.' "," 
drf~eren:t qualities., e. g. '~and imhal. ~ can only be 
:~li:r~as imhaJ,. can be either good or bad (4). Hilm is only a 
~,' -.--
good 
'*. '>..' 
" , pr,~is~worthy quali ty~, wher~as' imhal may'be a, reprehensible quality. 
-~~'~~oyer everyhiim,'is' imhal'but, I1ot' ~ve;y imhal is hilm(5). 
'-.--, " -.--
(3) The meanings of two words cannot be identical if they refer to 
differe~t contexts; e. g. mazah and istihza r • Mazah does not imply" 
the degradation or humiliation of the one at whom it is directed; 
for.example, a follower may express mazah about his leader or a 
king without implying any contempt. Istihza r , on the other hand, 
" 
necessarily implies the deg:radaiion of the-one at whom it is 
" " '. 
:, ,J, (6) 
d1rected' . 
(4) Two different verbs cannot have the same meaning if they take 
different prepositions to make them transitive, e.g. lJ-!' and 
One says: 
(3) AI-Furuq pp.72-73 
(4) Ibid p .17 
(5) Ibid p.195-196 
'\ 
(6) Ibid p.17 
~ G~ meaning "I have waived his 
; , ' 
~' ;" 
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punishment", while the expression: AlGY implies: "I have 
concealed his sin and not disgraced him on account of it" (7) . 
(5) Two words cannot have the same meaning if their opposites are 
different, e.g. ~if~ and riCayah. The opposite of ~if~ is 
idacah "to waste something", and the opposite of riCayah is 
ihmal "neglect". Therefore flocks which are left without a 
shepherd are called hamal, and ihmal is that which leads to 
, , '-c ' 
, wasting, (ida ah). On the other hand, hifz implies to take trouble 
,,", ' h't h"'h" b"h" f'lf'~ h': (8)' "~' 
, " ,to remove t a ,w lC,. may e arm uor.,somet J,ng "; 
" . ", ,,~~ , - .' '-
.:;""., ) .. 
- -' -
(6) Iftw0 words aredirferemt :in theirde,ri v:ations then thei;,\neanings' 
- J'; 
, .: ", 
"cannot be identical, e .. g. siy asahan'd,tac1bir. . The word siy~sah 
"y 
is derived from sus~hid;- is the hame of a small living. organism" 
and,,' siyasah means ,to see a thing rninut7;y,; Allah cannot be 
" " 
described in 'terms of, siyasah'. Tadbir;onthe otherharid,is 
",I 
" './~ . . . 
derived ·from dubr, "back'~ ,and dubr aI-shay means "the iast part 
,"" ~."" 
>- " s-
of a. thing". The expression: 'J.Y> ~\ J~'> \ means "the consequences 
of affairs". So tadbir is the making appropriate of the 'last 
parts', or consequences , of umur. Therefore, a continuous tadbir 
" ,----
,\ 
is called siyasah because in continuous t'~dbir minute study of 
something is needed; this is 'a characteristic of siyasah. The 
" 
" . . :' . ~ " 
s}irrie '.applies to' tilawah and qira i ah, that'they differ in derivation: 
" 
Tilawahcannot be used of one word, 'siric,e .lC > *.. implies' 
"to follow someone"; therefore'; tilawcili is used about successive 
reading. One can say: 
(7) Al-Turuq p.17 
(8) Ibid pp.17-l8 
(9) Ibid p.18 
~ 1 u ~ '\.J but not ~ 1 ~ (9) . 
"'.'; 
,'4 ,~ 
; .. 
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(7) Two words cannot have the same meaning if their forms (sIghah) 
are different, e.g. istifham and su'al. Istifham can only be 
used about that of which one who seeks understanding is ignorant 
or doubtful, because he is a mustafhim. Istifham is on the 
measure of istifCal, a measure which implies demand. Su'al can 
be used about something which mayor may not be already known to 
h h . h -'·1(10) t e person w 0 1S t e sa 1 . 
. (8) Two words' canpot have the, s.?me meaning p::: their origins ta~l), are 
"~, :' -.... 
diffe.:;:-ent " e~ g~ha~iri',and,ishtiyaq: . The' o:d~ginal 'meahing of ,- (: 
" • - ',: > 
". ' . .' , . , ..' 
·,hanIn is the sound which' a camel makes ~hen it year~s:; (~c; 1> 
. '" " '"" . .,' 
" 
, ' 
to 'return to 1, ts homel?nd.,-" Lat;er, becaus.e of extensive use', 
" ," 
", " ,." ~ -'. :-
nailin 'cain~t;~"J;e ~mpl:oye(if,or' ishtiyaq'>'r;~~aus'e s6meti~es, in 
, . , . 
-...• 
, . ',' ,(1'1;)', 
speech wnatis' caus~d\ may replace the cause . 
- ;;"( 
'_.1,-<-.', 'r~ 
"''I L"/ 
'Apart from these' ei-ghtrules, "Abu. Hilal' mentions' other bases 
for believing that synonymy does not occur in Arabic. 
(1) Two' words cannot have the same mean.:i,ng; if o.ne of them is' used in 
. . c - , ". . . c -' c '. (12 ) -
a sentence as rna tuf and the other as rna tuf alayh1 , . Abu 
• 
" ." HiJ,.al, in holdil'lg 'thi~ opinion, follOWS al-Mubarrad (d. 285 A.H.-) 
.:~ '.-
and quot,e:;:;him~ "A~d al-M~arrad -has pointedpii~, in interpreting, 
", .'\.... - '".. .." ". - '", 
Qurani"c vel';se: .. . \~~:>~ .. ;)'~~'~ ~;(O~Ul;4~)~ ",,",\\'" 'the 
that here"~/ has been made maCtuf to ''b~because 
implies the first part of something and l/~ implies its 
. (13) - -
total1 ty and wholeness" . Abu Hilal also gives usages of 
(10) Al-Furuq pp.18-19 
(11) Ibid pp.19, 125 
(12) Ibid pp.13-14 
( 13) Ibi d p. 13 
" 
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. 
~.? and 'b ~ by the Arabs which substantiate his claim that 
these two words do not have the same meaning. For example one says: 
\~ <i. u~ U./ when someone begins something; and 
~~'Li when rottenness spreads in cloth. He further holds 
that in catf "conjunction", the maCtuf and the maCtufCalayhi must 
be differentiated in some way, even if they refer to the same thing. 
~ > • 
Therefore one never says: ~\~~. \ .:J ~ j tJ.s.~ when Zayd 
1 ~ , 
is also ci.iJ\~ ~, In the verse:, 
: e 'the' catf between mal 
--.- . ,'-.-
'" \. 't"_, , 
anednashab ispermis~ible because they have'different implications, 
in that the~ ';nention os' 'na~hab ,which is :;;pecifically 'landed 
... ,'L' "', , 
, ~ " 
p:r:()p~~ty(a~d'.' liv~sto~k)", auto~~~icallY 'restricts :theimplic~tions .. 
" . ." d 
of mal, which would otherwise' imply 'property in general', t.o 
'~roper,ty other th~n nasnab'.' Fo~ ~his reason the Arabs use catf 
~, • " ( ".,> -.-
b~:tfw~e~ caql and lubb, kasb and jar~, camal, and fi c1 , etc .. bee;'ause 
e~ch word.iI;r<th~se ~ni ts'implie's .th~t which is not implied by 
the other word, ·in that unit. In the aforementioned example: 
• <~> .. '.' ' \ . " . 
... > • :\ c - c M\ ~ ~, .> ~ J ~ j.\~ , the a~f between Zayd and Abu Abdullah 
is false because both of them refer to the same person. Although 
it is clear that a maCtuf and maCtufCalayhi must differ in their 
implic'ations,'the Qur'an says: ~J .,&)l.A~ ~ \;.JJ- GVlr" 
~~.~ .11 . or. :98). . '~ .. ' . c . In thlS verse the atf of 
" .. ", 
.-.-
Jibril and Mikal to mala' kah is permissible because these two 
angels are mentioned separately here to emphasise their importance 
(14) Diwan cAmr b. Macdikarib al-Zubaydi, p.35; 
Haddad, Hanna JamIl: 
. . 
c - c 6 Mu jam Shawahid a~~N_a~.~ al-Shi riyyah, verse No.: 37 .' 
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d . d' t f th ( 15 ) an to ~n ~ca e respect or em . But in the rest of the 
Qur'an maCtuf and mac~ufCalayhi necessarily imply different 
meanings like shircah and minhaj(16), and bathth and huzn(17). 
-.--
The same is held by linguists subsequent to Abu Hilal in this regard, 
for example, cAbd al-Jabbar b. Ahmad al-Hamadhani (d. 415 A.H.) 
in Mutash~iha al-Qur'an, where he cites the above mentioned 
Quranic verse in favour of the view that m'aCtuf and maCtufCalayhi 
, , 
~ " . ( )" ' '"', '. 
cannot be' syn'onyms ,lB. • :, However,' Ta~n}LM.Sh~hrn, like other 
-t·,-
,modern linguists who believe in th-e o~currEmce 'b:f~qynonymyin 
!.'" \ . '.~' .,:' " ,. 
the Qur' an, takesshircah cand'minhaj',>, a~d batht~cin'd'huzn as' 
',,: '"-.-,-
,';~'~amples of synonyms ,.,wi tho~t;~cms'iciering the 'fa:ct~~hat·theyare,· 
"""c"- ",',"c'c-c" ~'(l~')' ,: ' '. ' "', 
rna tuf and rna ,tuf alayh~ '. '.' 
(2) ,Two words deri~ed from the same root ,on the measur~s of 'facala and 
afcala cam10t hav~ the same me an il.'lgin the samedial~ct(20). Abu' 
\ ';, '~~. • I !" , 
Hilal seems to ha:v~~borrowedthis idea from Ibn Durtistawayh 
(d.' 347 A.H.)'who says almost the same in Tashih al-Fasih: 
. "'" , J. ,,' .."., .J. ....... '~ , 
, .. t\':' "\. • \ -- . \ . \\ .J'" ., -. • \ \. . .... :,' . ....., . ':' \ • .s • So, ~ • .5 v~ ~ ... U U\.:F""' ,,~~ ~ <! '--"''-' '~~l../,~,.:) U::--; .. 
~~F"~?\\~0'l:-' '~~\-'0,~' V?,~ ... U v>'~ ~\-, 
, .... ... .' - -", ".'~' ,'.. . -
• \AI.)'.>l-,~'.:>\r.~G"'p' \... <Y->, ~\ ~~ & ~ ~ U L'~ ~'~~ 
. _"-', ,,> <C", • ~ '~i, ~ , , . , 'C".I ... .',. "'" " ~,l -
\} .:>\; -' . <A:>\-"~. \..Ri \\~ co (; -'~\ j ~ .ti,J\, S iC0~ LJ\ ~ ~ ( ~, 
d~~ ~'-'J <! \;;....w'j;\~\<6~ ,~\ ~,.; lrct-,Q\\.:u, ~.rJ\(}-' 
(15 ) Al-Furuq, p.14 
( 16) Ibid p.13 
( 17) Ibid p.262 
(18) Mutashabih al-Qur'an 1:283 
(19) Al-Mushtarak al-Lughawi: Nazariyyah wa TatbIq, 
• 
p.388 
(20) Al-Furug" p.15 
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Sibawayh (d. 210 A.H.) is the first linguist and grammarian 
who devoted two chapters to discriminating between the senses 
associated with different measures. He deals with ficl and if cal, 
c c os. "\' \. 
and taf II and if al in Chapters entitled: ~ \.!I ~ (> ~ ~ L;> "! 
~ , and~ ~\~';cj~l)~()J-cJ:; U~.> ~~(22). 
Althotlgh. Sibawayh: does not' specifical,ly say that different forms 
of the same. root cannotha.v~tHes~e meaning, his treatment' of 
c· . 'C-' 
:taf II and if al shows the' diffe,rence'in.: their meanings along the' 
. ". . ,( 23) ,', .' , c~lirles of causative"'and fa,~tltlve , .. Ibn, Qutayhah (d. 276.l).',H.} 
., " " , 
a~ain ddes not maintain that every form.is, ?ec~ssarily:·associated 
wi tn a pc::rticular meC3;ning: 'However he devotes many chapter;s on 
, "U L:,.:,),\ ~\ ~~ (24,) to differentiating between ~heme'a:nings 
.' _ .',' _ ;,' '" ci.,,' • ,I,. . .c , ! r 
r:! ->. " _ _ J' "."" , • ~' w> ,", .. '"" 
of"v~rious forms,., and says': U.>J' \,:>~~ \& ~ Q>...AJ ~ » 
'" ," &>~ -' .t; u.>'). -' C>~\ ~ 'd;$: .(. ~\J.\ J ~~ 
/ "" . ; 0< ' ~~'<J~ ,,~, o?u.:>J\ '';1 ~ (» ~ 
6":~:?.!I ~;. ~ ,~~ ~?&~" ,~~\;\ J-; !'. ~ }. 
\~~~~~.)~\ c!,~,c.>y'~. G o~,t!'ub\~ \ u.;.s1 \1~ 
C 2.5) " J\ '. " ',:.~ J. . ' 
• t( ~,uJlX -' G\~~j\,o/ U . .>J \. It is surprising that· +bn' 
.-,. . ' '." 
Qutaybah, before giving the points ot diffe~ence bet~~~n 1;:he'· 
tafCIl and if cal forms, mentions some 'examples ,which show semantic 
" 
f-- --' -! 
l 
(21) LuCaybi, ~akim Ma1ik,!p.200 (quoting from Tashlh al-Faslh 
-- - .. _------->. 
c - ) edited by Abdullah al-Jaburi Part II pp.333-334 ;'A1-SuyutI 
I: 384-385; AI-Furuq 15 
(22) AI-Kitat 2: 233-238 
(23) Frederik Leemhuis, pp. 9 - 20 
t 
. 
(For further four 
subdifferentiations between tafCIl and if cal forms see pp.20-21). 
(24) Adab al-Ka.tib, pp.487-516. 
(25) Ibid p.488 
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"" UI" ~ _<'" ()', J... (.J, _ 1-....,., 
agreement between them: L.J / ~ yJ ~,~ ~ <..2 \.,; \) 
~).() (. ~ 0 fi J \..Jl\ G \{ ~ w.~.:t, -' ~ 3..(, ....... w /. '\ -' 
(26? {l 0)Ji ~ ~;;:, ufu' -' ull;. At the beginning of ~ c.(' 
... 
~ ~ \ , he has a chapter: ~ \ 0 GJ \, ~'\ ., ~ ~ \.., in 
""" .. So-... .. 
which he gives many examples of both forms with agreement in 
J< ~, W J. .... 
meaning: / (. c.5-'\,> li')' 'J.~\ ,>J,t.(, Co ~\ -' ~ ... ' 
(5/ ' ~~\ -'~ t: i' ~ • J-,~\.,:)L.>b '/')' 
( 2 7 ) • ( ......... tf. ~ ~ ~ ,~ \,-,"~ Co (5~ \ .,:) 
~ '" . 
, Ibn F~ris' (d: 395 A.H.)," in, discriminating,betwee..~c'",,~ 
. '""" '. ~ ... "~. " , __ ""' ",t ~ " " . ',0 '. ~-". - " "~ , 'l • .:. :' '_ f ~ 
"and Gl»\ ',' also gives many examples~·~.g. ,c.,/ ~,&...)\ ~"u ",<~'.' 
" '...~:~ ~\~:',o)\U·,and:: ~~~~,:;;U\.:,\jt..~: .' 
. " " ('2>8) ....... ',;. ,", ,,' ,.''',.', .' .. .' "," ' .. '.' ~,.' , ... , '. ,'", 
.' ,', . t{ ',fl' \./, c0 "ku Hil~l has an example that is almost exa~tly 
the same as the last: 
(" ()liJ\~c!~, ~-t~u' ~.~~W;~.:.S: '1 
~.~ ~ .. &./\~'~ ~p'.p ~~·(P'0\1\.o;~'·:· 
Ulj,' _ J. &~,\_,;" J.., '$-~\~~'\~ ~~f.!~.> ~~'\ ~~\.o~, 
(29) \ '\ ,1-, ~ _' \ \ .. ':~...-.J c:0 ' "" \ ~' 
• l< ,. ~ (..Y" ,\.l2.9 -' .. , ~
Abu Hil~l further elaborates his belief that every form and 
measure is associated with a partic~larmeaning while discussing 
- c c-' cc-various measures for al-mubalighah, e.g. maf aI, fa ul, fa aI, 
c-
mifal. He says: 
(-'"" ~ ~  ¥,U; s-~ '0 ~c.P.~\ 0\? ,~~ \) 
. ~f;;.. -' .)~: U~ ~ ~\cJ-''''(; 6\{ \;~-' . y/ J 
(26) Adab al-katib p.487 
(27) Ibid p.460-471 
(28) Tam~ Faslh al-Kalam (one of the books in: Ras~'il fI al-Nahw 
wa al-Lughah) pp.18-l9 
(29) AI-Furuq, p.15 
• , ~I 
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Thus, he proves that two or more words, in the same dialect, 
if they come from the same root, but are on different measures, 
cannot have the same meaning. Therefore, such words are not 
synonyms. 
(3) Differences in the vocalisation of a word in the same dialect imply 
, , 
, " ''( '.~ . 
, ' different meanings,. Words "like , and 
. , .',,~ . 
Y , have the': samemeanin~because' they are from" different 
, , .' ',( 31) ,.': +,. '.,,", " , 
dlalects' ., " Ibn FarlS g1'\,:es many wO:r!ds of the, same kind which' 
,\ ' 
;, -, '~-
ha~e',the same ~~,a,ning .and. ar.e fr6mdiff~rent dialects, e. g. 
o '" 
, .• , '. 0 c/o' ,JIJI , 
and· .~ , " /-' "P"" .~ and .' OJ! 0" p , "p~ an~ G~, '~ and 
\." 
" 0, ' , ", ' . ," 0 J! 
~; and:inthe dialect of Najd ~
•. ,.' (33) 
is used", , ~' 'Ibn Far.is gi vesa detailed apcount of variations 
" 
in vowel signs, (harakat) which change meanings, e.g. .. ~\ 
. " 
)) 
" 
So, according to Abu Hilal, words differently vocalised cannot 
be considered as having iden,tical meanings in the same dialect. 
They .are, distinct' words' wi thdi~:t:in'ct meanings, and cannot be 
sY9-onyms. 
(30) AI-Furuq, p.15; See also AI-Kha~a'is: Ibn Jinni, chapters: ~~ 
<.J w \ 0 \.i:., \ :b \~./i)\ <..r' l,..... ~ cJ 2: 152-168, and: <5 y \.: 
- ifl\ ~~ ~\ '0 "';; 3:26~-269. 
(31) AI-Furuq, p.15 
(32) Tamam Fasih al-Kalam, p.32 
(33) AI-Furuq, p.287 
(34) Tamam Fasih al-Kalam pp.29-31 
,; 
." 
. r . -~: r ,.' - . ", 
, 
~ ;. 
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Another, rather different application of this principle, of 
which Abu Hilal seems also to have been aware, refers to syntax 
" rather than to morphology. Johann Fuck gives a very good example 
of this. He says that Harun aI-RashId used to discriminate between 
~ .. s-
, with idafah of &G expressions such as: \.::!.L. ~ ~ \; \:. \ , 
.,. 
(, - ~ 
meaning: "I have killed your son", and: ~~ (Y \; \:\ with 
nun at ion on s:~ , meaning: "I shall kill (35) your son" . 
It has already been' said that ,Abu Hilal's prime motive. is 
, to explain ,~ow, diffe~ent wordssho~id most appropriately bE; w:;ed ... 
It'~ay be ,.ol:!se~vE:·d that he regarq.ed meanirigs'as·"bodies" and words -: 
- " ,'. . " - ,'
, ',,';,'.' ~ - '"" 'III: 
'asthe:Lr,"clothes": ,,: u\ ~))\'~ (~\ &,~ '<i'.W' \) 
'.«.~~\i\"(5/ ~(5)~~»\'~ He further says:',~/U--~\) 
J.... .' .,,: " . '. J. • ' • ~~:"' .. :. c ~ \ V ~. ~, . .:? -,UU £~: ;~l\ J \r-:..v. ~ -' cJ W \ Y::?';; 
(36). u (~1'~ ...... ~ .)~" .Asa part of his emphasis on the 
. - " .,',.,' 
most appropriate use qf words,' ,he ., is, conscious' of the importance 
of the context in which a wo~d is being . used. For example, he 
differentiates between the various senses of ~ ~ according 
to context in the verse: ~\ tfs-u~,d~" ~\ O~ 
. ....... .....~ "'J. J. 
. ~ \ ~" .~ \ ~ \;:.. \ U;J \ \.m-' .. ' ~ ( <--:-> '.:? )I \ /56). 
. . " ,-
Here (; ~ o~' the part of Allah denotes "mercy", on the part of 
the angels it denotes "asking for forgiveness (.)~~)", and on 
~. -"""'" 
the .pa~t;:;f, th~ J:?elievers it denot,es "p'raye~".. Similarly in the. 
. ... , .\" '" J- . \ • ~ )lt~J~ )) ~\ ~\~(UYU\;18)', verse: 
~.;> ~ on the part of Allah denotes "information", and on the part 
of the believers it denotes "affirmation,,(37). 
(35) AI-cArabiyyah: Dirasat fI al-Lughah wa al-Lahajatwa al-AsaIIb, 
c -Tr. R. Abd al-TaWwab pp.94-95. 
-c (36) AI-Sana atayn, p.84 
(37) AI-Furuq, p.121 
. ~ , ,~ 
,"'" 
~j • 
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Chapter III 
Synonymy 
It is interesting to note that Abu Hilal, while dealing with 
. .~, , 
.' 
., 
'. t'; 
',According to ·Abu.Hi'1~J",9ynonymy'does'n()t occur ~.n the Arabic 
language exc~pt ~hentwo ·'Cor: more) synonymous ~ords come from' 
differerit dialect;:>.~ In his words: U;..Ai U~, u ;; G rS ~:..» \) 
.. .. 
,d~ 0»'-, ~ L! C't;'/0?cj "v:f.~0\ ),~ ...... »\,,~~ 
( 2 ) '. . . " . " _ 1 \ • \ \. , . , \ , ., ~:.... . J., 
. «. . . . . ., J;.!> .> ~ .> U \ll....JI.>-' ~_ ,U 
, 
He suggests that wo.rdswhich have close meaniIlgs' should be investigated 
in ,:the' light, of rules' for discriminating betweel! stich meanings ~,~' 
.... ~.~' . 
,', (discuss~d ~n,the p~evio~s, c~apt.~;:~, •. ~f no differenc~ ~~!l;their. 
semc::nti~:,~ iinplicati;n~' is , foun'd~" th'en "i t"ShC,lllid,:b~: ~s~~~~d' that, 
',' '-, \':. .~ ~ . ... ' 
they are from different ,dialects; fOJ;: 
used for "cooking pot" in the dialect 
the dialect of Makkah(3). He further 
(1) c Ilm al-Dalalah p.2l6 
(2) Al-Furuq pp.14-l5 
example, the wofd ' .)>> is 
-
, 
of Basrah, and dJ.J. in 
holds that a mucarrab word 
. '~'" ' -:";' . 
(3),Al-Furuq p:..19;_we also find in MuCjamLahajatal-Qaba'il wa al-Amsar: 
,Jamil Sac ld/Dawud Salum: 't)\I'c)b1 ~ ~7u)\~ (~\cY>\ ~~~j;J\-~ 
p. 243. 
.. , 
may be considered as 
"""VI. ,-I '~JW':.J)\'> 
~ , he says: 
(5) 
• l( 
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synonymous with an Arabic one, e. g. : tJ ,; u-:o 
~/ \-.tH (4) In case of (J and 
~ ... .J.. VI ~ J.. ~7\ (J c0 <.Yo' )l L:-'~ <.('.J L; ( )\ U\ " 
0t:;J J» ~ a;,J'? I~ u.,f 0\ jy'! 
Abu Hilal' s view that synonymy cannot occur in one dialect is 
based on the notion that two or more words cannot be devised for the 
, -same meaning in one linguistic unit/grouping, as the presence of 
two or more' words 'wi ~h: one meaning ,would ,cau,s~. useless proliferatipp 
" , \ ," 
in it(6). Hakiip Malik contends that Abu,Hilairejects,the~oC!'Currence 
of synony,rnY' (as U:nders't'ood by.' somec~iti'cs) b~ca~s~he belie~es' in 
- (7)', ' 
tawqif ,.' ,Wedo l1ot, find anything' in al~FuruqJr 'al"';;Lughahwhich 
, .', ;,~/'\., 
. ~. 
might lead us' to conclude that Abu HLl_a). beli~ve~ . in tawqif.' Hill<im 
Malik was probably led to his, conclusion, bya mi'sunderst<~nding of 
~ iJ\)l~-~t 21-> ~ " Abt. Hilal' s sta"t;ement:-
(8) ',' . . . 
U • •••••• ~ ~ 
.. . - ..... 
he~ ~\ "8 .. (', may stand for 
", 
either the group that uses the pa,rticular ~ or an individual who 
devises a word for a concept. Abu Hilal's other statements support 
this view, e. g. 
. . "''' ....'" ..... 
(t ~ '. VG:~'~ CJ u\ 6 \£j )) \ .> " 
'0 ..t. ~ )}U'. ~ \? ~ ~ q '0 j.~ (9)". 
c,' <,',', ' .; 
and" • 0...,.., 
.. 
Moreover his treatmeti-f,,'6f v()cabulary in general, his acceptance of 
. ta crib, . and his asse,rtion tI:at' ext:p:sion in m~aning has'taken plac~ . 
in nume.rous cases, all' s~ppor::t our, view 'that he do~s n'ot 'believe 
in tawqif. 
(4) AI-Furuq p.19 
(5) Ibid p.64 
(6) Ibid pp.13,15. 
(7) Lu c ~ybf, Hakim Malik, p. 206. (Tawqlf is to believe that whole of 
the Arabic language is God given. For details see al-Muzhir 1:8-24) 
(8) AI-Furuq p.13 (9) Ibid pp.13,15 
. ~. 
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c - -It has already been said that Ibn al-A rabi (d. 231 A.H.) was 
the first linguist to reject the occurrence of synonymy in Arabic. 
His pupil Thaclab (d. 291 A.H.) elaborated the theory propounded by 
his teacher (as quoted by al-Suyuti from Sharh al-Minhaj of al-Taj 
al-Subkl): V ~ G~ >'?' V~. \..0 Of 0'.. \) 
,?'.> 0L . .J~\ c.j~'G~~~~~\c...~~\ 
• <.J~,. J. w. 
(\0/ ~~- 4:> ~ w-' \~:: ~ \: <.:> h.....:,J\ J \.;.s-}: cU 'U~ ~ J -; ~\ G ~ 
.' ~ u ~\l5...>~4J'.J~\Ln . .J\-, ,Ibn Faris (d. 395 A.H.), a pupil of 
• ,,' '!, • ~ -. • ' 
_f. '.' ~haciab, further elaborated the, same th~~ory,w,h~le discussing the. 
01 ,. 
,(':" :<;, . :(.):i~io~s~ames~o,~ ~~-f~~Yf: .. \.6~. ~\:~ ~\~ .(( ~,\ U,', ))" 
! 
.:. «, L->,~y W »\ (J-b,o,~ .... :These and' other :schc)lars denied,' 
the occurrence of synonymy" fn, Arabic wi th~:ut considering the fact 
that Arabic was"a multitude ,of'various dial~cts. As far as Abu . 
",;-' '/ I:I~lal'is: eoncerned, he does not .deny the occurrence of synonymy in 
','- ~ . - .."" ~ -
" ' 
Arabic'absolutely .He 'denies its occurrence ih one 'dialect of t·he 
language> His 'pr~dE!cessor', Ibn Durustawayh (d. 34-7"A~H.), 'was 
,~:' . 
probably the originator?f this Idea(12). It was later very force-
fully presented by al-Isfahani (d.4-0~ A.H.)(13): 
~ <.j ~ J-c. & &" ('j)5 M- u~ ~- -' ~l 
, .,/. • w$. ... 
( 14-) (t •••••• cY ~H o~ ))j.~ l! \.:.~. ' l).A::> \ ~ 
Following.lbn Durustawayh, Abu H~lal, and al-Isfahanl's views, 
we mayaccept'~fp'r ·.~xarriple, 'that ~and .:.... , A.J ~ are true synonyms. ~':' 
(10) Al-Suyuti:A1-Muzhir, 1:403 
. 
(11) Ibid 1:4-04-
(12) See previous chapter p. 21 
(13) AI-Isfahani's name is Muhammad b. aI-Hasan b. Furak, A1-Suyutr :16; 
R. c Abd al-Tawwat says: ;erhaps he is ~ AETI~ cAli aI-Hasan b. c"Abd Allah 
al-Isfahani Laghdah, a pupil of Zajjaj, Ramadan C Abd a1-Tawwab., ,p. 281 
!(14) A1-Suyuti': A1-Muzhir, 1:405 
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There are many examples of these. A story that is repeated in many 
books on linguistics is that when Abu Hurayrah was in the company 
of Muhammad one day, the latter dropped a knife and said to him: 
( ~ \ <....SJ;, \; ". Abu Hurayrah did not understand. Muhammad 
..... .. .. 
.. - ~ 
repeated his request. At last Abu Hurayrah asked: « ~~./ ~...u. \ ". 
v..r:::.. is Hijazi dialect and '~v.,; Azdi(15). Another story that 
-. -
is frequently repeated is t~at of a man of the Banu Kilab or Bana 
'>1, .. ' " 
cAmir who visited Dhu J adan" on~ of the k {ngs '?L Yemen, wh~, W9Sr~) 
i',~ :', .'''':' 
, ·0 ..... 
sitting, o~ a'raised pl;1tf,orm. The king ,i'aid to the visitor: L..J.J ..... 
L e: ,II si tIl 
'. . " , 
"\ 'meaning 
and died; 
in the Yemeni dialect .. The vi-si tor understoa'd it as 
"jump" , and therefore humped fromth:eplatform 
, ... ,..:.:--: ... ,.:.....-~~c-:-;,-... -.: ... 7 . -:--. -----' .( 16) 
So '. ~ ~and ~ are true synonyms ,as pein'g 
from different di~lects. 
':-,i(15) AI-Shalqanr~~CA.H~P~.336-337;Hasan zaza,p.I04;i
1
i Ib~a~im Anis 
'--~\ in Fi al-Lahajat al- C Arabiyyah, I doubts-the-t~~thf~~~ssu-~f'-' 
1<16 ) 
I 
thi~ ~~tory and-~~;s -'th'~~ . cJ? i~u~~d in Surat Yusuf, and that 
a companion of the Prophet could not be ignorant of its meaning. 
Moreover Abii Hurayrah was of the tribe' of Dows, living not far \ 
from Makkah, and this tribe was well connected with Quraysh even 
in pre-Islamic times, 'jPp.176-177 
- --.. ~-.-.--.--- _._-----, 
-~- - -- -- --- .------~-~- .. _--.... 
Ibrahim Anis Fi al-Lahajat c ' p.177; Subhi al-: al- Arabi~~ah 
Salih Dirasat fi Figh al-Lughah, p.300 
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Ibn Jinn1 (d. 393 A.H.) seems to have held the same views 
regarding synonymy. He says: 
( 1) « G \.s: W G ~ uJ; 0\ L1/, ~~ 6\{ J.,!> \~\ He also 
cites~ on the authority of al-Asmaci, an interesting controversy 
between two men over the word ~ . One of them pronounced it 
with sad and the other with sin. They decided to take a third opinion. 
The third man differed from both of them and pronounced it with za'. 
In fact, all 'of" them were reI'r:esenting' ,their different ciialects (18) . 
' .. ~, .' :. ~. 
't- " ~ 
It is,' .surprising -'to ,find that Abu: Hil~l has. peen:'se'vere'ly 
, , 
cri tici'sed by most modern Arab, J;ingu~sts for absolutely, denying 
the occurrence of synonymy in ';A~ciliic~ since he does':rlot do so. For 
example., cUmar' 'Ahmad Mukhtar places Abu Hilal among tho~e linguists 
'. ",' 
who deny th~ occurrence of synonymy in Ar.3bic even";if the 
s;onymous ~ords come from d{ff~r~nt: dialects(19). 'Ibrahim Anis(20)~ 
c -' - -(21) - C'- (22) -Abd al-Hamid al-Shulqani' \~ Ramadan Abd al-Tawwab , ,Tawfiq 
. . ".
Muhammad Shahin (23) ~ Hi3kim Malik LuCaybi(24) ~ etc. do the same. 
In fact, we find~ in al-Furuq f1 al-Lughah, numero:us examples of 
occurrence of synonymy in Arabic~ provided the wor:ds; coin§!' from " 
o 'I '~I<,.~ '",' ~ • 
different dialect,s. " ' ':. . ~ (25)~ According to Abu Hilal vVJ and ____ ..,/. , 
'" 
(17)Al~Khasa'is 1:374 (For a detailed' account of Ibn Jinni's views, 
see .<.} Y' ~ <.J~J.>,\ ~)C.; \. c..}J- tj WI cJ .u.:' ~ ~ ,2 : 113; ,and 
;,-'~ \ ~..J \\..,~))\ L-> \"'1: 96 ~ in which he see~s to suggest that every ~,s- .. , 
separate word should have a separate sense). 
(18) Ibid 1: 374 
(19) cIlm al-Dalalah pp.217-218 
(20) Dalalat al-Alfaz pp.221-222 
• 
(21) Riwayat al-Lughah p.329 
(22) Fusul f1 Fiqh al-cArabiyyah, pp.277-278 
4 
(23) Al Mushtarak al-Lughawi: Na~ariyyah wa Tatbiq, p.229 
(24) AI-Taraduf fi al-Lughah p.201 
(25) AI-Furuq p.19 
;., 
" ' 
""" 
- . ~ and 
~ ':- and 
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.~. oJ (27) -(r" and ~ ; f 
d and .0~(30); ~.Y' 
and (~(28); 
and ~>(31); 
etc. are synonyms since, in each case, the two words come from 
different dialects. 
Different dialects in the Qur'Em, and 
~. '-,,; .. 
,f ,~ Abu I1ila:ll~' ,att'itude to'these. 
,.,' , TIl~,'interactlon and ~verlapp~ng of' :tl1evarious dialects /,,'_ 
i~s1ie', -i~,.~the history of-the, Aral:5"icla,nguage .. 
, ~ _ i' ~ 
(lughat' 6rl'ahaj~at) of 'the Arabian periinsula:has'been'acotnple~ 
," • i~ .:( " _. , '''. "', ; - ~- , • • , , -, , ~ ( 
.. 
Without going into 
details otvar'ious dialects ,. H ~eems important t.o point out that 
it i~'~enerally accepted that the Qu:r;-'anwas.revea17d in the common 
-,' 
'Arabic' la-dguage (d..f"~\~~\'~\.') 
..., :·:a :, i~tigUage understood in 
't,,' ',c. ' '. . 
','". 
th~'whole,' of' the Ar~ian penin~ula, ,ari'd used ',by' poets and orators 
as a medium of communication(38). A small book on the dialects used 
(26) Al-'Furuq pp.21~22 
(27) Ibid p.46 
(28): 'Ibid p. 64; 
(29) Ibid p.102 
. (30) Ibid p.104 
(31) . 'Ibid p .109 
( 32) Ibid p.180 
(33) Ibid p.182 
(34) Ibid p.194 
(35) Ibid p.279 
(36) Ibid p.287 
(37) Ibid p.295 
:... .... 
(38) waff, c Abd al-Wihid Fiqh al-Lughah p.108 j Ibrahim Anis Fi al-
Lahajat al-CArabiyyah p.40j for the characteristics of the 
\ . !" _...... I~,;.J I :. ... 11'. • -.J I " I II' /.. I '.. I,; common Arabic language see chapter: ~~,tl- --~ ~~. __ ~
in Ramadan cAbd al-Tawwab Fusul fl Figh al-CArabiyyah,pp.62-78. 
., 
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(39) c c - (40) in the Qur'an ascribed to Abd Allah b. Abbas (d. 68 A.H. 
is transmitted by Ibn Hasnlin, in which numerous entries from different 
tribes are listed. Although probably not comprehensive, this work 
determines the origin of at least 265 words used in the Qur'an. 
Of these: 
104 are derived from the dialect of Quraysh; 
45 II II II Hudhayl; 
36 II II .. II· Kinanah; 
--" 
. ~ 'l i ~ . 
". " 
23' II: II i, 
.Himyar; , 
,21._ II II II Jurham; 
,,-
.13 II ,', ·11 II ·'Tamim and Qays' c- -" Ilan; 
.. 
" ~' 
6 II ' - - II II " C - '.-Amman, Azd Shanu' ah, and 'c Khath am~ 
II II 
~ , ,c.- • 
II Tay' ,~ Mudhh:id, Madyan, 5 and 
". . 
:(; Ghassan. 
~ 4 II II II Banu Hanlfah, Hadramawt, and 
·c '. Ash ar; 
3 II II II Anmar; 
2 II II II -c Khaza ah, Saba' , Yamamah, 
Muzaynah, and Thaqif; 
1 II II II Azd; 
1 II II '.' Khazra]; 
II II II - C -'. ." -' ail,d Sacd I, .,-, . al- Amahq ah " Sadus; 
al-cAs~ir~. (41) 
(39) There are discussions of this topic scattered throughout the various 
books on Lughah, and al-Suyuti has a detailed chapter in AI-Itqan 
fI cUlum al-Qur'an. 
(40) Kitat al-Lughat fi al-Qur'an, ed. by Salah aI-DIn al-Munajjid, 
Cairo, 1946. 
(41) Ibid, ·preface, pp.5-7 
,<,'l 
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Although Abu Hilal does not reject the popular view that the 
Qur'an was revealed in a language which represents an amalgam of 
many different dialects, he, nevertheless, discriminates between 
the meanings in the Qur'an even of synonyms from different dialects. 
For example, he discriminates between the meanings of ~ and 
~. " ..... (42) 
L) ~ , although the latter is merely the equivalent of the 
former in the dialect of Kinanah(43). He discriminates between 
~ '; d .. (44) '_'. :... (45). " '. , ..... ' , . 
,,4:.~,"·. and~.>/ ,',' ,althqugn th~ latter l.sme~ely the 
equivalent of the forme.ri~fhe'·di~~e~t b~ JurhalTl(46) .' He gives 
dist'inctdefinit:j,pns of ,¥ and ~'viz. "a'. &~ .is one who 
'considers himself t~ 'be .'kriowledgeable' .. ,." (4 n 
·Ls~~.\' "weakness·· in judgement"( 48}, , and then 
. ..;. 
and ' ~",,, ,'_,J) .l- •. ~""'-
- (.'~9), .. ', " 
,,' . « M tV [}s-~J\ ,although ~ is merely the" 
, , c,",' .'_ (50) 
equi valent .of ,:~ in the diale,ct of' Kinana'Q ., and of 6 ~ in 
, , ' 
,·,the'.dialect d,~,Himya~, and:o'f 09 i~', th~ ,d'i~:lect of !ay' (51) . 
Abu Hilal discriminates between ~ 1 and y£( 52), although the 
former is merely the equivalent of the latter in 'the dialect of 
. (53) Quraysh . 
• \~42) AI-Furuq : .16 _ 
, J (43) Ibn C Abbas : Ki tab 
. L ___ __ 
,~( 44)' AI-Furuq p.272 
(45) Ibid p:275, 
-------- ---~ .. -.---.--o--~-
(46) Ibn cAbbas 
(47) AI-Furuq p.93 
(48) Ibid 194 
(49) Ibid 194 
al-Lughat fi al-Qur'an, p.22 
(50) Ibn cAbbas Kitab al-Lughat ff al-Qur'an, p.l 
(51) Jamil Sacid/D~~~.d Salum:MuCjaru Lahajatal-Qaba'.il.: 1:143 
(52) AI-Furuq pp.36-37 
(53) Ibn-cAbb'~s : Kit~b al-Lughat fi al-Qur'an, pp.40,46; Jamil sacidl 
Dawud Salum : MuCjam Lahajat al-Qaba'il Wa al-Amsar, 1:19 
;, 
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These and many other examples show that Abu Hilal did not 
accept the occurrence of synonymy in the Qur'an, even in the use 
of words of identical meaning from different dialects. Many Arab 
linguists believe in the occurrence of synonymy in the Qur'an, 
(54) 
on precisely these grounds . There are some, on the other hand, 
who whether or not they believe in the occurrence of synonymy in 
Arabic in general, side with Abu Hilal in the case of the Qur'an, 
.. - . (55) - -:-(56)'" -."..., ,';'(57) for ;example, al-Jahlz , .. ' al-Khattabl ,.al-Baql4l1ap1. , among 
" -,', .. -" ,~.-.. . -,. , " "'-'.: ~"'.. .,-' " 
.
·th' e' 'a'nc'~'en'ts, ,'d'Ali d' Am-:- (58L' Ah··' d Ah'·'· d'''''''B''<d' ';C59}'CAli~lh"';h"'" :'_ ". ,an' rna In' " rna rna" a aWl, ,;',' nJ.:S q. : 
, bin~ al-Shati ,.( 60)~' ~as~h Muham~ad" B~j~~~S 61') .'~uharruhadsa cid' 
c, • "~ •• ' ;, , ,".. ~ ~ -1" 'It", '; .. '., .-', ,.,' ,,'. ; "";, r, 
, , _; _ l _' ~ ~ (62 _{' ,c -~. 
~am?dan T.al-Buti" ~ .i,·n', m'6d~rfl. -times."- JV~~' 
, , 
A,~~o~e,>~~udy of' Qlll::';anic words .'whiC;:h are, c<:msideredto be' 
synonyms revea+s that they even if~ljey are 'derived fromdifferen;t 
• " . , -,_, i- . : : '., " ' : ..... ,. ~ 
;~ f" r • ,"'. l ' 
dialects, do flo,thave' 'quit.e tpe same., sense~· For. example , each' word 
~' r" [. ~ 
" J-" "" .; '" ,,"'!.or _]. 
• «( (\R>~>\~ .Y~U;>! > jJ ~~\;"';,. '~U\,~~j~Dalalat al-Al~a~4p.215;' 
FI al- Lahaja~ al- c Ar~iyyah, _p'._l_~OiJ ~~~~~ .. C A bd~l-Taww_ab)J 
.. ,J2p~1~.:-_280; I Subhi a1-Sa1ih, .', pp. 299-300; 
I'-...Ll Shahi:n, TawfIq ~uh~mmad, . P.388:'-i 
I (55) Chaudhary, MOha~~ad' Akram, pp. 31-32 <--I -~---
'--'-~~---. --c-=--"'-~-'-- -;:..---.- ..... _----_ ... --.~--~-.. .......,.---(56) Bayan I jaz al-Qur'an, ,p.29 :. ",<. ,. 
... 
-'.'- ," 
'(57) A1~B~tr, Muhammad S~crd Ramad;fr, p.165: 
(58) AJ..-ICj~z al-Bayani-lial-Qur'an: p'j~98"(footnote) 
(59) Min Balaghat al-Qur'an, p.57 
(60) AI-ICjaz al-Bayani Ii al-Qur'an, pp.193-198 
(61) Ta'ammulat f1 Surat al-Haqah, pp.49-58; Ta'ammulat fi Surah Maryam, 
. 
Pl? .153-154. 
l62) Min Rawa'ic a1-Qur'an, p.164 
.' 
, '-
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in the pairs: .5\'" .\':L I .... \ L-PJ and ~, ~ and ~
, ... F and 
...~ 
,. '-? and (j. \ has its specific semantic 
implications in the context of the Qur'an, and thus, cannot be 
d d 1 . h . (63) Th Q ,-regar e as tru y synonymous Wlt ltS counterpart . e ur an 
is so particular in this regard that it makes a distinction even 
between 6~\s. and \)l...~: 
(64)U l:) .... ;L \..)} ~ ~ d~~ I) 
,. ,We ,can sum up. Abu Hilal' s views on synonymy by saying that 
, he beli'~ves~. in . the occu~;ence ofsynonY,1llY' in A~<wic, i~ .general, 
, .... ." ,.,".." , ' .~ :" 1 ., .';.,. 
0ftheJ,a~guage .. H6wev~r';' he'b'~iieves that synonymy 'does n~t occur 
, " ' . 
in the Qur' an. Modern Arab linguists who place Abu Hilalamong, 
,those who deny synonymy in, Arab·i~,. have exaggerated his position. 
They' are perhaps misled by: his very forceful plea for the 
use of words in their appropriate plc3.ces - a plea" made by 
appropriate 
1 J ""'h' (65) a - a lZ, , 
. . (66)" ' 
'Ibn Qutaybah ,and the writers of books' on al-lahn. A similar 
[C63T~ Ch~udhary~' M;h. ;~m~d- ik-;~~, for~- detai-l~d--~-tu'dY~h~~-e', 
. I 
: words see: pp.45-89. i 
~6~-~~-Qur;~'~"surat al~H~j;~t /14:-----. . .---~ .. --.. -.-~~.:.-.--~---.J 
(65) AI-Bayan wa al-Tabyln,;1:20,. (Al:~J:3.hi~ says: \.\)~'(y'\?\~» .!l)1 
. ./ "" ......, , \oJ ',' ~.' , 
.{« J~})~<J;\-'..J:J ~ &\:Jb \;. k. ~~\ G> 6-,~J) .' .. ~~~ C;>\~;~ ~'~ 
(66) Adab al-Katib, pp.21-42 
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plea may be found in our times in the writings of, among others, 
Muhammad al-Mubarak who concludes his remarks on: 
"The Curse of Synonymy" despite the fact that he does not deny the 
occurrence of synonymy: 
" ' ! (>.I , .-
\:.;G ·_"G~.\ J.J'~ -,'~\ ~'j (j\ -ir:;'~\",', 
• "'. " C ,~.. '. '. ,",,:, • ~ , " ..... ' • - ~~ , • " ,~ " 4 ~ ._ 'r.' L" , ','. 
, ~, ' , , 
'- {"'" ~",., . 
~~~~~, ~ ~/~·~~·c.'~§~~G:~\· 
- ... 
w (6::~(t. ~r\. ~..,J\ c~ (J! 
(67) Fiqh al-Lughah wa Khasa'is al-cArabiyyah, p.32l 
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Chapter IV 
Sources of al-Furuq fi al-Lughah 
In the preface of al-Furuq, Abu Hilal says that he has under-
taken to discriminate between words of close meaning in the Qur'an, 
,"' "~ ...... ":: .. ' 
j':lrisprudence ,.cilm 'al:"'kalam anddailyusa.ge (l)AS fell:' :as the 
• ., .''> '~.~.. " • -," c ,-.. , . 
;fields of jurisprude'nce arid'" i:lm al-:-kalama:rie'concerned;it is 
'. .' . -'---~-~ 
evident that he,might'hav"e'take'n,the"w.o;ds: ~dthe ':views!~that. he, 
"_. " ",,~,,~~' ( '. ,~,. L'" '1' . - : ,~' 1.('" 
~" ~ 
records from ',the.wri tiTlgsand' prai 'traris~issi<?~rof scho'lars :.'p'f ,the,:'; " 
. "', 
. ,: :; '.L· 
• '., ... , ,J 
'.(. 
J?espective fields; he himself me~ti6ris so~e":riarries, for example of' 
ju~~sts, which we will list 'separately. 'Here, in, this cha.pter, we 
will discuss. the sourc~,~,of'al:':"Furuq from"the view point. of linguistic 
"'. " , . 'j,'" ,:"" 
'citations, (istishhad) and of 'the deriving and ,determinin.g of the 
meanings of words. 
To determine the meanings of words Abu Hilal" generally, uses 
. " 
n'-' 
'.' 
D. The writings of Linguists, Jurists,Muh~ddithlinr etc. " 
E. Miscellaneous. 
A. AI-Qur'an 
The Qur'an is the major source of Abu Hilal's al-Furuq. Abu 
Hilal cites 360 verses from the Qur'an or parts thereof to determine 
(1) AI-Furuq, p.9 
. ! :. 
, " 
,'-' 
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the meanings of various different words. Apart from those words 
the meanings of which are testified to by the actual citation of 
Qur'anic verses in which they occur, there are numerous words the 
meanings of which are explained in accordance with their Qur'anic 
usage without mentioning the relevant verse. Badawi Tabanah, who 
made an elaborate study of Abu Hilal's doctrines of rhetoric and 
literary criticism, has correctly remarked that although the 
influence of "the first teacher" (al-mlicallim al-awwal), L e. 
", A~i~totle ,:,~dn,;Abu Hilal 's ,inteiiect~al developme'~t' cannot 'be denied" 
, - " ,'" -". .' :, _ 1, '. -, c_~_ ~ ',~-;; -." .!' I. 
• r ;( 
his' orientatio~ in 'ArabiC- anq Islarrlic cu'ltJre isvery'deep::-ro?ied~ 
.• ~ .':. :,~ '" j:" ;: 
He w,as ,a g6od.;r~citerbf the Qur"'~n, and very aptly' q~ot~lQui"anid ,;' 
-' :' err ~-" • 
verseswl1ich 'indicate his good taste 'and his good und~rstariding, ()f " ,~' 
i Cja~. ,He,'was a jurist and could deduce ahkam from the Qur' an, 
and he had a mastery of lughah, or nahw and of other fields,' 
--.- , 
knowledge" of ~hich was incumbent on an ,adib 'o:f his time (~); The 
" .'. '--, ,,- -'-,-
treatment of vocabulary by Abu Hilal and his giving of the meanings 
of words in the light of their use in the Qui" an also invalidates 
Muhammad c1d's criticism of the linguists of the early Islamic, 
period. c-Muhammad Id contends that early linguists and gramma~ians 
most frequently assert that the Qur'an hold$ tne first place for 
,the purpose oTistishhadin gramlflar c:nd lughah, but tha.t:':.in fact, 
they always prefer al~shicr al ~j ahili in 'such i~tishhad( 3). ")n 
""" 
al-Furuq, we find that this criticism is not true, at least', ,~s 
regards Abu Hilal. There isa great number of Islamic words which 
- . - -, c.(4) d . 
are called by Abu Hllal al-asma al-shar ~yyah and are use ln 
(2) Abu Hilal al- cAskarlwaMaqayIsuhu al-Balaghiyyah waal-Naqdiyyah, 
pp.29-31 
(3) Al-Riwayah wa al-Istishhad bial-Lughah, pp.118-128. 
(4) AI-Furuq, pp.56-57. 
~' 
f--.' _,,~ 
.' ,r: 
\- .. 
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a transferred sense rather than the original sense, like ~awm, 
zakat, kufr, iman, Islam; or words the original sense of which 
has become metaphorical, owing to their frequent use in a 
transferred sense, for example, the word salah originally meant 
• 
c-du a', but now it denotes only the performance of certain actions. 
There are many other words which are understood in their transferred 
sense rather than in their original sense, for example: din, millah, 
-c -, -. c . -,. -', -
ta ah~ taqwa, muttaqi, masiyyab,riya', nifaq" dhanb, shirk, halal, 
.- , '. ~~. 
There H(~lso 'a numb~r 
of examples'bf hi$ 'explain'ingjhe. meani~gs of apparently neutral 
wp'rds in,. the light ":of 'their Qur'anic conno-tations,'without mention.,-
ing the relev'ant' v~rses., For, example, he define,s ~~.r "hardness" 
in the light of its' Qll.~' anic' use, namely' as an incurable dis~ase; 
he also sta~es that'~' may be described in terms of Z)~ , 
. f . t· t h d (. th . ) ( 5 ) Th . . even l l lS no ar In e concrete sense . '" lS meanlng 
is derived from the verse: C? ~ > ~ l.ro f p ~ ( " 
""" ",,", • .i J,. _ "'" "'" 
l< ~~ ~ \ -,' "Z).,J V\{( ZSr.1/74). He defines ..>\.bJl: 
..>'~. G-,P.,Ju;.) ~\.as implyin~ a time-limit bein~ given to 
(6) 
someone. This meaning is derived from the verse: 
6 ~~'(.7- 01 ,<}~~ ( uP /'19)' .. ,. He define·s'.~~a~: 
continuity in existence from the time of coming into being(7) . 
. ' 
(5) Al-Furuq, p.102 
(6) Ibid p.196 
(7) Ibid p.lll 
,.::- . 
c ~. • 
, ' 
'it' , 
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This meaning is absolutely in accordance with its use in the Qur,an. 
The Qur'an uses this word to describe the people of heaven or hell 
who will be there for all time to come (8) . He defines ()..A!: U~\" ')\ 
19 ) ~l"''''' \ . \. ,I, Th" d' . . 
. «..?~- ~ ~;' 1S 1S 1rectly der1ved from 1tS 
Qur'anic use: f~\;~ lY-
(e ~ \..a2 ( i \ /36). He defines ,.~ 
(1~\( ~ y~\.!' ),\P.0~' 0:>#_~~.)\· This word is 
used in~he qutan~. ,·U.,;-;'; f;; &., J-)U.\ U \,; ("is'?" /127) 
for'the dign;i.taries of Pharaoh's royal .court, and in other places 
.' 
f.or peopJ,e'.ofl1igh' sociai status in general. He says abo<u~ 
'0 that it· :do~~ not imply' that· one is necessClrily.a directly begotten 
l 
son(ll) '. >, Thisexpla~atio~ is deri~ed from Q'~r' anic usages of 
" 
.. ' the word; like: 
• 1> • '~_ 
<. - .;: 
for J~ws, ·or ' 
.>_'i" ,\' 
lineage. "Thes~ a~esome· of,the many examples in which Abu Hilal 
" "" . 
fo~ .. mankind, whiC;h imply ascription rather than' immediate ancestral 
'. ,; 
, .. 
- ., , 
. determines the meanings 6f words in the light of theip Qur' ani c 
uses. Thus, we can say that Abu Hilal uses the Qur'an as a major 
sourc~ of his al-Furuq. 
B. AI-Hadith: 
• 
There are 23 cih"adi th of the Prophet and some statements of 
, c" C";" C':' c:"" ' , 
AbD. Bakr~ " l:Jmar, All ,Ibn. Abbas and. Mu adh b. Jabal etc., 
from which Abu Hilal t~ies to determine the meanings of words. 
(8) AI-MuCjam al-Mufahras li Alfaz al-Qur'an al-Karim, see: ~~) 
.... 0.>~ \.P " ~.).n~ -' 0 -'~ and :>,:)J> . 
(9) AI-Furuq, p.154 
(10) Ibid, p.274 
(11) Ibid, pp.275-276. 
-.' ~, 
.r'. 
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Irrespective of the controversy as to whether or not hadith can be 
- . (12) 
used for istishhad in grammatical and linguistic dlscourses , 
Abu Hilal cites ahadith to determine the sense of various words. 
However, he emphasises that the context of a hadith should be 
taken into account. For example, defining " 
';"\ ": ~ e· ", he says: V- ' YI 
« ~ ¢ \ t:;~ ~ d' ; and those who say that 
is 0C\ because Muhammad said: " 
~ . 
are mistaken.' 'He h014s that Muhammad saidth'is, in the context of 
, "-:'~".' . • ' '. < 
,., "j'urisprudence( i.e,;, 'that tW6 ,o~ ,more per~6n~'::'sh~:)Uld.')p~r:'f~rm ",~  ; 
'~"', ':~ ':-. ".:-"". ' .. "!~. __ ~".". '. #"r "'. ,,~,~" - .'.~", '._ .,;.'-,' ...... ,"'.,. ,,,,1-
c':' ':,' "'a~ ~\2.) Cl;nd' n~t~,<;is a'~~efini:tion of th~ t~rm': "I~", &' ,";' t11us ',' " , 
'.' ' ' ':":",: , .... .~', '0:.' :, 'l, ' ,,' .. 
'"this'hadith Sh~Uld,b~~::~n~~r:~t;<?,Od .:i~.'its:lirigpistic' C;:01n7xt(~3)., : 
." 
'", 
C" :Poetry: 
'In al-Furd9:;;"ther.e are"onlY 93 verses or par:'t~9 ther~of which 
- ;' • \.~ > • ~ " :-, I' 
'Ab~' Hilai tisest'odete~in~t'he', meanings of v";'riousdifferent words. 
The, ,following is the ,llst of the poets mentioned in al-Furuq, . 
which shows that Abu Hilal, along with the verses of Jahili and 
Mukhadram poets, also uses those of Islamic poets, for example" 
Jarir and Kuinayt, for the purpose of istishhad. In other books, 
he Us'~~'yerses even of his contemporaries , like AbU: Tammam; Ibn 
". ,', . . -, 
a:L-MuCt:~~z,et~.(14j'; i~"'is very s',eldom that he quotes al-
'Ml.i~~:~~i~(~.' ~56 A~JL) , and when h~:,d()es, it is mb~·tly in or-der 
:(12) AI-BaghdadI, CAbd~i~~Q~di;b.~cUm~;~Khi~~n;t al-Adab, 1:3-8; 
c- - -Muhammad Id:A1-Riwayah wa a1-Istishhad bi a1-Lughah,pp.128-137I 
. ' 
(13) AI-Furuq, pp.136-137. 
(14) See for example: Diwan al-Macani 1:288,343; 2:10,157; Kitat al-
~anaCatayn: pp.348,349,350,351,446. 
',) .-
~', . 
\,., , 
" ' 
, , 
" ' 
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b 1 · 1 h . . th (15 ) to e 1tt e 1S poet1c wor . A1-Khifaji is right in making 
the point that he does this because a1-Mutanabbi was an opponent 
of aI-Sahib b. cAbad (d. 385 A.H.), a benefactor of Abu Hi1al(16). 
Poets mentioned in a1-Furuq are given in alphabetical order: 
1. Ibn al-As1at (Abu Qays, Sayfi/a1-Harith/cAbd Allah b. cAmir ) 
d f H·· h(17) . a ter 1Jra 
2. Al?u a1-Najm, (al-Fad1/a1"-Ml,lfadda1 b. Quda~ahal-CljlD .. ,d. c. 
~ ~ .: :.H. (18) 
"-, ; 
\. '",', ., - ,," ,.' • • .,,', J. ,I 'c'- '. ".~ " -"':'.', I 
,3. 'Al.-Ahnaf, ($qkl1ar'b. ,Qaysb.MU; awiyah)., d. in early period of 
, ,"" (l~ ),', ' , , ::'~', : ' 
,_ Umayyads" ,-
4: "A~;Ac;sha-(Maymun b., 'Qay~,) d. '5/8/9 A.~:(2~)' 
5'; Imru,'a1-Qays (b. Hujr) d. c. Q30;A~D.. (~.~) 
125 
" 6~Jarir b?A~yah 'b': a~-Khi:J.~afi", (~~dhayf~h) d. 111/113/115 A.H. (2~) 
7.- Al H- . t'h' b H ·11'· h" d ", 50"B"."H .(23),' 
-: . ar1 .', .,.1 ' 1za, ,.,' c. '_ , ,.r,'c 
8: Hassan (b:' Thati't ~l~~s~~i) d".'''50/S4 A~H.(24) 
9. Hudaynb. al-Mundh:i,r (al-Raqashi) d. 97 A.H. (25) , 
(15) Diwan al-Macani 1:108;2:76,91, 23 OZ,,: 
, ____ '_ Kitat al-:Sanaci3.tayn pp._~_9~,~,~428',Lf~.~·_____ _, ________ ' 1 
!(16) Abu}~i1a:l a1-cAskari : A1-Kurama' , preface p.29 
1-- '"1 - ------'" ---·- .. -.... -r'------·- .. ------
(17)\ Sezgin, F. r p.307, Vol.r:~; part II. 
(18"}-?biT,:pp~91~93~~~1:~P~;t III. : 
:\<19) Ibn Qut~Yb-ah:A-1-Macarii~--pp. 4-2-3---~-_~-,~-·1 
-\ 
(20) Sezgin, F. pp.Lf:0-41, Vol.II, part II. 
(21) GAL 1:24 
----- ---
(22) Sezgin, F. pp.67-72, Vol. II, part III 
(23) Ibid pp.38-39 Vol. II, part II 
(24) Ibid pp.311-316 Vol.II, part II 
(25) Ibid pp.lOO-101 Vo1.II, part III 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
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(26) 
AI-Hutay'ah (Abu Mulaykah~ Jarwal b. Aws b. Malik) d. c. 50 A.H. 
Ru'bah (b. al-CAjjaj) d. 145 A.H. (27) 
Zuhayr (b. AbI Sulma) d. 13 B.H. (28) 
AI-CAjjaj (cAbd Allah b. Ru'bah b. Labld) d. 86-96 A.H. (29) 
C - C - - (30) Adi b. Zayd (al- Ibadi) d. c. 600 A.D. 
CAlqamah (b. cAbadah b. al-Nucman al-Fahl) d. (?)(31) 
Al-:-Farazdflq (Huma.m b., Ghalib) d., c. 112 A.H. (;32~, 
;",,':,:> '17. ':Ka~ al-:As~qarI',(Ka~ b./Mac4an)d,. 'C/'95A.H/~3) ';: 
,,', '~''':1'8.:'' 'Ai:':K~ay~~ (b.~Z~Yd'b: K~unay.s/al-~Akh~~S ) d.' '12:~~1~7 ~.H..,,( ,3~)'", 
." : 
, , 
-... ~ -:,~ .',·~c- ·c-.·; '.," '~(35_)( ',._<;",;1'",. _::_ 
,19.' Lcil?l.d (b.. Rab:J.: 'ah al-, Amlrl.) d. c. 41 A.H. " ,.,r '\ ' " 
, _, '~" _', .:-r, "~ . _0".< ' .... ' '. , 
,,;:Al~M~tal~~i~'.:(Ja~I~ b. ~Atci <ar-M~sih/cAhqal-C:Uz~a b." cAbd All<?-hY,.::' 
. "', .. -.- -,: "'~~' '.,,' 20. 
1'-" 
(26 ) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
',( 32) 
( 33): 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
d. ( 550-58~' A.D.(36) 
Ibid pp. 222-226 Vol. II ~ part';II 
Ibid pp.86-89 Fol.II~ part III 
Ibid pp.19-23 Vol. II, part II 
Ibid pp.84-86 Vol.II, part III 
Ibid pp.123-126'Vol.II, part II 
Ibid pp.23-27 VoLII, part II 
Ibid pp. 72-79 3od,. II, par~ III 
'Ibid pp. 102-1"0'3, VoLII, part III 
. , 
,Ib:i,dpp. 51-52", Vol. II.,' pa;r.t III 
Ibid pp. 33-34 Vol. II ,part II 
Ibid pp.l15-118 Vol.II, part II 
Ibid pp.5-10 Vol. II, part II 
, ,~,,:' 
- :-:~ '" " 
. ~.;" '"', . 
, -: ',~ 
. ,,;, 
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22. AI-Hudhali (Abu Dhu'ayb,Khuwaylid b. Khalid b. Muharrith) d. 
after 26 A.H. (38) 
23. AI-Hudhali (Abu Uthaylah al-Mutanakhkhil, Malik b. cAmr/ 
CUwaymar b. CUthman) d. (?)(39) 
There are some other poets whose verses Abu Hilal cites without 
mentioning their names, such as: 
\,,~." 'Abu;Hayyah al:-:Numayri (ai-HaY!l1aITI,b: al-Rabic ) d. 158-180 A.H. (40) 
, '. , . , . "~ . " ',.' .' ' " 
. '. 't' .'. _ '. 1 ~. ~ .' " ' ,_ _ • ,. "0 \ .,' 
<":2 . ,Abu Qayd:b'; Rifa~ah(Qays) Abli Qays/Di thar/Nufay;}::l. '( Abi) 
. "'. ' -'. . 
:-C.· :'" "" .' " ' . (41) 
Rl.fa ah); a Jahili ,poet', died after embraCing Islam , . ' 
3. Abu Kabiral-H].l,dhaii,(GAmir/CUwaym~r b~ (al) Hulays/Jamrah)" 
: ',i •• ," ,,·(42) d. (?)',ip cfl.1;'s:t Hl.]rah century', . 
Abu Muharrlma'd'al-FaqCasi(<:!Abd Allah b; IUbci b. Khalid al-: 
. ' 
4 
- 0"'"" , ";"~d" 
5c .< "l\J)].l' Mihja~ a,l-Thaqafi' ( Abd 
d.' "C/~6 k:H~ (41~) , 
Allah/CAmr/Malik b. Habib b. cAmr ) 
6. Khudash b. Zuhayr (Abu Zuhayr'al-cAmiri) d. in the early part 
f f · . H" h (45) o l..rst l.Jra century 
• "c, 
7. Ai-Raci ~l-NUmayri (cUbayd b. Hudayn b. MuCawiyah) d. c. 
90 A.H. (46) 
• 8.',~ 'Samu'al b.,<cAdiya, d., 550":600 A.D.(47) 
'. 
" 
" "":<'" 
~ -, 
T 
( 38) Ibid pp;255-258 Vol. II, part II 
(39 ) Ibid pp.252-253 Vol. II, part II 
(40) Ibid pp.240-241 Vol. II, part II 
( 41) Ibid p.324 Vol.II, part II 
( 42) Ibid pp.248-249 Vol. II, part II 
( 43) Ibid p.95 Vol. II, part III 
(44) Ibid pp.,333-334 Vol. II , part II 
(45 ) Ibid p.195 Vol. II, part II 
(46 ) Ibid pp.119-121 Vol. II, part III 
(47) Ibid pp.245-247 Vol. II, part II 
,{ . 
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9. Dabi' al-Burjumi (Dati' b. al-Harith) d. 23-35 A.H. (48) 
10. cAmr b. Macdikarib (al-ZubaydI) d. 41/60 A.H. (49) 
11. Qays b. al-Khatim (Abu Yazld) d. 620 A.D. (50) 
12. -c c Muraqqish aI-Asghar (Rabi ah/ Amr b. Sufyan) d. c. 50 B.H. (51) 
13. AI-Majnun (Qays b. al-Mulawwih al- cAmir1) d. 65-80 A.H.(?)(52) 
D. The Writings of Linguists, Jurists, Muhaddithun, Mutakallimun, etc. 
, " 
-~, 
, . 
" Abu Hilal'uses',th~ writings and': view~\' of the 'following named 
, linguists, jurists, .. muhaddithun, mutakaliimun, etc~ 
, , . 
,'-( , 
>,1., " Ibrahim (b'~' Ya~I,d ~l""Naih cI, al-Kufi) d. 96, A~:H. (53) , 
..u , , -.'.,' ' " '.' , :.,,~._ 
'.1 "~ 
Ibn al-Anbari (Abu Bakr,Muhammad b. ai-Qasim'b'. B1.shar al~ 
, . 
3,. Ibn DurustawaYh ~.t7illu MJlhammad CAbd Allah'b. Jacfar b. Durustawayh 
., ,.-
;; "',;~.",' ' __ ~':"".",e(55) "c-
.' aF-Farisi) d. ':347A.H.' . ~, 
, ~ , 
" ',' 
it- • I • ~, 
( 48) 
(49 ) 
(50) 
( 51) 
(52) 
'( 53) 
!( 54) 
(55) 
Ibid pp.169-170, Vol. II, part II 
Ibid pp. 342-344 Vol. II, part II 
Ibid pp. 304-305 Vol. II, part II 
Ibid pp.88-89 Vol.II, part II 
Ibid pp.121-128 Vol. II, part III 
c-Ibn Qutaybah : A1-Ma arif, pp. 463-465. 
Ibn a1-NadIm, p.112; Yaqut a1-~amawiyy, 18:306-313. 
A1-Suyutl: A1-Muzhir, 2:466 • 
. 
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4. - (56) ( -Ibn Durayd/ Abu Bakr Abu Bakr Muhammad b. aI-Hasan b. 
~ (57) Durayd al-Azd~) d. 321 A.H. .. 
(58 ) 
5. Ibn Siraj (Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-SirrI aI-Baghdadi) d. 316 A.H. 
6. Ibn cAbbas (cAbd Allah b. cAbbas ) d. 68/69/70 A.H. (59) 
7. Ibn cAta ' (cAmr b. cAta ') d.(?)(60) /(Abu cAwanah Yazld b. cAta ') 
d. 170 A.H. (61) 
.8 •. Ibn Mascud '(cAb'd Allah' b. Mas cud"al-Hudhali) d. 32 A.H. (62) . 
.( 63) 
9 .. Abu 'Ahmad aI-Hasan b .. cAbd AJ:lah b.Sacid (al-cAska~I) d. 3132 A.H. . 
, ,c', ,. ,- ~ 
"10 .. Abu Ahmad b. AbI Salmah. Unidentified 
"11. . Abu al-Aswad al-Du' ali d. 6'9 A.'H~(64) 
'~ -{ , 
12. ·Abli Bakr ~: al-Akhshad (Ahmad b. CAli al-Akhshid) ,d. 326' A.H. 
~~: . '. 
, . ,- '0;-(65') One ,ofthe·teachers of al-Rumman~ 
(56) Abu Hilal uses Abu Bakr for Ibn Durayd. See, for example, his 
Kitab al-Talkhis fi Macri'fat Asma' al-Ashya': fC •• ___ )::.,\.'\ <.,) \; ~ " 
and II .,.- C~ll\'o~)~' <j ...,(~, <.J\;:») 1:41,42,74,104, 
134,182. 
( - ------ '- _.--'----- ~ -------- ---- --
(57) Ibn al-NadIm, pp. 91-92; Y;q~t al-Hamawi;y, 18:127-1~3 
~58) AI-HunbalI, Ibn al-cIm~d, 2:273. . 
(59)\' --"'-, _., ,- ~eZgin~' !' ~, ,., _. 'Tp. 63':'\i;;'1~i pa~t I' '-, ---~ 
[(60) Abu "Hii~l al-c Askari Jamharat al-Amthal;-'i :'505 .'; 
I 
K61) Ibn Qutaybah : AI-Mac;rif, pp. 505-506. 
k62) AI-HunbalI, Ibn al-cIm~d, 1:38. 
(63) Yaq~t al-Hamawiyy, 8:233 • 
. 
(64) Al-Suy~tI : al-Muzhir, 2:461 
- - c - c--(65) AI-Rummani, Ali b. Isa, preface pp. 12-13. 
. " 
'\." " 
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13. Abu B.akr al-ZubayrI (Muhammad b. Bishr al-Zubayri al-cAkri) 
d. 332 A.H. (66) 
14. Abu Jacfar al-Damighani. Unidentified. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Abu Hatim (Sahl b. Muhammad al-Sijistani) d. 255 A.H. (67) 
Abu al-Hasan cAli b. clsa (al-RummanI) d. 384 A.H.(68) 
Abu Hanifah (al-Nucman b. Thatit) d. 150 A.H. (69) 
Abu cAbd Allah al-BasrI, (a contemporary of Abu cAli al-Farisi) 
d.(?),(7(). 
- C '''' ~'. , " ..' , - ' , : ' " "_ 
Abu Abd Allah' al-Z~ayri '('al-Zubayr b. Ahmad b. Suleyman ·b. 
'c ., ,.' " '-:,:... ',.:~' (71) 
Abd Allah al-Asadial-Zubayrl) d. 316/317 A.H~ . 
" ~ °c ~" , ... , . C' ,',:' ",", ." .;,<, .. ,', '(72) , 
'i ;>20. 'Abu,·.Ub,!:tydah (Mu ammai', b. al-MtlthanhaL d. '210A.H. .' ," . 
. '.. ,- "'" . " : 
21. "' A.tu cu'thman aJ,-Ma.
' 
zanI (~akr b., Muhamm~d al-Ma
' 
zah-±), d. 237 A.H.( 73) 
<, .. "7 .• 
,22. Abu al-'cAl~" al-Ma I zai1'L Unidentified .. 
, . i, 
,23. "Ab.u c Al1. (al-H~an.D. Ahmad: a'l-FarisI) d. 377 A~H. (74) 
, ;' _t": • o' ; • '.~ .... ., 
124 . Abu CAmr'b. 'al-C1Ua ' (Zabban b. CAmmar b. c Abd Allah al-
Ma'zani) d. 154/159 A.H. (75) 
25. AI-Anbari (Abu Muhammad al-Qasim b. Bishar) d. 304 A.H. (76) 
.I~ ~ _..:-___ ._~ ___ ~ ______ ~ - __ 
-:--- .-~ . -"--._--
1(66) AI-Hunbal:l, Ibn a1-clmad, 2:332. 
Ic 67) 
',.-, I I( 68) 
t,+ 69) 
IC 70) 
(71 ) 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
· Ibn al-Nad:lm : AI-Fihrist, pp. 86-87. 
- - c - c--A1-Rummani, Ali b. Isa, preface p.12. 
AI-Hunba1i, Ibn al- clmad, 1:227. 
· Ibn Jinn:l, 1:207. 
Sezgin, F. p.200 Vol.l, Part III 
YiqITt al-Hamawiyy, 19:154-162. 
.:. " c-AI-Hunbali, Ibn al- Imad, 1:113. 
· A1-Suy~t:l:AI-Muzhir, 2:466 
. 
Ibid 2: 461 
(76) Ibid 2:466 
----1 
',. 
" , 
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13. Abu Bakr al-ZubaYrl (Muhammad b. Bishr al-Zubayri al-cAkri) 
d. 332 A.H. (66) 
14. Abu Jacfar al-Damighani. Unidentified. 
15. Abu Hatim (Sahl b. Muhammad al-Sijistani) d. 255 A.H. (67) 
16. 
17. 
- C - c- - - -Abu aI-Hasan Ali b. Isa (al-Rummani) d. 
- - C - -Abu Hanifah (al-Nu man b. Thabit) d. 150 
384 A.H.(68) 
A.H. (69) 
18. Abu cAbd Allah al-Basrl, (a contemporary of Abu cAli al-Farisi) 
d.(?).(70) 
-;i 
Abu' cAb~:Allah kl-Zubayri -('aJ:-Ztili~yr b. _ Ahmad b. Suleyman -b~_ 
~ ", . , " ~, . ~ . . 
, , .' ~AbdAilah -al~AsadLal~Zub~yrD: ;d. 316/3'17/ A.H. (71)\ 
19. 
C -' c· ".'., ,- . > ~ _ ' -, " .' "C( 72) 
-20. 'Abu )fuaydah(Mu ammar b. al-Muthanna) d.' '210 A.H~ .' 
21." Abu CUthman al-:Ma' zarii (Bakr; b~· Muhammadal-M~' zah,:i>. d. 23-7A.H.( 73) , 
" 
Unidentified. 
- > ~t 
\i ;t, 
Abu cAmr -b . ~l-cAla' (Zabban b. cAmmar b. c Abd Allah al-
Ma'~ani) d. 154/159 A.H. (75) 
25. AI-Anbari (Abu Muhammad al-Qasim b. Bishar) d. 304 A.H. (76) 
Ij ~ 
--'---- . ~.--. ------- --~ .. 
f(66) AI-Hunbali, Ibn al-cImad, 2:332. 
I( 67) Ibn' al-Nadim : AI-Fihrist, pp. 86-87. 
1(68) AI-Rummani, cAlf b. cIsa, preface p.12 . 
. ~(69) A1-~unbalI, Ibn al- cImid, 1:227. 
!(70 ) Ibn Jinnf, 1:207. 
(71) Sezgin, F. p.200 Vol.l, Part III 
(72) Yiq~t al-Hamawiyy, 19:154-162. 
(73) AI-HunbalI, Ion al-cImad, 1:113 . 
. 
(74) Al-Suy~tf:Al-Muzhir, 2:466 
. 
(75) Ibid 2:461 
(76) Ibid 2:466 
",,' .,. 
• "I, 
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(77) 
26. Abu Hashim (cAbd al-Salam b. Muhammad al-Juba'I) d. 321 A.H. 
27. Abu Hisham (al-Mughlrah b. Salmah al-Makhzumi al-Basri) 
d. 200 A.H. (78) 
28. Abu Yusuf c -(Ya qub b. Ibrahim al-Qadi) d. 182 A.H. (79 ) , 
29. AI-Azhari (Abu Mansur Muhammad b. Ahmad) d. 370 A.H. ( 80) 
30. c-AI-Asma i (cAbd al-Malik b. Qarib) d. 217 A.H. ( 81) 
;31.' j\l::'Balkhi (Muq~til' b. Suleyhtan b. Bashir) d. 150' A.H. (82) 
,,' ,'c "', , ~ C " "", - ,( 83) 
32. 'Tha lab (Abu Ab,bas Ahmad b. Yahya),d. 291 A.H. " 
..::: '., , .... • < -
:33.~~ir b. Zayd (AbliSh~~tha' a.i-Basri) d~ 9~A~H. (84) 
", ' 34. . Al-,Jahiz' (Abu CUthman cAmr ·b ." Bahr) 0.255 A.H. (85) , 
• ')' - ..' '.' ~ e' _ 
,: 35.'" Ai~H~sa~(86)' (Abu 'Sacid 'al"':Has~~ b. S,acid al':'CAsk~ri) d. ?(87) 
~ , ," 
36. Al-~'~s'an b~ Zayad eAbu cAli al-Lu'lu'i) d. 203 A.H.(88) 
., , .... "", ,," /: re" 
37~ AI-Khalri (Abu cADd",a.:.i:-R~man al-Khalil'b. Ahmad al-Farahidi) 
'd. 170A.H. (8~) 
. ,'~ ~ 
'! -
,-......--- -
1(77) Ibn al-Nadim p.247 ! 
1~~~2.~1-C,Asqalani ',_Ibn, ~aj~r~_ .~_~_::~l_' 
(79) I Sezgin, F. pp.51-54, Vo1.I, part III 
(80) Kahhalah, c Umar R~da~-p'~'54--------" 
• • i. 
,(81) Ibn al-Nadlm, pp. 82-83. 
:(82) Sezgin, F. p.85 Vo~. 1, Part l. 
~83) Ibn al-NadIm, pp. 110-111 
(84) Sezgin, F. p. 386 Vol. 1, Part III 
i(85) Yaqut al-Hamawiyy, 6:56-80 
" " 
-, ,'.:r', 
(86) In Lughah, Abu Hilal reports from him ( M (S~,) ). He was 
Abu Hilal's teacher and an uncle of his father, Abu Hilal 
al-cAskari by Badawi Tabanah pp.26-27. In Diwan al-MacanI, 
Abu Hilal uses the expression implying al-Hasan: ~ )) 
I( ••• - J~ <J.'\ (' See for example, pp.l:126,152; 2:92. 
(87) BadawI ~abinah, pp. 26-27 
(88) Sezgin, F. pp. 78-79, Vol. 1, Part III 
(89) Ibn al-Nadim : Al-Fihrist, pp. 63-64. 
'. ,~'F 
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38. AI-Rawandi (Abu al-Husayn Ahmad b. Yahya b. Ishaq b. al-
.. 
Rawandi) d. 245/250/298 A.H. (90) 
39. AI-Zajjaj (Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. al-Sirri)d. 310 A.H. (91) 
40. AI-Zuhri (Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Muslim b. CUbay-Allah b. 
Shihab) d. 124 A.H.(92) 
41. Al-Sukri (Abu Sacid b. al-Hasan b. al-~usayn) d. 275 A.H.(93) 
42. S$bawayh (cAmr b. CUthman b. Qanbar) d. 177 A.H. (94) 
43. 'Al-Shafi c :;: (t:')uhammad b .. IdrIs) d. 204 A.H. (95) 
...•. 
44 .. '.AI-Far~a' (Abu Zak'ariyyaYahya b. Zayad) d: 207 A.H. (96) 
45 .'Qatadah (Abu alc-Khat~at Qatadall'b. Di camcih al-Sadusij 4. 118 L '. 
" .. 
A.H. (.97) 
, " ~ 
. 46~'. ~l-kisa'i '(Abu' al-Hasan"cAli b. 'Ham~ah)d. 197 A.H. (98) 
'. , ",. . . 
.' . 
47 > AI-L~yth (b, al-Muzaffar) d. 190'A~H. (99) 
, . . . . 
48 .. Al~Mub~~r~d (Abu cAbba,s Muhaimnad h. Yazid) d. 285 A.H. (100) 
-~:, . 
49. Muj,atid (Abu al-~ajaj 'Mujahid b.Jabr al-Makki) d. 104 A.H. (101) 
50. Muhammad (Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b .. al-Hasan al-Shaybani> 
d. 189 A.H. (102) 
51. AI-Mufaddal (b. Muhammad b. Yacla al-Dabbi) d. 164 A.H. (103)' 
(gO) Sezgin, F. p.73, Vol. 1, Part IV. 
(91) Ibn al-Nadrm pp. 91-92 
192) 
(93) 
(94) 
Sezgin, F. pp. 74-79, Vol. 1, Part II 
Yaqut al-Hamawiyy, 7:94-99 
. 
Ibn al-Nadim, pp. 76-77 
(95) Al-~usayni, Abu Bakr b. Hidayat Allah, p.ll 
(96) Ibn al-Nadim, pp. 98-100. 
197) Sezgin, F. p.75, Vol. 1, Part 1. 
(98) Ibn al-NadIm, pp. 97-98 
(99) YiqGt al-Hamawiyy, 17:43-52 
, . 
(100) Ibn al-NadIm, pp. 87-88 
(101) Sezgin, F. p.70, Vol. 1, Part 1. 
(102) Ibid pp. 54-55, Vol. 1, Part III 
(103) Ibid pp. 85-87, Vol. 1, Part 1. 
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52. c - c -Ya la b. Umayyah (and also Ya la b. Munyah (name of his mother 
or grandmother) al-Tamimi al-Hanzali) d. 37 A.H. (104) 
E. Miscellaneous 
Among the sources of al-Furuq which are mentioned by 
Abu Hilal, there are the names of only three books, i.e. 
al-·cAyn (of al-Kh?lil); al-Fasih (of Thaclab); and al-Mufassal, 
,,--,,-. . ---.. -
which seems to be a mistake', of 'somelater copyist, as the f~rst 
book known to have had this title appeared ~fter the death of', 
Abu: Hilai-andwas thework·of Ja.r Allah al-Zamakhsl).ari'(d. 538 'A.H.). 
Abu'Hilal·uses 9 proverb!:?to determine the meanings of various' 
qifferent words, but mentions only four of them in his 9wn 
collection of .proverbs: Jamhar'~t" al-Amthal. 
,,'" , ---'----
" '~ 
As far as works on' lingtJ.j.?tics, lex.:i,cography and phi1910gy 
are concerned, it is likely that Abu Hilal made use of all 
those that were available to him. It would not be irrelevant 
to give Rudolf Sellheim',s view on the sources of Abu Hilal's 
Jamh~;·at.-2.1-Amthal: 'r~'~ <.!~.H oy. ~ \{ \~\. -' \) 
l\O~?'cl( ~~'JG~' ~ '-;~~l~, .He adopts' 
::~<the s;tyleof ~is timean~': does n~:= :mention all,-'o~ his sources . c' 
,; .. ' . ,.' J. . 
.. ' ):>y-),n~~'; 'most oHen he uses .the ph;;~i3es;; ~'(}0 \ J\;,' 
etc. It is interesting that., 
he does not mention the voluminous work of aI-HakIm al-
. 
Tirmadhi (d. after 318 A.H.) entitled: ~ -' G~' ~ V 
(104) Al-Ashnandani, Abu CUthman, p. 295 
(105) AI-Amthal.-2.1-cArabi:YYah al-QadimCih, Tr. Ramadan cAbd al-
Tawwi3.b, p.203. 
'.-.. -~ . 
, . 
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~ ~,~\ (106) This author is not mentioned either 
by Ramadan cAbd al-Tawwab, by Husayn Nassar or by any other 
modern or ancient linguist in discussing the problem of al-
taraduf. I have not to see the manuscript of al-Hakim, but it 
is possible that Abu Hilal does not include the work among his 
sources for al-Furuq. because it deals with the topic wi thin the 
fields of ta~awwuf and fiqh, rather than lughah; the other extant 
writi~gs of aI-Hakim are, all iIi these f:ields, and Ibn.,cArabI, 
":: > 
".the' most;;elebr.~ted· Muslimmystic, was i~~pired byal-Hakim(107). 
'," - I ••• 
..~, " 
,Apart' from the sources rnentioned,Abu HilaLquotes' a numbe~;' 
'~f views ~ , without merifioningthe, names ,of 'their origi~ators, of 
, . 
" ,-
.,intei.preters of the QUI" an ~.'·ju:r.ists·~ mu:takallimun, grammar;i.ans 
;., -
u ~~dphilosophe!rs .. Most frequently he uses thephrase~,: :'0 \,;' 
:k.:>P\Gtcl\, ,'~~\u\:, ~\~>'~'~/"~ 
,\ ~ -.: -, .' ,0. , .. , '_'~. "" j' . .... .,£, , 
>:,~~, JG ,~,\ &.' JG etc . l:levertheless, e~pressions 
,," . ~"" • - " w ,~ J. ~ 
like: '~~\q G.,y, \~:J) ~~\ ~ \ JGJ , ~\s-P\ JG > 
. \"~\w~' ~.:. ~ U y .>"':.' ) ~, , 
" .. . 
do prove one thing: although. 
. .,;., ~ 
Abu Hilal adheres essentially to the root-meanings of words~ 
he is nOt unaware of the extensions and new dimensions of the 
meanings of the words that he was' deal,ing with. 
~-: ,1' 
' .. -; ..... :,~:.\-' ,-'- -,-, -,'-, ',-
(106 ) Sezgin, F. pp.143-l47~ Vol.I~ part IV. (This 
manu$cript is listed in the Library of Madlnah University, under 
the title: LJ.>'.?' t'" -' l>f\ yW No:(?». 
(107) Ibid p.143 Vol.I, part IV. 
. ' 
• >. 
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Chapter V 
The impact of Abu Hilal on subsequent linguistic studies can 
be seen in the field of al-Dalala~ in general, and in the field of 
al-Furuq al-Lughawiyyah in particular . 
", , . ,~.' . 
, , ': -.' ~ 
-.'j' 
Abu Hilal was ·a.staunch prqponentof the approp;iate' use .. of' 
" ", " . 
words, and .. wro'te ,severa'l voluminous works on this ,stibj,ect~ , .eln' ".' 
: . " " '\. . ,.' " . : ' " ~ '",.' _ '~ , '-, 
.... ." . ',' '. ''':c . "- c ""', ':. '. '.. . - -' . , .. 
Khizanat al-Adab, .Apd al-Qadirb. Umar al:-B9..ghdadi (d. 1093 A •. H~) 
considers .Abtl I-iilal,'s Diwan al-Ma c~.ni one of the basic SO\,lrces for 
\h~ purpose' of. ist'l'~'hh~d in luiha~~·l). Abu Hilal' s large collection 
of' At-abic proyerbs ,riam~ly: Jamharat .al-Amthal, inspired Ahinad b. 
Muhammadal-Mayda~i (d. 518 Aj-I.) to compose MajmaC al-Amthal. A 
number of linguists preceded Abu Hilal in writing on amthal, like 
Abu Fayd Mu'arraj b. c . Amr al-Sadusi (d. 195 A.H.), who wrote 
.' ", 
Kitab al-Amthal; Abu 
c . 
tJbayd al-Qasim b. Salam (d. 224 
-
A.H.), who 
,'. 
wrote' al-Amthal; al;:Junayd b .. Muhammad b. al-Junayd al-Qawariri (d. 
'., . 
29 ~'A .1f .. ), 'who wroteK~t~.Amthal al-Qt1r'a.n; ,and ,Abu,cAbd Allah 
b . Muhammadj)'. 
'c .. ' .' . ... .. .', . "- .. - (2) 
Ja far (-d. 369 A.H.); who'wroteAmthal al-Rasul . 
Of the extant works on amthal, however, Abu Hiiai's is .the first 
in which the various sayings of the Prophet are dealt with as 
(1) Khizanat a1-Adab 1: Various quotations from the writings of 
Abu Hilal can be seen in: Khizanat a1~Adab, I: 11,111,112; 
III:201,202,203,213,215,256: IV:339,340. 
(2) Rudolf Sellheim, p.37. p.37 
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proverbs; he quotes more than fifty traditions as proverbs, whereas 
(3) -
al-Sadus1 quotes only two . AI-Maydan1 appears to have been 
inspired by Abu Hilal's work in writing his own MajmaC al-Amthal, 
but he states that he proposes to be more scrupulous than Abu, ,Hilal 
in confining himself to those ahadith that are generally recognised 
h ':"h(4) as sa ~ . 
As'far as Abu Hilal's books: al-Talkhis f1 Macrifat Asma' al-Ashya' , 
<. c 
and al-Mu jamfI Baqiyyat'cH-Ashya'ar,e concerned, they served as 
sources:; ':amongoth~rs" for ~Ul:ls~quE?nt, wri tings on lahn ,and for, 
" - ' "." " ".~, : - --. - j ,J '."' ~ 
writings emphasis~ng the, approprj.ate ,use' ofwor,ds .:' Abu Hi'lal also 
• I ~ "> . 
wrote a book on la~n ~ntitied: Lahn a:l-Khas·shll,~~ich1J.rifortunately 
is no longer (5) extant . However, quotations from this book are 
o:ften seen in subsequent works. 
" 
Important works on lahn which appeared after Abu Hilal are 
. 
listed Below: 
TathqIf al-Lisan wa Talqih al-Janan, by Abu Hafs cAmr. b. Khalf b. 
MakkI al-Siqill1 (d. 510 A.H.). 
Durrat alc..Ghawwas fi Awham al-Khawass, by Abu Muhammad al-Qasim b . 
.. 
c - - - ' Ali al-Hariri Cd. 516 A.H.).. , 
AI-Takmilah fimaYalh$3Ii,:fthi al-:,cAmmah, by Abu Mansur MawhUb b. 
(3) Kitat al-Amthal, pp.52,77. 
c -' (4) Majma al-Amthal, p.3. 
(5) DarI HamadI says that researchers like cAbd al-cAziz Matar and 
. . 
Ramadan cAbd al-Tawwat consider this book to be not extant, but it ' 
.. 
is reported in the bibliography of Dirasatfi al-Qamus al-Muhit by 
Muhammad Mustafa Radwan as having been published in Cairo. Harakat 
al-TashIh al-Lughawi(1850-'1978) p.20. 
'-..... 
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Taqwim al-Lisan, by cAbd aI-Rahman b. cAli b. Muhammad al-Jawzi 
(d. 597 A.H.). 
AI-Tanblh cala Ghalat al-Jahil wa al-Nabih, by Ibn Kamal Pasha 
(d. 940 A.H.). 
Sahm al-Alhaz fi Wahm al-Alfaz, and c Iqd al-Khalas fi Naqd Kalam 
al-Khawass, by Ibn al-Hanbali (d. 971 A.H.)(6). 
Of the authors of the above-mentioned works, all those from the 
East, are likely to have :be,en influenced, by the writings, of Abu 
"HiliH on the, subject, Ibn Makkl; who was from Sicilyr~ay, ~ot have 
seen Abu Hilal' s Lahn al-Khassah, does not mention' Ab,uHilal, nor 
, does cAbd 'al~~Aziz Matar: who has investigate'd the sowc~s "of Ibn 
As far as the Eastern w±-i ters are <:!oncer:ned, 
Ibn, al:;-Jawzl, for example, has m~y qu.0tations fro~ Ab~Hilal's ' 
Lahn al-Khassah, in his T~qwim al-~isan (8) . ',cIzzat, ~a~a~', in the 
preface of his edition of Abu Hilal'-sKit~ al-Talkhis ,fi Macrifat 
Asma' al-Ashya' concludes: 
. , 
'u;>r\ ~~\ ~\YL.l:>w>u0\~\..J~~.\ ..J~\»' \\ 
I. A> 7' ~ ~:»\ tr ~.~ ~,:J <. d~ 0. ~~') ~\ L;-> \S cJ&,' ' 
~U~\ u>:> '~\0'>.p (}J-~J ~ ~ ,~\.fG1 ~~k-, 
I (9?\1 0~ ~ \ jt'Jt! '~ ~ (.1 \ 
In 'sp,ite of the controversy between cIzzatHasanand cAbd al-" 
'MunCimAhmad~;I~Tikriti, who edited al-J<;iwaliqi's KitaJj al-Mucarrab, 
(6) ~amadi, Muhammad ~ari, pp. 20-22; Matar cAbd al-cAziz, 
pp. 90-94. 
"'~' c-
(7) Lahn al- Ammahfi Daw al~Dirasatal~Hadithah, pp.151-153. 
(8) See pp.97,112,115,117,etc. 
(9) Kit:3bal-Talkhis fi MacrifatAsma'al-Ashya', preface, p.17; 
See also p.19. 
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regarding the extent of Abu Hilal's influence on al-Jawaliqi, it 
" t" h Ab- H"l-l " f "ab- c (10) lS cer ci.ln t at u l a was a maJor source 0 Klt al-Mu arrab " 
The impact and contribution of Abu Hilal and other early 
linguists who wrote against l~n and emphasised the appropriate use 
of words can be seen in the continued campaign of the linguists for 
~ " \\\ - -.-the purification of the language ( c..>-'-" ~ ). Muhammad Dari 
Hamadi made an elaborate study of this campaign between 1850-1978(11). 
• c" 
~;;~over;di.Ctioriaries of al-l\hat' wa al-Saw~, and the series: 0; ... , 
0, . "-'- . '-
..... uc.}JJ), ~ are a ccintinua:t~pn of the fight against vulg~r and 
... ( 12) 
; misappropriate use .of the language in moq.ern tlmes . 
. " 
AI-F~ru.q· al-Lughaw'iyyah:: 
AbU. Hilal was the first writer to contribute a book on 
discrimination be~~en words of close meanings. After AbU. Hilal only 
two important books on a:[:-Furu.q al-Lughawiyyahappeared, one of them 
by Nu.r aI-Din al-Jaza'iri (d. 1158 A.H.), and the other by. Henricus 
Lammens. Although al-Jaza'iri claims that his is the first book on 
al-Furuq al-Lughawiyyah, it is certain that he used AbU. Hilal's 
al~Furu.q as a source, imposing an alphabeticalarrange~ent on the 
ITIateri'al that he took from it. A comparative' study of al-Furu.q 
~. ' . 
. fi al-Lughah'of Abu Hilal and Furu.q al-Ltighat of al-J;aza'iri shows 
(10) AbU. Mansu.r al-Jawaliqi wa Atharuhu fIal-Lughah, pp.408-415. 
(11) Harakat al-Tashih al-Lughawi fi al-cAsr al~Hadith (1850-1978), 
Baghdad, 1980. 
( ) - c - c -12 Imil Ya qub : Mu jam aI-Khat' wa al-Sawab, See list of all 
important works from ancient times to the present day, pp. 25-32. 
. t",' " u,' 
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that the latter took a great deal of material from the former(13). 
Nevertheless, he also used sources other than Abu Hilal. Henricus 
Lammens, in the first part of his F-ara'id al-Lughah, which is on 
- - (14) 
al-Furuq, very seldom mentions Abu Hilal's name , but on most 
occasions when he cites as his authority al-A'immah (i.e. the 
leading linguists) he is, in fact, presenting definitions derived 
from Abu Hilal(15). There are other books on al-Furuq, in general, 
like Kitat, al-Tacrifat o,f.al-Sharlf al-Jurj,anI, al-Kulliyyat of, 
~ . , , . 
ai:"'~~E:~~r ,c al-Mu~talahat-ofIbn 'al:-Baytar; all Of these, however, 
: de~l' only-w'i~~h the' t~rm'inology used by :ph.ilo~ophers,iogi·C;ians ~ :, 
,~ . 
sufis, juris,ts,,~tc.and' nonespe~ificai+1>·litli:.;al-Furuq a:-Lughawiyyah~ 
H~imM~lik'-LuCaybI considers only Abu Hilal '~' 'al':'Furuq"fi al-Lughah, 
out, of, thre,~ works on the subject, as wOrthy of serious comment; 
:h,e saJts'o,f, the c;>tl;1er t~o: 
,'~, :~~ \ \\' ~ '.~ \ \ .: \U' \ ' '-, ~ ~, 
6J:::r:- U-'......- U ~ ." '-> ... 
""" . - ,,-,' - - ~ 
. . J\ ... .... - /' J.. , ~ 
(13) Furuq al-Lughat: U /;,-' ~\ ) y'~~\-' ~j.l.)\ ,~\.J\~ ~)l\, 
~l",-:::.Jl, ~»:?)~ L:,.fo\.>~J, L!1Ju.\>~) etc. 
I have'been able to consult this work only in MS. (Lughah/439, 
c - - c -) Markaz al-Bahth al- Ilmi, Jami ah Umm al-Qura, Makkah . It has 
been published three times (from ,Tahran in 1274 A.H.; from Istanbul, 
in 1328 A.H.; and from al::;Najaf in <).380 A.H.), 'but I have be'en Unable 
to . qbiain copies of-'either edition,. 
(14) Fana' id al-Lughah (Part:!I):,f[ al..:.Furuq, see for example: 
·UVl\.., p.5 
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0~'-, u ~b.U\ (,~.; '> ~ W <j .<::>;".:) , ~..u'J~ ~\ 
.. 
It G.~).Hcj U;~\ ~:)' -~, ~ \;' ,\, Ale{ u ~~ o»~ /-0 
. - -
~bJ' -' 2\~' ~lr ~~.c./C5~'~~;~ 
,(5~\ "-7CS~~V~~\:(~ -' '?'~ 
~ s-~ to~&-\~ 
... 
Al-Is·faharii (d. 502 A.H.) in hi~ al-Mufradat discriminates between 
, i.', ~ 
Qur' anic worqs' of clqs~meanings and,'d~rives defi,ni'Hons' front Abu 
·:I1ilal'.s, al':"Furuq~ although:'~,dth~ut'mentionihg hisnamel17)., Ahmad 
• • _. \ L • 
b. MU8tafaal-Lab~idi, who ·compl~tedhis bo~k:'Lata'if" al-Uughah 
• " - , • , •• I _ • 
J" .,y.'"' 
·'.in l3i1 A.H. (18) has ·adetailedch.ipt~r',.9n, al-Furuq al-Lugliawijyah; 
dealing with about .180 assumed synonyms," in which he gives for 
,; • ~, ',I .', 
most, of these words, 'almost precisely ,the definitions given by 
'Ab' , C'" 'H
e ~1--lO.9) 'cA-', "h h .", U, l. a " ,l.8 a bintal-Shati' explains l89'.words Of 
• -' ; , , (20) 
Ghar~'ib al-Qur'an which occur in Masa'il Ibnal-Azraq . She 
explains these 189 assumed synonyms using al-Mufradat of al-Isfahani, 
and al-Nihayah f1 Gharlb al-Had1th wa al-Athar of Ibn.al-Athlr al-
i 
Jazarl, however, she sometimes quotes Abu Hilal(2l), and concludes 
that synonymy does not occur, in the Qur' an, the view held by Abu 
Hilal. Mustafa al- cAlwani, in h~s paper on "al-Taraduf wa al-: 
Furuq fi al-Lughahal-cArclliiyyah", calls Abu Hilai:Zatim Madrasah 
(16) Al-Taraduf fi al-Lughah pp.23l-232. 
(17) Al-Mufradat fi Gharlb al-Qur'an, see 
j..~ pp.l03-l04; Y-J p.205; ~ 
(18) Lata'if al-Lughah preface p.3 
(19) Ibid See pp.153-l6l. 
- j. 
c> \ pp. 8-9; 
pp.34l-342; 
Ij. , 
'j. p.45; 
~ p. 445; etc. 
(20) Ibn al-Azraq's questions to cAbd Allah b. cAbbas (d. 68/69/70 A.H.) 
concerning the meanings of various uncommon words in the Qur,an. Ibn 
cAbbas replies with one-word equivalents or short phrases, e.g. when 
asked: ~ ~ \ ~ he replies: ~,..,J\ ;when asked ".~.J \ 'v he 
replies: \~~\.Al-ICjaz al-BayanI Ii al-Qur'an wa Masa'il Ibn al-Azraq, 
pp.352,495. 
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al-Furuq, and says about cAishah, in connection with her treatment 
in her book: al-ICjaz al-Bayani Ii al-Qur' an of the words from 
Masa.'il Ibn al-Azraq: 
by>\h)\o~ t;\Y~\>L?~\~T\ .. :\ ~\(,) ') 
<:~~\ ~~\ ~.)..>J. \.:>~l (.fou\Y\ <.j (G>~\) 
We may conclude that all the efforts of the linguists, both in 
medieval and in modern times, to dis~riminate between the meanings 
':9f w,ords ,and to encourage the' appropriate use of words, were 
in~pired by Abu Hi~al di~ctly or indirectly. We . have dealt,·with 
the two who adhere closely to the 'views of Abu Hilal 'regarding 
synonymy. There is also a . large 'numbe~ of linguists and~uf'assirun 
who do not entirely agree with Abu Hilalon questions of semantics 
and linguistics, but use him as a source. For example, a most 
celebrated eighth-century linguist/mufassir, Badr al-DJ:nMuhammad 
b. Abd Allah al,...Zarkashi (d. 794 A.H.), believes in the occurren~e 
ofsynbnymy in the Qur'an, but sides with Abu Hilal in holding 
that the words: j. ~ and, (1 \ , (GJ \ and U \fi'" ,. \:A.n and .J~\, 
7\h.s.~\ and $-~ 1"; . 0:,J) and ~) etc. are not synonyms, and quotes 
Abu Hilal very frequ~ntlY in his book(23). 
We" may. also say. that an, indication of Abu Hilal' s impact is 
that all the linguists who have written on semantics, synonymy and 
C - - -linguistic differences like, Ibrahim AnIs, Abd aI-Hamid al-Shalqani, 
cUmar Mukhtar, Ramadan cAbd al-Tawwat, cAbd al- cAzIz Matar, Tawfiq 
(22) Al-Majillah al-cArabiyyah, Muharram: 1402 A.H./October: 1981. 
(23) AI-Burhan fJ:cUlum al-Qur'an 4: 78-87. 
- ',' 
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Muhammad Shahin and Hakim Malik LuCaybihave been unable to avoid 
mentioning Abu Hilal, even though they have often been critical 
of him. 
'';,1,''."'1" 
4: 
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Conclusion 
To conclude this study we may look back at the five chapters 
in the first part of this thesis, and the treatment of Abu Hilal 
of nearly 1000 pairs of words generally considered to have similar 
meanings, to pick up some of the points that need to be focused on. 
1. Abu, Hilal devised eight ';Pules of his'tiwn for' dis,c;:riminating between, 
words of close meanings , 'which he applied: i,n his, a:l- Furuq £1 al-Lughah, 
inaddi ti'on 'to those p~opounded by his ~i~gt;is,t predecessors ,llke . 
, .' 'c 
al-Mubarrad, ,Tha lab and Ibn Durustawayh. 
2. Abu,;Hilal did not deny the occurrence of synonymy in absolute terms 
in·the':Arabic language,as is allege~.by most' of the modern Arab' 
linguists. His position is exaggerated by the~ because of his 
I • , .' J _ 
forceful plea for''.the appropriate use of words. 
3. Abu Hilal believes in the occurrence of synonymy in Arabic when two 
or more synonymous words come from different dialects of the 
language. In spite of having said this explicitly, Abu Hilal tends 
to discriminate between two or more words with the same meaning, 
even, though they are'from different dialects, on the grounds of 
their etymOlogies, particularly when he deals with the use of such 
words in the Qur' an ~ In fact, he was unable satisfactorily to 
explain the phenomenon of the intermingling of dialects and its 
role in the formation of synonymy in Arabic. 
4. Abu Hilal sometimes attempts to discriminate between words which 
have never been regarded as synonyms with each other, like: ~ 
and u~; ;;? and <!.z/ ; J\> and -~ ;o..J~land ~. 
" 
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5. Johann FUck is not right in his contention that Ibn Khuruf al-
Andulusi was the first who had recourse to Hadith for the 
purposes of al-istishhad al-lughawi, and that Ibn Malik, in 
the seventh century of the Hijrah, was the one who first 
completely relied on Hadith in lughah(l). We find Abu Hilal 
already using Hadith for the purposes of istishhad in determining 
-. 
the meanings of various different words. 
'. c-
6 .. M,uhammad: Id is not right in his contention, at least as regards 
, 
, . 
. ,", 
-"-, .,. 
'Abu Hilal~ that early lingtii'st$ and grammarians did not use the 
,Qur'an as a source for al':"istishhad a;l-lughawi,.because of. thei.r 
Abu Hilal very frequently 
. ", ~ 
, ,'" -~ ~ q~q~es verses from the Qur'an to determi~ethe,. me9Ilings of 
w'ords; and at many places: when he does not quote a verse from 
.; " 
~... ~' 
the QUI" an" he explains th'e: meaning' of a word in the l~ghtof 
its use in the QUI" an. We can, .very safely ,say that the Qur~,an 
is the major source. of Abu Hilal' s al-Furuq .. 
Ab - . - h b· . . d b d I" . (3) 7. u Hllal ?s wrongly een crltlclse y some mo ern lngulsts 
for not furnishing his entries in al-Furuq fi al-Lughah with 
linguistic citations. The fact that he cites a great deal of 
citations from his linguist predecessors and usages of the daily 
life of his time can be' testified to by merely reading .any 
·page·of his al-Furuq. 
(1) Al-cArabiyyah: Dirasat fi al-Lughah wa al-Lahajat wa al-Asalib 
p. 235 • 
. (2) AI-Riwayahwa al-Istishhad bi al-Lugh~t:, ppol26 ,2~9 . __ . 
(3) See, for example: LuCaybi, Hakim Malik: AI-Taraduf fi al-
Lughah, pp. 224,228 
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8. The motive behind Abu Hilal's al-Furuq is the motive behind works 
on la~n, i.e. to fight against vulgar usage in the Arabic language. 
Nevertheless, the assertion that the linguists of the early 
centuries were not aware of the phenomenon of semantic extension 
. h . f d (1) d h h d d h f 1n t e mean1ngs 0 wor s , an t at t ey regar e t e use 0 a 
word in an extended sense as a mistake and disapproved of it as 
being a vulgar usage(~), is not correct with regard to Abu Hilal. 
He is well aware· of the phenomenon of extension in the meanings of 
words., "In hi's' al-Furuq,he speaks . more ·than' 150tim~s about the. 
. ~ . - ,-
~, " 
referred $ense C?fwords and their se'll)antlc,extension. However~: in . 
~~ 
mdst:'cases,his ,emphasis re~ains on the .o;igj.nal sense of thec:,root 
'of :~~O;d( ':.~;~\,~~j ~ ~...J'\ ): arid i tse'tymolO~; . With regard both"'" 
. . '1,': . " ' , 
to different 'roots and tociifferentmeasures he has a very firm 
• ~ 'If-; r 
opinion. that every, onecon,veysa distinct 'sense not shared by others. 
In differ'Emtiating between the meanings 'of ..>\Y~and ~~\, he 
says: W£;~ ,~~ ~ ~.~~ &:' , ~ uu-~ .x>\~ 0< ~/~ \) 
(3).\l .• _. ~\s ~ GW\ ~\ OyD~~\ ~ ~\ 
.... ., -
The' association of the different measures of one root with different 
meanings is a basic characteristic of the Arabic language as it is 
of the other Semitic langqages., 
--,----'-----------'",. -< 
(1) Ibid pp.18,20,98 
,----------- --·----c--------c---::------- c - '--::;---------.-.-.. 
, (2) Matar Abd a1- Aziz : La~n a1- Ammah fi Daw a1-Dir~s~t a1-
Lughawiyyah a1-HadIthah, pp. 360, 390 . 
. 
(3) AI-Furuq, p.125. 
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9. The extent of semantic change in the meanings of Arabic words over 
the centuries is a topic which needs very careful study. Modern 
Arab linguists who regard semantic extension as one of the basic 
reasons for the emergence of synonymy in Arabic have employed 
'_ ) " .\\ J",,"' .... \\ very unscientific methods to prove their view of l5 ~JV ~
l/....J C.n. For example, Hakim Malik, in attempting to refute Abu 
... " Hilal's discrimination between the meanings of J, \ and . ~ ~ , 
tries to, prove that· they Cire identical .iI) meaning by quo'ting ~'a 
." late!,iexicographer.~ .. Ibn'M~~ur,and"'says: '. ',: >-Lf .. ~:\ }0\~\AE.)\\ 
t:\, (.~." '-1.\ ~0~':))").'. ~ ~·-;\U'~·c.3>,~··(·G~~\,; he:'t~~s O~'lY .. 
• "~~ - ~ < ... " .\, ..r . _ ". _", , i. • 
-, •• 0 r " ;_ :-;;'.one~word def{~{ti.~ns'for~ach pt.-the 'entries, w~ thoui mentioning 
> ~'" -
~ j. . . "_.... '. ;-' " .~'. -<' 
the dlfferences betw~~n>:(j,Y and".:~$-~.:.~ls~;givEm in the Lisan ... ".; 
. '. c c - '. '. . '. 
" In the same way, Abd al-.·Aziz Matar, in trying to prove that 'the 
words" ~ and .'.~, ar~"idenii~~i'in meaning, .~Slys ::. U\sD.HU ~. \)'". ',' 
<. '2.) . ' . ~. , . ' '. . '. u.. 1 '0 \ .... . ' 
.-<':' .,' « ~ \ : ~\ \) He also 'says; 'in~~other context::?~ . \.II? ~. 
(3? l(·J.·i~\ .~ ,;>.~\' \1 ,~ithout 'not~c~~g the fact. that lexicographers 
are forced to explain a word by using a word of close meanin~. 
Moreover, in these cases, for' example , the lexicographers are not 
claiming that there are no differences in the meanings of 
.. and? 
/ ~ ~ ~;..... ~ .. \""""--
....l>-' and ~, or 
~ . '. 
5- \.!:> and 
10. Abu Hilal is a staunch upholder of the approp.riate use of w:ordi.'~ 
'-. In spite ·of'the fa~tthat his treatment .6fw6rds· is some'Umes' 
",excessively logic-orientated and,J.rritating to a modern student of 
(1) LuCaybl', Hakim Malik: Al-'raraduf ff al-Lughah,p.230. 
(2) Lahn al~cAmahfIDawal-Dir~s~t al~Ltighawiyyah al-Hadlthah, p.368. 
(3) Ibid, p.369. 
, , 
"" 
'. ~~ , 
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the language, he represents the style of his time fully, and his 
influence on the subsequent linguistic and semantic studies is 
enormous; his book provides an opportunity to understand the 
differences between almost 1000 units of assumed synonyms. 
'.';! 
--I: • 
"1 " 
.~ , ;; 
", /' 
"'-'J' ." 
, .i~ , 
',. , 
,,' 
-,' 
" . 
,  
.,',' 
.. j/ 
J'" , 
;,,~'" . 
f'.' \-
. ' 
. ~ "'.' 
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Part II 
Distinctions of Meaning 
> between Ass).1m~.dSYnonyms· made by 
- - . . c' -Abu Hi1a1 a1- .Askari 
~, . 
in a1-Furuq ff al-Lughah 
:,"-' 
1. 
Ism: 
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Chapter II 
According to Ibn al-Siraj 
meaning, whether referring 
r ~ is that which gives a single 
to a person or other than a person, 
with a particular semantic import. c c- -Ali b. Isa says: 
is derived from 
." 
which means.peight, therefore, 
.. 
"'b~ .,' regarded as .a sigh in some' higQ place to' indicate the per:son , 
~h~m>it."repn~s~n~~~ Unlike. ~<:"t·~ is~ t;lot assoc~a:t~d ,. 
wi th"the passa'g~ bf;time.,~ ~h~ t{ ;is ~f tw~ kinds: silI)P:lE! ,,;,,'" i 
and des'ctipt1ve~:Thed~scrlP:ti;e 'f ~.merely 'd€!scribes the",' 
item "de~cdbe:d. 
': 
Tasmiyyah:<, According to Abtir~l- cAla ~ is. the ac,t of applying ,a 
name to a'c,::oncept from the very beginning of t.he process of its 
naming. 
Laqab: 'AbU'al_cAla' al.,-Ma'zani says: \:~~'is tnemos.t frequently 
" I' ,,' -, '-
,':' .~sedprop,er na,me a:fter ,th~first' ~ame, but we maintain that the 
. name' Zayd can~ot 'be a '.~ 'beGause it is an original name. 
. 1\11 surnames will be proper names but there can be proper names 
:which are not surnames. The grammarians hold: The first name 
is that which is taken from the true form of the thing named, 
_ ... ,. v 
e.g. man, deer,' wall, donkey .. Zayd is a second name; 'and a 
third name will be a ~ "surname" which' will tend to be used 
" 
more often than the second name. 
" ' 
Nabz:'/. is, an ,established ~ . ~./.w is the propagation of 
2. 
Ism: 
a nickname. AIIC).h said in the Qur'an: y ~)i \:.: \::;~ \;:. ... ))-' 
"Do ndt call one another by (der'isi ve and insulting) nicknames, 
1 .... '\. J '/1\" t'" I 1 ., t" "Y '--' ~ as was a prac lce ln pre- s amlC lmes. ~. 
can also, according to another definition, mean simply the 
mentioning of the ~ . 
See A ................... 
-. 
.... 
Sifah: ~ is the complement of a noun which imparts some 
information about it. All descriptions ( LJ~) are nouns 
-. but all nouns need not be descriptions. A ~ will have the 
same case ending as its described noun. A ~ can be of 
many kinds: sometimes it distinguishes one described noun from 
another, for example: learned and living. Sometimes it explains 
the qualitative differences (between properties) e.g. colour, 
being, belief and volition. And sometimes it discriminates 
one class from another, e. g. .:> \~ and ..J'D j! " impli cit nature 
and essence". ~,can"also be, something applied to that 
",~ ',. 4 _.... ~ • 
whi,Ch. is known , hut ,does not, cohtainitself the information, ,that 
, , 
" , it ·is 'known., 
If, 
~' . '" 
3 • ~ " <i:.itAJ , ,_.,' 
S' l,·f'ah.·." Se'e ",', A .:.'~~ ...... : ... ' ..... 
.,~~a:c't: 
.. ,- ,~ ,'. I' 
According to Abu' CAlat~'describes changeable character-
;. '~;.'istics whereas 6,A .. J-P"desc'ril::les either changeable, or permanent 
" 
,. characteristics. He furthep holds that the attributes of Allah 
that to, refer to acti,on may b~ thought, of .as ~ because He 
::.~ .... '-
.is' free to act or not to,act,~ 'However, this ip 'not true of 
His essential' ~ttributes, since in these respects He cannot 
. 
change. Hence, ~ is more general than' ~. But Abu 
c - ' Ala' did not adduce any argument to prove this. In our 
opinion, the most apparent and well-known w \;.....p can be 
, ~ 
considered as \ .. : ..... ~] Thus linguists have taken ~ 111 , 
6Y'~u 1 and ~,)I as ~ for each of three Abbasid caliphs. 
Because of their close meaning they came to be interchangeable. 
, ,:" " ~ and ~'are from different dialects 'and have the 
4. 
Hal: 
same meaning. Evidence' for this is that the Basran gramrriarians, ;" 
use ~ and the Kufans use ~,in the same sense. The 
~ of the caliph came to be applied to him as a kind of 
honorific ~,without a particular intention of referring 
to that characteristic. L,...;J and ~ also came to be 
used interchangeably. 
J~ gives more information concerning the person to whom it 
refers. In the sentence: "~~;tjs.t?'''ZaYd came to me and 
", /. I, I he was riding", LJ'.... is J b and shows the manner of his 
• : : 'J ~.; 
r"." 
,';: 
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coming to me. Whereas the expression: ~I ~; ~ J.~ 
with~' as a complement of Zayd, will mean: Zayd, the rider 
came to, me. 
Sifah: ~ differentiates between two verbally identical asma'. 
Sifah: See A 
Wasf: 
.,.' 
. 6. 
L..sw> " ,is verbal noun and ~ is derived from U-'P J 
on tpe measure of faclah (-, c.x:, ). ~-' is a generic 
noun, therefore, it'can be' applied"to one or 'more entities. 
-~ , .... :.'_.c, ~i;::'~ :,. ' ,'.~ . ,'~ ""', ,~,' . I "" ~o ",II' .~ "'" 0 • ." '.' 
°o.~,:{s a 'k~?q.q:e~-', ,~fo~,instance':~' and:~,are 
"~h~ ',di~~'~~i tions~fci 's'itt~r 'arid ~a walker, res'p~cti velY-.' And: < 
b~c~~~e 'O;'thi~ d'e~c;i'Ptio~'s like 6~' and ·;b, h'ave come to' 
~e'\~owna,s,w~ ,of,,;''th~:~~iie;er~ 'rath~r than~ici' be·,ut.P~i. ' 
:S6~; i~,thi~: sense', :" ~j i~ an abstract n~un and ~ 
d~scrib~'s the dispo~i ti9~' even if ~~ese U ~ are'not, found 
, ip t'h~ :d~scribed pers6n'5.n, a' concrete form. As an example, 
~e,~pl~',Cir~,':~o~etinies :d.E;,sc~ibed. as, knowledgeable arid powerfuL 
.,~ •• ...,' ,,' •.• , .~;/ '~,:I - . (."C:J" ~-. , ~". 
_ " ~ i~!...\ _ \',.)' ,":,." Y:',_ 
,.", ,-
TaI;liyyah: ", UI\' ';' ~ ,is originally the work of an ornamentalist and 
'not.,used of speech; it is an arrangement of ornaments on some 
object e. g. a sword; Its use in speech is metaphorical. That 
which . i'~e~pressed by a ~ is treated as a ~ , just 
as tha,!=whi<;h is expressed by .the· ~ of a thing L e. the 
'e~'~~n~e fthe ~beinga verbalis~tion), is treated as the 
. ~ ,"-,"-.' ". --, 
~' ; "Exte~sive:use of such a,"metaphor leads us to consider 
. t 'In>" , ',' J. as rea . 
, 
, Sifah: See 
A;\7' 
. ' .. ~ .......... , ........ . 
(1) Sayf al-Daulah J.S a metaphorical expression but its overwhelming use 
has made it as functional as his real name. 
7. 
Ism: See 
Hadd: 
-.--
8. 
Hadd: 
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~ 
~ gives two-fold information in an implied way: about 
the concept for which it is devised and about the scope and 
limitation of this. Nouns may be homonymous or not, the 
resulting confusion is resolved by the It also clears 
up ambiguity. Another difference between them is that 
can be used as both metaphorical and real but ~ differentiates 
between these two. 
UJ 
..J.P discriminates one thing ·from others a~d singles it out.' 
, , 
Its ,etymo~ogical meaning.Js to limit or 'to prohibft. 
~?-qlqah: ~ is ,the, ptitti~g;of a word in;'itsapprbpr~~te '. 
. , ' ',- '''"' 
9. 
Hadd: 
Rasm: 
c • .,; 
etymological context. The evidence for this is' ',that "~ 
requires a metaphor ,which 'must have. an antonym of the same 
-(verbal) kind. For example O..,J,AJ has an antonym ~;.r; 
and when these represent reality 'in a metaphbric9-l waY',_ ~ ." 
differs from »' in two distinct ways. There is'ari6t·her 
~" , . 
"" difference between the two :. ..J...!:7 can be used only of things 
that h~ye an opposite of the same class, whereas ~'~an be 
. " " 
applied to such things and to others also. For example, the 
word,.~ or s-~, cannot have any ~ applied to it, one 
can sa;: 1~{.si'...J\ ~:!>t. "What is the nature of the thing?'~ but 
one cannot -say: '1 j.~' ~ \.. "What is the "term" of the thing?" 
... 
Moreover the knowledge of ~ is the knowledge of the thing 
and what distinguishes it, but the knowledge of ~ is the 
c knowledge of its being and essence. 
See A 
(..J is differentiated from 
~ pertains to the nature of 
properties. In etymology 
,: .. ' 
""' ~ by the logicians in that 
a thing and (..J to its 
means a sign and .J k..J1 (Y..J 
"remains of houses" has been derived from this. (..J is like 
a sign for the information of others and cannot be defined 
within limits. Whereas '" ~ points out the origin of a thing 
which is not required by ~~ 
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10. 
\oJ 
Ma hadduhu?: O..,A!> l. "What is its term/extent?" cannot be an 
equi valent of YD ~ because the question: op~ can only be 
put to specify and determine one dimension among many. 
UI 
Ma huwa?: "What is that?" can be a question about a .J.!>, 
11. 
e. g. r "body"; about a r J , e. g. ,,~"thing"; 
about a class,e.g. ~..) "the world"; and about a semantic 
~; \.,':, interpretation of words e. g. ..r-- "copper" or /""' "word" . 
.... U\';' 1> ~., 
, - '~:.r • 
C'e" A 
H. aqiq,ah : See o. '" 
- .,,~- ..... -,." .... ' .. 
,{. ," 
., J • ~. 
.'" 
,. • -," ~,~, .'. .:.. -~, .. f- ~ 
, 'Dhat: Ohec,ariric,:t:: unde~st'and :~~' "thing" ,u~J,es~';6~e'underst,cipd~ 
'j,:ts. ow\:, "~e:ntit; ~nd;be'i~g'" ~'But ~t;is p.os~ibie' ih~y.o,6~e 
- .. ..-: .... ,>. , '. c' . '-"- .,' J':"_C;·· ': ,- , -',', ........ _. _ ",' .;. 
understands its L..;J'l ~'. "but 'does not understand i ts,~', ''e;, 
: ,"" '? -1._'f"~" ',' ":"-I.'~ .. '" :~ .' " -. \". _ I 
"essenc~i and verity" ~', ~ is verbal whereas w \ ~ is not. 
. '1 ". - . " ' 
:. -. t~ 
." .J' 
. ",,"',. 
, ",""'''-J ';;''', 
'~. ,," 
The, Arabs say:"It is ,incumbent on every human being' t.op~serve 
"his' ,~,,'~:.' , For the, ~",p' re, server of its verity th" -~, ~'''b- . eY,say: '~' v 
. ~ \ . 
12. 
w 
~aqq: (f' depicts the true sense and philosophical basis, which 
... ... 
is always good. The word ~ includes both if and 4;.!~,. , 
one for theappropri~te linguistic correspondence and the 
other for representing the true sense .a~d semantic basis. 
~aqiqah: ~ is',an appropriate and truly corresponding depiction 
, , ' 
, of ,its si ttiation whe;t:her g~odor bad. , 
"', , 
. 1~.'~ 
Haqiqah: We find much more semantic extension in ~ than ~ 
For example it is said: ~ ~ ~ ~I"~ \l "Everything has 
• - W • 
a reality"; and it cannot be said: if"'" c:U ~ ))1 j,cf' Y 
It is also said: 0' 6"Q::.-;~ "Everything has a meaning". 
\;.(' "The nature of movement is like that", and it is never 
said: \;.f ~ \ if'" . 
~ s. (~, and &!/\as 
People have, nevertheless, referred to 
d \;..t, but this is an extension and such 
an extension is applicable only to a particular usage and 
cannot go beyond it. 
c -Ma na: 
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~ is an intention proposed by a word in one way rather 
than another; and, the meaning of a statement will be that 
to which this intention is attached. ~ is on the measure 
of c and mafcal is verbal noun and loci maf al, a nomen 
( 6\£L'r1 ), and here ~ is a verbal noun. According 
to 
- c -Abu Ali the ~ is a purpose to which the speech of 
a speaker is directed, therefore, he makes the meaning a 
purpose. He further holds that Allah cannot be described as 
a (j->-> because a ~ is an intention in the heart and we 
approach-it·'through speech, and the object intended is the _'_\','. 
""" " _., \o.aI _ "~f"" , •. '" '(c 
~ ,;,:s,o Allah" is the' ~ nota "0 ~ .' And we': s'ay,: 
" (5'J.llJ~0Jj;~"I meant Zay.d by my s~eech" isequivaleh=t' 
.-' ~ "". "'" -- ' , - . .,- , , 
,to ~aying: "" 'ct ~ :'~;:">J1'~I, referred-to hi~" in my 
. ~,., ". ,~ 
. ", _. ' 
speech", and in' hoth examples- there" is the, purp6se ?f" 
" , 
'C 
impart~ri:~',~~ine:infq~matio~1'- abo~~'.'Z,kyd{ b~t he himself is , "" , 
',;' 'r'- _~. '.;_ 'I ~_,~ -: ,', •• ,.-" _ .. ,.. t_.~,; ,: .. ,- I, ;,' L" ,: • ~:; '\~, "','.J ,~L.~" • 
hot the ol?jectintende,9.~ is. ,con ce:rme d only wlth;: speech' 
and not with the' int~ntior. For ex~mpJ,e we ,say':, ,- ,~," , " 
, ~;, "meaning of your speech", and ,we, never say: 
~ "meaning of your action"-. In spite of thai:; sometimes ,-
~, . - . , , ' . ~ . 
we find semantic exfension in the, use'of;(f-> , 'and ,its' ." , , 
.~"'" 
association with action also, i.e·O~ U~~P;::JJ~' 
~ "your going to so and so, was meaningless". 
Mawsuf: U yP y is always absolute whereas ~ is always 
determined and 'confined by speech, that is why we always 
~ -.~' ',' 
15. 
say: J§J\\)b:~. U,...r4'ycannot exceed ODe object 
' .... 
e.g. IJ.,J.J ~~ "I described Ze'iyd" even with modification 
of the ve;b by a preposition: ';.(i,J~)~"'''I described 
Zayd as ... " But the verb V takes two objects e. g. 
,;J:' {,I..JJ) ~ the verb ~ extending to one object: 
. - .... 
Zayd and to a second object with the help of the preposition 
" y", the meaning provided by the latter being 
indispensable. 
Gharad: Speech, while imparting some information on making an 
'" enquiry, will always have some aim and purpose. If one says:~ 
, . ,<:. ~1 
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I 
d:J1 J""""J "Muhammad is the prophet of God" and on~ means 
Muhammad b. Jacfar instead of Muhammad b. cAbdullah; or one 
says: .JLJ\ U ..Jv ~ "Zayd is in the house" in the context 
_ ... .J 
of a grammatical discourse, they do not fulfil the requirement 
of speech of imparting information. So, the purpose of 
16;' ". 
. . 
speech always determines its semantic import. (J> /' is like 
the target of a hunter, who aims his arrow at the target. 
In the same way a speaker always aims at his target in his 
speech but with suppression of a premise. ()P~ cannot be 
associated with Allah becaus.e there can' be no suppression 
>"." ' . > 
in a~y description of Him, !lor carl H~ be described as having 
.... any. ne'ed,wl1ich is. implied in 
,~ '/ 
.1lJ- . r»f> dF , '. 
" Tak1im: (_'- is, ,the. CiS S'oci ci.;tion. of spe~chwith the per'son 
.addressed, and ·h~s . .;L:rm'ifed scope as"c~mpared to that. of' (W. 
i ~ <,,' 
.. , K~lam:' . (j.&6' . rs'ordj:narY'~peech~hich mayor, may not be an 
. .( 1),·, ., .. ' 
address to someone ' '., '.' There. 1S no d1fference in meaning 
between (.)It and·' . ~""whenthey are c6nsidereq ·as, ,verb;:il 
nouns. The expres~'i?~,:' ,,'. ~ ~_ "He speaks to himse~f" . 
is a metapho~ical use considering self as an externalenti ty<, . 
(1) AI-GurganI, in his Kitab al-Tacrifat gives this definition in a 
morepreci,se way. He says: (W' comprises at 1~.ast':~~6 w()rds, 
with " total mutual ascription referring to a joi~t m~aning .. ·:.See: 
. (ll{.AbtiH~lii do~s not give >,a comprehensive dei{~H:ion'bf 
't~~·.·te;r'm~, perhaps because his 6nly concern is tQ" co~pare .the two. 
17. 
Kalamati: In the word d ~ the letter " ~" has been added for 
reinforcement, meaning: a marvellous speaker, as " If'' is 
-
added in "great poet". A person who has 
command over language and the art of argumentation can 
be described as O~, but Allah cannot be characterised 
by any such skill in speech. 
,d." 
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Mutakallim: '-'11...:.. ~ is the speaker, and this word is also used 
18. 
for an expert in dialectical method (who defended religious 
axioms of Islam in the early Hijrah centuries). 
c -Ibarah: The expression: J.~\ <.:Y 0--, \...>l\ is information about 
- . 
something without any addition or deletion. For example 
if there is a question about a body, the answer would be 
strictly about its length, breadth, and height; and ,this 
, answer ,would be its true' z,:;.;Iy. • 
~ . :'~.~ 
The phrase :~,~...J\ u> 
means: "I weighed ,the ,dinars" ;w~ thout describing other 
prope~ties ot: th~ coins. 'OJ W,?-lsomeans th~ transmi~si_~n" ~ ,,' 
, . ... .. ~ . . 
, ' ,ofmean'ingto a second person (wi thbut any, ?ddi tion' or ' 
'·~up_t~a~tion). 'OjW'_is'-atear':~hich is 'hesitating in the 
~;~'~ecau~e'.i t 'cr~sse'~ 'frorri6~~ '~ide to' the ;th~r'.': '\~ J (&., 
'" " ., . ".. ," -",,'\ 
~', _\ ~\ .. 
also m~ans a sign which leads pe.ople
c 
from ignoranc~ t9 
... 
knowledg~ .. ~ is, the interPret.ation of dreams. ' . It cari 
refer to one word or, to- a 'sentence. 
Kalimah: A unit in a sentence is a "6.)6' and an ode is· also 
called a ~ because it is a unit in a collection of 
'(I) 
odes . 
(1) AI-Gurganlin his Kiti3.b al-Tacrifat has given more comprehensive 
defini tion of 'a;)6 that a ~ is a word devised for a single 
meaning. See: t...)S 
19. 
c -
. Ibarah : See A ................ 
Qawl: is a simple utterance; and cannot exist without 
the formation of one or more spoken words. Being an 
absolutely transitive verb it cannot accept any object 
except J;-L' "the thing uttered". Whereas z,J \-J- extends 
to the meaning of a word with the help of a preposition; 
. - ... 
one says, for example: ...•. ~ L.,....J /. "I explained 
that .... " 
Kalimah: A See ................. . 
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20. 
Ikhbar can al-Shay': In ,,~j\ 0-J~ ~ "giving information 
about something" one can add or omit something, and 
information can be true or false. 
c - c -Ibarah an al-Shay': In f ~ \ us- (;..J ~ the true facts 
are told about a thing, without addition or omission. 
21. 
Istikhbar: ..J~ \ 
. ; 
is a .reques.t for information only. 
Su·' al: J\~ -c~n' be, ?requ~st' for infor~ation Or! for something 
- ..• . • ' ' So ' 
to be granted or refused. }he words' ./" t and -d~ ~ are 
the same as far as their grammatical form is concerned, . 
but they -cor~espon(f' to different -social positions, -J' ~ ,-
So _ 
being -inferior and / r ,- from a superio.r. 
Istifham: A question from a person who is unaware of-, something, 
in order to understand or to r~moye s~me doubt is (~t . 
Su'al: A question from a person whether or not the answer is 
already known to him, is u\ Y. The interrogative articles 
for ul~are:~, (i, '\ t;" c; 
w So .... o~"''''/, o( " 0 ~ I"'~ 1_': \ , L..su.l CY.. \ , and L> Sometimes a ~ , • J. 
U' >- is directed in an imperative way, e. g. ..•• ,CY 0/.' 
"Let me know about " 
23. 
- -
Duc~, : ~\s..:> 
,1"_ ~. ,., • , 
to -Allah is'-:iik'e ~ \........:.-& , with submission and 
humility. j, ~~ can be made to other than Allah, and it 
can also be without submission, as Muhammad asked Abu 
Jahl to embrace Islam. The first type of J.. ~.:> is expressed , 
h ..,,' ." " ~ ... ,\ ,- . _r.. ... " "I by t e prepos1t10n ~ e.g. . ..•• ~ ~~~ 
prayed to Allah for ... ". The second type is expressed by 
the preposition "cJ~", which implies leading someone towards 
something. 
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Mas' alah: ~~~ is associated wi th V~ "submission" and 
d.:, \t:...... \ "humility". o,st.....o comes from an inferior; its 
~ 
1-
opposite, /' "order" comes from a superior; and L....J1, 
"request" comes from an equal. The use of J\ .. ,~ in the 
Qur' anic verse: ~.:r'\ f\.-~t\l-, ( ~ /36) is for 
the purpose of producing a gentleness of expression and 
s. 
winning the sympathy of the hearer. The verb --'" \ can be 
used to produce the opposite effect, as in the verse of 
al-Hudayn b. al-Mundhir directed at Yazld b. al-Muhallab 
.. 
- - .... " I~ "" .' ~ 
<7nq •al-I:Iusayn b. ljidah: .. ~~J~ y\ ~'J..Ar 
... (?·~0:,,<..P~~?\G-a_u\{~ -, '''I gav~ yo~.'a~ecisiv~:: i. 
or:der, and. you disobeyedme;'the,killing of Ibn Hashim would 
. havebe~n fortunate for. me".' This serves, to belittle th~, . ".' .' 
" per's9ri. aadr~ssed .and to make him feel that.he'was in the wrong~,' 
25. 
Sawt: 
s-~...:> , . can be with a .10,!Jd voice '.or a soft voice. One 
says:.. J..,.,.>l U-o ~:~,:>'''I called him·from a distant 
-" ' '- .. , " ,",. ",\'-' 
place" ; and ~ cJ A:J\ G."s. . ..) "I call~d upon Allah 
.- - . 
in my heart or i'n my inner speech". But one never says:, 
~ <j 6.---:...:> \,;. The purpose ,of s-h..) is request' 
for s;me action ( J.:WJ\ ~ ) from the person to whom 
it is being made. 
So-~ is to speak loudly with meaningful utteI?ance. 
Arabs used to join voices with one another to make the 
sound audible at a greater distance. 
call his friend, using the phrase: 
'. 
:wi th me"; . 
Thus, an Arab would 
. ~ ~ \,.; ii'Cry out 
.' 
GyP is any sound emerging from anything such as a 
stone, a door, etc. or the voice of a human being. 
~iya~: tI~ is to cry out loudly without any meaning. Some-
times So '.-h is called V ~ but U~ is never called 
s-I~ • 1I~ is specified for the voices of animals . 
.. 
As for the verse: 
~>~~~.»I~ 
is concerned, here the use of the word: 
t;~ is metaphorical. 
.' 
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See 
26. 
Sawt: See 
-.--
Kalam: (J}6 is speech which can be understood after some 
reflection (1) And the understanding of ~ yP such as 
the sound of a dish, is correspondingly simpler. 
(1) Abu ,Hilal while discriminating between wyl' and r UI does not 
give theirdefinitions~ He merely gives an analogy to, explain 
the need of thought to ~derstand . (W.~:The· definition above 
is'based on this analogy. 
.. 
27. c1 .. ~ -' OJ ~,t.. 
Isti carah : OJ ~ ~ "metaphor" isa word used in a sense other 
than its original ~:me, having been transferred from the 
.. .- . ". . 
root ( (}p \ ) to the branch ( V) ). 
'rashbih: 
-. 
"'simile" is uninterpreted., 
28. 
c-I adah: O~~ I is to repeat a thing once . 
• 
Takrar: .J~ is to repeat a thing one or more times. 
29. • ts- I JI:. ~ ~I 
..J " 
, Ikh~isar:, ..... ~ ~ is the deletibn .o~ un~ecessary words from 
. • .!, . ,1".~ '. " " ~. , 
Ijaz: 
the arrangement of a. dis course wi thout' dis ttit.bing: the 
. \.' 
meaD:ing. 
discourse~ 
It is the abridgement'bf ,'an alreadye~lsting 
, 
~ ~ t is the composition of a brief statement comprising 
few words but a multitude of meanings. It is said: 
, ",. 
4...0 M Ct &../' ./. ~, when one has given many 
meanings in a short statement. 
, " 
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30. 
Iqti~ar: ..J l.P:":; 1 is confinement of speech to the meanings 
required. 
Hadhf: ~~ is striking out a word whose meaning is represented 
31. 
"" ; 
elsewhere in the sentence, enabling one to dispense with 
the omitted word, without any loss of meaning. In 0» 
some part of the discourse is deleted but this is not the 
case with .;wt. 
• • .". G 
'Ishat: ~ ~ I is expansiveness in speech with' a little 
,.. oJ. 
'information content. 
Itnat: ~t.b t is exp'ansi veness ih~ speech that increases the 
information cqni:e~t. y t:J; ~ isbalaghah ,"~J:.oqu~h~ei;,. whereas' 
u~l is 'inability to e~p~~s~ne~elf. ~t:.blis' like,:" . 
,. '.' ".~ -:-':-;;..:; - ,." > 
taking.<:a, longer path wh:i:ch"leadsto greater effect; and 
..... . . " 
L:-'kr-"~isli"ke taking a longer path because of ones, ignorance 
_ ~ " L" ' ' • 
, 32. 
.... ,. ...... 
Hadith: 
. 
..:::..u~ is originally to impart some information uniquely 
... 
about oneself. FOr example, one says: 
. . .., 
~ 0-:'- y...A.S' .. 
"He speaks about himself", and does not say: ~,U~ .. • 
Khabar: /. is information which can be described as true or 
"' I. .., 
false about oneself or .about someone 'else., The word'? 
is associafed with meimin~~,other than this . Fof; 'example', 
'(,; ,<). ~ grammatical structure of"~ one says: 
~ " . 
following the 
'k;' (.J~ wr' '~O Allah " , I»; !WI 
... 
which means: 
be merciful towards Zayd" is a wish or prayer instead of 
being a /. "information" . 
. 
In fact ~ should be considered as information about 
. 
someone else, but continued indiscriminate use of ~ 
and UP has caused their meanings to overlap. Nevertheless, 
some distinctions between them can still be made: 
',' 
- \" , :".-" 
" , .~'-
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(i) A single piece of information given in a sentence will be 
, 
a /. whereas two or more pieces of information will be 
. ~ ~ 
regarded as c,..v e. g. ).,AI :, L..:' I.J 
... " .0;.. - ~ 
~ ).J.I; L:,;J I..) "I saw Zayd going" is 
-, .... ". 
\,/ -' ~I~) ~ I..J 
"I saw Zayd" is a 
. 
/. and 
a ~.P; and is a 
spite of its being a ~ 
,(ii) A request for information is introduced by fl ~ -'/. ~ " 
33. ' 
rather than 
( ~ ) is 
isa~ 
, , 
• • VI 
It <-:?;J..,A>\1 , because asking for information 
, and the person who replies 
~:- i . 
. . ,. " 
Khabar: Infortnationreported to a '.person' wnether' he already 'knows , 
it or riot is a /.':'.' I~ ihis;~ay one"sa;Y$:', Gi;:i.J..:,;;' ., 
~ "Tell me about mysel::f" or 'Ls;~W 0;;;'- "Tell 
- ' .... -' .' if • "" 
me w~at I have got", and not ~ u.'c}?~' ':or ~
(5~V . 
Naba': 
--,:." 
,,.,, . 
t..,; 'is an information reported to '·a pe,rso~ who is 
in the Qur'an:' 
"This is an 
account of (the fate of) the towns which we relate to you, 
..> ~ /100" be cause MuI:ammad had not known them be fore • cAli 
C-· - ,. • 
b. Isa says that . ~ has the implication of being 
important and momentous, and argues on the basis of the 
aforementioned Qur'anic verse which associates the prophet's 
f', • 
knowledge with a \).I from Allah ... ' that MulJammad can'ilOt 
have any knowledge attributed to him except that which was 
given by Allah. According to Abu Hilal, since "w 
represents thefi~st knowledge·.of something for an ignorant 
person, one can say: "t.; U~ 6~ , "It will be a \;, 
for such and such a person" and not. /. u~6.k 
Abu Hilal further says that s-~ ~ can be used even if 
,- ,-\ . 
concrete information is not being provided. One says: ~ 
./Ps-,JI So \~ ~~ J'\ "This matter indicates such and such" 
. / .' . 
and one cannot say: /I ~~ ••• "because J ~ ~ cannot 
be used unless it provides some information. 
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... 
HadIth: Infermatien er disceurse, whether shert er leng, abeut 
semething in the past er present is called ~..-l7. 
Qisas: ~ is a mere lengthy 
the past; Allah says in the 
disceurse than WJ~ cencerning 
J.. .... Vol· " 
Qur'ap: ~I ~ UVJu> 
35. 
~I "We de relate unto. thee the mest beautiful 
ef steries, ~ i. /3", and " ~ \ V ~~ ~ 
~ .) I "We relate to. thee ef the steries ef the apestles, 
:>YD /120". But Allah cannet be termed as 00 G "stery-teller" 
since: this. name' indicates a professienal ~tery-,t,e+~er.,~ , 
eriginally JIleans', a s,ticcession 0.; thiiig~; ~~<i, "an extended ~~,PI 
• >' _. t: _" " .' ~ r- .-
can b~ term~d, a ~. ~ can also. be described as 
infqrmatien abeut events ~hii::h . teek placeene after 'anether. 
_ '(,J~ ~ .,-' '," _ <: : " 'L': ',,' , , .. 
. "~ (singular 'ef', ~ ) is 'all"':e,mb.racing'infermatie~, 
" , " , ' ~ . 
abeut, semething.. It is se-called' becaus~ its parts ceme 
" fj..,"· ,~ '..... ", '-".," 
e~e after the ether. The werd " .b~ means: He' cut. 9ne says: ' ~~ ~ y-~, (;:; "He ~t the' cleth with scissers". 
Khabar: See A ........ -...... . 
Shahadah: The O:>~ "evidence" ef two. peeple befere a judge 
'.~~' . 
36. 
Amr: 
means presecutien is inevitable. But ene can Be" acqui tt~'d 
if ene er t~e /. are ag~ihst ene. In the ,relig~ous 
demain '0:> ~ is mere than a /. There is a difference 
between, ~ ~ and 0..)';; t ~~ If semeene 
has a legal decisien served upen' themeris taken into. 
legal cus:tedyi;tt'he pre~enc~ "of'a'witness"it,wQuld be ",-. 
recbrdedas :' .~ ~, .. , 'iHe~as'a wi tne~s' to. it"; if after 
the cempletien ef the' first, . the accused cenfesses, it 
. 
weuld be recerded as: o..)!.) t <.J..s-~ "He witnessed his 
cenfessien" . 
,.J 
"erder" dees net include ./ \ "the persen who. 
erders semething" because it is net pessible to. give erders 
to. eneself; ner to. a persen who. is ef high secial status. 
"-. 
,,' , 
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As far as command is concerned the one giving the command 
cannot be considered as being included; with information, 
however, the giver can be considered as being included, 
since one can give information about oneself as well as 
about others. This is why Muslim jurists say that orders 
made by the prophet are for others, since it is impossible 
for them to be restricted to him. Therefore they discriminate 
between his actions and his commands. They also maintain 
that the imitation of the actions of the prophet is not 
.incumbent ~p~m the foilowers except·. with some indication. 
And·.s.omehaYe h~ld that· the followers shoul<fbe considered 
. 'an~l'~gous'~iththe~prophet ~nd ... t~ey hav~ s~id: ;'Iftlie 
" 
prophet did something .it' is, equi va.lent. to saying ,th<tt . it is 
, ~.-
lawful and can be .done"; and the·propl:J.et prescribes "f9r all 
by his'actIons just,as'he does By h;is speech. 
Khabar: See A 
37. ' 
, . 
Kiqbb: ~j.(_is a report given bya person deliberately 
38. 
contpary to the facts. And LJ~ne~er occurs except in 
speech. 
, ,,' 
u~ "impossible" is information which cannot be 
regarded as true in any circumstances and is obvio~sly 
wrong such as: "I shall stand yesterday", or "I dranl,<. 
tomorrow". Jv cannot be considered as true or untrue. 
tI'''!~ J\s is delivered in the fOrnlof a /. .i.e. ~~ (JJ I 
", • '> 
»" Zayd came tomorr'ow"; or in the forTI)' of a wish 
.:. ... ...-:-- '0"",\ \... ,\~\ 0" " .• ,,:.::. \ ",Would I i.e. eLlA -' . .r-:-.. u, . ~C! ~
were in Basrah and'Makkah like this"; and also in the form 
of an imperative or a prohibition. The opposite of uV 
~~ .~ 
is t-J>.J:..o ... • .................. "righteous or possible" and the opposite of l-J.:u 
is O~ "truth". 
J\S is that which can neither exist nor be imagined. 
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Mumtani c: ~ is that which cannot exist but can be imagined. 
39. 
For example, one says: "May you live for ever". Although 
this cannot be so y~t it can be imagined. 
Tanaqud: If one speaks the truth then contradicts it, ones 
speech will be <.p t:,. "contradictory". It cannot be 
termed U \$ because the truth cannot be cJ\..s> . JV can 
occur only in speech. But the mutakallimun use it in an 
~. ~A:" -
,undetermined sense, , e.g. ,somedescripti,ons ,. _____ ~ 
d~~ be:of diffe:0entkind~ ,,~'! g~'a "s~nt~nc~can be .inconsistent 
- ;> • :~ \ -, < 
with a d~tai,l, i:e. "God is just and not"wickE~d"; and,' : 
"He has created' infidels to burn in .the fire even if . t;hey do 
. ' ~ . 
not· commit any-crime". ,On~ sentence' can be inconsistent 
with another s~nteri~e' ,i. e. "All actions, are created by . Allah'~ , 
and "the cabd "slave" is ~esponsible fo~ his action~"'. And 
, -' -.'~' . .,,-'~' '. " . 
one detatl, can be '~nc~ns~stent' wi th,another i.'e.as the 
Chri~tians:s~~: A; ~,....l!>\ -' anC!.'~ \j 6.7 JA.,!' "one is three~', 
and "thr~e is'·one,j. The affirmation of "one"· denies a 
second and a th.ir~"enti ty; in the same o way, the affirmation 
of "three" -a'ffirms what is denied in the first part. 
Mahal: See . . 4 . ............. . 
40. 
... 
Tadadd:J t:aJ is that which is shown by action rather than 
speecp. Therefore, o~~ says: 0 '.> ~ U~, "Two 
,-
,actions are, inc'onsistent with each other", and one does 
" 
not say,::>,;,., 
"each other" . 
used e.g. 
"6 w t.~ u~\' "T~o actions contradict-
When aCtIon ,is' compared ~i til speech . .> WJis 
cJ;; .>L:ad~;;;';" "Zayd's action is 
inconsistent with what he says". Two contradictory 
( ~ ~ ) statements can exist, but not two contra-
dictory ( .:>~) actions. For instance one might say: 
"Zayd is in the house", at a time when one has already said: 
"He is not present in the house", by doing this one has 
uttered two contradictory statements. However, if one 
utters one of these statements and writes the other; or 
writes one of them with the right hand and the other with the 
" 
,- ' 
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left, these would not be regarded as U'~ "two opposites". 
The definition of U I ~ . is that they are incompatible 
in reality; and of U ~ that they are two statements 
mutually incompatible in meaning but not in reality. All 
6 \ -> ~ are 6 ~ ~ , but not all U ~ t;,,;:.. are 
U'-> ~ according to Abu cAll, e.g. death and will. 
Abu Bakr holds that these two are U';;" because they combat 
one another. It is for this reason that the two horns of an 
U• ,": '" The animal, which are s~parate, are known as .AN' 
,·difference netween' (j\.:J:'and J ~is that: J.\;.7 is between 
-, .. -:- .' "'" 
twodb'jects ,whicqsahpe~sfptand,endure; and:':' tJ2)is, petween< . 
, two object,s which 'mayor may' ,n~t' persist. " 
Tanaqu?: ~~'" can;oniy,',~<::tur: in SPeeCh."" 
,41. , 
... . ..... 
Takdfiib,: ,~;r;. 'is to prove some information false -persistently 
its opposit~::is '~~.' The term' y':;U: , which i~ 
'a,derogatorydescription, is applied only to the person who' 
'and 
tells a' lie. con2erning some fact. The. p' hrase: ~~ 
'. .-
<..J-b~ \- "disapprover of falsehood" was intended for a 
righteous man, but the derogatory force of the root has 
prevailed. Similarly ;, V "non-believer" is a derogatory 
description, even when one says: ~ ;, \h.J \ '-:- / 
"He did not believe in the self-proclaimed God" since 
has 
, -', '. 
Khars: uP";> is ·~nestima1:;e .. 'One asks in Arabic: 
<i ~ "What would be the approximate yield of your dates?" 
~t became an equivalent of ~£because people used it 
without proper verification. 
Kidhb: See A, ..................... 
42. , 
Ifk: ~\ is a lie which is excessively repulsive or ugly such 
as to say something against Allah or His prophet or the Qur'an 
or to accuse a pious woman pf adultery and so on. Allah said 
in the Qur'an: f-\ L::!JG~\ ~ ~'" "Woe to 
, , ~-
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every sinful liar, ~li' /7". If someone says: ..JW\<.j~; 
·t""5'·' and is telling a lie, this would be a ~..JJ and not \.::-U ~ • 
The real semantic import of this word is c.:., / which means to 
go astray. Allah says: Up ~_ (j, '\ "How they are 
turned away, o~U\ /75". w\{;j' -y U \.,) indicate those 
'" -
winds which continually change the form of (sandy) areas. 
"' ... 
The houses of the prophet Lot's people are known as w \l;J ~ 
"those which have been turned upside down". 
Kidhb:. \.-.J;.( is information reported by a person contrary to the 
fact~. ,Its o~iginal meaning is: ? "shortcoming". One 
says:·L.J..;j·\ () ,'~.J &~Vw~en one relinq)lis,hes'an'< 
attack on' an.'op~on~nt in wa~. L-.i.(inc·ludep liE:'s 'whi.ch are 
. , ,  
exceqsi vely: repUlsive orugiy. 
43. ,.1" 
~ .. , . "~ j ...,ll,it , .' o· 
Inkar: J \Li I is more' common than ...J..? ~'d includes the den'ial ~ " 
Jahd: 
--.-
44. 
ofa thing which mayor may not'be evident. Allah says: 
~,~ft.,. {~,~, 6;;~ "They, 
recognise the favour of Al+ah , yet they deny it" ~, /83"; 
favours or blessings need not be evident as signs of .Allah~'· 
is the denial of something clear and obvious. Allah 
U', .. . ~." I'" ',,'i'. "".. AT. ~ l.IJ ~ y "They deny 'Our communications, says: 
" 0VJJI/51", i.e. signs. It can be said that ..A:? is the 
denial of a fact despite knowledge of its reality. Allah 
,0 " 
- I~" '~~'G ..... o,', oPJ' / 
said in the Qur' an:. 0r- . \ ~. a.:. .. ~.d" \As-:.\.-'~.-' 
"And they denied them (,unjustly' and. proudly) while their 
souls had been convinced of them,- - I :J I /14". .:J \6J \ may be ,~ ~ 
a denial with or without prior knowledge of the reality of 
the fact denied. 
~ 
" ' 
Jahada bihi: ~ ~ means: He denied the thing that indicated it. 
The verse: p" _;,J.\ \ .. --: -. '-, \.Qs- ,~~;> f ~ , .. 
"And they denied them (unjustly and proudly) while their 
souls had been convinced of them, ~ \ /14", means that 
the non-believers denied the verification by other prophets 
prior to Muhammad concerning his prophethood, It can be 
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explained in another example: If a person tells a lie before 
you and you refute it and call the person a liar, you are 
A. , ..... ' ~,/ referring to the speaker. But if you say: "V __  
you mean: "I refuted the thing which had been said". AI-
Mubarrad says: ~~ is always a denial of that which is 
G~LdtkJl6IG ~~.3..(')J ~~ 
"But surely they do not call you a liar, 
known. Allah says: 
• I U-'~M' 
but the unjust deny the communications of Allah, ,t.:.J.l.l\/33". 
Jahadahu: o-A.J>: ,means: He denied that in spite of knowing of it. 
45. 
'~,' J' 
" ~' 
Jahd:, is'the ,den,ial of ':.so!lle,ihirig clear and obvious in spite 
--.-
oi knowledge of it. ,_ : . 
u ", ' • ~.." • 
. .. .;-
Kidhb: ~ \S;S', ~s ~~repo~i,'~~;~ti- by a,~eporter contrary'\o reality.,: . 
, . .", ',,. 
46. 
Ankara:minhu: 
. . 'Or'" /,$. 
. The phrase: \).J c..::.... / , .me.ans: 
"He did riot consider permissible that' action of his"; , and 
the phrase: ~fi\ means: "He did not think that it 
was right from him". 
. 
Naqama minhu: The phrase: ~~ means: He disapproved of him 
wi th a view to bringing punishment to bear on him. As 
Allah says: 
"And they did not 
, J.. ~....., .. .. 
~ ~ \;..c. ~ 0\ ))1-r-- ,~ \..0., 
take vengeance on them for aught except 
, \ 
that they believed in Allah', 't:;t.;/!' 18". Elsewhere' Allah 
, , I .~. ~ w. .' ~ays: ' aJ....a..; (yo ~\J ~..I' ~\ r~ \ (;\ Jlt \ ~"\.b-' 
"And they did not., find fault except because Allah and. His 
Apostle enriched them out 'of His grace "dv ..YJ'.J74" when the 
• ,.'_ ,J. • • _~'- ",' 
non-b~lievers wanted to throw Mu~ammad out of Madlnah and 
to assassinate him because Muhammad and his followers were 
. 
becoming wealthier although they or!ginally came from elsewhere. 
The aforementioned meaning of ~ ~ is also supported by 
the verse: ') ~ ( \..e. ' '> .J "And they had determined 
upon what they have not been able to effect, ~ ~\ 174" i. e. 
to kill Mu~ammad. Thus L:->W an1 .... (C;:, have become 
synonymous, as have ~~ and ~ 
" c' 
,_ u .~.' 
,,' 
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47. 
Buhtan: l;~ is to tell a lie to someone's face such that he 
Zur: 
Kidhb: 
, ,-.: 
48. 
dislikes it and is taken aback . 
. .J~...J is a lie so arranged that it appears to be truth. 
In Arabic one says: '!oo~\ LJ.J;;' when one has arranged 
... 
something or done something to beautify it. Caliph cUmar 
is reported to have said (about the day Caliph Abu Bakr was 
chosen as the prophet's successor in Saqifah bani Sacidah): 
~ , ." 
t.. J~ ~~.~\( y~ c.".~;j "In the day of saqI~ah I ~howed 
,'the power ?~> myspeeeh j, . It is,' said that J") is. a .word· 
of Persian origin 1'1hich means strength, and ~ j ';; ~earts you 
made him strong., 
See ................ ' .. 
, , ,-' "~ .~, I, -;', 'co J'~ 
".-' .... 
I 0 '" ., ~ <? "l..~ l\ '1 (ij ? 1 .-'" 6f-> ,~ 
;.o~C;~ , Ikhtalaqa: u--- _ is to estimate the. effect of a lie and then to 
49. 
broadcast it., 
(5/1 is t~ seize .en a lie and to broadcast it. As far 
as the original meanings of these terms are concerned, the 
first is estimation, and the second cutting. 
I 
Sadaqa Allahu: ~'O....-uP means that Allah has spoken the truth 
in what ,has been reported by Him. 
Sadaqa bihi:. ()..)J.P with the preposition " L:-''' will mean that 
50. 
~aqq: 
~idq: 
. on.'e . is . certain about information ~mparted) by' Allah, as He 
never' gives.otherwise, and that onei·believes.it as bein~·. 
confirmed by Allah. 
... 
(;? is a thing's being in its appropriate place. if 
... 
is more general than U,.MI> be cause ;:r mayor may not 
be a thing reported. 
, 
.. ()~ is to report'a thing as such (according to the facts). 
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person to be informed that the performer of it is adhering 
.... JJV 
.. 
to what he has acknowledged. ..JV' is derived from 
> 
"attainment of what was not made clear in speech"; and U '/ 1 
is derived from 6.;..?"" "understanding and knowledge". 
... ... J 
Therefore one making a stipulation will write: n ..•.• ~ ./', \\ 
"he agreed to " instead of It ••••• -! u~ ~ "he 
acknowledged ... " According to Abu Hilal al-cAskari: If 
one asserts a thing without knowing the tputh of what he 
has asserted; or in the same way, if one asserts a baseless 
. , . ! 
and ~, wrongthihg;' it is call~d .)\;' ~. But if one asserts, 
a thinga~ter having gained kno~ledge6i' it and' after having , 
understood the thing to be acknowledged, it, is called, L" \/1· 
This iSwhy".fo"thanksgiving" is'~onsidered to b~w\ ~, 
, ~ ~ 
instead Q'f being' .A; ~. ,All ~~tis ..,'.) ~ but all .... ~\ 
need not be ~Y~'. The opposite of ~Y1 is ~ 
whereas the opposite of .)I} ~is :..I \l.!,I~ . 
Iqrar: ..,1.) \ gives information about some previous occurrence. 
52. 
Hamd: 
In, Islamic law," ..J\) \ is that which makes judgement ' 
incumberit. The source for this is the verse: U-:.J \ ~ -; '-> 
\oW ,0. _. ,.J - --{;j\ ~~.:v\~-' •••.. ~..A:r-'.i;\~~\~\ "0 You who 
believe! When you deal with each other in contracting a 
debt ...... and let him who owes the debt dictate, "i, y.' 
/282". Should verification be necessary, it is laid 
down in the Quranic verse that the borrower should be 
heard (who has written the document earlier) so that the 
liabili ty may be establi,?hed. 
J...2 is the respectful mentioning of some good attribute 
of a person. ~ can be expressed either for a favour 
or not, but ft cannot be expressed except for a favour. 
One can express ~ or praise for oneself, or ones deeds, 
but one cannot express ft for oneself because P is 
like the discharging of a debt, and one cannot be indebted 
to oneself. ft is dependent on the obligation produced 
by the favour whereas ~ is based on the understanding 
of the person giving praise about the one deserving praise. 
;', 
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The opposite of J..P is except in the case of 
, <3 >U> ~I ().s .tJ~ \ mistreatment. It is also said: 
"All praise is ultimately for Allah". .;...(> cannot be 
applied except to Allah because all beneficence, whether 
in the form of some action or the creating of a cause for 
,I"" /' :. !--. \ J \ something, is from Him. If one says: ~ ~~
it is apparently not a correct statement, because if two 
words are not related to each other semantically (and in 
grammatical structure also) they cannot be combined in 
('~ a sent~nce"- Here ~ is used in place of a verbal noun 
for ..J..f!"because of their associatioh, :Ln"meaning. According, ' 
to Sj,bawayh, the verbal noun in,. such an example should be 
mansUb, as .±t:is hal in, th~' co~~i~u,ction~;cif' 'th~ s~~tence ' 
qu6~ed~' : In our ~piriion:, ,the expressfon;'" \,,6. ~~, 
. ( :-'". [ , 
is lik~'sayin~: '~~ ~ '!I;, kille'd hiI:npatle~t~y,: ~ 
implying that I bound: him and shot him to kill him". or 
... ~ c..:..:; r "I came to, him rtinning" , 'whereas. u~\, 
";o~ing" d~es not include runni~g, ':tn,'·the same way , ~ .. 
d<;ies not (!()mprehend ~ amongst i tsmeanings. Therefore, 
I, ~ l., , 
the expr€'ssion: '\fl M ~ \ • ",,' is richer than the ' 
. ","" , 
expression:"" ~ ~ ~, because the first has a more 
extensive meaning than the second. The first means: I 
praise Him in a state wherein I also demonstrate and 
acknowledge His favours to me. 
Shukr: ft is respectfully to acknowledge the favour of the 
benefactor. /\i;. is a person who mentions the benefac'tor 
with respect. Allah is described 'as /t.:. metaphorically 
because. He rewards obedience as gratefui men do. In the 
, '2 " ,,', 
same way the 
Quran: 
word ~;; 'has been used metaphorically in, the 
~ , ,~ t:.......J>~w,; ~\ Uo)0- ~ jj\\; (yo ( Dr.' /245), 
in which Allah has ordained the spending of,. money for 
righteous purposes as a debt payable by Him. The basis 
of ~ is mentioning of oneself in a good state, therefore, 
one says: ...)~ ~'-' for a healthy animal even if there is 
a shortage of fodder. The expression:, V~IP\ is used 
when the udder is full of milk, and ~~, G P '\ when the 
clouds are full of water, and so on. Therefore, ~ can be 
defined as the demonstration of a favour and acknowledgement 
of the right of its donor. Similarly, ~ is the conceal-
ment of a favour to invalidate the right of the donor. 
. 
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Ihmad: ..:> l;> t implies understanding and knowledge which one 
Hamd: 
54. 
Jaza' : 
Shukr: 
55. 
Shukr: 
.... ~ 
concei ves, thus one says: tA.J~ \ which means ~ ~.,) 
"I found it". 
See A 
~I/. can be 
it is'said: 
ft cannot 
favour should 
in 
be 
be 
form of sOJlle benefit or loss. For example, 
r' ~'~~ft.' "There ;is, a req0ital of ,e.Jil"~ 
-. -, . , - ~. " 
expressed except for: some favour; and.this 
~ , 
ci benef~t or something 'that "leads,to.some 
benefi t,' e. g. ' dis'ea~e, ·bec~use. it b~i~gs 'be~efi f iif lieu:.,' 
- r, <._ t 
Thankf~,llness for some favour 'is "called' ~ fi even if it is~ 
not equivalent to it. 
~ 
Mukafa'ah: 0 ~~ is to requite a person who has already treated one 
56. 
Jaza' : 
in some way with the same. The origin of the word '0 >~ \b 'is' , 
,./ meaning equal, and one says: '..A..a:> ~ ~\~ 
"This is equal to this". 
The difference between fi and 't\.; \(.. is that the first 
is always in response :to some benefit and is expressed in 
speech only, while the second:'·can be"in response to some 
good or bad treatment and can be expressed both in speech 
ana action. 
\ ' I) ~~. of a thing, some linguists hold, may be less than the 
thing. The upholders of this opinion cite this verse in 
, ,!._ -J.CoI .... ".... \ '!> their support: ~ ~~ S. /.' "And the 
- " -
recompense of evil is punishment like it, U..J?1/40". 
They hold if ).I,.:? had meant "the equivalent" Allah would 
~'~ ._,- l' 
. -', 
,.,,$ .. ' 
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not have used the word ~ here. In our opinion ~ I./'. is 
used for part of a thing. On the other hand, ~w can only 
be used for two equal things. 
Muq:3.balah: ~ W is an equivalence between two things. For example 
the expression: L;-> \:.()~ ~ t:.Il\ OJ.., ~ is said for a comparison 
between two books when they are equal to each other. In 
speaking about requital the word Al:\:i.> is used metaphorically. 
'57. ' 
Haind: 
-.--
~ , can be 'expresse~ only, for some benevolence. Allah, 
expresses ;..J.R.' about Himself fo~the benevoJ.-ence' and kindness 
He di9PI~ys towards' His creatures. 'So, ..J.P. is always 
" 
associated with some action. 
'J" 
:MadI;:f',''tt..» cEr? ,be expressed ~n response t() ,some action, or it can 
be" a: description of some' bodily disposition. For example one 
, ~kn, express ~»for some' person ~s"g;od' behaviour to, 'himself 
or to' "others , orJor his' fad.al beauty or height. And one _ 
can express 't.!.....v by means of honorific descriptions, e. g. 
powerful, knowledgeable, wise etc., but one cannot express.J.J' 
of anybody in such terms. 
58., 
'Taqrlz: ' can only be expressed for a living person. Its 
Madh: 
... ~ ~~, "His son 
.. .. •. j, It is said: opposite', is 
corrunemorates him after his death". Its origin is b'; 'which 
means the thing by which leather is tanned to beautify it 
and to make it useful, thus to enhance its worth. So, 
praising a living person is equivalent to enhancing his 
, 
worth. ~ ~ cannot be used for Allah" therefore, c:l:J1 'U..v 
is the appropriate expression, not ~\ .b; . 
7J ~ can be expressed for a living or a dead person. 
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59. 
" Thana' : Repeated 'tI» is known as One says: ~\ 
when he doubles a thread, and: 
.... 
~- when he adds another 
to it. Allah has named the first chapter of the Quran: \.-~ 
iJ.O \ <.J.o "seven from the doubled, /' /87" because Surah 
al-Fatihah contains seven verses which are repeated in every 
rakcah of all prayers. 
Madh: See A 
'.: -
60. 
J"~. is,expansi veness in. speech in someone' s praise, or, 
~ondemn~tion .. 
, .i'" 
. Natha:" .. t;; •. i~ repetition of ~ \.:....!,.. .Abu Ahmad Hasan b. 
. . , .. 'C AbdU~lah b. Sa cid hold that ' .• ~ t..,:" can be expressed about' 
both good and bad, e.g. ..;} '-: ~ ~ '\ "He' spoke well 
of him" or . r \- c\...h ~ ~ "He ;poke badly of him" ~ 
~nd . t:.;: is confin~d ;0 the mentioning of bad things. 'On 
the other nand ,Abu Bakr says: s. ~ is to express good only, 
ana it is sometimes used for something bad as well, while ~. 
can be used for good and bad. But we hold as one says in 
Arabic: ,.:. ':!» \ ';.! .. ~ when one propagates a statement, 
.... . 
or one says: /. ~ <> s. b when one receives, 
- . 
propagated or common information; so, ~. will be a 
repeti tion of !f \:.7 {in its sense of e,xpansi veness in sp~e ch 
,along with expansiveness in someone' s praise or condemnation. 
61.. 
Itra' : ~ !..> t is to express 'liP to someone' s face. It is said: 
- \. • 1/ I :. ••. 1 .. \1 l. ,I J" p., b' h dl n c1..lA>-' """"",.X ,,/.)1 ~:r"$- rl.ngs ea essness. 
.. J. 
Madh: lJ,A> can be expressed to someone's face or in his absence. 
62. 
..... 
Dhamm: (:> is the opposite of N Both (.) and J..2 
... 
point out some action. (~ and ~ imply the deserts of 
, . ",," , 
'-/ .,;, 
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their respective recipients for reward and punishment. And 
1.1 (..> can be applied to an action and to the person who commits 
.JI 0" , . 
that action e. g. ~. ~;, "I condemned him for his 
action" and 
~ A, , 
.,0 .... '0 .. ~ ~.J "I condemned his action". 
H,ajw: /. is the opposite of u~. Both / and "U....v- point 
. ;, 
'/ I 
63 •. 
8abb: 
out some action or description. /. is directed at the us- ~ 
and wyP.Y and not at the act or description of the person at 
.J> 
whom /. is directed. For e:~arriple one says: '~~ .cC /. 
"I defamed him for his' miserliness:', ,or ~ ,,\~ &- ./;f. "I 
defamed,h~~ for:. his· U:glin~~s": 'BU:i: pne cannot say: ~. w:.t> -
"I de'f~nied ~i~mi~erlines~" ',?r.'. ,~. ~/.;:'Idefamed ~i'~', ,~ 
ugliness". the ;r{ginal ~eaning off','.!: is (~' ;'d~molitibn".· 
<onesay~5;~' ,'~ 'I~~I C. f."'wh~nhe de~olish,es· il~,: ~.It ~as ;ri'ginally" 
preceded "hY' V ..;V'a9 ji c..: "construction,I", 'a+;'ays precedes(.»t> 
"demoIiti6n;;'. ,But". frequent ~s~ge 'has caus~d 'it to be u~ed in 
,+>o~h.ways . 
w 
, 
...... 
,~ 
'. 
y"""" is an, exparisi veness and prolongation of 
original meaning is: a long piece, which is also named 
and is the hair of a horse's tail so-
called because of its length. w..uJ is also used' for a long 
or. .. 
turban. is used in some oth~r sense this,is an 
extension. • 'J,. •• 
", !.. 
8hatm: ". 'r is t~e 
basis is' 6.... \.:,::. 
its, 
which means ugliness of the face.- And'·~~!. 
is a man with an ugly face, and the lion is given the name' 
denouncing of a shameful matter, anq 
of ~ because of the ugliness of its appearance. 
64. 
Bahl: ~ is an intensive application of c;J AI-Mubarrad 
!, , ,,' 
says: MI c:tl..0. "May Allah curse him" indicates ones 
intensive supplication to Allah against the person to whom 
the ~ is directed. And the expression: ~ is used 
for the person who is exceedingly assiduous in his invocations. 
j', 
65. 
Safh: 
Shatm: 
-9S-
~ is an invocation against someone for his removal . 
. 
-'" 
~ is condemnation and denunciation of a person who 
does not deserve it. 
if directed at a person who Denunciation and condemnation, 
deserves it, is called ~ For example, Allah's description f'(P (They are) r' against them and not", ~ of the enemi~p .of Islam as: deaf, d~,lInb ,.~. 'bY-IllS" "is. a 
~' -:', . 
66. 
.... (~'~ I~, 
, 'Dhamm:', (';:~:~s:express~,d~n,l! for, bad act'ions, by, someone. It'c,an 
Lawm: 
67. 
,b~ express'e!d ln thepi-esence of the age;nt orin his absence, 
wherea~ (~~an 'o~ly be express~d .in his presenc~ :.... One says: 
(~\ ,1,...A.Jb u~ "I praised th~s food", or ~.:> "I 
"dispraise~d i:tl'. . :These are both me,taphorical uses; ( ."J 
cahri6t':'be use(metaphoricaIly'here. 
I . \ ... " ) of a (.Y is qn address to the agent ( c..r U harmful 
action and denunciation of the way someone has done something. 
In certain cases (.,J can be expressed of good actions, 
for example if one is generous (beyond normal limits). 
. .. 
c - , . 
. Itab: L.J \.A)' is a c9mpla1.nt f~om one ~riend to another ·for 
neglecting goodwill or :the rights of f:riendship', between t\1em, 
by abandoning cour.tesy calls or refraining from mutual assi'st-' 
ance and so on. L.J W can only be us'ed between those who 
have a close personal connection. 
Lawm: See A 
. ;" 
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68. 
- -
Tathrlb: /- is similar to t-Y "scolding" and ~ - \AI w" 'f;~ "rebuking 
and reproaching". One says: ~ ~ or dJ... / or 4.:")- in 
similar situations. () is particularly used to denounce an 
action on the spot. But this is not the case with the rest 
of the words mentioned here. Another difference between them 
is tha:t r.:J can also be expressed about good actions, whereas 
~~- can only be expressed referring to some bad deeds. 
. -
Thorough and severe (.,J can also be named ~? It is 
derived from, "7"../ which me~ns: the fat of t~e belly,' and to 
'reach :It is,tbreach.3,, deeply hidden part. : ('rhe'refore',~:;: 
. , .. -
• is aD ali-,.eTnbr'a~ing cOJ).4~m~at~(m ~c.0vering al'l a~pects ~f the 
"person ~t~hom ' it 'is" directed}. :. ' 
Taf~id: ' . ~. is tqdiscount 'som~one' s opinIon 
The basic noun from~hidh d is derived is 
.... 
'·o~ 
• 
0" 
',M 'wh:ich' means 
hardness, and this name can beappli~d to a part of·a mountain. 
See 'A' 
, , 
69. 4J\j. 
t;Abahu: can be expressed with or without speech. For 'example 
, cJ ~\ \~. &....,-l \ I.-J ~ "He showed his disapproval one says: 
of the man by saying this", and' c:U ~\.,. s.l>l1' ~ U. "He 
showed his disapproval of the container by "breaking it". 
On the other hand 
of speeGl1. 
can only be expressed in the form 
, "" 
Lamazahu: ;,1 is to. critfcisea pe~son acctising him of something.,. 
, AllCih said:Gl.,~\ cj 6~·iJ....r ""iAn.~~"a:mong ~hem ar~ 
people who accuse you (of dishonesty) ih (the distribution 
of) the alms, ~~I 158" i.e. they ~ccuse you of disposing 
of them in the wrong places. The use of ;J is incorrect 
in circumstances in which ~ does not apply. 
70. 
Lamz: ;J is louder (more open) than ~ Allah said: 
~ ~~ \ L:... \~ "Suggestions of the devils, 
.. " LJ.,...>-'-'/97" and did not use u~because Satan's insinuations 
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are hidden. Abu Hilal al-cAskari says that the popular 
concept of ..:)- amongst the people is that 
fault in secret (behind ones back), and ~ 
,.:.J is finding 
means ~ 
. -
"faul t" . According to Qatada h ~ 7- in the verse means 
that they accuse you of ...... This Qur'anic,useshows that 
the concept of the people is incorrect. 
Hamz: Al-Mubarrad says that / is to say a bad thing in a low 
voice or to provoke someone to do wrong. 
::~ih. ~saw~:· '~.f?~i'-:1~ayZ:· :e compound spe~~h, 
Therefore;mut~k~llimun u8,e):,he phrase: ?~ .~ ~\~\~', 
when an answer is composed in_ such a way as to require.:. 
n'othin~else ~nd. precis'e'lY· ~s~ers. th~ ques,t'ion .. BU~ ~h~~ _,:, 
,,"do'~ot callr,answers' Whichc~mpris~--'OnlY one ~ord su~~ 
a~, jJ <;l.nd '~.' Arabs say:~)f'-', ~~ o~ and. 
. pever say: ~ ~ o.At> but they. use the expI?~ssion~: 
• ','(:,: ~A (' )M,i\~' b~ca~se,,~':~is~ ;'ingle unit whereas 
': ' rut is always' compound. 
Mustaqim: Every r iS rf and ~\yP,but not all G and 
l..:'J..,.-p are r' r is that which is composed and arranged 
in such a way that 1t does not require anything else. 
72~' ~ L:-'lyP 
Sawat: ~ lyPisthe use of,vc...t in speaking about what is 
beautiful and true . 
...... 
Mustaqim: r~' "~is. applied to speesh, is that which forms a path 
in which there are no irregularities, even if the concept 
is ugly. It differs from ~ Y which can be applied only to 
beautiful concepts. Therefore Sibawayh has given many 
categ_ories of r Le . -~C~"; .UJO "good mustaqim", r 
~ "b:~ mustaqim", O.A4' r "true mustaqim", ~ and 
y~ r "false mustaqim". In our opinion V ~'y1' 
"bad right" cannot be a meaningful term (since the two parts 
of the term are opposed in meaning). 
·r 
',.' 
. '. 
, > 
" 
. " 
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73. 
Khat' : Y\hi>. is that one aims at one thing and hits another. This 
word is applied only to bad actions but if it is otherwise 
specified it can be used for good actions. For example if one 
intends a bad thing but attains a good one, it could be said: 
~ "., ~ 
.) \.J' \... \h.!> I "He made a mistake in what he intended". 
Khata' : ~~ is to commit a ~ , ~ deliberately and it will be 
74. 
.always bad. ~ is like J-~ (in that it refers to results 
rather than intentions). It is used only of. praiseworthy 
. . 
actions, exceptthat~ in particular ci r~umstances it can be~, . 
, " ."'. :-j '., ' <: ~tised()f biaciew'ortliy:~ct~~n~;, as when qn~ 's~~s'::" ~J <t ~" ... .. 
" "He 'attained his marK",. everi" if the '(.5" j is'b.ad. , And' l..J ~" 
" c~n only be applied' to somethirig ' good -but ~\:.JJI~a~ be aipiied 
., ,,' .~.,.. ',,' ~ - ' " , , " " ,.'-' .. ",- _~ .< ,.·v ,." 
.. 'towp.a:i: "~i's. good or;bad~ ,The' word{) ·~in.,the qomain,'ofk<iin' 
. will mean a' sinfui·p;ers~nbe·caus~· he 'gQe~ astray"~from it 
througp deliberately see'king som~thingelse; wher~as .s-~ 
, ~,:'l, 
" diffei:'p from him because he. goes astray from wha:t he was 
'se~king within it; and ~c'an be ;used for,.'apers·on whp aims. 
at truth and struggles hard (but fails tp achieve the desired 
.. results) • 
Khat' : ~L .... cannot be regarded as correct and appropriate in any 
For example if one asks about the justification of. respect. 
',' ,', 
tre newly occurring non-essential characteristics of a thing, 
if i tis answered that they cannot be free of succeeding 
i-: • 
occurrences which did not exist before ------ would be a· ~ 
because this' is 'not' correct about th~ non-essential 
characteristics. And if it is answered that some of the non-
essential characteristics persist and some do not, it would 
be an example of ~ and not ~ since this is a 
description of non-essential characteristics but here it has 
~I ~ been put in an inappropriate place. The opposite of 
is y lyP. Some of the linguists hold that .hl.i. is a fault 
~ . 
in the disposition of a thing and ~ is a fault in doing 
something or doing something with the intention of doing 
something else. 
, .~, 
, , 
~ r. 
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Ghalat: ~ is to put a thing in some inappropriate place; 
however, in some cases it may be correct in itself. 
75. 
~ . 
Khat' : ~ is to attain the opposite of what was intended, 
either in speech or in action. 
Lahn: er! is turning ones speech from its proper direction. 
Then it became a regular term for committing mistakes in case-
" endirtgs'~ " ~'. occurs,' only in 'spe~ch';;; :'i:fu~:~~~ay~:' '(j uJ 
"','~~~d on~cannot ~ay: . ·~U ''bJ . as 'one says: 
~"".- :. '.,' ~,._.J.. ,'j,. ~. , - :"~" '. ~~·,,:<¥;'o.·, ",'. " , 
~ 'u \hj>'\e,xcept, as:an unusual:,metaph6r. ' I~n al,- "j' 
" Anbaridef~n;d 'c.;J: ,as a me'an~n~' ori' thebasi's~f the verse:' ~i'" 
" ,_. :. ~ . UI, ~ ;. ',' _ .' ;' ',,". ~ , , 'o-',d~,\-u!ct. r ./';~J~" "And, m6s~:'c~rt~inl! you can: 
recognize them by the intent of (their) speech, ,..A,/ /:30", 
and considers J;;'H ~ e9.uivalent of U,~\ ~ . ,.It,· 
,is. also ;said: ~\~ \j.:0 "Thi~ is' in the ,ciialect of 
-<".~ , 
YeIl1en";and oJ. means intelligence.' ' Mohammad i~'.~eported 
to have said:' o/~1~ ~', '~some of'you an: 
more sharp in their reasoning". " 
76. UW\(,J..i :J uW',)10 
Khatil AI-Lisan: UL.JIIJ,b;' is a foolish person who does not 
care about what he says or what is said to him. Its original 
meaning is U~ '),\ ,.~~t';slickness of the ears" and it is 
then extended,to the aforementioned., Abu al-Najm says: 
. '(i~~ fi»t-, jh>1 
,'''' ~, 
"I do not care (about troubles)' and carelessness is common in 
the wo,rld". 
Zaliq AI-Lisan: One whose tongue continuously slips and mispronounces 
words unintentionally. 
(1) Lisan ( J10') 
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77. 0~~--, J~ 1) ~ 
Muhmal: ~ is a meaningless word. It is an opposite of~ 
which means a word intended to have a meaning whether alone 
or in combination with something else. 
Hadhr: ~~ is to drop words in speech, and speech is described 
as ~Jun only if words are dropped in it, no matter how much 
or how little is dropped. Some linguists hold that ....Jft is 
an abundance in speech, but the right view is that which we 
have mentioned earlier. 
Hadhyan: u\., ~ , is .ordinary speech so delivered' that no. sense 
" .. 
can be deH vedfrom ' it .. 
78. 
Half: The e~ression: ~~ means sharp sword, and if one 
b ~ ~ it I!leans: he ~ut the c?ntr~versy with 
... 
-.--
says: 
Allah. r-"" is more' comprehensive than Wk , because the 
first' comprises the meanings o~f the second as well as with 
the addi tionalmeailing of p,ushing back the enemy. 
, .. So ' 
Qasam: 'The expression: M ,\.: ~ , "He swore by Allah" is , , .. 
equivalent to saying: ~~ r \.; ~\...p "He became 
under oath with Allah". r mecms share; and a person who 
swears concerning something,for example,wealth and so on, 
guards it from his enemies by using the name of Allah. 
YamIn: (j:' .. is a metaphorical expression for ,~ , because while 
swearing people struck their right hands together, and because 
79. 
CAqd: 
... 
of the frequent use of the term, r. ~asknown as Lr.!- .\' 
.... 
....u> is the connection of r with what one swears to do. 
For example one says: ..J '..01 c.,.t; ~ ~ cCJ\." "I swear by 
Allah that I will certainly enter the house". In this 
example the oath is attached to the entry into the house. 
But this is not the case wi th ~ type of swearing in which 
, 
the oath is not attached to any object, e. g. M' ... ~ \;,..z, 
"I swear by Allah this is beautiful" or b,-, d \~ 
"I swear by Allah this is bad". 
. '(, , 
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Qasam: See A 
80. 
'Aqd: ~ is more comprehensive than ~ For example one 
says: ~ w..llJ. or c:C~ t> which means I bound him 
by requiring his assurance. One can say: 
"The slave pledged with his master", but one cannot say: ..A; \j. 
w d...J J ~, "The slave made a contract with his master", 
. . 
since one cqnnot de~and assurance from .his master. Allah says: 
.' ,,;v.H:";; ./\ '!Fulfil theagreements.,·b,]; ~\ /1", th~~, 
»J . is that 'about ~hicli two (parties) '~each an' agree~~rit; 
or a.pledge of, a slave with his ,master; or an undertaking'9f 
'. " ' . 
the,'Lord to His wors'hipper through the prophet. .J:;J. £~be 
a contract made in, ones heart. 'And the '".9J type of ~ 
is that"which is wrong. »s. cannot be regard~d as c:.Y!-
"swearing" and this 'can be verified by.the Q\.lI:",'anic .use: 
Allah says:·f~~\.c.(.p\~~"~ "~ut. He 
will call you to account for what your hearts have earned, 
or.' /225". If »> had been a 0-:'- Altah would have said: 
(J;;.. \..c:-. (b \ ~.2 .• 0£(, and He did not mention Cr.!... But' 
. ~ 
since He referred to the thing about which ~ took place, 
.... 
it is clear that ~ and Cr.! .. are not similar. As far as 
the expression: >($~\,;..(~ G'''If I do that my slave 
.. Jo., . 
will be free" is concerned, it cannot be regarded as 0-:!-
. except metaphorically. It isa conditional statement and 
the requital is incumbent when the first takes place. 
'Ahd:' One says: \~ 6)Lou t G~' "'I enjoined ;such and 
such,t.ipon so and so"meaning that:Imade him .. CJ.dhere tb.it. 
81. 
cAhd : Some linguists hold that ~ is a state in which two 
contracting parties are, and is that which is 
expressed by one of the two parties . 
. 
Mi thaq: 0~ is to ma~e .J..J!f more certain and firm. The expression ~ 
\r~' l-:J ~\ is used when one strengthens a thing. 
,~ ,-
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cAhd : ~ is a J.S..., associated with a condition. For example 
one says: ~ ( .... \ ...... , ,..:.J ~ G ~ "If you do that, 
I will do this", or ~ to;\; ~;, (}!--~.:> \.0 "As 
long as you are doing that I will do the same". For ~ 
this sense of being conditional is verified in the verse: 
( .... ,J\ / \ t \'. . ~ ..... \ .. .... V _ \.J~ ..AJ1-' __ "And certainly We gave a commandment 
to Adam, 41 /115", which means We warned Adam: "You will 
not be ousted from heaven as long as long as you do not eat 
from this 'tree". ... 1". 
,,'" , 
.J.>. y implies J ls-_ \ "readiness t~ give" wh'ereas '.' ~ implies 
-- ',t;; ";~lfilm~nt'~.~~ : The, breaking of .J...aF iscal~~d, ,~..::;J;_ 
. ' , " ,.'. ' r , ' 
83: 
"and A:h~' breaking 6f' '-'.+>"'~ '. is ca,1.Ied G llP\..: .. For example 
pne~ays:', ~»), ~'\ "He broke.,his promise", anq. '~;:. 
~\. "He broke the agreement" . 
,.~ 
J..>. ~.''',? LE. \-, 
,.~ ,,- ". 
Wa' y :>.~\-, is ',a. promise which is always ~xpressed'without f. 
association of time with it. For example one says:G5 \ ~\::, \~ 
84. 
, .. $t " . ~'.J.,I") "When Zaid promises he. breaks his promise"; and 
~ . 
.»j lS ',., .s-b. "Zaid's promise came" as one 
~.......... . one never says: 
says: J.~ • 
~~ may or may not be associated with time. The example 
of time-associated ..»-.:J in the Qur'anis: »" s-b \~\; 
. ~ • 5-
~)J ~\ "So, when the time (promise) for the first of the two 
.' caine, ~ y ~I /5". And wi thout associating wi thtime , it is 
'.. ,. . . c 
used as:, U> y/JS.!) \ :, '.. "When Am:i> promise~ he' 
" . 
fulfils."'. 
• • \.~ 6 { .. Ta'wil: ~-- v is the giving of information about the meaning of 
speech or the purpose of the speaker in his speech. It is 
~ 
said thatO:"t., .. is the deduction of the meaning of speech, 
not according to its apparent meaning but in a metaphorical 
way or in one which expresses its essential truth. Therefore 
one uses the expression: ~ L::,J.\ Q ~ t .. for the interpretation 
, ~-" 
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J._ ,J j. 
of the ambiguous. The orJ.gl.n of L(> \, is J" U.,,:,J_ 
• I I I) 
as one says: >-~ 1 u ~ L:...J ~ when one tends towards it. 
- !. '" j. 
And Allah says: ~J<.j 6~ ~J, ~'J}l ~> \; (>!. L.." "But 
none knows its interpretation except Allah, and those who are 
,J 
firmly rooted}n knowledge, UYcJ 1/6". Allah did not use 
the word ~ here because in this context He mentions that 
which goes from the ambiguous to the precise. 
Tafsir: ~ is the giving of information about th: component 
parts of a sentence. It is <Uso saiq. that ~ is the 
explanation of the semantic units constituting the arrangement 
of the reveal~d text (the" Qur',ah)'.'~~d(JW~ i~' 
interpretation of the individual un''{ ts, in a sentence and 
putting the!n "in their appropriate places:, " And thus the 
bel~ngi~gs of some person are interpreted as his honour and 
pride., ',According to the'j~rist~,the. wO.rd ? l~ uS,ed for 
a seif::"'explanatory concept' and ~ is that which cannot be 
lJilderstood except wi th the help 'of othe.r words. In linguist-
85. 
-', ',. \. 
ics M' is that which comprises the ;'hole me,imi'rrg (Of a 
longer disc:ourse). ,It is also' said that ~ is: 
(i) that which comprises everything, or 
(ii) that which communicates a thing in its collectivity 
instead of giving details. 
expression. It is called 
The first is totality and similar 
M be cause it comprises all of ' 
'" J\" .. the objects named; therefore, one says: 'y\.-> Gl.?,\ "I 
have totalled the account"; whereas the second is what cannot 
be understood unless interpreted., However, the jurists have 
, ~. 
named a self-evident conce~,t when 
as that which haspeen.i~ter>preted . 
it is alread~ as clear 
..j".:' 
. .. 
U?-'~ 
.. 
TafsIl: ~ is the separate mentioning of each of the constituents 
of the whole. Therefore Allah said: ~r- 6..Jer-,-.1:;;;W{ 
"Then are they (verses) made plain, from one Vlise All-aware, 
Sharh: 
.:>.YD /1", and did not say: L:....t.!>/. 
l/~ is the statement of an explanation (about something), 
and the shedding of light on what was ambiguous. This cannot, 
therefore, be used about the Qur,an. 
:'.,' 
- L " 
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... 
There is another difference between them that ~ 
is the description and mentioning of the individuals of 
a class, and sometimes ~ may require 'V/ and U \..... 
-. 
and a thing does not require itself. 
'86. p?~ (,,~ 
Tafsil: In ~ there is the implication of explaining every 
item over and above simple mention of it. 
, , .. 
Taqsim: (_~~ can l?ea;,both of the, above mentioned meanings. 
The dis:tiilci:foIj.b:tween t~em.' is' th~t' (: .~ may ,justintrod~~'e 
an item and ~ ~ives a, ,:orriplete explanation of i::~ 
- "" 
87. 
Al-Furqan:, 0G/';I~, thatwhid(discriminat~s b,etween right and, 
wrong,and between believer! 'and ,no~-believer. 
, • 1_' 
\, "'~ '~' 
AI-Qur' an:' 
• ,J _ ' 
U \,)-1 , ,gives the . .-sense of the collection 6f (revealed) 
',chapters and >their. jo;ining one with another. 
;, ,'j. I,", ,>~ 
........... 
88. (~~ ~ 
-",,'" Ta~iyyah: ~ is more general than (JL.... According to al-
- flU - " Mubarrad ¥ include's ,c:i:J\, ~ ~ "May Allah give you 
(long) life"; and C5?' ~'''May you have good news"; 
and 2 \ r::, . .:AJ "May you encounter some; good" . 
Salam: Abu' Hilal al:" cA,sk~ari 'holds that (J.l.-. is' to 
(j,L.;. can 'also' ~e~':~lL" which mea~sa:Wish 
arid it will b~' ,on the same measure as dJJ.L:p . 
, , . 
say: ~ ( .iL'-'I 
for ones safety; 
The word Al J,C.p 
is from J~ and dJ~ is from cJ~ 
rJA-..J1..JI." which is equivalent of 
From (j.t... is derived 
d..,,U.....J '..J',;) meaning 
I 
house of safety. It is also said that it is a name of ~J,,) I.:> 
"House of Allah" (because no one can be harmed in the House 
of Allah). (~, is also one of the (99) names of Allah. 
. '-.. ' 
., , 
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89. 
Khass: if ~ is that which is specified by its situation not 
by intention. 
- . Kha~u~: ~~ is that in which only part of the import encompassed 
90. 
c-Am: 
by a word in a situation is meant. Some linguists hold that 
<-I'yiu> applies to a particular part of (/ "generality" or 
similar expressions. But (~does not comprehend every 
concept which falls under the category of (u. "general". 
(yf is a common term and can be used both for meanil1gs ~ 
and utterances. And some others hold that (f t;. is that'"~ 
\ '. '. ' • > " • ' • 
" which applies tO~"one thing in one situat.io:n, ~a~ddA appli'~s 
"';:J' 
toone thing ratt-er thal1 another, but ,!=!~ a"lso apply to both 
itan& the other thing. 
,--~ 
(\> comprises severq~, !hing~. 
Mubham: r,.is~ appl~~~t,o 6ne pa~ticularthing, w9ichhbwever, <> 
is unidentified~ Therefore, ,when one say;s: ~V'" this,' 
is ' ~, but when one, ~ays: ~~ i , this is (\s. 
91. 
'" 
Takhsls: ~! is to link a particular meaning with a word fpom 
amongst _its range of meanings. -One of the characteristics 
of ~~ is that i t,never goes beybr{Ci the' semantic boundaries 
of the wprd to:~hich~~' re"fe:rs': ~" if 80 specified 
• - ,~ 1 .'.. 
, may gi'';;e "information"about s()mething ,different which does 
Naskh: 
not fall withiri the word's general 'range of meanings. 
~ is that which abrogates a firm order, without which 
that order would have remained in force. 'c is always 
applied to a text, and ensures that all meanings of the 
(given text) words are implied at the time of its delivery, 
even if these meanings are altered thereafter. In Islamic 
.. 
jurisprudence 'c: is not applied in cases where ~ is 
applied, and~ is not applied in some cases where '~ 
is applied. 
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92. 
Bida': Its original meaning is ..J~' "to appear". One says: l]v 
Naskh: 
93. 
f~1 0 when something appears before him, and one says: 
- -j.,~, c.! <2'~ when an idea occurs to him concerning 
that thing which had not occurred before. .... \~ cannot be 
associated with Allah as He fully knows all about Him. 
'2 is the cancellation of a first order by a second 
order. And this second command should be introduced by the 
Qur' an or ~he Tradition of the Prophet. Therefore it is 
applied irithe case" of <:'aT} ,order'forbidding"~omething, for 
example, liquor,;' whi dh ,had been, allowed and then :became 
forbidden because '=dhas,nO~hing ,to do with rational 
.' 
j llst~:fic;ations. 
" I' _'" ''''': -
... ThEidifference "'between th'~'t'wo is that: c'an cel1ati or; 6~ 
2 .. , ' ,; ,', 
orders or 'thei'r" affirmation is' based on the'ir use"fu,lness" 
and being gener'allY "good", :pot because that ,they seemJ\''to 
be, Ji tting 'ihdisti~ct,:cir:curristances,. unlike before. And .,\~ 
'~' ' 
i,s to order.., a believer ~o dO,something In the' same cir~umstances 
an¢! at' 'the same time in wti~ch.you had forbidd.en him'tb" do it. 
SO".i t cannot be used for Allah because i timplies some 
vacillation of opinion. In Islamic laW,the word ~ is used 
like "other words such as ~ and Ol,;) , by extension ,from 
its original use in the languali?e. The original meaning of 
is removal. Arabs have used the phra~'e': ..JG')J\ i.J")1 c.~, 
"The wind has removed the traces". 
DaILe AI-KhitB.b: In Y\h.,:JlcJ?.:>,orie maJ<es the meaning of a spe,eeh 
dependent on some description, number, state, purpose, or 
intention, and where this is not present, the order does not 
apply. For example a description is such as: r I ~ L.... c! 
'0 \{.Y' "Zakat will be paid on f!' ;J l.,.." ( 6l L.. is a flock 
of sheep maintained for trade); this implies that there is no 
"Zakat" on domestic animals, and this implication is cJ:l:> 
" \. \ - '" lJ:'':> in the case of number is here the limitation of d...f. ~ 
to eighty, which will imply that there is no "Zakat" on sheep 
in excess of eighty. As for the purpose of speech: Allah says: 
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~ , 0 ~ ... 
0~ if "Unless they are clean (from their menstruation), 
'0 y. \ /222" implying abstention from sexual acti vi ty during 
the period of menstruation. And ~.> referring to a state 
c - c 
or situation is like what Ya la b. Umayyah said to Omar 
~ .... \.:.. '..ii , ~ tJ \.. "Why should we shorten our prayers when 
U' ' .", , 
(the city) is before us?"; by ~he meant oJL.aJ,~. 
Some linguists deny the above mentioned to be an example of 
L.J ~, <.YJ .> 
. -
Fahwa Al-Khit~: ~~, (5;i is that which one understands from a 
speech without referring to the words it contains. For example 
~ 0 '--' '" " \-~llahsays: LJ' ~ ~))-' "Say not to them .eso much,as), 
", "'U~h" ~' "y~' /23"; it is, generally understood~h~:t:beating" 
them is ,also prohibited by this verse." 
do not constittitea.contri3-diction; while if a ~~is '~ombined 
• .1 • 
,
J.'!'\ ,":; if ope says: ~ \.0.>1 I...:> wi th its (.5./ , they do so. For example 
o \fjll -;,.;~ \ (j ~ '0 \{'Jl\~'."Zakat will be paid both 
on sheep kept for trade and domestic sheep", this is not a 
contradiction. (Here twoJ::!.> are together in a sentence). 
On the other hand, if one says: \,...as':? \.., U\ \:Q.\.PJ yj 
"Say not to them "Ugh", but you can beat them", this is a 
. ,-
contradictory statement. When Allah says: ~ (;.,).liJ l)"., 
( "~\/77) this verse implies the prohibition of wickedness 
. 
of any greater extent than stated in the verse; its (t~ 
does not add a great deal to the text itself since the implication 
can be understood without much thought. As for the verse: if 
»\ (~\ & '0 ~ ~ ~;, ~WV/ U \{ ( or.' /184) 
.. -. 
which indicates in which conditions one should break his fast, 
" 
some lin~ist~ have taken it as an example of c..5..if" but in 
our opinion it is an example of J::l;> because if you combine 
its (5 ~ with it it does not constitute a contradiction. In 
the verse: ~~\ \~G6.:; .... L.J'-, O .... L.J\ ( O~U\/38) 
. 
the meaning is not imparted in a direct way, nor by (5~ but 
- ~ . is understood by way of 6.,AJt; , because after it has been 
established that reproof is involved, amputation is prescribed 
as a punishment for committing theft. And the same is the 
case in the verse: .....• d './ '." 4":."'/ I ( .... YJ I /2). 
- -
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94. 
Bayan: 
c c- - • \ 
According to Ali b. Isa: L)~. is the mentioning of one 
thing to define another, e.g., in 
mentioned merely to define (~; or in 
is mentioned to specify that it was him on whom the beating 
took place. 
Fa'idah: 
... .s-
a...u \; is that which is mentioned for the sake of the 
95. 
knowledge of it itself, e.g., in the phrase 
is mentioned merely to show that the act of standing took 
,place. .As faf as (.., WI ~ and D~ \;J \~ a~e 'concerned, 
" ."". ,~ in both is that:,·fi thoutwhich the .. ~tterance is no~'" 
,significant" .for~xample,· in .Jo.,JJ ~ ~ : GAl;"· is .~fo; " 
, . ., ._.' • - I 
both G ~and £) ~ U In -the terms: 0 \ ...... l\~o.) \., jH and .-
. - ~~ ~~ ~ ~_~'~5J1 , '(;J~..:,JI is tha~'.·witho~t -the;ention'ing 
of which the. utterance still remains 
of ~j ~ jl\ in the case of o~ ~ is the 
... 
significant.: An eXq,mple 
hal e.g. "\6.~ W~) ~ 
-.- "'" - _ L.'" 
.and an exampie of 0.>\../' in the case of G \.,.. is~: t) .. Jj ~ \ 
, .... -,,' _. --
The hal always functions as a 0-, Iv") for the 'O....G~,. 
-.- ,'-' . ~" . 
and the object~h~" s'Ubject of .which is mentioned functions. 
GL .. 
". 
The subject is the 
as is the object the subject of which is not mentioned. In 
the sentence ~ j ( G' (G is o~ ~~; but when 
it is used obj ecti vely, it functions as a o.>~...i for the G ~. 
as in (\? &.....-r! w// "I passed by a. man who stood up". 
....-
Sifah: See A 
):, 
'Atf AI-Bayan: U~\J~ "explicative appositionlti is like ~ 
in being an elaboration of its antecedent and similar in its 
.. , ... , 
case-ending. For example, one says: ;!:!...J ~ \ ~// when 
the person addressed has two brothers, Zayd and 'Amr. The 
difference between them is that G~I..:,.j,J.. entails a cJ>---
"concept" such that if someone who is not being characterised 
by it nonetheless fits it, he would be described in the 
same terms. The case with a simple proper name is different, 
since it does not entail a ~ such that if a person other 
than the one to whom it is applied fits it he would merit the 
96. 
Sirr: 
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same name. An example is: c..Y.>J\.J.,J~ G ..... ~ "I passed 
- ... ,,-
by the tall Zayd". If someone other than the person being 
thus actually described fitted this concept, he would have 
to be described in the same way. Being named Zayd, however, 
does not entail the person thus named as being characterised 
wi th a concept such that if someone else were characterised 
with it he would have to be similarly named. According to Abu 
Hilal, the ~~allim~.!!. hold that G \7. is U-:.;" by which 
"religious precepts" are made clear. Therefore Abu cAll and 
Abu Hashim ,maintain that ~.~ is ,A))» and, . G,~. , and, so 
consider tha~ aJ~; 'a:nd' .6 '-2::are,identica-l. S~me linguists ,;, . 
. . ~~ld ~hat G S is newly acquired knowledgE; which makes a " 
- , thing clea~; ,and, some hold 'th'at " u C is to 'take' iIrJ:o account' .', 
, ', - .... ' . 
a p~rticuip.r statement~ J,.eaving ,all other arguments aside.' , 
It"'isalso said that GL isspeechbr: writ.Ji1g or, a gesture' . ..... . 
' . 
It, is also said that 6' ~ is th~t which bring? a· thing 'out 
"of '\ambig~i ty intoclari ty. Th,ose who consider a G ~_ to be 
a (UJ).> believ"e that a: 'A),l)..> leads a person to the knowledge 
of·· that which' is', point<7cito, . and,t,hat <3., O'~ is something by 
-which that of ' whIch it 'is ~"·'C.JL is' made clear. In the' same 
_.. . . 
". ,w .', w . 
way, it is said: (~~, ~ .;; ctJ, 6'~ in that He indicates 
them by means of the best indication for the precept that. is 
being exposed to consideration. In the same way, that which 
' ~ ... G~ '0\.> is is indicated is said to . A said to 0-:: . , and 
the indications that lead to (!onviction are said to be a G\"" 
--,.they are also called a ";0.ll.;, , in that they are regarded as 
. , ~ ..., 
, similar to those ";;0>, that occasion knowledge. 
101 ~ is to conceal a thing in ones heart. If something is 
concealed by a cover or behind a wall it is not a ~. 
It is said: U J.l, ~ (5/ "My secret is with so and so", 
. 
and it is never said: O~(5' ~ w 
, as only a ./ can be 
kept in ones heart. One says: ~ ~ ~\ / \~ "This 
is a secret that I give to you" meaning the idea that you 
keep concealed in your heart . 
. 
Najwa: (5~ is a name for a secret talk which one whispers to his 
companion as though'taking it out of the reach of others. The 
original meaning of the word is: a.,;, J 
"height", and ~.£l' 
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. ~ 
~.»\ <J.o is derived from the same, and means upland or elevated 
part of the earth. The talk of Allah with Moses is called 
b \.:> G "confidential talk", because it was kept secret 
from the others . 
. 
l>~ takes place in form of speech only, and comprises 
w 
all that is said in secret, whereas ~ comprises only 
.., 
the concept of that. ./ can also be used metaphorically, 
not applying to concepts; for example, one says: \~ u.;, 
~ ~ .., ,.. 
\/ "He did this in secret" or ...r- .,)1\/ \ "He kept 
the matter secre't". 
97. 
.... <~ .' ~: ~', 
Tilawah: : :"6" ~is to' read, at least two wordssuccessi vely and 
so on. The 'original meaning of o,,)C'~is one thing's. following 
another. One says: ~.v.; when one follows another. o~i,L.'" 
i::> applied to the' reading of words when they succeed one 
another, but" it cannot be applied to the r~Cading of one word. 
Qira' ah: D s-\.) is to. read one word. One says: .~ 1 u~ >-'..}" 
98. 
"So and so read his n'ame", and one never.says: ~ 1.lC . 
... Jl~ ( a particle of s.~!: .exception) is used to 
particularize a general category. According to Ibn Siraj 
isti thna' is to bring out a ~ "part" from a <.y 
"whole" . 
L~irina: 
..,/ 
cYJ is the realization of an' affirmation after a. 
negation, or of a negation after an affirmation. For 
example one says: () j.\..:;o~.rtf GG." Jv..J <.J j.\..::- \...0 "Zayd 
c .. - .... ~ 
did not come to me but Amr came to me", or ..>/ U I 
~::. ... /\: (- ~) ~.> "cAmr came but Zayd did not come". 
99. ( 1) 
Istithna' : See 
.' ., 
--.-
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When you say: ( ;;J\~...;o "I beat the people", you convey 
the information that the beating included the whole of the 
~ c c people. If you then add: \.,.,..,...f ~ "and Amr", Amr is then not 
included in "the people", and the act that involved him is 
not the same act as involved "the people". You have associated 
him with them in a second act that proceeded from you to 
him. This is not, however, an exceptive stipulation, because 
by employing an exceptive term you prevent your act involving 
all of· those mentioned . 
. ( 1) the text 're~ds :. 
< •••• ~ > 
,--,.,.,uv.,\ ~ w..rl i for 
.. , ." '.. -
",> - .. ~ , '. -' , 
.' ." ,,> 
c.A;·\~V~ \ '~\ . 
• ~ c· , .. ~ 
,.' 
~i~:; (;ill' ~).p.p. 55. ,Correction is. from. the firstedi tion ~ 
1353 A.H. ~ee p.49 •. 
100. 
Mutalabah :'. ~ Uw.- ·'is made only when that which is demanded is 
" 
ackn9wledg~d'< as being due), as in the ca~e of V.,.» ~ d .... ~.Hk.1' 
"the demanding of the repayment of a debt", or in the case 
of lS y..J' <..}J.. ~ ~ ~ \h-L. \ "the demanding of proof 
of 'a claim"; a c.sy.:> is a statement acknowledged by the 
claimant. 
- c "'. I ... 
Munaza> ah: ~..) L.,.6 takes place only when what is demanded is denied. 
It does not -Cake place in respect of something acknowledged 
. , ' "by both parties. 
,.t'~ " 
.. ', , 
~: • • .' •• ' J 
101. 
Ilzam: Every~j~ is an (1.,)1 but not every (l.:,.It is a ~..)w. 
If you say to those who deny that bodies are created: "You 
have in effect said that they predate created things". 
This is (I.:,J ~ , not~..) ~ . 
- .. - ~ 
o.....Pj\..,..A consists in ~ l..,Jo and the belief of the person 
making query. M.J~ can be with or without o.~ An 
.... ... 
example of "c...1.>l ~ ~.J ~ is that you should say: "If 
Allah does wrong, then wrong does not exist, because He is 
102. 
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the .J .> G and .~ \", and it is not wrong for a .J :> G and 
a ~ \., "one who has power and who rules". An example of 
UJ • ~ 
a.h ~ 0-" ~ J \,.... is that you should say to those 
who say that blackness and movement are bodies: "You have 
in effect said that whiteness and lack of movement are also 
bodies" . 
w ~JW ~ u.,hl' J 4WI s.\.? t 
Ijra' al-c.iliah.fi al-maclili: The person who wants to apply an 
J."., iL. <"Gaus:~,~' to a (J.,b·","effec,t" starts ~i,tq: ~he· statementl 
" .,,1 
po'sition;.and then takes· up the position in which, he wishes. 
'\~ ope~i~e:, For ': e~amplewh~n one' ~peaks to those who bel'ieve 
i~.the"e~ernity of th'e attributes ~f >A:l1~h'~ he may~ay: ' 
'.'Al1existirig'things except Allah are creat~d; :iihe'refore' you' 
'cont~ntio~'of his opponentbywayofpreoccupyinghis i 
,', ~ ,~ ~, ' .. 
. " ,,', . \/. . 
should,say thi?-t His· 'attributes are a1so created because they 
. . . . . ~ 
are n'ot He". In the~sa,me w~y' one 'may say to an atheist: "You 
b~'lieve' all" corpo~~l' objects. are etern!'ll because their 
. " - . . 
eternity can beimagined",and then one may give the deduction 
of this premise: ;1"T~atwhich is not real cannot be imagined", .;: 
(hence:', Allah exists). 
Mu caradah : See A 
10'3. 
Fatya: t.::.; is a question aJ;>out ~ recent happening. It's origin 
is "t:; ,meaning youth" 'and . if is used for a young person. 
, , ... '. 
'0 t:.; means a young woman; and a .,~ \. "slave-girl", e'ven 
if old, is called 'i>'\:::; ,be~~~;~ she is like a child in 
terms of the respect she commands. '0 y., means the state of 
recentness or youthfulness. ~ is so-called because it is 
a question about a thing which has recently taken place. 
f. 
Mas' alah: ~ \........v. is a general question regarding anything. 
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104. 
. 
- ,. Qalb al-mas'alah: ;V W\ ~ is to turn upon a questioner 
something similar to his query about a belief he adheres to. 
Thus one might say to the perplexed ones, when they say that 
a visible agent can only be a corporeal being and that since 
Allah is an agent He must be a corporeal being: "You have 
in eff~ct said, in saying that a visible agent can only be 
a created thing, that an invisible agent need not be so". 
- So ;U ~\ ~takes; place, after an answer ;?:, t would be ,wrong, 
'",'," before'an"knswer,,' since it has to be shaped in the form" and 
;. .. .'" " . ~ ,-.,,' .' '. -
style of thealls"wer." '" 
.:, 
Mucarad.ah: "In~J~,Doth c.onfHctin"g 'beliefs are referre<;l to and 
" "co~lne,d, an'd:in()\~\ ~ driiy" one belief is referred, t.o~ 
.'t, "':, ... ,' . ,. . 
.-' .-', 
'-, 
,0 
105. ' 
,"', V"',:_> 
" " " 0',." <' 
"Iblagh:,:tJ,J.l:-t.-is "to' ¢onvey something that 'makes someone else 
,p " 
;, ,underst~d. ~j-'t" is derived from ~~land means to convey 
the m~aning t6the heart of the list,ener in the best way ~ 
106. 
J. ~\~\ is the t~ansmission and conveyance of a thing in 
the appropriate ,marmer. The expression: ~;Jl j. \.:> t 
"discharging of a debt" is derived from the same. It is 
also said: ~ t.:J J. '->),) <J-> u ~ "So-and-so 
,pronounces well when one listens to him"', and: U ~ 
; s-!)JJ 'f,\>~J\ ~ "So-and-so performs well when he reads". 
. ;~'" dWI 
" . 
'~', 
tl % '" -"~ , 
Iblagh: 'ulAt t as compared to J~t is more demanding ort the one 
-.-
to whom the transmission is made, for it requires that his 
understanding and intelligence should be developed, like 
;u. .!),., which reaches the heart of the listener. It is 
also said that ~ .~\ is the transmission of something in v .J-
the way that will bring it quickest to its destination, 
as Allah says: 
" ~\ ... ~i ... - ( ~Yl\ /6). 
. { . 
107. 
Ism 
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L! .;.. (~ is the name of some action or provision 
in the Islamic law which has been changed from its original 
meaning in the language, e. g. ~ jA.....P, '0 \1 ~ , (~ 
64.1 ' (j,l.... t . These words, in pre-Islamic times, were 
used for certain things, but in Islam they were applied to 
different things, and frequent use made them as good as the 
real names, so much so that now their use in their original 
sense has be.come metaphorical, e.g. the use of 'OM for 
~ . . 
.s- ~~ . has now' b.ecomemetaphorical, but. it was .. i;ts·original 
meaning. 
c _. . 
Urfi: C!/~~ is a word which . hils b,een t~an$ferred,from 
its generic application (to a speci~ic one) ,by ·cQmmon usage. 
...... 
For example, ' the word ~\ .) originally signified: all th~ngs 
which crawled and was then applied only to some of those 
,. . 
things which crawled~ ,. In the same. way k)\.:i. was. originally 
a name for a piece of depr.essed land, but then, in common 
language, became a word for the act of excretion, so that 
it would not be understood in any other sense. According 
to the jurists, if Allah uses a term which in its original 
linguistic import Clpplies to one thing, in common usage 
applies to something else, and in Islamic law applies to 
something else again, it should be taken in its legal 
meaning, because its impact has been shifted from the 
origina:l, and even its sense in common usage is preferable. 
I 
If the term signifies one thing in common usage, and something. 
else in its original sense, it shoul<;l be taken in its, common, . 
meaning. So the terms of Islamic law need explanation" as 
Allah says: '0 \{ fJ' \ ;1', -' 0 ~\ ,~i "Keep up prayer 
and payzakat, or.' /43". Such terms are of two kinds: 
First, those used to signify things completely different from 
those that they were originally applied to, such as oJk,..P 
and -0 \:() ; and second, those which still have their original 
meanings, but, in Islamic law have been given such specific 
senses and have been so particularized that they now appear to 
be used in a sense other than their original one, e. g. (yP, 
~~!J • 
'- . ," 
'. ~ , 
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, 
. , 
r 
z-1 -' if. 108. 
Bala: ~ is used only as an answer to a question which contains 
a particle of ..>...:? "negation or denial". For example Allah 
asked: <1 f.~. W~\ "Am I not your Lord?", ~~\~\.: 
"They said: Yes,G!,?lJ'/l72", or Allah will ask (on the Day 
/' ~J.-' 
of Judgement): 1 r J-..J f' ~ ( , "Did not 
there come to you apostles from among you", ()-: ~ \)\,; 
"They shall say: Yes, //1/71". 
Nacam: 
109. 
for example, if one says to someone else:, 
And if he says: ~ ,it would be a negation of his statement, 
i.e. "Yes, you do owe me something". 
. 
t/~ is to lead someone astray through insinuation, and 
.. ·mostiy.i t takes, place whep one is in a state of anger .. ' It 
- . ~ ',' 
'is 'said that its original meaning is to move someone, in a 
disturbed· state, towards evil. The expressiqn: As:.) o).D 
(j~\~ refers to a characteristic which leads one 
towards evil. 
-Waswasah: The original meaning of~ ~ -' is a low voice; if '>""'.J 
is the (ringing) sound of ornaments. Every low voice details 
of which are not intelligible is called :\....,~.J. (flY"" is 
also that which comes to ones mind secretly. Allah called 
if Y' Y "(/'I Y" -' ", using the measure of the verbal noun instead 
of the measure of the nomen agentis: 
... 
V l;..1 \ (-I seek refuge ·in the Lord of men) from the evil of the 
... 
whisperings of the slinking (devil), if l;J, /4". 
I 
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Chapter III 
Dalalah: OJ JJ..> is of four kinds: 
1. That by which an indication is received, whether it is 
,intended or not. For example the actions of animals indicate 
... 
. ' their· occll:rr~ng. wi thbut pJ:'e~medi tation. (As far as the 
, actions, ~:)r .1iOOn beings ~r:'e concerned), well-judged actions 
indicate the knowledge of their doer eve~ if ,the doer of 
those. actions does not intend to' cause any indicqti,on of his 
" , 
knowledge. Those who make the intention of the person who 
provides a¢JY..:> a condition of its being so, adduces as 
evidence the fact that a thief is given away by the traces 
he leaves, but these do not constitute a ';0 \);" because' he did, 
not intend ,this , and if they ~(traces) were 'to be described as 
a 4J»..>,he himself could be described as pointing to himself 
. ( ~ (}S- d \:> ). In our opinion this is wrong, because it is 
. " 
not unacceptable in language that his :;, "trace" should be 
called a AJ.1J;, of him or that he should be said to' be a 0 \.> 
of himself; this is permissible and common in language. For 
example one says (1): JjJI ~,>!I. ~<.s\J.,-:-,.J~ \ j ~ "The fugitive, 
by his riding upon the sand, gave ,himself away", while in the 
expression: 0~\ d,.1L....o\ "Follow the hard ground" because it 
. .. ' 
will not give you away. People say: o~ '-! ~\:.1l..c.,..... ~ 
"WE;! deduced where he ,was from his tracks". 
2. The verbal expression of ~ \)::>, for example one says to a 
person questioned: Repeat your -;0));, • 
3. ~ "that which excites suspicion". It is said: 
\~·.JL)\~HI..> "the AJlJ;, of the ~~ "that which causes 
. 
the transgressor to be suspected" is such and such". ~ 
is a belief the holder of which chooses ignorance or is 
prevented from choosing knowledge. The verbal expression of 
. 
the details of this belief is also called ~. The concept 
-because of which this belief is held has been called a ~, 
Dalil: 
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:.. 
for example, it is said: This ~ is a ~ for people 
who have believed it to be a miracle. 
4. (The physical expression of ';0)).> is o ..A ... '). The jurists 
say: \;( <..r' ~\ U-o 6J )l..,J\ "The indication or inference 
from analogy is such and such". 
tJ::l.:> is the &~ "agent" of the Aj)).>. ~.:> is used 
for one who leads the people in (showing them) the way. 
Sometimes dJ)).> is called <.J.:::-l.> metaphorically, and ~.> is. 
also .used for ~.J~ and a .. A .. \ but it cannot be used for ~ . 
• l~, '. "".' ,: 
'- ,;:c.iJ' ',-' 
(1:) The text reads:.' ~~\5rU;, ,'instead o.f 
,'..; ... 
.... , -
.'s '~-' AJ.1J.; 
Dalalah: ",'Accordipg t~" some mutakallimun, ,consideration of a OJ 11 ,j 
,. : 
(of something) ,n'e cess a:nily' brings knowledge Cabquttl;at>tl1ing). 
, ".- ". . . ' - . ~ ~ " 
,~ :.. 
Shubhah:lf dne has:'a:;~andb'ei~eves it to be a A)')}.> , one. 
_r;_ -; • _' '. . " " 
is <;Boosing igrlorahce,' not becati~e Qf~the ';existence of the ~ 
,~ ~. 0 • • ... 
':.' '( in itself), or because -of consideration of it (in i tself~ 
112. 
" 
but because ,of mistaking its nature). In fact, it is the 
belief, and not. the thing that is under consideration, that 
, 
is the ~ 
'Amarah: is tl1at consideration, of which leads ~o C>JI ~ 
(to consider s6m~thing in terms oof' probabili tyto be such 
and such), e. g. OI)e us~13 ~\ ~ in determining the 
direction of the qiblah, or in assessing compensation for 
game that has been wrongfully hunted, or the worth of damaged/ 
... , 
lost things. ()p is not, in fact, the necessary result of 
, ,.. 
consideration of an O/~, , as knowledge is the necessary 
result of consideration of a dJ».> ; one only chooses (.,b' in 
- ~ 
these circumstances. In fact, an O~~\ is that in the presence 
of which one chooses (); . It is for this reason that it is 
permissible for the mujtahidun to differ (on various questions), 
even though each of them knows the reason why his colleagues 
c, 
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differ from him; it was thus that the eompanions differed on 
a number of serious issues, and the 'People of judgement' 
,. . 
( LS \.) \ \ ~':l ) differed concerning wars and other questions, 
even though they had very similar knowledge of the matters 
.. \ ~ 
connected with these things. For this reason o/u\ is used 
in philosophical and legal affairs. 
Dalalah: According to our teachers 6J~-, is that consideration of 
which leads to knowledge. 
113. '" " .( " "~.' , 
. Hujjah: .,p' :;';2.;rb (a way by which one reaches some thing), i rl . 
which a thirtg indicates other than itself, is called 
_w r' 
~.: 
.. 
; ..... w 
S'ome hold that .~. and CJJJ"; . are so designated .only after· 
, , .- 4IIJ 
c.onsidera1:i~nof them. The expressions: MI ~ and eJy." 
~1 imply that Allah has set- therri ~p (as a .. ~ or OJj)...J 
of Himself); and ~\ »and ~\ 4JJ.I...J imply that 
consideration of 'them leads to knowledge, without the necessity 
, ~" 
, w 
of sqmeone's having set them up. Others ,hold that d...i> is 
str~i,ghtness in conside;ration, and proceeding upon a straight 
I.· _...., 
path, by way of referring back to the basis. ~ is derived 
... 
from ~ , meaning "straight path". The impact of a 4..;> on 
the soul is like that of a UVz,/ . ~ is distinct from Uu,..r'., 
. . 
..... 
as ~ is derived from the meaning of straightness in ~ 
.... <, 
"intention", and the verb <:.t is used when one is 
straight in his intention.; whereas, the derivation of G\J»./. is 
not known and it is treated as an isolated (dial~ctal?) word 
. . . 
without derivational implicat~ons. 
... So • 
Dalalah: Ascording to _ some. mtitakallimun A.) .>.\ (pl .. of u-: -,.) are 
of several kinds:' ~\ aJ.u..>·, ~~~J)-, ~ ~\iJJ}~ 
~Lc:"Jl);;JJ}..::> , "unanimous resolution", and (Y'WJ'CJJl." 
"analogy". The first is that consideration of which leads to 
knowledge either of that which is being considered ( itself) 
or of some characteristic of something else. The second is 
that from which evidence may be obtained concerning some other 
characteristic of that which is being considered. This second 
type is called ~I~~ , which is called a ~ , rather 
114. 
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than a ~~~ , because it is unlikely that a thing should be 
a ';0».:> of itself or a 4.))):> or of any of its attributes, 
but it is not unlikely that it should be a 'Al})::> of something 
else. 
Ihtijaj: b0t is straightness in consideration, whether by means 
of that about which .one seeks knowledge (itself) or by means 
of something else. 
~J~tidiahJll~ \ '~ls ~ a ~earch 'for something,:6y means of S1om~thing else. 
,. "', , , .J. ,'. 
,115. 
Dalalat al~Burhan: . tJ~~)6J~~'is evidence for the truth of a 
statement. 
,DalalataJ:-Kaiam: {W\ dJ.ll::> is that speech should present some 
,valuable con~ept without evidence ror its being true'; except 
in so far as some of the speech contains 0UD.r.l"aJJl.::> so as 
,116. 
" 
to testify to the truth of the statement. Some speech contains 
U\A>'?"Qj»....> and some does not, as every 0u,..-r.' ' like every 
~ ,mayor may not be evident in speech. An r '... "noun" 
is a (0».:> of its meaning, but not a 0\.a,.r. of its meaning. 
In the same way guidance on a way is a dJ~....> and not a U\.0./. 
of the way. Therefore the impact of (~\OJJ)::> is other 
,than that' of G \.0 ~) pJ.lJ ~. 
Istidlal:JlJ~l is the act of a cJ~. If JJ)~and dJJJ~ were one 
and the same, it would necessarily follow that, if all those 
who exercised cJ)}~l as to the non-eternity of the world were 
prevented from doing so, there would be no OJj)::> concerning 
that in the world. 
Dalalah: '2J.V.~ is that by means of which JlJ~) is possible. 
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117. ~ J..l.>. ~' ";0JJ..:> 
Dalalah: A (JJJ..:> of something is that by means of which everyone 
who considers it can draw some conclusion regarding it, 
..., 
e. g. since the world is a OJ.lJ..> of its creator, it is a J'-' 
of Him for all those who can exercise ()~lby means of it. 
,cAlamah: An ~JU. of something is that by means of which a certain 
thing is made known to the one for whom it is marked and for 
those who share with him in knowledge of it, but not to every-
(1).' , .... .lU-
one . For examp,le, one may make a stone an ().J "mark" 
for a person whom one has' buried, so that it is a AJJ).:> for 
oriese'lf alb~e, or make clapping the si_~of: ,the arrival of· 
'Zayd. (Each of these is an "d..,..IAf 'for those who share them 
in given import, and is 6..,,v; rath~r than ·OJ j)." ). 
. .~~~ 
can be,.cancelled, whereas such, is not the case with 
'.-, ,,"' .' , 
which cannot be changed. ',An 
(deliberately) made, whereas 
necessarily exis,ts. 
. 'd...lh. i'~ 'something that is: 
~ CJ.lJ." is something that 
. (1) The text reads: ~ "Al j);) ., instead of ~ :;Jj)." ,p.62 . 
118. 
.. ,J 
6...J \ is a fixed ,~lls. ; one says: when 
one is confined to, or made to remain in a place, as a poet 
.. ~/. r-: .. ' s says:~>G.J 6\{0-U~~;'~.Q~ . ~\:..J~~0\ L...J..s.~ 
"I knew that it was,not a settled dwelling-place, so that my 
sleep would be like the, clapping of the hands", i.e. this 
world is not a place which can make anyone stay long or 
make (anything) permanent. Some linguists hold that the 
word ~\ was originally ~...t, with two fC s-~" one of 
,. 
which was changed into "WJ' .. to avoid the double sound of 
a weak letter; in Arabic this is permissible in such nouns 
which do not have verbal derivations. 
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119. 
. ~ 
Athar:, The .) I of a thing is that which becomes manifest after 
that thing. For example: cJ~' ~ I...,u. "The channels of flood 
• ,J 
waters" are called ..Jt, of rain. 
cAlamah: The ~~ of a thing is that which becomes manifest before 
that thing. For example (~"clouds" or V~.J "winds" are 
the wloJL. of rain. 
'120. 
Simah: vis a :pa:rticular kind of 4..,)..U. ,and is applied to a 
;'" ' 
mark which is created on thebo9.y of (in animal by fire, e.g. 
&. ~Ic..,~ etc. Allcili >says :>' (..,kj') c.;.s. ~"W~' ~~ilr' 
mar~:",~iIl) "(w~tli',f'ire)'~o~:,,~h~" ~ose ~ '"FI"l6:,,': its o~:i~~nal 
mec3.riipg :i;:;; the impression madeonsometping, arid if .)""first 
rain 6f ,the season" is' derived 'from the same because of the 
impression it makes on the land; r: r i~ :lSO derived from 
,the saine ',and ,so-called because of the J\:;' of the people 
.. , ! ~ 
. attending it that ar~leftthere; and~-, "a plant used to 
dye hair" is so'--called because of the impression it makes on 
the ob'ject dyed. 
c Alamah :, See A 
121. , 
Burhan: Uk./. can only be in th~ form of speech by which the yalidi ty 
of something is attested. Some scholars hold that a (, 'ub....r. 
is a J L.. which testifies to another notion that is true in, 
-' 
itself and in its attestation, e. g. 6"j ~ \ is a stat~ment 
( 6 ~ ) that the r- has a creator; and at the same time, 
the first notion that the ~ is created is true in itself. 
Some also hold that a 0\Jz,.r. is that by which one refutes the 
argument of an opponent. It is an Arabized Persian word derived 
~ p - p 
from U'./. meaning "cut that". The word c:l..P' /. is also, perhaps, 
d . d f h . ": '- - f . (1) erlve rom t e same, meanlng ~J 0 tlme . 
Dalalah: ~»J mayor may not be in the form of speech. One says that 
/ / 
the r ls. is a AJJJJ of the Eternal; here the t u.. is not 
speech. One also says that my OJJJ.,:> of the truth of my doctrine 
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( ~~) is such and such and produces a statement supporting 
this; here speech can be called a a .. H)..> • 
Dalil: A <J::l.:> may give information about a notion without testifying 
to another notion, or it may give information about a notion 
that testifies to another notion; therefore, ~~ is more 
general than (J.P..>. According to cAli b. c lsa : the direction 
of aU:::'..> , depends on its location; it can act reciprocally, 
as, for example, an r ~ acting as the CJj)..;> of a ~. A 
6lo> ..r. ' on the other hand, cannot act as a OJ))..> ,of other than 
" that o_f which 'it is,'desi~ed as a, OJ.!>..>; ,for examI;>le, if a ~ 
is a·~j)...> o'f' a Jst;, it cannot be a a.J.lJ..> that he/h ,is not 
'-'. 
- -"!;" aJ}).;il\'~:' ,~~ ;':, ,f0r' .,.\.:. i:;-,n.~ ~.:;,~ 'p. 63 ~ . 
,:; 
"122. 
, ~ 
Am~rah:o .... L:" 'j'~:'~"manifest:~~ ,and this' is indicated ,by the 
. . ~ ~ 
basic sense of the wor:d, which is J;.,;P. Therefore ~~I...r" \ ' 
is used to signify that a thing is abundant, and together with 
abundance is evident consequence."O .... ? "consultation" is 
J. 
called Jl.\ because opinion becomes evident in (the person of) 
... -" 
consultation; and the expression: (~\/ 1 i~ used when 
, ,,; . . 
people consult each other. A poet says:f; 
, .. "\'.b))\ ~ ... .J \..0 .)l, ~ 
"Concerning what is the consultation among you, and what is 
the significance of the signs (that I see)?" 
c Alamah : See A 
123. 
.:. J. 
Rasm: (.J is making an ./ \ appear on something so that it 
may be an 'C..,J4. on it. 
c -~lamah: 
. , 
mayor may not be making an ;; \ appear on something. 
For example, one says: ..>/ ~ ~.J ,,<S;! ~~ 
"The a..,.!.U- of Zayd' s arri val is c Amr I s clapping"; this cannot 
, s-
be regarded as an ~, 
J ":.' 
'~ 
" 
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12'+. 
Khatm: indicates the completion of something. For example 
one says: 
~ .. ' U \./J' ~ meaning I have completed the 
memorising and the reciting of the Qur'an and have completed 
the reciting of the appended prayers. The original meaning 
of (. is seen in y \;..6, f which occurs ,after it has 
been finished. Allah says: ' ~ I;' '\ ~ ?, (x!' "On that 
day We will set a seal upon their mouths, ~ /65" which 
m~an~~e will no: :llow the~ to speak; but the verse: ~ 
' . . f';; J>c:\J1 ( oX' /'1) does not indicate any prevention, 
rather,it isa criticism in that they are as though~prevented 
f,rorn'i1cceptingthe truth.' 
Rasm: " ';G;; does. not indi~ate ,the compl~tiorlof anything; ,therefore 
OIi.~, says:,' U~'.}J\ ~ arid not u\)J\~J However, ",f 
.' 
125. 
. and (...J' o,ver.:j..ar{ each other in certain u,sages because of the 
closeness. of thedr meanings. (J is an ~rabized Persian wo:d, 
possibie for it to b~ an exact equivalent of r;' 
come from different languages. 
and so it is 
because they 
. ;.:.;"' 
Khatm: See A 
Tabc : td' is an ~J-./ I whi ch is fixed in a tJ.r.1'J. i. e. that whi ch 
is given a ~ ,and adheres to it; it 'implies permanence, 
wh~,ch is not implied by ,r Therefore, one says: u;b 
" ~r .J..;JI "He stamped a dirham" ; and tf'is an j "\ 
which c~nnot be remo~ed. In. the same way Ot...:J~Jtf mean~ 
the nature of a man, because it is fixed 'and does not disapp~~r. 
One says: '(yG' , ,~ ~ U J,G' d' when' a particular" 
characteristic persists in someone. Some linguists hold that 
zj' is an d..,~ which indicates the essential nature of 
something. According to Abu Hilal ~ is used about man-kind 
because it indicates the true nature of ones temperament, 
and d. in case of a dirham is an d..,).U. of its being lawful 
and legitimate. 
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126. 
Dalalah: See t:. 
w 
... 
cIllah: Every "-h is both invariably present ( .:>j2.J.) and 
reciprocal of reference (~). Thus the reason for a 
moving object's being moving is movement, which is invariably 
present in any moving object, and is reciprocal of reference, 
for nothing has movement which does not move, and nothing 
moves without having movement. Not every -~.lJ> , on the other 
hand, is .)~.and ~. For example the .OJ))..:> ·of the 
createdness( 6~.) of bodies {s that';it is"impo~~ibte';f;r 
'themnot to' have ac~idents .( 6->~~), bu~"this is !lS:t; . 
~nvarifib,ly p,resent in eve~y'~.A?; for example',- ~&/ 
. ··','secondary characteristici~ is 64 but has ~o c...,.)\.p . 
-' ;" 
.w,. 
127. ~-' 
. . . 
. . 
. Sabab: A ~ ca~not come after the ~"thing caused" in any 
circums'tances. For -.example 
o , . 
c.f' J "shQoting" is the ~ 
0 .... • for the flight, of an arrow; and (5' .-Jcannot take plac'e after 
the arrow has flown. 
w 
cIllah: One type of ~ is that which comes (becomes evident) 
after the J~ "thing caused", e. g. profit or gain, which 
w 
is the ~ for trading but becomes evident after the 
trading has taken place. Evidence for this is to be found 
in the fact that when asked: '!/. .. ("Why do you trade?" one 
replies: "t~' "For gain". The linguists unanimously maintain" 
.., 
tnat· "Why" here is 9. request for the d....U. and not for the 
w 
~ . 
.. . ' . 
<3.h , linguistically, is that which chang~s the 
. 
disposi tion of something, therefore a (.,)P / "disease" is 
'"' 
called an ~ because it changes the condition of a patient. 
The <!" '-, "one who calls" of an action is called an ~ of 
... 
that action. According to some IDutakallimUn the -~ is 
that which makes a certain condition necessary for some other 
thing, e. g. U ~ "being" and o..J» "power", but not .) ''''''''''' , 
which does not make any condition necessary. In jurisprudence, 
\oJ 
the au is that characteristic of the definitive text on 
which a judgement ( f ) depends, when an analogy is being 
drawn. 
. ' 
~ , " 
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. 
128. 1> ~ ..> L-' Au.) 
. . 
Sabab: 
... 
\oJ 
A ~ is required for the occurrence of the~, and 
... 
.... not for its maintenance; that is why one can perceive a ~ 
without its ~ , e.g. the flight of an arrow can be 
o , 
perceived without the c.j'.J , "shooting". 
'Shart: A.p";:' is required both for the existence of the 1-,? and 
for its maintenance, e. g. 0 ~ is a b';;' for the existence 
of o..J.h ,and 0..J";; cannot continue to exist when 0 \..,..p.. 
~eases to exist. 
~.129. 
. '\. 
Alah:" An 
.J . 
~\ 'iinstrument"does not· make an action necessa;ry. 
". An OJ! is required for some, b~t not all agents, without 
reference \0' whether or' not the action is performed well. 
A hand or a foot a;re exampl~s of an o..f\ 
Sabab: A ~ makes an ,action necessary. .. . ... 
130. )lJ ~ JJJ.~ I ~Sr 
Istidlal: UJJ'" I ~~ is to seek knowledge of something by means 
of something else. 
-knowledge of ..J.> lAJ I 
P "investigation"in order to acquire 
as ..J~ G through His actions is UJ)~J. 
Nazar: P is to se~k knowledge of something either by means of 
it itself· or by means of something else. 
the, occurrence of movement is notUllp.,...\ . 
,">j concerning 
The definition of ~, P . is the perception of ?thing by means of sight or 
thought, ,to perce i ve a concept one needs both of these two 
things. For example careful consideration, first, of the 
precise configuration of a thing through the visual faculty, 
and then through ~ ,because perception of the precise 
is means of perceiving a concept; and in the same way 
leads to knowledge about the concept. The original meaning 
of P is to face; P by means of the sight ( ~ ) is 
the bringing forward of sight ( ~ J t;; ~ I) towards the 
~; ~ by means of the ~ is the bringing forward 
of thought towards the ~ ~ P can also take 
place through touching, to discover whether a thing is soft 
,J . ,_, 
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or hard, and the expression: 
means the bringing forward of compassion towards someone. 
P towards some expected thing is ~U;:.;,], and .J u;j's. 
o~ dt "the granting of a respite" means the bringing forward 
of yj towards this expected thing. ~~,))\-p, means 
the bringing forward of fo towards the thing hoped for. 
~~ ~\ ~ ~\ implies his bringing forward good 
govern~ce towards them. ~ CJ:}, U~, with the eye and 
. .. 
with thought means the bringing forward of these two towards 
it. The expression: r 1....,a>...0\ P implies that ..fb'~_ 
,has destroyed them: it has brought forward its afflictions 
tow~rds thein"~, means 0;:.., for seeiIlg one ,of two ./.:~i·, ,"" 
".' is as good .as seeing the other! When . pj is associated' "W'i th 
131. . 
. ~. it means p. about the circumstances of that which is 
. . 
being investigated, and when it is associated with ~ it 
means to direct ones gaze towards a thing the seeing of which 
is desired;" and it also means that .ones sense. of sight is sound .. 
)...-f.. •• 
:-. ' 
\o.I~ 
Ta' ammul: <.J..:.o G is a P by means of which knowledge of the 
object is hoped for, and ~J.G takes place only over a long 
span of time. 
wS-~ \.,-
Nazar: See t::. 
.132. 
wJ,. .. <. 
Every cP ~ is .YlJ but not every )2j is 
One says: .~~. is the first par.t of 
- . 
BadIhah: 
~~IuU-
(at the first 
when someone 
Nazar: See A 
• 
i.e. at the beginning of the operation of ~ 
sight),or one says: ~~~ (W\c} aJ~ 
extemporizes in speech without pre-meditat'ion. 
", ' 
," 
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133. 
Bad1hah: 4.Rf» in speech is that which is produced without 
... . 
thinking. 
RU'yah(l): Some linguists hold that ~jJ means the last part of 
p , and ~_~ the first part. A man who is quick in 
understanding is described as one whose ~~ is like the 
.... 
- ~ - ~ ~ .~.J of others. Some hold that ~:v is to consider a 
thing for a long time, which is the opposite of ~~ . 
.. ' i'~~..:J.~i$"total .examinationof? (.5 Ij "opinion ~ judge!Dent" 
~it ,~ "; ;r~" ',,':; _' ;.'0 0"" > ",'.," ~f;... . ,,:" "-.. " " .• ,.:.-,"""-''' 
,and ,exhaust:i,ve deliberatior:J,ori 'it.. Orie 'says: . U <L.J. \ -'1: 
" - 'J.- ~ ',' - -,," "fI • Y. .... . . , ~-' "<o~ .. -.-' 
/.lJl with tashdidon . ,,\.> ,on the, 'measure ·of· .~, 
" -.~ 
, which is the measure for intensification. And in (jJ:J.J 
,-., ~ 
, harnza of U ~ \,," was dropped because of· its ,frequent use. 
... J. 
(1) AbuH,ilallists· the word ~ J') wi tl;1out hamza on u \ .. :>.~ , whereas the 
" 
lexicographers list 'it with harnza. See, for example;: AI-Qamus 
~ , " (<5 \...J, y. ,. 
134. 
Fikr: is .,that which is other than c:u>'~ 
Nazar: can be either or 
135. 
Intizar:, j~ 1 is the seeking of that at which ')2J is 
anticipated; it is used of both good and evil, and it can be' 
entert'i"J.ined with ei trier doubt or certainty., For example one' 
can entertain .J ~ \ of food being prep'ared in his house 
about which he has no doubt, or one can entertain it of the 
arrival of Zayd, the next day while being doubtful about his 
coming. 
Nazar: See A 
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,..,; 
... 
136. p-
-'/.-» 
uJ ... 
Tadabbur: /.-» is the application by ones 
the consequences of something. 
Tafakkur: ~j is the application by ones 
the dJ.'-, "indications" of something. 
)2J-, 
> 
137. 
Ru" a~S~ >::,.- "" J,. ". 
... . . 
L..J.g of YJ towards 
of towards 
, , .Y '~~.J:, ls'the pe~ception of' the obj~c:t of vision. 
~~~Z~;;::' )i is tlie 
, " 
seeking of '(5,.J...0 '''guidance/direction''. . The" 
- ~ ~~ - ~ ".. .J,' • .. '; 
,,;,' 
,sense is attested by the usage:" ,~:.? , J I ~ w)2J "I looke~ . 
" '," but I could not see anythirig!'~ Accordirig to cAll, b. cisa, ~ 
is the seeking for t.h~".app~"a~aI;lce, of, something,' aDd.Y ~ is' 
'''one Wf;lO seeks the appearance of' s~mething; Al-lah, is called a 
.> \,j" of Hi,s slaves by:v:irtue. of His making His mercy Co' 
,appar~nt'to them. Since Allah sees· things without seeking to 
do sO;"He ,cannot be de" s9ribe~ in·t,erms of ,yj Aye may'; "',' 
. (I 
be, one 'whoseeks 'the appearance ':'of'something tlirough perception 
, ' ,.,' _, ,0', , "",", 
of it by, means ?f hi~sense' of" si'ght or spme other sense;, or 
he. may be. one who considers the softness of ~his' garment in 
comparison with that of others. p with" the ~ is by 
means of thought. J~I is to stop in order to seek the 
.' ~ 
appropriate time for a thing. ~ can also mean ~ and 
w~ , ' J.J. \;' of the condi tion~ of things. A y \: in this fashion 
mUst be a ,.fo and a ~ in thi"s fashion can be called a,-
y \.: .. The Eternal cannot be described in t,er.ms of ,P 
, as P implies deficiency in knowledge, ~d}.i in order 
to obtain knowledge can be used only ab~ut that which is unknown 
( cJ /. ). P implies witnessing with the eye simply, 
without saying anything ~out the attitude of the witnesser, 
for example, whether he is pleased or angry. All those 
seeking to observe the new moon are tJJ~~' regardless of 
whether they see it or not; it is thus reasonable to define 
as directing the eye towards the position of the object of 
vision in an attempt to see it. 
,,'. " 
", " 
"I" 
138. 
Istashrafahubi basrihI: 
his gaze at him ( 
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o ~ ~ .... :...-; uJ \ means ahe directed -'~ • .J ... 
o A ~ ~») frem a higher place~' 
Madda ilayhi basrahu: See ~ 
139. 
w 
Intizar: ")Lkil er e}. is a desire fer that which is expected 
to. take place,. 
Tara'j'ji:q~is .Jlh?~ ~f ~'om~thing, g?ed particularly and it 
alw.ays 'occurs, together wi th :tlbtib't. 
, -',' -
,w 
140. 
"<,oJ 
'Lr¥ ';' ,-' 
. Intizar:· See ,A. ;- 4 ~' 
"" " -=T...;:a;;:.r...;:a;::..::..bb~U~s: .' ~..J is the length ef ...J ~, , • whether shert er 
w·. . 
. " " prelenged. (~}~?l,is s<?c-c~ll~d because he .waits.·fer 
~t fer a le~g time inerd!,!r to"erthance its benefit (pleasure). 
I .. '~~' •. ,;~~:',' ':'1 ,&,Ir.I • 
Allah says: . . 0?<J!> ~\~/ "So., bear with him 
; .' '" 0, 
fer a, time, U;--;.t.I/2S'''. The verb ~~ is derived frem ~~ 
meaning 6~"~e linger erstay". one says: '~(jJ- '2 l,... 
.... ~ ~~~YI i.e. I cannet wait fer this fer a leng time. 
141. 
Imhal: J~ t, is ~et associated wlth anything and is 
• "y ... 
"undete:rmined":' 
.: , 
Intizar: . .;u;.:;:,'\ is asse~iated wi'th that to.' ~hich y can be 
directed. 
142. 
- J. Ahsustu biba~rI: <..r'l......> 1 ' here means ~~) er semething else 
threugh sense perceptien. 
Anastu bi basrI: (f\.:J-,~ means~' with the ebject ef sight. 
. .... ... ..., 
Therefere the verbs V~ and ~ cannet be used abeut Allah 
as ~ i and A.:::. \P cannet be ascribed to. Him. V~~ always 
takes place witheut ~ 
/.' 
" " 
> • '~ 
,-, , 
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143. 
Khatir: ..? \,; is passing of a if-" "notion" through the ~-
"mind", who relates a number of different things. .> \ p 
are divided according to their (underlying) concepts, as 
every concept has peculiar » \t:. , which is different in kind 
from that which is peculiar to something else. The ability 
of the ~ to deal with » \)- is (an essential) part of 
having a complete' intellect, and without this there is no 
+point in burdening one~ ~ with them .. According to Abu 
'_ C, :... "I <~ J. . - .. " - I" 
. Ali a y \P is .a kind of &/' "ac~ident",.. which is found 
'only ,in the ~ of a livingorgani~m, and it is soin~" , .... 
,"'~',Cint~rme'diary)" si'~g~' betw~en ,}:;" ~d'fl' ,- sl.n~efi .',is lO 
<J~kno¥~edge" and .fi 'is :a kin~l~f:)6 ,':"lhich'ca~s~~" knowledgeo .. 
,;'<~!\rid 'a >:.'-? is ,a beginning ~hich doe::; not,(byit~,elf) 
,':;:\ 'get;lerateknowled'ge ~ 'b'ut makes oIfe', a;'ar~"pf':things .So 'the ,.~. 
,:, , , ,-.~ -~ . . '- . " "" "" ' . .' .-
pOsl:ti(;mpf.,»t; is l~ke ;that of ~,in being a 'stage 
"', . " . 
between f',.. and uP b~ca.us;:)1,G:i,s the .. manifestation 
, of, a thing'not on a real (conc:bete) . basis . Al":i3alakhlholds 
• - ," .-'.'.. ',' ,t. • 
that y t;." 'is, ,sp~.ech ( :'(~ ) ,:caU"sed by Alla? or an angel 
or Satan in humai-l being; if lt is caused by Satan it is 
called (r'1..Y"'-' "insinuation". The same'is maintained by 
Abu Hashim. However, the thing which indicates that"> G-
is not ,( j1{ is. that a dumb' person can have.> l:;r also in 
his ~ ,even' though he does not have any idea of 
speech.,\ (ut' ) and its l} \".-A. Ibrahim holds that->'} 
must be of two kindp : one ~uggests that'one should do 
~.~.7'':'·~ " ..... ,.. " . 
:'something, and the'~.other restrains one from doing it; thus 
> ." • ;:' •• ,.1 
a choice is established.A~;ording to Ibn RawandI, the,,>~: 
of di.sobedience, C like' .~. and "0 J'i ' , comes from Allah. 
'0/ "desire" is the inclination of the t!>' towards 
the thing desired; and cJiY (is a faculty) which 
discriminates between good and evil. 
Nazar: See A 
" ' 
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144. 
Dhikr: ~; is the remembrance only of that which is absent. 
It is an accident which removes G\.........J "forgetfulness". 
- . 
..P tt.. is a "beginning", which mayor may not refer to 
that which is absent. 
145. 
Ijtihad: .:> ~t ' ,l,inguistically connotes exertion. One says: 
. /. ," ()J> cj ~ \ . ~hen one exeri:s hims:lf in . 
carrying a stone, and one never says': 'O\>J.\JPU w~\ ' 
.,' ~", .. - , ';'-
, "I exerted myself ,in carrying a (date':') stone". According 
'·t9, the mutakallimtin'.; Q'\ is that whi,c~ . demands~\, ~'. 
in the ('.d>~ inwhi~~e~ery ~ is correct. The mutakallimUn .'" 
distinguish betw~en .;)~Jl\t).0\and V't;;JIJ.0\ . .:>~~. 
is more general thq'9 '{Y' ~ , as .:> ~ \ encompasses U""' ~ and 
o,:thep ,things., AccC?rding to the ju'rist~', ;.)~1 is to try hard 
'to under~tand the principle of some unprecedented case in 
,,/., th~ light of a<..fol· (text of the Qur'.ffi1. ,or the ~adi th) , with 
, respect neither to the apparent nor the (direct) implied 
meanirig. Therefore Macadh b. Jabal said (to the Prophet): 
"I (~hall) ,exercise :>~1 in my opinion regarding that 
concerning which I find nothing in either the Qur' an or 
the Hadi th" . In the view of al-Shaficr ..) ~ 1 and <..y" ~ are 
one andth~ same; and .:>~~according to him, is to"dl.scover 
the reasons for an asl and then to refer other things to it 
~ (in view ofthose',reasons). As far as <.!, '..J "opinion" is 
concerned it is the reasoriing and analogy on which a legal 
decision is based, and the statements of Macadh and the letters 
of cOmar testify to this. cAll said: In my opinion ( ~'-) ) 
and in the opinion of cOmar the slave women who give birth 
to the babies of their masters should not be further sold, 
but we see them being sold"; and this statement contains 
the refutation of those who reject and condemn the use of 
J. 
<.s I..J. In ..)~lpreference is given to that which is 
\II • 
supported by an c..u. and a /. when there is some conflicting 
'/-.' 
f:', .,' 
'''' ~. ~.:' 
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notion·J~l is to produce evidence that a f regarding 
something can be established without referring it back to 
the asl. ,;) ~.~ takes place in legal matters only, and is 
deriv~~ from.).,J.'U~and the exhaustion of every possibility 
of P regarding some new situation in referring it to 
some c.riJ "text" in accordance with what produces ~ 
CJLl' ; there is scope for it only in the absence of OJ))..> 
and ~ ; on the other hand, ~~ is also applied to 
rational pursuits. 
,Qiyas: '<Y' ~ is.to;' refer one' thing to anotper, becay.se" of some 
, " ',.' .. :'" . ~'" ~Jmilari t~ between the dispo,Si tion~ ,(~ ('J.:>\) of the two. 
" Itls' also said ,t:hat(y'G .. i~astiliject~ve.view of something 
~,"":.bY refe~ehc~ io.,an'oth~r:~e~au~¢ p'f ~ome's'lmi~~ri ty . b~tw~en 
'them: .This viewi's" hei4 byAbiiHashi~/ and he claims that 
, "his for 'this'reaso~ that JL..Guan instr~ment f~r ,~easuring'~ 
is 'called (f'~,;, that ~hich o~e' desires to me~sure is 
\ " ',;': I'efer~~d, t,8·it:. ' . That wi th:which ,shoes are measured is. also 
,10 .,'_ " ~~i'i~:c:l ' ~ ~', Thus V \? is'· only used ,when s'omething is 
. , ~ 
'consid.ered wi thr:e$p,ect to another, and u-l b 'is only used 
146. 
of .someone who likens one thing to another, if he makes a 
judgement concerning that thing in terms of the other. (f' C 
'. .. .. "'- . ~ ~ -
and ~ ,were the same, Allah could be called if G in ' 
, w • ~ 
likening a ~ '6 to a ~, a i.Y' ~ to a c.f,,' / to 
';;.)..b' ,? and 64.~ to J ~ If anyone believes that, <r ~ 
is, the deduction of truth from falsehood he is wrong, because 
it: is deduced by:meansof texts ( u"yiV) and it is not 
c~i+~d ~~,., An examp~e of V ~' is 'to say: Since a wise 
mal?- may ~o,t wropg one who' acts properly, he may not punish him .. ; 
A.<:~ording to the jurists (y"~ is to refer a branch ( u'> 
tb 'the root ( JA> ~ ) in' view of the 'principle ( f ) 
involved. 
Tadmin al-Ayah: ~)i\~ is to refer an c...,\ to a thing 
wi thout any restriction. For example the verse: G./ U, -' 
\# ....u"\ \~ G 0; .. A,..j\, ('i>..t \J. \ /38) does not mean that the hand 
~ ~he thief who commits the theft of a (}' ~ (1/6 of Dirham) 
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must be cut off, even if it is imp'lied there, since the 
Sunnah precludes this. 
Dalalah aI-Ayah: ~),\ 6JJJ.:> about something is that by means 
of which cJ.1J~1 about that thing becomes possible. For 
example to say ~ ~\ implies the knowledge of Allah, 
because one cannot praise one whom he does not know. Therefore 
our contemporaries hold that knowledge of Allah is necessary 
because thanks-giving to Him is necessary, and one who is 
not known cannot be 'thanked. 
., ,~, 
, " 
<1.'-',' 
:. 
-, ~. 
'<., ...... -
" 
147. 
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Chapter IV 
~ can be either general or detailed knowledge of a thing. 
:;,,;~ is more particular than t - . be cause 4..JI y is a 
detailed knowledge of a thing itself excluding it from other 
things. AI-ZuhrI says: I do not describe Allah as w.J ~ but 
I am not against those who describe Him as G~~ because <:\.,,/'"'" 
is derived from, ..;\..>J\.0\;/ ~hich mecms the remains of a house 
by whichit-'~is :recognised. 'AI,lah 's'knowledgeof things cannot 
-,,~ "- {, . 
be described as b'ased em (dra,wi~g infe~nces from) the remains 
'And" since ~ yis to' make 
distinctions between data, Allah cannot be described as G.J~ 
or a:discrim1nator.In' our o'pinion, contrary, to ~AI'::"Z~hr'i '-s 
yiew ,.altllPU&h ,the'jC 'I of house 'are' termed 6(P/ this is 
because.tneY;cbn~titute the means whereby the house is 
recognised, and ,this. dOE;!S not imply- that every ~.;>-!·is basecl 
'upon, "j '-;, ~dJ:'>', 'Ai, f~r the 'definition of G..J~ as 
one who discriminates-between the information present in·his 
, "', ; . 
knowledge, it would have been mo;~' appropriate if he' ha'd taken 
it as an indication that Allah is u...J\s., in view of 
."information is discriminated in His' knowledge", meaning that 
it is imagin:d by Him. Now, His knowledge is not ca;Lledd 
because .4 is, among us, the use of intelligence in the 
looking and thinking by means of' which we come to discriminate 
between information., There is n().obj~ctioh to His inf6:rma:tion 
, being described as discriminat~'d~~iren if,He cannot be 
, ' ~ ,"-~ , • ,'. • .-' ,,/II:' ~k(-'...... • "" , _._, 
'described a,s~discriminating; its being 'tliscrimina~irm means 
that an att'ribute is being applie 2Lto it, not to Him, and 
""I,e.,- _ ' •• '.",,' 
knowledge ( ~A>~) of it indicates that about it, not about 
Him. Therefore all :;':'7 are but all are not c..;y 
-. because 4J~ means to distinguish the known from the unknown 
whereas ~ does not mean this except when it is particularly 
qualified in speaking of the (~. And this notion is 
verified by the' contention of the linguists that rs- takes 
two objects. It can only refer to one object when it is 
used in the sense of ~~. For example Allah says: 
'148. , 
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J.., .. "" .... ~ 
. r ~I f"~).J ( J~.HII/60) which means" )\ 
(' /- ~\ ~;,~ ". The word (> as compared to 
~ r is ambiguous, for example, when one says: ~ 
- .. \.v) "I came to know that Zayd .... " and designates him 
... 
by the name by which ones interlocutor knows him, one is giving 
~ .. ,"" 
no information, but when one adds \;~ one is giving 
information, because one indicates that one knows him in a 
particular aspect which one might not know him in spite of 
ones knowledge of him in general. But when one says: ~..,5-
'"'\ .. klJ one gives ,information, because this means that I 
..... ,""" '. . '. 
knew him in, distinction from others. The difference between 
. , 
~ ~ and:' t-' d~~s -rtot'_be':come clear e;xcept when .... :he _, 
-sentences' are n~t ambiguous, for example ~ ..JJ:,J G\u...JJ.' 
'.I' ' ~, ' ~ "'""',, 
)...u.,> "I knew that Zayd has, a son" or -.)..I' ;Ju\ c;.,..,J- , ' , 
~. . -.' ,-,' , ~ . ~ -, '. '-, 
)~-' gIve the s<;l~e meaning. 
,;, 
c Ilm: t" ',is to believe firmly in a thing as it is. 
Yaqin: ~_ is contentment and a feeling of satisfaction about, 
what is known. Allah cannot be described in terms of ~. 
'One says: ~\ it and ~~,,;)/. but one never pays: 
~\ ':>J.:J ~\ f... And (/.Y'is that person who kno~s a 
thing after being doubtful about it. The meaning of ~_ 
'" . 
can be determined by the fact that its opposite - is ~
"" . 
,"doubt" and it is very seldom that ~ is considered to :qe 
an 'opposite of t It can also be verified from the 
use of ~ in the verse of a poet: '--
(1) ~ UW>ll GI~)'" 6.J:J> L:'.JJJ\(/\.JW~\..p~, 
"My companion wept when he saw the mountain pass in front of 
him. And he was sure that we were going to meet the Qaysar". 
So, ~- is that which removes a doubt. It is also said 
that a person who is offering his prayers is confident that 
he has completed four "rakCat", he should finish the prayers 
.,. ~~ .J."" \M ... "-' 
wi th "salam": u\ Ai; ~.) I tfP c.J \ ~\ ~ ~\ U \5 \ ~ ~ ) 
... (( M.. Here the word ~ has been used (by the jurists) 
instead of (>- ,because the first imparts something more 
than the second which is firmness and indubility of thought. 
.1', 
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~ is also, sometimes, called' L>:?-! because it also 
contains the sense of being beyond doubt. 
(1) Diwan Imru' al-Qays, p.65. 
,'it, 
149. 
c-Sha ur: 
. 
.. 
..J~ is a knowledge (of something) attained covering 
.. ... 
all details and with minuteness as ~, ~:> "thinness of 
the hair":' A../' tt."poet" is so-called because· of his .. ' 
'aPJ?~hEmsion of fine ~eanings; arid barley' is named'~, 
because of the fine 'whiskers that it has at its extremity," 
',unlike ~hea1:. . 'l'h~ . ,verb ~ 'cannot ,b~ used for: ~lia~ 'as ' 
nothing can hide, f~om, Ailcib'be~ause qfi ts' fineness. Some " 
,lihguistSholdtha~the' ~xJ?~s~io~' .. ~ .... ~~ is'a more 
. severe., condenmation 'than to say: ~» ~ ~,t.~garding" " 
so~eone, because the first will oust the person referred to 
, . --
. ' . 
from the category. ,of rational beings.; it amounts 'to meaning, . 
"that he does not know any thing in any way at all and is 
equivalent to saying: ~ 11 "he cannot feel or he 
. 
has no senses". It is also said that ..J~ is to perceive 
something through sensory organs (/, t..::.... ') which are the 
same as V\.Y. Therefore Allah cannot be described in 
. 
terms of ...J~. 
.' ~. 
" 
c Ilm : See I>. 
o-
J") ,&" *A.A 
.r 150. 
Basir: . ~ has two meanings;: 
i) 'Its origin is .A "seeing" which means accuracy in 
seeing, and it means to perceive that which can be seen 
09 
when it is present, and ~ is derived from the same 
meaning: seer. 
ii) ~ can also mean r h "knower". One says: ~;,0 
or A ~ oj" or ~  ~ AJ -' for mentioning ones 
knowledge or insight about a thing. 
. ,..;., 
,~ ,'-
" ~" 
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... 
Mustabsir: ~ is a knower of a thing after having wanted 
knowledge about that thing. Its form implies the want of 
..... ~t as rand ~are those who have a want for 
understanding and fnformation respectively. Therefore one 
can say: ~ M\ 0 ~ but one cannot use~for Allah • 
... 
And~~lis to want a thing clear in such a way as one 
sees an object with ones eyes and such clarity can pertain 
only to the things which become evident after being hidden. 
"', :.:~' '151. ,.:', ' 
Basr:, 
--.-
'" ,.;.. \ 
~ is 'the name for act of seelng. 
• CAyn :' ~' is the\instru.ment (t,ool)' for seeing and it 'is, the' 
pupi.~,of an~ye. Therefore bne, s~ys ;:: .~"  ~ ($» '. , 
..' . ".' .' ," "". - '" 
152. 
:1'On~' of his eyes is blind'''.;''and~me nev~rsays: 0...:>" ','" 
, ,,,,' ,',", ' ': 
. ",'C.~j:.l ~;~. ,.Sometime~·/I4:':isused for a healthy~:eye 
~e'tapho:r\i.c;a.'llY ,but ,it 6~hot"be ~ed fora blinq eye and 
• t~i~ shows','i:hat A' :~'i~\'o(th~.name f~r the act of seeing~;,'" 
An unambig~o~i; knowledge of'; s;~ething 'is als,Q named as'~ • 
.Ope says:: . ,',~ '~~ "Yo~ have'knowledgeof this" means' 
you know it as others see it. 
.... 
,-
'C -Ta lim: ~ ,~,s', to teach by means of speech or another~medium; 
therefore one can say: old \ -' o~ \.,;J \~ D ..... ~ \ ~ 
. ,- .. ... 
Talqin: 0;";(.';' .is to ..,teach u~ing speech only as a medium. One 
says: .~\ ~ . "He taught him the poem" ~nd so on.' " 
but one" cannot say: 4b\...S'\..9 oJ \.5J\ -' OJ~\ ,~ "He tau~ht 
. - ... -.' 
him connnerce, or carpentry or tailoring by way of ~"'''. 
There is another difference between the two that ~ re_fe~s 
to one occasion and ~ to more than one. Moreover ~ 
requires contact between teacher and taught whereas the 
-
same is not required by ~. Therefore one can say: 
... , '''' (-~ cCll 0 ~ "Indeed Allah teaches him" and not 
~\ ~\:.~, 
,:. .. 
, 
, " 
, '.-
153. 
Raskh: 
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r ~ -r;J, 
1:;..J is to know a thing by many arguments or to know it 
necessarily. The original sense of 'r;..J is to be firmly 
fixed to a root to which a thing is connected. Nevertheless, 
knowledge by means of some single indication cannot be 
regarded as ~~. 
c 11m: See A 
154. 
, 11:ham: " (~\ is a kind 'of knowledge thatb'~cotries ,clear in t~e" 
heart 'both in good or bad ways ~(suggesting) 'good thi~gs>to 
1_', • 
"do and bad things ,to leave. -: -. '<' 
Macri~ah Daruriyyah: ".. . ' >~...J~/~..r--- _ "necessary knowledge" ,,' 
155. 
,_. " 
is 'of four kinds:. ;:( i) that which conies from'observation,' 
",(ii) that which comes from experience". (iii) that which 
come~ from continuous reporting (by so~eone regarding 
something), and (iv) the,ba:;'.icprinciples of intelligenc;:e,. 
c- ' A Alim: See 
... -
Mutahaqqiq: --:~ is the seeker of the right meanings who 
· 0--- o ...... w -
continues hi~ ... s:arch, till its realisation. ();5 ,is on the 
\,; 
',-
,,-; .. 
", 
measure OfO~ whi~h is equiY9c.l,ent'to say: : ~~ ~t ... '. 
"seek knowledge" .... Therefor~ one cannot say:, ~ c:C.l\ U l ' 
It is said that, ~~is,,-alwaysyse<!.;after d6~ting a thing. 
For example one says: _ ~ \~r .. 'R:;'; "I ,realised what you 
~ '.- ,- . , -
,said" means one has understood a thing after doubting 'it . 
... 
156. r- -' (~ 
cAql : ~ is the basic knowledge which prevents one from doing 
... j.. 
wrong, and he whose restrainer is more powerful is ~\ . 
Some linguists hold that ~ is that which restrains its 
possessor from indulging in immoral things. One says: ~ 
~\ when one habbles a camel preventing it from moving. 
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Therefore Allah cannot be described in terms of ~ 
Some linguists say that ~ is to preserve e. g. one says: 
<../ \...J':> ~ when one preserves them. Labid b. 
Rablcah is reported to have said: / 
, , ~ 0 .. "" /0 
(t) ~U\S(.)A fj \~ ~ ~W~ut<fls\-, 
"Keep things even if you have not done so before because the 
person who keeps things prospers". According to Abu Hilal, 
if ~ means preservation, in this sense one can describe 
Allah as J'u... And ~,it ,is said, can also mean 
limiting or restricting a ,thing. And the mentalfa,culties 
~thatcontairihis item~ ,:~~:,kn6wledge are c~lled ~,s one" 
, ~ sayp,:.. ~:d,G.t \..a ~ ~ "Ret'ain -that· what is; ~aidt; you". ,_ 
,'i' oppo-s'i-:'e' ~f,·~.is ,,& ',,:a~d ?PPosi ~e'o~ . ,"t" 'I?~ '~' ~ .• t" ' 
,And d\JU.i~ ,ast~ing with whIch a camel is hobbled. Abu 
,Hil,at says·thci-t; t~e thi~g which' appealed to him ''in the va~i~ty 
of opiriio?s reg'arding th~ scope of '~was that J-u- is 
. ", the knowledge of vices and prevention from committing them. 
He further maintained 'that. this view seems :to be correct 
. : becalise .. it is t"suPPQrted 'by the .use of the word ""~(.~iural 
.: of a \1 .. ) 'for 1:ih~, people qf; heaven, bepause they' will h~ve' 
no temp-t at i:on , for vices and their resistance to doing wrong 
canhoi;be attributed to their (~. And if ~: is to 
be restricted (fro~ doing something) then Allah can.rlOt be 
te~ed ~ u. for Himself, and all the human beings will be 
subject. to His ,~, since He is that who forbids us from 
doing (certain things h On the other hand, human beings 
. can be termed as J: \.s..and'(}a \( in spite of their wrong 
doing~, and because of His omniscience Allah cannot be .' 
"calied J\S in this sense'.: M6r~over, we capJ1~tregard 
Allap. as J~(subject~f our ~ ) because we and ,our 
knowledge-:'~annot cover all of His' dimensions. 
c Ilm : See A 
--------- - , 
(1) Diwan LabId, p.177. 
',,,,. , 
J .;. 
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. G~ s-
157. U=,2_~~1 
Arb: ~..J' is abundance of ~. And the expression t '-;-'..J ~ ? 
is used for that bone which has a lot of flesh on it; and 
~ .. ~..J \ UP is a winning arrow which takes the biggest share. 
. - '" 
cAql : See ~ 
158. 
'c A. ~:. See Q 
Lubb:. .':~ ~ "Y;''is ~~re p~ri~'~Ula:r. de~~~ip1:ion pf a. person' than & " 
" w,hereas. u:u: .:,indi~ates't~at itsposse~sor enc<?mpasses, iteJJls 
\;f know?-edge.; 'The expression~~~\'~y,is' saidab~{{t"", 
159. 
c ' ~: 
,Nuhyu: 
160. 
, " -' ' , . 
its, p~!,is.t > form~ '"And, since All,ah, Cannot .be described';,as 
havingattrib,utes "that· vary, in puri ty ~ He cannot ~e 
described in terms of, , ~ .-:'. " . <.,' 
. It', 
'" '," -
9 Li ~ :;2SQ':; 
See 
p, . 
'if't. is the maximum degree in und~rstandirig. 
- ". plural of, dv-JJ:{. A person described in terms of 
.. -
It is a 
" ~ can 
be that who suc~essfully forms an opinion about something. 
~., , 
" , 
A pond is also k~own as ~ in which the flood-water falls; 
- .-
and ~ is that 'place where flood-water reaches, and its 
OJ.' J. plur~l 'is, G.!~'" The plural of (?' is ~ \ and s-t;-\ . 
\;? "is the stability of intellect. The expression ~ 
6~ ~ Y' is used when one stays there. 
cAql : See ~ 
161. 
Dhihn: c.J.e>; is to retain what has been learnt, and it is contrary 
to r' .s-~ "badness in, understanding". Allah cannot be 
described in terms of {j0;, as learning cannot be ascribed 
to Him. 
, ,~ .,.. =,,- ,.' 
~:"<::" 
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cAql : See A 
162. 
c Ilm: See /J. 
Fi tnah: ~ is awareness of meanings. Its opposite is ~ and 
~ &..J is a man who is without· 6..:,.1;. The word ~ ~ 
is similar to'~\1';, and one says: 6::-hU:>...J or ~~...J 
~Qr. an intelligent man. 'It can be said that ~ is the 
beginning of. understa:nd~rig .. of~ha~ 'is, not apparent . . Since 
~: b;.'·:is: k'novile4ge of som~tl1ing'that' is ~ot '.apparent, it , 
i '. :6~no~ ,b~s~i~:" ,~':'-; :s-\" I, ~~t '~_?:I.~h ~ "He came <to: 
, , " '. , .7 .~ ~.J ., ;):To:.:Y..U--. " 
know about hisexisterice ,?Ild that' the si<y"~a~upori him",. ". 
EyeryM-> is't:bu~'~';erY::~"f: i~ not;~ . 
163. ,. "',: ~'"., >- \(;, 
Dhaka I:' ,': ,.\(';., is'(:thep~;fecti(;>I10f,,·~1;:;One<'says: .J\S\~ 
when·iireds burning' fully;, ;r'j. ,'6'.;,~, ~h~n the sun is 
giving full' light;' arid ~ {~a full sacrifice. So,. ~,,~ 
has a fuller' meaning than. ~ 
Fitnah: See ~ 
164. 
... . 
f-:-
Hadhq: The basic meanil1gQf a..A!> is sharPness in cutting. 
." ." ;;, , '"', :-"r 
On,e says: 
0» ~P"'\-!henone cuts ,spmething. The expression '~ 
.. ',;.; ..".... ',-,c ".,. ' . , . _.' .. ,. ," • ,,;: • 
CJ 1;V1'~1 'me;;ms,th,at.the child has.read the Quran up' ~p, 
- " 
the la:st chapter' ~d is:remar~ably good in retaining it. ,'Every 
(;.> \P in some field is' one wHo has attained mastery over it 
and completed learning in that field. Since it cannot be said 
that Allah's acquisition of information has been completed, 
He cannot be described in terms of &~ . 
Fitnah: See A 
Kls: ~ is quickness in movement while doing something taking 
what is relevant and leaving what is irrelevant. r""" yj: is u-::: ( 
a boy who is quick to do precisely what he is told to and leaves 
what is unnecessary, The concept of ~does not pertain to 
branches of knowledge. 
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165. 
c-Alma i: '--' ~\ ~ is a shrewd man who can visualise consequences of 
matters at the first sight. 
'" 
Laudhaci: '-!;~ "light, sharp/skilful" is derived from .J\:J\V» 
166. 
"burning of fire" which means quickness in taking to 
something; so, Lf;~ is a quick witted person. 
Fifu~: See 
-
" '; Nafadh:The basic) meaningco~, ;\'1Ji~t~k~n from ~\..a,~iigoing',.: 
One sCiy,s:,' ,r.\,~ ,when ~n"arrow,p~I17tr~:~·sin~.,~?0~ting~, ". 
A manls called ,j.J ~ whenhl.s though1; attal.ns to,a:pomt " 
I. --
:that a stupid man'::;.t~o)lght, ca~mot attainto;:and ;..;\; is one ;" 
wli~ h~s gr~at awareness of things,ahdknows the ins and o~ts 
of matters. On ,the other hand, dis swiftness: ClI1d 
quickness of movement which can be an attribute ,of one' wh~se. 
. 
facult;i.es are not yet fully dev~loped, like a DOY; '·whereas ~GJ 
can only be a description 9f a superior and complete man.' 
, 167. 
Jaladah: The basic meaning of ~.::>~ is 0~\~})....p "hardness of 
the body". The skin is named as ~ because it is harder 
.., 
'. than flesh, and ice is called ~ because of its hardness, 
_.' \. .. . 
and a stout man who can face all hardships is also named 
" " ,,, ." ",.. ,," , " 
,as ~ and, ~." Tue expression 4j ~ 0) \..t;> or ~ ~_ 
, ~;; is used when one proves to be ~tronger than, ~i .... s 
opponent. The ;6iid. part ~f hand is also called ~ 
Fi tnah: See ~ 
Nafadh: See A 
168. 
-c Tabi ah: ~ is the innate or inherent disposition of a 
-' 
person on which he is based or created. 
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Qarihah: According to al-Mubarrad ~~ is that which comes from 
... 1... t 1 Th f W '" • ~ l.n a na. ura way. ere ore one says: ~ U.;A..JI 
... 0 -
.A --_. ~ 'I "So and so . ." d '7,'" \ ~~ has a good disposl.tl.on ,an one says: ~~ 
~ • t" 
C • .1;;:, \..0 to express "Demand, what you want" (i. e. demand what 
is in your soul). The root meaning of ~3 is purity, and 
1j~ ~~ is that water to which nothing has been added. The 
barren part of land and an 01d bare palm stripped of bark are 
called u l ...,..;, and an old horse which has completed its ,-
(normal) age is called l;.,..I G. According to Abu. Hilal 't;:J 
..;.' o~ . o~ 
and ~-" are not similar to the' above mentioned. 'V;.r" is 
. ......" o~ • o~ (1) 
a sore .or. ulcer in ~kl.n .and .c...!>: / l.S similar to 'Uf .. ·. 
'" 
,(i),'The plural ~f 'V5is V,~;; . Imru' al.,.Qays is ~alled. 'U~ f\.::') , 
~. . -" :, 
because~hEm he die:d' he' hadboiis on his skin·.'" ',' ' . 
169. 
c '-Al:lam: is on the mea~~re of U ~/',. a mea:sure for\ 
exaggeration., and means most -knowledgeable. 
,-
w" 
- J "., 
c Allamah : The word c:\.b jU. is the same' wo'rd as (~ ,but with the 
\ ~ ~\; "femi~ine" at its end as the word addi tion of J-\:; of 
~tP. has So- \: at its end. 
.... .., 
Therefore, d...,olU- is a knowledgeable 
person who can be equivalent to a group of learned people. 
.... .... '" 
Thus Allah can be described as (~ and not d...a~, as the 
w 
word ~~ implies a' comparison with a group of people. It 
.., 
is· also said that J. \,; . in 'a.,)U,. gives the meaning of ~ \:J , 
. but this notion was rejected ~y Ibn Duru~awayh, who argued 
that ~~\~ can be used about both good or bad and for praise 
- ~ ~ . 
or condemnation. As Allah said in the Qur' an: (!>:J \ c:U-W\ .3 
, "And the hour shall be most grievous and bitter, 
~ \ /46". And a poet says: 
(1) tYt.))\~ ~.;.:~~.) . ~JU,ul-'~q\ &6 
"For all living brothers, even if they live long, they have to 
face death with which their fingertips will turn pale". So, 
the word ~,..,.>, in this verse, means death. Had ~\..> been a 
word with praiseworthy connotation in particular, the poet 
would not have used it in such an unqualified way. In the 
" ~' 
same way some people consider ~ Q similar to ~ "beast" 
.. 
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" '" '" _ ,WI 
which is wrong, because ~~ pertains to 
0", 
.P, '..L 
, V .. , 
thus, it can be used only about that which can speak. ~.12.> \..) 
~ ~ ~ o~ ~ 
is derived from (Jb:> , (jD ~ , and (?, \::> , is tY GJ\ r ~ 
"nomen agentis", and its feminine is ~\..:». This feminine 
word is used for exaggeration for both sexes as is the case 
wi th ~-,!)l "the greatest reporter or traditionalist". Both 
~ ~ \~ and L h mean the equivalent of a group of people 
.... ... 
in their respective domains~ And the above mentioned is al-
Mubarrad's view point. 
,. 
(1) Diwan 'Labid, p.256. 
,'. i70 . 
. ,cIlm: ' See',.A 
., Fahm: ,:', r is to know the meaning ,of -speech .on hearing it, in 
:par:=icular.· One says: r' J-~'U.~ "S~ ~d so is ba,d 
of Uriderstanding" .when someone is slow to know the meaning.', 
.9f'whi~l.the, h~'a~s:.,_'Allah· cannot be described·in terms of "t 
siriqe ',He "knows :about everything as it is everlastingly. Some 
, . 
ling)list~ hold that, t ca~ only be .used about speech. For 
example one says: A.A 1)6 ~ "I understood his speech", and 
one never says: 4..!J ~ ~.; ~ ,. "I understood his going 
and coming" as one can use ~ "I knew" in such expressions. 
Abu Ahmad b. Abi Salmah says that f can be used about 
. both speech and .other than speech.e.g. ·o.J\.t.~"indication'" 
- fJ' .. J. -. "" . '., > • ' 
For example: c> \ ~ w? \ \.0 w1 ~ G.l; \..0 u...;zl"I understood 
" ,', ,,. . .', 
.. what ,you said C¥ld I understood what you indicat.ed or pointed 
171. 
out tO~~~'<'I~":Acc'O~ding to Abu Hilalthe cor:re,ct use of : 'f 
is about speech only, and its use with respect to an indication 
is me~aphorical because an indication can replace speech to 
convey some meaning. 
c Ilm : See A 
Fiqh: ~ is to know that which is meant by speech after 
.... 
thinking about it. Therefore ~ cannot be ascribed to 
.. ' Allah as ~ requires contemplation (as a pre-requisite). 
-, ' 
,',r 
'172 •. 
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J .. ; ..... One says addressing someone: .:r' ~ \." ~ demanding him to 
-. 
medi tate in order to understand. c:\..A...s> cannot be used 
except for the meanings of speech. Allah says: G >..) \£.:!, \} 
~~ u~ "They could hardly understand a word, ~\f78". 
As fa; as the verse: ~)\ ~ ~. ~3iJ ,.~ Lr- 0l:J 
~"And there is not a single thing but glorifies Him with 
His praise, but you do not understand their glorification, _ 
~\/~\ /44" is concerned, when Allah has used the word ~, 
which'is speech, He mentions ~ ,He also says: f Co~ 
"Soon will We apply Ourselves to you, 6\..R..)\/31" after saying: 
, (; \.z. c.! ~ (" ~_ "'vt"Every moment He is in .a stat~ of glory, 
,0\..r;>.;,.1\ /29" • Abu' Hilal' says: the knowledge of Islaniic law 
is named as .. ~b~cause' it is based on knowledge "of the 
speech of:Allah and speech of His prophet ( tradition) .. 
cAlim: (\so "knower" indicat!=s a (~"known'" since'(i-
~ ,is intransi ti ve • 
is 
,.>,,' •. ,' transitive. On the other hand, 
'cAlim: ~ is one who. knows a thing if it is there, to be known, 
as ~ means a person who hears a thing if it is there to 
be heard. e\....... always require .. a V~as (\s. a (".,l..». 
A man,. if not deaf, can be called V:-' just as, if he is 
not blind, he can be called ~ So, it can be concluded 
that all words like r:: \...,." v:' ~,~ , 
~ , ~.> \;" and ./» 'are descriptions and have distinct 
meanings from each other. Sometimes, in poetry,F- is 
used in ihe<sense of ( '-'- ,and v: is used in that of, 
t: \...,., . I~ this verse it is used in the sense 'of,~ ~ . 
(1) tI.:/' cJ.~; ~ if ~~ .. , ~\ ct~\ ~ 4:J ~ t 
"Is it from R1hanah that the caller whom I hear comes, who 
keeps me awcitke when my companions are taking rest?". 
(1) Diwan c Amr b. Macdikarib p.136. 
:"~ ,. 
173. 
S- .c aIIU : 
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A man can be described as (\$. about an object of 
hearing after he has finished hearing it, but he cannot be 
described as t \.... in these circumstances. 
c Alim: See A 
174. 
Isgha' : S. ~ ~ is seeking to apprehend that which is heard by 
inclining ,the hearing towards. it. , t-P ,~, is,::used when " 
one 'leans t~wa,!,dS something 'and ,~t~ ~whe~'on~':i?cli~~s':. 
something els'e.' Allah says: "~fl·/!·;4...vflThen·ind~'~d " .. : ' 
yo~~hearts, are' alreadY: inclined. (to this), r-?"/4f1 "Which,' 
means they are, bent' or in~lined: .. AD9. the 'exp~es'siori: ~~ .. ', 
u,jA; Ln i'y~tir inclinations towards s~ and S~fI: ~·s also·u~ed. " 
'~ is the apprehension of that which is heard '" ~d 
can be used for the instrument of hearing. 
'J •. ,~ -, 
175. 
to songs. It can also be an equivalent of 
~ is lik:. '" "4 .~ and means to seek to hear something. 
~. 
Samc : See A 
176. 
· " ., 
IdraJ<: ~' .... ..> ~ applies to specific things whereas (> do.es not. 
~I..J'>' deals with a thing from the point of view of its most 
So 
"1,' ( 
particular attribute or as a whole. ~'..J"> t can only be applied 
to an existing thing, and is one way among many ways of 
attaining knowledge. 
""f 
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c 11m: ~ can be applied to a non-e~isting thing. t- about 
177. 
what is not perceived cannot be as strong as r about what 
is perceived. For example one tends to forget what he has 
perceived long before whereas he never forgets what he 
perceives in present. 
w 
Yuhissu: Sensation (description of ~ ) is an attribute of 
some sense organ whereas .0!J.>lis not associated with any sense 
"'w ~ \.p is the name' of that sense,prgan by which' one organ: 
" " 'a"t:t'airls~perception of; aparti'c;ular thirig. There fore, .we hold 
that .the senses are four: hearing, seeing, smelling and' tasting . 
. ,' ·w.' ".~ '~ ~ .,,'. ,. ',,',.. ., . " . . 
One"cannot say: . '.\~ ~"0~ tqexpress thai.He . know's '." 
. ',j . . . '." . 
. drhears, si~~e, the use :of~he vep,b~ ... requires some agent 
. : 
Le. sense organ,which cannot be ascribed t6 Allah. In .the 
same way one i cann~t use r-!' 0!'~ about' All~ ,beci:lUs7 ,. r 
.pertaiil.s to the association between>'nose and the "object of, 
... . 
smellirig as u.!':> pertains to tongue and the object of 
tasting .. This ,is clear from their usages , fpp' example one 
says: "'t;.» ~ ..l..?~ f ~,; "I tried it but· did not 
find any taste". 
Yudriku:' ~,~~ ~ of heat and cold is not concerned with any 
" particular sense organ. Allah can be termed as ~~ ........ in the 
sense of (\s... He "perceives" tastes and smells, as He 
is the one Who devised them and made them clear (to people). 
178. 
Ihsas: About an idiotic person who is not aware ~f'anything, one. 
w ~ ~ 
says: ~ ~ ~ '. The linguists say that ...• ~~ 
... .J-
is equivalent to saying •... ~ ~ \ , meaning to know 
something with some sense. In the same sense the Qur'an has 
t· ~ ",,, "" • ~ \.. \~ \ ~ "S0 when they felt 
t ", II -. .. of. ._- _ .. 
Our punishm~nt, s.~lJ\/1211, and ~\.!' ~~c,...\~,,::..s-' 
used this verb: 
"And inquire respecting Yusuf and his brother, u.,....." /87", 
.. 
i.e. try to find them using your senses and feelings. 
'. 
""-' 
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Idr~: According to Abu Ahmad one can have t..::!J~, 1 of a thing 
. ' . 
without having trt->lof it. For example, one perceives 
" ( ~J~) a thing without ones sight, but pays no attention 
to it and does not know it; in such a case, one can say: OJ ' .. 
~ ~(. 
179. 
w' 
Hiss: ~ is the basis of knowledge. Allah says: 
-.-- " r-:' ., c., j. . 
..)I-U'r. .~ u»> I "But when (Jesus perceived unbelief 
. on their:part,UYU' /52" 'i.e. when he kneliT .t·hat for th~ " 
first time~·cTherefore.·one cannot say: -,p'~~uW~' 
~.··~'A man feels his own existeri~e" ~ . S~me'times f'": 
. is. cal~ed,0 ~r U'~~ ~etaphorically .as,· (s-.is; based on 
them.: U"'t.b'l and~!.,.>~ are': closely 'reia~ed'h~calise ~t.l;" '~" . 
takes' pl~ce through sensory orga1l:~. On the ~ther han~,' f' ..... 
pertains to. ~ "mind or heart" which cannot be,regarded;<'i' 
asa se~sory organ. f" " if it is not ~'"".)t, cannot be 
or:}ginate'd by· some sense organ. ~\p. is so-named· because 'of 
its (linguistic) origin and not because of its action,therefore,', 
''', referririgtO~ \£>, one never says: G.!,,::'·;', but one says: 
···_~o'o~ or'" . .,.!> , to express "I have eliminated them absolutely". 
In fact it means that when you have slaughtered them they 
have no sense left. 
c Ilm: See A 
180 . 
. Idrak: \...=£,l\..J';) ~ is to reach some preceding or foregoi~g thing. It 
never gives the meaning of finding something.' One' says: 
-a1 \Aj, W..,.l:> ~ but one never says: 4.'j \..:QJ \ ~./\. On the 
. / . 
other hand, one will say: ~,), UJ.J,,)\ "I reached the man" 
when that man has gone before him. The original meaning of 
~!..J,,) \ is the maturity or completion of a thing, as in the 
~ -... ~) 
expressions: ~- ~\..J..> ~ "the ripening of fruits", and 
( ~\ ~~..> ~ "the mat uri ty of a boy". The catching up with 
the person you are seeking is related to this, because he 
is the ~ of what you wish (i.e. the place where this is 
I 
I 
! 
,'l, 
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attained). Allah says: 
"The companions of Moses cried out: Most surely we are being 
overtaken, ,.\?' /61". ~..J> is a rope attached to another 
rope enabling it to reach the required place. It also 
means degree or grade because it is the point reached by the 
person to whom it is applied. Al-mutakallimun defined 1 .. :!.H.n '.. 
as that by which what is apprehended becomes evident. 
Wijdan: The original meaning ofU'-A?' is to find a lost thing, or 
to find something the place of which is not known. It is 
useC!.,as the .opposite of. 0'.J..,:.J, and on the' same measu,re, and' 
~, ,f • _ ;. '. -." ,. - • ~ '-"'. .. ~ .. '" 
whi~e searchi!lg . for s()me, lost~·thing. one says': .. "4J \iV! u~ . 
and' afterha~ingfound":i t':' "'\~'~ ;,0' .. ", Thesiwil'a:ri ty' b~twe~n 
.. the measures ,of' the, both vernal nouns i. ~'. U\)..~ and U'v.!>-" 
• c _- '-, ~ ttIJ ;" CIo" 
• -t'" "shows that 9..>.?-, is u~~d,h~re' c.ond~~ing :;0\4>:<'As f~r'as 
-:s'em<mtidex,tensio~ in t~~ ~~~rng a:f U\.>-?" is concerned, it 
is said:that' v..s:-has the 'meaning (~ta;:d its verbai ~6Un' 
is ';..Y.~. , In the verse':", " . ~ ';:' " '. 
" (1') ·'\p~r~~AS>\s' ~~Y~,\i0\2~,,': 
here' b~> meads :: ~ "I knew"'. - 'Nevertheless, a non-existetit 
.. ' , 
. 'hein~:can~ot 'lletermed' ;::?."J. int~e ' s~nse of 'known i, as thing. 
, < , .;" • , 
One cannot be' said t~ be ~\~ of something that is absent, 
even if one knows it in genera~; and this is even less possible 
in the case of something that is non-existent. Allah says: 
~ ~...' , 
, ~..J L,;V ~\ ~ ... "He ~hall find Allah Forgiving and 
Merciful, "~VIIO"i.e. he will know. It is said: 
.', - " . Y~~-'~_"TheywilLfind. it present" which implies that 
, .>,P. ~ 'is the knowledge of an ex~~ting' thing, and ~,.-' can 
only be .. appli~d t~. a p~rson who kno~s about ,th!'! being of a 
thing. 'This is something that' cause's' a thing to be called, 
by the name of that which is close to it and by which it is 
caused. 
Then an extension occurred in the meanings of ~~..:>l and 
()I~.> and one was used for the other metaphorically. For 
example one says: LS ~ ~.:/\ or ts ~ ~0.!>" to express: 
"I saw him"; (5..,.J.;J ~d..:>\ or (5,J..JJ- c:u.?U.A!>~ "I felt 
- -' .. ""'" -'" .. 
its volume" and so on. 
(I) This is a verse of Khudash b. Zuhayr, MuCjam Shawatid al-Nahw 
al-ShiCriyyah: Verse no.636. 
-, ' 
"', , 
", f· 
\:--
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181. 
Basirah : ~ is complete knowledge and information regarding 
something. Therefore one cannot express his knowledge of 
Allah as o~ since one cannot know completely about His 
greatness and authority. 
c ~: See IJ. 
182. . ... , 
... 
Dirayah: . According to Abu Bakr al-ZubayrI ~'J'> means ",-(' 
which is· ai1egati~n -of·absent-mindednes;~So~~ Arabists 
have be~n 'report~dto have belie~ed that ~ \~,) is derived 
.. ~f~om' tS~j; " (5,J~ , meaning, "to 'catch by' gilrle"', as a 
, poet says: is~~ ~ ~; <.> ..)JJ \) l J uQ,) 
~ - - ... - .... 
, "He attairts 'that which he does' 
not try to catch by stealth, and that which he tries'to 
" ~'.J~ does catch'~y stealth he misses". If come from this, 
:~~it is equivalent to saying that a man understands something 
by means of knowledge that actually (is intended) to 
produc.e understanding of something else; this is like 
of things on his part. In this sense~\.J'> cannot be 
ascribed to Allah. Abu cAli considers ~\.J':> an equivalent 
of ~ and holds.that it can be used for Allah and quotes 
a verse of a poet as evidence for this: 
(!)~..)W\ w:,\.> <.E ..J,)\ )l "'r )} 
"Neither: they nor I but you know'.'. This is correct because 
when one'is askedapout something he does not know, one 
will ~ay: ~j:j \. ~which is the eCll.li valent of t \ ~ . 
And instead of saying: <[J) \ 11 if one says ': ' f. t II it !will 
mean: I do not understand your question. In this respect 
~ L..> and t- can be considered similar, because ~\"..> is 
a knowledge of all the aspects of the known, and is a verbal 
noun on the measure of CJ\,j like 0.,.1\...\, ~ u:.. , ~\..u, 
.. J,. ~ .. 
D.:> Jl;" and '0..0 \..r&; and the names of various trades like 
'aJ, \d>- "tailoring" or 0-, La.,; "trade of fuller· or bleacher" 
and all such words cover all the aspects of the matter 
concerned, and this is the difference between {s and d...,\.J~ 
~"' , 
, '. \' , 
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c rlm : See 6 
(1) Lisan ( <.5.» ) 
ICtiqad: ~~~ is a name applied to a kind of action in whatever 
way its firm establishment is achieved. The basic meaning of 
.:> 01 is similar to knotting rope or a thread. The knower 
of a thing as it,· is, can. be termed p\~ W\ "the f,irm 
knot,ter'! of what he knows .. In the same waY'knowledge,6f.,: ,". 
somethiniiscal1~dc ~'''reterition''.I!vrry,'; (~.is ~ott ";'." " 
"n~cessarily a "~ "beli~ver" beci3-use':)~l is uSed' forts-· 
,', metaphorically. ' 
, , r,,; 
c 11m: 
184. 
Hifz: 
(\t. is that man whose ac~ing according to what he kn~'Ws'" 
for certain is valid; provided that he is actually able to 
do so. 
.';' '. 
~ is a knowledge of what is heard only, therefore, one 
• ~ ~ I-
never says: ~\ <! 1~.iUI ~ ~ pertains. to 
speech only and cannot be expressed regarding knowledg~ of 
what is observed. .JU..p- is also defined as a knowledge of 
something in successive stages or states, without any 
forgetting or ignorance intervening. Therefo~ memorisers of 
the Qur'an are named 
terms of Ji.0: 
.. 
1> li!>-. Allah cann9tbe . d~i3:cribed in 
""1' 
c Ilm: See A 
185. 
Dhikr: Although fi is a kind of knowledge, it is only so 
designated when it occurs after forgetfulness has occurred. 
A occurs mostly in the necessary sciences. A 
cannot be an attribute of Allah as He never forgets. 
According to CAli b. c lsa its opposite is ~ , and that of 
r is ~ . Both fi and c.J¥. of a thing can coexist 
, ,,', 
"."-< 
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simultaneously. 
c Ilm: See A 
186. 
, - I':" • is the passing of a concept through ~
. 
Dhikr: is the presence of a concept in ~ "self or 
mind" . 
<, ~. 
187. .~' 
.' .. :, 
", 
Tadhkfr:' -. Th¢, expression' . ' ~.1\ ... ,~"'-}-~ .:./:.:> implies that, on~knew it 
before 'arid forgot ~t ,and pow he is again' bringing .it 
back to' hi~ memory beca~e of,certa~:n reason:~; a,ndriow 
'thii:remembefing ,is' iike 'a f;esh 'knowl~dge' (of something) 
'after fo~get"):ing i~,~ "C\;!': . • •... ' , 
Ta~bil1:':',.)~~ can be~aking so~e6neaw~re of something he did 
not know' cit' all.Fore*~mple.Allah calls atten·d.on: to 
188. 
Himself py, earthquakes orthunderbolt~ to make those understand 
who do not know Him. 
• 
Khabar: 7." 'is the knowiedge of substance and req,lity of 
. 
, things, therefore, /- is more comprehensive than 
According to Abu Ahmad b. Abi 'Salmah: the. wgrd.-/.l;' is 
not used,,'because ;;!> is like 2;) or ' (YWhiC~ are 
" intransi ti ve. This is wrong, because it is transi ti ve 
meaning to know the truth of.a thing, or to know it 
\1 . thoroughly, so that 
..r. and ..r.::?' can be used like ~ 
and J..-h . It has come, by reason of its common use, to 
refer (exclusively) to the knowledge of the substance and 
reality of things. Ka~ al-Ashqari says: 
-,/~~~)il~,-?j)~ . ...r.\i>~ .. /\..iLY't, .... ~ lo> 
c 
"Oh AmI', every man who came to us from your lands whether 
we ll-informed or ignorant, condemned you". 
c Ilm : See A 
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189. 
Yuhsinu: The verb ~ is metaphorically used in place of ~. 
·19Q. 
Its real meaning is doing something well. When ~. gives 
the meaning of ~ i t: V"~ "verbal noun" is never used. 
For example one says: ~ t:.ri\ ~ 6 ~ which means that 
so and so producffi it well without any pause or hesitation. 
~ ~,J . can be llsed only . a:b out existing <;>bj.ects·.: . .In 
,"":-- J.' '-.. .,,'," . ~ ... ',' :'" ',' '~J:'-
. every .... ~>..J."act of percei,ving", if ,not accomR~ied by 
• , <::i • ~., 
certain conditions making seeing impossible, the object of 
perceptiohis necessarily knoWn. Every ~ ~..J has as its' 
'object a finite' thing or somet~ingexisting i'nthe finite, 
just like every perception by' mean's or·touchin~(~. Thewc;>rd. 
~~.J can have three meanings: (the. fir~t two are 'metaphoric.al) . 
(i) It means rs-' as Allah says:'. \~.; 0 ~ -' "And We see it 
nigh, 't:I..J bJ1 /7" which means that We know that ~~I is near. 
. w • . • 
(ii) It means, <.:I "assumption or supposition". Alla~ says: 
~ .... 
\~ (; ~.r... (~ "Surely they. think it to be far off, 
'0.J6.J.\ /7". Here U~/.... cannot give the ;m~aning of knowledge 
because it is not possible to say that people know it,as 
being far away and it (~~') is near in Allah's knowledg;e,. 
(iii). The actual meaning of . ~~.J is ~,,~~.J. "to see 
a th~ng with on'es eyes". 
c Ilm:, f can be used about both existing and non-existent .. ' 
objects. 
191. 
Al-cAlimBiAl-Shay' : 
means a person who knows a thing from one of its angles or 
aspects. And dJ, b t inf is ~ot possible without 
observation of the thing concerned. 
\ , 
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AI-Muhit Bi AI-Shay': The original sense of ~ is a thing 
which surrounds something, e.g. an encircling wall which 
prevents anything from coming in or going out. 
used for tv.. and /...» met~phorically. Allah 
~ can be 
says: 0'6, 
'\,toI . . ~ t~ ~ , "And Allah encompasses all things, 
"WI /126", which may mean that all things under His control 
are as something in the possession of a person who can change 
and alter them, or may mean that Allah knows all things from 
,each and eVtfry aspect. Allah ,says: ,,0 .... ~ P ~\» 
"\}.'- , "Indeed He enco~passes all thirigsin (His) 
kn,;wledge,' GjlhJ, ;i2" :whi'ch means He knows them from all 
. asp~cts'~, If 'i~ ~a:id in ,th~ 'Quf", an :','~..--J', ~. b~' il'He etic~inpasses': 
~ (-" '. 
what is w·i t~ them, "v.' /28'" which can be interpreted as, His: "" 
• "\. - I- t,/" I I ~ ,,' " I-
, ,knowl~dgE! andniight. As far a~the ,verSe: ,.~.~, ~\.t>\~ ".~ 
" 1,92. 
,"Ab:ah' has, ',s~elY 'enbdmpa~sed,them,' ~\, /21'" is concerned,' 
it means: He has them u:nder His control for. you, :through your 
_ • " f , 
. taking Him as ~ourruler. Anq, the verse: ,t!;' ~,l\~,~ ~\." 
'"iiAnd'Allahencompas,ses the unbeliev~'rs ',o.r.\ /19·II "means that 
they will not:escCipe Him, and this is a severe threat of their 
\." ,. .y' 
being subjugated. (tro~ th~'Qur'~nic usages of the word 
~ ), it is clear that it has two meanings: knowledge, and 
power. The verses mentioned at the beginning and the end can 
be interpreted according to both meanings. 
~ 1, 
Allah A clam Bi Dhatih'i: One can understand: o.j \~, f,' ,.:vJ\ 
'ambiguously as: ~'''; ,t'",.tJ\ "Allah 'very well knows His 
• - .t, 
person" . 
.. \ 
Allah A Clam Li Dhatih'i: There is no ambiguity in saying ~ r' c:\::JI 
6; \.:.J Therefore to avoid this confusion one says: ~l ~ 
cC \~ and one never says: ~'» dJ\~ because it can amount 
to giving the sense: ~ ~ ~ ~ \ "He is a God because of 
His creating Himself" i.e. He is a God of His own creation. 
But one can say: ~ \..» . ..).:> \; ~ and ~'.:J .... .:> \; ~ because 
..,.)J\; does not become transitive'with the preposition ~~ 
and it requires the preposition cf> to become transitive. 
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.... 
193. 
TabyIn: ~ is knowledge of something only after dubiety. 
.... " "" 1- 'Uf' -. 
Therefore one cannot say: ($.Y 50~\ U\ ~ , 
"I established that the sky wa~ above me" as one c:~: ~ 
();; Moreover Allah cannot be called '" ... ,,~, ~ ... , . 
,cIlm: ~ is to establish a firm belief regarding something as 
,194. ' 
it is, whether this occurs after dubiety or not . 
.. " 
. 
.... 
MashUr: .. ~.? is something kno~among alar,~enumber;of;people::: 
'. .. , 
,'MaCro.f:G.>~ can ,be' a thing,known even t~' o~ly:6ne p~:rson'J, 
, ,: .' 
, Therefore one says: ,.J.>,j~ :~'-,...?"" ~ "This, "is known to " 
"Zaid" and ~. '~;'..£s J~ \ft>c "This is' '~~~onlY known among 
.' II ~l' , , 
people. . ' 
.. 
'., "'~" -'. 'ti->'~ 
---:.' ~\--------,-~;;""""--' ,.: 
. "" 
.. 
" '>, 
, ' 
; 1', 
:- , 
Shahadah: O>~ is the knowle~ge of the existent 9nly~ 
196. 
is more particular than ~ because it is a direct knowledge' 
of the being of an existing object. The opposite of.,..u:, ~ ", 
" ' 
is ~ ~ , that which is perceived by the senses and ·is·known 
necessarily is called ...J...00, and that which is known bym~a:rls 
of something else, i. e. an indication, is called ~ ~ "like 
life ~d power. (~, "the Eternal" is called ,(5) ~,.;.U!>~ 
"the observ~r. of every secret" since He knows all being by 
. ~:' . 
His essential nature. 
"->'~,: 
is knowledge of 'exi:;;t'ing or non-existing things. 
Shahid: See 
'Mushahid: ~~ is a perceiver of something with his eyes. 
According to some linguists a listener can be a .)Jt> ~. 
Therefore Allah cannot be termed as .)J> ~ because it requires 
sense perception whereas .)Jt> t.:. does not require sense perception. 
-" t",' 
I 
., 
" "",\ 
'."10, 
, , 
, .... ::J: 
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197. 
Hadir: /~ "presence" never requires knowledge of ..J~ "the 
thing at which someone is present" as one says: 6.,ll ~ 
and one never says: L:..>..,).' o~ or ~..rl' c..}J-. But the 
word ..J W 1 means anger or annoyance, and this can' be verified 
from the verse: ~;al\ ~ ~t;;J, (~ ~ w; "Then on the 
day of resurrection he shall be of those who are brought up, 
~J/61". 
shiihid: ,s-~.).00 must ha:v~ knowledge of that thing. In legal 
•• , • - c -.' " 1;,<,\ 
" m"!-tters, '&.>~is ,not validunle~s'cm~"has the ~nowJ,.edge of that, 
abo~t '~hich' bnegi ves wiine~;~.rile b~~tt s~.ns~ 'OfO';~ i's ":' .~ 
~'~..J', and onesa~s:""~' U,.AA>Gwh,en he sees it: ,And' 
198. 
'~ '''hon~Y''is named ~~:~ when it: is, '~eeii 'in ' i~{ place. 
pome 'linguists hold that o.>\A?originallyis '~, pe:r'ception cii' 
something through, seeing~r hearing; So, o.>~ ,,!-~way~' '. 
r~quires knowledge of the percei v~d (' J?).' ., 
,".j.:. 
Hakim:' ,rtf, has three meanings: 
i) It can mean is-, as B~ is used in sense of ~~, 
and t::::in sense of ~ -
ii) It can meanf ' when Allah is described in, terms of 
~ in this way, "is is an attribute referring to His 
actions as is in the Qur'an: ~ -(\,'(¥ c,A ~ . 
"Therein every wise affair is made distinct, U\!>.-O\/4" and, 
iii) t!f, can als~ mean: .Jy'1, r ~\ (- \.>J \ ,"the knower of 
the basis of matters", and this is 'more particular than '~u. 
When Allah is described in terms of" ~ in. this w~Y, f- ' 
is an-attribute of His essential nature. 
ci\lim: See A 
199. 
...J t;> t is giving of information whether previously known 
or not. Allah cannot be a ~ of the knowledge that He 
causes to exist in the heart. 
. '.', , \ 
, 
" , 
.. " .\;,' -
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c -I lam: (" ~ ~ is the giving of information regarding something to 
. 200. 
make it known, and it is effected by putting knowledge in the 
heart; Allah teaches us what we require to learn. (u.s. ~ can 
mean more or less the same as ';VJ)...> • 
.. 
Taqlid: ~ is acceptance of something, without proof, from a 
201. 
person whom one does not think wrong in his belief. Even if 
the a'cquired belief is right:, ' it is. not termed knowledge, as 
it iss~mething th~t depends', on' that person:. j.:..:i';'} , is derived, " 
f;~m' '6.j~~'-<0..J;"I entrusted ~irri'witha d~~o~-:i4:"he •. L _ ' .. , 
,- \ • , <. ~ .' " ," < ,- • 
made it adhere fohim as ,a: necklace sticks 'to: the"neck~' It is 
'also 'said;; ii~j" ~-, >h~ecauseG.,t, is, like o'.?'~. The 
l. • '. ",_ 
Arabs s ':iY,: ~ (~.1J '/)" ~:,~r ' ~i i k~ ii:,J,..o:, i. e" th~~: 
mat't~r isi{;curilbent 'UPOhYOU arid closely a:ssoc~ated' w~th you 
. like a n~cklace. The same is said by AIJ-ah:'ot.../'ti>U \ Y.J' 
.. " '.'.J. '.' ," ,s. 
.. ~ '! 0./ \.b "And We have made every man'.s <;ictions 
to cling to hi~:;" neck", ,.y ~1/13'! ,i. e. every bad and good 
, .. .,. . " " 
acti<;mwill' cling to ,its doer./\lzJ\ means action. One. says: 
\§ ~ <J..J \b m~ans I ~eceived from you such and such. 
One says: ~ ~ ~ Uu...? ~~ ~ u;i; "t made so and.s() follow 
- -my~" and ~», i.e. I made him incur sin if there was 
'any in them, and I made them adhere to him as a necklace is 
made to adhere to his neck. ~ cannotb~ regarded as right 
in itself, otherwise discrimination between true and false 
would be impossible. 
~ is firm belief regarding something as it is . 
. ... 
Taqlld: See A 
,-
Tanhit: ~ is a firm belief on which one relies without weighing 
it against others or imagining that it might be contradictory 
to his beliefs (in general). 
-The difference between them is that in ~ one follows 
some other and in ~ one follows none. 
/,' 
'",-
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202. 
Sahw: ~ is applied to that which has never existed. One 
says: 0 ll,..aJ\ cj .;I~\ <.J.s. w~ "I forgot prostration 
in the prayers". It means that ~ "omission" instead of 
,.,r. took place, and ~ and ~ ••'~"''''''what is omitted" 
follow one another. 
Nisyan: 0\......,...J is applied only to that which has existed. One says: 
.. 
.... .. \ .. \ ~/ \..b ,- I. uU "I forgot that which I knew". There is 
... 
another difference between them that 6 ~ is the forgetting 
-',.... , 
of what~ne was 'remembering earlier~'(o~~" . forgets that which. ..' 
,. l r . , 
was in his' memory); "~h~r-eas . ~" jnay ,0; .Inp.y:' no~ pe rtairr' td.· 
., ,< '~f' ,1 L' " ~ ~ -' I ~ 1~ . 
memory because i t,rs the concea"lment ,pf an idea by that by.' ,," . 
,"which percep:tion of" that idea is prevented. More9ver, G W 
:, • - ," "<" ' , , ~ , , '" 
implies that one who h,:i's, forgot,ten a, thing can ~erriember: it 
at spme other time. 
203. 
'Sahw: i See A 
Ghaflah: ,'A1.4.l applies to some existing thing. For exampJ-e one 
204. 
'" . 
says: 6\{ @ Joocj--:,J\ \j.bU-c-~ "I took. no accOlmt 
of it until it happened", and one cannot say: 
... 6 \{ if because ~ implies the non-existence" of' 
the thing whereas ~ is ones unattentiveness despite its 
presence. There is another difference between the two that 
" . _.r ~ can be used about others' actions; one says: ,~\-': ~ 
U)k, ~ 6\{ V'-'''I was not aware of wha"!= so and so did", 
but ~ cannot be used ab,out actions of others. 
--t.;J J ~ -' s-\j t 
Ighma' : ~ 0: ~ is ~ caused only by a disease. 
Sahw: See A 
Nawm: r>J is ~ that occurs in association with the languor 
of the sleeping person. 
," , 
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205. 
... 
tt ~ [tP"., ] .)~ 
... ... 
Tasawwur: .)~ can only be used about what is perceivable. 
It is as if when the perceiver perceives what can be 
perceived, it forms a picture of itself. This notion can 
be borne out by the fact that unperceivable attributes like 
knowledge and power cannot be imagined . 
... 
-
.. 
Tamaththul: ~- is like J;,a.J except that .J~ is more 
, Zann: 
comprehensive. c.', ~.j} ,-. ,"'.:' One says: ,u-- ""-",.Y-' 
-
"I imagined a 
'" 
thing", which is equivalent to saying: CY' 70 p.i) \. 
d;;,.JY",~ t "I~ am like' a per.§;on who has seen a picture of 
..... ,' ...... ~ . 
it";, and one says: fo<"p'~, which means: (y,4J p. c.P. " 
.... s. ., -.." .' ;. . , 
cJu:,.: A,I "I ,am like ,a 'person who has seen something. 
similar to it"; 
(j)?' 'is', an action, oftne ~.: 'caused'by "certain . , , , 
indications or sigI1.s; it is ones leaning or inclination towards 
one of tWd,possi,bilities. When one is overcome by these 
',indicati6ns',he'tends to think as suggested by, them, 'an<i such 
"'a ~t~te is known as'" " (pJl 6·:.j~"'i'C;;<can' be'used'about 
'.:. 
, what is, perceivable arid,wh'tt is unpercei vable. 
'Sol .. 
206. 
.J
'" 1\ J Tasawwur: y- of a thing is possible only when there is a 
prior knowledge of that thing. 
... .. 
Tawahhum: ' : r,>' of a thing does not pertain to prior knowledge of 
one 'lingui,st holds that "r;i' w 
.. 
;;,f which precludes knowiedge. 
.. . 
is li~eU.,;.p because it can 
it because it has to do with 
be expressed both about what is perceivable and what is' 
unperceivable. For example, someone whose truthfulness you do 
not know tells you about something that does not make the 
intellect doubtful, so that its existence can be imagined. 
When you know that he is truthful, you acquire ~ ~f what 
he has told you abo::t:. and cease to have merely r.,J . 
Another says that r"" is the considering possible of what 
is not contrary to what is possible or necessary. But one 
""' -cannot have rn) regarding a thing which is impossible e.g. 
one cannot imagine a thing moving and stationary at the same time. 
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207. 
... , 
Shakk: . ..s\~ ~ is a (mental) state in which both possibilities have 
an equal likelihood of being true. And the person doubting 
may consider the likelihood of what he doubts to lie in 
either direction, because there is no proof or indication of 
either whereas in (jP' there are certain indications in 
favour of one of the two possibilities. And ~ and ~ \.i. 
~ ~II while the 
. .' 
inserting·itinto it., It also means the union of two things 
.... , 
",' in ones ·mind.It .can:i?~·"saicl. tnat(jh·is ,·the power of <a '" 
'; :c~:mcept in': one~ " ~" ~i th6Jit ' attainment 'of a' ciefi~ite, . 
- 0'" '. ' ';"~""",'\ . ~ ". ~', • • • ,.,. _, r' .,-
,. " 'c,e:rtainty, and\=.r~'Z ',. is' a positiotL'betwe~n. twcvcont:r.adictory 
, c~ncept(~ without'considering 'one of :the~o' more forceful.' 
. ' 
Zann:: is "to consi~der' o~e of t~,? 'poss'ibili'ties more probable. 
~" " 
~,~ '. . (:.r'J·U~, 
" " __ --'-~~.c:.......,....--"'~, ... ..,....---
, 1 ~, 
.' 
208:'. 
'" , '."" j,"" • Hisbari:"jj,~like . c)~ , U~is 'not' a belief. For example one 
'.' . ~. .~ ~ . ~ 
says:u\,; :O'~; U'~\ "I expe~t that Zayd'is 
. , ., ~" '" ,~J. _ ... ' .. 
dead" and one cannot say:' W 1:0 » I~..J u ',~ , "I believe 
thatZayd is dead" when one knows that Zayd is not dead. 
AccordiJfg to Abu Hilal al-cAskari 0~ is from LJ\.......P 
there·fore one says: u lA. » (foJ ~ ~i '''1 expe~t him 
'in my calc:Ulation to be dead" as one says: ~t;~' o»i 
Zann: 
209. 
, , 
"I count him to be dead or among the dead". Then because' , 
of abundant'use ,,'and' ~emanticexten!3ion 6~ can tob,e 
us~d fori, :~b 
Some linguists hold that is a kind of belief in 
something. 
.. .., , 
Irtiyi3b: ~~.Jt is a l.:!..l..; but with suspicion. For example one 
says: )2.l'cl r~\~~G~ "I doubt if it will rain today" 
and one cannot say: U~ ~L~ Q \ "I doubt so and so" 
unless this doubt is accompanied by suspicion. 
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Shakk: See A. 
- -210. ~J ~ ~ .... ' 
-
Tuhmah: ~ is something unpleasant either thought or said 
about a person. For example one says: "J U~~~-' 
"Suspicion fell on so and so" when something unpleasant is 
... 
. -
_ , ."ftl· '" mentioned about him. One also says: u--- ~ ~ I> I suspected 
- -him in,my heart" when one thinks about someone like that without' 
... 
, saying so out loud. r is a person about whom ~ is both 
, ,thought and expressed whereas,a \-U~ is a person ab.out whom 
j - _ - ,~ • " _, ..... ~. • ~ ;,' w 
" " it' is~thought 'only. ,Every ~/ is , ,rw~ereas ,every e. 
mayor may. not be a G.,...? 
.... 
. Raybah: A,~j, 'is.someth~ng unpleasant, thought about a p"erson," 
which caUses his goodness tobe doUbted. ' 
,,' 
211. 
Imtira': '~'/l is the, voicing of difficult doubts (without solving 
th~'rri). ~ ..r": and ~Yl ' because of frequent use of this 
OJ • 
root came to be used for ~. It is derived from U~ 
which means to take milk from the udder and the verb from it 
, , oJII '". 
is (5/, ($/_. ol",A .. , ol..A~ and h~ are used for the 
bringing forth of ones views in discussion. 
Shakk: See A 
212. 
Za,m: 
J$.~-'; '~' '!J ;If 
It is possible that the reality can be other than what 
00; thinks and U? is not established. It is said that 
~ •. b • ~ • cr is used in the Qur' an in the sense of , Allah 
, .,.,. i,J 
says: U.;P~ J}~ (' 6~ "And they do but conjecture, 
oX I /78", and this view is based upon the apparent meaning 
of the verse. 
~ establishes (~ . 
;,,; 
213. 
Jahl: 
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()0~ considers himself to know and thinks anything against 
his opinion or belief to be wrong even if he is not satisfied 
or confident about his beliefs. But this is not the case 
oJ 
with bU,' . 
,Zann: See A 
214. 
,TakhaYiul'~"\ It,;is said that, ~'''is .J:;.aJ"imagin,~t'ion,t'of a thing 
regarding:one particul?X' attripute of J t "imdthus <,if' is not 
estaDliShed.JV'~~d·; (jJ ',like' ~. and Cfc' ,. 
preclude 'knowledge. ; ;" , , :.' 
. . " , . '~ 
Ta~saw'u;:' ·,~.i~.is &.' And & never p~rsist's in one state' 
"' ,-,,,-
and if it is established'in one state it cea?~s to b,~ '.~ '. 
215 •. 
.... 
. ... ' , 
Taqlid: Even if th~ .~. thinks well bf -the ~ because of 
'" 
Zann: 
what he knows of him, he may stiil .think ( ~ ) that things 
are otherwise than he has accepted them as being. One who 
believes that the one whose handed-down beliefs he accepts 
cannot be wrong cannot suppose that things can be other than 
as regarded according to these beliefs, and thus cannot be , 
a Q U; • Similarly, th~ kvrho firmly holo.s that things 
are as the person from' whom he accepted his beliefs ~e,lieves 
is distinct· from' a (; U; '; he is like the first, perso~ to 
arrive a:t'the'belief 'that so~ethingis in a 'pa'rt1:cular state: 
where there is no more likelihood that it is >thus than in 
another state. 
':'J,; ~ involves judgement when there are correct indications 
.., . 
to support it, and a U lb is unable to attain knowledge for 
if he attains knowledge he will no longer exercise judgement. 
~ is not held upon one person's information, when this is 
w • 
against analogy, or in the presence of a crU "some written 
w • 
authori ty", (because in presence of a cJa.J ' there will be 
no scope left for ~. ). 
" . 
~', 
. ',,~ .' 
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216. 
Jahl: See A 
~umq: G1' is ignorance about normal matters. The Arabs say: 
J. 
C.1) ~;> L.>--" c;r I ,and:;j.,) was a woman who after 
giving birth thought she had excreted. So the Arabs called 
her stupid because of her ignorance of the normal procedure 
(20), _~ ... ' ,'" _.1,,::?,J. 
of birth. Similarly, the Arabs say: '~...l!><.5...c> "o..J~ <YLT' 
This refers to a woman who was seduced by a man and said: 
!'You shall not marry me without a bride price". He said: 
"Your bride price is one of your anklets"., She was satisfied 
wi ththis, and the Arabs cailed h'er stupi~ because of her 
'~griorance of tlre .normal practices concerned ~i th brid~ p~ic~s.' 
The original JIie,aning of ' Y' is, weakness. For e~aniple 
, " .,"" J.' 
vegetable~ are called s-~and a 'man is if I when he is weak •. 
It is then transferred to refer to one who is intelle6~ually 
;,'tiI, 
." ·weak. .' ",'~ 
(1) Jamharat al-Amthal, 1:389. 
(2) Ibid 1:390. 
21'7 •. 
. ~amaqah: See A 
-c Ruqa ah: According to al-Jahiz ~t;~ is 01" of a highly placed 
person in the social order. A stupid leader or a stupid 
-
rich man is described as ~~ 
218. 
Ahmaq: See A 
~I ~ CT u is one who is irresolute and quick to weep. a.., ~ is 
(l)-.~· /_~ ... " .. l-
S- \l.l The proverb says:J. ~~ if<:f?'vP ~ ~ I,; \ 
Some linguists hold that (;I ~ is an' ill-mannered person 
I- J. 
whereas Ibn al-Anbari says that iJ ~ is used after (;...? I in 
. ~ ~ 
the same way as one says: 6~ ut.::..kJ. and B-t; elt . 
(1) Jamharat al-Amthal, 1:106. 
: .~, 
,'I', 
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Chapter V 
219. 
~ayat: '0 ~ . is that by which a multi tude of things become like 
a single thing, by virtue of its being possible to ascribe 
I-
certain characteristics to it. cv \:.........!> \; Allah says: , __ 
. )-
(..>C> ..J .\J \ "and therewith (rain) We give life 
to earth after its death, .>\.JJl /9", which means We made 
the earth like a living entity as regards the deriving of 
'" ' benefi t, from.i t. Allah's description as if, "living" is 
, derived, f:(ioU;' '''O'~'' "life" implicativ~iy' and riot from the 
literal concept o'f' 't, \2>' '; si~ilarly His .description as 
',' .:>.P ~:'iexis1:ing" is derived from':JJl:~. "'exis,terice'~ 
,J .' ., • • "-' , -, 
:;~mpli6ati:~eiy." The r,eason'is that eviden~e :sho;;s that a 
living, being which becomes so after not havi:ng been living 
. ~. .' . 
'becomes so by virtue' of '0 l:? ' whereas He who has been l~ ving 
continuously is living by virtue of Himself. 
Nama': " $o\-' is the spontat;leous and continuous growth of a thing 
';'without any external addition. Plants grow ( ~-) and 
increase but are not alive, and Allah is alive ( LJ> ) but 
220. 
does not grow~ s-u. cannot be used about the wealth of a 
person which has grown as a result of his receiving an 
inheri tance or a gift; and one cannot say: ()j L. t;» since 
~ can be used regarding only that which has the quality 
of intrinsic growth. One can use U- about cattle as 
they grow by begetting their own offspring. ~\S is used 
metaphorically about silver and ,gold. Trees and plants are 
called (\~ because they increase each day until they reach 
their final perfect shape. 
b\Y.?" 
.... 
Hayy: See 
or--
~aywan: Ul~ is a living organism belonging to a genus; the 
"" word can be either singular or plural. Allah says: <.) \ ~ 
0' ~ \ ~ ofi'..J Wl "And as for the next abode, 
that mos~ su~ly is the life, CPI/64 11 • Some linguists 
221. 
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think that U Ixf>' means s. W "persistence" which means that 
life hereafter will be a permanent life. Allah cannot be 
described as U\~ since He has no genus. 
Hayat: See A 
c - -Aysh: cr-:::- is the name of the basis of life e. g. eating, 
,. 
,222. 
drinking. This notion is testified to by the usage:~:~ 
\~G..o 6 ~ "The livelihood of so and so is based on 
-,.." 
such,and such" ,meaning 'the s,ubstanceshe" eats and drinks' 
whic~ ar~theme~s of prolonging his life.' ~ , ' , 
c<;mverselY,does not in any waydep~rid.'up0n· :o~" 
, '. 
" ", Ii ~;)', '~> ~ G, 
Hayat: o ~ is one qf the ,properties of body. 
, Ruh: 
223. 
'U ~~ and ~ .• :.J ~'wind" are deri ved f~om" the same root; 
therefore 'f]. "to inspire" is used conc~rning t;~,J'.' 
JibrIl and th~ Qur' an are cailed 'U~..J :becausehumanity , 
benefits from them in their religious affairs as they benefit 
from their 'U -,,J ."V-'J is one of the necessary associates 
of '0 ~ , and is a fine body related 'to wind. It is also 
held that "U-'.J i:;; a fine, sentient body. According to the 
,doctors 'l/ -'J is located in the chest, between the heart and 
the diaphragm. Some 'hold that it is spread throughout the 
body. 
'j' - :-1'- ' . V ? ~ ~ 7J -'..J, -' L:.);' ( " 
• , 
-cAli c- - ~''; Dhat: According to b. Isa ,.~ , ~ and are 
similar words but there are some differences between them. 
~ -~ means :J~ "intended". Every 'i~ is a u\; ; and 
every w)~ is a ,.t? ; nevertheless the word u)j can be 
a first part of an idafah construction whereas ~~ cannot, 
e.g. 0W~' wi':' or' JD~' ~,; are used to est~lish 
specific indications. ~ can be used in speaking about 
, .s" '.. ... .,c'P .:-something known to someone. For example: ~- (I ~ 
~u meaning: "I have come to know that", whereas 
~I.) can~ot be used in this context. 
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'Ruh: See A 
Muhjah: ~ is the pure blood of a man which, when it leaves 
a body, 'V~.) also leaves it. According to aI-KhalIl this 
is the blood of the heart. The Arabs say: ~ ~~ ~1o...J <.fs- "Their heart's blood flowed on C~ spears" . 
. Nafs: ~ is a homonym which can be applied to both V-,.) and 
,', 
~\; ; the word can also be used for emphasis. One says: 
~ ~p "His 'U-'.) left his body"; and one says: ~ ',,~ 
~ .t ) "Zayd came to me llims~lf"; ~ (pI. 
, " ' '. $ (f'GJA) also, me~ns water, Ja:r'Ir says: 
(1) 'tll)J I ;'~~j;1 &: if~\' \.e2. ¥ ~ c.?~'cjb; 
, ' "She was hungry but she, gave her sons drink again and again 
"from pure c,?ld w~ter" ~ , .~ is also ,a handful of tanner's 
,,:,stai~. ~,. is '~~S0,~mpIOyed in the s~n:?e'o'fGI ~ 'when one 
thing is specifically indicated by it. Theexpre,?sion: YD' 
\»~~ d .. ,':'~ indicates someone'spai-ticular 
characteristic. 
(1), DiwanJar'ir,' p,,7'7, 
224. 
. r:; ~ is the destruction of a living structure; usually 
it is so-called when committed by a human being. Some 
linguists hold that ~ is the killing of movement; and 
~ ~ C is a camel which is ,unable to move be,cause 
of 'excessive fatigue. 
Mawt: W>" is an accident charact~ristically opposea to '0 ~ ; 
and it can occur only from the action of Allah. C yo negates 
-G 0 .. , keeping the bodily constitution intact, whereas in 
~ the destruction of the bodily constitution is inevi tabl'e. 
~ means ~~ except that it indicates its circumstances. 
A person who confines someone (in a place) till death is said 
to have killed him, but he cannot really be called his e,}- t;' 
"killer", since he has not destroyed his bodily structure. 
The word ~~ is metaphorically used in many expressions e.g. 
0- uv. when someone becomes dull-witted; bl:l l L,., ~ 
~'.: -~:... ' 
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~ 
when someone's good becomes difficult to sell'; ~ 
... ... . ~ a meagre share; c:.,......v. w\"':' a withered plant; 
- - . o \; ~ is used for a disease deadly to cattle; and 
225. 
Dhibh: 
uP ~ ),1 U \; >" is used of land when it becomes barren. 
\-~ . ( r= , t.i':> 
(;; is a specific type of action (i.e. the slaughtering 
of an animal), and jurists regard it as permissible to 
hi.re some,one to slaughter an animal, e. g. a sheep. 
J ' .~. 
~ . ' ~ 
Q~tl: . ,~can, b,e of diff~rent kinds, ,th'erefo~, jurists 
" '~', ".forbid"the' hi~ing of someone "tok{ll' a person in ~ ~'. 
226. 
Fana": 
becaus.~:,~he killer by proxydoe~, not krlo~ whether to kill 
him with one ,two or more blows ~ , 
is the<t~tal and immediate. vanishing or perishing 
of something, the'refore one uses 
,the context of ~~I) • 
, 
~ t,.; about (\.s. (in 
227. 
c -I dam: 
.:>GJ is the vanishing or perishing of the last part 
of a thing after that 'of the first part. .:> ~ is not used 
about things which perish in their totality (immediately). 
Therefore one says: .;) \./' I .;) W "the eXQaustion of food 
supplies (for a, journey)" ,or rt,..kJ\ .:> uj "the consumption 
or exhaustion of food", as these things perish gradually. 
( I,.,\S ~ is, the, opposi te of .:> \s: ~ "creation", and has a 
more particular import than ~.)1..01. Therefore every 
( '.» t is an ~,1U, ~ but not every ~.ll0 ~ is an (\..JJ. ~ 
Ihlak: ~ll0 t is more general than ('fi-t· ~lJ..g, t takes place 
by destroying someone's physical structure and nullifying 
his senses and that by which pleasure or benefit may 
be derived. 
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228. 
Hayat: See A 
Qudrah: The faculties of a living creature often decrease equally, 
as its life is prolonged. In the states of illness and 
old age he cannot perform many of the actions that have 
been associated with him, although his perception remains 
the same in both states; he knows that what enabled him 
to act is diminishing, while what enabled him to perceive 
, . d··· h del) A h d'·ff . h t th rema1.,ns un 1.m1.n1.S e, " . " noter 1. erempe 1.S :t a . ere 
"may~e '0 ~in a bodily' member, as shown by its being abJe 
to perceive, even,.ifitTa~ks.'O;.)>> , as with ,the· ~ar; it; 
cannot move spontane6usly, even though it '{s 'detached (Le. 
• • .' ,,' ',.' "."- 1 
not fully attached). A further differ~nce is that '0 ~ is 
one single ~ , a~d, 'OJ» is h~terog~iieous'; if 'it <were> 
~ "" )' '.'·i,··"· .1 
homogeneous, "'0 l::? and 0..)>> would operate in only two 
ways upo~ an object. ~ " 
"", ' 
, '.tU t.:.... . ... t.:. ... ...' " :a:; ~ (1) Reading v- for (J2J ..., and ~~ for l. .. ,r 
AI .... T:ur3: 98. 
D~ ... "" 229. L _-'_D ..J~ _ 
Qudrah:O..J...A.9 is used of the power t6 do both small and great 
things . 
... 
Qahr: / implies the power of doing something great. One 
230. 
says: ~:G ~ when one wants to exaggerate th~, power 
<;,f a king; and .. I.>G~ is not used to express the same sense, 
because the use of the word ")'>,G does n01:im~ly the extent 
of the greatness of someone' s power as is implied by ...Jl' t; . 
... 
'Ghalliah: can take place by means of / and of t 
One says: 
fighting; 
~ cJ.;t; when one overpowers 
.-
and ~~t; 
. . 
when one defeats 
his arguments (know"ledge). 
another in 
another with 
" 
f' "L, •.•• " ," "'-;J? 
I' f ",' ," " 
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f can take place only because of OJ»'. For 
... • I-
example one says: 0 ~ 0 ',., \.: "He resisted him and 
.... ' ~ ~ 
overpowered him", but one cannot say: o~ ,~\.t1 or 
~~ 0/ as one says: ~~ ~ . 
231. 
Ghalbah: 6...J.t.' is the act of a L...Al \.t.. Some linguists hold . , 
that the expressio~: L....J \$. cUJ' means that A..Jl. is a 
.. " . 
descriptio~ of ,His a:ctions; and ? \:;M' implies that 
',/,' is a 'des~ription of His W ''> "essence"~ , ,Allah' 
". , 0 Jf '" " ' ' s~ys: U~' ~~ ,Cr' r "":', "And they" a~er 
being vanquished" sl,lall .oye'rcQme ~ ("',) \ /3". ',' "Ae;cording, t5' ' 
"" ,', 'C ,:,', ",'c- -", ' ',.,',,,, ;, ,>,," "'" ': 
,Ali h. Isa:~ \j. '" is onew-he is able 'to: defeat the:, 
232. 
,,' e ff,9rts of something when it' 6pp~ses hi~ with i t~~o~~r.;, ' 
and,./l> \.;' is one who c~m deal with intrClctaJ:::)le matte;s. 
" " "" -. v 
... 
"OJ» ' , ,uhlike is not the act of a J.>' G· . " 
Qadir: See I!. 
Muqit: 
... ... 
According to one linguist the word ~has both the 
... 
sense of to have power over something and the sense of to 
have knowledge of it. These meanings are testified to 
by the use of the word in· the verse: 
... ~... J. 9 '/)" (l)u~yW\~<j\.~ ,Y\.>l'~(\~,\;L>.' 
"Whether s~periori ty be for me or against me when I am 
reckoned with, verily I shall have control over the 
~ V, \ '. .!.- '\ r~ ckoning" . And the Qur' an says: lY l,>'" CUJ U \{ ,., 
~ So ~ , "And Allah is possessor of power over 
""" '-"' ..... 
everything (in controlling and watching them), ,SoW\ /85", 
means: He has control over them alongwith (full) knowledge 
of them. Some other holds that ,,~;.l' <..s\-' I "":! l \ means: 
J-~\ ~ G;~' "acquainted with a thing"; it is 
also said that ~ means ,...J~. A poet says: 
(2)~6:,yL.l~~ • M~'L...,j.Q("~~;~ 
"I have restrained my hatred from many a one who hated me, 
, c'· 
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although I was capable of harming him". It is said that 
it means "a requiter", as though the poet were saying 
that he is able to requite any action. 0..J»· and u.Y 
-have very close meanings. According tolbn c Abbas ~ 
means ~. Mujahid says: w...:v means ~ and~~. 
_ - .. 6A-
AI-Khalil says: ~ is lV \.t> and ~ because ~ 
- - -
is derived from w;; , and W;; means that which preserves 
and guards ones ~ (here = life). So ~ is that 
which gives a thing the ~ount of what it requires for 
itspreser:vation. Accord:i:ng to aI-Farra' ~t can take 
either,oftl1e ]~rbal'f,QrmS'~~ "c~·~r uG\ ,.~..;.' ~ 
(1) Tl1e ver.se is said bY'·.~i-s~ti':al,b.·".f~diya, Lisan:;(6} );' 
Al~Asmaci~at,.Sectiop<:23,' p:~6., "~",., _ .' 
(2) :The verse is . sa~d 'by t.b~. Qa1§",b~·:Rif~~ahi',:Li§a~:.,CY';· )~.' 
.~ , ,j~, , '" ,':- ',' • 
233~ 
, , 
See" <0)' ~'A . ' . 
.r 
.' 
-Qawi: Cf:Y is one who has surplus or additional force or 
, capability after performing a thing. <..f} ,cannot' be 
234. ' 
applied toone' whose force is exhausted in ,performing one 
thing. Therefore some linguists hold that l:f; -means one 
who is J:>~ and (/t,;J\~' in that which' he is able to do. 
- . 
~.& ~>~ implies that one is 
capable of generating sometning or bringing it about. 
c1..t.h. ~~ G implies that one is able to 
manipulate something in any way he likes. For example 
one says: /. \ ~ <..)s ..J'> G 0 ~ i. e. so-and-so is 
capable of lifting or putting down this stone; and: ~ 
~ {jS- J':> \,; means that he is capab Ie of 
controlling his soul/self and restraining it from what 
it desires. 
c , 
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235. 
Qadir cala aI-Shay' : o/,A; cannot properly be used concerning 
an existing thing; the expression: s.~\ u.s:"')'> \,; 
is used of one who is capable of generating or creating 
thing. 
Malik Ii aI-shay': ~ "ownership" can be used about both 
/~,;;v. and;.."...u.;2, e.g. one says :tr:!-,U~ ~\..o ~.J 
~ ...I."W which implies that .~,~ ..... .>\; is one 
-' -
236. 
who can originate' a thing, and 1-~....!JJv. is one who .. 
" - - , .. , -. 
can manipulate it 'in .the. way he sees fit. ~.lJ~, . can be 
'~s~dinthemeaning qf .,.):,.,\; for example Ailahsays:~v. 
'. ~...JI (~; "(Aliahb) ~aster~fthedaY·Of·~equi,t~!·;~'·' ,~.' 
'~liaJl /3"; in this context the~ord .~v. ~oes' ~ot ~ave 
the sense of "o~er",.but:Lt means He, is¥I.>t;~d:h~s·· 
control over the day. ~ , cannot properly be used 
~xcept about that which is already in existence. 
." 
Shiddah: ~~ , originally, is ~~ "intensification" in 
the description of something in terms of ~)A.,..o "hardness"; 
it is in no way connected with O..J';';; therefore Al.1.ah 
. 
cannot be described as ~~ 
_w_ _ _ 
Quwwah: r>y is kind of ovV-JI. The interpretation of the 
237. 
verse: ~ w,; r ~( , ~ Yl~ /69) is' that they were stronger 
. 
than the others in power; and Allah says of Himself: ~~ 
•.. ~ 1 \ ,";,. ...... :, \. '" I ,. u::- ... r "The Lord of power, the strong,U~.JjJ\/58" 
i.e. most sublime and exalted in power; this is an 
extension of its meaning. 
, , 
~ 
, '" 
Jalad: ~ is hardness of the body. ~ "skin" is derived 
, , , 
from ~ and is so-named because it is harder than flesh. 
, , 
~ also means a hard part of the land. It is said 
that it contains the senses of power and patience; Allah 
therefore cannot be called ~ . 
- . 
Shi ddah : See A 
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238. 
Shiddah: See A 
Sa cUbah : ~ ~ is used of actions only. One says: ~ 
--'"" j" t.;..>. "The matter is difficult for me", and ~~.-' 
is a man who is difficult to endure.~~ contains the 
239. 
sense of ~ "superiority", and thus a strong, victorious 
stallion is called a~. ~y-*' is more comprehensive 
- . 
w ... -. " 
than ~ ~ Every ~ is ~~ but not every ~v.,;;. is 
~ 
, ./ 
, . QUWwah: See A 
. Matanah: 
240. 
is ai~'9 ~,.har'd"p-ie~e ~f land, which i~ ~igh; and its plural 
. '.' , 
is u,?- .-~.~The upper part of ones back is also called 
~. ;~~ is s~milar ,to ~ ~. Allah.cannot be 
describedinter!TI~ of~.u.Jor ~ ~: As far as the 
verse: &?' o~\ .,'~ (w\~?;J\/!58) is concerned, ~\ 
".. . ' .. ' ,~, . -
is used to intensify th~ description of Allah as C:r"; 
its use with reference to Allah is a semantic extension, 
because originally A:,,~ is the opposite of '0,"" ~) 
"softness", and it is used as the opposite of ~ as all. 
intensification of a description in terms of; D~ .,. 
Q'udrah : Se~' A 
Mannah: 
...... 
c..:.- " is a hyperbolical way of referrin'g to an ability 
by means of which difficult things are done. The original 
~ 
me aning of the word is "cutt ing", as Allah says: -? , 
.' 0 ~ ~ "They shall surely have a reward never to 
.- \~~ "'''''. be cut off, \.::' .. & •• wv/8". 0~ (= ~ "death") is so-called 
because death cuts one off from life. It is also held that 
~ ~ U \.:.:0 J.I\ (reminder of indebtedness for a 
• 
favour), is so-called because it brings an end to gratitude. 
" , 
" 
. " ...... 
. ' ~ 
.;-.; ~ ... ,' - -
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241. 
w:. 
Shiddah: '0 ~ is the cohesion together of the parts of a 
thing whether that thing is all of one piece, or has 
- '" . ..... \\ gaps in it. o~ is a o.>o~ in the description of a thing 
the nature of which is ~ , and it is used for ~.\t..p 
metaphorically. 
Salabah: ~,l,lv.P is the adherence together of parts of a thing, 
without any gap, although they are dry . 
.242. 
, .. 
'Shahamah:' ~~ .. is "hardness 'pf,:the s,ide (,?). It i~ deriv~d",,' 
'.,from ~,'w,hf~h, ~ean~ male',l;1edgehog'pr l1rchin;;"~9- Allao 
cannot be described in terms of 'r"" . '
'QuWwah:: See . " A 
24.3. 
Jazalah: "The original meaning of (J~ is resistance to cutting. 
One says': J-?'...:..J,:P. when one cuts it,with difficulty; 
J~ ~.is wood which is difficult to cut because 
of its hardness, and slow in burning. On this 'analogy 
U~. Allah a man who does not get exhausted is called 
cannot be described in terms of J.:Po 
Shah amah :' See A 
. 
244. ~tf '.,'dJW 
Basalah: The original meaning of ~ is (!..p "a prohibited 
thing"; and a ~ is. so to speak, a person who is 
protected against receiving any harm in war because of 
his power and strength. 
. 
... ,. 
-c ~~ ~ Shuja ah: means o~ "boldness", and a V, is a bold 
man who goes forward in war, whether he is weak or strong. 
.... ~ 
o!.p. is the faculty of the heart which causes one to 
go forward into dangers. So, ~ 0 implies boldness and 
d..H.~~ implies strength and power. ~ ~ may be derived 
, :' .. 
245. 
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from U",.....!, like ..)~ , meanin.g ugliness of face 
(these being used in different dialects). Allah cannot 
be described in terms of 4JW .. 
-c A Shuja ah: See 
... . 
Najdah: o..J..!' means beauty of body and its completeness ·in 
flesh. Its original meaning is: height, the~fore, high 
. "'. lands are called .A:f. .) \.:s' "upholsterer" is so-called 
, ",beca1..!-se ~e s:tuffs, cloth to ,raise the surface in height. 
, And,,~\f' is' call~d 0...tt becallse'.in most cases one 
pe'rforms ~ ~ 'when he is in excellent bodily, condition .. 
, ,-', . 
Sal~ ah: See A 
Qaswah: -;,~ is used of that which cannot be manipulated . 
247. 
. ,Therefore a L.-J~ can be described in' te~ms of ~..,-:; even" 
if it is not (physically) hard. 
Sihhah: Places and instruments can be described in terms of 
~. One says: ~ ~ or d..s:!" ~ lP for a 
healthy eye and a healthy sense respectively, and not 
"0 ..... ..) \,'; G::'- or 0..).> G' ~ b. 
Qtidrah: ,~O/» is ,used of the total (organism) and cannot be 
applied to 'sensory, organs or parts of a whole. 
248. 
Sihhah: "if is more general than ~ U. . One can use the 
t5&.J ~~\ ~~ 
- . 
expression: 
when a piece of wood is intact and without any break, but 
one cannot say: '6 ~ boA ~ .. .!.;. There are some 
metaphorical usages of ~ e.g. one says: cJ~\ ~ 
"You told the truth", '& u ~ <..f- ~ 't "I have a right 
. \' 
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over so-and-so'~; and ~ ~ cannot be used in this context. 
c-" . Afiyah: ~ \.c.. is resistance to c..:P / "disease" by means of 
249. 
the ~ that opposes it only, whereas ~ can be 
used in different ways. ~ 4 can be used to indicate an 
initial condition without disease. This use is metaphorical; 
it is as though it were the initiation of something that 
naturally repulsed disease. For example one says: ~ 
~ . ~ U ~ M' "Allah created him free of any disease 
and in correct form"; but qne cannot say: ,,~ ~ I "" ff or 
'<-y:-,} ~ U "s- ,',except when he has recovered from an illness . 
«:,Iu.., is a verbal n'oun like ~'\s.and d,,:~U; 'and its, origini3.i 
'.. ' . . .' 
meaning is to, 'leav~ (something) behind.'Allah ,says: . If' 
'. .' . " , 
, ',' t~ ~, \ 0-:-, "cU if', "But~f any, remission is made 
! " _., .' '. ,.', -.'" ' ~ 
, to. anyone by,his (ag'grieyed) brother,., ~r.\ /178" i.e. ,if 
h~' lea~es som~:thing fo~ him;· an'd the expressibn: ~,' 
, ',"-
,))...JI'means that it was left until it was wiped out; and 
(1':1 I ~! "ieav~ the beards~(tobecome lon'g)" ; and .# 
~, ~ if " is" f~o~the' same origin, meaning'to renounce 
'. ' ... ', -: 
the punishment of someone. ,On~ , says: ' i.Y" ~( o.\:' \..S. 
& ..,.l" means that Allah left him ,with health that 
opposed it. W J ~ and ~\, ~, mean to request 
someone not to proceed against someone else. 
Salamah: ':u ~ no'· the opposite' of L!JJ.l.4, "destruction I'; and 
can be a' disease", a 
~, . 
_w - .. ,..J 
the opposite of ~ is ~i' "which 
breakage, or sorcte:t.'hing"simil~r . 
... 
o.::;.u. (yo : it was when feared 
One says ~.: cY.>,)', r 
that' someone, would die 
or lose some part of his body because of it. ' If there 
". ....., -
was no such fear, one says: ~ e, because vj.l..... is 
the opposite of ~).lJ:n whereas'~ is not. The word ~U- , 
because of its extensive use, came to be applied to one 
who is free from any fault ( ~~ \ i..Y (~ ). According 
to the mutakallimun ~lJ- implies the removal of impediments 
and calamities from someone to whom they can happen. So 
Allah cannot be described in terms of (\- or G as 
no calamity or disease can happen to Him:' 
Sihhah: See A 
250. 
Taqah: 
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~ \.h is the utmost of the power or potential of a 
J') \,; and the exhausting of his capacity on the ,):J.Asv-. 
One says: 0 \h o..:uo which means: lz ~ \J.,k; \~ Le. 
this is the extent of my ability. One therefore cannot 
say of Allah that He is ~. 
Qudrah: See A 
,251. 
members were ,obedient in performing a certain action., , 
Therefore the verb ~\..b canriot be used of Allah" One 
e, J , •• 
. ". '., ...' 
says: ~lb \~hen,orie submits'to:s6ineone; and~"tU". 
oj . and cU t>u, are used, to show dhes obedience to someone. 
dv. \b:.w! can be used in' sense of ~ ~ t as Allah says: 
~ ~ J ~ :-... ~<J-.0 ( 0":'\..1\ il12) L e. Will He comply 
with your request? But as far a:s the verse: G.Y .b"; ·....)11 ~~ "They cannot even hear; ~ /101" ~ is .. 
concerned, it means that it is hard for them to listen to 
the Qur'an and not that they are incapable of listening to 
~.. 1..$ \,_ l-
it. For example one says: [, j.U ~, u' b h~ \ II "I cannot 
see so-and-so" implies that it is hard for me to see so-and-
so and not that I do not have the faculty of doing so. 
Qudrah: See A 
252. 
cAziz: :.:(./ is someone/something unassailable, therefore 
an eagle is called o~~ because it makes his nest at 
the top of a mountain where no-one can reach it. A 
poet says: .... 
o • ~ ~ • • 
(1) ~~\s"\.t0.q6;~.J"s.I.>~ . o.%:?V~o~u~l~ 
"Until I reached the bed (nest) of an eagle, which was 
black with the tip of its bill like an owl". One uses: 
.... , 
.~J 
./,,, to express someone's becoming powerful, and 
"w ' ""', '.1' "" ' • 
./', 7..' J / to express someone' s be~ng able to 
I 
overcome an obstacle. )I;Y means hard land which is 
'- '" 
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difficult to dig, just as an ~~ is difficult to harm. 
-Description in terms of / includes the sense of 
whereas description in terms of / does not include 
the sense of ./ One says: \~~ G~~ when 
one overpowers the other. 
(1) This is a verse of Abu Kabir al-Hudhali, Diwan al-Hudhaliyyin 
2: 11; Jamharat al-Amthal" 1: 257. 
253. 
c··..:;. 
_ AZ1Z: 
" 
." ,'oM 
' .. 
'.","--;" " 
Wtile '~ddressing C:::-'~, digni i~ries -;.?' , uniike 
"", -" -; ", "'"", .: .. " , - .' '-, ,. - :, - ;:. "-I"'f\...ou;.~'~ ~' , .. cann'o;tbe."ri!ade rtlU?cif t~ "anypr(j~~~ }~,e. '-" 
one cannot'sai: - '~;;j>,~ as, ~~~ cansaY:c,l!~~~~" ,- .  
cAzizI: .:tj;~/ i$ use'd:.ih the sense of ~ ,,~y friend", 
for one whose ,loss orie coul~ find h~rd , because of: oneS ,:' 
inc,lination towards ,him~ 
" 
, 
254. 
J"> ~ is an' absolute description 'b'e'6ciuse one cannot 
dispense with OJ~, as one can with an instrument in 
wri ting and so on (while retaining the ability to write) . 
, 
Mutamakkiri :, . ~ licommand, control, authority", always requires 
, > ~. 
an instrument and a place for its manifestation. Allan 
cannot be . de~~r5J;>:~ in~,t~rmsof 0li 'Allah says'::'r ~,.c: , 
'/ .,6fJ r~, V~j", (t .• :' "We,had est~lished 
them' in the earth such as We have npt given to you, . " 
"~ - ,,; 
(~JlII /6". Some linguists hold that the expressions: 
~ and.,j~ have the same meaning, and they are two 
different dialects and are used together in the Qur'an 
because of their widespread usage. In our opinion this is 
..... ...- ... /-
not correct and oJ~implies: ~ ~\.., c1.l~ "I made 
available for him that by means of which he could have 
~ U ; whereas ~ means I enabled him to own a thing 
at some place. 
'I 
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255. 
.... -Iqdar: J ~ '.. is to provide the 
oJ~ is the opposite of 
0,)>> "ability" to do something. 
/., "inability". 
Tamkin: ~ is to provide that by means of which an actibn 
256. 
can take place, whether instruments, equipment or 
faculties. For example a person who has the ability to 
write cannot do so unless provided with the equipment to 
write. 
_ c1jz': :A-is the opposite 'of o--,';;·j~st as .~) (1) is .the 
:oPPosite,. &f ~ J?; and it has an inverqe'relationship 
~ith all- that is 'related to o.J~~' 
Man c: t/ is what makes it difficult/i!f1pos~ible 'fo~"-a ..IJ ~ 
, to do something. & opposes ~ ,not 0..,.1» ,and. 
it is used only when someone has the ability to do a thing. 
Therefore & and /. have nothing at all to do with 
one another." , ,'I" 
L::!J - .. (1) The text reads ".-r for ~./ , p .104. 
257. 
Imsak: The original meaning of8\-...lis to hold ones self back 
,from doing something .. Reservoirs which hold water are 
Kaff: 
- - ,. 
called ~ for this reason ,and its plural is ~\...,.:.D' • 
. ~ m~ans a bangle and it is 'so-called because a wrist 
is held as though (Y'~ "imprisoned" in it. ~\..... "caul" 
is a piece of skin that is on the face of a baby inside 
the womb of its mother. The expressions: )o-~\ ~\ 
and jo~1 ~~ give the sense as of one part of something 
constr;ining another. c)L.rl is the opposite of ~~t 
and J~.J' of ~\.-.A' . ~ .
The original meaning of 
~ "coming together". 
": ./ .. ' 
L:aJ is / .:0 WJI "contraction" and \.,F' • • 
Y"palm of the hand" is 
so-called because it comes together on things. One says: 
I 
.1 
I 
258. 
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'-' "" 
6..:, \5 (y'W\ l3 s-\.:> i.e. all of ' them. ~\ U-'-~ , 
implies to refrain from continuing that action and repeating 
it again and again. A linguist holds that 0..f' is 
abstention from that to which o~ "desire" calls. He 
further maintains that~\........olis like ~because it is 
said in Arabic: for example, U ~ OJ~~ LY ~ and 
J UU ~\ & \.!.L..a~' According to Abu Hilal this is 
not correct,. but l!J\........1 and ~ are used regardless of 
whether 'D/ is involved or not. For example one says: 
0\"::\\ ~ G.r or s-U\ LJ/LY ~ and L:!)\-,..\ can also 
, ' ,. . :.' ,. ':' ~ 
., be.u~·ed in this contex·t-~ 
. w / ': 
'WJ ., j' ~)J 
Tark: According to the mutakallimun ~;; is to do one of 
. two opposite things that,a person ,can do. Some linguists 
. , hold that if two contradictory things are equally possible 
for someone at one time~ and he does one of them rath~r 
than ~he other, not doing the alternative is ~~ \ 
The Arabs say ~.; is to leave a thing behind in its place. 
Therefore they call the egg of the ostrich, when the young 
bird has come out of it, ~~ because the ostrich has 
gone away from it. o..f,; is also used of a garden which 
has no-one to take care of it. 
'" Kaff: See . A 
259. 
Takhliyah: The expression: -:! ~~ is the opposite 6f 
~ c}1} "to authorise someone to look after something". 
" .. 
o~ means to rescind any authorization to look after 
it, as though leaving it free. According to the 
mutakallimlin ~ came to mean not to tell someone to 
do something or to wish to do it, and not to forbid him 
to do the opposite. They also maintain that a J;J G' is 
one who has no obstruction between him and his ~~~ 
,~; 
" .... ' 
. , 
..,. : ~,'.' '. " 
"' .. 
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(object of his OJ~); and he is like one who has no 
one in charge of him to obstruct him from doing what he 
wants. 
Tark: See A 
260. 
Taraktu aI-Shay': See 6. 
'Lahi tu can' aI-shay': One says: '~~ when ,one leaves a 
thing unintentionally or because ofpreoccupaiion; where'as' 
~~, ".:...s;; iS~$ed when 'onee,'leaves a t~ing intentionally~ 
The -interp~~ati6n of thee 'expressiori:" J<U"~j,u .W' 
as ,~, gi venby the wri t~ r 6f', al-~aslh -i~ wrong,- ' 
> ," • - , ~,-''' .' 1" , 
beca.1,lse one .:never 'says qp6ut . one, who leaves food after 
'., hc3.v~ng e,aten hisfilJ: or'drinkafter having quenched his 
thirst:.. . .~; LY cjJ '. "c.} ,'~... is~de~i ved from yd 
" 
'which implies diverting oneself according to ones emotional 
261. 
Itlaq: 
inclination$. 
- ,\ L • , \ 0.JU> t ' according to the jurists, is like l>;J ~ except 
that U.> 1 ' originally, is considered to have been in 
force from the yery bE!ginning, whereas c.:;.llJ, ~ is a permission 
which is granted after a prohibition. Their frequent use 
made them equivalents. c,» \ is derived from ~ 
. ~" ' . 
"shackle". ~\'. is used when one, uhfastens a shackle, 
. • " *'. "'- " . "~ .. "" ~ , 
as one 'says:~~ when one unties a knot. '3 Y~\ "<Y-h 
is d~rived from the same, because they say that a wife is 
in the bonds of the husband, and when he divorces her, 
101 (,1»' one says: ~ as though he had cut her bonds. is 
used for untying a camel and ()lh for divorcing a wife. 
Takhliyah: See ~ 
262. 
Ihjam: (l;s> t is abstention, especially from an action which one 
has been doing previously. One says: J ~.H (Y 0('" 
..'~ ,. 
'-I' 
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, ,~J\ \J~\. o~ s 
"Refrain from fighting", but not: Y..r-- > if lY ,.~ \ 
(because these are essential activities). 
Kaff: See ll. 
263. 
Iqdam: r\» \ is to force ones self to advance in some 
unpleasant thing, whereas (~ is to advance into 
something whether unpleasant or pleasant. 
w-" 
,,' ,,' "",' "., Taqahhum: '.; " .(f" i~to advance"w.:t th difficul tyinto'i:i'narrbw' ,'" 
:,,":. ·"p'1~C:e't'-. cfue's,ays~ _,' '~b1tl J~;ii "He ~nt~~ed>~Be cav~i,'"" ,. 
- - - \.....> .. r '~ , '. ,,' ~,a, l - " 
'., '" . "o~ ""':'~~;'~''(!':?<:; '''Hefo;ced,:in;tbhi~''opporie~t~'ii·; .• " ," 
~?~. C,.,' "':,:,.,:,a~¢i 6n~ ~ever)ay~: ': ,·.JbJ\·U (~'\".' :'The ori,ginal ' 
,", "~~anirig'bf':'T 'rs' " ,pu.' ,tis- (~~ \:.:; . (' is .. ~~ura,l 
264. 
Sadd: 
Manc : 
~: , 
• £. , ..... 
265. 
Thana 
of 0·;.m~aning a difficult matter. . '. " 
. , ......, .' :,:-~ ~~ 
.,c;' ... -:--~t1..s--' _-'--,' .~.J...d>_' '--,--
~ .. ~.' 
p>. , is particularly. ,1=9, stqp someone going towards the 
~ntended"place/thing. Al~h says: ~ U -'~ r -' ('?' ~\"And (while) they hinder (men) from the 
.' 'I' " ,. 
::;acred m9sque, J W )) 1/34", i. e. they do not allow the 
people to go to the holy mosque. 
& mayor may not be prevent~on from an intended thing. 
For example one says: <.J.:-l\ LY::leV \) \ t:1 "He stopped ,the 
wall from leaning", a wall has no inte~tiqn;' and one says: 
~s-W (y:.. ~ "He stopped 'm~ meeting you", Le. . ~.\ 
, ...... . ~'( , 
, he stopped me going, to meet you . 
, 
" , 
, 
.:. , . 
V ~ -' V <f 
c ul} is to prohibit from an: someone completing 
or continuing a thing which he has started already. 
The term ,.. ~ \ in Arabic speech impiies the same, for 
~ Vol I _ , , 
example one says: ,-"'!.,) j) t (~, ~ f" ' he states that 
the beating continued among the people until it reached 
Zayd. 
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. 
Manaca can', ,'~ ~. d 'b' . vr v l.S use to prohl. l.·t someone from dOl.ng a 
266. 
Rajc: 
:Radd: 
267. 
Radd: 
o c 
Raf : 
268. 
Habs: 
Hasr: 
new thing. 
is to return a thing without disliking it, for 
example, Allah says: 
"Therefore, if Allah 
~ YJ' /83" • 
. ~ \ 
ps--o 6jJ\p lJ'. ~\ ~J G~ r ~ . ~ 
bring you back to a party of them, 
.., 
,J canonly,he used (for returning a thing) if you 
,1_ " 
dislike it. ,,' Therefore a 'i:I"? "a fake thing" ~s called 
rather than , l7'~ 
.., 
.,' ·>..Jand . ~J, because of the . 
closeness, or' their meanings' are used in each ,other's 
. place, neverthe:J.ess ,their origipal meanings are different. 
w 
>,) has the sense of ibackwards'., 
. 
~..J may' have the sense either of 'forwards' or 
'backwards' • 
~ is to hold back someone from acting in a particular 
way; one says: ~ ~ if <..P. ~ I ~ when one prevents 
someone from doing· something that he needs/wants to do. 
According, to the linguists:~ can also be used ,wi th 
reference to, one'over whom one, has controi.' 
~ is the detehtion of someone with constriction. 
One says: "He confined them in the city" 
meaning that he stopped them from pasturing their beasts 
freely and performing their (normal) functions. ~ is 
also restraint in the releasing of something, as though it 
were coming through a narrow outlet. ~ is used with 
reference to one over whom one has no control. For example 
when one confines the inhabitants of a city in it, one does 
not control them; ~ can be a means of gaining control 
of them; ~ ap?lies after one has gained control. 
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269. 
Ihsar: .J ~ t , according to the linguists, is to prevent someone 
(from doing something) without detaining him. AI-Kisa'i says: 
J. 
~, can be used of one who is unable to perform certain 
c So 
functions because of illness. Abu Ubaydah holds: ~, 
can be used of one who is unable (to do something) as a 
result of illness or poverty; and ~ is used of one who 
is unable (to do something) because of being in prison; and 
one who is in prison is .J~. AI-Mubarrad agrees with 
. this and further says: ~ is used when one puts someone 
. ' . ' 
in prison; and ~ 1 when one does, something, to some'ope,that 
, ,J )1 _ • '., : -_J." " ',,0· ,'.", 
exposes him .to the risk of imprisonment; ~"when one 
, . , .'.' ' ~ 
expose:;> someone,to the risk of death; o~, when one arrange's 
, for $omeone to.b,e given drink; o.? is usedwhenbne,a9tually'"., 
.. ' ,_. " ' 
buries someone; and of.' when one makes a grave for someone ;, 
The' meaning' of the verse: {~\ (., 't "But if you 'are prevented 
or kep:t away, cr.' /196" is that if something happens to 
you to c~use you to miss the pilgrimage. 
Hasr: See' 
270. 
Wahn: 
.. _ w_ 
~,like 0 ,"y , is 
- w_ ~ is the opposite of 0.>' 
~ , 
something caused by Allah. One says: ~ o.':;J\ ~ 
'" , 11.. !J 
or ~;; o:J\ ~ The Qur'an says: uW~\ ~J 
"~ "~d nan is . created weak, jiL.,:..JI/28". ~ is also 
a diminution of stren.gth. As far as~~~ is concerned, 
it is said that it is showing weakness. ~ is metaphoric- , 
ally, 'used in the sense of i.J1b ~ , as Allah says: \ ~ \,.;, -' ' 
\~  \ \...0 -' "Nor' did they weaken, nor, did' they 
abase themselves,UYJ\ /145" i.e. they did not become weak 
because diminution of strength and they did not degrade 
themselves by showing weakness in confrontation (with the 
enemy) . 
<.J.0 ~ is to perform an action as a weak man performs it. 
Since (yb ~ is ones own action, one cannot say: ~ 
~, " • I .. 
L...R> ',., MI as one can say: ~MI t\:iJ...t>- Allah says: 
G~),I (' '\ -' ,y.:) lJ~ \~ lJ" "And be not infirm, and 
. . .', 
. ~' , . " 
. 2.71. 
, ,.', 'c 
',,, Da-f: 
-.,--, 
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be not grieving, and you shall nave the upper hand, 
6VJI/138" Le. do not behave like weak people. Al-
Khalil holds that tJ-0 ~ is weakness in action, or in 
command, or in bo~es, etc., one says: ~\ l..>-0-,. The 
expressions: o..:....e,-,'''He made him weak", <J-tb'-,U:>..J, and 
U~' -' ~'<!U..,.a>y'&...J are also used. (.y0~ is a 
dialectal variant for U..,a> >" ; i..Y:!> -' in the Egyptian dialect 
is an overseer for hired personnel to urge them on to work . 
" ~ can be weakness ,of bodY,intellect,or'j'udgement. 
, , . " 
, II ", , 
'~ cann0i: be ,used of weakness, of mind or judgement. 
".?Ucf:"~ Js weakness of,the bOdY~:Allah'says:6-0~" 
, ~ "Allah is' He Who created you from a state of ' ' 
w~akness ',' (-'/', /54" . 
'. )!: 
. , 
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Chapter VI 
272. 
- -c -Ati9,: ~ is applied to something the young ( 0..» ) of 
which grows up, so that the old ( 0:..:' ) is old in 
comparison; (al ternati vely) [y? is applied to a thing 
which lasts longer than other things of the same kind, 
when affected by the passage of time. Therefore s.. ~ 
"sky" cannot be. calledG? . since ~t'i$ ~hique and is 
~.'. '. .' ... .~'"." _ " . ": r~~._' . .,,> _ 
n~t affected.py th~ passage of time. . And ,(.\,; .. ,is that 
'which remains constant . (w'i thout undergoingah~ change). 
Qadim: . r ;; .cannotbE:a~prehen¢led (concretely) in' the same 
273,. 
in the 'way as c;.s.',: bne.,cannot.say: Ul:l\ \~:(»"L:-
sense 'of ~ ~ One can see a semantic extension 
in the use of (,;;. ; for examplebne says:, ..J ~I-f...; J;, :> 
. ~/ J ;:, j i.r (;:;i "The entry of Zayd in the house was 
. ,', pr~o:r"to, the entry of cAmr", ·but one cannot use ~ in, 
this ~oIite:xt as it ha,s n() such 'extension. 
.>~y 
" 
JV 
Ka'in: J'6 can be of four kinds: 
(i) Ul< is a .>? >" , and can be applied to both 
"eternal" and ~»"non-eternal", e.g. one says: 
,~t: \{ u.%( ~-)\ .' 
, (ii) The sense pf the existence of creation and organization. 
. . . 
People speak of Allah B:s L.t \S in every place, meaning 
'that He is, creating and organizing in every place, that He 
is aware of it (the place?), does not relinquish any of 
his properties, and is, in this sense, in control of 
those who derive their being from Him. 
(iii) We speak of a .Jb J'. as U \:( in a place, meaning 
that it occupies that place. 
," ~,/ (iv) We speak of an 'accident' as ~ ~ in a body, 
meaning that it dwells in it. 
j n,"'H .~ [ 
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Mawjud: A :>J?>" is that which has an appropriate function 
:... 4IJ ( /-' \.,- c0 e ). Thus the function of (?I (Allah) 
is rightness of action on His part; the function of a 
body is its occupying a space; the function of an accident 
is its changing a body. The designation ;> ~ .Y' implies the 
attribut: of :>? ~ ~ just as (..» implies r....v and 0.>\P 
implies CJ~~. That is to say that adjectives refer to 
a basic attribute that is present either explicitly or 
implicitly. An utterance may be more significant if it 
imparts something in an implicit way than if it does so 
in an explicit way. For example Imru' al-Q~ys says: 
(1) ~ P.'-, \1\.~ ::>.?~ 
. . " ,.. 
which is more' significant than saying:" ...A!',.,,lJ1 -d V. 
(1) Diwan Imru' al-Qays ~ p. 19 .. 
274. 
" . 
Th~it: ~ \,;' can be used of a non-existing being. One· says: 
275. 
I .... ~)\ ~ 0 6 ~ meaning so-and-so has a known 
ancestral line~ even if the person referred is no longer 
in existence. The expression: ~ G "<::S :-.. implies a 
thing which is stable and will not cease to be.. u~ may 
be used of concrete objects and their properties~ and 
such is not the case with 0.f. 
U'
. ",/ 
o can only be an existing being. 
Khulud: is continuity in existence from the time of , 
coming into being. Therefore one never says: ..aJ\!> ~\ 
" !. f'.;> c."VJ1 as one says: 
( 1-,..) is continuity in existence at all times, without 
~ ~ , w 
\.i\;> 0./_ ( ~\ 0'.. 
Dawam: 
any break. Therefore one says: 
". J 
\,i\:> J\.%l1~ "Allah has never ceased to be and 
He will never cease to be". 
",/ 
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276. 
Da'im: See r1".>,A 
Sarmad: ~~ is that which is unbroken, and it is a succession 
of things one after the other. As far as the etymology 
of this word is concerned, it was originally ~/ and 
~~ ", ~ ~ 
I(~", , ..... .A .• ~ I ~ ~s an additional here. One says: \~~ ~J ~-' 
"I drank it cold C\ . .l·.. /.?] and without stopping". 
277 • 
. ,""'Ii~q~':" '"Q '.r~'fers :,to'1:~~r"ti~es (past aD:dpresent) and a 
, future extension. [Per:haps;~ ~~c~I1~otesEixi~tence from 
the p~sent time onwards. (re.ading ~ .. " ? U 
- " ." "\. '" , .. ' 
Khulud:' Th,;original meaningof ~fo. i~ (.,;;,> ",to.~ti~k or cling 
. :to something", and one says:" (j'~ 1.I~ d 1 ~cl or, 
.0;; <J.~...,J1>i. Therefore').,b means ~(":) 
'.'persis.tent adherE;!nce"', and ~~' is' also used of rocks 
" or, the 'like : Lab' :; d 
.L says:," ." ';," , 
, (1) ~ JJ{ '~_\.o ,.,Jl;' ~ 
" ~'. 
"Hard (deaf), eternal rocks whose speech is not plain". 
According to cAli b. c lsa ~,G can be used elliptically, 
so that one can say: ~ I it o;i.; or U o;:i.; 
u'-'l....J1 when one puts someone in prison for an indefinite 
period or when one makes him permanent in a ministry. 
• • j. 
ut;I "stones supporting the cooking pot in a fireplace" 
are also called ~I~ , as long as they remain in this 
position. Allah can be described as ..>,;.'" (\~ but not' 
as '..>~ y' ...J \.t> 
(1) The text reads: 
DiwanLabid: 299. 
278. 
" 
G \., is an existing being that has not come into 
" . 
existence only at the moment of being so described. 
-J., 
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... 
Qadim: (_.A.t is that which has 
says: ~vW\\~~o\..'" 
existed continuously. One 
"I will retain or preserve 
.. . 
this thing for myself", and one never says: 4.....0~ L.... • 
One says: ~\ .... .A" ~ , .... ~\. ,. I-~.Pll'~\ , not ..........-.___--_ .. 0 J. • Some 
linguists hold that the word ~~ , linguistically, \. .... .. 
implies an intensification in terms of >.;.,,3\ cj (.-UJ 
"to precede in existence", and that this is true for 
whatever has such precedence in existence as to be called 
(_~. Those who reject this say that if (~ could 
be concretely apprehended, it would be possible to say 
of anything that you,k~ow will survi~e for a long time 
(~, as you may say ~. 
Mutaqaddim:., (.,..;; "adze" is; derived from it, becaus~ of its' 
being one of ,the earliest implements' to be'~sed;. some say,~"'" 
h~wever, that it is because it goes 'ahead in its,work'"' 
without: t~rning aside,"and this root is applie'd to it 
279. 
on the analogy of ~ ~).II . <:t (~\." one who forges, 
ahead' in something". J ' (p . is also derived from it ,and 
. :is so-called because with it one advances while walking.. 
Precedence..,in good or evil is also calle.d (». Allah 
says: (oJ ~ 0/A' (,.;; "(give good news to those 
who believe) that theirs is a footing of firmness (high 
dignity) with their Lord, ~~ /2". And (.>1';; are the 
ten primary feathers of a bird. ~l (fl and ~'('» 
imply pr<?longation (of time); and everything which advance.s 
. (in time) is {-...v and' (,;; The Prophet!s reported 
to have said: 4.....0» ~ J q,' ~ <.J9 (~ 
,referring to Hellfire), meaning either one who has' knoWI) 
, . 
from of old" that he is disobedient (to God) 'or one whQ';<: ' 
has from of old been disobedi~nt. 
Awwal: I ':1 LJ/ is something that is contained among the things 
of which it is first, and this is not the case with ~ 
One says: r? 0 ~ l}'" ~ c;. J ,;, ~ j "Zayd is 
the first who came to me of the Banu Taml:m". J; '\ ctJ \ 
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\..a:,j'l:> .>~.,ll U J. ~ lJ\ imp'lies that Allah is one 
... ~ 
of the things. However, U -' lJ I as a name of Allah means 
..,.,,?yll "the existing (from the beginning)", is used 
wi thout idafah (i. e. <.r; j,I cannot be the first part of an 
• 
idafah construction, but it can be the second part, for 
example J '; jJl ~ "The slave of the First"). 
Qabl: The use of ~ does not imply that its referrent is 
part. of the .mudaf ilayhi of J?' ,for example one says: (3. 0 '~',~ j 4 i-~ ; 'this' does not imply' that· 
.Zayd is' one, 6f the B&nuTal1)im. If one says that Allah .is 
280. 
I>.,=? .)J\Jfor ~~ "lJI...oJ.· this does not. imp'ly that 
" " 
H~ is 6~f them, or thp.t He' is a thing at all. Hqwever, 
.:: this. 'caIln~t' be said wi thoutsaying that He is existent· 
before. br~after (ali). exis.ting thlngs apart from Him; 
this excepting ,Of Allah :from 'things" does not preclude 
His being . a thing. d?, and ~ are not assoCiated with 
. a particular ;time and can be used of all times which are. : .. ~ 
not specified. ' .. ~~ . and ~ require an idafah ,both 
semantically and syntactically (?) but this may sometimes 
, 
be suppressed as being implied by what is being said. 
The original sense of J? is from ~\,;... "to face". 
• ,J 
Akhir: .J> \ is that which is last of a group of things, and 
this is not the case with ~ • <y; j,I is,!;hat which 
• ,J . 
goes before, and /' »1 is that whi ch comes (afterwards) 
. d' . . h' b t t the (I), ~n~st~ngu~s ~ng e ween wo ~ngs ; one says: 
'~»)'I ~ \j/\p~\ "One of the two is like that 
,\ ... " .,J 
and the other' is like that". Like u" I , /' I is also 
- • ,J 
used with idafah e.g. 0/ I ,except as a most excellent 
. ~ . 
name of Allah: ..J>.lJ1 (w~th the definitive article) "The 
Last", used without idafah. 
Bacd: The use of ~ does not imply that its reference is 
a part of the mu~af' Calayhi of .»} ,e. g. ~ j <J j. ~ 
(.! if. ~ ; this does not imply that Zayd is one of the 
Banu Tamlm. 
(1) 
.~' -, ~ 
'1'_..' 
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, 
,_~ 'I)~I ,\.-:.~"". \ \.,. . \ ... s 
The text reads: ..• (jJ- I-u:-.-..r ,,~ u,).I\ instead of 
,,~ .. ~»),I,~\... J; \" p.113. In al-'Furuq, ~ -' /' 
.. • r' .,:: .... 
is mentioned under: ~,,"p I" c.r.- "c..h\ . 
281. .. ~ J Col J. (.~-, -,' 
0.1" 
Awwal: J -' \ does not require a second. For example one says: 
• , • \ ... J. \ • u.u;J »-' ,:} yo u ,\ .»t> "He is the first son of so and 
so" even if qe has no ,other' child born after th"at, and: 
"',p' ~. M. J~; \'i'the' ,first ~lave ~homa 'free, man owns" 
even i:f he d.oes not own an:i other "slave, because ,the son 
,aI1d t"h~ siaveare,potential"poirits for further i~cre.ase. 
, '. " , '" ':, ' , J. ' 
This is',also" a refutation of the 'ath~ists who'ho:ld' thatJ'; \.1\ 
is sOi-called oi11y;b~cause'of His/its r~latio~ship,with 
"a" second" .. ,' 
'" 
Sah:i.q: Linguistically a 'OJ.~ is :that which always requires a 
G ~. As' far as Allah's name iY.~"1 is, concern-~d, 
.. - .,; .';
282. 
it'Ipeans" that He was' existing before all exist'ing things. 
Som~ ~inguis~~hOld t~~~ £:XWI ca~ only/be'used a~ a name 
of 1111ah accompanied by an explanation (qualification) 
because it may cause people to imagine that associated with 
Him are (other) existing things over which He has gained 
... J., , ..., 
precedence. Therefore one cannot say: ,~ \ .{;J, . \ \...T. U J. 
o ~ 0-0 ,since this would iTl1Ply that .He had more 
" ~thah they; (rather than being absolutely &. \.......) ; 
saying that one thing .is more$omething'~h:an another implies 
that' they ,~hare. this attribute in some way. " ", ': , 
" , 
Yasbiquhu: ~ means he reaches some place before someone else. 
Yaqdumuhu: ~~ means he goes ahead of someone else. Allah 
says : ~ \::"g) I ( ~_ 0....0;' (~ "He shall lead his 
people on the resurrection day, .:>.YD 198". 
~ 
, " 
.,' I-
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Chapter VII 
283. 
.., 
Iradah: O'>\..J~ is unlike ~ ; for example, when one says: 
..,?I aJ ~.Ji "I want good for him", it does not 
imply that I do not want anything bad to befall him, whereas 
w ,.. 
the expression: ~ I "I love him" essentially means that 
I do not want anything bad for him. In the same way when 
one says: ~ I oJ 0./ i "I dis like good for him", it does 
not imply that I wish' absolutely no good for.him, but the 
,'1, "",' • 
.... ". expression:" ~ I '~I hate'him" 'implies th<;it" I doc not 
. , wishany.good whatsoever to befallhi]ll .. :', 
Mahabbah: One' uses in respect·C)£: a,thing implying'o~her 
"", ,. ~. ,$. 
\..J..I':' ~I "I. loved 
. .... . . - , things; f~r example one says: 
ZaY~"~m~aning I loved his" hospi tali tyand benefi~ence.; 
I 
"~." Simil~ly one says: ....... ,,'"' 1- . u..JJ ~I , ~hich means I love 
submission or obedience to Allah. In neither of these 
~ , > ,J. ~ .. ~ 
instances could on~. use: '. 'k..J~").J.1 or~' w'>.JJ 
.w M~ 
in the. same way; , ~ of Allah is·,transferre¢t from ~ 
of ~\J, to Allah as w; of Allah is transfer~e~l. from 
~~ of His punishment(l). In the same way one says: 
~ ~ I ~ "~\ "Allah loves the believers," meaning 
He wants to bestow His hospitality and reward on the 
. '" 
, .." . W', 
believers, and one cannot say: . ~ ;Jo\ ~....r_cUJ\ to 
impart the same meaning. Therefore, linguists define 
-~ -~ 
.  as (mutual) requital and friendship.  is. also 
. . . ~ .. 
used' in'the sense of o~;"~one"says: .. ~\ ,~.~,c 
which: can mean: ~ \ ~ yz> '''He, de'sires mea:t"', and 
"'" ". - '''' J-
in the same way: '~' II t.,W~\ can mean: 
~\ )J \,W L:.J.ti "I ate food which I did not 
-
desire". In spite of these differences ~ is ~':)\.J\ 
"volition", and proof of this is that one cannot love a 
- ... - \./ 
thing if one dis likes it (i. e. one cannot use ~ and d...Q) ~ 
of the same thing, whereas one can use ~ and 0.>'.J ~ about 
one and the same). 
, ... 
(1) The Qur'an says: ~ \ W \,;,\ <.} t~ "Surely I fear Allah, 
- ,. 
oJ,JU\ /28" which implies I fear from His punishment or anger. 
.",. . 
,'"' 
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_UI .. 
. 4..d. .. ... _f)~ 
... O~ 284. 
~ 
Shahwah: '0 ~ is the soul's craving for and inclination 
towards the thing desired, and is distinct from o>'j~. 
o~ is used of things in which one takes pleasure only • 
... w ... 
Mahabbah: ~ is a kind of 0';>'..,,\., and its opposite is 
285. 
~ ; the opposite of ~ is ~. ~ can be 
used both of things in which one takes pleasure and of 
other things. 
. 
... w 
d...f "''' \ ...'" -,. ~ ..,J..AQ ~'p~. 
. 
Sbahwah:' See' . A''''.' 
Sadaqah: .', ~~isst;ength of love. It is derived from 
.' . " '., - . " -', i3~~0 m~aning: "a strong and durab_le thi~g"~ 
,Accordi~gto ,Abu CAli.:' ~',..MP is the ag~ement of 
hearts .on love .. Therefore, Allah cannot be called 
I'.J> $. l\ , ..... 1 •• 11 .. ~ L \ ,'~. $. L \ ' Ll_' ~ • ~.Y L7"~ as He is called V y- ~'or \...F' y v=--
.. 
Mahabbah: See. A 
. 
.. 286. o~ 
.. 
Shahwah: o~ is the soul's craving for that which gives joy 
and pleasure. 
w 
Ladhdhah: D;J is that which the soul craves for and 
struggles to·at.tain. 
. 
287. p~ ~ 0':>\...)\. 
Iradah: '0':>\..,.1 t can be used of an action which one intends to 
do and yet does not desire to do, for example, drinking 
a bitter medicine or dieting or being cupped: So '0:> \..,.1 \ 
of an evil or bad thing is bad, whereas o~ of a bad 
thing is not bad (because '0:>'..,,\ implies an intention) . 
... 
Shahwah: o~ may be that which one desires in spite of his 
reluctance to succumb; for example a person who is fasting 
longs to drink water but dislikes the idea of doing so. 
288. 
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w 
is a 'O;J for which there has been a previous 
For example, if a thirsty man longs for water, 
but is unable to drink his fill, and then does manage to 
drink, the Q)J he derives from this drinking is called 
~\~ ; if he drinks the first onset of thirst, it 
cannot be called ~ I..). If a man has walked a long time 
and then sits down, having had a previous desire to sit, 
the pleasure he derives from sitting is called ~\..J. 
"<".~\..Jis not an, o>'--'t(precisely);but is asso"ciated"and 
e,' 
We 
LaOhdhah:·According.to ~u Hashim: e 0» cis. not>a: e~ "CQJicept".:':. 
'e' 
289., 
Hubb: 
But inc the specification 6f one who .derive·spleasur"e from 
\ w ~"" , 
'0 j,J)md fro~the. various types,9.f J ~'that' indicate that e 
. .:", f' ".,:.;f-.:, _ . ',. ,,", ,-. ,r,' 
it exists e inc~L nu'mber of,' ge"ner'a' there is' evidenc¢ for 1. ts 
.~. . , . 
~being a ~. ,If, in'these circumstances ,: i ~" 'were not' a 
. ~ ' "' . 
. ~ , then 0,,)"1;.:, t ~o~ld necessarily ridtbe a c.}>-' e' as well. 
~ -~ 
Col ~ "love" is that which is directed towardS", an object 
towards which both ones nature and wisdom (intellect?) 
incline. 
WI 
Wudd: ..)" is that which is directed towards an object towards, 
, ....., J. 
which only ones nature inclines. One says: U I .:> ~ , 
U U '6 \.£l \:, "'I wish that such and such would e have 
.... e 
been for me", or <.Y.> ..,J \0; ,,\ is used when one longs for 
someone' ~ friendship;" On the measures of ~ and 
~ one can use 
. .. -
.I, "w J. 
\.j ~ ~ \ and 
':;" and ~.:>'. One can say' both 
~ " " l; u.;. ';", ; but one' can say only 
290. 
c Ishq : ~ is intensity of o~ for obtaining what is 
desired from the 0~when the latter is a human being, 
and determination to have intercourse with him/her when it 
-197-
. 
is possible. If ~ were without o~, it would be 
possible for an ~\s- not to desire to obtain anything 
from the loved one. However, it is a particular o~, 
which is directed unfailingly in one direction; it is a 
man's desire for obtaining his object with the loved one. 
Ones desire for drinking wine, eating food or using scent 
cannot be.called ~. It is also said that ~ is 
that o~ which when it becomes excessive, kills the 
if' u. , if the desired object is not attained; o:;?' of 
wine, food or perfume, or love of ones house or ones wealth 
does not kill the desirer, if not satisfied; but 'Or for 
p;ivacy with,the(;~and for obtaining ones object from 
. " ~. , , \ 
him/her· ha13· kille d I?any (lovers). 
Mahabbah: See . A 
"Iradah: . ,See A 
" "i' 
292. 
"0:> \...1' of' obedience takes place before it whereas 
. , 
concerning 
~.> 1...1 I and 
... 
,. 
it comes after it 'or at the same time as it. 
~J are not connected with one another 
(in an etymological way). According to Abu Hashim: 
is not a if-" "concept or idea". Muslims strive to 
have w,..., from Allah, and one cannot strive for .,~lJ 
"what is non-existent". \...:0...) is the opposite of ~ 
meaning: Allah's o~' .... l"will" to punish. Therefore, ~.J 
should be regarded as u,~, 'O.>~\ "Allah's will to 
. .. 
reward" or His decree concerning it. 
Iradah: 0.> '..J 1 is used of future only. 
\oJ ... 
Tamanni: (jJ- is a ~ "concept or feeling" in the soul 
which materialises when some action fails to occur, from 
... -
the occurrence of which the person who experiences ~ 
... .. 
( ~) expects some benefit, or from the non-occurrence 
....... 
of which he fears some damage. ~ can be used of both 
past and future; whereas '0::> '..I' can only be used of future. 
" 
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..... 
~ can be used about certain things about which 
\,.I ... 
o ::> \,.) ~ cannot be used, for example one can have if 
that Allah had not created him or that he had not done 
what he did yesterday, but one cannot use 0">\..J1 in this 
... -
context. According to Abu CAli: ~ is to express 
.. ~ somethlng ln terms of _, e.g. \~ /' "11\ ~ "Would 
...-
that things were thus"; he further holds that if is 
both the artiCUlation of a ~ phrase and the concealing 
of the idea,of it in the heart. Abu Bakr b. al-Akhshad 
"-', - - -
holds the same. ,if also m,eans: P,-':Vv "following" ',' 
,·'Allah says: ,cti.; ~",U l.)~~\c]Jt.(} \~ '. "Wh.en ;he' 
1,'- , .;,. """. .,-.' " ' ._.... - - '" 
desired, the devil ¥Iade<a suggestio~ respectinghis d.esir~ ,"" 
t',/!)2".' .. i~n:al~Anb~ri,~~~s:" Zfi 'is, ~~, 
, "estiJJlatiop1', ,and~:rtve$ meaningfrom the Qur' anic ~~, 
of the word: ,,' 'if-l;, ~" do .. \:h,& "(And that He created 
pair~; the male'aha ;'female) from the ,small life.!:.germ when 
• c,..I - .. / 
. ~t~fsadaPted,., ~l/4f)". if(~an',als,b ,mean :y.)..J 
."falsel1ood":~ , I;t, is :alsqreported,thatsome people aske.d, 
, ' ~~:: ~, "!le" ~ L~- ~ ... ' w'\" '" ~ (;..' • 1 , al-Sh~C}jr;. ~ 4;~ .. : .. :,.~I"~ ,\ ~'>'J V \..:.uz,s, i.e. Did you: 
- ~ l W ... 
tell. a lie in 'your reporting? '/:s for if ,in the Qur' mile 
passage: ',.L>:? ">,\...4> 0 6 \. G~\ \,# "Long for death,' . 
if you speak truly, Dr.' /94" " it can only refer, to the 
verbal eXpression of longing, that is that they should 
When someone says,: .' 
"Would that things were thus"" according 
WI -
to the linguists, h~ is longing ( ~) , without their .. ", 
:..,.: \. -' ... 
,considering, what is' in his heart. ' 'It is difficult to 
suppose that Muhammad is 'to challenge, them to long for this , 
j. .' 'r".· '< 
in thedr' hearts" since it is common knowledge' that anyone 
can maintain that such,and such is in his heart, without 
anyone else's being able to tell whether or not what he 
says is true. If the Qur'anic passage referred to longing 
in the heart rather than the verbal expression of longing, 
they would have said: "We have longed for that in our hearts", 
and would then have been on a level footing with him, so 
that he would have had no evidence for their lying or for 
the truth of his certainty. Since they did not say this, 
however, we-can be sure that the challenge to them was that 
they should express longing (for death) verbally. 
" 
" 
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(1) The text reads: p.117. 
293. 
... 
TamannI: ~ is used both of what one enjoys and what one 
w ... 
w _ (j4 . for death ....... dislikes, for example one can have 
Another difference between ~ and o~ is that 
can be used about the past, whereas o~ cannot. 
, c ~"." 
if 
Shahwah: ,~~ i~used of'those pleasures only which can be had 
through s~nse-perception. 
294. 
- ., .," :.. 
t5J1b .>o~ 
Shahwah: See A ' 
Hawa: 
,; , 
<.S~. implies a thing's assuming an extremely dominant 
p,osj.tion'in the soul, which'inclines towards it in an 
. '-, ~- , , 
improper'way~ Therefore <.5.>'l' is generally used in a 
derogatory sense. One can say: (UJJ\ 6W~\ if" .:..~ 
but one cannot say: ('ul:J16W~\ ujIl$ •. : . 
Iradah: '0..> '.I t 'can be used both of that which extends over 
a considerable period of time and that which does not . 
... j. :. 
MashI' ah: ~ can only be used about that which 'does not 
296. 
" " 
extend over a peri~d of time; for example, one say'~: 
>' J." '. /' '" j U \ . '." ,.)..J) ~~ \.:.0 ,'" .h, "I shall do sych and ,such, 
. ,'~ 
whether Zayd wishes me to or not". 'G. I is used· only of 
•• J. • 
the moment when an action is attempted, and so ~ is 
also (as the contrary) is used only of that moment. 
(/' is an 0.> I..J 1 by means of which the <>:!./ (agent 
of 0,)1"",' ) cuts short his deliberation about whether to ,. 
proceed to perform an action or to refrain. It is 
..::"];-
'L, ;"" 
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restricted to the '0.> \ .... 1 of the ..)J / in respect of his 
, .. 
own actions; one cannot have (/Y concerning someone 
else's actions. 
Mashi'ah: See A 
297. 
(/ precedes the ~ (..,;,» , whether by a considerable 
time or a short time. Allah cannot be described in 
.. "' . 
. h terms of 6...v because His volition never precedes His 
... /"~ 
,,~action;neither Cem He be described interrils of, (.:? , 
in the ·sanie;~ay asHe c~not be cl~scribed in terms of 
delibe;ation o~.·'c~tting:~hort delib~rati6n concerning 
""p~oce~ding to, p~~Jorin ~~mething orrefri1.nl'ng f;~m ' it. 
~ '. . " . , ' 
. NiYYiili: ~: "is, an 0.>' .... \ whict:.'p;,ecedes 
~., , ~_' '.' 
an actiop by some 
298. 
'time. ~t is' deri vedtrom<..5} ; and 
'.. ., ...... :~ 
. ~ w, 
(5~ and a....... 
mean :dist,ance; (5 yJ t means "to ,be distant". So an 
,- ,,'0.> '.J1 "will" which is distant from 
"., > -.' r "" _ w .".~"" -~ 
is called,,'~' ; 1t does not imply 
that which is wished 
, .~ .,), & "cutting 
short qf deliberation" in proceeding to perform an action. 
"'" 
Ikhtiyar: .J to:':;' L is 0.> ' .... t of one thing rather than another. 
It is used only when both that which is chosen and (an) 
alternative(s) have occurred to ones mind. Originally 
...J~~is derived from ~ "goodness", so a .J\:.S' is 
on'e who wants the better of two things, in reality or as 
it ,appears to him, without any compulsion. If one' is 
compelled 'to want a thing, he cannot be said to have chosen 
it (oJ...J~) • ...J~:~l is the opposite of .J~t "compulsion". 
Iradah: O.>'.J' is used of an action no alternative to which ~ 
has occurred to ones mind . 
299. . , t.: I ';rL:;;I d .. " •• j. 
Ikhtiyar: A semantic extension occurred in the meaning of .J~~ 
and the actions of the bodily organs are called A.,...J t..:;..;.1 
- .. j. 
, ~ :." ' 
.~ " 
, -. ~" , 
".," 
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"voluntary", discriminating them from ones involuntary 
actions like the movement produced by an impact, the 
movement of the pulse or the movement of trembling. One 
says: G~<JsLf"'...,.l\ u>\ meaning: I chose to wear 
marvi cloth rather than linen. This sense can be seen in 
the Qur'anic verse: 
"And certainly We chose them, having knowledge ~ above the 
nations, 0G...J' /32", i. e. We chose them to send 
The ~~ and the U~ have the same form, but 
is;\.;JJJ~ andth~ J~:, \~~..)~ . 
as prophets. 
the tY\'; 
The 
, ' . 'F "e~pressioh: ~?1 I?eans::~.:~($.:u\~~-~' .' 
~} ... oj ct . "I; have 9h~sen YO~:rf~~\~fi~,' ~ood,~ha~t io~hav;, 
in you""Therefore one says.:,,': .. 'Y~'" \#. ~5' '\,' "I,' 
, ~ I" ,; 'c , \ ,~' x' _ ' 
thought you most worthy of this garment", and: one capnot,. use, 
~', s,~-:j;'-t in this contex~.," Rq.~her:', ':on~ says :,.:$ j..D. '. 
. i. " 'I •• ~, j';" j , " • • - .... .'J'" 0, '. • t' , - , 
',' '/.)Jl.,~ "I have select~d YOlf for fhis matter"; it' 
is clear ;t;:hat iri the aforementioned sense,..J ~\ and ..J t:, \, 
...l} ,'", _ ~. ~ 
are .not , interchangeable . 
• ,. • c" 
, -/- , 
Ithar:", .J~ \, according to one interpr~tation, 
. - ~ , 
means: ..JW\ 
" , - " 
". IJ (».> "a previous chqice or· a choice whi:ch has already , ' 
been made" , and this meaning is testified to by the Qur' anic ' 
300. 
-c Zama : 
, ,..J , • 
\:.~~~ \»J ~\,; \yG "They said: By use: 
A~~ah! now has Allah certainly chosen you over us, 
u...... ~ /91", i. e. you have previously been chosen ove:r 
us; they were all chosen by Allah, since they were prophets. 
In our opinion the verse: ~ ~\ ~..; '\ means: 
\' •... !.... ";:, , \~"'" ,. "' ~,.~\ ,sJl.a , ; and one says: u- u--. ,w.., \ 
I, to.... :... ~ ~ ~ .0/).1\ "You are one of the pre,ferred people in my, 
opinion'" Le'. one of those whom I prefer to others in 
benefitting or doing good to him. 
uL.; is used of (undertaking a) journey, whereas (/ 
can be used of all actions of a man. A poet says: 
• /.. \,..1 • ~ (1) \...J ~ t (}.:} U , LY ~..J \ 
"I set off from Layla' s people in the early morning". 
( 1) 
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.. J\ - • s-
One says: ~- ~J' "I d~cided to make a journey", 
but one cannot say: ~/l\ -,0'))\ ~ J" as one can 
J. 
say: ~ ?'-' y~, <J> ~.:,s. The verb ~:,\, U..f-
can be also made transitive with the help of the preposition 
cAzm : See A 
c-: -Kit:3b Ma ani al-~uruf,p.98 with different ·reading: 
\j~.\~J\LY W~:::\\ 
... .. '"'. ,.' 
301. 
. Iradah: ?.:>'J\' can "be used both of. speech and action. 
'Macn~: ~ ~ is the-o~'J~ that sp~ech should:b~"'in accordance" 
wi th that (sense) for which it was de'vised in the language, 
302. 
. ' 
or with' a permissib;Le metaphorical sense. ~"l:S 
peculiar t~' speech ;.,~xcept when it may be used in a 
transferred sense 'for something else. 
Iradah: See A 
w..... \.Is 
Tayammum: (- is derived from (\:' meaning: "to make for 
303. 
something from the front". Therefore Allah cannot be, 
.... -
described in terms of ~ since it cannot be said of Him 
that He makes fora thing either from the front or from 
w - " 
the ~ear. A K is one who makes for that which is 
in front of hir.- Afterwards because of extensive use ~' 
was taken for other meanings also. 
Iradah: See 6-
'_/ 1#1< Taharri: ~~ is seeking for the place of something. It is 
derived from '.J>' meaning: "shelter". The dwelling of a 
bird is also called ~ , as is the place of its laying 
. ', ,~ 
'~. ' 
304-. 
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~\<.5w" its eggs also. The expression: I • .. ~ "to seek 
out the direction of the Ka'bah" is also derived from 
this. It is used only where there is no doubt as to 
whether or not one will attain what one is making for, 
and thus Allah cannot be described in terms of it. ~~ 
is in no way related to 0..>'..) ~ . 
Iradah: See 6 
....". :" 
~, , . 
,Tawakhkhi: -J>} is d~ri veO· frorilcJ ~ meaning: "a straight-
305. 
. .. .-. \III 
and directpath"-. :The·. expression: .:s-~l u-d>~ is 
'lik~saYirig: . ~;.>.1L·e ~:" if .. >'·~: 'iI made it :iny .' 
. ~ way". . Afterwp-rds. c..f;' was us;dfor" uJ.j,. and ii;tl ;~ an c'.. I •• ' .. 
. :, extension in meaning . 
Iradah: See b' 
Tawtiri. al-Nafs: '~"ue;} "reconciliation of oneself" 
to something comes aft~r ~.>!.J ~ of it, and is used of that 
.. " .. 
which involves difficulty or hardship. Therefore one 
. • " CaJ 
never says: ~\....(}S-~U~ 0-' . 
306. 
Iradah : See Il 
Qa~d:. A periion' s .~J . c.an refer only'to his own actions and 
not to those of anyon~ else,' whereas a person 's 0.) '..I I~ 
is not restricted either to his own actions or to those 
of other people. ~ is also 0> '..I ' .. of a ~ "action" 
only at the moment when it (the action) is brought about, 
when the '0:> I..) 1 precedes the action by some considerable 
-time, it cannot be termed .}v.Jl" Therefore one cannot 
I", s. j. ~ 
say: I.» tV.J)) I 0 1 \::.J~ (as one can say: u.>..J1 
in such statements). 
f'" 
307. 
Hajj: 
-.--
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t.J 
~ is a direct ~ • Therefore ~ of Allah's 
house is called ~~ because one whose ~ is the 
visiting of it does not turn aside from it towards anything 
... 
else. A straight path is called a -~, and 6...? is a 
pattern of the same verb because it is a direct 
Qa~d: See A 
, '308.-
Hard: 
-.'-,--
is to make for- a thing from a distance;" It -is\ 
(y-I~J' (Y?.J ,~eaning,: 
'i:i:'~~~ who do~sn6t associat~: or stop with othe,r, people. ' 
'~.P' ~/ is'a star which is set apart from other~ , 
.. - :. 0" ,,, ",.0;,,) ;"'-~;, 
derived 'from the-expression: 
stars. The Qur'an says: Lt ~~ \,; j/ c..}J-. \-,~j ~ , 
"And in'the morning they 'went, having the power to prevent, 
.... '" . 
" ~' /25"" mean::; _,that ~hey intended something whic,h 
could not take place beCause Allah destroyed their fruit 
before they could benefit from it(l). 
'" 
Qasd: See A 
--.-
(1) The text reads: ~ instead of ~,p.120. 
309. ., ) v' 
Iradah: See b. 
Isabah: An 0> L, \. is sometimes called ~ \.,.p 1 metaphorically . 
. "J. .,." ,,,1 \_J. 
For example one says: ylX \h> I ~ l..:J lye'l ~ \.J7' here 
J. ~ 
L;J L..o, is used in place of .> \..J I , which means: "He 
had the correct intention but made a mistake in his 
~ " , 
answer" . Allah says: l.-I LP \ ~ \ "G..J "( Then We made 
. -
the wind subservient to him; it made his command) to 
run gently whenever he desired, if /36". Mostly ~\.,.pl .. 
"realization of something" takes place with 0.> I.; I • .. 
f' 
-.,'> ." 
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310. 
Qa~d: See l:. 
Nahw: 
"-," 
311. 
. 
~ is a ~ of something from one direction. One 
.. 
. 
says: G..,,5' when one makes for it from a particular 
direction. People use the phrase: rOO' joo\S-\ to mean 
different approaches in talking about something. It 
is reported that when Abu al-Aswad al-Du'.ali wrote his 
book about case-endings, he said to his companions: 
. r ~ \ \ .a. \ ~ , ,i.e. adopt this approaqh in sp.ee ch ; 
after that, case-eDdings in:9'~rabic were calle,d ' '/ 
, J-~ ~.l\ ~ ~'t;~' fneans,:' ~he 'a~~~~ fro~' .whi~h .one· ~pproa:ches' 
it. ~\,; is em.' the measure qf' lli\';' , with the sense of 
~~" i."e,~,,7:,·~ ;-" ',\,., '; ~ . 
.' . 
',' -,,' 
Iradah: 'See,' . ~ 
Hamm:' . is,:I),the las t ppase. of d.J:/·~hen it is about to 
~. • T 
be ,t'ranslatedinto action; a poet says:, . .' " 
(1) ~~c.P6\!;s,~C/; . ~.;~iO ~~~; ~)o:; 
"I was about to act but I did not; r almost acted, and 
would that I had left the wives of CUthman weeping over 
him". r' ~r is used when bnemelts fat, because 
the melting of fat is its last state. It is also said 
that is to have ones mind concerned Yli th something 
. 
, ~r . 
. ,!~' 
that has power to cause hardship . . L...>~ are hardships. 
,~'. ,-
The. original meaning of the 
.,.I.,j'~ •. _ ." .... 
e~t~eme..Thus· -F'? is 
to the point of burning it, 
disease emaciates a person. 
word ,,~0 '. is' to go to the 
used when some'on~ melts fat 
, ... '" and if;' r. is used'when a 
(1) This is a verse of Dati' al-Burjumi, Khizanat al-Adab, 4:80; 
Lisan ( ./.! ) . 
" 
'.,' . 
312. 
Qa~d: 
Hamm: 
313. 
Hamm: 
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See 6. 
w 
The verb r implies that a person is concerned about 
... 
something before making a ~ towards it, that is 
that he reaches the final phase" of his r:? concerning 
, , ... 
it and then makes for it ( o~). 
is ones thought regarding the removal of something' . 
one disJ,ikes an,d the brlngiI).g near of something on.e 
desires. One, 'says: ~:'\.s-. ? j,ir . am concerned' about 
that what' InCle:,d" ~~', i a~s~ ~eans o~.; Alla1).sa~s: 
~.lJr.-' c:t.! c..Jb.»J j '''And -certainly she 'made for ,hIm,,' 
an.d he w~)Uldhave' made' for her, ~~ /24" i.e.>:'~h~ was 
determined on' iinmorali ty (with him), and he desired her 
(?); evid~nce for the correctness of this interpretation,' 
is the indication that prophets do~ot resolve"t~' ~ommit . 
-, ", . ' .. ' CoJ 
immorality. This verse is analogo~s to the ;e;se :,; ~\ U ~ 
~ ~ ~'0-'IP ~1 ~)J\~\\:~I~'6~'~;;'!h' 
.,s., ' ..... " -(y';pJl I /56); here oj.l...tzJ1from Allah is mercy from Him, 
'0 ~I from the angels is asking for forgiveness for the 
Prophet, and 'OMI from men is prayer for him. In the 
/ .., I w,.' :. 
yerse: 'O...e )lJ.) ~ y> .lJ' oJ \ 11 c\J' ~ 1..Ad"" "Allah So ,. 
bear witness that there is no god but Him, and (so do) 
, - ,J 
the angels, 6~u I 117", bearing witness on the p'artof 
Allah is making a state~ent and imparting information, 
and on' the part ?:f the angels is affirmation of their 
',bel:ief in that. 7 is that which melts the body when 
~.':'I.WP one is grieved, a sense transferred from: ("' I 
~~ ~ 
Himmah: ~ is an extension of f ,and implies that 
the object is more difficult of attainment ( 0.,,:; y ~ ) 
W (?). Therefore a man is praised for ~ , for example 
one says: ~/.,,-> ~ .. ~.,,-> 0).L.. As f~r as the 
expressions: ~ I ~ or ~~Y. are concerned, 
~ .. "" they are used because some \- (pl. of ~) are more 
difficult or greater ihan others, so that the person so 
described 1S concerned with great and important matters. 
c ~)_ \. 
r 
j. . ' .. ~-' , 
I 
I 
r 
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314. 
'Has ad: ~ is wishing to be in the condition of the envied 
person and that he should not. Therefore ~ is 
condemned. 
Ghabt: ~ is wishing to be in the condition of the .h~, 
;" " 
without desiring that he should be deprived of it. So 
~ is not conderrmed. It is reported that Muhammad 
was asked: ~ ~ \ ~~\ "Does ~'lnj1;lre, (~he one 
wh9 feel!?i t)? 'M~~iimm~d ~swered ::iLp~\ ,~:\.(~:, 
<.i; ~J "'Yes-,'as" the:beatr-q.g;\·;(~ith ::?: stic)<:) injures 
t. ~I _eO::"' '"", '-'.,";, \'~" .: . ..." ... , ,'" - ",'~'C.!<.'~~',"._ ,'''<- '_'; _ '.~~' "' .• , 
(the leaves of a .beaten) shrub". Heme,ant 'that, one· sho.uld, 
:foJ:'~ake ;o~ha.~gavear:t easy l'ffe le~:i:';he,"may h,e,Jed int"o 
,~d~'S'ir~lewa.y~~" It'~is simila; :t~'::~aYin{ ~ ~,:)\ ~ , 
'i.hlJ·"~,;'~~\:'~ t ('.f,"'''t\~c~tici,~~ 3:~ie"t;~do:s'no~ apPl;( . 
to' what i~ . p\..p , 6ri:iy t~'wh~rt :i.s;J~ . ". ·'h'l.:'!'I' . 
f , " " '" 
isple~:sure in:some·,bl~ssj.n,g; ~ is a good: c~onditi~n 
~hic;h pleases its;"pos~essor. 
, , 
(i) The textre~d.s:';~\~ instead of 0 ~~'~p.121. 
In Taj al-cArus, 'this tradition has occurred with different 
.9 99,./"" 
reading: ' ¥' o~.>l\~ U ~ ~ 1l • 
315. - I /' d..b, /' ~ 
Iba': \r~l is to refrain or abstain. People used to say 
to kings: <.:,y-U\ G.:"'!', , meaning: :Your II1ajesty dislikes 
being ,cursed ;~ince everyone disliJses i t;:but meaning: 
You will avoid being cursed, or abused, ,because of your 
good deeds. A rajiz says: 
"If they intend to wrong 
the poet does not mean: 
in this there would be no 
him, we shall reject this"; here 
o ~ \ ;,...ctb' of G \ , because 
- ~ r- s ~ 
self-praise . Allah says: U l, ~ 
. ~ ~ ~ J.... ~ 
o ~ ~ '" r: (; \ l.I t £..1\ "And Allah will not consent 
save to perfect His light, ~;,J \ /32", 1. e. He will 
refrain from it. 
:', . ~ 
i' ••. -
, ~' 
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Karahah : One 
able to 
may dislike 
reject it ( 
( 0/ ) 
~ UJ ) . 
something without being 
If Allah rejected ( U\ 
316. 
acts of disobedience ( ~W\ ) as He dislikes them 
( 0./), the same, there would be no disobedience and 
no disobedient person. 
J. \0 ~ indicates abstention. For example, a person who 
. moves unintentionally has ;'nonethel,ess produced something 
'opposite t6 stillne'ss, (G~) ; , i t','CcUUiot .be sOaid of 
. ~ -- '~, " . , 
him: Up\,U~ . 
- '.:" 
) 
. Mad adriah : 
,'''' \,,', ",' , 
ti ?~' does 'hot indi~ateiilistei1tion c from som~ttiing . 
.317. 
Bughd: The meaning of ~ 
~ if .'. ,For ,e'xample; 
~~·~vl~\ , 
" . 
• '", I ',~, 
, ", 
• ~ ,-~ .r'~ ;:. 
is more ext~I1si ve than that; 'of· 
~ " . ....s :" 
one says:'. \~:.~, \ to"mean: 
and one cann()~.saY: ~~ •. )o./~' 
:lnthis context. Like ~ ~ 'i'i'as undergonethEl 
~~\ , • .J' • \01 , .!'\ 
same semantic extension; one says: -:. '--""'" to mean: 
~-' cU~\~' ; and one cannot use .~.J~ in this 
context. 
Karahah: 4...0 ~ is use9, where ~., is not used. For example 
one says: . (~\ \)..0.0/\ "I dislike this fQod" and 
does not say: (\.JJ\\..:uz:, ~ \ , as one says: ~'jJ 
(i) r~\ \)..0 to ,show ones dislike for' eating·i t 
whereas,' (\.JV1 \)..0 ~.J~. imp~ies that you want to eat 
or to 'Purchase it . 
... ~ ... ~ 
(1) The text reads ~I instead of ~I U p.122. 
318. 
Karahah: ~ \J is the opposite of '0.,.) \,.) ~. Sometimes o...a, ifis 
used for & I ) ~ metaphorically. Diseases and 
I' 
"0 
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ailments are called oJ ~ because one very greatly 
. 
dislikes what ones nature shrinks from. Thus, o~ 
"" . . . 
is called ~ and the object of o~ ( ~) 
~~ , because one very much loves what one desires and 
ones nature inclines towards. 
" ... 
Nafur aI-Tab c: is the opposite of o~ 
One may wish to take a bitter medicine, in spite of his 
natural aversion from it. &' J ~ is particularly used 
in relation to that whtch is painful and hard to bear; 
~ \/ may b~,. used ~n re'lation to" such ~hirig~; arid also in 
. . . 
relation to acts'o:f disobedience (to:' Allah) or other .1;~hlgS 
of, the; sa.me sort' that one, desires qr fiI:!ds. pleasurabl~. ," ; 
Anathe;" difference between. them'is tha~~\J;0 canJ;:>e' . 
?' <;.ass6ci?~ed.,\:dt~·.ti·:>~! ~hereas 'A.0V canno,t. . ," .<':~~'" ,,' "\"~<:" .••. ,. 
"-?) ,-
" ~" ;.\' " , 
319. ~.~",. u ... . .. ~ 
. .., 
La Yuhibbuhu: ~U is more compre'hensive than ~'.' 
Yubghiduhu: Theexpress:lon: ~ may imply that onE!' hates a' 
person from one point ofvi'ew and'loves him from another. 
In the same way, ~ may imply that one is ignorant of 
s~mething from one aspect and knows it from another. The 
, 
expression: on,the other hand, does not 
include this possibility. 
320. 
" Ghadab: LJ...JtJ.'can only be anger with someone else; it is the 
wish to harm the person at whom it is directed 
( ~ L:-> ~ ), and one cannot have a wish to harm 
himself. L->AJ. is used both of the anger of an inferior 
with a superior and vice versa. 
Ghayz: ~ may be directed against oneself whereas ~> 
, 
cannot. .h....j:. is close in meaning to ( 
'I 
I, 
" Y 
.f.' 
.~ 
I. 
i' 
" 
'~: -
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321. 
Stikht: ~ is used only of the anger of a superior with an 
inferior. One says: ~\$\ (.}-S-~J.))\ ~ and one 
cannot say: ...r.:-')l\ {).l- ~\$ \ ~ in this context 
~ is used. When the verb ~ is transitive it is 
the oppos i te of &,.J , and when the preposition (}S' is 
used with it, it gives the meaning of ~ ,e.g. ~ 
, 
~ ~\ is used when Allah wants to punish someone. 
Ghadab:. See A 
J ,.-
C" 
. ,'-' 
322 .• 
; .,r 
".: 
:1' 
", -. . . """" ' '. {.' ~', ,~. 
. Ishtiya:t~: j, t...:...::, \ 'is a, volatility that C comes upon 'a persQn 'in . 
• -', ' .... " '. •• _ ;., <II" ,; ..... ~ ""~, '1,....~ 
<. ,the,' stat!: of, anger'C'~~' ). It is to L:-'...Ju. as~? . 
.is to joy ( V;' ).' However, y/ may also be used of 
...... 
the volatility that, comes from grief (, U·:.p ,) , whe;easb\j· -:. , 
: ' - ~ 
is .only used in ~onnection with l:-'.:aj:.. ,l,'.:':::'l can also 
'mean,-;>..:a:.,J\'6..s..,/ "t'o .be' enraged;'ra~idlY';' ' Al':'Asmaci· says; 
. . . . 
);, ~ ~ \,; :is a caIrielw,hich becomes fat quickly. The 
expression: J:> ..r' 'j, ~\ is used when one is inflamed 
with anger, as though anger had flown up in him. 
Ghadab: See A 
323. 
Ghadab al-Hikmah: ~ caused by wisdom is a kind of punishment 
for the person at whom it is directed, which i$ opposite· 
to " \.,.P..J • This is the ~ in terms of which, Allah is 
described. 
Ghadab al~Hamiyyah: LJ~ caused by enthusiasm is a 
. . 
324. 
Hard: 
...-
disturbance of ones nature which is demonstrated in the 
changes of facial expressions. 
.>/ is to demonstrate ones anger against someone by 
keeping away from him; .}wi..!' Ji is a star which is 
- . 
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"" 
set apart from other stars, and' ~ -" c.? is a tribe 
which resides at some distant place. Allah cannot be 
described in terms of >~ >~ implies ones being 
settled in some place;' one cannot speak of.:>Y by means 
of being moved. ..>/ can also mean a ~ , implying 
that one reaches the furthest extremity of anger. The 
" word >~ means laxity or looseness of the fore-feet of 
camel, and one says: ..>/~J.R: or !1\':>'p 6::; \: in Arabic. 
Ghadab: :See.· A 
> ,," 
, 325; .. , 
" -,' Bu~hdah: .... ~ ls/~he.wish t'odespise one" and to' humi-liate' 
, "-, _ ',' _~",\' -,.t;;., ',-' " 
htm .. Its opposi t;$·fs ,\.~ which implies the wish to 
'ma~ify ~d .gi~rifj.~~e p~~son 10VecL 
, ~Adawah:, '0,"" ~ is . the di~tancing oneself from l:l~lping someone. ,/. 
" ~",' , 
: . 
326. 
c -Adu: 
It~ ; opposite is ~O;..J~: :;,'fri~ndship';-' which is bring' ing 
- -'. ~., , 
cme~~lf hear to' helping <::; ome one . 
See 
'\ A .. " . ~ . 
) 
Kashih: ~.t( is an enemy ~ho keeps his enmity hidden, as if 
he had concealed it wi thin his flanks. One says: ~ \( 
G)tL,. "SO and so 'kept his enmity towards you secret". 
The nouns from this root are.~ and 6.J:...~ 
327. 
r/ • 
Shana an: t:) ~ c - c--according to Ali b. Isa, is to search 
for defects in the actions of someone because of ones 
previous enmity. This word has no (etymological) relation 
_ • ,J • 
wi th 0, L-.s. . u L:.:.. is used for 'O,!A.Y because '0.> '.» is the 
,J • 
cause of ~~ ; sometimes the thing caused is called by 
the name of its cause. It is said in the int~rpretation 
_ ,J. 
of the verse: (:I (; b "(and let not) hatred of a 
people (incite you not to act equitably), oj;U.1 /8" that 
. '. 
I, 
~," " 
, . '. ~~. ,; 
" ' 
. , 
··r • 
/,: 
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it means: ~( ;, ~. Some l~nguists read this word: 
D\::~ (with sukoo oI\noo) meaning: {f~,,(;; ~ 
on the measure of6\~. 
, 
cAd~wah: '0, ~ is to wish for evil for the thing to which one 
is hostile. Its original meaning is 0-:::-" "inclination". 
The expression: C-:f :> \}\ '0".» is derived from '0..) ~ , 
meaning the side , 
may be ..A>} 
.. ~I '.» / 
of a valley. The original meaning of 0.,,'» 
,;WI ,.\.,,-» is the remoteness of a dwelling . 
~~\>~ means to go beyond a thing and 
" ',;;is, ~qu1 .valent ,t.o say~ng that it is distant from "the centre. 
: }r': . ,-,<, 
', .. ' 
-,' . 
328~,' 
O~e can have ~,~: 
" with 'solTle()~e-wiih~:)\:thflving any e~'mi ty'~i:th' him. 
Muq;;'dat: ~~~~ -is 'an 'action, of' the he~rt.. orlecan 4ave\e~~{ty , 
'( ~,\:>\>A") with' ~qmeOIle '~i thout ' having ~l/ "verbal 
< • i' ". - 0 , • 
f, ,~ 
, ,t, 
329. 
c- - It. Mu adat: See ~ 
~ 
Mtmawa' ah: n \ -' W is on the measure of 'C.h. ~ from It ~ 
-oJ-\a'-meaning to rise ~p heavily or with difficulty. ~~ 
• .1:\ .. : \, .s~~'. \','- (1) . d' ~-r.!'means ~L. •• ~ \..o.P L e. to stan agalnst 
someone, ,wi thforce and vigour in a war or a dispute. The 
. ,..".~ /_. ~ ~ 
same meaning is in, the Qurianic verse: .s.c;..:;.J, d..s'~G \ ~ 
", ~ 
:; . ...a,..,) ~ "So much so that the keys (of his hoards of 
wealth)wouHI 
~, /76". 
certainly weigh down ,a company of men, 
One uses L:...J j. \,;''''when ~ fat woman rises; one 
also says: b:.rt: ~. So-~ "Her buttocks raise her up 
(with difficulty)", as a reversed image for C1.! s"y~. 
~~~\; is used when a star rises as if it has risen 
with effort. The writer ofAl~Fasih says: 
. . 
r. \;, d '-?-~ \ "When you oppose people or offer resistance 
s 
then you should be patient" ."'o\.)~ and "0 '."w are not 
etymologically related to each other; one can have enmity with 
someone without opposing him or offering resistance to him. 
,,: ,,'-, 
I ,: 
.. ,<! 
"-: \ ., 
'.J; , 
.;. 
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(1) The text reads: -oJ L;!.r;.:a,0W instead of ~~G p.l24-. 
330. l..z' ~.!J (~~l ~ ~ \.J t 
Iradat al-Intiqam: This precedes the infliction of (~.) itself, 
and implies ones having made up ones mind to inflict it. 
If it is simultaneous with the infliction of it, it 
changes its na:ture, (Le. one can no longer w:i,.s,h to do 
something what' erie hasd()~e, it)" 
.' . " '., , 
".' .' ~. ,'" ..,;\ ,~~,t:' .. , . ' , _' 
'Ghadab: '~'4emands "the ,lhflic~,iol)::6fsun1mary p\mishm~nt 
'without ones having (in aqvan~e) made up :otles:, mind 'to 
" " ~ - ( . "" 
'.:dd so'~ , It does ~a't,~ri~'cessariiy change,'i ~~; tiature ,(i. e,.'~ " 
c. " ( r ," .,' " , - - ~ •. , 'J :" , • 
:dnedoes~ notnec~ssarily ceas~.tq be angry' when one' has , 
,: "inflicte,d'" p~iSh~~irt:)~ : The, 'meaning o~ ~ ~ ~t'corres~' 
. ,- .. ,~ . 
<, ponds with th~s': 6'onceptbut is ",ri~vertheless ';disti~ct 
',',:(;'i~g~"i t is;':spe6ificaily ';Qur.'anic) (1) . 
~ . . " .', ~ . . 
, . .-.. ., (n AI-Qur'an, ~GJlp. 
331. 
Idtirar: ..J ~ 1 is a state in which one is forced to commit 
an action whim he wants to refrain from, e. g. the 
movement of someone who trembles;' and says about him: 
~ ~  ys> but pot ~~"'~;z,. If someone does 
- ' ' ,~' . . 
not.tr'y, to, refrain, from"this aC,tion it cannot be said 
that he' is:\~ 1 ~ , for exampl~. if ~ s,~all boy 
moves the hand of a strong man; in this case the 
movement of the hand of the strong man cannot be 
described in terms of ..,I~l. According to cAlI b. c lsa 
..J ~ 1 is the opposite of l:-" ~, for example one 
says: l--I ~ (i \).b c;, "'..J' I..:D "'. "Did you find 
..,.- '/ ~,. 
that out of necessity (under compulsion), or did you 
acquire that (knowledge) on your own". 
", 
I' 
, ' 
",:". 
,"';".-
332. 
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~lJ\ is used of actions from which one has no 
. . 
escape, e.g. eating of corpse when one is extremely 
hungry or walking through thorns when one is frightened 
of a wild beast. It is said of someone in such a situation: 
.. w ~ ~ ul ~ ~ \.; ~ can also be used in this 
context . cAli b. clsa holds that ,.t! 1 implies a man's 
being brought to act in a certain way, while ~~~ implies 
.... 
that there acts on him harm ( ~ ) that he cannot avoid~ 
W· 
~ being that which involves f' (pain). It is said 
that c.only the mutakallimun 
<, j\)iA'} , and the linguists 
discriminate between j, U \ and 
• s 
regard th~m' as one and" the same. 
. Thisis,no~'correct, because the two~or~;>;apec ,oti'different' . 
• ' "~.- ,''I' m~asu~es ,and, f~om, different r9pts; differer'ice of form and 
< 'r,~ot nece~'sarily imisiie'~ differ~nce' of'~e~ing. .J~1 ca~ 
/ ,\ ' 
be' use'd to mean -o~, whereas s,\S , is: used at out the action' 
".- , . " -' . ~ ';' - ~ 
of a slave (man) ih a manner.~hich hecaJ)!lOt refrain from. -
'''''f:,: 
.' ~ . is, used of one wh'o does something that 
him to do, simply £:rom fear of ha:;:-m. s-\..f \is 
n'othing impels 
that in which 
one haspoY,lerful stimuli t'o act ina manner 'in .which one 
would not act if those stimuli were absent. 
. . ~ 
Ihdath: L:.,~ ~ "origination" and uJ.:! "newly created" require a 
• p 
~ ~ "creator or originator" by definition. The Qur' an 
J ~. J. -:. '''~ w .... has used the verb:L.J,..I.!>\ in the verse: L.:.J»~\c:.PJ<..s.J...u~ 
, s .. 'V\·~ ~ ~ ,"You do not know that Allah may after that 
bring to pass, an event, OW' /1". 
Huduth: D>~ "occurrence or incidence" and c.,,.,> \!> "happening 
or occurring" are not like c.,!..c>~ and 6~ , in requir:ing 
a w~. Some linguists have understood 6 ~! and ~"'..JJ>­
on the analogy of ~ Y and he ld that they are names without 
any objects to be described with these names. In fact 
their analogy with~Yis not correct, because yy is 
a salt swamp which shines in the sun-rise, and a perceiver 
thinks it water. So ~y is a corporeal object that is 
interpreted as something else, whereas ~»~ and 6~p 
are not like that. 
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333. 
. , 
Muhdath: The linguists call a newly originated thing ~~ 
or ~J.!>, for example, one says: ~--"!' / ~~ ~~ 
"a newly constructed building", ~.At> ~ "fresh fruit" 
and l .:..~» (~ "young boy" etc i. e. who has come into 
existence recently. 
Mafcul: The linguists apply the term ()~to anything that 
is brought about, whether recently or of old. The 
mutakallimUn, however, use c,~ and U~in the same 
, 334. 
335. 
sense. 
.. .. ' 
~. :' , 
"" " ~ :. . : .' '. - , ' 
is bringing into existence 'without any 
cause" and its original meaning is r;softness and easiness, 
as if the inventor/cre~t,o!, (Ltj?) faced no difficulty 
in executing his action ,and created ,a thing without any 
:cause or, means. ' 
~ r.efers to that which exists in a state and was 
decreed (i. e. potentially existing) b~fore it existE;!d 
in that state, ei. ther with or without a cau,se. 
Ibtidac : t.;~ ~ is bringing into existence that which has 
•• I-
no precedent. One says: u)iPV.J.:' , when someone has 
produced a novel or strange th~ng. Allah is called 
., . . '. , ", . 
t;~ and d ~ on the,mea;3Ure .of O:f' . ~ is ' 
- So ',' , ' ,~ , 
derived from ~ , , e.g. ~froJrt A\ " ~ from 
J. '. " r-F' ,etc. The Qur'an says: (..>D.J.u'--'~\r\~...A1 
(Allah is the) wonderful originator of the heavens and 
the earth, Dr.'/117". c!JJ-~ in the religious discourses 
is the saying of something previously unknown/unrecognised. 
Allah says: J-...-.J\ 6-a~u.~ d\..o "(Say Muhammad) I 
- I- • 
am not the first of the apostles, W\a.p.)JI/9". Ru 'bah says: 
(1) ~~ U\ ~\ ~..)~..) 
"Truth is not such that it is (suddenly) produced (for 
the first time)". 
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-c It. Ikhtira: See ~ 
(1) Lisan ( U~ ) 
336. 
Fatr: 
--.-
~ is making some happening appear by bringing it 
from nothingness to existence, as if (nothingness) split 
open for it and it appeared. The original sense of the 
r?ot is 's~li tting open', and 'appearance' is associated .~ 
;' wi th ' splitting open;."'" Th~ref6~e, 'one 'says :./. :-.1 \ ~ , 
\.. ",. , ;" whena't~~e bursts out in le,aves;and' ~ \ .I.(J':>U :,,'" 
Allah-made ,mankind app~ar', :~y' meci?s ofHisbr~ngi~g, ~hem, > ' 
ini:o e~istenc~,as leave~, ;appe~t> wh~~ ,the tre'~ bursts· 
into fo.liag~.So, in ,Y' ,~he.re is a me'aning not,found 
'in' ~ " that of makin'g to appear, by means of-bringing 
',' ~ ~. w~ 
"into existence. One cannot say: y.; "-~:H U '.s' 
~ ~ ~ 
,r6hJ \, or ~~, as one can use about Him. 
Ficl: See /1 
. --" 
~ . J. 
337. 
Insha' : is the bringing into being (of something) in one 
state after another, without imitation of a preceding model. 
One sa~s: ( )bJ\ "\ .:..J when a boy grows gradually; the 
noun is 5-~'. Some linguists hold that s.\.~j\1- is the 
beginning of bringing something into existence without 
. 
any cause .. We prefer the first definition of ,.~ \ . ~ 
Fi c l : A ~ always takes place because of some cause; and 
338. 
G I"-\p I" is the bringing into existence of something after 
its having been non-existent, either with or without a 
cause. 
Mubtadi' : A "(5~ of an action ( ~ ) is one who does part 
of it without completing it; it is used only of extended 
and prolonged actions, for example: oj.l..QJ ~ ~ (5 ~ 
.. " 
'-'-"'" 
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"a person who starts offering prayers", or ut~~ 'r(5~ 
"one who starts eating"; it always indicates the very 
first stage of the action. 
Mubdi': }(f~ of an action is one who brings it into existence, 
who has also the capacity of repeating it. Only Allah 
.339. 
c . 
Amal: 
can be described as ~(5~ , since only He can actually 
repeat an action. As for the expression: ~~ u..,.u..t 
"I repeated the letter", what is really meant is 'I 
produced (for a second time) so~ething similar to it'. 
",' ~ ..., ." 
, -'. "" 
., . 
. , . 
is the causing Of s6m~, E;ffect or impressIon/.0n.: 
• ',' ",' , ,-,';," \"- .. ,.J _ . 
some~hing. For exampl·~,:"o?esays':~,. \;.~ ~\~ 6~ 
"S~ and' so' ttiakes'> claY,irit'o pOtter,y" ,"'or uP ~l , .\~ 0 ~ 
. , , ~~ . 
y.......;) "So and ~o makes' 'palm leaves into basketsj,~, an'd ~n;'canno~ use.~· .~n this conte'xt; sin~e' ~.' ,m~ans 
to br:i:hg>into~~ist~~~e':, Al~ah says: 0~\..o-, ~'~b 
'!.And Allah has created you and what you make, Ct;\..i2.J1 /96" 
i.e. Aiiah has created-you.and ha,s created that0I1 which 
you produce an effect by carving it or moulding it. 
Al-Balkhi holds that M can be regarded as an attribute 
of Allah metaphorically; but according to Abu CAli o-r 
is a real attribute of Allah. The original meaning of J.F 
is: constant :striving; a camel which is used for 'riding 
is called ~. A poet uses J..? in his verses: 
:.' M <Js-- \:( u 1 ".' ~ )l.., ~ '\y.\,; , 
~,I ('1) ~'~~:'.A,( ~\ ~\~,cj ~ 
"They said: "Stop! and do not make haste" although we were· 
in a hurry. Today only a little hardship have we faced in 
desire for you"; i.e. from constant travelling. Another 
poet says: 
c,.,.I.I", , 
R.f vt t;~ C,....l5_0~\-' 
"The lightning creates yearning (in me) whenever it takes 
place". ~1 means to act by oneself. A poet says: 
(2)~(y(}J-\6~~~(6\ . ~~\-,{~O'~ 
"The noble man - by your father! - acts himself if he 
cannot find anyone to re lyon" . 
, ',. 
,',.,. 
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Ficl: AI-Balkhi says: ~includes actians af treating, 
tailing and devising. A single . ~ cannat be called 
(1) Jamharat al-Amthal 2:201, with different reading: 
(2) AI-Khasa'is 2:305; Lisan ( ~ ). 
340. 
. c . ~ -'>1 • ,,,-,-~q d; ~ .:~ c, . 
, :",~an ,:, tr:' i~ ,t9, arrfg~;ca;d'p~:~~rm}e:1 ~::(}.f~' ,a~ the, 
"basi~ ,o'fpriarknowledge' af' itc,using th'e mearts,bY:'which ". 
• ) • _ '" , r 
.: ,'; ari~ mc:ly;:~~~i~.v~: tiie,required:'~~§u:lts.'; Tn.'eref<?~e ,~ " ,-' 
c ~. ". " ' - . -. .;, . '. ~ , ~'c'-' -. , . 
" ',carPe~teris~,'~~~le,d,' a:"B-0"? "but, "~ 'm,e rchant' is, n()t" 
b~ cause a' ~arPerite~has' a "pri'or- {kri'a~lediE{'~i'wh~t ;he , •• 1 
••. r,', /- • ',.,. - " , 
'. Wi'she1? to'rnake" suC!hasa:1~e;d\ '/;"/a ;d6or'; ~.d, hawt9~-make: ,,' 
1t" ~~ere';s, ~'me{;chant :do~s, n.o~"k:n,?~,' ~hen,;h~: i;ad~s;~,i£ 
he 'w111a~hi~ve the, prafi i't,hXt/'he ,wish,~s'to~ i;W',h~' 
- ," ,. "" . ,),: '.', ,-" , f' 
:..- ' 'th"e')3~ns~' 6f ~? . "cr~ft";, wh:f~h:the ward ~ lacks, 
b llt, '"(:7P' pa,s;the:iIl)plied i ~ens~ p~: ex¢ell~nce .There:f~re .. ' 
~ne says: ~y~/,,;,~~e als,6, ~~ys:> Uj(,~~,~· ,',,; 
"Such cmd such is 1:~ewo~kina:nship 'af s6 and, so',' ,,',to. 
distinguish it fram'athers.' One says: U)(J',?JI,~ 
meaning: ~1 ~1 ; all,·usages af the verb & imply, 
same gaad actian. 
CArnal: J-l" daes nat, require (priar>'k~owledge abaut the 
(outcame' of the) actian undet-taken, e. g~ 'thecallectars 
af kharaj, the tax farmers and the cal~~ctars Of cushar 
appainted by the Sultan are called Jy ~athe'r than 
,t,;~ , 
,v < • 
because n6ne· afthemkl1aws what the, b~riefits 
are that his wark wiTl ,praduce ,as a carpenter ar a 
galdsmith knaws the functian af the arnaments ar 
implements that he makes. 
341.. 
~ is to. change the farm af a thing with ar withaut 
causing same 
ane says: 
pattery" ar 
effect ar impressian an it. Far example, 
"t; » ~I ~ "He made the clay into. 
~~JW' ~ "He set the statianary 
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(thing) moving". One can also say: 
but one cannot say: "\{? cf"WI JJ because movement 
is not an effect or impression which can be introduced 
into a thing from outside. ~ is also used for G~ ' .. 
"origination"; for example, the QUI" an says: W \)J:iJ\ ~--' 
J;JI.., "And He made the darkness and the light, 
o,t UI 11", and: ~).." C' f J>-? --' "And He gave 
you the hearing and the sight, ~ I /78"; this may imply 
that Allah has created them with the attributes that they 
possess, just as on ... e says: \;.,;.; ~\ ~ ~ 
also indicates UwJ~ "arrival,j, and therefore it is used 
alorigwitq ,a yerb to indicate the, beginniI}g of an action; 
one says: d~~ 'or~~ A poet,s~ys: ' 
,. A".~j~ ~ J.~\ ,(}'-.~\ ~'. U\~_&{j~ ~\j 
'''Begin to expiate your oath (keep yourself' free from the 
~, ; , ' .. 
, '" obligation of:;;oath by using the phrase: ~\ "..\..:. (.) \ ); 
" 
breaking an oath is for, the sinful and wicked". ' It indicates 
~} . 
the discharging of one thing after another. ~' , in 
, a: 'QUI" anic verse, ~s used with the, sense of reporting 
( ./ ) (that something is so): 0-)J\ 'Alf ~\ I~, ~ 
.. . 
lie- t:. i c:J.P .)t ~ ~ r. "And they make the angels - them 
who are the servants of the Beneficent God - female 
(divinities),uj;J\/19" (that is, they report th~t this 
is the case). ~ is also used,in the meaning of ~ 
Allah says: (.It \ ~ ~ ~ i (~;JI 119) i.e. 
did you give orders about that? In the same way one says: 
"....' '.1' \ 
,\",\.P ~I ~ or J.\j)b c.'::J1 ~ i.e. gave 
orders that something should be prohibited or permitted. 
. . ,~is the basis of 6 .. UJ~ concerning an action' ( ~ ) 
because one necessarily knows that action, for example, 
when one sees a demolished house and then sees it rebuilt, 
" 
one necessarily (o..J,/p ) understands the change; whereas 
one understands u.Jp "occurrence or incidence" through 
reasoning. 
CArnal: See !l. 
"l •• 
',r 
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342. 
Taghyir: See l:a 
.. ,. . 
Khalq: ~ means ..c~ "estimation". One says: r->J}J~ 
when one fashions the skin to measure as boats or the 
.,,~ ,'~",. 
like. (:Yb and (f!7 I are used about clothes when they are 
worn out that only the dimensions remain. ~~ means a 
smooth rock so-called because of evenness of its parts. 
The expression: ~ ~\ (Y ~ \~ means: The clouds 
became smooth or uniform. One says:, \.4 ~ d5 \. 
meaning:., It is simila:r to sU,ch Cihd,such as, if that was 
'~re'-::d~te;inined i~i~."~. "m~~s"t'ah'~it whi~h one 'adopts 
, acqording to his , capacity ( disposition) (?); and if, he ,," ' 
f - ',- ~"_, -", ,," 
,,', ' .' " ..... ,.:. ,~.:'..J",< . 
changes to another, one ~ays:· •. ' ... ~~ c..:r-.', The 
: Qur' an .'says: :~ ';'~I,':~ )\\\.)..A> 6 1 "This ... is.' 
riaught'but ~'ctistom of"th~' apcients~""~~' 1137". ~' 
',means comp:le,te and beautiful, as" being 'ar~anged and . ' 
,~etehnine'd in a beautif~~ way. ~ me'ans 'd~ "~6dera~e 
< in nature".', Some p~okl~.'of~eloq:uence ,hearing a good . 
si?e~~h have said:'" .<J# '(ii' ,.i..a>' :' All these, 
derivp.tions fr6m' ~',~bntaina'$ense ,of.,de.termining.' 
. " •. ~' l' 
a)!> , used of'perfume, means parts that are mixed : 
according 'fo a determined proportion. People say: jJ 
I... • 
o.1l' .lJ t (:) ~' , meaning !hat the word OJ t,; can only 
be applied to Allah, because there is no-one but Him whose 
actions are free from oversight or errors that are not 
, . ,,-', ,.', .', , .\_. ~ w, • 
, determined (by, Hirris'~if). 'One says ': " '~' )) \. ,(:) b j) 
. . -" ,~<.,. . \ '- "'" 
,in the ,same way 'as one s'ays:,' ~,~.)\ 1, ,(:.» )) 
thoug~,'on~ can~~fe~';'o'~hingS, as:' E~. " 
~..[' )'" . \~ . 
'1',', 
, even 
See, 
.. . 
Ikhtilaq: ()~ ~ is associated particularly with falsehood; 
it involves determining something that will be imagined 
to be true. (~\~ , on the other hand, is the 
determining of a speech whether true or false . 
. 
Khalq: ~ can be used both of truth or falsehood. 
f,--~ 
"'''c 
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344. 
Khalq: See 6 
Kasb: L..JJ is an action which brings its doer some benefit 
or h~rm. Some linguists hold that y~ is that which is 
achieved by effort and endeavour. Some hold that ~ 
is that which is done by a ~..J~ or 'U~ meaning bodily 
organ (pl. 'U,J \.Po ). The instruments with which one 
hunts are called 'Lf,,'1. and~I;. Therefore Allah cannot 
be called \-I~; and ....... dJis the action of a \ It ::,G. 
, ." ~ . 
I'f, :':;.£11.s: used a:~ a verbal noun then it' is'· the action 
'9 f 'it.L.,::C;, if not, ,it isnot'ari·act·ioIl,~/~.' one, s'ays.: 
. ~~,;,~~,.t:.&.,)I~¥t or~w;~\~O?)\ ~.;.~r[. 'W~' imply. 
an' action 'one·.·s~ys: ~\J:, ~,,;--.r( "He acquired :obeq,ience"'.' 
The' defini~io~' ofa ,o ... ;;C is~hat he ':i~. a, ~ak~r of a .. " 
c'. '. ,~ \~ - . , - ' .. ,.,. - '~,_,..! ,". "! ~ • '~hing' 1'/ ~'c.( for him~elf)' byineans. ,'6£ i-hsa~tion or 
'thato;;~s~me~ne~1se. The. :u.,u,.,"' .. ~,,;C is o~e ~ho 
, -, •• fI' 
rriakes 'obedience 6'i" -;C( to himself) by caU"singi t; . the 
(j 0.~:'/~'~/'~C is ,~ne .wti'6 m~es' 'we~:lth.· ,j'" .;::;4'BY,::,~aus:ing' that 
. , :0 '," • 
by":means ~fwliich")le,possesses. it. ", '., 
:: !~ I ~< • 
, 345. 
Jarh: The derivation or construction of the word 'U.p." implies, 
--. 
:that it, is an action done by a ~,)l?' "bodily organ" 
'as ~. implies by its construction that it pertains 
t6so~e realisation by G-:::, "eye". 
,l\asb:' ,'~~i·~.~~~· ,~b~S( not imply any meaning deduced 
-,-, -, . '; , , ' , " >,: 
from,-i t.~ ,pootform like" 'l/Y. . 
346. 
• 
Kadh: 'U~ is a ~hich affects a J.u; "gap", 
. analogous to the' sense of 'U~ that means a scratch 
on the skin. Allah says: ~u,~,.t;~..J LH 'U-' \{ ~ '", 
4.:.9 ~ "Surely you must strive (to attain) to 
your Lord, a hard striving until you meet Him,0~l!1/6'" 
One says: 0 \,;,,J 'V~ U~ "SO and so works hard for 
his worldly suc:ess" or- ~y':V'V~uU;. 
. ~ -, 
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Kasb: See 
347. 
Khalq: See 11 
Dhar': The original meaning of >-..1 ~ is .)ta,t;~ "manife~tation". , 
,,,""- \ "J \ i.... \, .. I .... The expression: lY'-""" OV-' T."... means:" Allah made 
them (His creation) appear through His (act of) bringing 
into existence after they had been in non-existence". 
'-* ~ "whiteness" is also called '0 t.J~ because it is 
... .. . '". " . 
clear ~nd eviden~; '. ,~'-!~' '1::/ is s~-:-c_alled because "of 
'i ts whi teriess . The ~ord' -'..J; (wi thoU-t hamzah) '~eans . 
. 
. to .~"".:> • 
348: 
Bar': "~/. is to distinguish a 'o..lyP"form" (from others). 
,"'I~I .!, J- , CY"'""' eC.)J !/. means: "He distinguished the forms 
of the creatures". The original meaning of J-,r. is 
~ "cutti~g"; . pj.l./. , V:hf~h is derived from it means: 
" . . t h "'ttl On l:a 1\:....0 I .... ~ J. severlng at:! at 'ac men. e ,says: ......,.-~ \,...I ~ r.
as th~ugh' the causes" of disease have been disconnected; 
~ , ~ 
·u;" \' (.yo ~ /. '" I became clear of the debt"; 1...1. 
k'r~ t' "He separated the meat from the bones";' 
&./L'LYa ,J-V"He asserted himself to be free from 
so and so" in the sense that his responsibility for 
him is ended. 
Khalq: See A 
349. 
Ittikhadh: :, ~ 1 is foi of a thing for a continuous 
purpose. One uses it of a ,II" because it is used 
.•. '.~' 
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...... w 
continuously as a dwelling, and of a ~\~ because it 
' ... 
is used continuously for sitting on. ;, ~~ is also used 
for ~"naming" and f "giving orders about something". 
Allah says: ~ '\ o,j..,;) <J..o \..,.:d 1" "They have taken 
gods besides Him, ~/15" i.e. they have named them 
so and judged them to be so. 
.. ~ 
Akhdh: ..A!> \ is a verbal noun, one says: 
, .' 
, :,,, 
"I took (it) with my hand"; it is also used metaphorically: 
e. g. ~ \........lJ »"\ , when one says unpleasant things about 
someoIle ~"..:,.;\ al,so;means:' ~ '-As- , Allah says: p.\ ~ j.{" 
. ~.~L.J·" "And<~~ch{~the: pUnishment 6f your' 'Lord'" 
',. .. ' -, - '. -', . ... ..... . 
;;>yt> 1102" , and', ~\ t~ \; lIS'? the, r~nibliIfg overtook 
them; ff"~ /73" ~ 'Th~ briginal,Uieari~tlg of.~\ is 't!. .' 
"to collect"; a 'pond is ~alied', »,,(pI. , .. ~:.:,\t>" ) and,..J.!>\ 
(pI. ~G' T.' : ' 
350., 
Akhdh: 
,\~j.\ ' ,\ \ .... 
.-- 'is",more ~oinp:rehens i ve than 'u.., w . 
Tanawul: 0-,\.:.7 is to take "something for oneself particularly. 
.. - .. ~ 
One cannot say: ;':!.:,l .. ~\ U)..,'L.,; as one says: 6..>~ • 
..JJ j1, . It is also said that (j,,\':; implies :0\ of a 
, ~-
thing which can be dsed in some matter. J..,\.;; cannot be 
used about Allah. One says: 'J,..l:! j U-,C "He reached 
, , ".1 . .. ...... 
'Zayd", as one can say: \).J.J...J.!>\ "He caught Zayd". 
Allahsay.s: t ~,0:~":)\ &~ »\ \ ~l-" "And when 
,W~ made a covenant with the prophets, y'7)11 17"; He does 
'~ot' use d "C; here. It is also said thatU.., t.,; is to 
'take, the ~equired bit only, therefore one, never says: 
" ~'i ~~ ~'J,.(~,,~ "I to~~ 'such"and such' 
""" .... ........ ~ 
wi thout intending it", as one says: .).A..IU .r.!: <.Y" iu ,.AI> \ • 
", " 
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Chapter VIII 
351. 
. 
Fard: ::>/ does not imply isolation from ones peers. One 
says: O.J \J c..! .,:);, 6 u.:, "So and so is alone in his 
house"; and one never says: 
Wahid: ~\~ implies isolation in essence or attribute. One 
says: o...,..a> ~s\ ..J..!>'~ ~ "He is unique among his 
contemporaries", which implies that he is distinct in having 
some attribute which ,the others do not have. One says: 
\ ' , 
~,~ ~\ i.e. His,essence is set apart, and there is 
'~ >.' ,j' "" ,"'. 
'nothing similar to Him, :whereas .:> -.." is , derived from, th~ :,,' 
verbal~i:>un-" ';5,";,:,?~\.;a~d::"'':>~· ~re'the"adJectiyal":';"" -
',fojprils, and ; ~ r) is'like'th~m~-' 'Ac~ordirig, \6 cAli b..clsa ' 
". " - , 
...).!>\ ~ is, tha1: ,which is not divisible in~ssenceor ~ttribut~," 
;,'e.g.' one says: »'~6\., .... :}\ or j.,;)J .J~J (a~being single,',,'<; 
'-' ~' - ,'" " , " . 
units) ; ,it cannot be further divided in the sens~ pf its' 
genus ,< ~ ) e.g'. ~\-,~~..:Jd~ "~isgoldi~ 
, "', ~l'l,~n~ (the same )"or, ' ~\-, ~ SoU' '-.lA>' T~e, ~\ ",' 
;, in' His'e;s!=rl'ce an,d the sen~e,.~f the attrib'l.lte, in that, 
'," :,. .. ~ ,L f'. . I 
A t can apply to, nothirig~.'ei~e, is Allah., 
," ;' 
"",-, 
352. 
. ..... , ... 
- /.0' -"'-1. Ikhtisas: v ~, is to isolate attributi vely~something 
from anything else, f()r example, as to ~ and ~. 
. . r w 
The opposite of if Lz:.!, ~ is ~ ~':. t; M \; , which is 
the qppoFlite of ~u. , can be, expressed with or without 
idafah, whereas if~\ .. can only be expresse'd in terms of- , 
idafah, e.g. one uses the phrase: GP t..a:.;.~ in terms of 
one thing rather than something else. 
Infirad: ~ ~', implies the existence both of the person or 
thing so described and those from whom or which he or it 
is isolated. Its opposite is "(:" ~» ' .. 
353. 
s. 
Awhad: ~>' is one who is distinguished from others that share 
some characteristic with him. For example, one says: 
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~\ ~ ..,,t\ l) o~.) p!) \ u~ "So and so is unparalleled 
in his age in generosity and scholarship", (1) i.e. he is 
above all his contemporaries. 
Wahid: See l::t. 
, J. 
(1) The text reads:" •... U o.,)b.:>...J..!> ~ \ 0~ UJ \J J. .' , instead of ~.)..J.P J , (J .I.L' 
.. 
..... (1 p.133 • 
.... 
354. 
, ~,-
Fadhdh: 
. , , 
:implies limi tationof numbers' rather.: than < 
w· ,',' w _ . .' 's.' 
.·~LU J)\ 6llj. ~ \...)) 
.- ~, '~,' ~ uniqueness. One .says: 
"It is ve,ry seido~.that So and so vHdts us". A Ilah cannot, 
'\ ~'~~.' ,r~' r .• -,.. . .~ •. ', ~ _., 
be described in terms of '.', »' '., just as He cannot be 
described in te~ms of J);).: (1) • J.t. " 
"~ . . 
,Wahid: See '. A, 
. ' .: 
7 I ~ 
(1) The text reads: .-?;'.c:J dw .... u' instead of . 
',' ,-
'·.l,\GJ)JU' 
..:>/ OJ U_ 
p.133. 
355. 
Munfarid: ..:>? implies being alone and separation from ones 
peers . Therefore Allah is not described as >~ ~ &s He is 
. ...,.... .", '. \ "~',~ - . 
as ..:>~", wnic9, means that He is matchless in the. q)~ering 
of creation or other such things in terms of which He may 
be sci described. 
Wahid: See. A -..... ,' 
356. 
Farid & Wahid: Both ~./ and .J.d' ~ imply to be free of a second 
(they cannot be one of two), i.e. they cannot have any 
. ~ 
tr-:::' "associate". Allah cannot be described in terms 
of ~.) or .AJ.9.3 
Wahid: See t::. 
t"" 
,"'; 
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357. 
w .. 
Tafarrud: J~ "to become distinguished or particular". One 
says : ~'-' ~ ~ U ~ ;,);j "So and so was distinguished 
by his generosity.and nobility". 
(J ... 
Tawahhud: ~~ implies being alone. 
358. 
'" Wahdaniyyah:,~ ~-" implies the non-existence of those who are 
" ,\II"", 
". .: ~; , , "'a;jl ,. , , "f AJ.J'itah a~lk~ .prt compar~',le: Therefo;re _ ~-,'can only beu~,ed 0 '\,,~if':;;:.' • 
"" ~,t : ,: .w~-'-,. ,l -'';< -,'~<r ~'~ 
,'Wa~dah :', ' .o~ -:, , i~p+-,i~~, 'Lf:' "'being"~lori~"'~ "Allah cannot be called 
,.J-!>I-"in ~he sense of one of ~ 'numbe;pf th'ihgs';' He c,~rwt 
L' ',.. ,I, '. ' . , ~ " .". r~.' , . ...,' '. _ ' "' , . 
be s~id tob~0:~~' "second"'to Zayc( 'since' 'ub' 'is'used,' only ~,+ . ' .' , , I, , . 
'of comparable things; "in :t:h~ :.s'~rilewaY ~ Zayd carinbtbesaid to 
•. ' • .. -'-',' ". ~ ~ ,'." " ':'.~" ,"1 '{~ '~. ~.l' -, 0'" 
,be called ,G,\';'toa donkey. ,'Nor,can Allah be said ,to be one' 
c j. , _t".., ", - " \ " ,.,,' , 
;(~ .. ~ , '); o,f:a. ,se,ries of thi'n~s "sfndf' this ilTIpities' ,similarity; 
H~.,cannot be .said,to be ( ~~\ ~ (on~'of thelearh~di ' 
"':;' • 'kI1owle~geable)',~ven' ~~6ugh.Hi,s :'des'6ripiio~"~s"' (~;):~plies 
what ;it ':does of othersaswelLc 
359. 
'J, 
.,J..!> ) -' ~ ~ \,' f 
Ahad: ~~\ is derived from .At>./' , like' ~ ,:c:md(its feminine) 
(5~~ ,is like (5/;, p.ri2f ~aw hasbeen~eleted here to ,-.-
ease and so:t;=ten ( its' pronunciation), as ,th~se words are,fre:quently' 
used., Waw is deleted to distfn~b:ish b'~tw~err a nmm ahd an 
d · ,.-, -(1) , ";., h'" h' h .' f" t b '':';t',' If ,a ]ectlve ".~,'~I, lS tat. Yf"tS;:,:)..s ,lrs, S.l se • 
'~ '- ,,' \" -
Watid: , ..» \ -' i~plies onewhoh~s'~o second. There¥ore the du?l~of", :', ' 
~l ~ is n'~t 6~1~ a~' 'the 'd~~~ 6f~.J ' ~s, 0lAp'f, but ".,', 
6t=\ ,'which implies that each orie bfthe twb is second to 
s ' 
, . '''','' . ~." 
the other. The verb ,..J.!> -', »_ is like the verb »~ , 
}I , 
~, , and'»)J is on the measure of &~ like ~I~ 
~JJ is indivisible in imagination or in being. Its original 
'" 
meaning is uniqueness in substance. According to the writer 
of Kitat al-CAyn: »'.., is first among numbers. The defining 
point of 6 ~ I is what separates one of the two from its 
• 
companion in mention or association so that it becomes second to 
l t, ~ " 
'. 
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it in its being linked with it, and the one becomes first 
to it, in its turn. Allah cannot be called <.:>? ~ d \i" 
"second of two" or ~ ¢ 6l~ "third of three" becau;e 
that would imply "association" ( ~ ~ ) in ~omething in 
which He is unique. When Allah says: • ~ I.~))\ ~·)C 
,:) .. \,.;,J~ ... ~ 
J \;.l \ c.3 \.JZ>" he being the second of the two, 
-
when they were both in the cave, ~ ; ... H /40", the meaning 
is that he (Abu Bakr) was the second of two in helping 
each other. Allah says:. .~, 6~ \..,>G" ~jJ\/ ~ 
6j.}L':' ~ ~ "8ertainly they disbelieve who 
SiiYS':"s'urelY Allah'isth~thfrd .,,( p~rson )of the: three, 
""" s,.. '_ ,. \. '- ~'.- . - ~~ l _ . . _ ,_ "-',".;, • _ _ ,- , ;' , , ~', 
0.» U I /73"J;>ecause,theY' (the 1Christianq) cpnsiderothe~s 
(Chris~ and ihe Holy Gho~~) al~o' share with' All~h' in His 
, " ~-
lJ,l1ique:, attributes' of :being.,e,ternpl' an:d. ,di;vin.e~· ,As fa!?·' 
~s't?~ vers~ ,:' . ~\ J;' ~ ), 1'0:' "But He was 'the fO~~th ~f;_:'" 
them, 'dJ.>\tlj7I i'is cbnce~ed,it only means that' Allah is 
w;3.tching them,' j':4st, as " one may say to his s;~va,nt: ~.~ '., . 
,- ,.-' , '. ." s.... -....:"':' _:..,' • 
, ".;' ;" ~. t t;. '~" L::;.uJ> , meanlng where ever you may 
". , l' - " 
go? ,1 shalrk~9w all about you. 
~: < .~ ~ "' f 
(1) The text :reads:"~l-, (~\. ~ 0~ 
~I.J r J}I~. p.134. 
instead of 
..... :: ,\ () ...,.-::-
360. 
I-
C e \ ."", Jam : • is the encompassing of· the S> /.. For example" 
. .. 
when' one, has ',not., seen, all the' ~ \.7. \ of a man, one cannot 
sayU W.l1' if-~l.J. There is another<'difference 
between Y andi:). ,namely'~hat u\'·f' (pI.of'~ ) 
imply Jt, whereas J. '.:Po \ (pI. of "':?' ) do not imply 
~. .. . J<' , each one of the J. ':,P. \ may be a (distinct) thing 
and therefore "'l/ it does not imply LP ,whereas none of the 
/~\.'~\ w,/ 
v- \.>-' can be a thing, because ~ implies cy and 
. .. ~ Moreover, the word ()~Ican only be used after 
. 
the mention of what it qualifies as in the verse: ~
Gr.' ~dJt.u..l1 ( /.' /30) because 0t is more 
closely linked with (other) constituents of the sentence, 
and it is placed first. 
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Kull: 
w 
-V ,:0'. ,So, LP is the encompassing of the ~ ~ For example 
. ~ 
when one has seen all the (.f' W. \ of a man, he can say: 
U W~I y. One linguist has held that -e. and 
J. Wv 
act the other way round, associating j.\':p" with <y ' 
, ,J. 
and U~' with tt. ,which in our opinion is wrong. The 
original meaning of "'cY is derived from the expression: 
~ ... "He encompassed it"; and ~\ is so-called because 
361., 
"'v it encompasses the head. cy 
a phrase for emphasis just as 
'J,; 
is used at the beginning of 
.. ... 
U r. \ is used at the end. 
Bacd: ~isth~t'which is divisible and implies Y'. A" 
'--. linguis~' hOl~S' that , if' is applied to the most common 
( ,(WI fi . ) where a,s ~ can only be app'lied -to the 
most' part~'b.il9-r ( U~\ (J'..!> \ ), Le.· r.,.r is eXJ?fussed by 
(y , andU'~ by ~ or $!I;p'; however, Y can be 
used :f6r dyi7 as an exception, e.g. one says:, (J?'u~:)" 
I~ ~ 
.» , ... ~ " "Zayd has a hand in every thing"; and sometimes ~ ~; also used to mean y, for example, Allah says: 
~ (f U W~\ 6 t "Most surely the man is in 
loss, ~, /2". The de!finition ( » ) of ~ is that 
~ is used of that which can be comprised together with 
other things by a single noun, whether homogeneous or heter-
ogeneous, e.g. one says: L.r' tJ\~&'..r" "The c.P....J is a 
J. ~ of 0-'-'1. " or(;\~))\~ .:>\~, ; Allah, however, 
, .:. J. I, 'n,.j , .:. 
cann?tbe called j, ~)I. ~ everl':' if He is one So~ , 
because His, glorification needsa. distinct mention of Him; 
> • .,;, , • J ~ ~, . . ~ , , . :.., ~ . 
the Qur'an says: '. oyO.-(.()\ &'aJ~j~, MI." "And Allah, as 
well as His Apostle, has a greater right that'they should 
please Him, ~ YJ\ /62"; the Qur' an does not use here 
.... 
\;> ~ /...: It is also said that ...)..!> of ~ implies a 
diminishing of the total. According to al-Balkhi: ~ 
is less than a half. 
Juz' : Jr-;J>. is that which is indivisible, and implies e. 
According to al-Balkhi the ~ of ~~ is ~'''' from the 
same ~ "kind"; therefore, the Eternal is not called 
So-/. as He is called ....u>" J . 
,.J 
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362. 
Juz' min al-Jumlah: A J-':p' of a "AlP. is that by which it can 
be divided (i.e. a factor); e.g. two is a ~~ of ten, but 
three is a r of ten since ten cannot be divided by 
A Y~ is a (constant) portion or small quantity of a 
(larger) quantity ( ..)~), e.g. ~ is a ",:p. of 
it. 
(such that a given number of these will constitute the whole); 
and one, two and three are 
,. 
made up of these ~ \:p'1 . 
... 
lo>\:P.\of six, because six is 
It would be wrong to assume that 
~ . 
, "one, two and thre,~ are ~I,/.t ~'3f~, eight, sincethe,,~\':p' \ of 
"eight a~ one, two and four. A So/. .. ' of a numbe'ris one of 
• '. f. ' • 
, the factors of whicp that,'nurriber is made up', :,and;therefore, , 
. .", 
three i)3 not a ,~/. of eight. Since six is a number made up , 
'of its ,~\:p'i (1, 2:ru:d 3},':aIld the 'G'I.>is div'isible by 
six, a sixth is a . r ' of it, beingtthe (lowest) !.:P: of the 
complete number. 
Sahm al-Jumlah: According to some linguists every part of a whole 
is a 'r. The li,~eral mce_aning of r 'is, if..i-"!one 
sixth", as held by Ibn Mas ud. If a person bequeaths a r 
of his wealth to so and so, one-sixth (of the whole wealth) 
is given to that person. The word ~ is also applied to 
any share of a bequest, even when it is less than one-sixth. 
363. 
Jamc : The minimum number to which (the term) r:;. can be'''B:pplied, 
;J-' according to'our tea¢hers, is three; the same is held by 
... ~ 
'the' jurist~,. So~e 'lin~i~ts hold that iJ can be applied 
to two, since. its o:riginal sense is that of one thing.' s' . jo~ning 
another ( Y0 (j. t .,<f- ~~l). Even if we accept this 
etymology, the word has come to have a particular meaning. 
The same is true of -a:; \.:>. The original sense of -;;:; \::> made 
it applicable to all things which crawl, whereas it has come 
to be applied to certain particular things. As far as the 
tradi tion of the Prophet: ~ ~ ~ ~ V (; ~ J! I "Two 
or more are a party" (i. e. two or more should offer prayers 
-c in a jama ah) is concerned, it pertains to jurisprudence; 
Muhammad did not give a definition of ~. here. Prophetic 
" , 
" 
: , 
", .. 
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traditions should be understood in their context rather 
than what they apparently imply (in their literal sense). 
And as far as the verses: \~ t G~ U \)..0 "These are 
two adversaries w~o disput~ (about their Lord) , WIt' /19", 
and ~...Ab \..::. ~ \:.G "And We were bearers of 
witness of their judgement, yW1Jl/78", i.e. David and 
..... 
Solomon, these are metaphorical uses, just as Allah said 
about Himself: ufo \d Al G' 1--' hI \,;J ~ u5 ~ \J. 
"Surely We have revealed the Reminder (Qur' an) and We will 
most sur~ly be its. guardian, ./' '/9"." If .the e .. 
'r (plural) could imp;l.~ two,. two, ju~t .a$w~ll as three, could 
• ~I ' : "",' ,- ~ 
be-~derstood from it, whensomeone says': . d~..)\ '-..J,,:,,'.) 
only thr~e' (or. more) ni~nare" unde~sto6d therepy, we·.cart ..... , -
- ~ . 
sel'! that the' opposing view fs,wrong: •.. : 
. ,;,-
I. -, I~ 
"0 "" '~. is to collect· by means of driving. This: meaning . 
. can· be establishe.dfrom the verse; V t.u.\ tt ~l., 
~~\c. "And send heralds'into'the cities",,)~1/36'~ }:.e.· 
send .,those who collect the, mag'icians:·and ' 'drive them,fo, you. 
? \. (~_ is deriyed;¥r9m "~h~" s~me~,~bec~use ;martki~d. ' 
• '"e'·J • ,',', '.,1_ 
will be corlected anq. driven to thE:!:standing-placEL ~n. that 
"'. ~ -. . 
day. According·to the writer of· al-Mufa~~al ~'is used 
only in an unpleasant context. This is hot correct"because 
Allah has also used ~:about muttaqin: 
"" " 
?(~' 
'»-, ~..)\ U \ ~ 0";.1 \ "The day on which We will 
. gather those who· guard (against evil) to the Beneficent' 
. 
·God· (to receive honour), f/ /85". r<is used in 
contexts in .which . OY'" c~ b~ U:s~d. 
.',r" 
; , 
C '. • _,J 
, ? 
364. 
'. .. '" , J.. ' 
Ta'lif: According to some linguists th'e w~rd ~ \:" implies 
fastening together, a sense which'the word ~. does not 
imply. 
~, 
For example, one says: <l (~\~~ 
"I gathered the people in the meeting"; without 
indicating that one has fastened 
"''' use c.::::...AJ \ in this context. One does say, however, 
" .... ~ \..:,1\ ~. 
them together; one cannot 
... 
G)~ .. 
"He puts two adulterers together", 
'" 
,. ' 
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implying the fastening of the two together by marriage. 
Thus, Udt ... can only be used of (~\ "bodies", but it is 
metaphorically used about '-?~ "hearts" as though they were 
A \":" . w .s 
bodies. Allah says: \ '.Y'-" ~, WJ \ ~ "And He united 
their hearts, U ~.lJ \ /63" . In our opinion L.st.::! t ... and ~ \ 
mean ~Iy "agreement or conformity", and the above mentioned 
verse means tha! their hearts agreed upon friendship and 
~ J. 
cordi ali ty. u G.J J and U ~ I are derived from the same and are 
so-called because of their mutual love, friendship and 
confo~ity. Gtl~J.\,~, according to the. mutakallimun, is that 
'," : ",' , . 'I-
, :which must alight~:in t\:'1P pl,aces .. Some hold 1:hatc~~~'" is 
~ V'''contigui,ty'-! and. ~~~"co~ing ~ogeth~r" ~,',Oi;hers hold 
'" tha;t1b? "har.dne~s" ,'Cr.!, I'softn~ss'\ and ' cJ~"smoothness" 
"' .,"'" ' " ' (, \, .. J. " ,-
"refer to frbm' ~L"', whe;reas some say that they :refe"r to the 
-.,' • .J' ' I , -'"', " <~ '!~ 
body.' s going''in'various ·directions. .!, 
", ' 'c 
Jam : 
_.,' I 'e~ ,is ~ea of bot~ "L;.t and_V!?; "accidents/properties". 
One says :'Lt;'''? i. (~JJI 'ct &- "TQ.e attributes are 
'. , ' '" J. 
gathered in bo.clie~", and: ".\00\,,0 JJI ~t:!. ,"He, gathered, 
,plE)<;isures'< but not " r\Yb))) ~'L.:.3\ .' One' cann'~t ~se 
Gd, t::,abo~t &!/t . Unlike ~~\;", -eo ~.~~s not 'imply 
~ Iy . t;~ 1, accord:i.ng to the mutakallimlin is that by 
which two entities (u,!.,0.P.) come into the closest possible 
contact. 
365~ , 
Binyah:" Accqrding 1:0, the mutak?lli:muh ... ..- ,t-~ is a kind of ~ ~ 
-"- ~ 
which pertair~s "to the living; ,they use the phrase: ~ \ 
, ~\ ~ "Killing ,is dest;u~iion 'of. the, '~.: ~ ~ " 
the view of the linguists ~,is,applied to' s-~ ;" 
In 
" 0 ",,, d~'~, &. or ~ \ (y a ':'~ one says: AI-Hutay' ah 
says: 
(, \ ) \;~ \ -'~ 0 \ ~ ,\;, -'\ h.>JD ~ 61., 
• 
"They are a people who if they build build it well; when they 
promise fulfil it; and when they make a contract adhere to 
it". 
J. 
Ta'lIf: ~ ~ , according to the mutakallimun, is more general 
than ~ , 
-· 
'1' . 
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(1) Lisan ( if.) 
366. 
TallIf: " .. s , . _.' ,.. ].' s ' , j - ~ - ,,-~ u more general than I.J:. .. Q ;  \.I of a book 
is to collect words and concepts until it is of the required 
magnitude, whether its contents are harmonious or at variance. 
... ~ 
Tasnif: \ 'p_:.a) is L.s0L-"compilation" of a branch of knowledge; 
." ";:. 
and a book which comprises arguments 
-r". ' . -
canno.t be called a ~, but can be cal+ed 
. -, .... -
':·o,::.pj is derived from \ .... :'o;,;.p "kind", arid r1()thing extraneous· 
for and against something' 
"~ a~Y. 
can be accommodated in that ~ .. 
367. 
JamC : See A 
Damm: 
368. 
~~. is to collect together many things, and its opposi te 
is . ~ , meaning to disperse or scatt~r m~ny things. 
Therefore one uses the phrase: ~ & ~ lc..D ~ ~I a 
" bundle of books", because it comprises many) '..,:P. I "parts". 
"" Later, because of its frequent use (P was used of as 
few as two things. Evidence for the original sense can be 
found in th~ Prophetic tradition: ~ ~~. 'y ';..:0 
cJ:::U\ V y.t>$ "Keep your cattle intact till the 
darkness of night goes away". s-<!~Jl cJ l .. ~.\ fP can aiso 
mean the fastening of one thing to another, .and one ::;;qy~": 
(> ..),.).J.P' cJ \ ~ "I erIibraced him'" .~. does not cont.ain 
- ". , CI 
this kind of sense. 
Kawn(l): u./ is that which brings a r- into being in 
time ( w~..) t.:s-1 \ U ), and it resides in a part or an 
... 
individual. 6/ and 6\b may also be (applied to that 
which is) non-existent. 
, ~'~,. 
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Mumasah: 6....-. V "contiguity" can only be found between two parts. 
One can invalidate the U~ of a stone by shifting it, 
without invalidating its 6.......V ; and one can invalidate the 
6...,....V of a body by shifting a body away from it without 
invalidating its 6:1'. 6/ can exist when the 6\6 
(place where a thing exists) no longer exists, but ~ V 
cannot exist when the (y'V (thing with which contact is 
made) no longer exists. 6.......V resides both in the ~~ 
and in the place where it has its being ( 6"'- ), whereas 
(;.f r~sides only in .the G\(,.. 
., c, , '" 
.. ~ " .' 
" ," 
-' ,; 
" 
(l}"'Al~Jtirjani giv~s a more elab~ratedefinitd.on o~'~u~.::,',,~'·u'~. 
",",' 
. '," 
)is the name for th~t which, sud~enly 'takes place like th~ cihangi~g 
"of~water'i~to~ir ... 6/ i,~' th~ ~cc~r~n~~J~f:fonri in ~oni~thiri~'~" 
" ' • : l : "I, ,,' - _ ',.. . ' " " _:' ",~' ~ .. , . , , ;, • 
. after ib;:not having been th,ere; it. is ,used of the;exis.tenceof , 
the world as worldand~ot"as .,~" ·kitan",~1,:,Tac~if~~.:~0j). 
" '-,~ 
._"," ,',"1-" 
. "';) UJ. t;· refer~ ~p'6'Qe clirectibh only pf a,])ody' s . 
movement, and is a concept which intrin:~ic'ally impli.!=s' that .. 
.. ' , 0' 
if there were no impedimen~s, the object in which it is 
situated would necessarily move in one 'and one only, of the 
six directiqns .. 
- "" 
. .Mumassah: (.Y"v can be used of a body's touching what is above 
it, and indeed in any direction from it. 
", 
,'", 
C:j/ ~, )'GY' '. '.,:" 
I Ctimad: .> ~ \ resides in other th~n its (; ~ (that is, ,,\.:;J- ~ 
implies potential movement). 
Kawn: 6f' cannot reside anywhere except in its 6"-' (that 
is, U f does not imply potential movement). 
"." ' 
, ,~p 
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371. 
rCtimad: See ~ 
SUkun: (U ~ can take place without ..> G;..l ), one can keep his 
hand still (in a position of 6../-) by extending it in the air 
or putting it on something without supporting it on it 
( ..s • ~ ~ U \ K (yo ), and thus can move his hand 
freely without relying on the support of anything. 
rCtimad:' ~ Ui.l . may take, place wi thoui: any. so,urtd. 
Mus~kkaQ: ',' o.,.{La..... iS,a U../ "occurrence" with which ;;) Cs- t is ' 
att~iried; and it takes place only with SO~~d.:' ~~ i:3 used,· 
only of bodies that are'hard. 
,,' 
373. 
Harak,ah: Unlike 0~,' ~:\~'~ot a permanent feature of a ..J1'.P. 
, "essence" pec,ause 'a body can be withou~ ~ , and thus 
endowed wi~h' G~ .,' 
Sukun: U ~ is a permanent property of a ..Jb J! , and a .?? 
cannot be without it. 
374-. 
, "r~~ir~: ~ ~ ~c~nsists' of continuous movements ,in' two' different 
directions. ,-:>\.P1" i~' de'rived n:om' ~.?~nthemeasure of 
. ~ .' ,;;y~ ~. One say;': ~~J.\ y~ ~ meaning: one part of 
a thing strikes the other so that it is shaken. L:'~ \ 
is used only of unpleasant things whether real or not. For 
- • j • \ 
example one says: 0. ',.:.9" \ ~~.$ "The ship was agitated", 
or ~.Ju~Y~l, or L:>~\~~~. 
Harakah: See A 
~, .. ' 
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375. 
Harakah: ~ may not imply the leaving of a place. Allah 
create a ~ without a place, but not without ~ 
()~ ; if this ~ moves it will not move from a 
may 
and 
place, and if it is stationary it will not be stationary in 
a place . 
. 
Nuqlah: ~ is a shifting from one place to another and cannot 
be. used unless the idea of leaving a place is involved. 
1" • 
376. J\.) j -' -':Uc.;; ' ..
Intiqal:c)G::.>( , accordhig to' CAli. b. cisa, -can .take. ;l"ace,i:n all' 
dire~tipns. J~ '\ implies ~ \.~ "plac~ :towhich 
. the move is made",: and thi~ is a:ttested by ·the fact'that 
tY-:;~ isniade transitive with the preposition <J \. whereas 
this' is not the case with <J bj . 
Zawal: 
, . 
can take place in certain directions only. For 
.~J\~&- J\) 
}.s- (J \:~ (j... ~ \. 
example, one never 'says: ; 'as one 
says: (» 
"non-existence", e. g. one says: _ "The 
disease of Zayd disappeared". Moreover, J\~) is used about 
a thing only after it has become stable and either fixed in 
fact or thought to be so, one says: "The 
rule of so and so disappeared" and this can be said only when 
ones rule has been established. One also says: ~.' \~ 
U \ ~;,1\ or ~I c:.J1.,j because people think that the sun 
is stable in the heart of the sky~ and then it declin~s 
( <J ~f- ); this word is used because its movement on having 
arrived there is thought to be slow. A poet says: 
(1) las:~;s. 00./\ til-I U ~2j . 'u>.?<.Y~'J\".J L..J\~-, 
"She came down from her dwelling as the sun comes down, and 
who will tell me in what land she will set". 
(1) This verse is ascribed to al-Majnun. Jamharat a1-Amthal 1:123, 
(Foot-note), but the verse has occurred with different reading 
in Diwan Majnlm Lay1a p.70. 
. ... , 
,,' 
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(1) 
377. 
Sukun: l>~ is that which makes it necessary that a body 
should have uninterrupted ()~ in the environment in which 
it exists. Both the Eternal and that which comes into being 
in time may have the attribute of 6~ . 
.;~ I / Kawn: A..JD'?' "essence", when in a state of existence, is \./" 
and not cJC. "indwelling". uf, when referring to Allah's 
creation of a (-' is called simply U"; l?aving no 
'connection with movement or non-movement(2») ::>:;:;, (~, tJ~l, ;,7'"", J-,:;' etc are e,xpressidns for (various) uJf~ 
(pI. of 'uF), .described in sucha"way that they can be 
apprehended by- the intelJ,.ect.' ',-," 
(1) The text reads 6~\-,dfo\f~r0~'~0~\, p.140., The 
. correction is from the edition 1353 A.H. 
,o""'! ,,:(,' 
(2) The text hereappe'ars to'be' S9 cqrrupt' th,~t it is difficult to, 
see the point ,~hat Abu Hilal is mak1.ng~ 
378. 
I .. -c ]tJ.ma : t.;~, I, is used with reference to three or mo~E:i parts 
(things?), be cause the minimum number for e~ is three. 
This is attested by the linguists' discriminating between 
..... .. '" . ~ 
the dual ( ~ ) and the plural ( t).) as they 
discriminate between the singular and the dual. According 
to c Alib. clsa 0..)-, \t is used (only ) with reference to two 
parts (tl;lings?); ~ne, should say: 6 ~ V ~ ' .. only when 
the other person is accompanied by "a thrr~i.' pers<?ri; when the 
" . , ' '.,. 
other 'is alone, one says:" 0::; ~, and not ~ w~ ~ 
Mujawarah: cAli b. c lsa and others hold that 0./.,,4' originally 
cJ~\ L;..JJ liJ "closeness between (the people of) means: 
\ ~ • s 
places of dwelling or residence"; one says: ~J ~ L:.u \ 
or l..:!JJ ~ t. '\ or J\,P.~., Some linguists also hold 
that J '.Po means closeness between neighbours. Later, 0 .. 0 ~ 
came to be used to mean tJ~lmetaphorically, and because 
of its extensive use its metaphorical sense came to be 
almost its real sense. 
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379. \~ ... ,. 
Ta'lif: G.::! \: is used about that which is put together whether 
in a straight or a crooked way, whereas l.~~ and ~~ 
are used of only of that which is put together in a straight way. 
--Tartib: ~,I implies the putting of a thing in its (natural) 
form ( ~ ). 
Tanzim: ~ is putting of a thing together with another by 
means r:f which it is displayed. Thus f is used of 
rie,cklaces because their beads are of various colours, and 
each one is placed toge;thep .wi th' those that' display its colour. 
380~ 
. -
, '. c· AJma : is' a defirii te noUn. by which another definite notm 
381. 
S' . 
is emphasised, forexamp~e', one s~ys: -e. \~dU' 
or e·' ~\...)).A, Evidence for its being definite is 
that it never follows an indefinite notm (i~e. as a si~ah). 
It can be plura}; for example, one says: ~\plls~ 
. IS' .• ,',., '. ~ - , 
U~I and U~ I L:!X'»~L." .... r·; it can only follow 
'-, ,~'. ,..' 
something else, so one cannot say:. ()~ \<J,J.\!> or u .... / 
, ... - .. ~. ~. The feminine of t! I is s-h.? (pI. of tf·); one 
says: s.l>-2.. 0 .... ~. u:.1 "I went rotmd the whole of your 
house". This too, takes a plural, e.g. ~ .... \;. <.J j.~ 
~ -' 
,PtJ. "All your daughters came to me", etc. It is also said 
that s; e·i is plUl~'al of e· e. g. one says: (;..H ~ s. ~ 
~yas one.says: •. >t~i_'ri~r~(~'0"~ . When 
, :tP 'I ,is:preced~'~, ?y 'the preposition a y ", or it is used 
as a mudaf, . it· ,c'?Il no longer be used to ,impart the sense of 
, ~. 
emphasis, since tJ. \ 
preposition beforei t and c'annot be a mudaf. 
llsed for emphasis does not accept any ", 
'p" 'j.. e·' (with 
harakah on '(y') is an incorrect reading. 
Tafriq: (:);sJ is ~- of that which is collected together. 
Those -who consider that z,'? ~ means only ~ \; say that iJ) 
is a rough ~ .. of what has been collecte; together. -
"',; 
'( 
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Tafldk: EVery~'" is &;J but not every {~.;J is ~ ... 
~ ... is used about -that which is difficult to separate; 
382. 
it means the separation of things that adhere to one another; 
~~ can be used about these and other things. Therefore 
one cannot say: ~cJ.-o ~ ~~\ ~ "I separated 
bran (which is dry)" as one can say: , .... ;;:::;. 
'"'" , -. -... w 
Farq: 02!S the opposite ,of. ,t3: ; one says: , u:. () ./ 
~./jJl "He, separated ,the two ,matters", just as one says': 
"'. . ", ", ' '~/'fJ'0f.r::~ "H~.UJ}ited !h~tw()'matters'~' 
Fasl:, ,~, ,.is'used, ,wi th ... ref~,r·~nce to one" i,ingle~Whole'; therefor~ 
-,-",-.-' one s~ys:" y~J~J .; and, '~pJ\ U u-v '~. ",' ".Th~~ is 
a cha~:ter ,in the boo~" , because' a· bo()k is one singl~. whole . 
. Later, because of extens~ve~use of the term~' it was use'd for 
" 
(that which)' contained ~a (cohesive) unit of discourse. One 
.J." ~~, s· ~,'. it •. .; ~ , " . • ~ •• 
sa~s '/ JlI ~ He d:LV1ded up the matter" Slnce /' 1S 
.' a single ,Uni,t " and one cannot pse () ::-; with the meaning· of ~ 
f'; • .. _ '. • • '.to W 
here •. The"rnutakallimun use ~ in ,the definition of ..AP 
,,~' ~ '0' J- ~~'s j,1 ~;, \ '~ ol.iu J' ~~\ 6~ ~\ ~'~ \ )) 
II' .... • ~ is that which makes a thing clear and separates it from 
those things that resemble it most closely", since if that 
which 
one. 
closely resembles it is near to it, the two become almost 
On~ also says: ;vJ' ~ , this refers to t1 /1 ~ 
"the joint of the wrist ,etc!', as an ;..v. is 
... . 
part of"the whole of the body; one cannot use 0../ in this 
context',"as an # is not something distinct from the body. 
Some linguists say that'~ ,is 'what actual'ly appears of 
0;",~' For this reasoh, what contains a~ ~f discourse 
is called one ~ , because it is clear and obvious. Since 
~j is applied only to what is apparent, the expression: 
~ ~)c.rv is used, and not ~,}l\ 0) . Later, because 
of the close meanings of the two, they were used for each other. 
~, . 
.J._,' 
¢ .'.-
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383. 
~: t; is a ~ 
what is beyond them. The expression: L:-' ~I i:j "He opened 
between two things such that it shows 
the door" is derived from this. Later, it was exteinded in 
, w • 
sense, and one could say: ~, <-1 ~ G "He revealed the 
meaning to me", in the sense of ~ "uncovering". .JUv \' ... 
"rains" are called 'U;;' , and a t,;G is a (\9 ,sin:~'e, 
can walso mean'f as the Qur' an' says: ~ ~ \;.:..,:-: of: ~ 
2:;$ \-~;; "(Otl~ Lord!) decide between us and our people 
, ,', """ ' ' J. . 
,with 'truth; wY JI\ 189,"~. 
, tasl':' S~e' ~," 
'--.-'" 
"', 
,F" 
-
'384. 
'; ta~m: ,,' "r' i~~J)~~ing ~i.'t~out', separ,ation. 'Abu.Bakr 'says: 
'.~, J.~' ,~~,)~s, S~idwh~n'a ~hing: b~rs~s ~d thout being 
",broken or split up into p;i.eces ~ Accord'~!lg to Abu Hilal the' 
,,,' -, Q~r' ~ic ver~~: ",':" '~\(l.ajj \ ~ "Wbi c11 shall not break 
'off~" o~\,h56",i_s de'rived from the -same; and Ailahdid , 
nO.tsa~,,(~, here ,~ecaus,e the us,e,,~f(\..VJl is ,more el~quent 
in this context, as' if~here is no (k;J} ~ ,La:;J 1 is not 
likely to take place . 
•• Qa~m: r is breaking. so~s t~ separate. Accordin:g,to Abu 
Bakr, one says:, ,.~,';'~Jt.~ when one breaks a thing. A", 
~of a thin'g is a piece of it, and its plural is o~ 
::... 
c".J,_' 
Qadd: ,.A.9' is'to ~ut (a t;hin~):I~ng~l1 ways. It is sa~d in ·a 
tradi tian : \::,\. ~ », ~ \.. Jl>' \::" 6 \{ \:..L. 6 \., '1 
Qa~~: 
...., L" _.. So '- .. 
u ~ l.:P;V \ "Whenever cAlI raised his sword he cut length 
ways, and when he faced (some enemy) he cut him cross 
" ways • 
"" 0 is to cut (a thing) cross ways . The expression: 
.... 
~\ .\U "cutting of a reed pen" is derived from the same; 
o " 
and ~is the place where the end of a pen is cut; it can be 
both a verbal noun and a noun of place. ~ is that by which 
a thing is cut in this way. 
...", 
'\, F 
, ," 
386. 
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, 
'" 
Tafriq: See A 
Sha~: 
, 
-~ is the dispersal of things collected according to a 
387. 
proper arrangement. It can also mean the opposite, that is 
to collect and arrange things in a proper order. 
, 
" ., '" W "" 
""'" ...,.. ... (.) L -' L:.,.J. 
Baththa: c:..u implies the dispersal of various things in different 
and:. disti~ct,plc;tce~ ,'aI1d i ti~ not 
,'" 7"' , ~ , , ' 
. of tWo thing:fonly, ~s Allah' says: 
.applied to the separation 
, lY (yo, ~ ~ ~; 
_w 
a...;\,) "And (Allah) spreads in it 
,- o~''I164'" 
" "",' "-." , 
(ea~th ) all . (kinds ,of))lhimals, 
, Farraqa.: 
.. 
~. 
388. ',' 
~' ,-.,' .' 
.,'.; "- ., 
,TafrIg,:'zt51.: "is " . ,"" :;, , .. ;'~ . ~ " . torna:k,e.'.a thing, separate from, another. 
is to :l~trodu~e' sU~Gecs',siie separation ( 
l:. 
.. 'ro . 0:;' ) between ·tw~ 
things until they are 'distinct. ,All such verbal notins on the 
. . .. -
JIieasureo'f.~ indicate the frequent rep'etition of an action. 
, ~ 
Farq: O./' is the opposite of d· One says: ?' (:j ') 
~" 
389. 
\..;~ "lie parted the hair(s)", implying that he separated' 
.. ' 
them into two parts, but did not subsequently repeat his action. 
0./ also means a·.~ between two things by means of a. 
",J' e. or a:. /. " A~lah"says in the 'Qur.' an: -'~. G'>,1 
~'~I (~\ ~1'Th~refore, milkea separation between us ' 
and the"riation of transgres~ors, O...0'LH /2-5Ii i.e. ~~ \-: .... ~~j,~ 
0>'3) I '-,,~...J' c! IIS~~arate us through Your decree concerning 
this world and the life ·here-after"; the, expression: c,;, 
~ y\ -' ~,~ implies this kind of discrimination. 
w • 
if ' t,,? 
Shaqq: See A 
Falq: ~ , according to its interpretation in the Qur'an is 
... . 
the if of a major thing. Allah says: 'U~.\l' cy G "He 
• J. 
causes the dawn to break, (\,;J,lJ1/97". One also says: 
',"", -.i, 
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0" 
4J . ~ ... ) \ ~ ~ \ ~ "the breaking out of grain from 
its ear", and ~ \ (y '0 \ ~\ if "the breaking out of 
... . 
a date-stone from the palm"; one cannot use ~ in this 
context. if or ~ is also used for a calamity or disaster. 
390. 
Fasl: "He cut 
--.-
~ is a clear cut; one says: y.~.H cJ.:o'..:, 
the cloth". It cannot be used unless one part of the thing 
cut is separated from the other. Hence, the expression: 
~ \ ~'JA.3. implies that after it has become clear 
- "'- -, 
which of twq ,adv~r~a~ies is '~ight aIid which .is wr~~g', no 
connection remal.ns ~etwe~n them 'and they 
. one cannot us.e .:.& .~n' tlii~ ~oh~ext. 
b~comesep'arated; . 
.J Qa~c: ~..:;, is a~ut that. may be either clear . or, hid~en like a 
391. 
cu~ made in so~ething ·vis'coiIs· or liquid. One says: ~ 
o.J \.:.J. l(./ "Be' refute de ( ~ut) ~im'!'iri a' discussion o'r debate" ,. 
",-
because the cut, here, Diay not be apparent, nor may the' enmity 
or. contention come to an end. 
'.; ~~. 
, ,," 
La Yakhlu:' "~ J} is used of the things which have no form or 
shape like tastes, odours and the like, because ~_ is used 
about a thing when it is without that which is, so to speak, 
a .. newly acquired possession of its, therefore, one says:' 
:0~ G..a L..-.. J\ ~ or\..:A.fV ~\ .~. I<' 'i _ 'I . _, 
is used. of somet;hing that has a form which can 
. " 
be.percei ved, like colours, etc;. It is derived from su.ch 
expressions as:. .c.\" ~ (r ).1) u c,' "Zayd was stripped of 
" ..... '" /' 
his clothes", because clothes are like a ~ "form"; 
is not used in this context. 
" , 
La Yanfakku: L:!J\l;3 \ is used of two close or adjoining things, or 
the like. Its original sense comes from ~-, which is used 
only of compound or connected solid things. Therefore the 
mutakallimUn use ~\tJ \ with reference to t;~\.:and 0\}' 
"colours" because both of them come within the category of 
'.', ,,1 
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'O ..... .>\.! . It is also used to mean O\;:'~"separation" because 
G \.;:, ~ is frequently associated wi th t;~ t. When one word 
is close to another in speech, it is used for it in most cases. 
392. ~ .. (, JA ( !) 1}/ .. ( 
Lam Yabrah: 'U~ t implies a place in which one is still there. 
Lam Yazil: According to cAli b. clsa : J;,: ( is used only where 
no ~;,J "division or separation" is implied. For example, 
• .I",.. ,," 
,One says: 0,» ~ \;>.?:Y" L) ~ ( "He has remain~'q aloIle", and one 
c~mnot use~ r hEir'e ~A~co~ding ~'othe' grammarians: l 
is:a particle ofnegat:Lbn ' and' 0') is a verb of negatiqD; , 
the '~e~ing ~'~: (j(;: is ~pp,osite'~; that of '(\;>' ,and when 
~egCl.ted :1. t m;~s'(';> '; so that ~b1.' y' ~~ .. (- is' equivalent 
to s~yiri~:, l.;>;f.:.Y' '( IJ ,beca~~E! the riegation of a negation, 
hnpliesaffi:r:mation" ( y 'i.l ) '. : \..., in th~ expression: 
d~~ ~ , i~ a particle of negation, 'whereas, \....0 in the 
expre'ssion:'f\~\... ,'i~ ~:" r'r'" ~ Ild~~~~st~ative?'" and 
('-;,. is its~.,~:,':'clause'" 
Lam Yanfakk: ~{imPlies another thing which has. not separated 
from the first: ~t is used when the' thing of which·it is 
said adheres to something, is conjoined with it, or is 
similar to it. 
393. 
Fatq: is used of two connected or adj9ining things; 
, "",. 
. ' \.----.:.'. . -" ,w:h~n they ane' separatec(one say:;;: ~~ The'Qur'an says:, 
" ,- ~'o,,~ ~ ~;' ,~,., . ,_ ,~. \ ':;'~,ri'9 \:AJ',J,'::~' \(' :i{The qeavens, andth~,ear,th) 
, ,.',' "j' ' '--
were closed up, but We have opened them,.~\"':' )/1/30". 5-W,; 
-. 
'is a woman who cannot be penetrated by her ,owner. 
Fasl: 
-..--
and are used of the division or 
separation of the parts of one thing; one cannot use 
in this context. 
,.' ' .. 
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Chapter IX 
394. 
... . 
~ . 
Shibh: ~ is more general than ~ , and ~ is expressed 
-' . 
.. . . 
about every thing .. One says: ...)..........> YI ~ ...J..>..J "Zayd resembles 
. --
a lion" or y.16 \ ~ ~ ) "Zayd is like a dog". When one 
. ~. 
says: ~/~~j or ~}.l\~~~ 
. 
the word ~ 
is expressed about a distinction (of some characteristic of a 
person or thing) beca,:!se ~ like cF-- is an indefinite noun. 
~ 9 
It can be verified by the fact that the word y..J is used 
" 
only before the ih~e'finite noUns even "if . ~', (~r its counterpart 
) are being used as the :f,irstpartofagenitiye 
1.', 
construction. A poet says :'. ' 
, (1) '0 ~~;; ~\.i2~:.,:.Q)?~wr~~.u:~~~~ 
"How many hon01~r~le '~d'<beaut'iful ladles like yo'u I 'have ' 
enjoyed by way of divorce (then divorced them) Ii ~ 
The word ~ is a verbal noun named as such: One says: ~\ 
.....Jb \.b ~, "The similarity between them is evident" or c.3 
" 0~,& ~ 6~ "In so' and so there is a similarity' 
(resemblance) with so and so". But one cannot use ~ ~ 6~, . 
~- . . 
, . 
According to the jurists ~ is a ~ which when shared by 
an ~ \ and a u;' ,they must both apply in the judgement; 
and according to al-Mutakallimun it is that which when shared 
by two have things, they are two ~ . Like ~ and c!I..: :f:. 
are the words U~ and c.t». (J.A~ is more general than 
e,t..AJo and that which is more general is associated with '0../ 
and can be expressed about ~ and other than ~ For 
~ \ '.",- • J" c, • 
example one says: U.-.r ..J,/" "cAmr acted justly" or .)J J 
s· 1',0' """ ~ft "Zayd is an equal 'of him" or .,..L...J JlI u ~ "an equal of 
. ",. ~,L. '--, I' \ • 
a :lion";. but one cannot say': .-4Nl>\~...AJ. .J::!J (because u:.,» 
like ~ can only be expressed about homogeneous things). 
According to some grammarians the words: ~, ..r.!' ,~ 
and (5YW cannot be regarded as definite ( ~y) when they 
constitute the first part of genitive construction i.e. 
U ~, even if these words are made uw to some definite 
noun, because the idafah is more closely constrained by their 
sense than by the form of themudaf ilayhi. Therefore, 
• 
according to some grammarians, words like f! can only be 
w~ e.g. ~~ "other than you" or . • .I.J, ,)J ~ ./.:: 
".-
; and one 
, ,I 
,'I- .; 
, . 
: ~J 
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cannot say: ~, . In the same way when one says: \~ 
J.:l \ one does not imply that this does not have any thing 
else which resembles it. ~ is definite and ~ 
is indefinite. In the expression:. ~~..r. Wj/ "I passed 
~. , 
by a person who has a resemblance to you", the word ~ is a 
~ of &.i - an indefinite noun in this sentence~ One 
cannot say~ here, as ~? cannot be described with 'OP 
and vice versa. The proof that ~ is 'Of even though it 
is 0 ~ of the pronoun "L;!J", is that it is a ~ of an 
indefinitE;! noun. And it also s,ignifies distinction (between 
the characteristics 6f the persons or :thi!lgs to ~hich it is' 
applied)., And ,,<~ Unlik~ ~;; cannot be followed by the 
preposl. tion • ~" .: 
. 
ShabIh,:" d ........ ~ ,is express'edonly 'about two hOl!logeneous things.;One " 
never says ::., ~')J\ Ai'! ~ ~,.f "Z~yd 
'or- ~~ W' ,.)J ,Jbu~ one can say: ,oJ., ~ ..).J j 
• ... . :J""'-' _ • ... . 
"ZaYd "is sim~la~ t'o 'c~mr". ~. 'is o~ the measure of ~'" , 
is s'imilar to a lion",,; .,' 
_.. ...:'" .-
a measure which, indicates ,an, agent who performs the same action', 
repeatedl~; andthi~ ~easure'is 'not used in descriptions. So, 
when orie says ,: - .>/ ~.:'~;;; ~ j h~' implies a very close 
similarity' between th~m~'and' he 'attributes to Zayd the same as 
that which is 'established about cAmr• And the idafah of the 
two is a true idafah. 
(1) This verse is ascribed to Abu Mi~jaI7' ,i3-1-Thaqafi in MuCjam Shawahid 
al-Nahw al-ShiCriyyah, verse: 1829:;i.:Al"';'AshbahvtEtal",;,Nciiia
"
ir' ii' ::,: 
• r:~~ i" .. • ' •• 
al-KhalidiYYCo/ri';l= 94-,. Cairo, 1958'; but,-this' verSe" i~ ;nbt io~nd: iri''::~\, 
Diwan'AbI MiNan,:al:::,Thaq~fi'; ed. Salah; al~Din al-MMi:tjjid, Beirut, 1970. 
o 
395. 
o· 
Mithl: Two c? ... are those which perfectly match each other (are 
homogeneous) in essence. 
". , 
MathaI: ~ is equivalent to 
. "'" "":,." ," .. ' 
UP'.AJ.!J if' ~I~ 
the righteous are promised, 
-;.. <:: J. \ • And one says: 
-. ~ "description". Allah says: 
"The likeness of the garden which' 
.,..u. / I /35" 1. e. the des cri ption of 
"')l!.o 0 ~ ~ :.n which means 
" . ~
.,,. " 
' .. ,> ~ ; 
r'·> '.-0; 
d'~ 
396. 
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~, , .., 
\ : .... ,\~ .. one describes a thing for the other. One says: ~~
\)uo ~whiCh means that the description of one is just 
like the description of the other. As Allah says: ~~\~ 
"'\...J G....... '\ ~ "As the likeness of the ass bearing books, 
~, /5"; here it is not meant that the people who were 
charged with the Torah are like an ass, but they and an ass 
share one attribute (of not understanding the Book). 
, 
Mithl: See 
'. " 
~ is a ri~al Of~,'Th~ expressioIJ: G ~ ~ \:' 
~ " " , ,-;; 
.' \j,U;. ~~So and sO,opposed ~o, and so" is used when 'one treats, 
. , '.. \ " _,: ·':r t ' 
:?< 
him as "an ,enemY, ?I}dkeeps hirilat a dist'an,ce~,'Tl1erefor~'ah, ',', 
'bPP'osi~~,is'called ' '~:",: 'The wr~ter_oi-'Kh~: ~l-CAyn s~YS':';i',.', 
~. \ 
";,;, ±s, that 'which is like theother:.th~ng ,but opposes it'. 
.... 
...)J The word, ~...(, has the same meaning as, The word ~,~.' 
means deviance 'or dl.stractedness and ;>\:,.; ,~eans ,mutu'al'~version 
397. 
, J." 
<?l:"disagreement ~ ,The expression: ~\ w~1." \ mea~s:- ' 
, I dispe:rsed the camel~, and &..J \ W ->>>, means: Ie heard :'il'}-. 
, ',' > \ t' : "-
of him. The o:r'iginal sense of the root:is,: expUlsion or , 
w 
banishm.ent." Therefore, ~ ,because of his opposing his 
companion,' is like a person who wants his expulsion. 
o ' (~ 
,,' >QL.:1'~' ~sthat whl'ch resembles ,a thing in most' of' its 
charatte'f;istics'~~dnuch 'tl'iat the disttnctionbetween'the twp~ 
" ,. • / < ,. • 
~~\;""'b~~OTIies vagu~,'~n-ddcl>ious.'It,can ails a be maintained that:':' 
'" 'JL~ '~fs','de~i~ed'~;~~Jq whic~ me~s'd~'pL-'J\? :,:,' 
" 
"nature, 'attribute;' characteristic, etc". A poet says: 
~~f~»~~ . ~\~l!.U~\L! 
i.e. there is no agreement between our characteristics and 
attributes. And one says: ~~\ :c.}-J\ y~ when two 
things have similar disposi ti~ns. ~ is also used in place 
of d \..i..... , as sometimes a verbal noun is used in place of 
the name of a thing. ~ can only be expressed' about 
appearances. One says: jW\\;.a, ~ j \kJ\ \.:u, , but one 
" 
'" 
'. , 
. ~. -,' 
.'. '. ,;'. 
", 
.. 
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cannot use JsL;;regarding other than appearances, e.g. 
'O,jlJ\ ~ b-'~' would be a wrong expression. 
o 
Mithl: ~~ of a thing is that which is similar to it and to its 
essence. 
o 
398. 
Mithl: See A 
NazIr: ~ is one who can confront his counterpart in actions of 
the, same na.ture, and Ccin carry, out:.:such actions by himself ~ 
... ,' . For example:' a'~ariuncri.ian 'can~e a .,,# of another grainmarUm 
': even, 'i1 wh~t the;t~o'g~cimmariClIls:~~y~'~nd write' ~out :gramnia~' 
. is not jhe' 'sain~ .,~nd ,on~ ca,hnot,s~y: '<sjJ\ ~ ~<.s /l\ ',' '.':~ 
... : ....... bec.ailse·' r:e~~mbl~n'?e iJl' ,.terms', Of:' .':tf.¥' lie;, ~n . the" mos~ pa~ti~~lar .: ' 
o·fattrib~.:tes·; ·which.'is ~ihe.~~se~c~:: ' . 
'",' 
. ' 
," 
. I~~):~"-;', • ~ ,~ ". ,~ . J', W $I • .-
399." ., 6~·:"",!6~ "I"~' ,,~, IJ" ' u, V ,. I, ~!; 
Muttafiqan: ,.-O.~~ ,taJ<es'-F~-~:.ei~",.f·."-··atlq.~ '~e~~ys:"" 
:~ lJI cJ:,~~:>U ~ , & :\--',"~d and~o ~gree_d wi:h so '~F so 
.in·the affair"; and _one cannot say: ./)11 U ~ \...~'in, this context. 
Mithlan: <50 takes place between essences •. 
400 .• 
. . . .... 
c Adil·~.,:c.r» . .'is that. ~hose (.~ i a.re identical with the. r \& t 
of,.·some other; even' 'if they are .. not similar in essence. : 
• ,f • • J' .: ~.'. ~ .':-1/" .~1 I ': '. ',,: ,.," ~.;: .. \ ~ -'. ,"' ::;,'~< . ~:' .,: '}:," . 
': "'" 
Therefore,. 6.lJ» ,·are ti.lb, things· which corr:'es.pon~ '1.'n" measure, 
" :~~ " ._ .::' ',' -',' • " "", ~ __ OJ ,". • .' : • ".J\'" • - • . ' _ ' 
,~al th()~gh not similar to e'ach other. in 'their essence :: 
'{ 
Mithl:See 
401. 
Shibh: .6 _,~ is expressed about that which can be observed. For 
example, one says: .>\~\ ~ .>\~\ but one cannot say: 
O.J...\J\ ~ o.J...\;.J' • 
, Ia. S \" Mithl:Similarities can only be expressed in speech by ~ and 
'~ ; and the words ~ and ~ are kinds of ~ • 
,', " 
402. 
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Allah says: "Nothing is like a likeness 
of Him, c:5....,?'/II". 't It Here L.:!J is used before ~ , these 
being the two words for comparison, and Allah has negated the 
possibility of a resemblance to Himself by means of two, 
and, indeed, has emphasised this negation thereby. 
J 0/ 
...M- -' 
,'~, - J cldl : v is ~ For example one says: ~~ ~ ~<::~ 
"I have a slave girl similar to yours". Jfi can only be used 
if .. this •. slave 
. cAd'I: .On~"s'aY9: : 
girl,is just like the other. 
,~c .... ~ J~ <.f~:. wh~n'hisslave girl ,cost 
403. 
the'same'"ppibe''';as the ·other.Thesame sense/can be . ;found in 
tlieve~se .. :'''/\~~'' d>~ 0~,;\: "Or' t'he equivalent of it 
•. ,' ,,-<;. '- ", • J,.' " ~ .,> , • 
in £asting';.:J o".JJ\J'i95.tI • '""~ ',~,~ ,", 
- \ \ Musawat: l>'>~ . 'is expressed abo'ut two quantities which' are 
'neither more nor less than each other, and the word L:f.,:) G 
means mutual correspondence or equivalence in quantity. 
Mumathilah: o.t \..crt is expressed when one thing can take the place 
of the other th~ng, e. g. the blackness of two things. 
404. 
Kaf aF-Tashbih: ~ of similarity is used w~en one thing resembles 
another in one particular respect. 
0;>...J 'f'./ ~., ~ea~~ there is 
...... . . . 
For. example, bne'says: 
" ~: ' 
none who shares the same 
attributes as Zayd, whereas at the same time all men have 
.\ .. ,,", \/ ,.. ,.' 
essences like Zayd. And one says: ~~ 0 '-' ~ "So and so 
is like a lion" i.e. in being brave, not in structure or 
other attributes. And one can say: 00~ \:{ 00/ .>\.,-1' "Blackness 
is a non-essential characteristic like whiteness" but one 
cannot say: (»W' ~<..f'/ ~\~\ • 
o 
Mithl: ~ is used when two things resemble each other in their 
reality and in all aspects of their essences. The Qur'an says: 
- ~ i 
, ',-r 
405. 
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-s,(...s..vJ 
"Nothing is like a likeness of Him, 
<">.J~I /2" which means Allah has no ~ or a 0:. If 
Allah meant, in the verse ~  ~ ~ to deny the 
possibility of a ~ of His ~ , it would be a contradiction 
for us to say: t.P...J ..l.J j ~ ~ ,since Zayd is the 
~ - -~ of the one who is the ~ of him. y with 0 
means similarity in attributes, and ~ means similarity in 
essence. 
Istiqamcfh; ;~ G::....w~, 'ipto eontinue on thesaJIle patn;. : Its ,oppos:i,.te 
is l:Itp..~:~ ";crobkedness", and a 'rb!.> 'i's a,_p~th whicl1, .. ' 
has no curves. 
~ . 
s . 
Ist;iwa' :. bet~ee'n" c;,o ~ r "pa~ts" of a:' thing. 
from' ~: whichmean's' ~.~ 
406. 
'The word "I~r is derived 
The pppos i te of j. 1;:"-" ~ is G > t.;J meaning, for ~~ample, 
that part of a· thing is long and p'art is, short or part of a 
'thing is complete and part is' hot. 
Istiwa' : ',. \;:"-'1 is used about all directions. 
Intisat: y~ ~' can only be used about the vertical direction. 
407. 
Ikhtilaf:, Some U ~ ~ is not reprehensible. As, Allah says:, 
..J~\-' J::U\ w,~ \~oJ -'''And (in) His, (c~ntrol) ,is, the 
alternation of the night and the d~y,6;.:..,;..t'/80". 0P ~ 
takes place in one way only and indicates the knowledge of 
.. 
its agent, as in the above example, whereas G -' \.:iJ is an 
o ~ \ ... which does not take place in one specific 
direction and indicates the ignorance of its agent . 
... 
Tafawut: W-' ~ is that which is absolutely reprehensible. 
Therefore Allah has negated G -' tJ about His actions: 
w> \.J (yo cJ.? /' '(:i!> c3 U.J l.> "You see no incongruity 
in the creation of the Beneficent God, ~'/3". 
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408. 
Ikhtilaf: See A 
bV. y t is a kind of 0~ \ which inclines in one 
direction and then in another. It can be an attribute of 
. 
a piece of land, of religion, or of a path. One says: LI 
. ~ 
7:J~, <-f>.J.)l \ "There is a bend or curvature in (this) 
piece of land" or l:! Y:, &~\ <j with kasrah in the first 
, 
syllable. And 7.:J:}' with fathah ln the first syllable, is 
crookedness in a stick or a wall or in anything erected. 
409. 
Ikhtilaf fi·. ~":Ajnas: <...Y~~))'\ L! u~ ~ , 'is"the 'inability 
, 't, 
of9~e" thing:t~ t~e " the place . of the other. 
two opp~nents, and it is"A:.<? believe 'the opposit~' of what the' 
othe.rbelieves. There can be G~ \ between two parti~s' 
of whom both are' wrong, s~ch as the' U ~ \~ between Jews 
andChr~stians over the person of Christ (peace be upon h~m). 
Mutadad: Two...)~ are those which cannot co-€xist (in one object), 
since they exist in the same manner e.g. blackness and white-
ness. Every..>~ is ~ but every ~ is not ...)~. 
Similarly, no two ..:>~ c~n be combined, but not all the 
things that cannot be cqrnbined are ..:> t:,i:;. . In, the same way 
every ~is ./.!~ but"every ~~ is not'~ .,: 
.>~ and u..u::; ~ can beequi valents when they are, used 
UI ,t~ 
metaphorically. For example one says: .>/ ~ ~.:, 
to indicate u~ ~ between the two. 
Mukhtalif: Two ~ are' two things which cannot be replaced by 
each other, in the attributes which are required by their 
jins in addition to existence, e.g. the attribute of being 
black cannot be replaced by the attribute of being sour. 
'. _ 1 
,; " 
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411. 
-Tadad: ~~ is used about two things one of which persists and 
the other does not. 
Tanafi: 
412. 
Tark: See 
Didd: 
& tu .... is used only about two things which can persist. 
i· 
" 
, , . 
,~ ... 
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ChaEter X 
413. ~ -' (A 
Jirm: (fi is the natural disposition of a thing, in which it 
is created. For example, one says: (.J)~ u.u:, meaning: 
So and so is small (in size), by natural disposition. The 
root meaning of (/. is & "cutting"; thus: ~I~& 
~I ~ implies "It was t cut out' as being either small or 
large". It is also said that (..P. means 0/ or 
Some linguists hold that r~ is a generic noun for 
Someaga:i.n" maintain that (2" means a >~;.J.5 "~ 
'b~unde.9.: bY:fi~ed: dimehsio~s',' .. " 
"a body 
Jism: :~ 'is :that whi~h'ha~ i~ngth, width" and depth, and when one 
~. is . longer, wider ,or deeper than another, . it is called 
both ~ ari<;l. ~ ... ~~,.' 'The ;'expression: ~/ i 
'. is 'a metaphorical one , since a, metaphor ( ),.\..t. ) is that, which 
414~ 
Jism: 
'. ,', 
is employed only in a particular si tua,tion. 
:.. .,'; 
t (L '.:J '<'. ~,' .-, v' 
is that which has a length; 'width . and depth, and 
has a general use and can be applied to a 
, ~ , or anything like that . 
. 
-Shay': ~~ is that whose definition is that it can be known and 
that information can be given about it. Allah says: }~ ()t> 
, ,.. .. 
, ./.;) I <..I 0 ~ "And every thing they have done is in the 
- 'J
wri tings, ~'/52". ,'. The actions of, people are ,not (~I . 
For examp,le one says to his friend: '\!.: ~ if. \.t:.t} ~ ~ 
It.you did not do anything to fulfil my need'i • One cannot use 
4~ \.e2' ~ (. The (- ir:this sense and cannot say: 
word ,,~ is more general and can be applied to a ~ and 
to other than a ~ 
. 
~ ,~;~ .) r: 
415. L.?" \--
Jism: See A 
Shakhs: 
. 
-
, ,.:~ ~ is a 
when it rises. 
r- that rises. One says: \~Ul~ 
One says: \;.f'<.J~lS~~ "I raised 
416. 
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my eyes to such and such"; or "He went up 
to such and such a country/town". And the word lJD~~ , on 
the measure of ..JWl , means annoyance and anger. 
~ 
Shab~: e is a 
~~)JI "He has 
(- that is long.... One says: 
two long arms". t~ and ~ are two different 
dialectal forms with the same meaning. 
Shakhs: See A 
. 
... 
. ... 
".~'>,~~ 
Juththah: " -~ 'is lls'ually 'used ab6ut human bei:3gs' i.e. about a 
person who issi t.til1g o~' lying. 'The word ~ is derived 
.., 
'. . 
from l~'J ~ whith 'means 
. '/ 
"cutting or' the natural disp'osi tion 
\ o~ ,someone byhis'creation". The 
verse has 'the samederi vation: 
, "(An evil, word is li1$:ean evil tree) pulled up from the face 
. '"" W 
of the earth, (:! Y.'t /26"; and o~...u> C_;~ are tools with 
which small palm trees are pulled out. A small palm tree 
( ~ ) is also called (~ ... t~'>, . And a person sitting is 
Coo 
called ~~ because of his shortness; he seems to be a 
truncated thing. 
Shakhs: See A 
418. 
AI: 
. 
.. (~ .J 
,J J\ 
is a ".form" which .is perceived' from a distance. 
~ 
The rising image which one sees in deserts is called cJ I 
u'l is different from '-:-' Y. y ~is a salt-marsh which 
~ \ .... ,
shines like water in the light of the sun, whereas LJ is 
an illusory image ascending i~ deserts. It is also said that 
c.J I is an unambiguous ~. Some linguists hold that 
~ . . U I is ~ r- that is tall, therefore, L· ::.!> "wood" is 
called U I . 
Shakhs: See A 
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419. 
. 
-(~ 
Shakhs: See A 
Talal: ~ are the rema~ns of houses that appear. On the basis 
of similarity the ~ of a man is also called c..}lh. One 
o .. 
says : ~ \.1J i. e. I climbed up to see a distant thing. 
And mostly ()lh is used of a person who is tall and bulky. 
One says: ('If\~.J ~ ~ G..v.:..v when a person is impressive in 
his appearance. 
,420. (.;,!;U' .:J ~, •• 
'Jasad:' , ~ impl,ies dEmsity"and' solidity wl1ereas ':t.VJ> 'and ~ 
do not., Therefor~,onesc:iys: ~'~ (;.: .i'-e. ~olid ,or' 
coagulated b,lood. ~ ~lso mean's blood, as'Nabighah says: 
" ~:L):~' U:',L;·~~\;~,G./b '\A;":' 
". ' ~ 
. -
It can be said, that ~, is so name'd becuase it contains blood., 
Therefore, thi,s word is' confined to living organisms' only, 
for,example one says: ··~U.~I~ or .. A)I~: but 
one never',says::;,:.::'.:-l\~ as one can say: A:=-.:Sl (.? 
Nevertheless, the word ~ is sometimes applied to inanimate 
. 
things metaphorically; one says: ~ y ~ when a cloth 
stands up because of the density of the material used f'or, dyeing 
it, and U ~ j is known as :> ~ because of the similarity 
between it and the redness of blood. 
Talal: See .,.,' 
'~ '. 
(1) Diwan al-Natighah, p.lS. 
421. 
, 
Badan: U ~ is the tippet> part of human body. A short piece of 
armour which covers the chest to the navel is called U..J..! , 
as covering that part of the body. And since the upper and 
. 
stoutest part of the body is called U ~ , it is said of one 
, / .... ......" 
who becomes stout: (:) JJ » 6,j, , and he is referred to as ~ . 
~ .".JI C>:. ~ . U ~ are also camels fattened for slaughtering. 
-. " Because of general use of the term, ~....A: came to be applied 
to any animal prepared for slaughter (as a sacrifice), whether 
fat or thin. 
, ~- ' 
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Jasad: is the whole body of a human being. Therefore, if a 
• )I 
part of the human body is cut off, one says: ,. <?' & 
o ~ ~ ,and not ~ ~ ~ •.. , except as a strange usage. 
- . 
422. 
.0 
Sifah: a...JL.J> is a kind of noun, and it can be used metaphorically 
in place of a noun. 
Hay' ah: ~ is unlike ~; if the ~ of a thing were a 
~ of it, its Jt~ would be one who describes it; this 
would :i.~plythat the mover of a body was a. describer of it, 
which isat~D.rd. 
~ ,..' 
423. 
Hiiyah: ~'is an addi ~ional . ~ to the .~ without, which a 
thing cmmot exist. For example a.~ can be an additional 
, ~ (adornment) on, a knife or a sword,' which cannot be 
considered as a constituent .part of that object. One says: 
,. w" 
~ when bne adds something to some object. The word & 
"ornaments" is d~rived from the'same. 
Hay'ah: See A 
424. 
Surah: 0..1 y-P is a name applied to all G\.!'~ of a thing, and not 
to just some of them. It is also appli.ed, to that which is not 
a d." ' .. ~' For example one says: \;..f ~~})\ ~ ~ O..lyP 
"The form of this matter is like such and such" but not ~ 
, . '. 
)// \)\ \.)...0> 
- So Hay'ah: ~ is used only for the structure of a thing. 
( 'OJ y..P can be used of that which is with or without a 
structure), for example, one says: ~ \:; \.0 W..l ';.~ "I 
imagined what he said", or 6".~. ct:~\ G J ~ as it was. 
, .. .. 
Therefore, one cannot say: ~\ O..l~ as He cannot be confined 
within (physical) limits. 
. ~ ,.,' 
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.. . 
425. ~ .. . 
~ibghah: ~ is a ~ that connotes merely a linguistic 
description (without the necessity of the physical existence 
of that which is described). 
Surah: O..J~ is an analogical description or depiction. 
426. 
Bal: U\- means cJ~ "state", and s.~\ cJ~ means the best 
of a thing. ~ is called d \ because it is the best 
organ in' the ,w1!ole livingorganism.U~ ~an, also mean that 
."J ~\,.'icondi tion" which. is attached t9 a thing, for. example 
one. says:'t..sH ~ (jJ-. ".A.e>,~ t. ,'~dthe s~me meaning can 
, " 
be seep in the verse, of Imru' al-Qays': ". , . 
" .. .;.(t.- ", ' .' .... .I' ,~~., .. ',- . ,>,.J.' 
(1) d\Jr·~()2JIs.~(~\~ . \.J.0\r-:\~~~~~.' 
'i.e. they thought badly' of her. Although J\- is like' (J~ 
U \- cannot always be used as an equivalent of <.J \.p. ." 'One 
can:say: ~ dv.. ~~ but one cannot say: ~.sJ~ u ~. 
"~ is a' bodily organ so name.d because of its up-side down 
.p'o~i t:i,cm in the body; or i 1: is an organ which changes its 
disposition as a result of thoughts and determination. 
(1) Diwan Imru' al-Qays, p.32 . 
... ,,427. 
j3al: ~ is called J ~ 
"~memory or retenti~r;. 
Hal: See A •.. 'J\.., ~. ". .. 
because LJ.G is th~ place of 
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Chapter XI 
428. 
Ass: 
S. J., \ ~/J J. J. (Y' I can only be an ~ I but every l.r"'" \ is not an (Y' I 
J. The ~I of a thing is not a branch of something else as well. 
For example hJ \J \ J...P i is called hJ U I V I but the upper 
J. 
part of the wall is not called an U'" I . And this is 
J. 
authenticated by the conventional use of the word ~ I 
Asl: See /l 
429. 
Asl:· 
ll_' 
',c, ~ ~~ \ is, the commo? name appiied to ,the foundation of a, wiill, 
the rootpf a ~puritain, the ~rigin: of a' person, and to the basi~ 
- . ~,.'.- '" -' " '~.' 
of some' en,mity betweep two people~' Its use ih the c~sEl of a wall 
1,. _" 
and a mountain is r:'ear,wper~as the rest of the uses are ~. , 
met,aphorical. The original meaning,of the ()--P I of a thing 
is th~t on which', that ,thing is. baged. There:fore ~ is' called 
;;J\...Q I because: ,it is that on ,which a possessor of ~ depends; 
and : ~ I cY.~- mea~s U; u:c.t--' . But in :ou; opinion (}pi 
of a thing'is that from which a thing begins: Therefore the 
~ ,\./J. ~,J of a man is clay; and the ~ I of a wall is one,stone. 
Sanakh: C is the basic and original part of a thing which is 
inserted in some other thing e. g. ~,~ or \., .:'~' .~ 
So • t;. is the part which ,is inserted in a sword' s hilt or a 
knife's handle, and 60~''V~ is that part of them which 
• • .J. 
'enters the jawbone . "And C is never used like <.J--P \ to 
',"indicate the origin of somethlng. 
430. 
Asl: See . A 
-.-
'0 
. 
Jidhm: The (~, of a tree is that part at which it is cut off 
J. ,. " 
from its (}P I. It is derived from (». which means to cut. 
6, ' (~" cannot be ~sed w~e;~ & cannot be used. Theref~re 
one cannot say: ;,.1J\ (~ "The jug broke". However, (»-" 
is sometimes used in the place of ~) metaphorically. 
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Jins: According to one mutakallim, ~ is applied to a collection 
of homogeneous things, whether rational or not. He further 
holds that ~ is more general than t; ~ 
Naw c : t,;} is a collection of things which are not rational. 
For example ~ "fruit" is a 0 ~ as well as a ~ , whereas 
6 W 1 cannot be called a t; ~ According to some other 
432. 
, 
linguists t; '} comprises (f'~) , contrary to the contention of 
the philosophers that ~ is more general than tJ;,> The 
. Arabs, in fact, do not classify all things by~. and tJ~ 
an.dso naine .them. Some' of our contemporaries hold:,that .:> \..Y"'" 
"bla'ckness" 'i~ ';a: ~'9ild; U~'''colour'': is a t;:,J .. bec~us.e, they 
. 'apply, ~·to the, essence.of,things; and they .maintain that' 
-".; , .~ -I-~ .' • '.' 
~G "formation of something".is ".one ~ 'and 'consider it as, 
a kind of ~ction; and '~"movement'" is no~ a kind of action" as 
it i~i~'"/''being''' in a sense. They regard simi'lar things as 
....\.!> J -'~ , 'and in our opinion this latter definition is correct. 
, ~, ., 
l 'n: J..() --' ,.~, 
____.-.... ___ ~....;cr-=-__. .,.- ___ ;.c· 
Jins: See A 
Sinf: ~ is a ~ which is distinguished from among. other 
-.-- l-
V ~, because of some particular attribute. For example 
o~~~·~'.:>\yu "existing objects" form a ~ because they 
share the attribute of being existent. And ~ cannot be 
applied to non-existent things becaus~ ~ is a kind of 
. J' J. . . . . 
. ~ \:" an9- ~ \,;" cannot be applied to the'non-e~istent. 
B6wever l .. :A..J.I-\;" is applied to some existing objects. metaph9dcally 
'';'. -". ,"'< . "I 
and to some' existing objects in a real·w~y.":', 
433. 
Jins: See A 
Darb: 
-.--
y jP . is a noun which is applied to both ~ and WA. 
For example one says: U \~\ <J-o L;->.;.o ~ \ "Donkeys are 
a kind of animal" ( ~ ); and 'U~.\\--, ~;O ~\ U\a.::J\ 
'--;-' fl~ lJ' "Sweet apples are one kind and sour apples are 
another kind" ( ~). L:-' ~ can also be applied to a single 
i; 
434. 
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. 
thing which is neither ~. nor ~ e.g. ().>::>>; yll 
~~ ~ {....,l; : 0.)P "Existence is of two kinds: eternal and 
created". Here, for example, (:...A; is described as a ~./P , 
but cannot be described as a ~ or a ~ . 
Jins: See A 
,Wajh: U~ is applied to G \~; "essences" whereas ~.-' is used 
•.. ! .for·\":"\i..p"attributes". "One says: 7L::.$)\;V~,/b'.)' and 
one-never uses, ~.)" in thts>context. ~But one says: & .s-~,\ 
o:?;~ 'to, indicat~'certai~ 'attribut~sof,'a' thl,·ng ... " 
~ '. v 
.' ~ t ,:. 
435. 
.. -"" .". ' -', , 
Jins: "~r~quire.s' hpmogeni ty ,( among 'the things to' ilhich it is 
,applied) . 
Qabil: ',: ~ ,does"not require homogeni ty. Foroexainp,le one says: 
. ~G~' and .. ~ ~j\, andU:) and ~ cannot be 
terIDed"~ wh~~eas one cans'ay ~ ,;,\..,..-J\ and ~V~, 
Thus, in discourse, one candi~tinguish a ~,by using,~for 
example, 0"J ,and one can distinguish one ~ jrom another, 
by using, for example, ;>\~: 
" 
" V" 
." " 
'. , 
, 't • 
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Chapter XII 
436. 
Hazz: ~ is a portion, which can consist of the whole of something 
or a division of it. For example if a man dies leaving only one 
heir behind, one would say: 
~ 
..., .... 
~.-J \~l \.l.a> ~ d J\J\ ,~ 
"All this property is the ~ of this heir". It cannot be 
.. 
called a r since the property is not distributed. 
Qism: Every r- is a ~ ~ r but every is not a. , 
437. 
is: that which is produce.d by. dividing, and that which is not 
producedby~iv3.dingis' nota r. 
. ... 
Hazz: . The 'original meaning of·, ~ ,.', is that ~ortion of good,' which 
• •• w', 
Allah creates for His servant, and ~ is the name fo~ the 
'il 
benefi tby, which its. benefiCiary is elevated. It is never 
applied'to y~ except as' a remote metaphor.: .~~. can also b~ 
applied to an unshared profit e; 'g. one says: (j ~ (; ~ . 
0..) \}J\ and ~~ is not used in this corilext. .; 
.... , 
Nasib: l. ,>.,:.a~ ~eans that which is put up for someone to take whether 
good or bad, and~. is someone's share of something, 'whether 
it benefits him or not. It is used about both good and bad 
..,. ....!.,,.. 
4.38. 
things. For example one says: r' ("yO d,::..o) cCJ' ~~~ ',. 
"May Allah give him his share of His blessings" or. M\ 0 \,;.) 
~ '...A>J\ <J... A.A:'" il "May Allah give him his share q:f His 
chastisement" . 
"'" "",,' ,.:,. 
\ 
., ... 
.... w ~ 
Hissah: ~ is a L.. •. ..a l which is apparent from all aspects and 
without any suspicion or ambiguity. It is derived from ~ 
meaning rubbing off the hair from the front part of the head 
so that it is revealed. As Ibn al-Aslat says: 
- .'~ j, U~X\..o~~\ (1) ... ~ """ c..J "'" • \.j (f' \..) ~\ L:. .. ,,!> .» 
-' 
"The helmet rubbed off my hair and now I cannot taste sleep 
except in the first part of the night". And the Qur'an has used 
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this word: "Now has the truth become 
established, u........,l/5l". Therefore, one making a stipulation 
writes: \)J'J~\ & ~ "His share from the house is 
such and such" instead of writing: \;..(JW\ c,..e ~ , 
- '"' because ~ comprises the meaning of clarity and distinctness 
which the word <-:-'~ lacks. In our opinion ~ is that which 
is fixed for a person, and when you vocalise any word, to 
., ,/ 0'" 
establish what it is, it can be said: ~. The 
expression: ~~ o~ means this (much) has been fixed for me. 
- ..... 
The word ~ does not require to be the result of distribution 
as the ~ word .l • 1 ~l does . 
.,. '"' 
NasIb:, ,See Il '. "::;'-',' 
. fi) Sharh.Iktrtiyarat al':'Mufaddal, p.236;"Lisan(~i> ).:) 
~ '. ' .. ; 
. . 
439 .. \.---' ,~t2J >' OJ,\.? 
Khalaq: O~ is an', abundant share of wealth, specially.,·if- pre-
d~termined ~for.. the person who is going to have it. I'tis. derived 
.. ~ . ~ ~., 0 ~. -
from' ~ meaning pre-determination. It may be derived from 
" ~ "nature or disposition", as 6.lAP is an obligation imposed 
by good moral character. 
Nasib: . See 
440. 
'. .. 
. ~ 
Qist: ~ is a just share. It is derived from ~.,\ _ an 
,-----r , "" \ ~ 
expression used when one .acts equitably. One says: (~, ~
~/r~1 when people. dist:r::-ibute something between them' 
equitably. ~ can bea name applied to J...u- "justice" in 
r~ "distribution". (As a semantic extension) the 
determination to perform ~ is also called ~ because 
sometimes a thing is called by the name of its cause; for 
example, the Arabs call P , ~~,). It is also said that 
~ is a portion of a share which is inevitably due to a 
~_\ ",'~ L ..... /1) -U. person; for example, one says: ~ ~ ~-r- y.- "A 
jewel has a ~ of surface", as it is inevitable (for a substance). 
':.', 
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. 
Nasib: ~---....PJ can be a just or unjust, more or less than that 
which is due. Therefore one uses the expressions: l 10 .al 
. -
"a reduced share" or J;'.Y" \ •.. ~) "an abundant share". 
. -
.... , 
441. (,) .. u 
Hazz: See ~ 
Rizq: ()jJ is an uninterrupted and continuous giving. One says: 
.. .. 
o' J. I I .. \..J·..J I ~ v because they are issued uninterruptedly. But 
... 
. 1i.,!>. does not give this mea,ning. Some linguists hold that 
Alla~ ~ after, qaving made a 'l1-!( for someone may.piscontinue 
it even though :that ~~rvant 'is stilllivfng, 
'. • c· ' _'.. ",'j • .-
discontinue the. () .. J.) ofa servant· during. his 
.,this is a c9ntraversialpo~n:t among'>scqQla-rs, ,And all things 
that c~~~'~eposse~sed. which ar,e ~re~te~<in the e~rth by AllahSlre 
a () jj for His s,ervEmts, as indicated in the verse: f 'C:}4> 
"~,U J j), '. <j \..0 "(Allah) created for you all 1;hat is 
in the. 'ea~th, 'Or' /29". (!J> "wha,t is- prohibited" cannot be 
. a"G~,,) as G))'~ls °aocontin~ous::'giving which 'takes place in 
accordanc~'-\.:d_th' sQmede~ree, ~nd, r'..P is something about which 
, ~ \ ...... 
such a decree is issued. The prey of a lion is a () j..J for it, 
provided that he overpowers it. In, the same way booty from non-
believers is a ()J) for us provided that we overpower them, 
because a non-believer ceases to have a right of ownership after 
we have conquered him. OJ,,) can only be that which is U~ . 
. According to'some linguists the phrase: U~ G).J is used only 
for emphasis as the phrase: d', ".J> -;u l1t is u~ed, in spite of 
the fact that ~~ can only be ~ . 
442. 
.... , 
Rizq: ()...J....J is a name for that of which its possessor has the benefit, 
and his title to it may not be disputed, be cause it is U~ 
for him (in particular). 
Ghidha' : The So ';U. of a man can be U~ or (~ . Every s-I~ is 
... . 
not O..JJ because one can have stolen }-\~ , and stolen things 
cannot be a ()...J...J for a thief; if they were, he could not be 
blamed for taking them or spending the proceeds, but should 
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rather be praised for doing so. Allah praises believers for 
.. _.... , - "" 
their spending: L>~ r j..J ~ }} "And (they) spend out 
of what We have given them, or.' /3". 
443. 
ICta': fl.h> ~ is the passing of a thing to its receiver, e. g. one 
9 
gi ves money ( ~ ) to Zayd for him to remit to c Amr, or one 
.J> 
~ money to someone to trade with for him. 
Hibah: ~ requires transference of ownership. The expression: 
AJ ~.:J me~s: "I made so and ~o the owner of silch and such" .. 
fu:td ·because,. dffrequentus~, 5-tk> t is ~ow usedpnlY'fort~ans·ference. 
' " .' ' , ~. " -' J.' , >' ~,- , 
. ofownership;.one says:' .l'\...~  I .when one transfers mcmey to; .. 
someone else 'sowneI?ship •.. 
'. " • ,'1. ~ 
~. - '1, - • 
. 
,444. () GJ ~ ~ J. \kj. If: 
IC~a': s.\k> V do~s not imply that .'the object given is no/longer in 
. the ownership of the giver. For example one. c?TI use ~l}u.t about 
his gi vingmoney to Zayd to. bu¥ him a thing, or, about his giving >'" 
him a piece of cloth to tailor for him, but these things. remain 
in the ownership of the person who has given them. G ~ ~ cannot 
be used in such cases. 
Infaq: oW \ is taking out of money from ones possession. Therefore 
445. 
~ G GJ ,. cannot be .used about Allah, e. g;. one cannot say: ~l 
... ...' .. ,.,....:: , .>~\ ~ ~. But as far as the verse: .s.-~ ~ ~ 
"" J, .. . •• '. 
"He expends as He pleases; o....uU\ /64", is concerned, 'here ~... 
; is used metaphorically ,but cannot. be 'used in this way in every 
case. Ahd· the real meaning of this verse is that Allah gives 
subsistence to His servants according to their requirements ( ij~). 
... 
Hibah: One cannot use ~...A.0 about Allah as one can use 6.,......0 about 
- \ 
~\ dl (5~ .. ~\ • s. _ Him, e.g. one cannot say: 
... 
. I b C> s , ut one 
, 
AJ~~\ 
... . .. 
~..J~ "Therefore grant me from Thyself an heir, 
can say: 
~ ... 9-, 
The Qur'an says: (j,~ 
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~ • 1 • (://5". One says: u-!'.),olif .. ,-,/,'(5J/D\ "The 
" ./' 
subordinate presented (something) to the chief", but L.l...Q)-, 
~ . 
V -,~"..)J ~.), "The chief granted (something) to the 
subordinate" . 
11 
Hadiyah: ~...J..Q> is that by means of which the <:!~ "the giver of 
/ ? 
446. 
a gift" seeks a closer link with the A...J \ Ufo "the one _ fo 
to whom a gift is given". The original meaning of ~.,uz:> is 
to be understood from the expression: f~\ cf~ , used 
when something precedes, and it is so-called because it is 
presented before it is needed. 
Minhah: The original mean~ng of ~ is ,the loan, of a she.,-cainel ' 
or sheepwl1ich a pe.rson grants to his, brother to mill< for a 
certain; perio.d and then, to give back: According to' some 
linguists'~ is applied only to a she-camel; but this is 
not correct. Al-Asmaci is reported to have 'said: 
". fo ." • ~,"i;t.l\:>..J.~  ~.\...r. L..u,..J\ r ~ ~ \ 
ttt fu~." t>.JW (--' ua-.w.~." U'.>~ ~ 
"0 slave of Bani Sahm, are you not returning our gift/when 
the gifts (for yielding milk) are return~d. She has long hair, 
a short neck, a thick and compact body, and quick and sharp ears". 
All these are the attributes of a sheep. And tv are those. 
whose milk remains continuous in spite of drought. Afterwards, 
because of frequent use, any ~~1~ was called a ~ ~ According 
to some linguists, whenever one seeks something by means of 
... ,. . 
(giving) somet.hing, one can say: 0 L \ ~ "I gave it, to 
him", as one says: &.? ~ ~i1,J,! iJ. lIThe ,woman 
, "" 
bestows her,face on the man". And as" a 'poet has said: 
~\; ~ \..>~ ~~ 
"I knew when she bestowed her face on me". 
Hibah: t\......0 is a useful gift by means of which one bestows a favour 
on someone else. The giving of loan, or the giving of a price 
cannot be a ~ It is distinct from 6.:;...v.P, because a 
--~~ is a present which implies the poverty of the person 
who receives it. It indicates a belief in the apparent poverty 
of the recipient. 
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447. c:\....-0 ;) ~ 
Ni cmah : V implies thankfulness and it can only be a good gift. 
-Hibah: ~ may be a bad gift in that it is extorted. 
448. 
CAt yah: See A 
Nihlah: 'll5 
says: 
is that which one gives without misglvlngs, as Allah 
A1S-~ \;.,..u.D l- \.......:,J \ \) \' " "And give w.omen their 
dowries as a free gift;~L..,..:.J\/4"., i.e., with a good grace.' 
, " it is~'ald: t;hat: " '6..1.S' is ,6.j~..> , "religion i ! ~ The expres,si:ons. 
,,' (.¥J\:US- or6~\ .0$ are used when o~e ascrib~~' '. 
~- j '" r "', • , 
. ,:" 
449. 
some speech or an ode to someone else without. misgivings, and 
~ t' is ' ~s'edabout a ,p~rs~n who ascribes s~mething' to' himself •. 
It is also said ,that aJ:S- is the, giving o.f something without 
any second thought. The expression: ~.: 0..0" ....J\ ~\ J.5' , "The 
father gave his son ... " is derived from' th.e same. This word 
, . 
is 'alSo used in" the Prophetic tradition:, o~"...J\-, J5 ~, 
,. •• j. , ."' . ',' 
~ u...> I U-- JA-' J ." A father gives notl}ing ,to his son more 
excellent than a good moral education" ~ According to cAli b. 
cisa: ~ caimot be incumbent whereas ~ mayor may not 
be incumbent. The original sense of ~ is the giving of 
some present without any opposition. It is also said that 
.~ means a religion because religion is like a ~ which 
is a gift. 
;d,'~ O~, 
--------->~~~--~.~~-------
Sadaq: (;)...w> is a name for that which a man pays to a woman 
voluntarily and without any compulsion. 
Mahr: ./ is a name for that which a man pays to a woman either 
voluntarily or under some compulsion. Therefore, in 
stipulations one uses a phrase regarding dowries: ~ J~ 
... 
. . .. ~ \.# -;;; UJ \ "Her sadaq, in consideration of which 
-' . he married her •.. !~ i;~ "friendship" is derived from 
o J..,v-P and is so-called because it never takes place under 
compulsion. The word~..MP is also derived from the same. 
Because of closeness of meanings, the words: (jl~ and ~ 
overlap each other. 
,.0 .': 
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450. 
_ ... 
CAriyyah: ~~ is a date-palm that is lent for its yield, to 
someone, for one year or more or less. The verb used in 
j. 
such a transaction is (5~ '. A poet says: 
C.i ) t\ .) \ ~\ cj ~ './ (;G'-, 
- -
"But the were in consecutive years". 
Minhah: See A 
(1) Khizanat al-Adab 2:98 . 
. 45T. 
~~ 
,Ifqar: .J~ Lisa verbal ' noun of' '/!'. 
. ~, . ' 
It means 'Jo l~nd (-the 
back of) a camel to someone to ride 'and then to return to 
the lender . ..J~ ~ is derived from ...J W meaning the back-bone. 
One says: .e' ~.p\ when one leI;ldshiscamel to someone else. 
, CAriyyah : See ~ 
Minhah: See A 
452. 
Ikhbal: J~ 1 is to lend someone a horse to ride in a war. It is 
also said that J t...; I is to lend someone ones animals so that 
• s-
he may benefit from their wool, hair and fat. Zuhayr says: 
.p OJ!" !J" 9 
(1) \~_ (JU\ \~01L£ll~ 
~" .. 
"There, if' they be asked to lend cattle, they lend". 
'''Ifq~r: See A 
(1) Diwan Zuhayr b. Abi Sulma, p.62. 
453. 
Birr: 
... 
./. is expansiveness in a particular favour ( ~ VI ). /. 
.... 
is also effected by means of softness of speech. /. in 
,,:, .' 
,', 
Silah: 
454. 
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favour of ones father is to encounter him with pleasant 
speech and deeds; a Rajiz says: 
c.,.J :... tJJ ""'" ....., ~ (~-' ~ 6.J? ~ • (x;:0 s-~ /., G~ tj . 
"0 son ... /. is an easy thing, and that to meet others with 
a smile and soft speech".' 
":\~ ... ~ 4\°_/ 
(.\".I...A¥ is a deep-rooted./. The basis of is ~~ --' 
" 
on the measure of ~ which is used for t; ~ and ~ 
One says: J...,...o -' .J ~ i. e. his ~ is continuous; and 
( ~\ cY"l ~ means that every member of the group has the 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
attribute of '; /. when he deals with another; and a.L..c> \ ~ 
means:' ~JJ~~ ,~k Th:e Qur'an.says: t;..0;.»J~ 
. d~\ ~.,- !~And;ce~taiIl~y,~e 'have .mad; the worctto have 
many connections on aG.co,W;t:· ~f them,:.~1 /51", "i~e" We. have 
made gre~tthe J~-"betw~en theITi· in' wise words which lead 
to r:iglltconduct.\ 
. , 
... 
'._&.1 
Birr:. One performs .~ towards one who deserves it in order to 
attract his love "e,~g. ones parents (~Jj\~\~.). .... ../. can 
~"'- ~" be a great benefit;' -and ...r.' is derived from this root, 
since it contains a large amount of useful space. Compassion 
... 
or kindness and wide-ranging benefit is also called ~. 
~adaqah: dJ..Jv...(> is that which one grants to a poor man for the 
fulfilment of his need. 
455. 
Birr: 
... /. includes the sense of imffiediatedelivery for someone's 
benefit . 
. ' . 
Khayr: £ has an absolute meaning. ~ can still be 
so characterised even if it takes place by mistake . 
. 
The contradictory term of ~ is and of 
is O..? 
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456. 
- .' Ghanlmah: ~ is a name for property which is acquired from 
non-believers in warfare . 
. 
Fay': 1-(/ is property which is acquired from non-believers whether 
457. 
. 
in warfare or not. And ~L? can only be that property which 
is taken from non-believers because of their ~. Therefore 
our contemporaries hold that t;,!.P and ~ /. are kind of ~CJ' 
. 
(}AJ > .... .' ~
Ghanlmah: See " 6. 
. 
Nafal: The original linguistic meaning of ,~ is: an addition to 
that which is due. ~ \; is derived from :the sam~'~ and means 
o . ' \.. ' " , ' , 
yoluntariness. Then <.YJ was applied to what was gi v"~n by 
the head of a raiding party to his companions from the booty. 
'. " ~ ~ Its plural is d w , . can be applied to many things ~ 
for example ~ one says to someone that if he kills so and so . 
,,:, the belongings of the killed person will be his ~ or .one says to 
a group of people that after killing so and so they can have 
one fourth of his property ~ after putting one fifth aside ~ and 
so on and so forth.' There is no difference 
the legitimacy of J.A.l before the securing 
According to the jurists of the Kufa school~ 
of 
of 
,no 
opinion about 
~ 
- . 
. 
<Y-> can be 
regarded as legitimate after the securing of ~ ~ whereas 
al-Shafi cI holds it as legitimate. According to Ibn c Abbas 
" ...... J W \ is that which comes from non-Muslims to the Muslims 
,,' ,w~ thout war~ such as slaves and cattle ~ and Allah has ~ therefore ~ 
" 
'speCified it for the Prophet in the verse: ~,JW~))' cY" 
UY""" ...)1.> "Say the accessions are for ,Allah and the 
. ~ 
Apostle ~ U~J).I' /1". According to tradition from Mujahid: 
. ~ OW, is the fifth part (of booty) which Allah has specified 
for those who deserved that portion". According to Hasan: 
• J. O~ \ is that (booty) which is acquired by raiding parties 
preceding a large army. Afterwards~ as a semantic extension~ 
this word was applied to all types of booty metaphorically. 
" 
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458. 
Dayn: Every 00;; is a 0:; but every ~~ is not a (f' / , 
.-
because delayed payments are called G~..:> (pI. of Ct.:> ) in 
lieu of which one acquires the purchased goods in anticipation, 
. -
whereas UO..? applies to the ~ of the thing borrowed. 
Qard: uP~ is usually used to refer to ready money or silver coins 
--. 
(dirhams), i. e., one might take a jb..J..:> from a pers on to \ . . .-
return a r..J':> in its place. Thus it would be a C>:.':> for the 
receiver until he returns it to the lender. There is another 
''-''''' '" . 
.. difference between the two that ~ \..:>m~ans (presumably 
other than money) giving athing'someone in order to get its 
. > "~:o/ ...... -..1,,..'-.,,' 'I- ... 
equivplent back. One says: ¥.'.> !), ~.> ~~ \ , and '1- .. :i2" 
,~2"I settled his debts". ~~d''''::;;~'''O)Lp ~~"\ "I 
• c .. " ... "'. _ 
offered the ,prayer of the (appropriate) tiIhe", but: ~ l- I .. :a.:; 
'OJ,.L.uV) '<.J-D ~; c;a; ~s useCl here because the forg:tten' 
prayer was like a cf'/ payable by a believer. 
.. . . , 
459. (/y 
-' c.// 
. . 
Far<i: (f'./ is that theglvlng of which is not incumbent. One says: 
--. 
'Qard: 
--. 
&;'lJ-, 00;; OM lo to indicate that he owes nothing either to 
~yone whose affairs are of close concern to him or to anyone' 
whose affairs are not of close concern to him. 
if; is that the givin~ of which is incumbent. The origin 
of & ;; is' t;. One says: .:~.; 1 . when one pays to 
someone a ~orti;n of money; theword,~Li't;.A "scissors" is 
der;i ved from the" same. It is also possib'le that Uo'; is so-
'"'.1'''' 
named because 9f the equivalence betw~enthe money taken and 
returned~ . The Arabs' says: 5- t.:l \ U ~ ~1 00..J t;J . when two 
men praise each other. A poet says: 
. ~ 
&.J) cd \....aJI <! 12..,.UJ\ ~J.!. ' ~ 
"Acts of generosity towards upright people are debts". 
According to some linguists P...I G,j , ~...J~ for the same meaning 
is a more appropriate verb. But according to our opinion, 
both can be used, and cjo..)W, 0PJ~may be preferred because 
it is more common, and cAli b. c lsa has also used it in his 
interpretation of (verses of) the Qur,an. 
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460. 
... 
.. . 
AI-RaqbI: if./1I is to say to someone: "This house, if you die 
before me will be returned to me, and if I die before you 
it is yours". 
AI- cUmrI: <:! / I is to say to someone: "This house is for you during 
my life-time, or during your life-time". Both expressions are 
based on the time of death of one of the two. 
461. 
Ja'izah: 
.... J 
Of·U> >is that which 'is given to a poet who recites a 
0";:;. "~' 
mqdih, or to. someone ~lse ,-to" 'honour him. 'The giver :,of a 
'o;,f\!:> should'be higher it! 'social status than the pe\rs~n .. to 
,. " "-" -" , .,' ,! ,"-" ~', ~ " •• ' 
whpm .tliegi:ft isgi ven .. 0:; \.?is so-called·because in the 
,- . ·'·:·c - -"" .... ' 
days-,of caliph Uthman . o~e pf the· commanders, probably 
'c - :' .' . c- ."" . -. ,i 
A~dullah, b'. Amlr,' wanted' to meet an e~emy, and there was 
a bridge between them. c-' Amir ?sked his companions to cross 
the bridge and promised a certain. prize to those who did so. 
, .,, 
A group crossed that bridge' and money was distributed among 
. 'the members of that group. The amount given to each member 
. . .... J-
of that group was called o:r ~ . 
CAtiyah: ~ is a common name applied to all gifts. 
452. 
Baslah: ~ is that money which is given to a magician; magic 
- ... (¥ J ) is prohibited if it is practised .wi thout the mention 
of Allah. A magician can recei vemoney for his magic .if he 
ir.entions Allah and (ve~s.es from) the Qur' an. This view is 
supported by a tradition that a group of the companions of the 
Prophet once practised magic ( ,;; J ); and they were paid 
thirty sheep, and they then asked Muhammad about (the 
legitimacy of) that earning. Muhammad said: Distribute those 
sheep among you and give me a share of them". 
~ 
Halwan: ()\~ is that which is paid to a fortune-teller and it is 
prohibited. One says: ~t;),:).!7 tV}.!> Afterwards because of 
the frequent use of the word every 6.......h.s- was called a 61".,b . 
(1) 
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A poet says: w 
(Un; G \... :,t?' if &-
"To him who rides (with me?) I present my saddle and she-camel, 
to repeat verses of mine, when the one who composed them is 
dead". It is also said that 0\.."b is that a man should take 
the ~ of his daughter; this is a disgrace among the Arabs. 
A poet says: 
~ ~ / 
Rashwah: o~.) is that which is given to a (~, and it is forbidden. 
Th~ Prophet says: cJ;J./ I ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~,' The Arabs 
- . 
"use the, word 6 -' C I to mean o?; AccOrdil'l:g to Abu Zayd one 
, ;,." -,~ ,," "~-,, ~ 
says: ".I,.,J I iJ::' /1 G,.,J I ' i. e: bribery. Zuhayr says: "" 
"":(,~?~ ~» 0~/J ~:L. ~,'Y (j-,'::. ,:i,jG,'l ~~\ >C;;,'~ \Y<-l"c~ . 
'" '"!Here Zuhayr 'uses oX"for ,~L:t..'''dish6nestyll'but, it is \,ised: 
,0,''-' '> 0 ~. ~., ",i;' ._, ,",' "," t ..... ;.,.",. c 
nowadays for taxes iIl",market~.". " One alsq us~s i ~ 'for c:(,. ~ , 
' .... r" ,,/ " ,,' /' • 
::'''e.g. ~'"a.... .. u In a tradition ~ is used for ~ 
"one tenth of the annua.l yield of some crop etc". Muhammad 
says:, 'u--r: ~\..p ~':;~'lP ~ j) '(i.e~ wh~'~h~l~S th~ tf.C 
back). 'Some linguists hold that in the tradition: ~ 
u~ Ill,.., J~ ~ ,'the word cJJL...~ m~ans 7l?J ; and JJli \ is 
~~'. According to Ahti CUbaydah UJ)--I means ~ / 
- ' ~ 
and according to some others 0-, C 1 means 'CI'~ . 
(1) The verse occurred in Diwan :cAlqamah p.131 with different reading: 
<:P \: -' ~..J o~, &.~ &0 
(2) This verse is not found in Diwan Zuhayr b. AbI Sulma, Dar Sadir, 
Beirut, N.D. In Lisan ( ~ ) it is ascribed to Jabir b. Hanni 
al-ThaciabI; and in Kit:3b al-Haywan p.1S9 it is ascribed to a KharijL 
463. 
Jud: .:>>? is giving of something in abundance without any request 
for that. One says: .s-~I U.:> ~ when there are heavy 
rains; .:> 'Y.' if;' is said of a horse which can run for a 
long time. Allah is called ::> \..J.' for His abundant giving as 
required by His wisdom. The original meaning of::>'p' is . 
. ... .. 
imparting goodness. The expressions: ::>\.p. cr'/ and ~,,~ 
.' ., 
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are derived from the same, and a ~~ is so described because 
it is as though he imparts the goodness that appears in him. 
... s-
One says: 0";> \ <.! 0.;) ~ \ when one makes his action so that 
it imparts goodness. 
Sakha': ~~ is to become tender and gentle when asked for something 
and to impart assistance easily to the needy. The Arabs say: 
464. 
J \:.J\ G ~ "I made it' easy for the fire to burn up well"; 
,. 
and f-->)}I W ~ is used when one makes leather soft; and 
- • $. ~ -' ~ if..J \ is used for soft earth. Therefore" Allah 
cannot be described as ~ whereas He can be described as 
/. .. ' The ~riginal m~aI)i~g of' / is· ~\' / "big in 
f,>truC!t~~e," which is used to exp,ress'otlle s~nse of. C/~l/. 
f'big in: 'respe~ct and."honour,'j. 'I'h~' 'w?rd"~ , is deri ved:fr~rn . 
C)" ~" .as ~ •. is:~from ,ifo.~nd ~v~ry G~ word has the 
me~i'ng'o,f i;s root. in it. Th1.~ is ~ot~he case' with aJ~'" 
word, since,' ~~. ,i t is used' as a proper name, it' does not contain· ' 
, : .'1'" 
the meaning of 'the rQot. from which it has been ntransferred", 
and only corres~onds with it in form (i.e. 
':from ,which it comes). 
, 1'7 
.:> y. 
~ -the root 
Jawad: See A 
Wasi c: t1'.." is an intensive epithet of generosity ( :>.?.). This 
,can be verified by the fact that people use ~ for a miser 
as the opposite of U'J to intensify the attribution of 
~ . t1'" is used abo~t people metaphorically. t1'" is one 
. who gives in', abundanc;e. Some linguists hold, tl1at U"':-", as, a 
description of Allah means that He encompasses all things in 
His knowledge, as He says: \~~ 1-~ LYu~ "He 
~ /98". 11)'" comprehends all things in His knowledge, 
(J ;-
can also be derived from t1' .." meaning "extent of someone's 
power" which implies that that power ends at some place. Thus, 
such a description cannot apply to Allah. 
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465. 
Jawad: See tJ".,;) g. 
Nadiy: (5';; is a name for a .)I~ whose generosity reaches both 
those who are distant and those who are near. The reach of 
his open-handedness resembles the moistness caused by rain 
(1) 
'-' J-
covering a wide area. The Arabs say: CyP (5~ \ U~ 
I"~ \,0- ,0.J> q~ ~ ~ to express the extent of someone's voice as 
compared to that of another. U ~~ (pI. of~.....L-o ) are 
"low and mean attributes of someone" 'which become widely 
talked about. According, to., aI-Khalil {f~ can be, used to. 
"refer.t,<;>;:,'water, goodness·, smell and' voice. , A-poet says:;, 
·~?rfot:.>~ ~~", .~yPt'·j}~?ltfj,·~ 
, '. ','Jiis singing voice is,' fa!,-reachin~ a!l~ penetr~1;in'g :when he 
.... speaks loud ~ but· ,his 'lQW voice is,meagre·. as. rattling in the 
throat",. The ·use of C5~ also refers t,o wideness of extent. 
(1) Al-'Qamu8 (. ~ ). 
,:>,- -
466. 
Jud: ..:>P. is an abundance of giving whether with er without pleasure. 
Wide and heavy rain is also called ..>.J:'. • 
Karam: The word r/ can have a number of grammatical forms. 
, For example, one says: t/ ~ I means ~/ and 
is ene of the attributes of the person of Allah. The Qur' an 
says: ~...,.G) 4/., ~ 5 ~ "What., has beguiled you from YQur 
Lord, the Gracious .on.e, ~ th;J. ~, /6", i. e. the powerful Whq 
cannot be o·vercome. An'd when r/me:ns "th~ 'most· generous" 
it is an attribute of His actions. (/V).) is used for a 
subsistance which comes without any humiliation. (~alSO 
means goed and noble as Allah says: (/'t:J.,;., (Yc.ro 
"of every noble kind, ,,~I /7", and in the same way it is 
said: '\.t:,J'i)),j va;., "And speak to. them (parents) a 
generou; word, 5<Y1Jl/23". r.:/ also means "preferred". Allah 
says: (GJ\ b\~;f./\ 0-~ "Surely the most honourable of 
you with Allah is the one among you most careful (of his duty), 
, 0 ~,; _ 
~ 1) 
4p~ •. 
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G\~I /13" Le. the best of you; and Allah says: t...7~-, 
~ . (.>' ~ "And surely We have dignified the children of 
Adam~ }-y lJ\ /70" L e. We have given preference to them. (.../ 
also means ~ a ~ "chief" as said in a tradition: (C \ \: ~ 
o.."...ofo ~( ;, (/"If a chief of some tribe comes to you 
treat him with honour". It can be said that (/ is to give 
something to someone with pleasure no matter what is the quantity 
of the gift~ It is also said that (~iS the giving of 
something to someone to whom one wants to show respect. 
• 
(J~' me~s ~ unle.ss specified oth~rwise;' animate alld inanimate 
1 J, 0 1 0 _. ; ' .. ~ < _ ~ < 0;, 
prqperty;.' .A 'poet says.:,' 
(1) ~~. ~~ \;,'~"""J~\;'~,.~ 
fIr' ordere,d you to perform good~ you $hould do what you are 
ordered; and surely I have, made you such that you have animate 
and inanimate, property and land". d \... is als9 applied .~.o " 
. everything' which one owns: gold~ silver~ coins~ camels ~ goats~ 
,>." 0, sla~es~ goods~ etc. J~rists say: Jl<u'-- oJ.>~ ~\ " ~ . 
. is an exchange: a cJ t.. in lieu of a cJ L. "~and' in the same 
waY~'in language~ the price and the priced object both are 
called J~ . Nevertheless ~ the Arabs, generally, app,ly cJ\.... 
. 
to cattle; and ~ to gold and silver coins. 
Nashab: ~ is used of landed property. 
Diwan 
468. 
Jidah: 
Ghina: 
c Arm b. Macdikarib, p. 35. 
'-~ , 
, 
..Jw. 
-' ~~ -' o.J.J:: 
6JJ? is abundance of wealth and ~\~ cJ.:>..J is a wealthy man. 
I ~ can refer to cJla or something else like power or 
assistance or anything which makes a man free of seeking help 
I ." I • 
for the fulfilment of his needs. ~1 is to request if· 
, . "" \ . 
Because of frequent use &--'-' ~ and if, overlap in their 
,..,. 
meanings. ~~, is expansiveness in the voice which delights 
the soul. U ~ are stopping-places, so-called because one is 
satisfied on coming to them. ~~ is a slave-girl who needs 
no ornament as she is already beautiful. 
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Yasar: J~ is that quantity of livelihood which one needs (for 
his maintenance). It does not indicate abundant resources. 
For example one says: ./ >" /. \.:" , but one never says: 
469. 
/..Y" ~ ,because the greatest wealth that a businessman 
can have is little when compared with what a king possesses. 
-
TakhwIl: <:.tJs' is to give U.-:p "cattle". The original meaning of 
(};? i~ 5- \u:,J ~"to graze or, to take care of cattl~".. One 
- say"'s: ~:14.i~'-":-wh~n one. ,desIres someorie to. pasture Qr , 
-;3:; , " gr~Z:ehi~':C;~i~'ie . " ", Th~~;::b~ca~'se'o ffreq tientu~~:ev~ry ~_ 
P, ~:":'~""" ~4: _~', wa;-:'~ai'i~'d' Q)::. ~ I, '~':' :,,' , > ,:>" ,,', ,..- " , 
,,' ',':>:'T·~~~It;.':bne '~aY$;;~t;;, ~hen 8l),~ __ ... _'gi'{~~,:'~~, ,:~o :someone:"·-', 
.. ':;"~'l'~ '"" .,~ ,,: .. ''- -, '.';(:' ':, : ,h:. _.' , ':., 
resembles.' ~ 
more a i~ah th~n a 'gift, because when a person gives a gift, 
that object is no longer in his possession. On the other 
hand, a person who lends something does not cease to own it. 
Thus someone whciimparts information does not cease to know it. 
Thus ~ resembles ~J'-': ~ and so the wO:r!d ( ~) which, 
is/used concerning ~J ~ is a~so use? concerning '~ "'.' 
Ailah says: cy...: J:2.~ ~, <.J.> .YD L.JI "Nor of the unseen" is 
he atenaciou~~~on~eal~;, ~.~£)\/24'" and Allah did npt use 
here / ~- iri~tead ?f ~ . ~, , 
(1) The text reads .-.'So "'. ___ \M.JD v instead of 
.... 
u~\, 
. . p.170. 
471. 
Bukhl: ~. is to hold back a due, and the person who gives that 
which is due to Allah cannot be called a ~ .. 
'( 
'.: 
'. ", 
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'" -
Shuhh: t; is to be greedy in holding back good. The instrument 
for kindling fire ( )C~ ) is called t;~ when it does not 
strike fire. 
472. 
Faqr: According to al-Azharl, ? is one who does not ask for 
s.~ G\;~\0~ help .. The Qur'an says: 
'. r--;'" '\ ~ ~ ~ "Alms are only for the poor and the needy, 
~ ..,:;JI /60" . 
Maskanah: In, the interpretation of the' verse cited above ~ a:l-Azharl' 
'says"that,a~ is one Ylho a~ks for help. The saTIl,eis heldby, 
Ibn cAbbas; : Hasan ,'Ji3.bi~b. Zayd, 'Muj,ahid-and'Abu'Han'ifah that' 
<;..r... C ~ is;n~ who is .p~or and ~ore in "need o:f 'as~'i;tanc~.' And 
this is' indicat~d in:the verse: ~ U\ -,~ ... , V::UV;'fl-ll 
, '':;::l\ ~'s.wi ~L t5' ~I."b{'1 U-, \, .~ 6'":~,'·\ ~'~_H 
_ l>ID .. r-" .... \-T""J.P _ ."-
': (Alms. (lre) for the poor who are confined in the way 'of Allah, 
they cannot go about in the land; the ignorant man thinks them 
to be .rich on account of (their) abstaining (from begging), 
o?\ /273". Allah has described them as ~~ and said that 
they abstain from asking for help, arid ignorant people consider 
them rich from their appearance and good dress. A bedouin was 
.. j -" ~ ,,' '- " 
asked: ~ L::.» \ ~ \ "Are you a ~ ?" "No, I' am a 
~ ", he repIZed, and reci ted th~s verse: 
(i)~ 'oJ ~~ f<.J~\ '& -' k;~~\{<.ff .. j..H?\ ~I 
"As to the ?- whose milch camel was sufficient for his 
household, and nothing (more) was left to him". So ?- in 
,,:this verse is one who possesses a milch camel; and ~ 
is ,one who possesses nothing. As far as the Qur' anic ver'se:' 
/., cj G~ ~W,~ '6.. "It belonged to (so~e) 
poor men who worked on the ri ver, ~ /79", is concerned, 
here it is said that a ship belonged to them ( ~\...,.....A», 
because it is reported that they were hired crew in the vessel; 
its attribution to them was because they worked and lived in 
it, as Allah says: ~\ L......Y.:.' # ~ J) "Don't enter 
- ... ~ ~ 
the houses of the Prophet, '-'\~.ll\/53", and then says: u/-' 
1:.$.Y-! V "And stay in ;our houses, ~~»1/39'" According 
- .... 
to Abu Hanifah, on the subject of one who says: S. ~ tl L. 
~ ',:.;'" 
, > 
'r.. ,~ 
, 
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• ~ 1\ ~ ~ , they are two separate categories. But Abu 
Yusuf holds that the aforementioned statement means that 
half of the 
s..';;'; and 
j,~ and 
wealth is for so and so and half of it is for 
~~ and it implies that Abu Yusuf considers 
.. ~ , ~~ as one and the same. In our opinion 
the view of Abu Hanifah is correct. It can be said that 
~ is som~one for whom one feels compassion on seeing 
his condition. 
(1) Diwan al-Raci al-Numayrl P.64. 
,473. " 
. , 
't."'" ~," 
. 'f! ~ (' »'\: 
. ICdarn: {~t ~ .. s more comprehensivethaIl"~' According to, the 
linguist~'(..)..>.,b is one whoposs~sses ~:nothing. Its origin' i p , 
Faqr:., 
474. 
Faqir: 
~ ~ o'~ "f' 
(~ .. which ,is the opposite of .:J.P..:J ~ and \~ \ means: 
\. ", • ..; I> ~(~ J.J v.y. (.....u: is used as the 'opposite of :>.7.:> because 
of the dffference of meaI1ing between (» and r!..t t.. One 
says: ~\ ~~'\ anq never says: hI ~ ~ As the 
o~~osi te of. "(.~ 6~e ~ses: . ~ ~'. ; and as the opposite of 
. ,) .. \\ ", 0 ~. • ... \\ ,,,, ~" o}-
'c;u.J c:\...o.:..u. lone never says: CVJ' o/..f>..:J but says: O~ --' \ 
I ~\ Some linguists say that . (~l is ~ after (j.}-~. 
See ~ 
. '" 
(~ -.!J ~ . 
See A . 
. ) y 
~:'. 
(~ '4.,~ Musrim: is one who owps' a . "a few camels". Afterwarq,s , . 
475. 
because of frequent use the wor.d (~ came to be applied to 
one who had few belongings (of any kind), whether he owned 
-a c:v~ or not. 
Faqir: See 6 , P 
.ii' . 
I ; 
, ,. ~l 
" 
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~ '" 
Mamliq: ~ is derived from ~ meaning: "submission, imploring 
-.:::. _.. - . 
or begging" . ~ ~ ~ \ "a spreading thicket" is also 
., ~ , 
called a ~ (pl.~GJ:..). A ~ , who is mostly 
- 0 J1 _ 0' 
submissi ve and begging is called a ~ . UP is equivalent 
~ ~ ~ 
of saying: cY~ ';'.J~ therefore, ~ always takes place 
after ones being wealthy ( (;5 ). In the same way one says: 
J> T j. 
'il ~\ L:.....W \ when a woman gives birth to a baby. 
It is also said that OjL.l is to come into the state of not 
having sufficient money to provide for ones family. The Qur'an 
says : •. 52)L. \ 4.,: ::.i> ~~~\ \~).l ~ "And, do not kill 
your children' for.f~ar of P9verty, .s-y ~\/3l" , i.e. from fear 
, ' ," . ' , ,,' " . . ",", 
of Being unable i.o ,PFovidE( for ones children. 
" """ .-
-. ' 
476. .../:'-' .~ 
w L ',~, 
Khallah: ~ is ~\J>' and' J:? i~ '0~'~"arneed~~e'~§on"; ~\t> 
~, , (" . ,. 
Faqr: 
477. 
is calied ~.', be'cause when one faces, some ds>'.!> he faces 
•• : . \ . ': ',', ,/ . :: CP., .'" 
u~ 1 '''deficiency'' which n~eds repair. dl;'.is also an. 
, , • OJ J>, ,,' 
attribute or characteristic whichon~ lacks. 'a...\.C:. is" :'." 
friendship"becau.se of which th~ secrets of two -friends are 
mutually opened. A way or path in the sand is knoym as 
()!> ,because it gets mixed up with itself, on account of 
":'\~ its crookedness. US' is that with which a thing is dyed 
because it penetrates into the object for which it is 
specified by means of its fineness and sharpness ; and the 
, ... 
expression: ~ ~\ c::...u;,. means "I dyed the cloth". The 
plural of ~ is c)~ .' The Qur' an says: G.>,n ($~ 
c0.u;~ Z:I,){- 'I So that you see the rain coming forth from 
"theirmi"d~t, ...J~I /43". 'Ufu>,is that with wh;i,ch a garment 
is pinned back, and xhat with which the teeth are picked . 
-' 
.... '" 
a..t; because 
... 
-' 
~ is more comprehensive than ~ means 
total exhaustion of resources and ~ is a deficiency in 
resources. 
Hajah: ~U> is a lack of something. ' •• !., " Therefore one says: --~
d..,.:? cJ ~ tJ t..( "The cloth needs sewing" or 
~ U ~ "So and so lacks intellect". 
1:1 C>: 0.u.:, 
According to the 
Faqr: 
478. 
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Mutakallimun f' takes place either through ignorance or 
through a need i.e. ignorance about the ugliness of the 
action, or a deficiency which is supplied by injustice to 
someone else . 
..J.-s' is the opposi te Of~' The expression: U ~ 
1\':' ,I 'L -~ ,- ., .0 l)""-"" U p ~ is a metaphorical one whereas lY~..r-
~ (j 1 is a literal one. 
Harf:,G?, is an inability to derive benefit;froITl~on~s,C!raft;and 
-.-- c.' , 
G..J t;- is a man who is unable to ob1:ai~ ben~fi t, fi>om h~sc 
,professional skill. Bu~, ·in, general", t~e opposi,te, of O'~? 
"is torisidered t9 ·be (~jI. "onecwho' i~;d~nied or refused., a 
gift or prosperi,:ty". 
Hirman: 0~/ is not to get what one requires when one asks for it. 
One says: d.J,~.c~j't~ "He. asked hlm but he refused him". 
479. 
l-
Ba'is: According to Mujahid and others ~~ is a beggar who 
480. 
.J> 
extends his' hand (for alms). In our opinion ~ ~ is so-called 
because of his miserable appearance, and is used to intensify 
the concept of ';;...:; According to some others ~~ 
means ~ , who is one who is in the extremity of ? 
and seems to be quiescent from his want; and ~ is one 
who has nothing 'at his disposal. 
Muharaf: See ~ 
Mahdud: According to some scholars >,~ is one who cannot attain 
the victory that he seeks over an enemy when contending with 
him. ~~~ is also used for other aspects of prevention. 
In our opinion the real 
from all types of good. 
has kept people from by 
meaning of J~~ is one who is t;~ 
.!" And ~) >~» are things that Allah 
~ (prohibition). 
) c, • 
" ' 
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481. 
Hajah: See 6 
Naq~: 
482. 
. ",:] .. ~ is a cause of ~~ , and that which is 'b~ (passive) 
"is needed" because it is lacking. ~ is more general than 
~~ , because it can be applied to that which is needed 
and to that which is not needed. 
Bakhs: ~. is a ~with injustice. Aliah says: \~,)J:J 
, r'~,~lY' G\~IAnd do 'n~t<d'iminish to men, their thingq," 
,,', ,'~, , .. 0 Vj" /,85"',' i. e,' ,do.riot ,reduce' their ~ things' uhj1is'ily':: 
',' -, ~ >-r. • .1.- , 
'.:,. -
483. 
, .. 
Takhfi{,: "~ i"s used concerning something that weighs upon one. 
It is use'd about ~,~ because this,,;Y,leighs on people I s souls 
like something which has weight . 
. 
Naq~: ~ is to take something from the mass or quantity of a 
thing, whatever it may be. 
484. 
.... 
Ziyadah: One says: o..JJl.J cy i;.).J It.6J.G Jl. J') "The wealth 
,?f' so and,; so was enhanced by the inheritance he received 
from ,~ts fathe·r", and ~ is not used in this context. 
.' ';, \- ' :,:-' . -:. ' 
,,,~I tt 'indicate~'the ;grow~h of 
cannot use ~I; in this context. 
a thing from within. One 
One says: ~ 7' ... \.J , c...& 
~~ "The cattle increased by means of their 
procreating". Therefore, / and U\;- are described as 
~(\,; , and one says: ~, <.j yW\ t; and <1 ~I It 
'-;J t:...UI when speaking of 
of ink in a book. t; 
the increase of dye on the hand and 
is used concerning the increase of 
gold and silver metaphorically. 
:, 
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485. 
Su' al: JJ ~ is common both in the sense of t; ~ and in that of 
asking for other things. 
-c Qunu : ~;; is a request especially for favour and a present. 
, '.'..... 9". ~ '" 
The verb t1 ' ~ is used for asking for something. The 
- , ~ ~ I .. "'..J '" 'I) ... \, ~I • Qur' an says: .,r-' ..... U\..I).J r- J 
is contented and the beggar, 
... ~' 
"And feed the poor man who 
/36". According to Abu 
.:J '" , \!' I Hilal: u u is aU\-' ; and ~ is one who comes to you 
that you may give him something but does not ask (for anything). 
, 
. The verbs: /,,~. ?! ~ . ~ ; and a'ccordi,ng:to some 
" ~ ~ L mean'.;to com~ 'to s6meone a~king for his ~a;odr:' 
· ,.".' . ~cc~rd.ing to-a~~Layth ~ G is an ,iti~erant~"~'~"Mtijahid 
",',says: e,~; i~ the ~ove-me~tioned verse,is ori~sneighbour" 
'everi if he is rich .. > And a~cc~r~irig to al-Has'an:.- B t; 1S o~e 
· . .' " 
· who begs and is contented with what one gives him. Al-Farra' 
says : ~ G' is one who accepts that which, one gives him. 
. '- ". , 
According to Abu,. CUbaydah B V is a (Y.~ who shows submission. 
Abu" c ~li> says : ~ t; is a ~ who, begs. And according to 
, Ibrahim: B G" is one who sits in his house, and ~ is cine 
who comes to people (seeking help from them). 
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Chapter XIII 
486. 
:... 
Sharaf: The original meaning of U / is an elevated place. One says: 
, ' 
487. 
.. • ' J.. ,.~\ if U ~ w~ \ when one goes up above something. 
~\ ~/ tithe battlements of the palace tl and the expression: 
, J. 
L.A.D\ if u/ \ used when one is on the verge of. ruin, are 
derived from the same. Then, as a semantic extension, it is 
used about the nobility of an ancestral line ( ~ ) e.g. a 
Qurayshi is called ~~ ; or every person, according to 
the Ar,abs ,'is', '~0'WhO' has aW,ell-known, origin'.' 'T?erefore 
~./-' ,cannot be u;sed of Allab, as ~/ can'be., 
~ c~htai~s;the meaning of overcoming .and impregnability. 
oJ 
"But in,. the)~xpression: \~\ jY ,(\.,lJ\ i~,-called ':':7 
m~~uiiI)g: in~igni:f:i:cantor s~a:ll' in quantity so as" to be 
" " . "':' w w difficult to attain. ' And s,ince / means, ~. ,%.J5' is 
t' 
understood as' one who cannot ,be overpowered because of his 
might and inipre~abili ty. 
"" Sayyid: ~ is one who has charge of the people's organization. 
Samad: ~ requires power for the execution of affairs. This 
, ~ , 
488. 
sense is derived from ~ (pI. ,) ~ ) meaning hard ground; 
and o..>J'P is a rock firmly enibedded in the earth. It can be 
said that .u-I> is that to whom people repair or go for the 
fulfilment of their needs. One says: 'i>~ G~ to express: 
... 
- ...... ~ ~ OJ,ADJ L.J~ • '.~ is more comprehensive 
.," ~ 
,than ~ , for 
exarople ,ahead, o~a family is called,,~ and: no'!: a, .~. 
un'!::ll he becomes more important and attains some distinc'tion 
from (an ordinary) head of a family. Therefore the phrase: 
"'" ~ ~ tla lord or chief, to whom recourse is hadtl is 
... 
used, and one never says: ~ ~ . 
Yasudu: See A 
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Yasusu: ~ ~ means he looks into their minor problems. The 
489. 
verb (Y' ~ is derived from if ~ "grub". Allah cannot 
be described in terms of lY"' ~ because nothing is too 
insignificant to be observed by Him. 
Sayyid ql-Qawm: See A 
Kabir al-Qawm: (~\~iS the most knowledgeable, or aged, or 
;. :r:'espect~d person of that·, () . The Qur' an says: ~ 
.' ." r~'The:~ief of· them '. (here) has don~ this, ~ \ ...... ;/\>\/63". 
,On~ can' be ';~iled /because'~f superiority in -age or in 
~x~ell~ri}!e.. <' ;U\'~'. can, be' calied . ~'.'( ~\~c,:.b~ut,· 
--' (;SV0.·canntr~."~~ ~alled( ~\~ .e.xcept wheIfh~±~ 
in charge: 'of their a:ffa:t·~s. And;~ as a naJl)e of Allah 
me~nsL/~\ A' and the ~ne' w~~ cannot· be measured: 
490.. 
. . 
against a lesser being in terms of magnitudes (i.e.,one 
• • .,< 
cannot say: He is twice,- or four times, etc. greater than .~) . 
.d'~' r,eferring to a p.erson, on the "'other hand, is one 
""" • ~', r ." " -\ < " 
against whom a lesser person can be measured. in terms of 
,,' , .,' " 
negative, magnitudes (i.e. X is ·so many times lesser than A), 
and who can be measured against a lesser person in terms of 
magnitude. Therefore, in this sense Allah cannot be 
described as . ~. Some hold that~\ as a name of Allah 
means tRat He is the big without any equal in the hearts of 
those whq know Him. 
Malik: ~\., i~plies ~# "owned". ~~ "master" is more 
I 
. ".5 \' ' • ~ \\ \. ~ '\ 
comprehensi ve than ~ "king" e. g. one says: \........-.U u o.J.J 
. \.sz,~, ••• L:-'~\-, .-- CA\-,~~,-, ~~\. (Perhaps this 
should indicate, rather than what it clearly does indicate, 
that in speaking of -tSJ ~, ~ and u..J \ , only 
8) \... is appropriate, and not ~ '). The use of ~ ~ 
is only appropriate in the case of A..tf))....,. , CY: and ~ \~ 
Al-Farazdaq says: 
(lr'\..!.U\",-, ~.,.u\ ~ . ~~ o~~\ ~ <.J.a U~ 
"Praise for the Lord, all faces are humble before His face, 
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the king of kings and lord of forgiveness". If he had said: 
~\ ~ , it would not have been appropriate. 
Malik: ~ does not imply ~~ ,and gives the sense of 
" 
command and wide extent of power. 
(1) This verse is not found in al-Farazdaq's Diwan, ed. by Karam 
al-Bustani, Dar Sadir, Beirut, N.D. 
".,: 
491. 
Malik:' See 
,> 
MalIk: 
492. 
~ is on. the measure of 'intensification (~\--~i"·)iike 
~,a~d '~'; and. .does. ~~t imply' '~~ Although 
~ is on the measur:e of ~ , it gives the meaning 
of the· ineasure of & u except that it contains the sense of 
multiplication and intensification. When we say that ~ 
has the meaning of<-Y- t,; , it does not mean that ~ .!U is 
an .(actual) agent and is, . therefore , to be described 
accordingly. It can, however, govern an object grammatically 
in the same way as true & \,; forms. 
0, 
Mulk: ~ is scope of the holding and the extent of the power 
of the person who has charge of authority and organization. 
o 
Milk: ~ is the right of disposal of a thing by the person who 
has a better title to it than anyone else. 
493. 
KabIr al-Qawm: See A 
'Azim al-Qawm: The 
him from that 
he has people 
use d the word 
~\ him. r-
-
of a (f is one who has no one above 
One cannot be described as ~ unless 
in his subordination and authority. Muhammad 
~ for <..5~ of Persia when writing· to 
as a name of Allah means 0\ . ..::.J\ ~ and one who 
is not to be measured against any lesser being in degrees of 
494. 
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- ",,-
magnitude. The original meaning of the word is 0 ~ and one 
is called ~ because of his '0 OM;. It can be held that r~ ... . 
the original meaning of f-3 is d~' ~ "big in stature" 
then it was extended to mean U t::.n t-> as has happened in 
the case of ~. The Qur'an says: ~~,J ~ ~\;.u. 
"The chastisement of a grievous day, (~'11' /15", Allah has 
named this day as ~ because of the greatness of the pains 
and distresses of that day, and that which is extensive so as 
to have is worthy to be described as ~ 
-"7- " · ..... , ':«'*{)'f~J 
JalIl:'" Acc9r,ding to, one lingui~t.&l#'" "as: a name of, Allph means:'" 
, '0~\.~ \ .an~'wbrthy~f;;'· ~"';'a~d~;' means· the' Oh~ \ ... s 
,WQ~ m~st",pecessarily be: (,desqr~bed in' 'terms of..)...P ;arld'L.n,~' 
mean~'~he·'on~'·· above whom there is no &." ". But when Lk i '{s, 
".-'. 
" appli'~'(f ,to earthly' kings it means one who is Unique in the 
" 
world in loftiness and, majesty. U~ is aiways associat~d with 
o'G~,n~ ""f,.' (pi. of ~ : '~;idence of the 
'intellect) are, describe'd as ~ because Qf their usefulness:' 
M • ' 
A'large amount of money is described as ~ but a large amount 
, of sand cannot be so described, as ~ is that which has great 
"', 
usefulness. o.,li:. "a big bag" is so-,called because cif its 
magnitude, and ~l;; , meaning a piece of writing~ is so 
called because of the important wisdom and knowledge it contains. 
(::> mayor 
be described as 
A thing can be 
magnitude. 
may not allude to quantity. Therefore Allah can 
(3) although He cannot be described as 2 
~,.: r _ in' i ts: ~ or byway of increase in 
Kabir: See A 
4~5. 
.. .... 
-Haybah: ~ is fear which one feels when embarking upon something. 
. -
Therefore ~ and (!,..L; ' .. cannot be used with reference to Allah, 
because (~~ is an assault from the front, and dimensions like 
" '. " 
" 
496. 
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.. 
front and back cannot be used about Him. And ~ is the 
increase of fear in ones mind which results in ones abandoning 
aggression against someone. 
(Sifat) Rafl c : The description of t;::J derives from the sense of 
'physical elevation'. We have mentioned that in a derived word 
the sense., of that from whi,~h it isderi ved is (al~ays) present. 
T~e original meaning. of 
0W~ i is upward ch~g~ inthe,poi:;i tioll' of.: a thing,,'and :(by , 
ext~nsion) 'one says/ ' ,~~ r & .Jl.whe'n a'thi~g' (Sifu.P~;11~ilve;:;'·; 
its place.' ~ does not imply change' ()f place frOin 10\:'1 \( to :high). 
And "t.l ~.;.i, {call 'lie iised~,of: a thing'when 'it 5~h;~~ges'i t8,. pos~tion 
upwards e';'en if that change' is 'not very significant, but,.for such 
'.: • "I'. " 1_, 
a Change'.' ~ • cannot be use~.. Allah' cannotbe'described as 'tr.J 
Therefore i'tcannot beus,ed about Allah. 
when t/' J implies ieaving a former position. As far as, the 
Qur"anic-expressiqn: , G~;J.).:.H ~/.''';'Ex':;'lted of the degrees,,, 
, ..) ti /15" is c;ncerned~,i tis.1ik; th~ expression':·.~ 
U ~ ~ I (in which~the s:j,fah ,'is modified by the following noun); 
". . 
(Sifat) CAli: The description of L}> refers to human knowle~ge about 
authority or subjugation. ti> is used in a transferred sense 
.. 
(being originally used only of Allah) to refer to human elevation 
in authority or power. The Qur'an says: 
• J. • 
uP..).lJ1 (5 
.. 
"Surely Pparaoh exalted himself in the land, 
~\j4'" i.e. subjugated :t,lle inhabitants; and further says: 
. 9, "tt! , ~. . 
~~r~;,,~ -':".~n,d~·some of :hem.woul~_ certain:Yhav~ 
overpowered others", f.:.> ~ .>J.~\j91" ,; and 1n th1S sense 'Allah 1S 
described as ~ - . meaning He is' great and worthy of elevated 
descriptions. 
... 
497. 
Irtifa c : The sense of upwardness is common in all: t;~J ~ 
and #. But t;~ J t is used in other senses also e. g. one 
says: ~\ <! 'd..) ~ "He gained importance in the assembly", or 
~ ~..) "I raised his position", even if that person has 
", 
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not been elevated physically; and;)~ is used only about 
physical elevation. 
~ 
Sacud: .:>Y--J> is confined to t~.J~ in position. One says: (J ~ 
~ ..)..01 / ~'''He went up the stairs/steps"; and one never 
,S ,. '" ' 
says: o~ \..J.>-AP and >~ is only to go upward. 
498. 
Ruqiy: U',,) is more general than :>~. Like .:>~, U..I can 
beuse~'wi~h r~ference. t.or . ~nd ~.J::> ~ and.one can say: . 
.: i: ~. ~ ~. l' ~ kG? 1 ~,\K'~<l. (::.',;; .J "I progressed (ir:. 
degrees) in knowledge ,and dignity tot,he furthe.st exte,nt". U.J 
".";'" ',- . " - '-~~ .. aisobe used about '(y;~, ',~gradu,aicdevelopment'{.' 'i:;..).:> 
.' r _ _ ,'., '" _' 
u$tairs" is'also;~alled ·'UI/;'and'6riesays:~\.J \ .. c..,.J;,\..o 
. . '~- . M 
, "~ GJ\ "~~ if ,"I 'didn'at ce~~~ ,to' rise in such and 
.•• - ~ ~ ~>.---.. -- --'1-,,,-
such until,r,reached tlle utmost 'point thereof" ~ i. e. I rose 
. graducq.ly ; 
Sacud: See' 
,!, • 
499. 
Is Cad: ;\;,...P' is used with reference to level land. One says: t/~ '''> <3 \ .-;;.; ~ ~ t:.,.A> ..•. t)l "We advanced from Kufah 
to Kharasan. 
500 •. ' \ '~, 
... 
ACla: The expression: 
part of that thing. 
I-~). (}S- i. "top of a thing". refers to a 
One says: .~, (J.s: \ c.! ~ meaning: "He 
is at the top most point of the palm tree". 
, ,. 
FawSl.: '-'.:l is contrasted wi th ~,whereas (}.J.' is contrasted 
• 1- -!.." J,. 
with ~ I. f~1 ~ I refers to a part of a thing, whereas 
J-~I ~ ~fers to a location outside that thing. For 
example one says: ~fo ~ ~., "I put that under the jug", 
but one cannot use ~~, ~i here. In the same way one says: 
. ,. .,. fi \ cJ.i-" "the lowest part of the well" and cannot use 
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;..?, ~ Thus when one says: Uo..J tl u;' jflr--J' , 
. .. 
it does not imply that s. ~ is part of ~ I 
501. 
-. 
. " . 
MajId: ~ is tt'...J in terms of his (J \...::. and ~~ is CJ bJ\ 
.... .,J ... ,\. 
502. 
(:) L::,J I in his attributes. The Qur' an says: L> '/ yn u: 
-->::I "Nay! it is a glorious Qur' an, 't:J -' . ..r~.l\ /21", i. e. {/ 
in imparting wisdom; and it is also said that ~ is that from 
,wh'om one can expect good. ,The basic mean~ng ~~ . ~ is F . 
whic;h has two-fo;~ app~icaticm', i.€!.~\,(u- "greatness of 
"person"; and, 0 \..:,JI f>' "greatness of importance". One says: 
.&. ~ \ D"':;; when camels 'grow large because of 'fine fodder;' 
or' ~,' 'jJ,~ i wheh people gi.ve their camels fine. grazin~" r .... ( . ," . '. , 
.. at"_thebeginningof the::?pr~ng s~.ascm .. :;:; and :;; ~\ are two 
dialectal v~riants for· the same'JI!eaning;' and one says: G~ 
, ... I G w ~ I t;oexpress H"is .. greatness. 
I 
."" . cv So 1.S 
~, 
.. 
one who deserves to be worshipped, and there is no 
except Allah . 
Ma 'bud: Not every .;)~ "person/thing worshipped" is worthy of 
worship e.g. idols and Christ ~.b.u.h. 
, 
6J' .~. 
. I: . 503. 
I 
Allah: " ~ \ is a name, and no one can· have this name applied to him 
except Allah. 
, 
'" . 
Ilah: Some d.1..H~ "other than Allah" are mistakenly called 
~ ,'"' .'\  , (pl. of c:u~ ) e.g. idols of the Arabs. The 
I w . 
expression : ~\)l'.> -~.lJ means that only Allah is worthy 1. .:T.' 
of worship. 
;1. -
. ,',. ) 
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504. 
w .... 
Yastahiqqu al-tIbadah: ~ means that one has done a favour and 
one has a claim (on the one to whom one has done it). 0 ~ \ 
implies that on account of which one has a claim (on someone) . 
.... 
Ya~iqqu lahu al- 'Ibadah: '0 ..> ~\ ~~.... means that He has an 
attribute that affirms His beneficence. 
505. 
\ 
.. Allah: See 
... I ", ,····W· ... All~humma: ~~\ "means' ~\ ''=',,~q',~\ :i~ .. a. vocative f()fm. The" 
vocative particle is suppressed.and .. in lieu of that m±m ;is .. 
added at. the end~ 
~ ','" "'., 
. ~', '" 
~. w 
L:-»..J may be used w;i th the meaning of . ~,:ih .the first (Sifat) Rabb: 
\01 .... • 
cU.)~ 
. ,-
part ofa idafah construction. 
.1.1 • 
Y "He shall give his lord to drink wine, ~~ /41"; but 
this is not . always possible; for
w 
example, a slave ,says to his 
m'aster: f..5 ~ \.. and not UJ.~; cAdI b. Zayd says: 
- .... ... -- w 
(\%J.>.l\ '5- \.,.... (; ~\ c.Y:>\ ~ 11 \ a..G'\...c j) ~ ~,.) (., '.. 
"If my Lord had not come up (to aid) the kingdom with the people 
of C.Iraq, the position would certainly have been miserable". 
\01 
',- Here U. J re fers to Nu (man b. Mundhir (king of Kindah), and 
~.:u. is an equivalent of <J'-t> which is no longer in use, 
like (J>ll \ l ~ ~ ~ "may you refuse being cursed" (a greeting 
addressed to kings in the ,jahiliyyah) and \,,~ O( "good. 
'morning", which have been abandoned in the language . 
... 
(Sifat) Sayyid: ~ is the master of one who must obey him e. g . 
...:..,..---'--( .... »,>l'-'."---, ~ i:..,. lJ\ ~ "master of a male or female slave". 
" • ~.J) , .... _ ..• Therefore one cannot say: '-"" ~ ---- as one can say: 
y~, YJ 
(1) Diwan cAdI b. Zayd, p.92. 
.~:' . 
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507. 
w w 
(Safat) Rabb: y...J is greater than ~~ because ~..J affirms a 
IJ 
person's power to manage that which he owns. Therefore yJ 
contains the connotations of ~ and ~~ , and denotes only 
one who must be obeyed. This can be substantiated from the 
Qur'anic use: ~\ 6-,-> lr' \~.J'f~..J> (..J~'\ \ .,~\~ 
"They have taken their doctors of law and their monks for 
Lords besides Allah, ~.YJ\ /31", i.e. masters whom they obey . 
... L:->..J also implies the sense of it'--" "one who puts things on 
a sound footing". The expression: "': -'. \\ .., ~, ~..J is used when 
.' ...... 
one fosters h~S wealth by amassing as ,much as possible, and ' .. '. 
Y,~/f- ~, is prepared lea1;her, : It cana.lso be said that~, 
, YJ, 'implies the ~ense of s:ontrolbf a:matter .until its " .,' 
completj,on;therefo~e OI)e s~ys.:., ,. ~-:'.L;>J '0;' r'r 9u 
"gro,Wer of: the,sesarile"; or ., <.J~...) '? ~ "a ewe that ha.s just 
~'" . , 
given birth" which is.lik.e· 1- \........AJ ha ~oman in the state 
~. -- ,.-- - ~- - - -~ - _. --... . . .,..~-- - . . "" -
. following child birth". A' '0 ~. is called () ~ because she is 
engag~d in ~,) of ,her· off-spdng. In the word ~..; ,the 
letter " j, ~" was . originally ,,'s-~ " and was changed into a'" 
f".J .. ' .. -.... ".' 
weak letter ,as in the example" of ~ and ~ . ' 
(Sifat) Malik: ~ la implies the power to dispose of what is owned. 
One says: ~,~ when one kneads dough thoroughly 
.. 
so that it becomes well-worked ( L5;; ), a poet says: 
(1) kJ.'J-' '- ~>.> (yo {t;(S~ ~ G~t; if~~ 
"I took hold of it, and widened the split in it so that one 
standing in front of it could see Who was behind it". Here 
L:..tL, means ~;, Afterwards . because of frequent use 
the word~~ became most common in its legal sense. For 
example a child is legally \.::U.)\..o of that which he cannot 
actually dispose of; in the eye~ of the la~ the child is 
.(1~ 
capable of disposal of his belongings. 
(1) This is a verse of Qays b. al-Khatim: Lisan ( L:!.lL). 
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508. 
... 
(Sifat) Rabb: L:-'J is applied only to one who can assign, dispose 
.... 
and regulate. Some hold that L;>J can only be applied to 
Allah, but according to some others the Arabs have used it for 
other than Allah; for example, al-Harith b. Hilizzah says: 
{i) s-~ J.~\-, 0:. J yl ( ,'~ ~ ~\., ~.;' YI>:J 
"" "And He was the '-7'.J (Lord) and Witness (of our fighting) on 
the day of Hiyarayn, and the trial was a (hard) trial". In our 
opinion the first view is correct because ~~\ is not used 
here in an absolute way, as it is not the predicate of ~ 
w • 
and both y.?1 and ~\ refer to one and the 'same pe;rson. 
,Thus bot;hcw..,)'and ~\ are ~articularised by VJ\'·.:H \ ~. 
. . .:' -. ~ - -"-. .. 
In the following verse: 
'( '2.) IJ,tY JUlif~6..?'.,J1 ~\J, -' 
"The helper of the Lord, who is happy in His company,' and the 
seeker of the ,face (of truth/God)' is satisfied with the 
s1. t,liatTon';as something he has clio'sen". 'Here cAdi D. Zayd uses 
W.) \' as a form of address; similarly the' Arabs would address 
. \ ' 
"an idol as tU 1 or Musaylimah as 6\..1' J. In this verse, ~.-' 
means c,s) tAf? ;' ,~,' 
" .. 
(Sifat) Qadir: J..:>\; is more general in that it applies to anything 
,. 
that can be done, for example one says: (~u'.J~ \; "able to 
stand up". 
(1) Lisan ( ~.J); A Commentary on Ten Anci~nt Arabic poems ~y 
al-Tibrlzi p .133. The text reads cy"J ~ for ~.J ~, p .181, 
(2) Diwan cAdi b. Zayd al-cAbadI p.54. The t~xt reads: 
~»~~.J'';' t, -' for ~(1\.p~~/'»I../-' ~ 
509. 
... 
Sayyid: ~ is to L!.JJ\.. as ~ is to i.e. both 
can only be connected with rational beings; e.g. one can say: 
~) ~ and ~) ~\.. but one cannot say: ~' 
...J\...,.u\ , but only J\.p\ ~\.... . 
Malik: \..::!JJ \.... can be used in connection with both rational and 
irrational beings e.g. ~\ ~\., or .J\..0\ ~\.o. One who 
is J> \,; can be called ~ \.!..U\.. , but not ~ ~ 
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... 
Allah can be called ~ because He is ~\, of the genus 
of rational beings. 
, 
510. ~> 
0" 
Dawlah: 7J -':> is a change in the state of authority (reading: 
0,.> ~) from one group of people to another. And A),.> is 
the wealth which accrues to the group of people by the revolution 
of time, and is handed on among them by turns. Some linguists 
hold that CJ." ~ is what plunderers do and 6.»~ is that which 
_ • 11 ", 
is pluhdered. In the same way IV ~ is a handful, and ~.:;s. 
on. ,the me~sure of ~ is the actiqn of the verb . C;,:), "you 
, ,,'. ' " 
scooped"; similarly 'Ofo is used as. a noun of place, whereas 
, . .' . . . ~ . 
'Op is ,the action of the verb wfo "yo~ took a: step". 
The plural of'CJ.,; , on the' • me~sure '~f 0 ~ , is U), ~ 
in oriediale'ct i~ is considered to'be (J~~'., but we prefer 
• 'J • 
, Mull<: See A 
'f· ' 
-:,". 
511. 
Sultan: U~ means ones power to subjugate a large or a: small 
group of people . The caliph is called ~ .. )..)\ 0 ~ or 
, • ,1\ . oS \\ ,... u' IL' . ~~ ~ but the Amlr of a country is called ~
... 
~I ,not ~\ ~ ,because ~ indicates a wider 
extent of authority. And ~ is control over a large 
, number of thirigs'~ and 0~ is control over either a large 
or a small number of things. Therefore' one can say: c.j ~ 
O\h..Lu oJ ,.,.) but cannot say: ~ OJ'.;> U oJ ; and one 
... . 
can say: ~ Ja..t-,...o '~ . even if the person concerned is ' 
not a ~ . It is said that U~ is one who has the 
authority to restrain others from acting contrary to his 
wishes, e.g. one says: \~ L>--~ 6\h.l-- UJX,c.f' ~ ~ . 
Malik: See ~ 
512. (.~\~ -' ~ 
Milk: See Il 
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Milk ai-Yamin: ~\ ~ is used only to refer to a male or a 
513. 
female slave. It cannot be used about a house, a horse, or 
anything other than human beings, because one has a right to 
demolish or to build on to his house, but one does not have 
the same rights regarding slaves. One can also lend a house 
or other goods, but one cannot lend a slave-girl to someone 
for sexual pleasure. 
'Tamkln :" 'uP, of one wh6 has 'taken possession of something 
.~ I~. ' c..I'.:' ':' 
,,' ( ../' \.? ) is lawful whereas ~;,?l, him is not. 
': .:,;.,Taml±k LIn" ~oheis gi vende j~re ten~reof ~6m~thing' but ~uch 
~n .6!i' ;'recogni~i~~: of someon~s d'e rfi:l<::to " "". '" 
514. 
eis not the case 
possession of ' something, but not relinquishing' the rig~t 'to. 
remove him from" it". 
C.Imalah: c:).-U.is the one who has charge 'of taxes on~y. 'Every &\s. 
is a cJl ~ but not' every <.1' -' is an (} \$; 'and the 
original meaning of 'AJV is the salary of the one who has 
charge of the ~..,..I...tJ>. Afterwards because of frequ'ent use this 
word was applied to other meanings. 
Wilayah: ~ JJ-, is more comprehensive than:;0\...i Every' one who 
is given charge of some aspect of the office of a (J~ 
is ad'., Therefore,.every uP\; , ~i and&lY "judge, 
governor and revenue officer" is a .' (JI.-' ; and a cJt> t,;' or a 
" ~ 1 cannot be a & \$. • 
515. 
I canah: ~ ts.l is used for assistance both against an opponent or 
adversary and against other things. One says: U--~ c0 u.\ 
~ ~ "He helped him against those who tried to overcome 
. ,. 
him", or ~(}$- ~ \J: \ "He helped him against his poverty", 
or U U> ~I (j-> i.J u.\ but one cannot use ~ in this context. 
~ \;; t is general and o..,AJ is particular. 
", ~., 
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Nusrah: ~~ is used only for assistance against an actual opponent 
or adversary. 
516. 
Taqwiyah: ~~ is two fold, i.e. from Allah to man, and from one 
517. 
-
man to another. Allah may give ~;gJ to a man by giving him 
abundance of destiny. One man can extend ~;J to another 
by giving him money or manpower. ~~ is more comprehensive 
than c..:,,\$t ..... For:i,nstance one,say~: r:~.~c.\J_u.\ ;i'on'e cannot., 
say: r.)~ o l} ; but only: J l;')) -' U \.",.).1 ~ 0 \.:? . According" 
;to CAll b. cI~~ ~~ is used;in the context of . ~~. . 
" .... - ),," 
. "craft/deed", 'and o~ can. only be used in the cont~xt of 
,,~;\..:.. "conflict"., 
'" 
NasIr: o~consists in extending ~->"'" or ~;;J,and ~ mayor 
may not result from friendship ( ~j)-, ). 
Waliyy :~J)" consists in sincerity of friendship. 
518. 
Sayyid: See A 
'" Humam: {lJD "aspiring or courageous chief" is one whose r 
"concern! ambi tion" advances in affairs.' It is not used of 
Allah, because He cannot be'spoken of in terms ;of ~, 
519. 
Qamqam: (0 is a ~ whose affairs are conducted in an _ 
'- (.$_' ';""1 \ -;..,co orderly fashion, not haphazardly. One says: r r 
when one assembles a thing; and d:.D c~ "He collected 
his group"; and the ~ is called (~ because it is 
the place where waters are gathered together. 
Humam: See ll. 
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520. , -~ o 
Nusrah: See A 
Walayah: ";i,j).-' is o~J given out of love for the ~~ , and not 
for the sake of display or to earn a good name. ~.!)-' is the 
opposi te of 0>'» "enmity". o~ can be a help rendered 
either out of love or to earn a good name. 
521. 
Hukm: implies prohibi tion',frolil a dispute; one says: 
to mean:' I prohibitecLhim; ~n"d a 'poet says: 
(1)~\ 0"-{0> 0~:"G~· r;~,~\ ;~ci·\ 
'''0 sons of Han:if.3h~ . restrCiin your' foolish ones! I am afraid 
that r. may become:~~'gry~i~hYOU"~ .. It is also said that f 
is the settling> of'a matte,r by pass~ng j~dgement in accordance 
with-th~e':reciurre-riie1its :~-f th'e intel-lect and the sha:r G. The 
expression: J1 ~~ ~ mecins ::;'Hehas put the c)P \., in the 
place of the if" A~d, f:.' is used where ~ \..;d; cannot be 
uSEl~;e.g. one says:~Y.AJi>·~rif\~ F i.e. the two things 
have ,similar causes , etc. and '(~ \ of things can be of two 
kinds: those which refer back to an origin and those which do 
not, in that they are the first examples of their kind. 
Qada': ~~ implies the complete settling of a matter. One says: 
o \....:Q; when someone complete~ something and stops working on 
" s- ... _ - 1aI-
it. Allah says: ~ \ (jV { "Thep He decreed a term, 
.. J, "'" "'" (\,..I jJ I /2", i. e. He made a decision concerning' it; ~ ~ 
cJ!1/ !<:t. U~ "And We had decreed against the children of 
Israel, ".y~I/4" i.e. We have warned them about it; \;......PJ 
wy!1 ~ "We decreed death for him, ~\ /14" i.e. We 
decided his death; and <Y.:"~U G\~~~~ "SO He 
- ~. 
ordained them seven heavens in two periods, ~ /12" i. e. 
completed them. 
(1) Diwan Jarlr p.47. 
,~ 
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522. 
Haxim: (~ is one whose office is to give a decision, and the 
('U> is derived simply from the action of deciding, 
~~ may give an unjust decision. 
sense of 
so that a 
Hakam: ~ is one to whom people come for arbitration or settlement 
'n,-
523: 
of their affairs. The sense of 
that of (b; one who merits 
give a just decision, since it 
"~ ~ is more praiseworthy than 
the title of ~ will only 
is an honorific title. 
- "-, J 
" Qadr: ..-J~, is the taking plac~ 6f actionp, a?:ording' as'they are 
\ 0 • 'r~quin~d, and the fulfilment of the: purpos~ for y.lh:i.c:h ,they are 
- '. .,,:'., ' ", ~ ., 
- :" done.';)>> ,can b~ ,-the -mannerinwhit:h Onew:lshes ,trredesired 
_pbj~}t- t6 he:ac:hiev~~~ and .-J~,;the one who effects ,it in th~t 
.. 
.-J.» - is 
the taking place of an actlon accordi~g as the performer of 
it intends; the,' truth of this i~· to',be seen in the' ac{t±ons of 
Allah, ,forthey~take place in accordance with, what is best. 
Qaaa': See ., "". 
524. ;)J , .. (...v.J 
Taqdir: can be used of the actions both of Allah and ,of men, 
whereas ..-J~ can be used only of Allah's actions. ..c~ 
"estimation"can be either good or bad, e.g. a fortune-teller 
'can esti~ate about Zayd's death or about his becoming rich or 
,poor (in. the future), but ,~..;; c~m orilybe good. 
Qadr: See 
525. 
... \ 1 ." • I .. 10, Qada ilayhi: ~ ,# ~ means C\,..c'U" "he told him". Allah says: 
-=:";:-:---==,L;;:...=. 
".-".1)\ ~::, ~l~ ~ "And We revealed to him this decree, 
... 
/1/66" and then elaborated the "decree": s-).I~J!\.> 6'~ 
~ tt ~ ". .. that the roots of these shall be 
cut off in the morning, fll /66". 
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Qada bihi: ~ cia-' means he completely settled the matter 
concerning him. 
526. 
TadbIr: ~~ is setting up a matter in such a way that it should 
, 
produce good results. It is derived from ,r. > , meaning 
s.. ,.. 
"back", and .JY ~\ .J \:::> \ means "the results or after effects 
of things". 
,~/...::>; and, 
The last part of every thing is called its 
J.. lUI _ LtJ _ 
./ ~\ /../J and /.~ means he thinks about the 
'results of thatm~tter'in order to perform it in such a way 
. th~at ;i. tmak~sthem be~eficial;' 
. r -_"~. ',,c,, 
T.aqd~r:': .~..,UJ isto~;etup 'athihg' in a way that prodllCeswhat is 
.',,> 'penefiCici,l,,' but ;r.:J:Jdoesriot;contain.:1:he iense '~f after' 
,'. J. , • I "_ ", ',.~ _, • ' "-{ 
"effects' ()r re.!~~it!3,~ . 
527. 
, .... , 
Quddi ra 1:ah'li: ,See ,. "A '. 
0( , ) _' M~rrriya ialhi::" c.;:.' is 'used only about the ~..,V.J of what is bad . 
... • :-J\ - \ ,.:.... and One says:·,..r-- c:u L.> one never says: .l}\ Al· ~ . 
"'. , 
Therefore ~ "death" is so called. 
-, 
, * And one says: ~\ 
6 '»J (y ~ ~ \.... "I have told 
. - . . 
of the hardships I 
-
, experienced from so-and':so". ~.-UJ , on ""the other hand, can 
be used of both good and bad. 
TadbIr: See A 
Siyasah: L ~ is a continuous ..(. ..,;; A single ~ ~ cannot 
be called a ~ \.......... Therefore every L ~ is /,,;; but 
.... .. "- -' 
not every -c.» is a:;"'" \......J • 6...... t...,...,... is also used to refer 
to the detailed affairs :f one inv:sted with authority.~~ 
cannot be ascribed to Allah. 
r .'; ~, 
- -~ - ..... -
"-, 
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Chapter XIV 
529. 
Ihsan: One can use uw t about himself, e. g. one can say about one 
, . 
• IJ 
who learns something: 6. .. :D)<JH:.)' .. ~·-=:.a.:..l ' but one cannot say: 
~ (jJ- r- ~ ~ . 6\.....!7~ implies praise, and one can praise 
himself. 6 \.......p! can also include ..J./P, e. g. the infliction of 
", 0" 
chastisement by Allah on the people of hell. ~l can be used 
of anyone who does a (good) action, e.g. a person who inflicts 
... 
a ~ , punishm~nt on someone is doing u\.......!>' ~ although he is 
bringing ...J~'tQthe one punish~d: 0\-P-t came ,to be used for 
.'" ~.' 'and 'B-' . parti'<~ularly. ,,':6 J,l,(Ji ~i i~ used when 
someone be'n~i:i.ts aDother,:btit "(Jl~ \' cann,ot be used',with 
feference to the person who'ha~a ~._P\lnishment infli~ted on 
him. 'Ac9ordlng to. the linguists, every ~',' is {;~' ~ but' not 
every ,~,..J?,~,s '0,. L.l ;_~h~:eCl.s, ,if t~:_ meaning of6~ I~ we~e 
really , tr ' the 'meaning of D ~~ 1 would be ..1.;0 because oJ>L...~ 
is ,~he 61:>po:3i te of 0~t., This' difference can be understood 
from examples' ; ,'one says;, /- I ,,1 ~ pI ~;; ... ! o...J ,),0 l·u--! L:-' )J 1 
J.., l/ ': -' ~ \".-' "The father does good to hissdn by giving 
himbftter medicin~ or by phlebotomy or cupping"; and one uses: 
." ~ o,,~ " .. " 
~ I , (J-!' ... when someone does something that is ~ , 
.. " .. but not t; I when someone does something that is b- ,but 
, I ,. • ~ d· f rather J- '-' I. A ..J,..r' ,such as the spen 1ng 0 money, may 
be call~d V , because of the pleasure it gives. 
~'\'\..' Q..,I'IY\I : • • 
,'->J t ca;. only come from a, r to someone else; (W \ 
530. 
implies,r "thankfulness", which is obligatory to the r 
like the repayment of a debt to the lender., Since thanks is 
like a debt, one cannot be thankful to himself~ neither can one 
apply (~l to himself. Thus one never says: ~ c.f. r "" . 
Ihsan: See A 
Nafc : d may be unintentional whereas 6~ 1 is always intentional. 
One says: ~ ~U: ~~\~ when an enemy has done 
something to one with the intention of damaging one but has 
~ 
actually benefited one; Ul~' cannot be used in this context. 
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531. 
I jmal: cJ ~ t is an evident U \...-7 ~ • J.!. &...J is so-called, as 
though he were fat; the original meaning of ~ is fat. One 
says: ~~1~1 when a man cooks bones to get the fat out 
532. 
,., 0 J. 
of them. ~ I is used as a transitive verb with the preposition 
II l, J. • ~ \ J> 1-(J t ; and the expression: 0/ I q Lr' I means he did something 
~ in his affair. In the expression: yUI().J: i , the verb 
is transitive because it indicates an object implicitly mentioned 
. ~ 
One says: ~ r \ (with without the help of anything else. 
the preposition <.J..s. ) because the sense of < the d..,jJ rising 
Clbove <the person and engulfing him is<: present. Thu's one can say: 
~ I c.J' ~;s.,JJ> , b~t one carmbt say: <-! ~ ~.~' 
6~¥' or J\P.~I <j C:!j~< < Both 6~1 and' 0v.~ 
ape worthy of praise, and ,like <.;.>~ lone can,pe~f6rm <.Jl2'. ~ to 
himself. 
',i --
Ihsiin: 6\.......> ~ mayor may not be incumbent. 
Fadl: 
--.-
533. 
Tawl: 
-.--
~ cannot be incumbent on anyone; it is that which he does 
as an act of supererogation, without compulsion. 
"e J» is that by which a man gains ascendancy over the one 
whom he assails with ~ t ;.i t < always refe,rs to the· ascendancy 
of a ruler. over a subordinate . The verbs:< (js- u\i ,«r:~] 
and ~ ~ are also used to mean that one did a service for 
someone else when asked to do so. A poet says: . ~))» ~~ .>\.>.:r .. tfi:::;\ 
.,. -
The Qur'iin says: rV..,b->\\y-, \ "Those having ampleness of 
means (from them), ~.>=J\ /86", Le. those who have super-
abundance by means of which they are superior to the rest of 
their tribe. The superiority of a subordinate to a ruler 
, 
cannot be called <.J ~ • 
Fadl: See /J. 
--.-
", . 
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534-. 
+ J. (J \ (pI. means a which follows another. It 
is derived from 
, , , 
I~_;' ." ..... <J 3 ~ ~ ~ meanlng l:.J./ 
~ 
It is also said that the singular of $oj) I is 
, 9~ 
linguists hold that <J I is transferred from 
J. 
"to come near to". 
, ,~ U J. Some 
'L' _:'.1\ ;'1'''\ ,,~ u used to 
... 
express According to Abu Hilal (j I , is a great ~ . 
N· c 1 am: See 
..., ' ... 
535,. ~'--, U\...:V t 
'tfdal; JL~.:'lfrom Allah,is a benefit dire~tedby .. ~ . ' I;Ie' " 
.~',in~'~i tahly, b~,stows (J\:i.t l.·~, si~ce~: b~.in: "~." (":~~.~il-:Wi~e) ~, 
He ,does ,not go against.~he dictate,s o:f ~;~dl.b\ ·i.s'.lik~> ' 
, (bJ~ inthat it co~pels gratHude.The ~original m~~i'ng of 
,(j1.4~_1~_,·is"~ iRCi'§§§E; 9~ ~~_<;lit!QP ~n~6~1:"~':""'\ 
Tafaddul: J:--~refers 'particularly to a which the one who 
Allah is ~ 
536. 
cont~ols it may either bestow or withhold. 
wit'h every & that He gives ma~kind~ whethe~it be a reward 
or not. If someone holds that ~\'~, is incumbent on Him to 
gi ve because'i t is a reward of obedience ~ so how is: it possible 
that He should not do so~ we would reply~ that He may not do 
it by not producing the cause that leads to it. 
(J 
(~ --' L~~ 
Fadil: ~ ~ is one who has more good attributes than others.~" 
means excess ~ one says: ~ c! 9s.~\ ().-.D~ when, a . thing '. 
increases; and 0,2- ~. when something else, increases it; 
'" ' 
and 'o...l..iV is used when one gives information about the excess, 
of a thing above others. Allah cannot be described as c}4> \,; 
because He cannot be associated with any addition or deletion. 
Mutafaddal: See A 
. , 
537. 
Rahmah: ~.J is (~timparted to one who needs it. 
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• • 
Nicmah: J~.GJ-l\ is used when one gives some money to someone; 
JI • S 
one says: ~ ~ \ and a.:::..pJ . 
538. 
Rahman: U \.J> J , according to Ibn c Abbas, means one who is more 
tender than (.!' J , by which he means that 6\1> J w is more 
comprehensive than ~.J because tenderness ( A,;J ) or hardness 
( ~ ) cannot be used about Allah. 6\r.J implicitly indicates 
a (specific) time, and it is a name peculiar to the Creator. 
The same particular'ization can be seen in the example of naming 
a star ~~ ~. ~~i~ derived from L£J..r" meaning t;c.Jc,.ll 
But not every'elevatedthing is \.:!J\..c'" ; anothe'r star is called 
,II" VI - ..', 
0'f.:> because it is behind ,the ~,; "pleiades" ",but not ev~ry, 
. thing at the ba~k of something is called UY.; .Mu~aylimah 
,_~waswronglycalled ~~16\.J>.Jby his comp_ani._QI}:;;;: _a~ ·_9.t l:!gr 
people have applied divine attributes to other' thail' Allah. 
Rahim: ,~and,' 6.P.J from Allah are bestowed on mankind. both in 
the religious and the worldly domains . Muslims agree 'that rain 
is a ~.J from Allah. His description as r:.J means that ';u>.J 
is part of His disposition, implying that it is not restricted 
to a specific time. In our opinion r-.J is an intensive way 
of expressing His forebearance, and UU>,J is even more intensive 
because He is even more forebearing. 
539. 
Rahmah: ~..J is an action of a ('...J One says: 
, '. w ti...P.r , thus making ~.J the cause of 'A,r.J 
, " 
Riqqah: ~~ and ~ are created qualities that may be in the 
heart or elsewhere. 
. 
540. LY;? , (~,J 
Raqiq: See A U / C> 
'-' 
- ' 
Shaf1q: 
'" '" • s 
to someone to whom one does not ~ I e.g. One can 0") 
... 
a man who buries his daughter alive certainly \.a:,J G /... ,as 
541. 
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human nature compels this but not ~ ~ • 
to her he would not have buried her alive. 
, 0) 
, 'I-
If he~' 
...... J. _ _ c 
Ra'fah: ~,~ is more comprehensive than ~j Abu Ubaydah says 
that in (-j W ~~.J ( or' /133) there is reversal/hysteron 
proteron, meaning that the emphasis is in the word that is more 
comprehensive in meaning. When the more comprehensive precedes 
in a phrase, the sense is postponed. 
, Rahmah: ' . See A 
!, -
542. 
Khayr: , A ~ "disobe'dience" . cann~t be a ~ , . .. 
Mard'acah-:"~ "benefit" may be att~ih~d fr~rri-·disobedience. As 
Allah says: V" t..JJ B G ~d f t ~ .~~ "Say: In both of 
them (,;P and~.) there is a· 'great sin and means of 
543. 
profit for men, 
a~. ~l; 
B \,; (w or 
Dr.' /219", and what contains 
is used for that which causes 
B t; ~I-,~ • 
... " 
. _ .... 
a ~is 
, e. g. 
Manfacah: ~ like o~ "damage" can be good or bad. A bad ~ 
migI:t be to benefit someone so as to lull his suspicions of 
you and then to cheat him. 
c - ~\ Moreover ,one can say'. ~ .• ~ Ni mah: ' . can. only be good. V 
'.' " ~ .. 
but not ~ (}S-- ~, • 
544. 
Matac : ~ C. is a ~ by which pleasure is expedited i.e. t,;G 
can be an object of pleasure or a thing which brings pleasure 
with it e.g. abundant wealth or some precious property • 
. 
Manfacah: There may be ~ in that by which pleasure is delayed 
e.g. the preparation of food or the cooling of water, for the 
time when it is needed. 
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545. 
c-In am: See A 
Tamattuc : An example of the use of ~ is the following: 
Someone gives a person food and drink in order that he will 
trust him so that he will be able to seize his goods and 
attempt his life. 
546. 
Khayr:' Like ~one can do 
perform (6J 1 to himself. 
e 
to himself, whereas one cannot 
In, this, rega:bd tfJ and . .;: are 
\ .... .. ,. 
equal. is the direct or i~direct causing of o;J·.~ .and 
". 
its . 'opposite is ,? which is the direct or in?ix:ect'"causing 
of' r i "pain" . 
547. 
Nacma,.: ,.~ is an open or clear ~', whereas a ~ can be 
hidden. :\.i-l , being on the m~asure of ;''..r2 ~nd ;~, 
indicates openness or clarity. 
Ni cmah : See A 
548. 
.... 
Ladhdhah: .... 0;J can only be desired. 
Nicmah: A ~ may not be desired e.~. an expenditure, which 
becomes a ~ when it results ,.in benefits and pleasures; and 
l • Q ~~ .. ,iexpenditure" is calied ~ only because it causes 
~ ; sometimes a thing is called by' the name of its cause. 
w 
~ -549. ..:J 0...::...0 , , 
w ~ Minnah: .. . is 6.......A a , which is cut off on all sides, as if it 
were a piece of the whole; that is why it is on the measure of 
~ . The original meaning of the root is to cut, as used , 
in the Qur' an: 0.YJ ~,/.\ r "So they shall have a reward 
'~ . 
( .. 
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never to be cut off, <...:.n?' /6". ...f1>.:> is also called 
as it severs friend from friend. The reckoning of 
~ (conferred) is called 
for them. 
~ because it puts an end to gratitude 
550. 
Ihsan: U~ ~. is a good 
Ifdal:' U ~ L is a if that is more than the least .amount, 'and 
.. in fqct.it is characterised'by ~', "excE!ss", which is not 
·.'heces~arilY true'6~,o:>L,J by itself~ 
Q~rban: ,U \-; was originally a ..J..}JA.> form like ~\/ and 0 ~ . 
by m~ans of which one seeks Allah's favour. 
" .
552. ... ~
...C- , 
" 
. 
Darr: ? is the opposite of & and can be good or bad. Bad . 
w' ~ ... . is, ~ is etc. , and good / for example, the 
drinking of bitter medicine which can restore health. 
Durr:' means emaciation and bad condition; a 
" 
~,,~J?J is 
on~who is in a bad condition. In a way :/P is more 
comprehensi ve than ' . ..J../p. ..J/,> may imply insig;nificant harm 
.. ~ . 
553. 
done to '. ~~meone." On' the' other han~" 
modified to imply 4:,J Lv 
Darr: See 6. 
-.--
,oJ 
? . is ,'as it were, 
... . 
c" 
,-J 
Darra': 50 9 is open 
,...., 
harm. Its form is like that of s. Y and 
j, L4..." , which is 
-' . 
one that denotes things the sense of which 
is related to the surface sense. 
> • ~ , 
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554. 
";j. ~. 
Ba' sa': io l..~ is "',/ but accompanied with fear. It is derived 
~ j. 
from (J" l,. ' meaning fear· ( oS LH Lr' l, 11 means "Do not be 
'j. - • 
afraid". War is called Lr ~ because it involves fear, and 
~ ~ is one who is overtaken by (f \ or (f~. "misery or 
distress". Allah says: U ~ ':'> \{ \&. ~ ~ "Therefore 
do not grieve at what they do, ~~ /36" i.e. you should not 
J ~ j. 
be overtaken by if \:- or if ~ . <...r' ~ is used for i ~ "s~n" 
e.g. ,.:J(if\ll "There is no sin in such and such", and()""~ 
• • is, also used in declaring a thing as lawf.ul, e.g. 
which means that it is lawful. 
a...." (f \, )J , 
- . 
,1;,' 
" 
!)55. ' ~ '"s-~ 
'" .-, 
Su": ,,51 ~ can be inflicted only with the victim's knowledge. 
II , 11 
,~~ can only be used when one has openly declared his 
enmity against someone .' 
....... ,. 
Darr: / "damage" may take' place without the victim's knowledge; 
-.--
one can say: ~.lJ ~ t:~ w/~ "I harmed so-and-so 
wi thout his realising it". ' 
556. 
~ 
Isa' ah: 0 $-l,.... ~ is always bad. 
Madarrah: '0 ~ can be good, when one intends, something good, by 
his action, e. g. harm caused by beating in order to discipline 
someone or by making him work hard for the purpose of learning. 
557. 
Sau': ~~ is a verbal noun to which something to be so 
, ~ , ~ 
characterised can be prefixed e. g. ~ ~ CJ:>.J or ~,..-t, U:» 
, ,It" p~' 
"a man of evil". S-~ is not derived from the verb " ~." • ~ . 
A proverb says: sr~\ 0/ if ,,~\ ~ .0).) meaning a 
bad skin can give only bad smell. 
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Su I: 1-~ means what is unpleasant ~ and the verb ~ t.: :> ,,~ means 
~ 
to do something unpleasant to someone. Both words: ~~ and 
~ ~ mean: ~ 1/ ~ but differ in their usage. 
558. 
,.., 
Isa I ah: ~ $f L,.. t is the name for (1" "wrongful treatment or 
injustice". One says: ~ ~ ~ t.:, i when one deals with 
someone unjustly. 
Su' : 
559. 
JI 
S. yJJ denotes damage' or grief. 
~ ~ , 
s-\""" .,s.~ is, uS,ed when one 
hurts, or grieves som~one ~ ~ven if'this, ,isnot'through ~rongful 
or unjust acti6n'." 
. 
w. .... -... 
/:>.f 
.. 
"Sharr:J,(rcor<frng'to'Al?iJBaRrb:al'::Akhshad~ f.'''dise-a"se''' and 
r~l;.s. "the' torments of Hell" are ? in the t~al' sense 
ev~n tho~gh the one who causes them is not called ./ r. A 
i • ..... 
-e./ , ~~' one who,:xerts himself in causing S."? lnot 
every ~ is 0-' ~ and riot every person who causes' r 
is ,a ..r:...?-- ~ just as not every person who drinks is a ~..,;. 
but a ~~ is one who drinks prohibited drinks. He further 
holds t~:t / is of two kinds: ~ and -& . Disease and 
the torments of Hell are examples ,of ~ > .. ~ ~d ~. 
"injustice" or' such things are examples of f:7./. A thing 
can be called both 
w:. 
and / at the same time when one 
. 
refers to its consequences (e. g. abundant resources are ..r:? 
~- -but may be / ,in the future); ff and /" are, necessarily 
contrasting only when considered from, one, aspect . 
... 
.... 
Darr: In our opinion r and, ~~)~ are .rP in reality and 
-.--
.... 
they are called ~ metaphorically. The drinking of bitter 
medicine for the restoration of ones health is J~ to 
... .:, 
ones self but not / The evidence for this is the fact 
. 
that one who causes them is not called ~~ whereas one who 
causes is called '::;\..0 ~ therefore - r and ~ ~\.:u. 
'" . 
are :.r-t> 
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560. 
Hilm: The original meaning of ~ is softness and 
is one who is soft in his dealings and patient in requiting 
bad deeds. ~ implies to delay (the infliction of) due 
And Allah's (t> punishment. towards the disobedient precludes, 
out of grace and forgiveness, their instant punishment. 
may not be exercised when by practising it someone is endangered. 
~ does not imply the complete abandonment ( ~~ ) of the 
immediate infliction of punishment because ~,.; cannot be used 
about Allah, for (t> is something that can only be exercised, 
from a position of power, and ·eJ.J ~mplies the contrar~. ~ 
can orilybe applied, to, one who can punish ,whereas '\:!J"; is the 
a:ction of 6ri~who cannot. 'A poetsi3.Ys: 
, ()b\t;' c,G~ J.; -b')J 
"(We) did not t'urn: away (froin them) because of weakness but 
bec';;'us,~"of~- (o'un) forheaf.ance"-.'Ana' a~.Jt of:...u;·'Is"hot 
, " 0 ' -, '~, . [. '-~ , 
called ~,because, ~ ~ is use~, pnly when one postpones 
the infliction of punishmen( on . someone or forgives him, even 
though he is justified in punishing him. Some'linguists hold 
that ,~ is the opposite of (t> ; in our opinion this is 
correct, because ~ implies precipitateness and haste, whereas 
. 
implies patience and deliberateness • c:U.-' originally 
. 
means "lightness"; one says: ~ \......J ~ "a light garment". 
, '""'.. . 
According to al-Mufaddal, 'the original meaning of ~ is lack 
of knowledge, about the appropriate places of things and this is 
weakness of judgement. In Abu Hilal's view this shows that, 
~ is the opposite <;>£ "~ ,because ,~ pe;tains to ~ 
"wisdom" ,,' which, implies doing the action in the' right way. 
Aqcording' to~al':'Mufaddal(because of exte~sive 'use) ~ is 
.. 
applied to all1::ypes of ignorance and precipitateness, e.g. one 
.", I-says:~~'.J~ 
.... 
intransitive verb. In 
Al-Farra' holds that ~ is an 
o '" \ • 
one dialect instead of ~,~ \4.-.' 
is considered to be the verbal noun. Allah has used the word 
" w ~ (;$' ¥s. tE~' 6\( 6~ "But if . ~ in -the Qur'an: 
he who owes the debt is ~ , or-' /282" I.e. a child, 
which again refers to the state of being lacking in knowledge. 
The following verse of al-Mutalammis shows that ~ can be 
used where a;:; is used, and that (t> is an opposite of ~ 
...... 
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"For a knowledgeable person trouble does not start before time, 
and a man is taught only to make him cognizant". Here ~\.:» 
means one who has knowledge and who can discriminate (between 
things). The expression: (~\ <! "t "He dreamed in his sleep", 
( ~.l\ r ~ "The boy reached sexual maturity" (i. e. experienced 
a nocturnal emission), and (\!7 all refer to sleep and are "" 
so-called because sleep is a state of calmness and peace. ~ 
is the nipple of the mother's breast so-called because of the 
milk that comes from it, which quietens the child. 
,:,,' 
(one whose skin·:is full. of ticks) is burdened by 
", " ',':, ""'" ,,' .P ,W _ 
large: ticks, soft to the. touch.' (,Y.>.J' ·rs· are means the 
'man pr~tended ~~ ,exerqise, " F-, ;' 
, '.>-~ ,.- ~ . 
Sabr: :ff·,;istli~ re'~:t:rai~ing of oneself in enG<?unte~ing an 
-.-- . 
,:" ,Unpleasant' th~l1g.>&..;1 ,? means' that he ~st~a:t~ed hims~lf 
" ,'i.~ , 
'fronC displaying' tJ~" i.e;·distress-6rgrfe'fr ana:Muhammad is' 
reported t,bhave . said': SGJ I~' ~ .. '..I. \...aJ~ "A patient man 
'restrains hiTDs~li and a killer kills";i. e.", ...r. \..p in this 
tradi tion is 'one ,who restrains ,from killing. Allah' cannot be. 
qescribed in terms of r. because He cannot be affected by 
.,) W ,"harm", ~h~re'as He. can be described in terms of ~ as 
it is an attribute of praise and glorification. If someone prays: 
oW:uJ' ~ ~ ~\ "0 Allah! withh'old your chastisement 
from the disobedient", this is permissible if (the divine 
- . fulfilment of this prayer) is not likely to cause any o~, 
and is in accordance with wisdom, and Allah's granting them 
postponement is a help to them. 
(1) AI-AsmaCiyyat, section 92, p.245; AI-Macarif, p.553; Lisan ( t.;) ). 
561. r' 
• • 
, ), ...... , ( U'"'" $: 
I~timal: <.J~~ of something means repressing ones anger about it. 
. ..~.. 
Sabr: r with regard to some 6""";::" "hardship" means restraining 
oneself from retaliation by word or deed. The expression: 
~~, ~ ~\ implies restraining oneself from doing that 
- ." . 
thing, and .?.;JJ y ~ & w ~ means that you restrained 
-".:. 
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yourself from displaying t;~ about the vicissitude of fate; 
J~ t is not used in this context as it does not involve anger. 
562. 
~ is Jk-- ~ but not every d~~ is ).!> 
I r r ~\ would not imply ('.!> because ~ is praiseworthy 
Every 
attribute; on the other hand, d \..ef 1 here would have a derogatory 
.... 
sense. If ..A.!> I "the infliction of punishment" (of a wrong doer) 
and d~ ~ "delay in the infliction of .punishment" are the equal 
:til" "UJl.AD "'w' ~ ,iwhat is conside:re:dgood", then d\v i can be 
;conside~ed as a, favour and (c;;,'1"vengecm<::,e;" (an action of) 
"justice. "On, this ba~is ~ ~"',is~~:cess'arilY tqe oppp:ite?f ~, 
when f>, is ihcumbent because theb~posii:e of VJ).a.· ... ~' is ' 
~ \-:0 ~ t .If one were "to 'exercise ~:;" it would not ,be a 
,. , , . " 
""C (P' ;'but--it 'wOl:l:ld, not bein-:aee0rdance with', i..j; "'wis,dom"'~,~_ 
A thing can be .'~ wi thollt being opposite to ; for example, 
if one diverts a reward from one who deserved it to one who did 
not deserve it," this, would be a '(J" from the point ofvie~ of 
depriving the one who de~erved it" andi t would be. a ~ from the 
point of view of not putting a thing in its appropriate place; 
but if a disobedient person is given the same reward as the 
obedient, this would not be a f· to anyone, but it would still 
be a ~ from the point of view of not putting a thing in its 
appropriate place. Moreover, the rewarding of the deserving is 
not necessarily a ~ ,although its opposite is a ~. This 
shows that ~ implies a certain wisdom, and that ~ is the' 
opposite of ,that ~ 
exercised as a favour. 
which 'is incumbent, not of that which is 
,Thus '~ is, t,he opposite of c..,t; in 
all respects. There is another difference between and 
J~l ' that (> can only be used with respect to a person 
who deserves punishment, whereas d \.0"! is not like that. For 
w • ~ ,,: '; 
example, one says: ... , , • o~ cJ t ~/ V-- "you grant a 
delay to your debtor for such and such a period"; this is not a 
~ Some linguists hold that one grants an u~ 1 to another 
at a particular time only in order to take him up on it at 
another time. 
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, 
Hilm: The expression: ~~, refers to an action of Allah's, 
but it can refer to an inherent attribute, in the sense that 
He is <.Yn '\ (capable) of f> when disobeyed . 
. 
563. .J UiJ \ -' d ~ \, 
Imhal: <J~~ does not indicate any extent of time and therefore 
it is indeterminate. 
Inzar: .Ju;.J \ is associated with the time span over which ones Y 
operates. It is also said that .. ..Ju;j \, is to allow a slave time 
. to' look into his affa:L'rs, andd~ ~ is to i3.llow him tfme in 
order to make' his difficult jobs easier; 
564. 
Hilm: See 
-.--
Waqar: ..J~~ is.caitnness, motionlessness of the limbs or stillness 
" 
in sitting.' It, is .. als.o used when OI").e does not behave recklessly 
... 
in anger. :.-J\,;."is derived from" /)J meaning a load. Allah 
cannot be described intermso:f? ..J\; ~ . 
565. 
SakInah: A;:,.G is not to show y~~ "agitation" at times of 
anger and fear~' Mostly it is used about· fear. The Qur'an says: 
. ~ ~: . .e. b\ J.~ \; '''So Allah sent down His 
tranqui~ity uPo~:':hiin",~,YJ' /40': ,and,' ()s. o-::?b\ cJ:; t 
~~'us-~ cUy~·<j (' ,~I /26t."~is:received in 'the 
.~ , as in the Qur' an: y~ U ~.:.r::J\J~ s\ <;f jJ\ yo 
~ ~ \ (", ~, /4). It may mean ~ :.,0 "awe or reverence", 
or the converse. 
Waqar: ,) \.,....., -means ~ only. 
566. )b) 
-, , . 
AJ' .J,J 
Razanah: AJ 1),) is more general. It can be used about human beings 
and other things, one can say: L.>:..J.J &..J for a heavy man or 
v...;.J /. for a heavy stone; but one cannot say: .J}, / . 
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SaJdnah: See A 
Waqar: See A 
567. 
Rajah: The original meaning of t;~~ is inclination or leaning 
(towards something). The expression: 0'~ \ W ~ J is 
used when one of the scales of a balance outweighs the other, 
and: V'./\ ~ u .:,~(l) when one weighs and preponderates. A man 
is ·described in 'terms of 'l.I ~~ , by analogy, as if he was weighed 
.",.. -
,'against soineone else and wa~ found heavier~ It is not an 
i3;ttribute that really applies:toman, and· this view can be 
substantiated by the use of the word, e.g .. onen,ever says: 
'o't,j to mean:, ',. ~~\? \:,)0(: "b,e prepond.eran;t" b~t Q~e says,; 
'it· to mean: <.y \;'. "you should inclinet'owards ..." . 
Razanah: one, SayS'" to someone else :'-6~t7 to m~an: '':'~~J U 
"be sedate .or grave". It can' also be used concerning 
strengthe'ning and. calmness;' whereas 'U~ ~ is used about, ~ 
"'excellence" ." 
;. ;' 
(1) The text reads: 
p. 197. 
wi th the omission of "~,, in U) ~ , 
... ... 
568. eX 
TawqIr: ~;; ",i~used in the meaning of' ~ "glorification"; one 
says: o~~ when one glorifies someone. In a Qur'anic verse 
..J \,; ~ is use.d' in the sense of .d;; : . ~, 6:?) .lJ f ~ . 
~~)..J \;' ~ "What is the matter with you that you hope not for 
greatness from Allah, 7J'.:} /13" i.e. glorification; and 
~'..... ",,'---
o ~f Y ~ O!J.J}."J -' "And you may aid Him and revere Him, 
, ; & I /9". According to Abu Al}.mad b. AbI Salmah: the 
description in terms of .2 ~ (1) refers to the person who is 
the object of it. According to Abu Hilal when someone is 
--described in terms of .r.:!:) it only implies his glorification. 
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According to Abu Ahmad b. Abi Salmah: Allah cannot be 
.. 
described in terms of ...J G, , but people can be described as: 
.... , p ... ~ ,.; ~ or in the sense of _ -Aj ~ "they glorify Him". 
Allah cannot be described ~s ...J.:i' -' ,however, in the sense of 
... 'Co 
as one can use: ..; ~ instead of ~,because the 
sense of possessing ...JG" would then become attached to Him; 
Abu Hilal holds that Allah cannot be described in terms of ...Jt;" 
because J GJ implies something by which a change is introduced 
in ones "awe or reverence". 
--
(i) The'fext reads: ";;:)twice,(with :th~omission of on~,'dot:'bP" 0" 
- .. 
in th~' word/"J 'f,. p. 197 
.. , 
569. 
Samt: ~i~;'~P' ~"good silence". Some li'nguists herd', 
that '~ is like ~ , and that the " uP " has been changed: 
into " if II' as has happened in the case of ~ :' ,One can 
us~,",~~~ 'or ~~ for an eloqu~nt speaker. ~ 
can also 'me~ the correctnes~ or straightness of a way, e.g. 
0' 
one says: ~ \ ~ <J.s- ~ "He is on the (right) way to 
the city". ~ is in no way similar t'o ...JG", 
570. 
_ J.. . " 
o \:., is to be slow in movement, and it is also applied to the 
clol?eness of steps while walking. Therefore, a fat woman is 
- . ~ 
c.3:11ed 0 t, I. A poet says: 
(1) 'ft.<E' ?t£j~'(;> /V.~JG-oot\~.J 
"A fat woman from the tribe of RabIcah cAmir abused him: "Sleep~ 
on in the morning in spite of the funeral meeting (held at 
the house); What a funeral is this!" What is meant by applying 
the word to a man is that he is dilatory in arranging matters 
and will not 
j.~) D' 
- ... -
means: ~ 
hurry, as though they were very close. The expression: 
"! l-
is used when a thing is close at hand and (J \'''' 
"to act at leisure", taking a thing from close by. 
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Some linguists hold that '0 \.:. '\ means: 6;::' in a disturbing 
situation. 
Hilm: See b. 
-.--
(1) The verse is said by Abu Hayyah al-Numayri; and the text reads: 
:.. , .. _J. s-f ~ ~ l (al-Furuq 197) instead of (\.. ~ \ .. , Adab 
al-Katib p.25. 
,571. 
'An~: . It can .be said that '0 ,\:, '\ is ~~' in being gentle 'in affairs 
, i-' 
and in being prepared to carry them out. One says: ~~\ 0\ 
wh~n something comes to, an end (L e. ful'ly prepared); the, Qur. 'an 
says: 0'\~ (~~1/4~), and: , . o~~~~\:~"Not waiting 
f.or its .cook1.ng being fi:Q.i§ttE~'9.., .. 'y.)-e )'JI~:3" . 
... :/" 
Tu,'adah: O.>.Y is not to b~ unsteady in·~affairs. It is derived 
~'''' ., ' ... ,. ... " from .:> ,~, . ~_ ' used when one weighs someone down with 
earth (Le. buries him) . . 6.>-,~y' "buried alive (girl)!' is derived 
from the same ~ The" u "in the word l> -=,.~ ·was originaily 
" ..:> II', as ';J "indigestion'" is derived from 6...o\l>~ ; and ~, 
from the verb r ~ ,etc. ~..,'9" implies the opposite of this 
notion to what is implied by '0 ~ I . Without referring to the 
derivations of both, we do not see any significant ~ifference 
between the two. 
Hi.1m:, See A. 
-.--
. 
'.572. ~. 
Safh: ~ is the opposite ~f ~ and can be used metaphorically 
for bad language. One says: ~ ~ meaning to revile someone. 
An ignorant person is also called a ~ . 
Taysh: ~ is a state of unsteadiness accompanied by mistaken 
action. It is derived from the expression: r't.?lP uS:d 
when an arrow is too light and passes over the target. On 
this analogy it is used about a "light", i. e. unreliable person 
who does not do the right thing. 
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573. 
... 
Surcah: ~~ is advancing in that in which one should advance and 
is a praiseworthy attribute; and its opposite is y W 1 whi ch is 
a derogatory attribute. 
CUjlah: ~ is advancing in that in which one should not advance 
,. 
and is a derogatory attribute. Its opposite is '0 t, , whi ch 
is a praiseworthy attribute. But in the Qur'anic verse: ~~ 
J'>;:J L:....... ~ \ "And I hastened on to Thee, my Lord, 
.,.. ~ ". 
Thou mightest be pleased > ~ /84", M is used in the 
. J. 
of U/I 
that 
sense 
.', .. 
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Chapter XV 
574. 
Hifz: The opposite of ~ is 4d~~ t, and that of ~ u...J is c..) V t . 
Therefore animals without a shepherd are called ~ d\..Jb',. 
is what leads to loss. Thus, ~ is the averting of calamities 
from a thing to save it from perishing. 
c- - \_ Ri ayah: ~ \.S..J is the action which generates the "cause" of diverting 
calamities from a thing; therefore, one says: ~ .;>~, Lf./... 6~ 
. \)j ,. vJ,' "So and so observes the promises, between him and 
,,' U \...0'_0'.;) 
,sOand ~o":, i.e. he maintains the causes by which these promises 
'are, kept ',alive., "A ~ 1,11 (f1..J is so~called because ,he 
" " f', - - \ " 
"looks after them 'anderadi,catesthos~ cflt!ses, from which damage 
to' them is to,befeared~,r~\ <.! 1,1 , is, 'a ni~taPhc)rical '¢xpress:Lon 
, '.:. ,", '\ ' 
used about a, sleepless pep>on, on the,'analogy of~';;\<.! ,'.J ., 
575. , 
, ' ,>,' ',.., 
Hifz: ~ is more general.:than "0",. .uf.because ,~ is ~o 
-.--. 
~I. The two are interchanged because of the closeness of 
, their meanings. 
Kila' ah: '0 ~j.lJc( is to incline a thing in a direction in which it will 
be safe from harm 0 Therefore one says: d. : J --', ,.~/W'~hen 
• one brings a ship near to land; ~ is also used for sea-port. 
576. 
Hirasah: d.-. ~ Is a continuous ~ , and a<Y"..I'\P is so-called 
.~.~ 
because he is (actually) watGhing throughout the night or , 
o 
because his occupation is to do so. It is derived from ~~ 
meaning ~.> "time". And -a.....!)r is continuously to avert 
calamities from a thing before they strike it. But when these 
( calami ties) strike a thing and he then diverts them from it, 
his (action) is called ~, which is a verbal noun, the 
noun (denoting the state) derived from it being t)P]U> . One 
~ 
expresses his wish (in favour of someone):~ ~\ ~~ 
i.e. may Allah continuously avert calamities from 
His blessings on you. 
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Hifz: ., . -~ II ", "-does not imply continuity. One says: F~ ~ 
, 577~' 
~ \P is &WI r', , and ~ is on the measure of ~~ , 
The linguists hold that ~, as a name of Allah means ~ I 
, _:-. Ii - r-
and ~ i.e. that from whom nothing can go far away. This 
comes about because .s.~.\:U l$ \ is one who knows about that 
thing from most aspects;if he were ignorant of some aspects of 
it, he would be unable to compass ~ of it. According to 
Abu Hilal, the use of ~ to mean .:-l> is an extension. \.. r-, "'" 
One never says: w \..A; ~ \:J ~ ~ u. o.JJ' Olin the sense 
that one says: u""'9J\ ~U~ If this,latter statement 
were really true it would,encompass the whole of knowledge. 
,f 
-HafIz:' ~ does not imply scrutiny, of 'or> investiga:tion into anything. 
?- ",',', -Ra:ElIbc:~J,.is--one, who watches, one, so .that .what on,e doesJJli3.Y ppt ,be , 
" ... 
578. 
unknown to him. ollesays to someone if he scrutinises ones affairs: 
, , ~' ~ ,1 t! - s. .l.. \ \ "" 1 . ' ~ ~ \ ~ ~J I ; and one says: Q..JJ y..t...J iIIlplyl.ng: you 
,sh'buldknow that Allah sees you and what you do is not hidden, 
from Him. 
Raqib: ~ ./' as an attribute of Allah means ~ J and f bJ I , no 
implication of scrutiny can be ascribed to Allah. 
Muhaymin: ~ is one who is in charge of the arrangements for 
something. A poet says: , 
(l)j6J'; u..)' l!' y\;J\,~, • w S S ,~~ ~\;J'~ GIl'l \II • 
"The best of men after their prophet is his overseer in ascribing 
,'to God (all of) what is receive,d with either gratitude or' 
ingrati tude", i. e. the one who is in charge of people I s affairs 
after the prophet. AI-AsmacI says that the meaning of this word 
. . ~ ~ 
in the verse: cL.L: ~~ "and a guardian over it, 0 J,J U I /48" 
... .... 
is 0~ and it is an Arabicised Persian word, which means ... 
,.:., c ",\....... J. " ~~ "overseer"., Umar said: ~ ~lY.""/~ <.J.::> ..... .lI Q .. 
~ ~ t,}s- G.,(\"'? "I seek help from a person who is at fault, 
and then I become responsible for him" i. e. I watch out for what 
is said regarding him. 
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(l) Asma' Rijal al-Masi3bIh by Mahmud b. Ahmad b. Muhannnad al-Farisi (MS) 
p.113, with a variant reading: 
w. I' '" ... UI • • OM,. j. tJ~\ \ -'~ ,,, r' r . r ~ tr tJ\-:-: U\.1J\ 
This manuscript, formerly the property of Khalil al-R~man (al-) 
Dawudi in Lahore, is now in the possession of al-Madrasah al-
Sawlatiyyah, in Makkah . 
• 
579. 
Wakil: ~ifatAllah: ~\ as. a descriptiCm of Allah imi?lie~ Him who 
is .in charge of Hiscr~at~res' affairs with authority because He 
'is mast~r6f. them' and mercif~l with them. 
WakIl:' Sifah '~l-Clbad:~asa descriPt~on Of,ot~er'~t~an~ Allah 
. . . 
implies one who is given the' p~~er of attorney or right of 
representation;regarding s:omething-.· 
580 . 
. ~if~: .~. isus~d about that which can be put in a ·safe place. 
One says: ~c.." A..Jl>'..J..) ~~, but never: <4.tfb'..J;>.(/-.YD • 
. ,. 
The use of ~ with reference to U".J' or .~ is not 
standard usage in Arabic. 
Himayah: ~ \p . is used about that which cannot be put in a safe place, 
• ... • f-
e.g. land ( LI' ..... I ) or a city. ( ~ ). One says: ~'~XZ' 
U'.J jll.J or .J.l~ .. " -~\z ~ ~ . 
581. 
Hifz: See 6. 
Dabt: s.~\ ~ means taking great care of something so that none 
of it may get away. Allah cannot be described in terms of ~ 
since there can be no fear that anything will escape from Him . 
..h.,....:p is metaphorically used about counting, one says: G)).; 
/ ~ WI,k..;aJ when someone is cautious about mistakes in counting. 
. . ... 
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582. 
Daman: uu-P is used about J\... (Le. it is responsibility for , . 
property or a debt owed to another person). One says: ~ 
. ,. V") lJI , when one undertakes to pay the rent or price of some 
. ,. _ .. ,/ 
piece of land; and one cannot say: (JD..J l.I~ since it 
itself does not absent itself when its presence is required. 
And t;~ is being committed to produce something in place of 
the thing for which the guarantee is made ( (J~' ). 
Kcifalah: dJ ~ is used about ~ (i. e. it is responsibility for 
". - .0.:/ 
'the' : appeapapce of someone);· for example the phrase: \~,.j c.,.l.AJ 
1S used when one undertakes to .hand over Zayd. Al \A.f- is being 
comini tted to produce the actual person-for whom surety 'is, given 
( ~ u,.,;...6\ ) ; "one says: ( .1bJ I c...ill when -one~dertakes to. 
" UI'" . 
<, feed a boy, and one" cannot us~: . ~ in this dontext, since 
583. 
when he required of orie, one is bound to produce him ~n person, ~d~ot'- s-om~thing ~"n~t~a'-;fof him-. The QuI>' an- says: '~-h'~ 
(U.!,iJI/36) and does not say: ~ here. The evidence for 
the use of U ~ for 'u \... '; and Al~ for ~ is' that a man 
can , giveR 6~ for someone he' does' .not know, but Al~ can. be 
used only whem he knows a ~U~; since one cannot. produce the 
person of someone one does not know, but one can produce something 
in exchange for someone/something, even if he does not know him/it. 
. 
, 
I'~ -' l~ 
.. 
, 
-" ,.. Hami 1: c:u \.4 is surety for. 
~\..?~, or 
~ ~. "blood-mcmey" in particular~ One 
says: 
.,-
~ \;\ meaning: I stand as surety for 
~ 
(someone.' s) bloodc;woney". A certain Arab said: \ ~ \..:> ~ 
. . ., .. cJ \..0\ ~ <.J \... '<.J.s- ~'6J."s. "I took responsibility 
- _. -... ',. 
to be surety for blood-money and by doing so I imposed a burden 
on my wealth and hopes .•. " 
Damin: 6 u.P can be used about hlood-money and other things. 
1-
584. p:; -' ~..J 
Ra'is: 6.......~..J is cailed ~u.; , and the (;'>' (-; is 
(~I because he is the strongest of them and the 
J-
the ~..J 
most capable 
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of getting what he wants. If a ~ is called a (-; , it is 
a metaphorical use. 
Zacim: '6....u) implies power or control over something. Allah says: 
r-.,j ~ \; i ., "I am responsible for it/that I guarantee, 
w..... ~ /72", i. e. I am capable of giving that • [This was said 
by the person making pronouncement on behalf of Yusuf, because 
in the days of drought people had nothing to feed themselves and 
Yusuf was capable of giving livelihood] ~u; is a name for 
wea~ons because with the help of them one becomes strong against 
his enemies. 
. . 
. . 
.. " 
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Chapter XVI 
585. 
Irshad: ~~JcJl~t.::,..I~\ means to open the way to or to make clear 
a thing, and ~~~t is used in this sense only about something good . 
..Ji;.J..I is a receiver of ...)~..I1 ' ~nd~.J is on the measure of 
6.;.J ~. It can be said that ~..1 is one who is righteous by 
virtue of the good that is in himself; ..J:,G is one who is led to 
. 
the right path; ~~ is one who leads to the right or good path. 
The words: "':>~..J , ~'".A.u.I and ~)ft are used for righteousness, 
and one who acts upo~ in accordance with it deserves to achieve 
salvation, while one who does' not act upon them des~rves to perish. 
HidayC)h:~).J.A). is being enabled 'to re'ach i3.thing. ~l~ has ,(always) 
come only to him who wish~s for 'it '( U'~\ Y.' The Qur'an' ::lays:' • PI j, )~J ~.;l./l) t "Guiqeus on the right pa~h,;~\AJ1 /5'<:. 
It is said .tnat, .. ( the Muslim).: prayed for ~)~ and.,~:?..Q they .a~e," 
without doubt, u~..,i:...q! . ...)t.:;."'i cannot be used i~ '~his c~ntext •.. 
l>..un. can also be used about- some unpleasant thing, e. g. the 
Qur'arisays: ~' J,)/ (J~"J0·-'...ub ~ "then lead them to the way 
to hel1,w\,;\...,Q)J/23"; and (5...JJD is a ;0J)....:>; U\.r) is a (5..,.LID 
.... _...-
because it is a (U.lJ,> to paradise. And a Gl...,b is also sometimes 
calle d a <:f ..).II) 
586. 
-' 
Bayan: 0 ~ , in the real sense., is the presentation or exposition 
of a concept ( ~ ) to the soul, whatever it may be. It 
properly belongs to the domain of speech~ 
Hady: .~..,.LID is the ()~ of .the right path to follow so that one may 
not follow the path of error. ~~ has this sen.se when used 
absolutely; when qualified, it may be used otherwise, as (JtLf~ 
..Jl;jl "He led (him) to hell", etc. 
587. 
. ~ 
Khayr: It is said that all actions of Allah are /- ; 0/ lH y~ 
is not called ?- for those on whom it is inflicted. ..;: is 
, 
J,/ "pleasure" and ~ "goodness"; if a thing is not good 
.' . 
'., '". 
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. 
it cannot be ~ because the harm it leads to exceeds the 
. 
benefit it brings. Therefore, sins are not called ~ even 
if they are pleasing and enjoyable; and disease ( (jD r ) is 
not called ~ as it is called t;~. The elative ( ~, ) 
use of ./.! is possible here, however, and one can say:/.?"Go,.,J1 
. . \ 
~, (jA U}.\jJ . One can say: o/.!' U-- l:J /.!~, , but not 
0.r.!- G-- L.J t1' j.>'ll because the measure ~ \ intensifies the 
meaning of ~~ therefore Allah cannot be described as ~i 
than others. ~ is one of the names of Allah, and one of the 
. 
companions of the Prophet was called ~~, but according to 
Abu Hish~m Allah. is metaphorically named as,;. /- " 'One can wish 
. , ,.. I ' 
good', for someone saying.:' e-U ~1..J t,; , but the nomenagentis: 
J,' .' . . '. .. 
y.t,; ;is not used to refer to Him.' 
Salah:, 'UJ.L, is keeping to,thCl,t, ~hich wisdom daman'ds "tijL.p.can ~e " . ' 
used"ab~ut both'?· and if· e.g~ illness may, on oCGasion, ," 
.be.V~:'fQr.a IJ:tCl.n,,~~th~~ th~m 'health,' as it may ie~d. t'obenefi.t. 
in the domain c;>f religion, ~ut"~ r "pai~"whi~h ~o~s 'n'o~' ie~d"'" 
, f,' to any, bel1;efi t c~nnot be regarded t/JL.p e. g. th~ punish~ent of 
"588. 
hell is neither good in itself nor leadstb any benefit. It·is 
saidthatb J.l..p is change in the direction of the',. stra.ightening 
of a:'condition, and i.JAPis one who changes in this direction. 
Therefore, Allah cannot be called 'I)""", tL.p in the domain of 
J, . 
religion is one who performs UaJv "duties" and .. ~. l;t "super-
','" 
erogatory observances" avoiding W\".~ "permissible actions" 
(i.e. does not take refuge in the fact that the actions he wants 
to do are merely permissible). 
. -\ : 
o ,-" . 
. ' 
-" ,.,.· ... 0': .~ ,...\..0 ~
, . 
implies escape from some unpleasant thl.ng •.. 
Hidayah: ~ Lu> implies being enabled to reach a thing. The 
preposition used with either indicates its sense; one is used 
with "~", i.e. \§<.J-- 0 t,; meaning: "rescued him from such 
and such", while the other is used with tJ t , i. e. cJ ~ 0 '...L0 
,;.( meaning: "led him to such and such". 
589. 
Fawz: 
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, 
~~ is escape from some unpleasant thing in conjunction with 
the attainment of some desirable thing. Therefore Allah calls 
50 
the believers CJ~:.r t; because they escape from hell and attain 
paradise. Because ~>' implies to obtain what is desired, one 
0" .., '" 
says: ~ :~. ~ ..J G "He obtained what he asked for". The Qur' an 
says: \ .. ~> \;;' .;;' t; ~ d tj':':} ~ "Would that I had been 
with them, then I should have attained a mighty good fortune, 
So ~\ /73". 
Najat: > See A .. 
590., 
, , ~' 
Zafar: " .,~is to1::?'e '.exalted or victorious over' an opponent. Allan 
. .S?y~: ~ (/ i·u.t:~ <J.o,' "After that I h~d given ;o'il 
-~i;;tory' over 'them, ·-~~-'-/24". ,>. y'- is sometimes' used in plaee 
" 0 U: .' .. 
> ·'of.,. ;'.>' ,e.g. ~~;!! ~ "He attained his desire", but )y 
is, never'·us.edin plac~ of;,/'. 'For example one never says: 
" , 
, .j) ~~, 3(; as one ~ays :o;~;S "!Ie overcame his' en~lJl~". 
','" " '~. 
According to', CAli c- - ,j;' ;J' of Fawz: b. Isa means in place 
'--
, 
,.,- ;;' 
encountering evil ( / ) . The original meaning of is 
o , .... 
to attain a,' Jit, "share" of /.! And ~'y means "he went 
away into the o)w "desert" , and it also means: "he, died" , 
since he has gone to a place like a desert . 
.... 
'0\; , ~ U 591. 
. '. 
Takh~:!.llus : means escape from, a complication, even ·if it 
., 
is no.t harmful. -
Najat: '04' is always escape from something, and it is used only 
of escape from something that one fears. 
592. 
Salah: t;..\l...P is that by which one is enabled to attain ./.!' or to 
w'" 
escape from / It can be said that 'U).l.P is placing a 
thing in such a way as to be beneficial whether actual benefit 
593. 
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is had from it or not. Therefore one can say: 6 ~ /\ ~ i 
\...:!J..) ~ & .. :~ f "We put so and so in an advantageous position 
but he did not take advantage of it". Thus, tJ)L..p is like a 
benefit ( ~ ), of which one mayor may not avail himself. 
One says: f~if.U~ 
a judge" or or \ f;a!. "His affairs 
"So and so is a proper man to be 
are in good shape"; U U; 
is not used in this context . 
. 
is to obtain /- and a long lasting benefit ( 
a thing the effect of which is long lasting is called a 
) ; 
... ~ 
A ..J\{ I "ploughman" is called 'U~ because he cleaves the earth 
so as: to, leave' a, ,lasting cleft :;.:;,tj i ,is'~ one>'.~~hose 10weJ lip 
is spJ,.~ t .'One" s'ays: ' ,u.}t.p ~ ~...i.m ~nd'not ~U; (ilioJ.b~ 
'but one says: ctt/U;,~ (5) • And one ,says: .6..!7.l,L.p ci;.Y-
and '~ot " ,~~ a:Y." · be~ause,'the personwh~diesd6es n~t 
"." . -. ... ~ , 
actually gain any benefit,;but escapes' from' his p;esenti~ouble 
Le.:g._~~brii',:,in<ilJ,ti~i$,~~c:.j.~"tJ .~ .. is' u~i!d ,apo~t onE3 who is',> 
. inte:llig~nt>, resolute, and complete in good qualities, whereas, 
," ' ~ if 'is' used' orily:' when someone ch~.ngeS in the' 'di'rection of, 
straightenlng his state;, tJ.u; does', not imply change. ' 
• '1' 
.. 
Tasdid: ~~ is to direct something in the right direction. One 
::;ays: r':J~ ,when on:, directs an arrow ~t the target. 
And ~..;-J is used of the »,y ~ e.g. ~~ of arrow to hit 
the mark, and about '2;;" ~ e.g. ~'''kindness'' which 
" . \AI. W 
leads to ' ~lJ,'. ~ is of t~q kincis;:..Jy ,and ~~ ; ..J,-' 
• ... • .- '-{ '1 
is that without ~hichno ~ can 6'~cur an'd without which 
~ " . --. -:., .;", ..... '''''"' s • 
the agent of an-action;<>6annbt perform that" action ;.>.,.,., ,1.S 
.' - ',,' 
that which' provoke's'acti~n 'by mearis ~f ,; ~; "encouragement'" 
, ...... • - ~ . J.-
or ~..? "intimidation" .' And ~.......-J is one of the maj or y ~ I , 
w,.., ...... .... 
for it can be used either of . ...J y or l.$:J ~ . ...N~ for a if 
... -
occurs only when one demands a ~ ,and cannot take place 
when one deviates from it or when one is diverted from it by 
something else. 
Taqwim:tJ~l is the setting up of a thing according to the 
demands of wisdom ( ~ ). {-;;J is the elimination of 
crookedness, e.g. 'U.,)I f-;pJ or V»J' (-;J ; then as a 
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·\~Jr"''; 
metaphorical use it is said: ~ .:r "He put the work in 
... ... ... 
order"; thus ~~ equals (~ because both cause '(;lL.P. 
594. 
- c c - '::" \I _ Rushd: According to Abu Amr b. Ala' ~.J means: t;.)4H' . 
Allah says: ~ \ ~\ r- ~ ~.;I ~ \-l.';'~ r ~ '\ 6~ "Then if 
you find in them maturity of intellect, make over to them 
their property, ~ ~ I /6" . 
Rashd:· ~~ means: ~~ t "straightness" in ~~ For 
< .. , .'" ,,, ow' , 
exaJJ.lple Allah says: . \~...J \:..,r'" G-- \.:.J f£...ID~· "And proyid,e 
'for··us' a right course in o~r ~ffairs, ~~ /10"(~) . It is 
. said tha~ ~~ and ~;' are dialec;tal ro~s like'" (~ :and(';. 
~ ~ .. , 
{l) .. In·stead.,:<?fan .. exampleof ~...J, Abu Hi1al wrongly quotes:. ~...J here: 
~ ~ '\::..J..)s v.~ 0 ~ ( ~ /66) AI-Furuq p.206. Some 
other. examples of' ...c:..-J can be seen in the Qur'an: ~/24, 
... ". 
" ' .(A' /10, 14, 21. 
595. 
..·~,u·\ ... ;-, 
., V- U-' means V jL.p 1 "repair or restoration" of a _ s ... 
thing. It is derived from if meaning: "clay mixed 
with mud by means of which foundations are repaired or the 
gaps are filled", which is' found in the channel of a torrent or 
, ..... - ... . . . . 
in. a well. One says: ~'when one coats a thing with 
. ~ Subsequently UW lwas used about proper knowledge 
6f a thing, e~ g. one says: '/u.:.:;J' "I knew such and such 
properly", as though one had left no. gaps in it. 
Ihkam: (~~ is to do an action in a proper w.ay. Allah says: 
, ,oJ" t"" .-/ -~ ~ l ~ \ ~W ( .,>.:YD /1) Le. the Qur'an is a book 
whose verses are created in a perfect form; Allah did not use 
o - So ~, here as they were not created defective in the first 
instance and improved afterwards. Some linguists hold that 
'" \ \\ ~ _-.s-
one says: l..,.)"!'-' \ -.', Ql \ when he repairs a door. According 
to Abu Hilal one can say: ~"\ only when he has done it 
properly from the beginning. 
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596. 
Ihkam: r'l.!71 means ~_l~ u- "creation or making" of a thing in. a 
firm, solid or perfect way. (~t and U~~ are used about 
both bodies and abstract 
.J. 
.. " things, whereas ~~ is used about 
~~ or p~, bodies ( r 4 \ ) only. One says: 
but one cannot say: U ..Y4'/~ • 
Rasf: ~.J is to put similar things together, and it is used about 
. (~i only. The expression: ~ ( .lL6) \~ Ua....o~. "The 
597. 
construction of this speech is beautiful" is a metaphorical 
expression, and WJ..},is used metap!lpricaily only in this context. 
",' ' 
Ibram: ·~~~t·i~ t:."is' to s:rengthe~ .a thing; this meaning i~, 
derived from. ~ I ~ ~.,"t6 we'avea 'rope." ; :in any other 
cohtext its Use is meta~h·o~icai.-···~-~ 
Ihkam: See b,.. 
-.' 
$ 
.( 'l ~'c 598. LJ,I.J \.. ... " 
. 
"" 
Ibram: See A 
j. 
Ta'rib: ~.J \: is firmness of tying, and ...... _'1 t.l S ~ Y..J' is used when 
599. 
one ties one knot on top of another. 
'" "" .. ~ " 
C\ h :;.1 is used when one ties a loose 
., z,,, 
when one unfastens a knot, and L.J.J I 
Its opposite is ~ . 
. ., ~. ~ ,I. 
knot ( . '6J;y-:j \ ), ~ \ 
when one ties something firmly. 
Zaygh: ~ Jis U_ '" an absolute 'term and is us~d only about deviation w • 
from (j7 "right" • One says: ~ \ U- tJ \ ; ,but one 
never says: J.l' yl i.r t, \.; as ~) means inclination towards 
a bad thing. Thus the linguists say: t1,)' l! B) iJ.Ja.l' . t... .. " tJ/ is a crookedness in the pa$tern. 
Mayl: ~ is general and can be used of inclination towards either 
gopd or bad. 
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/ 
600. ()!. 
... 
0" 
Mayl: ~ is a verbal noun, and is used about both that which is 
0'" 
visible and that which is not. For example, one says: loS 11.,:6 
,-., " 
D ~ cJ ~ "Your inclination towards so and so" or .JClJ\$\ (J\.... 
"The wall tilted" . 
... ' 
Mayal: ~ is a, noun which is particularly used about 
, \< , .. 'l~ ,"-, 
that which can 
be seen, e.g. a stick. One says: ~ ~~ ~ 
....', -
when someone 
is bent to one side from birth. 
601. 
CAth~:'--.;s, is, an' ab.uridance ,of ,~W,. It is derived from the 
expression::Y~~ t:? ,u~,ed?f a hyena (and a' m~n)~i~~ a ,lot 
'of ' hair ~n" the face',. 6 \s." ~ arid ~ ,'~ are different 
~ ,'," '!" _ ..... , > - • .J. . 
',~ial~c~a~~~ fs:r~~:_ and t~e'_l?tter is, the' more literary ( e I ); 
'_ .". '>.-- -l1'->" .... - --'- -,. .- .,;-<>~ < "_"<- _¥ .. ",-- ~, ~ 
the Qur'ari says: ~~UO...J»\ <! \~:.lJ,., "Aridd,?,not act 
corruptlY,in the land" making mischief, o.r.' /60" • 
.-
Fasad: Se~, ,/!A 
, " 
602. 
Fasad: J~ is an alteration in quantity from that which is required 
by wisdom. It is the ,opposite of LJ~ ; when the quantity 
required by wisdom is exceeded or fallen short ,of, l/~ is not 
maintained. 
Qabih: 7J! is that from which wisdom keeps one away, and there is 
no connotation of quantity in it. 
w' 
603. (/ 
w. ... 
Ghayy: Every if is D-
... ' 
Fasad: ..)~ mayor may not be f5! e.g. ~~Jo,H J G implies merely 
a change from its previous state. The expression: .,J...-J \, .YD 
implies that he is a ..J! \,; "libertine", while: ~ ~.,tb implies 
that there is .>W "corruption" in his religion and belief. 
I" ~. "-
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604. 
... 
Dalal: The original meaning of cJl)...:p is \.!J~ Arabs say: 
, .'0' 
'6.,; \:J,~j.p when she dies because of getting lost. The Qur'an 
• f • ~ . 
says: UO J ))\ '-! ~ \.> ~ "When we have become lost in the 
earth, o~J /10" Le. we perished because of having no relations 
(with others). The etymology of the two words: (j. and cJ~ 
means that &JJ\<"y cJ~\ is more drastic than {;y..J\ <3 (;J' 
One also says: Lt)U1 cr (j..:P ,whereas (j: c~ on~y ~e 
used about ~~ in a ,specialised way~ One al;o says: ()..P 
,: ,y\~, V , asAlla~ says: v~'4J\,t.H ~L!.ll.,A( ,iThus 
',' does ~ll~ confound the Unbelievers,C&;.t,\174",aild,GJ~ means 
. "he:re[~"being"lost or wretched" ;, 'and, the expr~13sion: 'aW, YD 
" , :~; tj means he is, lost among them., The Qur' an 2says::" 
. - ~ , ., ~ 
(f~ ,j, L.OL:!J»" ,r,"Arid found yOll unable to, see (lOst, in quest) 
, ',' '. ." ' >' ';, . " 
, and sh~wed the ¥lay , ~ r /7" L,e.' 'yoll were lost,among your 
.-peop1e "be ca:iise , they ora "not- knoW"y-6ur'posi tio~ or'-iIilportan-ce; 
or jJ \.;p here can mean that you were among pe~p.le who h~d gone 
as,tray, because a person who lives among a group of people is 
called after them" as S-U$'.AJ\'; was so-called because he stayed 
with the cobblers, and U ;/U\ 0~~' was so-called because 
- . 
he lived with the Banu Ma'zin, although he was not of them. 
Abu cAli says that the verse: u::.;; ~ ~ 1..!J..J<f~ ~ means: Allah 
found you in quest of prophethood, which was straying away from 
vi _ $0 
you, and He gave it to you. Another verse says: \.I>~~~U\ 
"Should one of the two err, 'Or.' /282", used in the context of 
witness; this is an example of inversion which is wide-spread in 
Arabic. d~, also h~s the' meaning of J~ t '~invalidation". 
Allah .says: t l.J: i (}P i "He, sha1..1 render their ~o~ks 
ineffective, . ~ /1", and Ci.~J ?if~(l' "Dj,d He not ~ \ -, w, 
make their treacherous plan go astray?, ~\ /2", and ... ~ also 
~ \, .. _ ,~ () '" w '" 
means to call someone UV+' e.g. one says: (;>v.;. ~. Thus, 
~. -'" J.JLp is used in various ways in which t! is not used. 
Ghayy: The original meaning of (j is ~ L,.; . ~) . One says: I ~_Co ... '-'T 
when a young camel suffers from indigestion because of drinking a 
lot of milk; or when the young camel does not receive sufficient 
milk for nutrition from his mother and starves to death. This 
, • s-
word is thus one of the:>..A4' I "opposites: which have opposite 
. ~ ,I. ."' 
"', 
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meanings". c.;. ,sometimes, is also used to mean frustration 
or disappointment, e. g. &. .,1' (5 ~ is used when someone fails 
to get what he wants. A poet says: 
(1)\;).1 (j>'~ (4.\J ~& ~ o/i &t,..H...JJ~ ~ u.i 
"One who encounters good fortune is praised by people, and one 
who fails does not lack those who blame him for his failure". 
It is also said that the verse means that one who does good is 
praised and one who does bad is reproached, that is to say, 
according to the first meaning of (5~ 
(1). This is averse of Muraqqasl')".al:-Asghar, Sharh Ikhtiyarat al-Mufaddal, , 
, , 
p.-ll04; 'Jamharat ai-Amth~ll:l77 ; Lisan: ( a;s" )'. 
, ,,·605. 
,', '0'/': 
',L..Ju.7-~ 
Han<;if: ~. is' devi~~ion 'from~ight. 
- .,! ' 
.. 
, Hayf: ~ is to assault something so as 'to. reduce it in size. 
-.-- -
It 
comes f:rom: • ~~, ..,:;: ...... < . when ,one reduces a thing by taking 
~."'---' .... ';' - ""'," ': 
away from its edges. 
;\", 
If: ,- -: , 
606. 
May d : ..,)..J.J> 
Allah 
is to incline now to the right and now to the left. 
(! , '.... 0", ~,..,. 0 .. D ~ , , says: ;;.&cU'c.s:"-'.J(.f'.J:.u, U. ~ -' "And We have made 
, """ " -' . 
great mountains in the earth lest it might be convulsed with them, 
.s.l ... :/·U\ /31" i.e. waver to right and left ,apd it is clear that 
-' , 
He did·not mean that it would' incline, in one direction only, 
but would 'be ',agitated, which implies both directions. , A poet says: 
, ~..)9le,) ~''O .s. ~- ~ ~ ~'r. 
"She loved them, inclining this way and that, full of beauty, 
but hard as iron (?)" meaning that she inclined to either side 
because of the softness of her make-up (?) • 
. \ ~~ , May 1: l.J"'::""' is to incline in one direction only. 
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Chapter XVII 
607. 
Ibtila': j, ~, is to bring out a person's obedience or disobedience 
. ~ 
by subjecting him to hardships. It is not the same as ~~; 
however, L.a....l6J is sometimes used to mean .s-l-C, \ because it is 
- • > 
close to it in sense. s-1\:: 1 is metaphorically regarded as an 
attribute of Allah, m:aning that Allah tests his servant to~ 
see his reaction. ~ is called '" ~ because it brings'p 
forth. ~ ., 
"decay" . extracts the poV{er of a th~ng by reducing 
.' ,. ' , 
" ',. 
it to a worn-out stat~. These diffe,rent senses· have the same 
origin •. ' 
Taklif: is .. to imposel.lpon someone that ",which is inconvenient 
" 0;' troublesom.e to human nature~ .The root meaning of w¥ is' 
(-'./ ; therefore one says.: .. ~~~ when.a.person persists 
-. "iIY- love-Wi"tW~s6me woman, and' G¥ "frecKle"s" are so;.;..called because" 
608. 
. u: /. 
they adhere to the face. .s- c.?-U l -'sU£:l, is one who adheres to 
that ~hing in spite of har~shi;s, and ,.:'1c6.... is also used about 
, . '. 
one who sticks to what is not obligatory to 
. "" s., " ,.~\ &- t\ l..) C 
... . . 
h.'tm; Allah says: 
-u. 
ljP /86), and ~ "one who takes 
... ' 
'some 'charge or obligation on him" is similar in megning to ~. 
TahmIl: is used only abo~t that which has (ph~sical) weight. 
~y~ ~ W J! "Do not lay on us a burden, Allah says: 
o.r.' /284". 
o ," ... 
,/1 means . ()1aJ "load" ~ 
, .,v· 
Taklif: ~ ... may be used ab~ut' that which does 
-, , ", ' ' . 
weight. One says: "',)~~'~' cU..V"Allah 
". , , 
forgiveness", and ~ cannot be used here. 
609. 
not have (physical) 
made him ask fo~ 
Ibtila': S>~ l is used with reference to the imposition of hardships 
and unpleasant things only. 
Ikhtibar: J~\ can be used with reference to the imposition of either 
. ~ .. . 
pleasant or unpleasant things, e.g. one says: 
610. 
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and not: ~ (t:J~~ o~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ,but rather 
, 
; neither does one use the phrase: 
~~~ ..J~,~ implies the 
establishing of ~ about the state of a person undergoing it, 
, 
and /. is knowledge concerning the essence or the truth of a 
thing; s.Jl;.!, on the other hand, is the testing of the obedience 
or disobedience of the ~ . 
'd::; ~ .JL:;, 
-------_._....L_ 
Allah does not s.ubject a person to ..J t.::;. \ in order to change 
, . 
his condition with respect to good and eyil, but 
: implies 6~ly iht~nsi,ty of' c ". ~lil" . 
.., , 
~\~~\ 
, '~ 
Fitnah:' , ~::; is the most. i~terisive and' far-reaching ~ki~d Of.J.~I •• ' 
The orlgina,l meaning of, d ::; .. 1s toexpo~egold tp.f.ire to ," 
separate;' o~t 'impurities. Allahs~ys:, U;' ~~~..J\.:l\~' ~ ;- i 
"" ~.!_1: i~2 ,!h~_ 9-ay_ on ~\ih.i,c;h .illey ~1l.~J.~ ,be JrJe_cl at the .. fj,:r'e, 
~~ .... 'jJ' /13". d'::;' 'can be .. use'dabout' both good and had, e.g. 
, Allah S8YS: d ~:; f"~\-, {>)J ~\ V\"~hat your, children and 
your propeft~"ar; 'a"temptation, ()~.\J'/2~"~. and ISr\..t\~:?"';u'·\l 
~ p;;a:..~ G»'''wewoul~ certainly'give' them to drink of 
abundant water, so t~at We might try them with respect to it, 
~\ /16-17"; ,Allah in this verse has made a 'a.2J a 4.:.:; 
because ,He wishes to test most rigorously the person ,on whom it 
is ~estowed, on the analogy with gold being rigorously examined 
by means of fire. 
611. 
. ... 
Ikhtibar: See A 
Tajrlb: \ . .:.~ is repetition or abundance of ..J~ 1 This is ... 
... ., _"A \ indicated by the fact that ~~ is on the measure of ~ , 
a measure for ~~ and the sense of repetition. Its original 
, ~, 
meaning is seen in the phrase: 'Y..A meaning to treat (an animal) 
for Y"?' "scab" and so to see if its cO,!ldition is healthy or 
not. In the same way one says: ~I~:; meaning to pluck off 
(:J'~.J "ticks" from a camel; and ~) 't.;) meaninJ to treat 
tJ~ "name of a well-known disease of camels". L-IJ ~ cannot be 
used about Allah or the analogy of the use of ~ ».::. 'I "a~d .J t;; t about 
.", ., 
Him, since these are metaphors, and no analogy can be based on a 
, 
" < •• ~-;. ,-L-~ 
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metaphor. 
. ... 
612. __ .~.~ ~ l'<.,J 
Tawfiq: ~} is the doing of that with which ';u.\}, "obedience" is 
in accordance, and if obedience is not in accordance with it, 
it cannot be called ~ ~ ; in such circumstances the expression 
is used: ~, c:..r....s:. .1.1 ~~. "He does not perform the job well". 
Lutf: LJJU is an action by which the obedience of a slave is made 
--.-
easy; and. ~ takes place'only with the intention of its agent 
, . .. . . 
to bring about something good, in particular .... ~ the other hand, 
if ap agent ~oes' som~thin~: bad intentionall;; i tis'called ;>\i:;~ 
not ... LJ,1J.. Anothe~ 'differen~e b~tween the. two is that .~G2;i is a 
. . 
kind 'of 'UJU. which takes place a ceptaip. .time'before obedience, i.~. 
~~. is like a companion of~U;, because the time. of its occurrence 
~ , .' • '.' r " - , , • 
is C:<?!l~1gu~~~'. t9 !h~.~~ime. (::"f.th~L .19-tt:§r'.s Q99.!lp:ren.ce; _ th~y carma"!;" 
take place- ~'imul taheously. The situation is similar to that referred 
to' in:-'..,i t:'~;' ~"the coming of Zayd with cAmr", which can' 
still':be'used"", eve: if Zayd comes after cAmr,'provided that there 
'. ~ 
is no break; however, if Zayd comes' after a lon~ b~ak, he cannot 
be said to have come with cAmr . ~~ may precede the action by 
a short time, provided that it still influences the soul of the 
c:U 6~ "the person on whom ulaJ is bestowed". It cannot precede 
the action by a time so long that its influence on his soul no 
longer exists. So every &;; is UbJ but not every WhJ is 
~;; • ~;, cannot be ca~l~d a '-:J' jJ "requital" because if; 
precedes action, whereas ,-;-,I~ cannot be used' of that which has 
not taken place; however, a person may be called ~»by way of 
.... . -. ", 
praise, as a reward for previous obedience. <..:r:?:J is with 
reference only to good a~~ions , e.g. one says : (.,.R; C; ~ 
Gt..oJllJand not ~U~ &.J . The.term ti:} can be used even 
if the thing in which there is said to be ~i has come to an end, 
just as it can be said that Zayd agreed with cAmr in saying 
something, even if what cAmr had said had already come to an end. 
~ is a ~~ applied to either minor or major matters. Allah 
... . . 
.. 
is called ~ meaning His ~.)J encompasses every thing and 
nothing can exist unless He makes it function properly. ~ 
originally applied to the ~;;, but by process of ellipsis it 
613. 
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oJ 
came to be applied to the ..r........... , by way of ~ ~. One says: 
'al....J' 0,.J2J u R, of a person who attains his object gently 
... .. 
and easily. LJJU can be social case or the ability to involve 
oneself in matters easily. G.hJ ~a~ .mean: r I ~ "smallness 
of body" in opposition either to cu t:( "thickness, coarseness", 
gr to \.: ~ q & 1-~ I "invisibility". U...hJ is on the measure of ~ - \AI """ 
~ , a measure for ~ ~ ; and c,; y , being on the measure of 
~ , implies abundance and repetition of action. And ~ is 
a ~ with which one chooses to hold himself back from committing 
a sin. r~, uS3d absolutely, is a laudatory epithet, and the 
same is true of 6' yo ; when it is qualified it is not laudatory. 
~, .. ~ can be used only of Allah e.g. \;.('&~ , ~,. 
l)1J' ,~d c0 UAJ, and ·all these verbs· are made transi t~ ve with 
thehe.lp of a preposition. There 'are 'other differences between 
U1LJ and .~; that will' not 'be disbussed here. 
" .~ 
_____ LJ,h) _ ~ \ • Q~b _J _ 
~ 
"" Latf: • " L, I ~is ./. "righteousness, kindness" and good action e. g. 
. ~ 
one says: ~ -' c;} ~,u u.; , and on this basis Allah is 
called ~b~ca:use He gives His blessings to His slaves .• 
'-.. . 
Lutf: See A 
614. 
. 
'Rifq: CY',1 is ease in the attainment of something or in some 
matter; and its opposite is ~ meaning difficulty in attaining 
what one seeks. 'The : original meaning of &.) is .. -& " therefore 
on~ says: "t;'}).i u~. O'.J f when someone makes som~one else benefit 
from something; ahd ~~I (j J./ are appointment$ 'of a house 
which are beneficial over and above those that are absolutely 
essential. ~I cJ ~ )' CY.:',.J is so-called because he 
. ... . 
benefits from his company, and it does not have the sense of 
. . -. 
being kind towards him in this context. It can be held that~~ 
is so-called because he accompanies another on a journey at his 
, . 
side, in fact, at his G' / "elbow". 
Lutf: See A 
--.-
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615. 
Lutf: See A 
Madarat: '0 \,..1 l.,.v is a kind of J~~. "trickery" and ~ "deception". 
One says: ~I ~..J'> when he succeeds in deceiving his prey, 
and U:> .)\,- .a:..J I::> when he obtains what he wants from a man 
by way of deception and trickery. 
. " 
. '. 
-, '. 
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Chapter XVIII 
616. (y..:> 
oin: The original meaning of ~~ is ~\.P "obedience"; one says: 
~ 0'" l,;)\ 0\.> when people obey their king. It is also 
possible that the original meaning of ~;> is '0.> '-':"habi t" , 
and that 7u.u, came to be called (y.", because dJ.\..b becomes a 
... 
habit to which one accustoms. U'> is a name for that which all 
-
~ 
adherents of a .<11... choose to follow, therefore one says: 
... 6.U\~6~ .,., &,..tJ\. ~ and not. however, one says: 
And .. U':> . is that (~ourse c or way· of life) . 
- . , 
1.1"- ~ . 
. ~\, {).0,,~YD ,. 
which a per~on "follows in the belief that it will 'bring 'him closer .. ' 
.~ . ~ 
. to Allah, even if that V ~. does not comprise a .certain set of ' 
... 
l<;lws,i'e.g.the "&.>,~f the idola~ors/tlie polytheists. V'> , 
, ""'" . '"., " -"' 
when absolutelY. appii~d, gives' the sens€ of general obedience for 
. .., , , .' , '"' .. 
whIch tHere 'is- Gr~ '''requltaI't;,as-~Alla:h' s'ays: ~ &'»\'6'. 
, . ..... -
(ll-:,~\ ~\ , "SureJ,.y the (true) religion with Allah is Islam, 
. . ~. 
U yo \/18". . The pe,o~le of Persia claim that U' ... :> is a Persian 
word 'and argue that the . W9rd u;> was. already in use in their 
... 
bCloks one milleniuin before the introduction of Arabic into Persia; 
aDd they'had a script in which they used to write the revealed 
book, called: (s.J ~> V'> , (5J~'> being the book revealed to 
- ... -
Zoroaster and so-named by himself. But the word &:> has a root 
-
and sound etymology in Arabic, so that we cannot call it a 
foreign word. However, ··if the Persians are right in their 
contention, we may maintain that it is only by coincidence that 
the Arabic and the Persian languages have the same word for one thing. 
"" 
Millcih: The root of 6..l..o 
,'," 
~ 
is ~ "the running of a wolf towards 
w ' 
something in, ~' certain way". ~ is so-called because 1. ts people 
~ 
continue on it. It is also said that the original meaning of 61A 
is ..JJft "repetition", e.g. one says: for a frequently 
trodden path; ~ is derived from th.e same meaning: "The 
... 
repeti tion of something till one gets annoyed with it". 'a.Lo 
can be the way of life of a group of people who defend each other 
when things happen to them. It derives from ~ , which is a 
w 
kind of fever. For the same reason al.o is used for a fire-place; 
when meat or something else is put in it, it is heated repeatedly 
Col 
until it is cooked. ~ is a name for a set of laws alongside 
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... 
the affirmation of Allah. Thus Judaism is a ~ , as Judaism 
w ... 
contains a certain set of laws. The opposite of 13 ~ is ().a 
not if..;) ,because he is bound by the whole of the ~_~-
~ ~ \!oJ ...,., 
but loS ~ cannot be a W Thus every d...L. is a <.:.y.:> but not 
w ... 
every V"> is a dl..o 
... 
617. 
-c Ta ah: 'as-u, is an action which takes place in accordance with the 
wishes of the ..AJ/ "the one who ,wishes it", when the...,)J/ is of 
..... ,', I "-
higher status than the' agent of the action .• ' , ds.\.b can be shown 
to both, the create,dand the Creator, wqereas O~~ can only be 
used about theCreator.~\.h ' "in its metaphorical sense,'c?-I1 
, 
mean ,one who is called following-a caller ~o that to which- he has 
called him ,even if-he does not intend to. do so; thus a man can· ~ 
'_ he· 'a:--~>---Qf-satan, e-yeri:~if-hedoesh not_ intend_"to folloR hi-in 
but nevertheless ,does what he wishes and demands. 
clbadah: o->~ is the extremity 'of ,submission a~nd is justified only 
by extreme forms. A man may pe'rforrn o~~ only to Ailah. O;)~ 
cannot be performed except with ~..."..... "knowledge" 'of the .>~ 
"the worshipped" on the part of the worshipper. 
618. 
Muwafaqat al-Iradah: .O;)\..J.ll.'~\..Y' "conformity of intention" 
619. 
mayor may not be ~\.h. For example, if someone acts in 
accordance with someone's wishes unknowingly he is not ~ to 
him, but if he acts in accordance with his wishes, knowing 
what they are, he is ~ to him. 
Hafd: ~ is readiness or quickness in showing obedience; from this 
. 
sense comes Allah's statement: o..A.A.P -' ~. "Sons and daughters 
and grandchildren, . \;,u\ /72", or as we pray (in salah): ~ \ -' 
/. . .~ (1) u- ... ~ 
~ -' c...r- · 
,., ' 
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Khidmah: (..>\.P. "servant" is one who attends on a man to fulfil his 
, 
needs; therefore one cannot say: " ....... \\ (.,~-~. - \ \. UJ.J ...,..... The original 
meaning of~» is to circle around a thing, and thus an anklet 
is also called ~~. Afterwards, because of extensive use of 
the word, it came to be used for being occupied with that which 
serves the interests of the (-,..A.? ; e. g. one says: r k u ~ 
~, when someone is engaged in cleaning a mosque, or the like. 
-c A Ta ah: See ,U 
(1) The root ~' also implies obedient service. See AI-Qur'an: ~, /72. 
, Translation' and Commentary. by ~A~' Y0:suf', CAlI; Dar al-cArabiyyah, . 
.... 
_. 
are those, 'who are pa~icularly designated to serve or, J) 
,work for some person; 'I " 
'.c Abid:, .~ ,implies being. o~ed by someone ,--,w~ichis_.not implied by 
'<.J.? . Therefore one never says: . ~\ J~ ~ ' .. as 0!le says: 
bl...,l..& .~I • 
.... 
'621. 
cAbd : Every ...J..:& is a \..=!)P ,but not every CJ~ is a ~ 
The angels, mankind and 'Jinn are .:;,~ of Allah. ~ is an 
owned being of a rational' species, thus including small children 
and idiots. 
Mamluk : ~ # may be inanimate; for example. money and goods may be 
referred to as ~p . 
. 
622. ~? -' &~ 
DIn: ~> is the means by which the worshipped is obeyed. Everyone 
... 
can have a CJ:> but not a ~/ 
SharIcah: ~~ is the way on which one sets off towards something, 
e. g. the way to water is called ~/ or"6.s.,? tJ...J L.:, 
, ,'; 
1,',' 
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"street" is so-called because many people take their way in it. 
. ,-,.
~ ~ in this sense, is similar to 6.Lo except that ~/ 
~ 
implies a path that is followed, which is not implied in the 
'" concept of U.& One 
~ . ~ 
l;.\ .> V,·L)\ U (/.> 
.... .... .... 
says: ~:. V ,~,\\ U V/ 
..... / '- ... UI 
whereas the concept of d...Lo 
as one says: 
implies the 
continuation of its pe?ple on it. 
623. , 
.... 
~."'JJ'" -'" Taqiyy: .' The epithet u- is more laudatory than the epi thet ~
in tha~;it ·diverges from the 0Fdinary v:erbal adjective (participl!=) 
for ~~. (emphasis)., •..... 
-.... .... . . ~ ~ - , .I-
MuttaqI: The epithet'~ is more' laudatory tnanthe;ep1thet [.roy.", 
because the latter is applied by virtue of the apparent disposition, " . 
of' someone, ,,:,hereas the former'is applied bnly afterco~Sid~rable: ' ' 
'- . ~ 1<nowiedge ~ of~tlie-: person'-nas'15een aC<l\lired'. --l\n:other"di-fference 
• '. ""' > ' W'. . .;. _. ~', ~ , 
between ~ and Cry. is that ? implies.~.? Ci._~.'the" 
extent of on~sentlurance in religious pr~cti~es). while i./'~, 
implieponly 'linguisticevi,dence, (L e. the ass~rtion, that one 
believes). 
Mu'min: 04:.t is the opposite of both 
action cannot be termed U~ ~ and 
as it cannot be 6~ t and y5. 
used as the opposite of ;5 than 
because an 
at the same time, just 
However 6': ~ is more commonly 
. 
of ~ . 
624. 
,Hasan: Every tJ~ "permitted" is ~ but not~ , and ~'i,~'. 
does not deserve. a~y y';' "req~ital" or. ...Jl' .. ')r~ise";:." 
I:Iasanah: ~ is a superlative of ~ ; the 'II ~\.a>" (Le. ls ) 
at the end of the word indicates ~ ~ Therefore d.;........P 
includes if".) "obligatory actions" and cY';t "supererogatory 
actions" and not tJ~ actions that are merely permitted, even 
though they are ~ . Therefore (believers) are asked to 
perform ~ , in preference to 'tJ ~ (?), because every 'CJ ~ 
is ~ but does not deserve any requital or praise, and a U~ 
cannot be called a '4'f ~ • 
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625. 
Tacah: ~\1 occurs either through desire or through fear (on the part 
of the one who obeys). 
Qabul: J";; is like ~ ~~ which occurs because it is required by 
wisdom or required by ~"general good or interest". Therefore, 
~ and &. \,;' are appropriate descriptions of Allah, but 
He is not described as ~. 
,. , . . , 
perform." ~ ~ \ . 
. . -. ' s-
iIj~ah,: ~b tis. used of in,;ayer;~.':'<6ne says: o.s-\s.:>·~' L-IL>'\ ~.: 
,Gb'~~s: ~ b-.l"~\~~·' ,and w~· \: he aske~ h'im~o 
. . . ".' ,. '" ". ~. . ~., .,. , ' .. 
w\:i·~ t can also be used in the sense of L-,'f.':' \ 
\' ' .. ", ,,' 
, Qablll: J ~ is used, Of actions • ~ZJJ~, " One ,says: 
.~ " 
Ij~ah: According t.6 CAll: b .. c lsa ~~~ is to act in accordance with 
~ pray~r (plea?) fqr ,something. 
Tacah: c.s.\h is displayed by an inferior to a superior; it is' 
628. 
(to act) in accordance with a wish not necessarily formulated 
as a request (?). 
Madhhab:~.:u is a way/course towards which one is inclined whether 
\ . For example one says: ~ or not he makes a statement about it. 
~. . . 
"This is my way 
(opiniop/belief) about listening to music, eating and drinking"; 
it refers to what he chooses and inclines towards in these 
. 
activities, whether one argues on the basis of it or not. ~~ 
also implies that one who adheres to it should have a firm belief 
in it, or act as if he believed in it. 
Maqalah: :0~ is a statement that the person who makes it relies on, 
and on the basis of which he argues. One says: O~ ~~ O.,Aa, 
when he does this with it. dJG.... does not imply that the maker 
<, 
629. 
:"'338-
of the statement believes in what he has said, because one can say 
a thing and argue on the basis of it but believe the opposite. 
Therefore a Al ~ is not necessarily a ~» , nor a ~» 
a A.lW. 
Fard: &./ is only the making obligatory or binding of something by 
--. Allah. One says: \J,.('~, ~ ~\ 00;' ; when 0o;' is used of 
other than Allah, it has the sense that is found in phrases like: 
.. ' if W\ . oj Go..? or ~\b..:,J\ ~ 00)', "He assigned fo, them 
the gift" ~The. original meaI)ing of a;, is 1:0 mcike" an incision;' 
~" ," ~. 
one says: \.:p~. ,:>yJ' & &;, . "He cut a notch in the stick"'. 
. , -
. WujUb: LJ'.!>'" and w\sl refer to obligation which may 
fro~ "Allah. .~; says: "\jJ'" 0 ~.~ .).J j ~ .;', 
:a " "" • ,. 
or.maynot ,come 
. .. 
or \.:!...llJ \ ~ --' , 
~ '\-/C::=':J&- ~>and'one -canr10t use d /. in. this context. > A \-.a!1'", 
, ."- ." --
630. 
Hatm: 
, " " is' something which is binding or incumbent in itself; L..,.C> ~ , 
. . " 
, , .' ,.,' , ;I 
~ is intransitive v~rb, whereas UO)t 
,. ,;. 
y\ ~ can be said to be '~\.,- on Allah, as 
wisdom, but it cannot be said to be a ~~ 
is transitive. Therefore 
it is required by His" 
on Him. oY~\,~\ 
"cycles of prayers which the Holy Prophet Muhammad always performed 
other than &,) cycles", ~".lW' o~ "prostration performed when 
certain verses of the Qur' an are read or listened to" and 
; y' 'O,1l..p( in cIsha ' sprayers) etc. are called ~ I j and not 
if). In intellectual matters, ~'-' is used, not (jo.J ' e.g. 
one says: ~\ c! ~,,,\).m and not : Jl>J' c.j cjo ~ '..l.tD • 
However, c..i''; and ~'-' can (sometimes) also' mean the same thing, 
e. g. one says: ~\--,~, 0 j.l...P or Oo;' ~, '0 \L:P "'It is 
incumbent to perform the prayer of noon" . The original meaning 
of ~-'-' is .l?r "falli~g" e.g. ~l~; is"'used for the 
" I' I- " " 
setting of the sun, and one says: .hJ \)1 ~~ when a wall has 
fallen down. 
-( is the issuing of 
~> \/pctJ(f' 
~', , since they are 
. . 
a decree in an emphatic way. One says: 
r has to do with neither Uo;' nor 
used about commands, whereas r is used 
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about decisions and decrees. Sometimes a if) is . . called iff 
( metaphorically which means that it cannot be refused, 
just as a (f cannot be reversed. Arabs call a crow f~' 
because they think that it passes sentence ( r") of separation 
on people, not that it makes it ()P~ or ~,~ for people to separate. 
Fard: See A 
--. 
631. 
Ilzam.: 
<U, II J. 
. (\:,J~:ban pe'used
i 
about both ~,and ~~ , e.g. ,~jH 
"G:s1:"I made him to adhere to 'if "or J.b,y\v./ i . 
, '"', 
jjat: ;~lf_~}s uSed only about : ex' ; if it i's used about other 
than (37" it is 'met~phorica'l' and has the sense of· (';J~ 
632. 
Ilzam: See 
VI 
LuzUm: ; (..)/' can only ... be 
:"He adhered 1:,0 (:J' 
used about' if ,e. g. one says: 
"; one cannot say: <J.b Y' r;J . 
633. 
Halal: A thing the permissibility ( ~\- t ) of which is known through 
tJ;:' "lq,w" is called J yq ; it is the opposite of (~. 
Mubah: Legally stated permissibility is not a consideration with 
'U~ ,:e.g. one says: 'U~oy-l' J~' "Walking in the 
market is permitted", bll"t one cannot u;e -J,l.b in this context. 
It is the opposite of .,J)iJ' "prohibited", and ..J p which refers 
to a class of things that is undesirable. It may be said that 
it is something which is open to the doer to do and attracts 
neither commendation nor condemnation; alternatively, it is that 
which the responsible man has reason to think good, and neither 
the doing of it nor the failure to do it is at all harmful to him. 
Therefore, the actions of Allah cannot be described as 7J ~ , 
s-
nor can the actions of f~. "beasts", since it means that the 
responsible man may benefit from it without prejudice. Thus, 
:-..:.' 
634. 
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wishing for a U ~ or ordering a tJ~ is bad, since there is 
no (spiritual) advantage ( o..t ~ ) to be had from either doing 
it or not doing it, since no requital is incurred. thereby; this 
is not the case with cJ ~ . 
Nafilah: ~ \,; in law and the science of language, has the 
same meaning ~.e. supererogatory actio~. ~\,; can also mean 
a gift; ~ Y. means ;>\;. "swift horse" (pI. 0,li..;>). The 
-_wo~d GY'" (pI. &',;1, ) is also used fora gift. 
meqnirig 
. 
by linguist~, w:hich Nadb: 'I1);e of y..-v , when used is "that 
--
r" ~ 
is . commanded" , and when used by lawyers, is the same as 6Jj\;": 
w 
6J.; \.; .... 
.6.35 .• _ 
-' 
~ 
W VI 
. -
.... 
Sunnah: .-~ can be of many kinds: in the expression . ~-' 00/" 
it. is that whi ch one _ is urged to do; it can be a saying of the 
Holy prophe~, e. g. ~ne says: ~.~\ -' y~ \..J.» & <J::1 :> it cc;m' be 
the-way or the custom followed by the Holy Prophet or what he 
commanded, dealing with ei ther~) ~ or J;..l All uses of 
... 
~ imply previous custom and a single cause . 
. 
Nafilah: ().AJ or CJj t: are that which is manifested without any cause. 
636. 
"" 
'-Sunnah: The o~igirial meaning of ~ is 'O ..... yP, and one says: 
~.,l' ~ ...... meaning .'~ ~\ o ..... y-P ,and /-l' 4: .... ' meaning 
. ..... ~ 
-7' cuyP· Conventioba-Ily ~ means both';) ~ and ,,~,. 
~\~ is the process (of transmission) by which (certain) 
knowledge may be attained, because of the many transmitters 
involved; usually (certain) knowledge cannot be attained, except 
,.; 
when many transmitters are involved. :> ~ \ are reports the validity 
of which cannot be ascertained because of the small number of 
transmitters, whether one or more; and a ~~ report is one 
the transmitter of which ascribes it to someone whom he has not 
seen or heard, and the connection (chain of transmitters) between 
, 
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him and the person from whom he is transmitting is not mentioned. 
c- .., ~ Adah: 0 ~ u- is that which one does continuously on his own account. 
637. 
~ 
Da'b: y\.) is a voluntary or acquired habit only. Therefore the 
,. 
eating of food and drinking of water are not called LJ\~ • 
_ \III" "" .. 
cAdah: ~.) ~ is of two kinds: 6...J.J \...::.i:. ~ and a....." ~ ~. An 0.) ~ 
- .. -~..J ~ t is an action which one continues tq do until he becomes 
- .. '. 
habituated to it and it is difficult fort~m to quit it, e.g.. . 
'~h'e·::di-inking.· of ~ "wine";' ~.J '~D 1 oj ~ is an 'action lik'e·. '::"',,:' 
.\ '. . ".,;- , . - .' " 
,; taking:food or' water etc. for the/survival: :of ones body and 'souL', 
, ., '" 
638. " .({. '~.'-" " " . ; - /' ',' ).J. ~ 5 !. ~ \ ~L...A.:s' . 
" 
... , ~. _ '. CI' ,,' ' .. .... '\' -Y~J :llio.-~Ka<iha:~· The expression l»f....·\.:.<f_. ~,··s-'usEid only about , that which- .,: .. :;-' 
. ('j' 
.is .r)jJ "necessary 
Yanbaghi Kadha: -\;f~ 
or incumbent". 
.~' . 
implies 'that the ob.ject/thing wanted is,' 
'. good;.'whe·ther. or no1; 'His ()jI 
-:- -
:~ 
639. 
Yujzi'u Kadha: The expression .(f~~~"~ implies that the thing 
fills the place of what is correct (that is, it s~ffices) and 
no f4~ther decision is required concerning it. The transfer of 
property is de~eribed as 1'(5/, , if it constitutes a contract. 
That' which' is ~~ "prohibited/ill~cit" m?y be~(sy' ' 
~.g. ,the performance of ablution with uI)lawfullya'cquJ..red water,' 
~' ' , . ~ - ' 
the slaughter of an animal with a purloined knife, 
d...c.~) (;}1.b or sexual intercourse in the days of menstruation. 
The offering of prayers in an unlawfully occupied house is ('? 
in the eyes of jurists; it is something forbidden, not because 
it does not fulfil the legal conditions, but in order to safeguard 
the rights of the lawful owner; if permission for it were given, 
.s-, ., s-
it would be ../ ~ "lawful", and what is ~~ is not :r ~ . 
- c -According to Abu Ali and Abu Hashim the offering of prayers 
in an unlawfully occupied house is: -J- .~ ...; dv ...r. ..r_ It is not 
permissible to have this intention, and the performance of it 
is ~ "disobedience to Allah". 
,I 
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Yajuzu Kadha: \;f~.:I ... means ~ ~ "(it 
"(it is) permitted". One says: 
~ 
is) allowed" and u.s:. 
~ ~ U \ ;, \,......lJ ;,.,f ... "It is 
permi tted for a traveller to break his fast" or ~l. '0 s-~ .J /. .... 
~....J\ () ... \.!.,U.... -' ~..J' (~. "It is permissible to read either 
~v. or ~ (in the Surah al-Fatihah)". ~/. ... can also imply 
doubt, e.g. J/ U.o ~\~) U£C.;\.J~- "Zayd may be better 
than cAmr". ;/._ can also imply the )'~ "validity" of a coin. 
Some linguists hold that it can mean ~ "(it is) possible" and 
~ JI "( it is) not unlikely", e. g. one says: (~H ~ j cJ-o );f-
in spite of the knbwledgethat Zayd has not stood up. Abu Bakr 
al-Akhs had dis lik'es the meaning of ~ /... as ~ be cause Mus lims , 
according~t6 him, 'deem it not permissible ,to say:' er-A:;.,f .. 
':~~~ f.)~U-fY\-'~~ ~jU' o~tosay: 4J'1 'Ct ?'/.~' 
,~' ,~..J»J ~" tJ;t~ The',basi~ of all these me~ings .. ~s '. 
j V; 'i.e ...... 0..;.:, ~, ~»." ,"He found· a way that hefolloweg."" , 
. and;he e-xpres~~ori-: ~OJ).!J:U ';'~'_~'_Tb~ :traVe:lle~' sp~s,s,,_,_.'.~d 
,/, - - .'"" . ~;.,. j \.,sf "metaphor" are derived' from ,.J t;. The express ion: 
0) ~ o~~'means that t~e'per.son"~h~~d';Pts this reag.ing found 
a \.....,.A..0...vwhich, secures him against rebuttal.; the~ expression':,):/';;; 
" (;) ~_ c:r ~~ u jl) U~ () i means that ones imagination has led, 
him t~ this idea; if orie k~ows it (to ,be so),' one should not 
640.' 
'express it in terms of, .:J'.p. "possibility". j ~ must indicate 
, - . 
other possibilities; the statement: ~.J ~I~U' ).?- is not 
. . .. .. -
a correct statement, sinc~ it does not indicate the other 
possibilities. 
Fasid,: ~ U is that which' cannot be' S'(s/. 
Mardud: :>~,/ is that (action) which takes place in a manner which 
does not deserve requital. It is the opposite of U?, and 
tJ~ from Allah necessarily brings requital. Nevertheless 
a .:>~>/ can be a "<.5y. 
Manha canhu : u~ implies the disapproval of the one who prohibits, 
but at the same time it too can be "(S~ 
.. ~-
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64l. 'U~ , LC 
Hasan: See b. 
Mubah: Every U~ is ~ but not every c,-t' is 'U~ . For 
example the actions of infants, or forced actions may be ~ 
but not l.J ~ . 
Ibahah: ~~I 
, . t" $. may take place througq either considering or hearing 
a plea' for something to be considered permissible. 
Idhn:' U ; .~t~es place'only through·hea:i:>ing. ' 
I~l~q:' ·o.JA..b ~istheremoval' of prevention from one to;'whom a 
. certain :thing' is possible. "Therefore Allah cannot be described 
~.J" . _-".' • (1) . ; ho:wever, all things are OJ ~ toHlm· . , . in: terms o~ 
(1) The text reads: c0~.> for ,cU A:.\k.I.. The correction is from 
the edition: 1353 A.H.,p.188.· 
643. 
AI-Islam: (~~I is obedience to Allah which saves one,·.from His 
punishment, and it has come to be used for the knowledge of 
the -~/ "code of life" of Muhammad, peace be upon him. 
Therefore Jews and others are precluded from it, but not 
from 6'-'"' . -~ 
Irtlan: 6 4: ~ is obedience to' Allah by means of whi,ch is avoided 
. the punishment that is the due of its opposite. d.1.; L: is also 
called ute t , since it involves following the course of 
... 
this obedience. 
Salah: 't;jl..p is uprightness of condition; 'Ull.....P is something 
that a human being acquires for himself, and by the action 
of Allah it becomes GhJ or 0-::;; for him. 
.. ', 
~,' . -
, (.'1 
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644. 
AmIn: is one who has confidence in himself. 
Ma'mun: is one in whom others trust. 
645. 
Ilhad: :J \)1 is a name by which is specified the belief in Allah's 
not being from the beginning, coupled with the profession of 
Islam; a Jew or a Christian is a ...? \{ but not a ~ 
, , . 
Kufr: 
646. 
. The ot.ig·inal meaning of, :.>V t is .~ uinclinationu ; therefore 
...J.. is so-called be'cause it is dug in the side of a gra\T~ • 
.;5" is a name which can. be. applied to different sins, e. g. 
\.:SJ,? ,ordenial of Muhammad's prophethood, or to call"" 
r!/' a J~ etc. The originaf meaning of Y'is ~ 
Riya' : s-~ ..... is the showing" off of a good 'action in order to earn 
praise from people, not f?r requital from Allah. SoL ..... and 
... 
are not related to each other in anyway; they are 
merely used for each other metaphorically. 
Nifaq: 0 W is declaration of U 4: 1 , together with conceale.d 
~ . 0 G3 is so-called on the analogy of the behaviour 
of thet;~~ UjerboaU which makes an apparent door to its 
hole and another hidden door to use when needed. (; (.j is 
used only for the concealment of '/ . a~ is a word 
coined in the Islamic age ,: like other two Islamic words: 
(~~, and ;/ ; O~ was used when one of these was 
concealed and the other was demonstrated. 
. . 
647. 
Dhanb: ~.> , according to al-mutakallimun, is that for which 
. . 
punishment is decreed to be deserved. \....JJ.) is so-called 
because it is followed by 
meaning of ~.> is tJ ~ ~ 
.... . r::> ucondemnationu . The original 
Uto follow u ; therefore, ~\~, ~; 
'. 
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"tail of an animal" is so-called because it follows the 
0'-
animal, and y>',; is used for a ..,l.:> "leather bucket" that 
has an appendage at the bottom. It can be said that ~; 
means the most low and mean thing in despicable actions. ~3 
is so-called the most inferior quality among those of a person; 
in this sense it is sometimes justifiably applied to a child. 
Qablh: ~ is that which does not necessarily merit punishment, 
like that committed by an infant. 
648. 
\.0-,-' " 
Dhanb: 
... ' .. " 
~.;) '. according, to one linguist ,means a 1I~'>.J'~ 
j < , 
I~a bad action". 
, - I"· ' .~.~" "p·ibhib·~tedi!.· MaCsiyah:. ~ implies anactiori which is 
[or example one says: cJ LQ.,j ~ /' 
. . 
649. 
ulordered him and" 
ne-'di"so15eye-d me" .c/- +~mplie"S disapproval. . Therefore' our 
contemporaries hold that ~,.p~ is so~e:~hing done by its doer 
in a forbidden or disapproved manner .. 
Haram: \ ~ is the prohibition of a bad thing only. Every (~ 
is .Jp but not every .J# is (!P. According to Abu 
c - J Abd Allah al-Zubayri: something (~ is prohibited for ever, 
while something .J# may be prohibited for a limited period only. 
Our contemporaries differentiate between the meanings of the 
expression: ~,)) ~,~ "By Allah -I will not eat such, and 
... 
such"; some hold that it is equivalent to saying: )l ~\ ~ 
. ..... " \:~ 0..:.- d'\ , and one would break his oath by eating 
even a small portion of it; others hold that one would not 
break his oath unless he ate all of it. 
Mahzur: .J~ is that which is prohibited by someone even if it is 
good; for example a sultan forbids dealing with certain 
currency (i.e. that money is called ~~) or prohibits 
grazing on some land, even if it is not bad . .J~ can be bad, 
provided there is some indication that it is prohibited by 
one who always prohibits only bad things; for example that 
,,'., j 
650. 
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which is forbidden in the sharicah, for this tells the 
responsible man the reason for the thing's being forbidden, 
or indicates its evil. Therefore the actions of the wild 
animals are not called ,J)i:! even if they are described as bad. 
Tughyan: U~ is to exceed the limit in some action that is 
disapproved of, aC90mpanied by domination and force. Allah 
~ays: $0\1\ .. ~ ... ~ ~ 1 "We (bore you up in the ship) when 
,the water rose hig~, ~\d\ /11" ,i. e. "whe~ water passed the 
iimi t iIi (1; (in be ing ·stormy). 
c ' ... 
Atuw: '.~ 'is going a long,.way in '~h~t is disapproved of, but . 
651. 
less ~haTI U~·,the Qur'an says: L:iP,lJ-b ~...l;.J,., 
... . 
~!And I_myself.have ~ache.d indeJ~.d th.E!.ex:t:~m.e degree 9:f old. 
~ge, ~/ /8". The'linguists hold that ~..,W is used when 
one indulges to extremes in ;/ or'..>~ or becomes very 
. old. Allah says: ~ ~ ~ / &,J , "a roaring, violent blast, 
_. w\s. ~. . ~ UI /6"; i.e. intensively severe. ",,J... means one 
who is extremely tyrannical. Allah says: \.a(.J ./' cY= ~ , 
"Which rebelled against the commandment of its Lord, (;}\1J\ /8", 
i.e. the people of those cities vaunted themselves over their 
Lord and did not obey Him. 
Shirk: ~.? is a single characteristic, which is that of 
'introducing some (divine being) p~rallel to Allah or in place 
of Allah, as is indicated by its etymology. Later, because of 
extensi ve use of the word, any / was called \ oS:!?' , 
to magnify and emphasise its enormity. The true opposite of 
~/ is ()PJA!,.~ , but once L:9/ was used in the sense of 
any /' U' ~\ came to be regarded as its opposite . 
... ~ 
Kufr: / comprises many characteristics, each of which is the 
opposi te of a characteristic of C> \J: ~ , because when a human 
being acts in accordance with a char~teristic of /, 
he nullifies a characteristic of (j~~ The original usage 
652. 
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of ,.;f is ~\./; its opposite is ft ,and the 
opposi te of ~ ~ ~ is ct.l \.: 6 ~~\. One who annuls 
(; ~ ~ is called ..:" \{ , because he annuls rights of Allah 
and the thankfulness that he should show for his blessings. 
The term ~~ can only be applied to him who denies the 
blessings of Allah knowingly, because of the gravity of his 
sin; y, like U\..c ~ , is a term applied in Islamic law. 
- . 
Khuruj: '{;;~.> from obedien'ce to Allah through committing a mortal 
sin is called ~ '. 7.:J~)7 can be either pra~sew()rthy'(if 
it is against a iY'\';orwicked ruler)'or blameworthy, (if; it 
is the cOTInhitting of mortal sins ). 
Fis9-: Linguistically '~'.' means ,a disapproved of emerge~ce; 
. .... j,.. ., .~ ~ ., .. . 
there'fore'a mouse' ( O..l,·t;-) - is' ca:1:~e'd ~'y 'because·it-
comes out' of its hole to do bad things. One says: ~'P'~' 
U.)' of a date when it comes out of i.ts skin, since this, 
. '. 
indicates that.i t is rotting.' 
. 
653. J~ 
. 
Fujur: .)/. is to commit acts of. defiance (of Allah) extensively. 
, . , 
The o~iginal meaning of ..J/. is derived from the expr~ssion: 
/ . .~ . 
~, c."..r." used whe'n one makes wide cracks in a dam 
and water flows through them. A person who commits minor sins 
cannot be described as 
-,-; . 
just as one who makes minor 
J C .. H/: Later, 
" .. t 
cracks in a dam cannot ,be s'aid to have: 
because' of extensive use,. .;/ came to refer specifically 
. 'r~'.1 
'to adultery, sodomy and the like'" 
~ . 
Fisq: cf-' is l:J-'/ from obedience to Allah by committing a mortal 
sin. 
'./ ('" " " 
654. 4pl "L.) iiJ'~ 
Batara al-Ni cmah : ~'y. means to dissect a aP I1favourl1 
and to treat it unjustly, whereas ~ ',y implies to 
"' -
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... , 
dissect it only. The original meaning of )z) is if "to 
spli t", and J ~ "veterinarian" is so-called for the same 
reason; and ~~)\ ~~ is used when one splits something, 
According to the linguists ~ is the misuse of a favour, 
as in the verses of the Qur'an: w~ ~;; u-.. ~\ (~ 
~ "And how many a town have We destroyed which exulted 
in its :eans of subsis tence, ~ I /58", and Ct;J ~ 'j) ;f j) ~ 
U"t:J 1 s-l.!'..J ~ W r..)~.> & ':I!; "And be not like those who came 
forth from their homes in great exultation and to be seen of 
,men, cJt;.i fl /47" , 
Kafara al"':N i cmah : See ~ \ ..AJ 
655. 
Jawr,:: .. Jp. is the opposite of ,uprightness in judgerilent/ruHrtg .. , 
on~~'~fa~f .aDbuttne'reigrr-Ofs·ome-·sul tan: ~:--~,---~-, :;.~-~ . 
"The ruler was tyrannical in his ~uthori ty", or O\h...l-J1...J ~ 
~ ~ c.j. ·"The sultan was tyrann1.cal in his c::dnduct" , if 
he ,'departed from up rightn:essin . these things. '. Th~d'riginal 
. ; '~e'anihg of ,"..J.J'. is J"..»- "deviation", from. the right course, 
e. g. on~ ~ays: ~.>-'I <.f' .J ~ when one deviates from the 
Zulm: 
656. 
right path. 
t"0 is harm that is not deserved or inflicted as a requital, 
whether from a sultan, a ruler, or someone else. For example, 
cheating someone of a daniq (1/6 dirham) or a dirham is called 
but not , unless it is taken by force or 
arbitrary whim. The original meaning of f' i~ the 
of fb is of a right. It is said that the opposite 
"the giving of: 'aright in full", and the opposite of 
is J~' "turning in action, towards what is right". 
diminution 
Su': ~~ is that which grieves the soul by what it brings near 
to it. 
Qabih: c;; is a bad thing which the doer of it may enjoy, e,g. 
adultery or the drinking of wine or ~aking something forcibly. 
" 
-' -..-,.---
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657. 
_~_u_lm_: ~ is the remova+ of a right whether in whole or in part. 
Hadm: 
658 •. 
The Qur' an says: ~ j) ~ \J..h' G \S ~ "He shall have 
-
no fear of injustice nor of the withho~ding of his due, 
~ /112", Le. neither his due nor a part thereof will be 
withheld. 
~ is the diminution of part of a right; it is not used 
if all of the right is taken away. The original meaning of r.. i; 6~; ,low-lying land is also called ~ (pI. 
(~')" , .. 
'Zulm: See A "<':. 
, . . 
Ghashm: '!r~~iS repeated or, __ gene{~lf:!" _;_ J<ing~ o~:_gov~J'Ilor13 
are desc~ibed in terms ofF' when their (! is general. 
Therefore one scarcely ever says: 61.. \.>,H c.i ~ as one 
says: '<U.s. \..~::H U ~'.. There is a prove;b: - ( ?d \ ",,:; 
659. 
(' ~~ :;-.-:;- U ~ "A most tyrannical governor is" 
better than continuous lawlessness". Abu Bakr says: r means 
,,<-?' u L....:.s. ~ "to do something at random", and therefore one 
u;es the phrase: ~ ':)1 (; \»..l..-l\ F' According to Abu Hilal 
G ~ ~ is to follow a path at random, without guidance, and 
~ is, as it were, that proceeds along unsettled lines. 
oJ· 
Baghy: The original meaning of is <...-lk.J\ o~ "intensity, 
,-
of demand"; it implies to demand that which is not ones right 
by domination. One says: ~ j, ~10 ~,); 'U,.), ~ 
is used when a wound starts to become corrupted. y~. means 
... . 
adultery. The Qur'an says: &' ~ ~\ ~ (~\-' "and sin 
and rebellion without justice, 0V~1I'/33". This is said to 
mean, that the rebellious wants to seize power by overpowering 
people. 
Zulm: See A 
-.--
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. 
660. 
.:J ( 2! 
-. 
Fuhsh: ~ ~ is that which is immensely bad. One says: ~ \; ~ 
~." \ . {;.t or u.."hJ' ~G ~ , and every thing which goes far 
beyond the bounds of moderation is ? G . 
.... .... 
.:>.).1' Qubh: 
-e is used of Jy.l' "appearances"; e.g. one says: -& --. ?G O..J,yJl_H "An ape is ugly", and one cannot use in this 
context. 
',661. 
, Haram: See' 
" ' Su~t::~irriplies intensity in'''the characteristic of (.!p-, There-:-' 
,f~.re, one ;:;ays: ~t!? :and not(~-~. It: is also said 
.. ,>h~t ~ i~ a clear . (Y . ,~. Not every" (~. i,s "~ ~ whereas 
. e~e~y' ~-.- ~~ . (~ : ,. It maybe hel<i th'a-t '~' is' (~Wh'i~c~'~c~~ 
is' .~.<:!()mplete. ne'gation of obedience, and which ha,s no blessing. 
. ~' ,.1:. ( ,.~. ') from Allah ~d is like something~p-rooted . 
4.S ~ when dh~elimina~~s or eradicates s'omething. 
One says: 
662. 
Ithm: 
The 
implication may also be thpt L::.u:"" is that which eradicates 
the one who performs it. 
, 
~ .... .:> ( , f. . 
... \ (~ is intentional only. 
Khat:;:' ah: ~ may be unintentional. Afterwards because of 
" 
663. 
Ithm: 
extensive uS,e, it came to be used for all sins, just as they 
were called, ·0 \/ t , which originally meant to go beyoIl.d<· 
, , 
the limi't in,~anythi~g. 
. 
-
. ~; .) (1 /. " 
_ _ ~ _ l-
f l originally meant ~ "shortcoming". {\, 
was used when someone failed in 
~'~0~)\ Y;.(\~l 
c -
something; al-A sha says: 
- .-L>\;>/~  ~ \.;. 
"She-camels which go swiftly with ones who ride behind others, 
.~ 
when L::.A.'t- \ "slow she-camels" do not perform well, at the 
time of noon". Here in this verse s-~, means taking long steps; 
J. 
',', 
-.' . 
, , 
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w'...>.J is plural ef ~').J; ~;r means ~ 
w .. 
means W ~. Therefere wine is called 
causes its drinker to. fall short by taking his 
... ,,:.,.J 
; and L-1 \..C " 
f t because it 
intellect away. 
Dhanb: See A 
. 
.. 
(1) Al-Mufradat fI GharIb al-Qur'an ( r t,), with different reading: 
W .) \ .,.) \ ~ ~H;. 
664. , 
.·Athim: 
-Jurm: 
:.. J. 
'.';'" , f' ? r , is '.ene, ~he. cemmi ts' an '( \7' ·"s:iri"'.', 
.:. 'j. ~, 
, " (-' ,I is ene' who.' advances, far in 
, , ( '~,"', 
.L..A.I?' -' t-  
(/. is that'by which eneis ,cut 
Its erig;i.nalmeaningis cutting; 
is ~alled (~ .', 
. , 
eff frem enes~l,.., "obligatien". 
(Y "the cutting ef dates" 
Dhanb: ~..> ,is that which is' fellewed by blame er a bad actien fer 
666. 
Hub: 
which a man is persecuted. The eriginal meaning ef y'; is 
. , ....... ~ . t"t; ~ "follewing". L.-u':> \ is metapherically used ef a child, 
whereas { ~ is net. It may be said that ? 1 is a bad actien 
which implies a sense ef respensibility fer its censequences, 
and ~.:, is a bad actien which dees net imply any sense ef 
respe~sib:i,li ty. ~,; alse'~ implies U..",A,J\& c..J:'.J '''werthless 
actien"; therefere ~::, is that which ;is the mest werthless 
thing in the persen cencerned. 
~~ means that frem which ene is restrained. Its eriginal 
meaning is ./. j "fercible preventien". One uses: ~y \.-J? 
,. ~ 
to. chide a camel. A camel is also. called ~.:P' because it is 
scelded er rebuked; and ~ is called s-~.? . 
Dhanb: See A 
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. 667. 
..J.J ~ ~ L....u ;) 
Dhanb: See Il 
0 :.. 0 
. Wizr: The original meaning of .J.J,) is cP "weight", and .J) " 
implies that it is a burden for the one who bears it. Allah 
. .• '0"" 
says: \:£)~~, ~jJ\l.!.J..I..J, ~~., :J "And (We have) 
which pressed heavily upon taken off from you your burden, 
your back, V~:l'1/2,3'" and: l.cz,..I''; -' j ~..) J & ~ "Until 
,. 
the war terminates (lays down its weapons), ~ /4" Le . ..J';." 
o 
is used for u.u.,..... "weapons". Some linguists hold that .J)." 
~ '" is derived from ..J.J -' meaning refuge, whi6h means that the 
,person desc~il:)ed in terms of '.J:; -'is in want of ai-efuge. 
. ' . - ' , , ., ,. 
However~ we prefer the first interpretation. 
668. 
, 
j, '~"'':~--'-.~ >-~"~' -~----.-'. ---~.,-, .... '. Insaf:u'LQj~ is the giving of a half (L...A....2J ). 
cAdI: 
669. 
The original 
meaning of 0 L..ci:J ~ is to give half of a thing," wi thout any 
addi tiol1 or diminution. Therefore sometimes the ,phrase : 
, ".J\ . -s' . So '·~.lll ' oS' '. . I\"" 
.. t. Q,-,!- ,~~ lis used to mean: L..- ,. ~~ \ ,.' 
. . ~ , 
One says: ~~\ ~ \ ,when one obtains ones own half of a 
- .. , -:., ~ 
thing, and ,.~~, ~ when one gives another person his half' 
of it. 
J-,,-, is used both of giving U wi.J \ , and ~f other things, e. g. 
,. ~ 
one s,ays about a thief who,had his hand chopped off: ~ , 
o Ps- ,. ~_ ,',.... ~, ;n th;s context. u....... , and one cannot"use , ... ... 
cAdI: J.....u:-. may be' concealed. 
Qis~: ~ is an open and apparent J~ ; therefore a J~ 
"measure" or a U~ "balance" is called a 
they bring forth J..,u;. in perceptible form. 
~ , because 
Since ~ is 
not hidden, a share which is arrived at openly is also called 
" ,..,. .... 
'"' . _ ":"~ j I ' -: I J I I.J ": I a ~ , and the expression: ~q- (YO-~ means: 
"the people distributed the thing 'justly". 
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670. 
Hasan: ~ is something done by a person who has power over it, 
without his being influenced by a desire to benefit or to 
harm anyone. 
CAdI: J...,.u:. is a o-t" which is beneficial for one and damaging for 
671. 
another. For example one says: ~ U l,l$ \ J:( or L:-' P 
~ u ~ I ,but one cannot use J~ in this context . 
... 
d.J ..,J ~ J I~t 
, " 
" The 
original meaning of' .)>>is the r~moval of somethin~ froIl,l .~' 
where it is. One say,s: UJ1" (j t ,.J ¥ ~ "Be apoiogi~~dto 
. ~ "" "". ~ 
so and so"" and 'o,.J~ "Arid heforgav~ h~m'" i.e .·he removed 
from his heart what was ,bul"dening' him" aCtually or apparently . 
One also says: ,~~ ~-..Il$.-'''i ~~~~~d' him, e~te~di~g'h'im .. - . 
help against his ~nemy", or O~ ~ (5../),s, U-:,iWho will rescue 
, ,; . ~ 0 p ~ I- -:'" 0 , , l" _ ~ . J " •• 
me 'from so and so". AII,3h say::; :\'.)~jr I,.J~ (u-..r"":. /6); .).)J 
" c "". ", 
One cannot say :.~\<.J ~ .J.)'Zs. t as one is the plural of ./;.; 
. .. ~ 
say's: ,~\ <.JI L-J\,;. 
...... . 
Tawbah: A Y \: is one who confesses the sin which he is repenting 
and acknowledges that he has no excuse (for What' he has done). 
672. 
Tawbah: ~,;; is always acc.oIl,lpanied by the belief that the action 
.. 
(which one ,is, r:epenting) is bad. Therefore every ~ >' is (~ 
but not every (..J" is ~;;' 
Nadam: ~} is more particular than . (..Jv The expression: 
673. 
,.~I c.}-s. does not imply that the person who regrets 
something believes that it is bad. 
I··.. ,I ..J~j., 
.. 
Istighfar: ,)~~ is to seek forgiveness through $oh..) and ~.:i 
or other manifestations of obedience. 
." ~, . " 
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Tawbah: ~~ is regret for a mistake, along with the determination 
not to repeat it (which is not necessarily kept) . ...J~' and 
~ 
674. 
continuation of ones action ( ...J~~ ), on the other hand, 
cannot co-exist, because it is counter to Allah's decree and will 
concerning what one must not do. 
• &,.I j,_ 
Ta' assuf: ~ ~ refers to past actions of ones own or of someone else. 
Nadam: t~ is one type of the functions of the ~ that is related 
. to the Cictions,:.-of the (,;, t.,'bnly.' It is di~tin~t from the ( other) 
, ... ' . 
·functions of :the .' .~, e.g., willing,knowihg" desiring ahd 
, , .. ,- '" 
rejoiCing, which can be' 'used about <:mes ·own actions. and those 
-... 
of, others.' On the' other hand, ,~ refers to the act,ibris of 
. others only . 
6}5. 
cAfw : .~ ... implies the wi thdraw~l of' (.,J "rebuke or cri ti~ism" 
and J~ '~cerisure", and does not imply th~ positive bestowal 
of a reward. Therefore it is used of people; e. g. -'/ V ~ j W 
"Zayd pardoned cAmr". Because of the close meanings of ~ 
and 0 ~ , ,they overlap .each other in usage and one says: 
I. I 
d...1 ~I yand ~~I W in the same sense. However, the 
use of different prepositions after each verb indicates their 
difference in meaning_, i.e. M 4> implies the withdrawal 
of something from "somec:ne , ,a;'nd .:J Y implies the affirmation 
of something for sCimeone. 
Ghufran :CJ,.y :implies the withdrawal of punishment from someone, 
which is the equivalent of positively bestowing a reward. 6 1Y 
can only be bestowed upon a believer because he alone is worthy 
I 
of reward. 6'Y can only be used of Allah; one says: o.:;Jl Y 
~ ,and one should not say: 
use of 6'Y about other than Allah 
The 
is very rare; this is 
I 
indicated by the fact that one says, for example: ~I ~~I 
"I sought forgiveness from Allah", and one never says: w~, 
\~) ,and the fact that the attribute U~ is applied only 
to Allah.. 
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676. 
Sitr: ~ meanp to cover a thing with a cover; it was later used 
for not mentioning a thing; e.g. 6~ (}Jr u.v.; ~ is used 
when someone does not tell what he knows about the mistakes 
of someone else. of ~ I .(;J'~ 
. . 
~ is the opposite 
U '-' \,;,JJ\ c) A..h and cJ ~,~ are not 
.... --
identical expressions, 
because U ~ implies deserving a reward which r does not. 
Allah may conceal the misdeeds of a ,) \( or a if ~ in this world. 
Ghufran: 0 ~ is .more particular than / and implies posi ti ve 
bestowal of a reward. 
677. 
~a~: ','~ is to ignc:re or to pass over,a-sin. For example' one 
_says: __ ~..,J~1 ~ !l'hen one passes .. over a page without, 
, -,~- ~ "<- - - - - - -... - -. - - .-
reading it. It ~s alsosai~ that ~. is not to puni~h an 
offender for his offence., t:;P. is not used of' Allah. 
Ghufran: See fl. 
678. 
Ihbat: is to invalidate ones good deeds by bad deeds. 
, "'., JI' 
~-:' k.....J> when someone' s belly is disordered One says: 
from eating bad things. Allah says: "And 
what they· wrought in it shall go for nothing, :>YD /16". 
Takfir: . ~ is to Jnvalidate o~es bad deeds by good deed~. 
Allah says: ~ ~ r ).r "He(will)remove their evil' 
from them, .l:;' ,/2" . . 
679. 
Abtala: The original meaning of U~~ is 8)la> ~ "destruction", 
and a brave man is called a ~ because he destroys his 
opponent, and the expression: ~ '\ means c..lli '\ . 
Adh d Th .. 1 . f / .DUo.> \ . J \1 • \ (1) . _-:-a-,--a: e or1g1na mean1ng 0 \....I'" J. 1S .)J...J ~ mean1ng 
~ .... ~ 
"making to slip". The expression: ~ > \ means .0; \ "he made 
him slip". Ua? ~ (.> ~ is a place in which one cannot set his 
( 1) 
feet firmly. 
plea is null 
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UI 1M 
Allah says: (. ~ ~ ~\;) ~ 
with their Lord, L>..)?' /16". 
, , ~ ' ... , ~ 
"Their 
. \.ll' , J \I • \ ~ \ ~, for ., ~ , The text reads U ;) ~ for y~ ,and.... a..J., p. 231. 
~ 
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Chapter XIX 
. 
Lt' ~ .) -yly 680. 
Thawab: yl~ dees net depend en the actien .of the persen whe 
. 
receives it. The .original meaning .of ~';J is tJ.R.'./, . 
.. 
meaning that te which, the agent .of the actien returns. ~\j 
frem Allah is a faveur frem Him, awarded as an heneur. ~\~ 
is bestewed en semeene by way .of a '0 \:, ~ "a sufficient 
recempense" fer his rights. 
c Iwad : ~~, depends en the actien .of the persen whe receives it. 
\ ' ie' '\"U~ is given en the 'bas~,s ,.of ~ t:..,:"a discussien<ef the" 
681.' 
Ajr: 
,price" in sales,; .only .one whe has berne pain .or treubledeserves 
dy, , and it' is a direct ,cempensatien, net a means .of 
:.--
hene).,lring semeene i ; 
. 
- - - ~""' .. <- s. ~ , 
L..JI"J j .('.' 
'" 
"assessment .of wages'" takes place" 'befere ,the actien " 
" ' S' (werk) for which, the ;P. I is te be given' is done. ,Fer example 
.one says: U. \ ~ :1'\ ;:y, J..r\ \...0 "I shall net werk until I 
,,- . '\J;$o , 
get my /. \ "wages" (assessed)", and .one never says: u-- \ \.... 
U.' ~ », ~ . y\~ is awarded .only after the cempletien 
~ , ~ 
.of an actien, al theugh /. \ is alse deserved .only after the 
S 
cempletien .of .ones werk. ./. \ is used in the sense .of f \~, 
... s-
.of geed deeds as well as fer O/. I "rental price .or rate", which 
is arrived at by the twe parties' settling the lewest price 
.or rate. It alse has the meanln~ .of I' cempensatien .of benefit". 
Thaw~: y\) is cemmenly used in the sense.of ~\/. "requital" 
fer geed dee ds . 
682. 
Badal: is that which is put In the place .of semething else 
by way .of successien, and net by way .of settling a price 
( ~ \i.... ). Fer example one says: '~~ bJ cJ ~ when 
semeene treats his benefacter badly, and it is se-expressed 
because he has put ingratitude in place .of thankfulness; and 
.one cannet say: '" l/ u:;s.. because there is ne sense .of 
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equivalence of value in this context. cJ~ is a thing put in 
place of another so that one may either benefit or not from it. 
Ibn Durayd says: J l....v i is the plural of Lt ~ as G 9 i of 
. .....,...... --. ~?, and()wl of ~. c..J...-l1 can also mean a substitute 
for a thing. According to the grammarians Jk is a verbal noun 
applied to something which is put in the place of another and is 
dealt with like the previous one, whether it is from the same 
genus or not; e. g. ~; <..J..?-...r. L::,.J.J/ 
" .;.. 
of ~~ - an indefinite noun, whereas 
, here .;AI; is a U~ 
... 
~) is a proper noUI'!. 
c1wad : &y, is that by which you pursue a .thing on the basis of a 
·bargairi~ .~·~).Onesa:ys: ,~G- 6-0 ~Y r J:> \~ or 
.~ ;, &-" Ut'Y.J t.....JI I~ ". It can be sa:id that an &.,1-
. - , '-' ~' . 
is a cJ~. by which one is benefited,: and·if it does' not give a 
,~ " 
sense of benefit, it is. not an 
683. , 
:>-" .. "'-
Ityan bi ghayrihI: o~ 0 So \ does not necessarily imply the 
removal of one thing to make way for. another. If there was 
no difference between o? U '?"~ and .. ~\ .~~ , Allah 
wouid hot hi3-ve expressed Himself thus: ~\ \...k ~ <;J\ fi ~ ~ 
o "" - ,," . Al~ "Bring a Qur'an other than this or change it, ~~ /15". 
TabdIl al-shay': cY~ takes place when one thing is removed and 
- ' - ~ ~'" 
another is put in its place. According to a:l-Farra': AJ.;V 
"'::,...... ; 0 s- • 
"means: he' changed it .( o./.! ) and.:J ~ \ means :he brought 
something else in i tsplace. 
684. 
- ~ 
Thaman: (jJis used about ready money' or cash. One says: ~\ 
" .... , ... 
\,;..1-' ,,1" \.:....; ~I ,'.1 "I paid the price of the articles ~ ~. ~ 
in c:..x:? or Q..J) "(i.e. in cash); one can also say: u~ I 
~~ to mean the same. But if ~ 1S used to refer to a 
price paid in other than cash, it is a metaphorical use. 
c . . Iwa~: ~~, 1S used for an equivalent which mayor may not be in 
the form of ready money. 
,.' J'. 
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685. 
. 
-
Thaman: ~ can be equal to or more or less than the worth ( ~ ) 
of the thing priced. ~ "ownership" does not have any sense 
of price. All priced things are ~."L.' , but not every~.Jj 
",. ~.....,.., ...... 
has a price. Allah says: ~ W c..} ~ ~ \-'~.lJ -' "Neither 
take a mean price in exchange for My commu~ications, o;A.~,H /41", 
and: ~.~. 0 ~ >; "And they sold him for a small price, 
~ 
~}~ /20,'1; in the first the preposition "'-;;J" is affixed to 
- ,..J cJ ~ \ , whereas in the second it is attached to <J--i 
, According to al-Farra' " Y" can 'be affixed to either of the 
articlese.g~\s-,WLJ~l\,;~r~I'I b6~ght a garment with a 
ci;ess", or' \-!~ .~~'-: ~?~:, i.-e'.both y =;, and.,G 
",n - • ,,Can ,be a .02 ' 'for the other, but i:fmoney' i~ involved," Y " ' "c 
"- "'"is : a,ffixedto the 'p'rice ( ()',) ~ecause m~ney a~ways co~stitutes 
;: 'a;:J/ 
",_._ ""<~"'L'_~_~ 
Qlinah: -~' is -that which is equivalent to th~ price of the thing 
'priced,without any incI,"ease or decrease . 
. JI~'" 686. yl~ 
-' 
'" 
Istibdal: Every ~~ is aJ~~ but not every JI~ ~ is a s-~ 
A slave may be exchanged for a slave or an employee for another 
employee, but not "bought" for him. 
Shira': s-~ is to buy something. 
687. 
Alam: .2 i I mayor may not be constant, e.g. the biting of mosquitos 
is (i and not ~ I;;:', but if it is continuous one can 
".J1 ... 
·say". d..LlIl " -'. II • . if.:r:- if..JS- . 
... - ~ s 
cAdh :3b: y\~ is more particular than (\ ; it is a constant r' . 
Every ,-;--,'» is (i but not every ~ i is y)~ The 
original meaning of ~)..A.Y is s-~ I~ "to find something palatable"; 
therefore '-;-'» ~\.... is so-called because it tastes palatable 
in the throat. 
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688. r-J.-, 
-' ~ i 
Alam: ( i is that which one receives only from someone else. 
Wajc : c;o~ is more general t' ; and eo.) is that which one 
receives either from himself or from someone else. One can say 
t;' \ ... ~" I . '. J ,J , ,~~ J. I ~~ $ l:Joth: (.5...~.r-: .-V.i V- \ and \..:!J.l..,lJ U--,-, \ ,and u- '.>' 
- "'" - .... ,....,~- -0? but one cannot say: if.':rP if' . Later both words 
were used in the senses of the other. 
689 .. 
'So 
L,.I..lI' -,' j .( ,\ 
. 9., 
. Alam': See 
, . ,,' s " 
" Wasab: yJ-P.}J is arir·' which onesbodi suffers' c:!0I1:tinuously . Allah·;,' 
says:/.IL."QI-'U..J'I cJ" '~And to Himobed{en'ce be (rendered) constantly, 
_'" .. ~ \ JOS?;'; '_a~-<i ~ ~!?~yt;.~(~ '~~n~ .. fo~ ~:th1e~.~s,a Rer~~tua.;.:'. ~ ',' ~ .. 
chastisement, , G \,H...aJI/9". A 'series s-,j)-,~.:. is· described as ~.l..", 
, 
when, ,it extends far off as.though , because of i tsremote extent, 
"( ,,~ '~-... 
it h~d no" limit: , 
690. 
-' 
cAdhat : ~I~ may be either deserved or undeserved . 
. ~ ~ . 
" 
Clqat : L..:-'W implies that the person on whom tne punishment is 
inflicted deserves that punishment, because the agent of an action 
deserves (to bear) the result of his action'. The original meaning 
, r, .". 
of <--.J W is ~ "followin,g" L e. making. the first lead into .. the 
" ~, ... 1- g.. ' " , . 
second. The expression: . u -' jl\ (.} \::) \ ~, is, .use:d· ~hen the second 
fqllows the first, an,d . ,j ~ I .~ I ~. means: Th~. nigbt> : " 
followed the day. ~. and '..J~ are call~d t.Jl:.:p~: One s'ays:. 
o~~~ ~i "He gave him joy after sorrow". Allah says: 
\AI 9 .!f ... 
~0.J -' ~.....v U-' ( 0-"-'1 /10) Le. he did not return after 
. .;' r /\ "'" ~ 
having gone; ~~)J "There is no repeller of His decree, 
. .;' 
....u...,-!I /41". The expression: \,:;').G l"'. :i.,j means: I watched his 
~ ",,:.., ~ .. , - - """" \ 
affairs; and \/J \ ~ ~I "2',..1-' means: I experienced from 
:,r..; • s-
him good and bad, i.e. I received the second in exchange for the 
J- -first; ~») \.;p \;l the two of them did a thing alternately; 
~~ ~\ ~\.&. "I punished a thief by cutting (off his 
hands), which follows his action of stealing; and U.u:/ I ~t 
691. 
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~\ means that the two of them rode alternately (upon an 
• W 
animal). Allah says: ~ d.. .. '; W \.J "And the end is for 
fo 
those who guard (against evil)0~)J'/128" (Le. here the 
preposition" J" (implying a good result) is used after ~~\> ); 
~\s. for offenders ((:JY/. ) is used with the preposition 
" ~ ", which signifies an evil result. In the same way, one 
. ,,".., _ fo, 
says: U>'-"-' 0/ L.J \ when circumstances are in favour of someone, 
and <.:>)G ()s- o) \'1..)1 when they are against him. 
Bala' :~J.l:.- can be· both harmfulorbenef'icial. In the beneficial' 
sense~~~ ,uses the verb'&', ~ ... <.1!.. .. e:g: ',:-:~~, ,; the Qur'an" 
:says :~\:..;....tr~\~~~ ~y \ (}o!~)~; -"And t~at He -might confer 'upon 
'" . the be lieve~s a good gift ~rom Himse lf, .. UGJ.,), I /17" ;,in~ the 
'" \1 ., " , 
h'armfu.:lsense orie~'uses" the verb .~ , ~ ,"e .. g.: .. d3~ "I·afflicr.t;§.<:i: 
him or I tri~d him". The original meaning .. of s-.lA:- is the 
testing of s.omeone with something unpleasant, to judge his 
endurance an'(j patience; ,,ll.., is used for a blessing; al-Ahnaf 
says: s.t.:JI '''( f~I' L e. : ' ... fo\ ''''{ ~\ , meaning that a 
blessing is always followed by gratitude. 
Naqmah: ~ means \-\.:P: or ~ p "reward or punishment" only. 
The original me'aning of UJ is strenuous disapproval. One 
~ -' 
says: ...r"»\ ~ L:.....JU when one disapproves of someone for .. 
.. ~ ~ 
something. ~ is sometimes called a ,~ but a s-~ is 
never called a ~ when it is intended as a test or trial. 
692. 
Ankara: See A 
Naqama: f is more comprehensive than .Pi . 
~ 6J. \ -' \(i ! fi \ "He dis approve d as one 
disapproves". Therefore an L..JW is called 
693. 
~ 
~ . 
~:oJ And r means: 
who punishes/requites/ 
a ~ ~ 
1S to withdraw a blessing by means of punishment. 
... " 
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c - \'" ~ Iqab: ~~ is to requite someone for an offence by means of 
\~~ ' . . \~\ \~.\ punishment. yu> is the opposite of '-- :y , and (\PJJ.Io is 
the opposite of (\,;J~ . 
694. 
. 
Hadhr: .,)~ is guarding oneself against harm, whether one is certain 
about its happening or not. .,)ft wards off harm. 
hand, u;;' does not ward it off and so one says: 
b 0 
"BE:! careful,and not ~)r~ • 
On the other 
... ~ 0, J! 
L£)..J» ..A!7 
Khashyah:See . .~ 
Khawf: wJ1.is the expectation of harm which may not occur; one who 
" . is .certain that harm will corrie to him is not·· c.J \t. of it. In 
the same wayf~.J is an ~xpecta:tion of some ben,~fi t, but one 
-. who -is certain ab01:ltthe attainment of. some benefit i.~ U9"t ,t}.J _ 
~ 
of it. 
Fazc : See ·ll. 
695. 
Ihtiraz: ;~l is to protect oneself against something that already 
exists . 
. 
Hadhr: /~ is to protect oneself against something which has not 
696. 
yet come into existence, when one either knows or suspects 
that it will do so. 
. . 
Khashyah: ~ is connected with the source of something unpleasant 
and not with the unpleasant thing itself. Allah says: (J 0~ 
yWI"'s-~ 0;; ~ -' "and they have awe of their Lord and 
fear the evil reckoning, /.>-,)\ /21". If someone should object 
to this interpretation of d~ ~.~ and say that Allah has also 
said: ~Y10 0 ~) 0~U\ ~()~" (Aaron said to Moses) 
Surely I was afraid lest you should say: you have caused a 
I 
division among the children of Israel, ~ /94", we would 
reply that Aaron feared the utterance which might lead to 
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separation. A thing which leads to something is the equivalent 
of the one who does it; therefore, some linguists hold that it 
" . . .. , 
is more correct to say: L.uj ,'" .. ::.1> than: ....v;~U,:,l .. .(!''':'~. 
.. - ~...... .... 
However, ~ ;;:~ here is not being used in its original sense; 
it is being used in place of w"; . 
. 
Khawf: 0 P is connected both with something unpleasant and with 
its source. (1). One says: ~\....v'; ~ "I was afraid of Zayd" , 
.. ...'" 
and Allah says: r;' ~ (OJ U ;, \;s-'... "They fear thei: Lord 
supreme (above them), ~I /50"; one says: (jP~\ ~ "I was 
afraid of illness"; Cj.s Allah says :.;~ U \.~ ~ G j \:s: -,.; 
( .»..)1/21). 
", ,-
~.. . 
'~~l) The ,text reads. l...s~ ihs,tead ofJy.. 1.,. p.236. 
-_. _._-----,---
697. ""'" ", .. "" ~ -' 
Khashyah : See ~ 
Shafaqah: '~ f+l' is a kind of 'd,..,"J "kindness" and '~ "weakness" 
of the heart, e. g. \,g,.;J.." cJs~ (j)l i. e. c0 G.; (lis tender' 
towards him". ~ is not related to 4:, .:.;..& .or u} in any 
698. 
way (i:e. etymologically and linguistically), as can be seen 
from its use in the verse: (;J ~ ;.~ :;..! .:..;.. e,;...:r C(.:J\ (S t . 
"Surely they who from fear of their Lord are cautious, U,;...eY' /57"; 
if d.:. ::.:b and ~ were one and the same, it would not be 
right to say this, any more than it would be right to say: ()~~ 
w ........... " .. 
. /d'..:.J ,~<Y. Therefore, the Arabs use ~'.L:J;> for fine r· .. "s, 0 9' . .. _. 
, cloth. '0 l...y' (a certain plant) is metaphorically called 4.A.P ."; • 
because' it is tender and not strong .. 
.;. • .:..s. 
One also says: ~\ 
\..J..} C>--' when . one feels too. weak-hearted to endure something. 
Khawf: See A 
Rahbah: o.......Jl>..J is the prOlonging of GjT ; a ~I...J is so-called he 
fears (God) constantly. The sense of ~~ comes from ~. 
~...J (1) used when a camel has long bones and is well-built. 
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~ k..J is a bone above the stomach. According to cAli b. 
c- - ...... - .. 
Isa, ~.J is a \..JJ" directed towards a condition, not 
towards an object of fear in itself. This is shown by the fact 
that its opposite is ~~ , which means safety from danger, 
along with the attainment of benefit. 0 jr is fear, associated 
-with doubt as to whether or not harm will come, whereas ~.J 
is the knowledge that it will occur, in certain conditions; 
if these conditions are not present, it will not occur. 
(1), The_ te,xt, reads: ~.JJ2. t} ~c)J"'/\0)\ ~ 
, '- y.tb-' ~ rJ &" p.236.' . 
'~-~' 
,A.UP \ L.;J.JZ) .) \ -' 
" ., 
''s. 
for 
I"". 
'699. 
Indhar: )\:,0 \ is ~;; "the frighteningofsom~'6rie'" along with ~ c - --.'.-- .... '~------ .- -. ---:-.... -------------' ----:---' .-.--.-------- -- .--"--'-,~ -,., __ ._. 
the indication to him of the source or place of thebbject 6f 
fear. One says s{S~ ~ c';>.J:"; when' one knows of something 
J. _, 
ansi is ready or prepared to face -it, ando,J).j \ when one ,frightens 
, ' , ".. 
someone else and tells him about ,thp.t with which one is 
frightening him. '..J,}J is that (obligation or vow) which one 
imposes on himself when he is saved from that which he feared . 
.J \..A,; ~ is a good action from a ..J.,}..;..b ;, the more a thing is 
to ,be feared, the greater the blessing is that is conferred by 
.,.Jr.:,v,. Therefore, Muhammad, because of his .J~ \ about the 
J. ~ 
punishment of AII'ah, is the greatest benefactor of mankind. 
Takhwlf: See A 
'. , ~: " 
700. 
Indhar: .J\'» 1 is always from oneself to someone else, and it is 
effected only by means of restraining someone by chiding, from 
doing something bad, or'that which a .,.J~ thinks to be bad. 
So, .J\)U~ is used only about bad things. It i~ also said 
that 0..) 1;'; is the opposite of 0,..) ~ • 
-"" Wasiyyah: ~-' can be used either of oneself or of others. 
-
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... ~ s-
One says: ~ ~ ,., I "I recommended to myself", and ~ JJ \ 
.. "" ... So S?...r.! ,but one cannot say: ~ C...I;':; \ -... Moreover ~-' 
can be used of both good and bad, since one can advise someone 
to do something bad, as well as something good. 
701. 
Khawf: The verb 0lP ~ 0\.5_ can accept a direct object, e.g. ~ 
"I was afraid of him"; i. e. he himself is the object of my fear. 
, c r , • , ' ' ' . ". ' " 
Faia :' tI~ 'is sudden fear, such as one experiences when attacked, 
'when aDui~~ing ~r~shes doWn, <3.nd so on. tJ;) is a disturbance 
of" the heart because of the ~xpectation of an ~mmine~~ 
unpleasant event. t;':;" is used as, a tr~nsi ti Ve verb \~i th the 
preposi tion Ii 8 ", e. g. one says: ~'''.G.-;. 'h' ~ ~ J. ."e. eJ.s the 
sourc'e of my fear, since." ~" always indicates a" beginning. 
"''''-,-''::~-~~' --:-.---~~-~-'--~>-~----"":",,--"""'-- -- - .. -~;- -~.---.. -----,---- '~---.--<-~- ---~--~~- ---
, Hala c:. & is the worst type, of cU;P.' "anxi~~~--:~T'~~~'~ehens~~e"ri~e~~;I-: 
. ~" . ";' " . .; , .(, ,. #' '-' 
Allah says·:~.,/.~\ ~ '.; ~ \.s:..,LD ~ 0 L.J -¥' 0 \ 
702. 
~ . -'-', ,. .. 
, \..c..;.-a ~\ ~ \;'1-', "~UrelY· man is created of a hasty 
temperament, being greatly grieved when evil afflicts him, 
and niggardly when good befalls him, lY..J W' /19-21", and one 
can be described in terms of tiP only when he combines the 
characteristics mentioned in this verse. 
Khawf: 'See A 
Haul: J yr> is fear 'of something when one does not know what will 
(1) 
\ 
• \ .Al. \ • \ _0> befall him from' it, e.g. cJ.:ll' u~ or ..? U.,T" one says: 
s-~\ ifla> "The thing frightened me". The thing can be 
call;d tJ.!"k, but not u...,.a:l , except as used by a poet: 
(:)t;p <Yi\ (~\/<.s~ ~-' ,J.a>U\<.Y- ,UyJ > 
~ ... - - q 
"There is (many) a terrible deserted watering-hole, among the 
winding tracks, with bad water, filled in". Here, in this 
verse, the word J ~ means containing J:J1> . 
(1) Lisan ( ~ / ) with different reading: 
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703. 
. ~ ~ 
Khawf: ~.:P is the opposite of ~ Lb 
Wajal: ~~\~~ is used when someone is in distress and is not 
tranquil. One says: if ~~ u.....> ' &,.J) ~ \..JJD & ~"\ 
704. 
- "i '"' ' ~ I...<'" , hut w P cannot be used in this context. Allah says: 
, _ 0" ".!. . ("'! " (~ ~-' ~I...r'.> \..>~ct)J\ "(Believers) are those who, when 
" . ~ 
Allah is mentioned feel &.-' in their hearts, U\,;u)JI/2" i.e. 
when Allah's,magnificence and might are mentioned, their hearts 
do not feelat'ease, because they think that they have ,not 
rendered (full) obedience to Him,. and so they"become distres~ed~ 
~., is not related to ~ jl (neither' etymologically nor in " 
import). Furthermore '0~' 'is a transl.tiveVerb, whereas 'Ut; 
is an iritransi ti ve verb; they are a;Lso differept'in form. 
These two differences are sufficient to indicate the· difference 
Ittiqa' : ~tiJ i has·· a sense of(f \? t "to be on guard" against, 
that which one fears. 
Khashyah: ~ does not imply a sense of U"'? ~ . 
705. 
So-
Ba' s: U"" \, has to do with the number of weapons and other things. 
For example, Allah says:. ,--:,::~ U""\, ~ .~~\ \:J;; i.> "And 
We sent down iro~, in 'which is' gre.at strength or might, ~»\/2Si'. 
if t is also used for 0 jr metaphorically, e. g. one says:' 
;.s .... '-I""'{.JJ"The .... e \ • ~ ~ ~ ":' .L is no fear for you" or ).Jb U (Y"' '-:- .lJ 
~I i.e. there is no ~IJ"unpleasantness". -
Khawf: See ~ 
"' .• l 
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706. 
Hayrah: 'O~ can be confusion or embarrassment which is not evident, 
e.g. one can be confused in choosing between two alternatives, 
and yet this confusion may not be evident. ~.:> , on the other 
hand, cannot be present without being apparent. 
'Dahash: ~.:> is 'O~ , along with indecisiveness and confusion, 
and ~.:> is always apparent. 
707~ 
" 
Haya;: ~,~, is a~hrinkirlgfrom doing something. One ,says : 'U~ 
:' \/~ ~dts'~:.uz,cj~, ~'s-~ refers to,s0!llethi~~ that 
,i~ .~ab~,ut to~ake place, a~d~to something that 'has taken' p,1,ace,. 
,'but,t,ld/is scmetirr.es used~or J!;is a'semantic extensi9n: 
-- ..:~ ...... - ~--- _ ..... 
Khajal: J..f> is a~~;;:dit-i;~-~h:t~ c-b~cc:rrJes ~~videnf 'on ones ~f?Ee 
(3 ) 
, . 
because of , the COncern that affects the heart when, one has no 
'. 
argument or is afflicted by doubt, and so on.' Hence, (j! 
is ,that by ,which the, natural physical disposition is changed( 1) . 
Accordin'gto' al-Anbari the original meaning of <Y is slackness 
or laziness and lack of action in search of sub~istence. 'Later, 
the Arabs, because of the extensive use of the word, applied 
it to the interruption of speech. Muhammad is reported to have 
, (2) "'JlO/"" •. /...,'0_,""'0'" 
said to some women: c.;:.y ~ \~ 1 ~ ~..:> ~ \:,~ 
"When you are hungry, you become lowly and humble, and when you 
are satiated, you become indolent". Ab~ CUbaydah says: c.J.l> 
, . ~ 
in this tradition means: ./ \ "joyfulness/sprightliness" . 
. It is, also said that J.i> means inability to bear har?ships.' 
. . . 
The Arabs have also used cJ.f 'in the sense of ~.:> ; al-;-
Kurnayt says:' 
\~ t-' L:-J"..)' ~~ t \.", \:, ~ \;;;.J.J.. f 
"They did not content themselves with what they had with us, 
because of the occurrence of wars, and they were not confused 
(as to what to do)". 
(1) The text L.01 ~1 reads: ..... for .... ,p.239. 
t.:> ). The text reads: .... c -(2) Al-Sihah ( ~..:> ); Taj al- Arus ( 
, ' ... ~_o:: ., 
..... \oIt.J) 0 -" f - 239 ~~ or t:r>--'.:> ,p. . 
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. 
(3) AI-Sihah ( e.> ); Lisan ( J.f ) with different reading: 
708. 
\~ (., y.,~\ B ~ (.0~~, \~~ ( ., 
~~~ is the suspicion that something good will happen. 
The person who has it has some doubt about it, but this 
suspicion is predominant. Nevertheless, j.. ~,1 is not ~ . 
For example one cannot say: d.":.~\ (s?J\ ~ ~ Ui 'y'.J\ 
. -..,.."" ",. I- ... 
since this is definite, but one can say: .. ~ \ . cY:;> I u' .:? J \ 
. . . 
si.nce .one does not know whether or not he will go to heaven. 
,'~~....J ref~rs to'something g66d, ,while . up and ~ refer to 
.... something .b>ad, 
,,?bje,cts. So-~j 
'"" r 
because both 'impiy~ome doubt con.c~rr1ing their 
aiways has a defiI).ite reason for its existence, . 
'. . 
e. g. thegenerosi ty of the person froTnwhom one expects 's'oinething, 
,1-, • -", " c. " 
. _.br.._that_bY_whicq one_is_led~:<-t·o~ha:v.e._thatexpectation). -~The-· 
" ,,' ~ ~ 
verb (5.) takes a directobjec.t; e.g. one says: \~j w'p'~ 
. meaning: I 'expected goodness from:Zayd .. 
Tamc:':>tf'is:that which'does n.ot have a particul?-r reason for its .' 
. existence; to have -tJ>for something is equi va,lent to 
convincing oneself that one will obtain it without there being 
any reason for t.his expectation. Therefore, tJ' is considered 
reprehensible whereas s-~..J is not. t/'> needs a preposition 
governing ·its obje_c~: 0...:, t.::...> .b "I' eagerly desired such 
and such". -Like the verbs: .J» , ~ . 0/ s-, ~.> 'etc. the nomen 
agentis ( tY~1 'j" ~ ) d' is 'tf - adjectivally of . when used 
(when used verbally, i;t is, regUlarly,.t; l.), ) . 
."r 
709. 
s-
AmI: J...o \ is a continuous So~..J. Continuous observation of 
,\,,:1- ,\.11" 
something is called L.r'L'" . u- I 
s-
is derived from U::--' which 
means ~~J "far-extended sands". 
Wajal: See A 
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710. 
- .L~, Kh'ibah: ~ "disappointment" always occurs after Lr "expectation/ 
hope", because ~~ is failure to obtain what was hoped fori 
,. . 
expected. ~ V> is one who is cut off from that which he hopes for. 
I:~ ~ Qunut: J):,-- is the most intense form of Lr' ~ "despair". 
~ ; l. ", . Ya'as: t.r'~ can occur either before or after V- l-S- ~..J and U' \:. 
are opposites; they are alternatives, like ~ and ..?b. 
, . ~, 
.-
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711. 
TIh: The basic meaning of ~ is o~ "confusion" and UlLP "going 
astray from the right course". A ;!£ "one who manifests /. " 
is called ~\.: in that he is likened to one who man:i,fests cJ.}L:p 
",-
and ~ ,and Allah cannot be described in terms of ~ . 
-~ in terms of territory indicates that in which one can lose 
.. j, .... .. 
his way. The Qur'an says: (JI'..J J)\'l U~ "They (shall) wander 
about in the land, o~U\ /26" i.e. they are confused. 
Kibr:' '/ is' themanifestat,ion of ones:greatness, of 0 \.:. '. /., 
as being one of Allah's attributes is one of p~aise because -His" 
6 t:. is gr~at, but ' /. as an att~iblite of human beings : is 
derogatory; they are not Y10rthy of this description, <, since their 
712. 
',. • " "J. • Ol.::. is small. The word tJ \..:. in this context implies the 
-, cCillceprof -HIs"attribTf1:e-S;-wn5.cl,I"'-kr-e--a.t-th-e-highest--degree-of 
glorification, and it is'impo~sibie to, compare with Him in respect 
of them any lesser creature'. But the word /. can be used of a 
person, e.g. Q-J\'cj ~,orf\-' ~?\<j£t and ~e can~e 
compared with others who have less of the particular quality, 
in terms of the relative in the case of age, and in terms of the 
quantity acquired in the case of knowledge. 
-:....... >. 
Kibr: See A 
Kibriya' : ~ ~/. is power and authority, and is' not concerned with /.. 
& .. /\l\J s- \,P ~ (;;; .>'''And (that) As Allah says: 
- _. " 
greqtness in the land should be for you tw~, ~.:i /78'" i. e. 
supremacy. As far as ~ is concerned it implies manifestation 
of /, as ~ implies manifestation of ~0 "bravery"; 
nevertheless, ~ as an attribute of Allah implies that He is 
one who is worthy to be thought ~, as people say of Him 
""",,,, ~ " 
cY»J and tJ l>J , not as being arrogant and haughty towards 
It is also said that ;£ as a description of Allah mankind. 
implies that He is too great to be unjust to His servants or 
(too great to suffer r" from His servants). 
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713. 
Jabarut: G..t~ is more comprehensive than /, , because 
the grandiloquence of a word indicates grandiosity in its meanings, 
as is the case in Ofo and G~\.b which are more comprehensive 
than ~ and if I.P respe cti vely. But the word u ~ U, , through 
common use came to be applied to anything that was worshipped 
other than Allah; it is also applied to Satan on account of his 
grave disobedience, and J.1 can be used about anyone who exceeds 
normal bounds in striking someone or in committing some sin or 
in .,doing some unpleasant thing . 
. ' .Jabariyyah:i;/.. is morecomprehensi"':e than/.: , arid is a' verbal 
noun deri ved/fr~~. w~ ,? is mor~ 'compr~h~n!?i ve 'than' )?::. 
Some linguists hold that U!.)Y is used when ' a,' person shows' 
-his' power or might by. way' of ,,~. '''subjugation or', coercion", 
"whereas~~ ~~~doesnotimply.. ,.~ .'. _ j-~ .. ~9JLmg£T!, ' __ ..,.I.W_,,~.~d.~.,!P- _ ~. __ 
'also mean ~ ... , as in the'Qur'~n: . ~.J~~\...? ~ b~:"Surely . 
. ,,, , .J-' . .., .... 
there is acstrongrace.in it, ,o,..llUI /22"; .J~ also means ~ 
"a pe;son having supremacy", as in the Qur'an: .J~,~ ~ ~ \...." ~ w f - , 
"And you are not· one to compel them, (), /45" . ..il.P can a'lso mean,' 
. Cal • "'0 w"o .. "_,o .. ,,, .".- ....... , •. Ow , as in the ~ur'an: LY~~f::·~F 1~1'; (".~'j130 )" 
i. e. ~ G; "fighters". .J ~ 1 is to force someone to do something; 
~~ is to make good a lack, and ~~ is to allay a mishap 
oJ' 
by means of a kindness. o,.)~ is c; splint; . .) ~ is one for whom 
no blood-money-is payable (?). .J ~. as a description of Allah 
implies t~at He does not care about (i.e. He never suffers ) any 
l)arm. ....~ originally m~ans a pallTl-tree which has grown beyond 
'.1 . ""' - .", 
the, reach of ones hand. The expression: J/t. cP../ J ~ is, uS,ed 
. , 
when someone acquires some money, and~J w';'; is applied to 
a plant which produces fresh 'shoots in its dry, parts. According 
to Ibn c Ata' .... 4 as a, name of Allah implies that He repairs 
what is broken. U-'~ is also used as a verbal noun and implies 
intensi ty in ? 
Kibr: See A 
714. 
. 
Zahw: ?.J in normal usage, refers to something, whether wealth, 
position or something similar, causing one to have an exaggerated 
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notion of oneself. &'..1")\ \.Q,j and .>'b/0;.,)\ are said, as though 
something had raised his self-esteem. It comes from t;~\ ~j 
s-?J. , indicating that the wind has blown something away; 
and ~J is also abundance or excess in speech. 
Kibr: / is the magnification of ones greatness of 
J- • 
O• , .. '-' , and in 
715. 
human beings is the characteristic of exalting oneself above 
ones merits. 
.~, 't~ 
Zahw:'See 'A .' " .~ .. '.' :: 
'~akhwah: 0 ";;-'is used of a person who holds his h~ad<high with ./, ," 
'III. . ~ .• -. 
. therefore, one says: .• / "d...,....\ •• J(f' ~ 'is inflectedIike ~,)., 
< e<:~;<~~,l ~ 'and ~~,;J\, ex~ept that '/o~'i,i ~ot used, 
~,< -whe~eas');.rola>_j~is_:<_~<~_.'___ ___ ~-'< ____ :-___ «~~_,','_-~-_ c __ ' ___ ", ____ _ 
716. 
Khazwanah: -~ '-'..? is to turn up ones nose and tQ flare ones nostrils , 
wi th 'pride. So, one says: ~ \-,.:P' ~ i c.! and one never. says: 
0;;' ~I <3; one can, however, also say: ~\-,jT4.-LU 
. -
of one who cocks his head with pride, owing to the similarity 
of the actions. 
Nakhwah: See t:. 
717. 
s-~~,~, means to be greatly delighted with a thing, 
so that its owner finds no equivalent to it. One says: ~~ 
~ ),\.jz..! "He is 'an admirer of so and so a woman" when he is 
very much delighted with her; ~ ~.YZ> is used when one 
. . ,. 
is conceited about his own merits. So, ~ \ is used as an 
equivalent for ~ /. ~ is not conn~~ted with ~ in 
c c- -
any way. According to All b. Isa, ~ is the soul's 
arrogating to itself a virtue that would deserve admiration if 
it possessed it, but it does not. 
Kibr: See A 
718. 
.J~' • oS-
Allah says: 
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-,uSt 
. . 
may be a demand (?) divorced from scorn .. 
~.> ~>\os-~~ .. ~~-, "And whoever 
disdains His service and is proud, ~ \.......:, •. )\ /72" i. e. disdains 
to acknowledge his servitude and is too proud to submit obediently. 
;'~ So 
Istinkaf: U \t,.;:... ~ has the sense of 6.:AJ \ "scorn". 
719. 
Khush'tic : t/?- , according to oIfe interpretation, is ~m action the 
. performer of which considers that theone'towhom 'he performs it 
is above him and greater than' hi~. t,,~, pertains to speech 
pa;ticularly;, for example the Qur' an says :'J2'...Jl~1~1l\'~ ... ;--.'1>''> 
" " '. '. . ,', . , i'" . 
"And the voices shall be low before the Beneficerit' God, cU:/I08" . 
. -- -- -Accopciing-,to.~~ome, linguists tt~~~, ,tak~s~place "only" when _a_~t; 
feels fear of the one before whom he demonstrates t" ~ , and 
it does not take place arbitrarily. Therefore it is ascribed 
~ ,:.' to the heart ,. and one says: " ~ The original meaning 
of t,;,? is ~ "crumbling". d G ~ is used for high 
ground in predominantly low-lying country. 
Khuduc : According to Ibn Durayd one says: '0 " ~ ~..,J' if "The man 
.' ~ 
720. 
yielded to the woman", and if I is used when he makes his 
speech to her gently. r::: Go is one who lowers his head and 
neck, as Allah says: ~~\.Q,Jfw.\ ,-;'U;; "So that their necks 
should stoop to it, .. ~I /4". U~ is to be humble before 
someone, but it d?es not imply fear. Therefore ~~is not 
ascribed to the heart ,and one does not say: ~ ~ . 
~~ , unlike t;? , can be demonstrated before a person who 
is not considered to be superior. Some linguists hold that both 
0? and t;~ are actions connected with the heart; and some 
hold that they are close in meaning, except that t/~ is 
manifested in bodily gestures, or in admission or petitioning, 
whereas uP is manifested in the voice (alone) (?). 
'" 
Tadhallul: tY ~ ... is to demonstrate inability to withstand the one to 
whom one displays it. 
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Tawaduc : r:: \;; is to make manifest the. power of the one to whom one 
displays it, whether or not he has power over the displayer. 
For example one says: ~~ B I~ ~\ "A man is modest 
with his servants", that is, he treats them like people who have· 
... Col 
power over him. But one does not say: •..• <.Y;':"~' as ()J;'; 
implies to show inability to withstand the one to whom it is 
... 
displayed, and therefore ~ ~ is not appropriate to a king • 
with his servants. 
... 
721. P' ~ ( .AI . 
... 
Tadhallul: Jl';; is an .action of the person who is so described, and 
... 
it is to put ones selifin (a state. o:f) (.J.; , as is to' put 
ones self in (a state. of):. ~. "forbearance". 
Dhull: J:..1,;. is one 'on 'whom" '0'; is inflD~ted by' someone else, even 
- --~----; -~- ~--.--~-~ .... -- ........ '.--.--.......! -d-.- .... _~-------.:. ____ -'. __ -----.-___ • -, __ ~ __ -" _ •• _. __ ........ ___ • ~.~ __ • _______ ._. __ ._ •• __ • _._..0, ..... w ____ . ___ ._ 
though it ~s ,formally on the 'me~~ure of. '<y-t,; Therefore <JM 
may be. a commendatory description ?f someone, but not ~.; ,;. 
, , "" -
, . because the manifestation of' cY); 'for someone is a~know~ledgement 
of him, a~d a~knowled·geme·nt':'is.· good. The' culania' are called 
,~ 0~~ and not ~ "J.I~i. 
722. 
Dhull: One is called ~,; as a consequence of another's action; 
for example,' a .~ > is one who is ove~powered by someone else; 
arid c.J::':'" may be used about. one who deserves' 0'; ,e. g. a 
believer ,who descends' into the () ~ of infidelity will be <J::l'; , 
·al though he ·may be p,roperly ~ermed ..%,/ (in other respects)., 
Da cah : ~ .' take~ . place by ones own action and not by another's. 
A ~.J cannot be a tt...J 
723. 
Dhull: See /l 
Saghar: .Jt;....P is to acknowledge ones 0"> and to show ones lowness 
as a human being. The opposite of ~~ is ~. Allah 
c!., "c~ -' '" "o"j: , 0 ~ , 0 , '" 
says: .rJ1~.J\,;....p lyj.IV;.JI, ."Q.~ "There shall befall those 
who ar: guilt; humiliation ;;om ~;l~~, (W '111/125", because the 
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"', :.. disobedient will acknowiedge their u- in the life hereafter . 
. \.\ ~t"-:.. Nevertheless, au;::"'; mayor may not acknowledge his u-
724. 
. ... . 
Khizy: I.ffP is d'; along with disgrace, and it is said that <:f:P 
is a feeling of being abashed for doing something wrong. ~,,;, 
means ~~, because it is being held back from something because 
.... ~ 
of the stigma attaching to it. According to Ibn Durustawayh, 
(5;)/ . is persistence in something bad, the masd'ar in this" 
- ' . , 
" case he ing <.s:P',' and Vfhen one fee Is shame f~r a' 'bad action , or 
. . . -~ 
.' ' ' ,someth:ingthat iS,done ,to him, the mas dar is ~\.:? ,for the,' 
. . " 
. sen,ses are essentially the ,same., This is nonsense, becau~e' 
"persi~ten(;!~:{ i,n 'bad actions and feeling' shame forbad actions are \ 
two distirtct things. 
,- .' 'i' 
'.~ ~- ,-~----
Dhull: See, .A. .~, v 
;'" 
.... 
725. ~ ',;o.~ U.; 
.', 
'Dhtill: See A 
Daracah: ~~ is derive'd from tJjP "udder", and the t;..;o is 
presented to the one who milks it or who drinks ;from it. U.Jl.P 
is one who obeys without holding back. tt ~ "supplication" in 
prayers, petitioning, etc. is derived from the sa~e. t:!. ... ? 
726. 
is also derived from the root, which is used in the Qur'an for 
food which does not benefit its eater: 
"They shall have no food but of thorns, which will neither fatten 
"nor a:vail against hunger, ;;;.;:. t,;.JI /6,7". It is also said that' 
b.::.:aJ is to incline ones finger to right and left from fear 
and shame, and tJ.,..,.:o is so-called because the milk inclines 
towards it; and 6.s..J LA> is resemblance, because it is an inclination 
towards a likeness like ~.JW . 
Khuduc : See A 
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w 
Dhull: (},; is to obey unwillingly, and its opposite is 
meaning rejection or abstention. A person who submits 
unwillingly is ~.; on the other hand, one who submits 
willingly is a J",J,;, , and such submission is called J)l::' 
727. 
Ikhbat: ~ is one who is secure in his belief. It is also said 
that ~ is one who exerts himself in his worship, and one 
who adheres to ,obedience and quietude. ~ is an epithet of 
~ . , 
728. 
S M- ,~ 
praise, like '(y y 'and ~ .' The original sense of W ~ Ij. 
• s-
is ,to go towards ~ "wide level ground" ,as one says:' ",~ \. 
when, one goes' towards ~ "high land". According ~'o this 
derivation L.A.~ I impli~scoritinuous and steady submission. 
. s ' 
sense. 
Idhlal: JlI:, ~is to compel someone to obedience, and J»;\~ always 
is from a superior to an inferior, and its opposite is ','e.\ .) J"" .. 
all:' 1 of someone by another implies publi c dominance; if he 
'" .. 
dominates him in private, it cannot be said that he aJ;, \ . 
... 
It is said that aJ; is weakness in opposing someone. Its 
..... 
opposite is o~ , which means strength in overpowering someone. 
tJ}; is one who is easily driven, because he submits like 
,a weak person who cannot resist. 
into wretchedness. 
A can be driven even 
Ihanah: d.:, La> ~ is to make someone of little importance and not to 
bother about him, e.g. one says: ~ U~~"He did not pay 
attention to him", or "He did not care about him". a.:, \JD '. is 
./ 
from an equal to an equal and its opposite is (~\. . J»:,\ 
and dj \...cz> \ have nothing to do with each other except that when 
U;, follows 0\.~ , then U\,.,p is called ():, One may 
'_I' j.-, 
say that the expression: ~ W' v.)!:l \ d.,) \.0 ~ implies the assertion 
of the one that the other presents no difficulty to him whereas 
c:011;, ~ is simply his overpowering him. Some linguists hold 
that Allah never makes anyone U:::'; from the beginning (0\ .... 
,. 
729. 
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I \~\~ t ~\ uC3 'd:J\ (j ~ ), since that would be injustice, 
but that He may do so as a punishment; however, He can make 
~ s 
someone ~ ( 's..'~ t ~ <JI ) from the very beginning 
by making him poor and by paying no attention to him. In our 
opinion the opposite ofA:,\.,Q,~ is ,0 ' and just as (~ from 
Allah can only be in the form of L.>'-" ,A:,\,.Q,\ from Allah can· 
• .::r ~ 
only be in the form of yW. U\~ is the opposite of'd..,!/. 
7010 ~ implies enmity ( "0 -' \ J,S ), jus t as ~ implies enmity 
-
and (also) immunity. G\~ is derived from .J»J1C>:.# "lessenin,.g 
importance", and w ~.~ is deri vedfrom tJ ~.,l\ ~ "lightness 
.,of weight". (. i "pain" ocCurs in terms of punishment .01" (neutral) 
. .' 
requital, but 'aJ\.e,~ occurs only as a punishment. 
DhalIl: See ~ 
.," 
Mudhcin: .. ~. \ U ;'J. means quickness in obedience, and has nothing to do 
with U; or 0~ 
Mahin: '~ is one .who is considered weak. The Qur' an says: 
~ .y> <:::s"jJ' 'i.a> ~ ~ t,\ (", "(Pharaoh proclaimed): Am I 
730. 
not better than this (Moses), who is contemptible, u,» /52" , 
. . 
and: ~ t\.o (yo A..)~(Y A.L.:J ~"'f "Then He made his progeny 
of an extract of water held in light estimation, o~1 /8". 
According to the interpreters of the Qur'an, the word: ~ in 
the verses mentioned above means "weak". According, to al-
Mufaddal, ~ is on the measure of ~" .and is derived from 
',r -. •• .-; 
'. &? ' ~.; v~rbal noun: . ~ \.J; nomen agent is: (>p> \....; . 
nom~n patientis: 0.:P' or 0::!" It is sai d. 10 come. from .~. 
"work"; therefore, a servant is called (Jibl.' (pl. :;,~.~ and 
O~ ). 
Haqlr: ? referring to anything implies that which has less 
quantity than that which is customary for its species, e.g. 
one says: o~ ~ ~.> 0)..10 when a hen has a small build as 
compared to other hens. 
<. 
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Saghir: ~ refers both to age and size. One uses the expression: 
731. 
but not , as stones 
have no standard or recognised sizes like hens or partridges, 
etc. Something ~ is so-called in comparison with what is 
bigger than it, whether. the big thing is of the same kind or not. 
Thus, a jug is ~ as compared with a pitcher, and a camel is 
~ as compared with an elephant; things cannot be regarded 
~ in absolute terms, as, for example, a camel is ~ only 
when compared with an elephant. 
QaIII: 'd,'I; i~plies lack of- number, ~ .. g.;~ (} or U~ (; 
O~,~~?, "(Most sur~ly .these are) a 
, . ~ " 
'small c;mpany, ,.'.?' /54", i,'e. they are small in number as 
"', ~--c- ----comp-ared-whl1-others-: - -a.-.\; ~is"E-he0pp0s.ite ·of "'" """" . ~ ;:s: . . 0- -- -,_whlc~_means 
an abundance in number only, being in relation to anything else 
either a metaphor. or a simile. 
Yasir: ~ , of things, is that which is 
not. imply lack of number or quantity as 
one says: ~'>JS. and does not say: 
can say: ~Jt.,. . 
732. 
easy to obtain. It does 
~ does. Therefore, 
~ ~~ , but one 
Kathlr: O/is abundance i~ nurriber; for example, one says: ~~. 
-oY"many shares" and o2J ~J , but not Y ~,) ,and 
it indicates that '0 Y can onJ..y be applied to that, which can 
be numbered. 
Wafir: J:Y -' is the joining together the pieces of· something so that 
its size is increased, e.g. one says: )1-,<..;-"'-,.>/ ;U"-,>/is a 
bone which has flesh on it; one does not say:y<..Y'~>/ . 
733. 
Jamm: is an accumulated abundance of something; one uses: 
, meaning the water accumulated in it. For the 
same reason, thick hair is called -'" d....P.. . The expression: 
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... ~ 
l.Y' .).1' U;:I is used when one leaves a horse to let him recover 
- ~jl ... P $-~cr- r·' when something is 
near to fruition, and this thing rna; be ~ without tJ~ 1. 
his strength after fatigue, and 
Kathlr: See A 
.. ~, 
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734. 
CAbath : ~ is something in which no intention is involved other than 
the intention that it should occur. 
Lacab, Lahw: In ~ and ~ as well as the intention that they 
should occur, another intention intervenes by virtue of which 
. 735. 
they become L...a.>l and ~ If they occur with a different 
intention, they would not be ~ and ~ It is said that 
,~, is.ah,acf'ion dbnefor some pleasure, in which no regard' 
is ,had f?r:' the requirements of wi~dom; like the action of a child,·, 
since it . ·is unacquainted with wisdom and acts only for pleasure . 
,~, ., 
_._ .• c.-. ···._1 __ ·:.._ --._,,' 
A·.~ may be 
be called ~ 
Lahw: Every',:;b is ~,'but a: ~ mayor may not' be a ';M. 
736. 
A ~ d()es nqt bring any benefit as its consequence, because 
i tdiverts one· from what is serious; one says: ~c.P' U '\.all 
- -, 
i.e. something pre-occupied me (diverted me), and Allah says: 
j ~\, (\.4j I "Abundance diverted you, )\kJ1/1". 
"( 1 " J/ 
Istihza': f~ t implies contempt shown. for the person at whom it 
is d~rected, and his beltef that ccmtempt is being shown for him. 
, . 
;'...:/ 
Maia~ :'0 \;r. does' ~ot· imply the' sense of contempt for the person at 
737. 
whom it 1S directed, nor the belief of that person that such is. 
the case. For example, a follower of a chieftain or king, can 
joke with him without any implication of contempt; this rather 
implies friendly relations between them. 
Istihza': In s-~~ one mocks or ridicules soineone, not because of a 
particular action on the part of the person at whom the mockery 
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is directed, on account of which he is mocked. 
Sakhr: ~ implies some previous action done by the person who is 
the object of the mockery, on account of which he is mocked. 
The difference between the two is evident from their form. 
,; ~ t is always followed by the preposition " ~" to make it 
transi ti ve, and " Y " here is used for Z, \..oJ ~ "attaching or 
affixing", which implies that ,.~ \ takes place without the 
occurrence of anything on account of which it takes place, whereas 
, " 
the verb /. takes " C,ro" ", as its. pr~pcosi tion, which implies 
some " previops, action> on account ofwhi~h' i ttakesplac~, as one 
u,-r,:._,_,~: ... ,.,~--,: ".'\~:" '", . ..-~_. ,,:: .. ' ..... <.,1:,.~, ... " '\' .L:~·f:.>, .'~',.;" ,~-
, ~"c::c,sayp>,:.~ c,,~'''I Vlas:::hlr:'pri~edat:hiIJ!!i1;'.\ ':It" may; be, said", , 
, "c,. " '<I>~ha-t:>0~'d~~iY~Sfrom~:'a'>whichineahS .to·,r~~ard~'~9~~thiri'g: 
• "'" J',,' 'a.~ ,: J-~~' '~rld;.,t~, try>.tc? bringl,i tcunder I' ~n~s 'conttpi:' '<Tl1'E!' p~p()sfboric,'. 
··c~ ... -"c+,,~;~_::!~i::t~t 4~S~~_~~~a!~~:i:~~:t:!:~:",c::L~~c., ~ .. 
, '.':\11 ih that of an',animal or '~ther,: such things ; but'impli,es dn'~.s "', 
"'" cheating hirrf;~bf:'.p~rt '01 his'}nte'11igence. ~ Sr', on '~h~ , 
,measure ~f c,i;j'" gives \he sense'of:~'. ~. ~ "You"t~ok c;:are:' 
~:.\ "T. ,,' -. ".' ., - •. ~':'~. ,. .. ".' -,.,.,.. ;.' ':"',,_,. :', •... '"",,"., • < ~:, • ~"",\.- I 
£or' .. /; ,". "",,~.~ is a"verba1' no\in:.:rik~'~~~ or ~~and,': 
738. 
is,~:rivea fro~ of "Al1ah,Says:~-;,~r\.:a>ir ~" "That 
some of them may take others in subjection, all' /32", which 
indicates something to be subjected. However ~ / may also be 
regarded as a verbal noun. J,~ is like ~ and does not iffiply' 
the sense of, subjection. 
Mazah,: ''(;I/d()~~, not imply the ,humbleness of the 't)::;\", , e. g .. orie·'· 
. ~'ays:' ~pV~~.;L:!.W\ ,and the proph~'~ ~sed"'to ,p~actis'e'tJ\Y 
Hazl: 
739. , 
wi th others, 
cJ~ implies the humbleness of the tJ;~ towards the person 
at whom his J ~ is directed. U..:,.e> cannot be used about the 
Prophet. UA can be used in the sense of ~ but 'U;~~ cannot. 
, 7 I I ~' :J (:) ~ 
Majun; u/. is hartlness of face and shamelessness. One says: ~ 
s-~\when a thing is hard and, coarse. 0~ is the verbal noun. 
"'., 
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... 
The piece of wood on which a fuller beats cloth is called ~ 
-'" The original meaning of ~ is the hard floor of a valley. 
Originally it was ~->",,; "~\.,:," was changed into <c ,,~v ,because 
of the preceding kasrah. ~ ~ is a r·ough part of the earth; 
S-~.> ~ \; is a tough she-camel. It is also said that -a::; ~ 
s- ~.,:, is a she-camel which has rough cheeks; and ~ ~ "cheek" 
is so-called because cheeks are the hard part in the face. 
(>.y! is a newly coined word which was not known among the 
(ancient) Arabs: they knew its original root, which is what we 
have mentioned here. 
Mazah:' It' is:'said th~t" t/;'" 'i~ , the' ,cam;ing of false perception c&' 
740. 
, 
the appearanc~ of a thing, which -is', other than itsreal~ty, 
without any ev~:lintention in the dec~ption~.s-~t is't~e 
saine thing with the intention of misleading someone. 
Inkimash: 
{ ::. /.,' ~ ~ 
'""'" ~ ~ ,means to':' be fast in walking,' one says: ~\ 
o~when one" is fast in walking.' Afterwards, as a semantic 
exte:~ion', ~~l came to' be used where dJ.~ could be used 
e.g. writing, etc . 
.... 
Jadd: ~ is to be true or steadfast while doing anything, e.g. 
. . ... 
'_ .. ~ I '(3 .. ' ~ "He exerted himself in walking" or .J.J; d:; \S.' <3 p ~ ~"" .. . 
"He did a lot to help Zayd". <.P ~ ~ cannot b; used abo~t 
~\,;:~ or o.rPJ as CV-/ cannot be used about them. 
,_ 
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741. 
Tadbir: / ~ is to take certain measures for the improvement of ones 
-' 
property, or of the affairs of ones children, companions, etc. 
Hllah: ~ is that (artifice) by which one works in a devious 
manner and gains benefit or secures himself from damage. According 
to the jurists ~ is of two kinds: ..J~ "prohibited" and 'U~ 
"allowed" . An example of the U ~ type of ~ is that if a 
man swears that (if such and such does not happen) he will have 
, sexual intercourse with his slave girl, immediately he has bought 
h~r, and'swears this'·before hehasbougllt her, he should free . 'i 
her and marry her, and then have sexual intercourse with her;, 
again,that if a man swears'that (if such and, such does not happen) 
he will have sexual'intercourse with his wife in Ramadan, he 
"'should'go -oo"a:-jo-urriey-and"navesexuar-intercourse" with--her,-'~ 
~l' • • 
An example of 'the '..J~ type of ~' is that a person who has 
neglected his prayers should apostasise from Islam and then embrace 
.. " 
'Islam again so that he does not have to make them, good~ This 
~ind of thing is called ~ because it is something that is 
shifted from one <llrect'ion to another; it is also called ~.;" 
but the word ~~ also implies that which is not .~ , as given 
in the definition of 
742. ' 
Sahr: ~ is the misrepresentation or falsification of something, 
combined with the intention of deceiving thereby the person , 
., ~ p 
aimed at, whether quickly or slowly. Allah says: (yo~~~ 
\. _.' .... ~ .' 
~ \..Qi I ~~' "It was imaged to ~im on account of their 
enchantment as if they were running, oj; /66". 
c - , -Shu badhah: 0 ~ is /'"' which is done swiftly; thus, every 
o~ is / but not every / is o~ 
743. 
.. 
Tamwih: ~ >' is to cover or conceal what is correct and to present 
what is wrong as being the opposite. Its original meaning is 
Sahr: 
--.-
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the coating of iron or copper with gold or silver so that it 
should appear to be gold or silver. 0 ~ (.uI is speech the 
true nature of which does not appear, and o/J.!' is an ornament 
- -the substance of which is not determined. Some hold that ~~ 
is the name of any ~ which does not have any effect. ~.; 
is used only of that the meaning and intention of which is known. 
~ is a ~ that is so subtle that the way in which it is 
done is not understood; It is called / even when the 
intention behind it is not known. Mu~ammad called O~ "speech 
or exposi tioh" . /,because an eloquent p~rs.on c~m attain with 
his eloquence what. an enchanter' ~ann~t. at,tain with the' refinement 
.of his' ~" 
'. 744.; /,' ' 
~. '-"-'~~'-:~l:mr:"'7'rTs-'aii:-I~=~;! ·tl1a.t-ls'6pe~-artclevra~n{~~·The~ or'iginal"·C", 
, . ine~~ing of ~ r 'is Jy;:i>' ; therefore, an~1U: is called an 
'OJ\.... ~ "indicat,ioh" because it is apparent. The sense of 
'O..r" ~ and oj ~'V"emirate,j is obvio~s. Allah says: ~ ~ . 
\/ ~"'\.!'.: .-:. "Certainly you have done a g;'ievous thing, ~ 
cUjb : See ~ 
745. 
Add: 
... s. ... s-
::>, is an unpleasant ~ The original meaning of ::> \ 
.~J\ "" s-is found in the phrase : ...r.;:-:-::> \ ,as one says: .--J \ .... .-r::;-.- ..Jv 
meaning: "The camel ran 'away". 
unusual. 
So 
$ 
'; \ is an ~ which is 
cU"b: ~ 
_J_ .' is thinking something great because its cause is 
hidden, and~ is that which seems extraordinary for this 
reason. 
746. 
Tarlf: ~/ lS an opposite of ~ "old and inherited wealth 
or property"; thus L..JJ -> is recently acquired wealth. Since 
'," 
/71". 
- s-, 
inherited wealth is more dear ( ~ \ ) to a man, every ~ 
is called ~..> even if it is not wealth. 
, . 
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cAjib: See A ~ . ) . . 
74-7. ~., 0» 
KhadC : t,,» is making what is said appear to be the opposite, with 
the intention of gaining benefit or avoiding harm. t/..-V> does not 
. 
imply meditation or thinking or planning, e.g. one says: ~~ 
~I ~ when someone deceives the other in some deal and the 
dec:eivedone thinks it to. be ,a, fair deal even if it is initiated 
wi thout forethought ~ 
,'Kayd:: .. ~ is a. decep~ion Ylh~ch. always takes 'p~lace~f~e'~ thought; 
',therefore, the linguist~ hold that, '4 .,i~.~ ,ij ~ "ag~inst ' . 
. someone' s enemy with the intention', or ruining him. ·;The· 
,artifices' ~nd tricks one, practises in war tod'e9troy:the enemy' 
.~ .. a'~- ~alied--'j:;~ -(pI :"~r'~~~) ;"~a~" they taJ<e"-prace:-~-fter' -tho~·ght· .. 
'The'Qur' an u:es ~ in th:~ense ,of c).) \~ \: : ~.i(~:s ," 
~~ "Thus,. did We plan ~or the sake of Joseph,'u....~ /76", i.e. 
We intended; this meaning ,is ft.lrther exemplified ~in;rthe later part 
- , l,. ':"'~" - .. r' s- c.J , . > "', ,. - '~:,' <t' ... , ' 
of"' tqe same verse: c:CJ1 So \..::.J U' l.I\ "Unless Allah pleas,es"," 
,., > ~-~,~.. ". 
and ~I J. t..::, 0l here means His approval or consent. ~ can be 
a ~ which brings an evilly ~ntended thing closer, and the 
. r ' . 
expression: ~.:> \{ means: y;;'. ;, \( , ;, t.4 is usedt~" 
signify this kind of closeness ,whereas ;, \{ , ~. is used . 
... ... 
in the former sense; this difference came about to distinguish 
the two senses. It may be said that the difference betweent!» ' 
iand'·, .. 4 is that ~ means doing something unwelcome 'to someone 
.p', ,,'t, " .\. 
else forcib~y, e; g. one says: G lG tJ ~ \(' meariing: He harmed 
_'" '" ,'0 
. me bY' force";' whereas:;"J» means doing soinethi~gunwelcome to. 
someone else, not by force, but by causing him to believe that 
he is benefiting him. Therefore,~.....p is used about dealings; 
on the other hand" Allah calls the attempt of 'the people of 
the elephant' on Makkah ~: ~~ (' ~~ (- i "Did He 
not make their treacherous plan go astray? J::R-li /2", since it 
was made by force. 
'/ 
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748. 
Khadc : tJ~ means that a man fails to see the truth, and this 
failure brings him into a situation that he does not like. 
The original meaning of tI...v, is found in: ~I ~~ used 
when a lizard hides in his hole. ~~ in a sale means to make 
to appear what is not true and to cause someone pecuniary damage . 
. 
Ghurur: j~~ is a deception which causes a person to do that which 
damages him. For example, a man, on seeing a mirage and 
consideririgi t to be water, may ,consume the water that' he has 
. 
and then die of thi:r;'st: Here, the j,..?, of the mirage causes 
him to consume his water. In the same.way Iblis d~,ceiv~d. ( 
Adam and he ate that which was harmful to him .. According to 
) 
cAli b. ClSa .'7 .o;s. i,s the'causing ofa false compia~ency ( (~t); 
c._., ~~ .~~"'t .~~:,e.:x __ ("~t~_~~~ __ ~:?!" because one can be mcide to, imagine a 
danger and beware of i t ~ -~~dh~-re' th~ exp-re'ss{on :o? '-"is nor- ""-
'appropriate . .Jlp~ means' (;!I~; "to become irresolute" 
" in what one can be sure, ahout, and there is no excuse for doing 
, so. One.says about j>~ ~ ~~\ > 6J~ s..oP;o':;;' "It 
deceived him, dissipated his property and destroyed him himself". 
~,;s. is cal·led U ~ and tiP 'is called .n;S- in popular 
usage. The original meaning of .J~;S is ~ , and '.!" .. / , for 
one who is inexperienced comes from this; it is as though ~,..? 
causes the j'~ to encounter harm of which he is heedless. 
749. £" J 
Kayd: ~ is to bring pomething'unpleasant' upon someone by force 
whether or ~ot he knows about it .. The expression: ,~~~ 
bears witness to this. The original meaning of ~ is ~ 
"hardship", and ~ ~ 6~ means that so-and-so suffers 
hardships. There ~ is applied to that which causes what 
involves hardship. It is also said that ~ is something 
unpleasant which brings closer the attainment of what is aimed at. 
Makr: ~ is like ..,..J' in being deliberated and planned, but 
~is more forceful than ~ The proof is that ;~ , ~ is ", a transi ti ve verb, for example one says: o:,\< and 
~ whereas ~ ~ is not a transitive verb, but o _, , 
750. 
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takes the preposition " l.J " So, one cannot say: 
but one says: ~:;G ; a verb which is actually transi ti ve is 
stronger. fi is also the concealment of the harm which one 
,J. ... J-
can bring upon another; therefore the expression: U' J..JJ , 
\j.{ ~ ~ ~ is not .fi because the person on whom something 
is inflicted knows about it. 
things are brought together, e. g. 
is that by which unpleasant 
one says: ~\ 0 .... # ~J~ 
a girl who is of compact flesh and not soft. 
, .... 
of 
HIlah: Some'~ 'may not be a.A ,:e.g:an artifice:):o benefit· 
someone can b~ a d \ :;!>'. ; whereas' a' p .' do~sriotimp~y, berie\fi t~' 
Makr: .~ li~guistically mea~s a ~..lJ agai~st some enemy.' .. 'The' ',' 
. -- original meaning of,):: is ~. 'itwisti~g".'" .' Allah call~ that 
,,--- "~'i th -wh'i:-bh' H~th;'e~t~~-; th~n'o~~b'el{e've~ _~c~. ·':"'tneQur'an -~.-: 
751. 
. ...!...;;:. ,.', ~ ~.I-
.U',· .... "~ ".l\ (":\\ \I c!'vJ\ , ' \., loG ..... ,\ I. \'" \. says: . .,.,.J \..S y- 1-1 . '" u---.. c::uJ ' yA \.P 
"What! 'do they then feeT, secure from Allah's plan? 
. ~"': . :." '~. ' .. But none feels 
':~ecu~e 'from Allal1'·,s plan except the 'people .,.~hp shall perish, 
'G\...?)J'I /99", "Jl. is one ~hb in~iicts~o~ething u~pleasant upon 
the· ~ne' to whom ~ is directed without his knowing. So, 
here the chastisement of Allah is called ~ It can be said 
that the chastisement is here called ~ because it is planned 
and will be inflicted upon (them) when its time comes. There 
is another difference between the two, which is that ~ implies 
the causing of harm to someone without his knowledge, whether 
. this is done openly or not. ~ , however, always takes place. 
indirectly. Since, or,iginally both ,are from the same origin " 
they can be interchanged. ~ is sometimes called 
, -
.;:: because 
, 
it is used as the opposite of ~.J (= straight-forwardness).' 
"-
Khatar: .J2.P is to put oneself in danger with the hope of attaining 
the dangerous thing that one desires, but it does not imply 
the abandonment of resolution and self-confidence. 
, 
Ghurar: ~~ implies the abandonment of resolution and self-confidence. 
.1' .. 
752. 
Husn: 
-.--
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~ is applied to two: ..r:!'» "planning or execution of 
something", and ~ "sight" and tJ \.cu "voice / "listening". 
When applied to ~;; , it is a description of actions and conduct. 
And U-!> is expressed about a sight and a voice, for example , 
one says: ~ o.J."...P and ~ wyi' , whereas; s-lP-, pertains 
" to bodily cleanliness only. One can describe a thing ~ 
"beautiful" even if" it is not clean. 
Wada'"ah:'O s: L.P .-'per::tains to form only ,a:~ it implies' cl~anlin~ss; 
, for' example, one says:. s-Li" ~ (~for a neat and clean boy. 
, I - •. "I 
. ,~?-, "ablution" is derived from the, same and isso-caHed 
beca1.lse . i tmeanscleanliness; a\cle.an man is call~d bothS'~" cJ:>j 
,"'_," __ ~_~~d _~_~~~.c.Jt~~_~,:~s one says: $-\ :?~"I. -fora well-read perso~_~,,_. 
753. 
Husn: ~. istused of both the totality of a.thing and its details'; 
. ~:<\ it is also used both of actions and of charact.er. 
Qasamah: ~ ~ is ~ that comprises (only) the features/details 
754. 
Husn: 
of the face; r is one all of whose individual. features are 
of the same degree of beauty. ~~ is used of forms only. 
Wasamah: d..-L-, is. ~ which appears to the sight and ,increases 
... -
when one thinks .about it. The expression: ~,> means 
... s. . 
cC..L. C" ; a poet says: 
\)iJ ~::>;, ~ \.:; ~ 
"The more you look at his face, the more beautiful it seems to 
you". dJ\""'-' is more comprehensive than ~ , and r--' is that 
the beauty of which grows greater the more you look at it. 
-389-
755. 
Bahjah: ~ is ~ which gives pleasure to the heart. The 
original meaning of ~ is j~~ "pleasure". The expressions: 
-r:;'~..J and ~~.J mean a happy man. C ~ means: 
"He was pleased". ~. later came to refer to beauty which 
pleases ones heart. In Arabic, a thing is sometimes called by 
the name of its cause; this is the case with ~. According 
to al-Khalil ~ means the beauty of the colour of a thing 
and its freshness. 
Husn: See - "A 
-.--
756._ _r.~-jL._-- l h -'J ~\.....J> ~'. "(~ 
Hm;;n: See -". 
.:..-..:. .,~,--~--: -- <-~aba~ah':--'~~ >s-the- -shining' qua-lity of a face andtlie'- Ifurtty-or---~"_o.. 
it::;. complexion. _~~ is deriv~d from d ' which mec:ins the 
shining quality of iron; ~ is so-called because of the 
shining quality of its light . 
.. -
-' '" ' Malahah: ~ ~ is that: the person to whom it is attributed should 
be sweet and acceptable in his totality, even-if he is not 
beautiful in his details. The Arabs say: ~~ is found in 
the \' "mouth", '0 ~}.lp- in the eyes, J lP. in the nose, and 
w» "wit" in the tongue. Therefore al-Hasan says: "If a 
robber is witty, he does not suffer amputation" means that he 
defends himself with the sweetness of his tongue and the be~uty' 
of his logic. 
757. (;.2 ~ (J LP. 
Jamal: The original meaning of J\..R. is ~ "great size". ili. 
"totali ty" is so-called because it is greater than its sub-
divisions. J-P. means a thick rope; J.? "camel" is so-called 
because of its large build. Melted fat is called ~ because 
of its great usefulness. JlF. was originally applied to 
actions, character and those things which appear in a man; it 
was then extended to forms. ~ was originally applied to forms 
and was then extended to actions and character. So, cJL? is 
those actions, traits of character or greatness of wealth or of 
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. 
size, for which one is known and honoured. One says: <! ~ 
. '\ "-. JJ;'I I~.... . .. .u!7 l/~ -' ~ ,and does not use (/-- in such expressions. 
Allah says: <:Ji'~c.r.? ~ b~; 6-:f> 0\.2: ~ f,:, "And 
they are pleasing to you when you drive them back (to home), and 
when you send them forth (to pasture), ~, /6" i.e. horses 
and camels. 
Husn: See Ii 
758. 
" 
Nubl: ·.·~.is . that for which a .man i::; ho~oU:red, such as' pleasing 
appearcmce,' .noble ~haracte':b'andgp~d actions.' It pertain$' to 
innate· or personal d{spos·itio~s. rather than acquired ones; e. g~ 
orle says: :ofo.,-,~,i;'c! ~c.P..J ~nd~·t;~~c!&(/;, 
, .". -, ' 
'Jamal: ·_-JL?;·;rs- ~sed'of thl:-:above~mEmtionedthings'and-'also of ones 
, -~.' <'. • -
759. 
wealth ~ family and apparent characteristics. It is more general 
than.: (.?; .' Thus ~ one says: J LP. opJ\~ (jU\ cj ~ and not 
.~ OU\ <! ~ ~r 6.JL. U,~~· c.JlP. is also used 
for.~ , e.g.' ~A.~-, or - ~~." ,but 0:?~-, is· 
not used; ~ ~ -' can also be use'd' for a fat face, as it 
is derived from .~. , meaning "melting fat". 
Baha' : s-~. is openness of y.:..... "visage"; c.Jf.<..YP is a man who has 
openne?s in his face . ~~. is in no wa; re·lated to cJ L? or 
~. According to Ibn-Durayd if..~ ~ , "'Is-k': implies 
~.:; and al-Zajjaj says: Sr~. implies~' Ibn.Durayd 
supports his view with the fact that if- f!:' is used and not 
V. (Jt'. s-k: 6j \; is used when a she-camel is friendly 
with the one who milks it. 
Jamal: See A 
760. 
Jamal: See A 
';';.' <-
._ .... " 
_.' I 
., ~ ~'J'" 
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Sarw: ~/ means ~.>.P. "magnanimity / generosi ty"; the C:!/ of anything 
is that which is good of it: '-[ / (Wand <:!/ if;' are the 
best of their respective kinds. (~l '0 yare the prominent 
people of a nation, so-called because of their superiority over 
others. Since '-! / is the best of i ts ~ , Allah cannot be 
described in terms of J/ , just as He cannot be described 
in terms of 'O~.J'. or J4V ~ 
761. 
... 
Tamam: (lc'" refer;s~.to .the' s.7.~' or the ~ by which the (\; is 
, completed.' fuu~ . iIi :poetry the~ ,\;:is called'\.-,~l( \1. and 
'not c..::..~1 U if " wherea~ ,C..J if is applied in poet.ryto the 
A.n.;:;~\'. One 
,. ... ." -.' 
assembly of the whole pfi t; e • .g:' 'one says:, 
.,." "., " ", ,," ... ,,' . -
says: . ~ I~.· ~·:.A.R>,·,~·~Ei!ferring .to thet . portior:by- which 
,~- - c. :-ones-due--share--is-comp±~1:e d, -a1'ld--not~-,-~U u::'- .• . ·-Thus.--then---
statement" of, the mutakalli~~n that'; (~ cJ if means t; ~ ~. 
(.,>.s- (the assembl,Y ''af ali types .' of knowledge), is' justified 
as ir:dicating _,that the, inte,llect defined as being (~() if' 
is this totality, a~dassembly; it is for this reason that an 
adolescent is nqt '~~garded as&~ even if he has attained 
or even most, of these types of knowledge~ A person can be 
called ~ Is only when he has' assembled all of these types of 
knowledge. 
some, 
J , ~ . , ,$> Kamal: U is the assembling of the Uu.-:. I of a thing. Therefore 
762. 
the, mutakallimun. say that ~,is the cJ if of the necessary 
kinds of knowledge by which good and bad are discriminated, 
- ~ meaning the .t)~t':pf individual,' (ft the r ,_ oL;(~ 
is n,Ot.used here. 
" 
Bashashah: ~~ is the showing of pleasure on meeting someone, 
whether for the first time or subsequently. 
Bishr: ~ is the pleasure which one shows on meeting someone for 
the first time. 0...1 L-:~ is derived from ~ and means to 
receive pleasing news for the first time; if one has learnt 
it previously, it cannot be called 0.) \..::J Therefore, according 
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to the jurists the statement of a master who says: ~~ ~ 
/ ~ c..e~ cJ..o ~:)y. implies that the master will set 
that slave free who first brings him the news of a birth. ~ 
is pleasing news, whether it comes earlier or later. ~ occurs 
also in a proverb: ~\ (jls.\ <.J..o (s?' " ? is one of 
the signs of success". 
Hashashah: ~ ~ is the feeling of lightness on account of 
\' ~G~~,,. ..... 
a good deed. The Arabs say: ~ ~ L:..I. ... ".4> P "0 so and so you 
'.. .. - " 
have pleased (me)". ~ s-~ is a thing which is easy to 
- . 
attain. The phrase ~ ~~\ ~ ~ yz>' is used for a person-
~ - <, . 
'who gives readily. ' 
',763. 
" 
Bishr: See 6 
'Talaqat al-Wajh: '~..,lJ i;Jl,),,' is ,the opposite of V ~ , meaning 
repugnance,' on !1leeting someone, or on receiving a request; ~.~ 
764. 
means the dispersal of the (/.xI' from someone. The' original ~ 
. m~aning of 6; J.U> is easiness and dissolution. One says: 
.... .$ 
a:. .d b I meaning: 'I released it/him from confinement, or from 
some obligation, so that it/he could go freely as it/he wished i ; 
or 'I made it lawful after it had been unlawful', [or' I wallowed 
it' after it had been ,forbidden':] The expression: ~ 
0 1/.1.11 is used because it implies that the lady is made 
~ 
:free from pregnancy. Bo1;h ()l.h and ~ are used for a free man, 
... 
~ UiJ -' 
Taharah: o.)\.aP is used of characteristics and abstract qualities, 
because it implies the negation of a fault or imperfection. One 
says: G ~j)J..)l> U> u J.G or ~ .J2> \.h cr ~ I meaning that 
he combines (all) praiseworthy characteristics, and ~) t&J I 
. ~ 
because he is an opposite of a V Y' ; one also says: ~ 
~,~ ~~I..?tb • 
Nazafah: 6..; Ui.J is expressed only about ones physical appearance and 
clothing, and implies the negation of uncleanliness; it is not 
used of abstract qualities. One says: O,..lyaJ\ w.,:lij yo i.e. he 
.~ .0 
(1) 
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is beautiful of form, y~,..t ~I ~~ 
,. -
says: r:J::l \ ~ ~ ,i. e. referring to 
765. 
; but one never 
moral qualities. 
Samajah: ~~ is the commission of a wrong actio~; this meaning 
is testified to by alHudhali's usage of the word: 
(1) -C..t ~w, ~ ... 
Thus he makes ~~ the opposite of 'U~ . 'U~ is ~n action, 
therefore ~ ~ must bean action. If ¥.\.t-o' was ~}I f), he 
could not properiyhave said this.~ According to Ibn Durayd ~. 
is ~ometi~es used, of S~rrieone who commits a wrong'action. . . ' 
Afterwards, b.e~ause of s~mantic extension, ~~ was used for 
, -,. ... 
, . c..!? ~I ,'r! ' and. ~. ~" 'was used :ike 'r;/' ~..t as though 
. it hadcommit·ted a wrong action, for ''0. is a fault., 
.. , 
Qubh: See 
--. 
This verse is by Abu Dhu' ayb al-Hudhali, Diwan al-Hudhaliyyin, 1:60. 
. ..... 
766. (?~ ~ g 
Qablh: See A 
...... 
Wahsh: c.J:.>:> is ct./D' "emaciated" and &...), <.f!>,:) is used when he 
767. 
is emaciated. ~;> also means '(j~ "he felt hungry". An 
ugly man is also called ~~ because an emaciated person is 
ugly. It may be said that one who isifP'.> is in the extremity 
of ugliness, so. much so that one who sees it is desolated by 
the sight; thus c.J:.> -' ,in this sense, means ~ ~ . ' 
&.,.)1 c?), also means to be naked; and it may be said that 
one who is ~..t is devoid of beauty. 
Istibshar: ~ \ is pleasure caused by 0".) ~ "good news". 
".) • 1-
...J~t is on the measure ofJ~t, which implies "demand", 
and ~ is one who, so to speak, seeks a pleasure in 0,.) ~ 
and finds it. The original sense of o~ comes from this, 
since pleasure is manifested on the skin of the face. 
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Surur: See A 
768. 
Surur: ~~~ occurs only through that which brings benefit or (sensual) 
pleasure in the real sense. The opposite of ~~~ is ()~ 
and 6;p occurs through losses; therefore ~-'/ must occur through 
benefits or other things which are the source of pleasure. ~,~ 
is a verbal noun of a transi ti ve verb, so that it requires an 
agent. 
.,Farh:. 
, " 
may occur thr9,ugh that which, does not bripg ~ny benefit 
--' 
,! • 
769. 
or . Cse:rJ.~ual) pl~asure ,l~ke the. 'U"'; ~6f child in, da~cing, running, 
swimming, ~tc., .which may t·ire, or even harm, him. ·.This ~annot 
bec?-lled ~~/ 
experi,ence' ~ ~-- --'_""---;,-:-;-.-,'.--..;..,-, ---:--7"'"---r-' 
, realised:' In the 
. . 
The' oppositeof'U;' is' (. " and ,o:ne may 
through harm one imagines, without its:being 
~~~~~~y"i;)' - c~" b;-~xperi~~~~d' th;;~gh'-
something that is not real, such. as that experienced by one who 
,dreams through a nocturn'al' ~mission, and the like. . On the. other 
hand, ~~'r and U:.P 'are experienced only through that, ~hichis " 
real.. The grammatical forms of '{,/2 and ~.,,/~ubstantiate this., 
V";' is the verbal noun of an intransi ti ve verb, so .that it is 
something that happens internally, without an externgl cause. 
~ .~~4 
"l:./~ is used as the nomen agentis when it' is adje,cti val and 
~ ~ 
'tI ~ t; when it is verbal. According to al-Farra', 'V.! is 
use;, like ~ ,to signify one who experiences 7./;' in 1;h~ 
present, and 'U.JG , like t::/'"u, , to signify one who experiences 
it in anticipation .of what is to come. 
'} .. 
Jadhl: tJ~ is lasting or permanent pleasure. It is derived from 
J :, ~ ,meaning ~ L:" , that which does not leave its place; 
the cJ~ of a thing is its root. One says: <..:J.lJ ~ J.: ~ "a 
happy man", and the use of J,;, ~ is very rare. 
Surur: See A 
(1) 
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770. 
~.. UI . 
Habur: ..Jy!J' is a blessing or favour. One says: yYl' L.J /. when 
. ' ..... .. .. 
one beautifies it. Allah says: U-'.rf-dvD~..)<-! "They shall be 
made happy in a garden, (-,~I /15" i.e. they will be blessed. 
,J"/ is called ..JY!' simply because it is closely connected 
to ~ ~ In the proverb: a/. ~ 'l!~ 0 /. ~ J \.;> tr \.. , 
it is said that 
AI-CAjjaj says: 
~/. means ")-'/' while 07. means U/7 . 
, 
,~ 1- W (1) ~ dy1\ (;\ (;.S' (j l."a> ~,~~, CE..JJ\ a::D..J \ 
771. 
According to al-Farra'" ,J.Y'? means d.., V. In our opinion/. 
has been, used metaphorically here, and i ts cirigina~ meaning is 
'. ~ ~ Thus the Arabs ca-ll a scholar ~ because he 
has been beautified ,with the best of characteristics,' and ink' 
is cali~d.: / because . it is ,that. by wh~ch books are beautified. 
reading: . ,., 
, s· oJ 
. ~'~\tE;J\ ~~~ 
Ghamm: is a concept or feeling by which one feels his heart 
Hamm: 
,,-'--
772. 
Huzn: 
oppressed because of the occurrence of some harm to him in the 
past or because of the anticipation or imagining of some harm 
in the future~ 
is ories, concern to remove something that is disliked 
\II 
and to acquire something that is desired. r is not conc~rned 
wi th "'( in any way., One says to someone else: if \t> cj ~~ ~ ~~, 
"Concern yourself with what I need" but one never says: ,\. 
0\Pej A prolonged c>p which destroys ones bodily 
w hea~~h i~o~lSO called ~ It is ~~rived from the expression: 
, r' 'r's used when fat melts; ~ is used when one melts it. 
wj (:);,P' is the concentration and 'solidifying' of I 
deri ved from 0;,J' &..J),I ,meaning hard) rough land. 
It is 
, '. 
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Karb: Y./ is the concentration of ... ( ,together with feelings 
of anxiety/distress ( ..J~' ~ ). A hot day is called 
y/(~ "a day of distress". eJ..?..)\ y7is expressed 
when one puts someone into a state of anxiety/distress ( ~~); 
~~~ is on the measure of tJ~ from the same root. 
773. 
Huzn: See 6 
.. 
Ka~~ah:' ~,.....\{ is the signs of (;)? evident on ones face. Therefore. 
one says:'~""'16 ~ instead'~f' L..J;/;' 6:P ~ because' 
.. '"-. ,....... ~.:......, '> 
(:) ~ . cannot be p~rcei ved by the: senses. So, . ~,\:? is, the 
, - r1' 
. ,indication of ones c.:J? on his face; this sense of,~' \{ is 
, ." ';, 
attested by i,tsuseinthe verse of 'al-N~ighah: 
-(J:) '(J!u;"~."~'d.j;'~~' ~ -~t~-~:·}\c&..J.1J.~~ \~l .. 
/- .,'" ........ • ""~: fj, 
(1) Diwan ,al-N~ighah al-DhUbyanI, p.131. 
774. 
" Asaf: ~ \ is ao~ 
~ 
, ...... , 
accompanied by anger or rage; an ~ is 
an angry person grieved by something. Extensi ve use brought it 
to mean ',,,:0' ; Allah says: r ~l \;~\ t).; "Then 
when they displeased Us, We inflicted retribution on them, 
uP;J\ /55", i.e., t.~i. ~ is metaphorically used 
among Allah's' attributes, and in fact it implies the infliction 
of chastisement on those with whom He is angry. 
.... ... .?,' ~~.srah·: o~ is r which is renewed by the loss of a benefit. 
"? is a or Therefore, not every 
Ghamm: See A 
775. 
Bathth: ~ means to spread abroad and not to keep secret. One 
-' .. 
'.': ,',t". lo ~. \ says: -:?  __ "I told him about my circumstances". 
.... 
The original meaning of the word ~ is abundance of division 
or scattering. Allah says: ~ ~ \ V'JU \{ "( The day on 
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which men shall be) as scattered moths, ~..J ~, /4", and: 
I ... ~I <J ~ t} /7 ~ ~ ~ \ (; 1 "I only complain of my 
... 
grief ( ~) and sorrow ( (;)P ) to Allah, ~~ /86". 
VI 
Here the conjunction " ~ "between ~ and (:J;)7 is employed 
because of the distinction of meaning between them. 
Huzn: <.:J./l' means intensity of '( 
". " .. " 
.~~, , 
" ' 
.J ~ ,I .. , ,,' 
~.-- ~-'-:.~' .~ -
776. 
Dahr: 
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Chapter XXIV 
... \- ~ 
..?' is the collection of successive periods of time ('-_HoP>\ 
~\;;... ), whether different (in nature) or not; for example 
(:)~ "years" are called ~.:> because the periods of time 
in these vary in being hot, cold, etc. 
Muddah: A span of time which is uniform (in its nature) is called 
777. 
- ... Coo \- ;:. • _ vi • 
o.,A..D ,:e.g. s-c...::" "Winter". A winter 1S a 0» because 1t 
_ UJ 
has homogeni ty in its-characteristic of being cold~ _A 0..)...6 
may <3.1so De longer than a -..,/b:> ; e. g. one says: :.JJIb.> '\2....v\ 
instea:dof~~~JJt. o_~'arid&.\ are ,close words in the 
sense that -both may comprise ,.JYD.:> 
" ,", 
_ c.,o' 
Zam~n: U ~), like 'o..)...A , is applied 'to -the every collect inn of 
times (l ~ ~,\,; j~ ) except that, the shortest (,» is longer than 
the short~s~'~tb). Therefore, when requesting more time, 
.~9, s. 
/ \ ~lo.i ~ I ,this is different from one says to someone: 
-• So ... 
saying (5.)7 \ 0..,.\..0 because the linguists .unanimously believe 
that '0» implies a longer time than U.J . 
'" "', -~ ~ ~\L Muddah: O,.A.lo is derived from ..AJ> meaning Uy. One says: O..AA 
when on'e prolongs something. 
» and cJ.,b that 
Nevertheless, there is a difference 
between 
shortest J~ 
_c.a.i , 
o~ cannot be applied to the 
• .s 1 ;; /_" -' .~ \\ ": _ Therefore, one says: ~~ ~ ~ ~
- '" 
Two 
different periods of time cannot be regarded as 0 J..-O , just as 
two different ,substances, when put together, cannot be said,to 
be :»~ ~ "an extended line", where'as U.,P can be used of 
them (together) because J~ implies extension. If this is so, 
- '" when we say 0 jJ> (> \.../ I we should mean that it is the longest 
possible 0\...) , just as, when we say that something <:.t~ is 
.:>.:>~ , we mean that it is longer than anything else. The 
expression G\" /'~I means ~ ,; -j,\ .> I' because (; 'u'; (here) 
_ .$ • ,oJ 
is used to refer to both singular and plural. ~~~,~ \ 
~ .~ 
or 01o) )lIp '\ was thought to be too ponderous, and c)\...;)J /' I 
was felt to be sufficient. 
. ", 
.f, 
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778. 
, - ~ 
Zaman: U ~,) implies successive times ( W \,; , \ ) whether different 
(in nature) or not. 
Waqt: w".) is a singular (and signifies one). ~-' is determined 
by one single movement of the celestial sphere. In relation 
to U ~,; it may be taken to be a part of the whole, as s-..:p. 
is of _a r ; this is attested by the use of the phrases 
~ (:)\...) or <.tJ U\..tJ and not ~U;~ or ~~ ~-' • 
..•. 
,', ,779. 
Miqat:W ~ is that part of time . vihich is 'speci~ied. for' a certain, 
: "l:ict:ion; therefor:, ~(;\~'>" are the '(places) which ,ar.e' 
'specified, for ~he assumption of the' ('/~"d~e~sOf the~ajj">" 
..... .' , 
. ':~ -~Waqt:~· c.::.a:,,~'is' the time~-for, a-·~hing".whe:ther .,or.,no_t i t.,D<!::; J)~en 
780. 
spe ciited, ,for i t ~ ~"in the real sense, is only the ~ \...... 
"(division?)" of the movement" of the ~ "celestial sphere/ 
-Sanah: ~ is an assembly of months. In dating, for example, we 
say: . ~\...o ~<! bru? ~c! and not Z\-(~ or (\.so 
~ , when no particular incident is referred to in the 
mention of these figures. 
. ~ 
cAm:, : (~ is an assembly of ~ays. For example ~)' (~\ "the days 
of grief" are called '&_/' (u, 
'~)\ J~ ,"we do not speak of 
since we do not speak of 
may 
refer to a particular incident within it whereas ~ does not; 
for example, the expression / L :." U, u::- ( is used and not 
tf' 
implied 
whereas 
At the same time, however, (\$, is a ~ , and a 
is a (\so, just as a e. is a 'Jf and a '01 is a 
, even though each one of them implies 
':'V . s-
by the other; lY comprises c.f~ \ 
l-e- comprises ~\/. I "parts". 
that which is not 
"individual things", 
-'!', 
," .,-
" '" 
. ~ ~<. -; .' 
j-" • 
781. 
Hijjah: 
{in 
-400-
• 
'" ~ is that in which 
-w 
a year), and ~ is 
• 
""p. ~ is performed, which is once 
on the measure of ~ like ~ 
~ ¥ ~w 
and o....J.>' a year is called 4...f> because, in Arabic, 
sometimes a thing is called after the action performed in it. 
Sanah: See A 
782. 
..-." ~ s ~in: ~: is 'the name of an 'assemb ly of finite L..J t; -' , (spans of time), 
'. c, whei;tie'r·th~y, are year~, months" days or G\sl,.., (h~:)U;s/~hort ,,'" " , , ': 
" ',' un~ t~ '~{time') ;'tht,ls this wo~~isus~d'in the Qur' ~ ind~ffe~ent, ' ,'" 
: "senses • " The:re is a', difference, between ,<-r.: and? .>,:' " namel~' , 
, "that? ~:i!llpliesdifferen,: successive " '~G 3' :~ ,which ,c:x: ' " 
c .. ::-do~s, .. not, .. --Aliah~:~ay~~, ,rep.oI'.ting the "dS!hriyyup ~u. ,-',~~,.~" X, 
, ,':w ',' '0 ' --",- "', "~~'" 
~....J\ )) ~ "(They say) and nothing destroys'usbut ~:>(time)" 
~ \) \ >2~'" i. e '. with its varying condi t'ions. ..JD ~ , like 
... -. . 
,-.' " 
" ~' , is also ~ompris,ed of short moments of time , ~ U' \..t.V 
Sanah: ;See 
783. 
Dahr: 
~ is applied to two different things which constitute 
together one single thing, e.g. winter and summer, day and night, 
morning and evening, etc. Al-Mubarrad in the interpretation 
, of the' Qur' anic verse: ~ if, U W~' L, 1 (~\" "By time, 
verily man is in loss, ~, /1,2", says that here ~,means 
L:....t:> , and thee~pression: ~) '..-Uo &t, means <.J-rz>\ 
6 \..;)1 \~ And, ~ is also a name of many years as 
a poet says:.., , /. . "" J 
~(5~~ ~(:J~U~ . ~..,.l; ~~\ ~ (11 
"The youth is now disgusted with me; although it has departed 
from me, it stayed for a time (with me)". One says: ~~~ 
~. ,,', .~\1 
V.)'U' ,meaning "I lived in his r- ,i.e. in his 
life-time. 
, L 
.' " 
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784. 
Sacah: ~ \..., is a L.a..J-, distinct from any other. 
... ~ 
Waqt: ~-' is a noun of genus. One says: ,-:!...L.> c..s.W\ G'. "I have 
time" but not <:?~ U;.,J\ • 
785. 
Bukrah: o~ is on the measure of ~ , derived from the verb: 
f. ' A and its verbal noun is ..) *' ; one say~: c) s-~ 
6~ and 'O-,.-AC <..! s-~ since both of them, like ~ , denote 
one (single)actioh,' (and not a particular (general) time).' 
Th~nbecause of e~tensive use, o~was taken to imply a ~-' 
(i):'l general ,rather than the time whe~ .~si~gle action o~~~rr~&).. 
'·'.i. 
Ghadah: O\.lS. is a name of a c::.:;j, therefore, one says':~~\ o~ - .. 
--.----------Hke---~J-Q.~·or~-~\:c>~., bllLn.Qt_:?';~)\ ~~_: __ ~_,_~,'_~ ___ ' 
UI':' " ,. 
786. $It;...... > ~ > s-~ !J (fP .,J (,~ \ 
~ W· 
AsIl: ~" starts after ~ / "4:-'.~. c. • 
is the time of the setting of the sun. 
'" '" c -Asha' : y\..:.s. is that time which is after. ~ . 
c ,,:"';;:'.G 
Ashiyy: ~ is the time when the shadows lengthen, that is to say, 
when the shadow of a tree, for example, becomes longer than 
~ - '" - ... $0 ........ ;;:. .1\ a..:, L.. 
the tree is tall. .One says: (f"" <\::. . -.s:. ~ \ or ~ _ . 
.. \to'':'' ,..., _ ..... .. ,.." 
(today) or ..A$. ~ ~L... or o\,P.l\-,~~ o.?\..... i.e. every 
evening and morning. 
Masa' :. rL- is that time which is a little later than ~ . If 
a man has started out very early on his affairs, one may say 
'" 0 '" 0 ~ 
to him at the time of ~ : L::..o~ \ , but this is by way of 
exaggeration. 
787. b\..J» -' l~ ~J ~./ 
Burhah: d..R> /. is a part of ..fb..:> The express ion: ...Jl>...J\ i.r ~./. 
is used, in the sense of ~.;JICr' ~. Some linguists hold 
.... 
that d.Jb./. is originally a Persian word. 
" 
- j ,~ " 
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........ 
Hiqbah: ~ is a name for a nevertheless ~ has the 
sense of comprising the actions and events that occur in it, 
whereas ~ implies an assembly of months. ~ is derived 
from ~ , which is a kind of container, made of leather; a 
rider puts his goods in it and fastens it behind his saddle • 
. Zaman: See A 
788. 
J. 
Ajal:J.?- \ is a time specified for the end 6f something ; it is no:t 
an &. i unless i tis 'imposed "by someon~ (1). . That which ex:i;sts 
in ~ c;:;; ~, there"fore, ha~ n~'~, unles~ : it is dec~ed that 
it shall. have onewithinit.·U\...,)~1 ~J., is time designated. 
" " '. J. : - . .... " ' " 
for the end of his life; G(.;Jl ~ lis th'etime.when, the 
, ,- payment 'of a debt . is.:d~e, that,'is '; 'whe~ the Jength of 'time 
. , ' . J.' ' . 
. - __ spec ci-:Hed-for" -the-debt ~'comes"":'t 0" an end ;'---by1't:}~cl""-i s .. ·the~time 
of its occurrence, that is, the time for the end of the life that 
precedes it; and o.>JJJ&.i 'is the time for the coming to an 
end of thai: which precedes it, before it itself begins. 
E~~ry·if.i is a D~ but not every o~ is an &. i 
..... "" Muddah: The o..J.J' between two things mayor may not be imposed by 
someone. 
(1) The text reads ~\ U~)J JJ instead of 
789. 
Nahar: ;) lei is a name for the wi!1ely diffused light which one sees 
because the sun has a~ri v~d at the point where one can _see it, 
or at any rate most of its light. It is not, in fact a name 
for the time ( ,-~~~ ) when this happens. 
Yawm: is a name for a quantity of time in which one sees this 
bright light. Therefore, the grammarians say: .I " L:...J/ c:.£ \;, '. 
s- '" 
l .... ;, ~ c.;., t; \.0 ~ "When you say: "I have travelled for a 
day", you are defining this with respect to time", i.e. you 
are referring to the amount of time, whereas, when you say: 
, you ·are defining this 
J. ~ 
.,' I.; \.Rf w/ with respect to date; however, when you say: 
,L" 
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J\..e{J\ , you are doing neither, and you mean: '.1 travelled in 
the full light (of day)'. This is why ..J \.d can be made mudaf 
to (..,,_ ,so that one can say: ~ \ (~ ..J ~ w/ ~ and 
this is why ~ "darkness" and f "dawn" are not called ..Jt.e;. 
it is applied only to the time when there is natural light. 
790. 
~ ~ 
Abad: ~ \ is a succession of different and infinite W G ~ \ 
w_ 
. It 'applies to the future, ir the same way as ~,applies to 
.i;,the:past~: Allah sayls: ",~, ~. ~...J\;:;'~::"'t~~~bide in the.m.,: 
" > ,'for e:ver ,s-L..:.J\ is 7".' :~ ~\ . here really mec;{ns. "for' ever~',~he:reas 
<; " ,,' " '(l)~~\' 's! \" ',.', _'." "" :'" , " . ",' ;;: ,j~,:iI1'the ~xpression': " ,l.(\ "AJb;~, \. '''I>sliaJ,l~do it: (always)":,' 
., " . .- , , " ''':;'-'' 
:'i t:is metaphorical:(.J~ ) and' indi,~ates ,emphasis' in, ones· 
"d~termination' to perform the action:' 
.- '. - " .," 
. :., .,.,< 
:~' , 
- ,; 
~(i') The text -reads: \ 
• s. ~c.PJ.\ p.267 .. 
:" -.. 
791. 
Idh: ;, t , although having essentially the same meaning as w,;"" 
differs from it in that it can only be used when it is mudaf 
to some other word, which explains it. 
Waqt: c::..,...,.:> is absolute (whereas ;, 1 is not). 
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Chapter XXV 
792. (~ 
Khalq: is a verbal noun that is applied as a name to created 
~ ", 
793. 
things; Allah says: ~~;; .J,j-?~\~, ~ "He created 
the heavens without pillars as you see them, (:)l,jJ /10"; 
then He divided up things into minerals, vegetables and living 
. .!.. '\ .?;l~ , ~ "" organisms, and then said: 
creation, 6VJ /11". c,;.;. 
0."..) cr- __ "This is Allah's 
can also be used only for human beings, 
~ ~\ <! ~ which is like: 
(Y" \:.J \.<j ~"" ; 'and' ~,' can also be used of, large 
groups of people; one, says: (Y' l;J, (yo ,~i} s- ~ i. e . ~~,,' 
" '0 Y '''a l~rgegroup of people" .. ' , 
as one says about someone: 
ind~pendent dialect,de~ived from (/'~ meaning 'movement 
... ';, .J. 
(y' ~ , \.... ~ to move), and lY' \:. \ is another dialect. If it 
.. ~ 
were correct that (Y' \,; was derived from<...Y' \; , then its ~ t 
_ o".'s;· 0 , \ 
~, should have been ~ \ instead of ~'~ . (In our view) 
- .~ . 
Lr' \; is derived from ~ \ which is the opposite of ~~:> 
"loneliness or wildness", because human beings associate with one 
another. 
. 
· U\ 
-' .-Y_ --J'i:...-.o_ 
" . 
Insan: 001 implies opposition to ~ "brute beast". 0 W J is 
derived from the word (:)~ "forgetfulness"; its origin is 
CJ~\ , and therefore the ~'rl of 0U~ is <.:.>~\ 
~~ always takes place after having knowledge of something, 
and c.:;Wl is so-called because he forgets those things which he 
knew previously. ~. is so-called because it is apart from 
know ledge and understanding, unlike t:J U J. Therefore ~ W ~ 
is the opposite of ~because(:)\...:J~ can acquire knowledge, 
although he may forg:t -it, whereas ~ cannot acquire it. 
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Insi: ~ \ "human/tamed" implies opposition to ~ ~ "untamed 
_ J> _ • J-
794. 
or brutal". The derivation of the word, which is ~ \ , the'" 
opposi te of ~ ~ indicates this. People speak of ~ ~ 
and ~~ ; they also use 
impl;ing here ~ ~, . 
~ , '. -~, as the opposite of c.rJJJ' 
Nas: V \: can be applied to both living and dead people. 
Wara: U...J.J is applied only to living people. It is derived from the 
expression: C! /... ~/I C5~~ used when a: steeL produces fire. 
, , .,. • • 4 • • : 
795. 
'Thus (f..l'" is so-called because of its appearanceori the face', of' 
the earth. 'One c'an say: 0;.oU\ (j'" tJ, "The people who have' 
gone" but not u;..o UI ($..1""\ 
cAlam :' One linguist holds that 
A poet says: 
(~ means the people of every <.:>\.0] . 
" ·\1·.·· 
, 
"And Khunduf is the leader of this (\s. (world)". Another-linguist 
holds that ~ U is that which is contained by the ~ . 
People say:, ~\ ?\.:J\ , meaning the earth and what is on it, 
~d <:!.,1>-1\ 1 \,..J \ , meaning the hea;rens and what is in them. Man 
J :'&1\). 'I ' is called, metaphorically ~ \ bJ\ the microcosm': (~\ 
in the expression: (bJ'~""';u~ <J\. means ~~ Some 
others hold that (\.5. is the name of different things, and can 
be applied to the angels, the Jinn, and human ~eings. It is 
not ,like ()"\:.l\ ,because everyone among (J"\:l\ is an 6W\ but not 
, , 
every one of (W \ is an angel. 
Nas: See A 
(1) Diwan al-CAjjaj , p.289; Lisan ( ~ ); MuCjam Shawahid al-Nahw 
al-ShiCriyyah, verse no.3630. 
, 
796. ¢'u. .-' ~~ 
-
, 
Dunya: l;..> is an adjective whereas ?~ is a noun. One says: (~I 
, 
(}L-J' and ~~\r~\' with ~\ and (5~\ as adjectives 
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qualifying the noun (WI . 
. 
."J \' 
As far as the verse: o.,p )JI.J ~,,;J 
,r.!> "And certainly the abode of the hereafter is best, 
G.w -t,/10911 is concerned, here the word ~W\ or the like 
(Le. 0»'),\ ;u,W\..)\..:> ) is understood. 
cAlam: See A 
797; (r\; .J 
,. So 
Anam: < (v, , according to some linguists, implies magnification of 
those who are mentioned/named from among the people. Allah says: 
, '<", rG'~~ (r\:J\ 6\ <.r.O\ ~uG l.-tJJ\" "Those to whom the 
.. < 'peoplesaid: Surely men "have- gathered against you, u,!,i C)'\"!172!';" 
. .' :, 
here a group of people is re'ported to hav~,said:t4is. Itis , " 
also said that it was one pe~son (who said)·: ,the peopiec.of Ma~k'!l:h 
'" J' < , " .. '<, " < • 
have gathere~d"against you.' One cannot. say: " (t:)J\ cJ ~ 4r" < • ,," 
'-----:;~~-i~~';_:one: amorlg-tlle pe-ople:---~Tl1e-pliiral-()f (,b-1' -i; {\::~ <-.~'-;'- ~-.;.-.~ -", ~ 
N as : See ' .b. ' 
798. 
..:..'" 
Bariyyah: ~../. implies differentiation/distinctness of form ( o..)yP) 
'" 
(of those to whom it is applied), whereas \; ...... U'" . does not. ~../. 
is on the measure of~ , and it is derived from the expression: 
,. • 9 ~ "'", iI~ """ ~ \ ~ I \./. L e. Allah differentiated the forms of creatures. 
Because of extensive use, 'O:,.p was suppressed, as in the case of 
~..J:' which is derived from ~I jf..J~ It is also said that 
-... 
the origin of ~..r. is <.5.-/. 
... ... 
meaning cutting, and ~/. is so-
called because Allah created hum.in beings distinct from all other 
living organisms, bestowing them with particular ,attributes. It, 
. is also said that it comes from (5./. ,meaning y ~ "earth". 
According to some mutakallimUn ~/. is an Islamic name which was 
not known in the Jahiliyyah; this is not correct, because al-
N~ighah used this word in his verse: 
... 
( 1) 
.iliJ\ U ~ ~j..!>\; ~/.\ q or 
"Stand among mankind and warn them against (committing) mistakes". 
Nas: See A 
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(1) Diwan al-Natighah, p.12. 
799. 
Bashar: ~ implies beauty of form/figure, since it is derived 
from o..,J ~ meaning beauty. ~cY:.) and ~~ '0 tr ~ are used for 
a beautiful man and a beautiful woman. Mankind is called P. 
because human beings are the most beautiful formof,l~ving organism. 
:It ~c~ be said that .A. imp:Li~s n..,J~' 'iappearan~e,i .. ~d human 
beingsa:re (!.alled~~. 'be~au~e' ~h~ir identi;ty (as human beings) . 
'. _ • c ~ • ,-.,' ....;:. :. ~ 
. is 'e,vident. That is why! .the·outerskin is- called o~:~ ,Our. 
" . i" .• opinion is that(f"\.: impl:ies-(y"'~ ,. .Irieaning move1l1e~t.<.fr\J :·is 
". ',,' a plural ~hereas ~ is. singular and plural.' ~'A:flah says: \.0. 
~-. : ___ ~~h'_~' _ ~~ __ ~ • .? ~_t_~~ _~_I~~~ ~:...~_~~i::_g .?~ : :_,~:_.2~ / nio:ct~{:Like. .' 
yourselves, 6 ;... ~'/2 4". Oneal~o $ ays : ...,..::..?l 2 ~.'~; -here:":~--'-: 
p. meansV~ , and its dual is: 6~. The Qur,l~ says: 
. , .. ", _.. • s 
1t::...t::..~.? Cr·,,) \ "What! Shall we believe in (two mortals). 
'. ~"Q?like .ourselves? U;",~, /47". A p;t.ural of the word ? 
has never been heard of. 
Nas: See A 
800. d.k . . 
~, ~ 
Jublah: . is a name applied to assembled groups of people, which 
are large and numerous. The original' meaning of ~ is }i.U. 
"thickness" and ~ "size"; ~ "~buntain" is d~rived from 
"!=he same, and is so::-called because 6f its thickness and size. The' 
, \,.. ,'~ .. ,', ~ 
expressions ~ u: .,) and' ~O V I are used for a man and 
• '. ~ • .J. ./ • ~ 
a woman who are solidly built. Allah says: F<:r~\\;aJ'~ 
,' .. 1 wj" 'i'~:s\ -' "And guard against (the punishment of) Him ~> •. 
Who created y;u and the former nations, s-I?' /184"; and ...l;J ~ 
"~".li..f. ~ ~\ "And certainly he led astray numerous 
people from among you, <...r":! /62" 1. e. various assembled groups 
~ , , 
like you. ~ is the first creation, and ~ means: "He created 
, .. 
.. 
it in its initial form, i.e. He created it in one piece before 
making its form distinct. Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) is reported to 
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,~o~ ~ w, 
have said: ~1~' Lr ~ &l:-'..,.L;J\ ~ "Hearts were so 
created that they love the one who does good to them"; ~ is 
a piece of flesh, and ~ is used here with reference to the 
thickness/solidity of the heart. 
Nas: See A 
801. 
JinnI: is a generic name, whereas U ~ is a (particular) 
"" ~implies hiddenness • 
... Shay~an': ~~ is.,:thewi~ke.d 0:ne of the VI if. , .!hereforE!,.a).dcJ<ed 
, marL'is also called e (;)~ ,but not if. , , be,cause ()~ ,c 
." UI • . ..,J.' _ ' _ 
: impiies .?whereasi~ does not. " Therefore it,is said: 
(:> ~\,"~, ,~. "~ay Allah 'curse (~~\ ,'/ an'd' not:" ~. 
w ,. _ . 
"-,--- ------.. - ,-- --.~.!...-~t,c~:_-" ___ . _________ . . -: '::>.' ':;':1 ' .;:1 
._--'-'--; •• ~~~-- f:~"~-'--:; ----:.~:l 
802. 
Rajul:&'.J implies o~- "the power or capacity" to do (certain) 
things; thus to say tha tan U L:ll. is a ~j is to praise him. 
Mar' : s-.-?> implies that he has disciplined his soul. Thus a 
particular for~ of manners and culture is ,called O~,~. 
803. 
.... 
Thullah: 617 is ,a group of people wh2 surge out for some purpose in 
. ~ , .. 
a mass. It comes from kJ ~ \ c:...u.; when one undermines a wall 
and it all falls down precipi tat·ely. 
, extensive use, every p. was c~lled 
'. ~ /" (to indicate someone' s fall in 
, AfterWards because of 
zY':'. One says :'Of 
power) . 
that ~ means' ~jL2l "destruction". 
a 'l:J~ ,but it can be called a dJ-LP. 
'" A :u.f 
It is also said 
cannot be called 
-c Jama ah: ~L? is a general name and can be applied to all of these 
groups (mentioned here). 
Hizb: ~:JI is a ~12. co-operating on a particular issue. One says: 
. ~ LJ.' cJ:..)\ ~/ "The man joined the group", that his cause is 
, ," 
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strengthened by joining it. This comes from the expression: 
~ .$))\ 0:p , meaning that it became difficult for me. 
Zumrah: '0/; is a ~\...2. that makes a noise that cannot be understood. 
It is derived from ..Jl.aj meaning the noise made by female ostriches. 
A word close to o/..i is ~) meaning a ~~. that produces a 
" ah - C ....... u:..i "a confused noise". According to Abu Ubaydah 0/,) is a 
~ lR. that is breaking up. 
J-
Fawj: '(;I;' is, a large group of people. Allah says: ~ \..J ~ 
\.~, ;, \, cGJI ~:> U ufo ~ V" l:H "And you (will) see men 
en~e'ri~g,the,religio; of Allah in ,compaI?-ies, ~'/2" i. e. you 
"1 ~.' ".,,_~...... • I:', '-' '.' 
would see that tribe a:fter tribe wer~ eT'llb.racing IS,J:am. 
'.' 
'. ' 
__ '_:.'~~_:~,_J~ush: ,tf-~ isa large collection' of many kinds of people: Thus'~ 
--. ~--'------'---:-<"'------''''7--''''''--''''~-'':'--------------__ -<'-'''''''''~?4'_'_~_'' ' .... 
",," 
,".' 
;;"', many sons of one 'father cannot be c~iied"~ '-G~:. 'one-'never s'ays: -, --
~\ ir ~.x ,but rather: ,..r.! \ '(y ~~ , because donkeys 
aJ;'e of one kind. 
Jamacah: See b. 
HazIrah: ofo,is a group of from five to ten acting as a raiding-party., 
. . 
Rajl: ~; is the plural of ~\; , used for men on foot. 
cAdI: (5.» is a group of men advancing in a raid. 
_ JI 
cUsbah: ~ is a group of ten or a few more. The Qur' an says: 
J, " • 
~ ~ ." "And We are 'a company, G,....~ /8". It is also said 
thc3.t: ~ is from ten to forty. In Bedonian Arabic ~ is 
applied to a party of ho~se-riders, as, ~ is used only: for 
camel-riders. 
. 
NaqIdah: d .~.;.J is an advanced party of skirmishers' which is sent 
before an army, to see that the coast is clear. It is derived 
• ,I" .... ~ from the expression: U Ib..l \ I .{2 used when one spies out a place . 
.... 
Miqnab: l. I ... Ate is a group of about thirty people acting as a raiding-
party. 
KatIbah: ~~~~s an army gathered together along with all its arms 
_ ..... ~/ 11 "- ". ",,,, ~o
and equipment. It is derived from ~ I • ...; one says: 
/s.~, q when one collects it together. 
-: "~.",'",. 
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805. 
s 
Ta'ifah: The original meaning of ~\1 is a ~\.p. that naturally 
.,' .' ~ , 
.... J. journeys round the country. It may be said that d..sJ\J, is a 
group composed of a regular circle of people employed to patrol. 
- ." The extensive use of the word ~\P has caused it to be used for 
any ~ lP.'. In the Islamic law -~u, is a name for "one", Allah 
• ,$ 1\' - .s '.J \. 0 :.. 0\, 
says : ~~ l>-" ~ \h \.A'"". ~ -".b' .. !. ~ "And let a party of 
s 
believers witness their chastisement, .J ~\ /2"; here ~ \.h ,means 
one. Allah~aYS~~Q~~~\J, ~~./ ~/u.....;J ,)) ~ 
" G .,~Xs-.;. ~,~ \ \~ J \~ ~ r",; \".J~:~~ ~~\L! 
"Why should riot then a company from every party from, among ,them go 
forth that they may apply thems,elve's, to obtain understanding in 
'religion, ,and that they may warn their people when they ~ome back' 
--t6-·tlremthat they may~be cautious? ~YJtt'122'~ i.e._ to~mgke "I:~ __ ~'-
, . s ' 
people fear Allah has been made the task of a distinct ~~ 
........ ~ , l 
,and this d.AJ \.b may be one person. As far as the verse: U ~ " 
. - ,. ~~t;\~\~~\c.::,..6\:;J\J:, "And if two parties of the 
believers quarrel, make peace between them, uY'/9"" is concerned" 
there is no doubt that if two individual believers fight each 
other, they are under the same ~ 
806. 
... 
FarIq: signifies' a party comprising a number of people from 
a larger grq~p; one says: i~' & ~.?~~~ ; and iY) 
, ' .. "J \ ~ is a group of horses which separates from the main body 
of those assembled for a race. c;:~ is also used in a proverb: 
~\ G') & v/ i However, ~L? is applied to any 
.... ... 
assembly. 
807. 
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Fi'ah: ~ is a ~L? separated from any other. It is derived 
808. 
J. .... ,. • " • 
from the expression: c:1.,...J \J I....-) ~ b "I split his head"; and ($ \jJ'., 
... 1-' 
'CI.)J \ means: It split apart, broken. 0.:;.., ,in war, means a group 
.,. ""'''' .... _, I-
of people that supports the warriors; Allah says: U\ \~ ~\ 
.... ~ "Or withdraw to a company, QWY\/16". Then (as a ;emantic 
extension) it was used for any group that defended or helped someone. 
According to Abu CUbaydah: ~ means: 6\J1i (a group of) helpers. 
-c Jama ah: See .. 6 
Shi~ah: . ~ is"a ~ \.P. which inclines towards someone out of love 
-""""-'':-''- .. ' '.' 
for l)im. It, i's'der:i:V~!i fromt;~::' , meaning thin firewood. which 
is added to the thick wood. on a fire 'sothat it may kindle~ 
. , 
.. ,' -~-~,---- ----- ~- ---- ~- -;------~.'-~ -_. - ~~--~ -.. ~ ---------" .-~.- -- --- --, 
809 .. ', ." 
w • 
... .. .. 
Thubbah: ~ is a ~l2. asseinbled for, something for which:. they are 
Nas: 
810. 
praised. The e~ression: Lk~' ~ is used when one praises ,. , 
someone in his life time. Its opposite is C;.J::'. \''', which means to 
praise someone after his death. Allah says: \~\ ~.:J' ~$\ ~ 
~. '., ~'",,\ G0\-, ..... ,\; 0'»'-,» "0, you who believe! "- ~ ~ .. ~ ,J 
take your precaution, then go forth in detachments or go forth 
in a body, ~L;JI /71" i.e. so that they may be united for the 
sake of Islam and to help the din. 
See ~ 
.. 
Qarn: (;J./ is a name applied to those who live wi thin one span of 
seventy years. This meaning is authenticated by its use in 
the verse of a poet: v, . ~ 
<." ) '-:-" ~ ~ t; y'; c! ~ -' . ~ ~ \'-.::.:,. .. )\ (>)0\ yJZ> ; \.; \ 
"When that (:);; in which you live passes away and you are left in 
. '" (another) <.:J';; ,you are a stranger". They are called U..r because 
they represent the limit of the U~) they are living in. The word 
_ Cu'" 
0.) is interpreted as 0':; "power"; Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) is 
"- "". 
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. ... ... 
reported to have said: (;J~\<J;6:: ~\.Y~ "(And the sun) 
rises in between the horns of C,~I" i.e. U~I in that time 
- -
was most powerful (in forbidding the people from. offering fajr 
prayers) . CJ / can be applied to those who are contemporaries 
because they are linked together in time. Some hold that the people 
of every age constitute a tJ..? AI-Zajjaj says: 0.) means the 
people of any age in which there is a prophet or one who has a 
remarkable degree of knowledge; he thus gave it this meaning by 
the association of the people of an era with people of knowledge. 
Therefore, an age of negligence and ignorance is not a 0;; 
Some hold . that . <.); . ,is' one of the names for (imy) 6 u;' ,. and that 
every 0) is seyenty years. '6;; isderivedfrom'~·.JG; "~s'sociatioti", 
becaus~ ihe', people . of every age are similar to' one another and 
'. are clos~ ~n. age; from this . it comes to .be used for one who is' 
. someone ':s companion 'in battl~.' 
.... <~";:.--- - ... c,,+~-., __ ~·~_· ___ .. --.- - --.""'- - ~-;'C:' ., ... ----.- -,; '. r 'Yde~ote~ men who stand' wi th one another in v~;i~~;-~ff~i;~; ,----.--
it is nQt. applied to women except by way of subordination. Allah 
says: ,~){ 'U'} ,'(~ ~ ~ ;'The people of Noah rejected the 
'apostles> ,.\)..:. .1\ /105'" 'i.e. the men, with the :Women following. 
" , This' is attested by its use in a verse of Zuhayr: 
1- ,J - S J..\ ~ 
(2) s- L..J r' ~ u \ (Y \ ~..J,) \ U G ~ U ~.> 15.J') \ lo .> 
Thus, he excludes women from (; 
-(1) Lisan ( <.:J/' ) 
(2) Diwan Zuhayr b. Abi Sulma, p.12. 
811. 
Jamacah: See ~ 
J-
Mala': ~ means the distinguished people who are impressive and 
awe-inspiring. Some hold that \.l", is a ~ \1>. consisting of men, 
to the exclusion of women; 
~, . It is derived from ~ ~ 
undertake various matters. 
however, we prefer the first interpretation. 
" So Jlt~ ~ may be a group of people who 
One says: ./ J.}..1 ~ if ~ i.e. He is 
capable of doing such and such. Both meanings derive from the 
same origin, i. e. "cJ> 
""'., 
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812. 
Raht: ~~ is a group of about ten who are descended from one father. 
~..J is the name given to a piece of leather the extremities 
'. . 
of which are slit like the thongs ( ~ ~ pI. of I..:!J~) of 
a sandal worn by a girl; it has many fronds all coming from one 
origin. The plural of h.0..J is P \.0,..1. A Hudhali poet says: 
(1) »\.a:,.)1 k..:h ~ <.J.io ~.> '. 
"And thrusts like the branches of }, \.0.J ". One says: .kP>..J ~ j,\; 
and P -~ ¢ because, k,a,J is a d \ r ~ (:ik.e, (; etc.), 
ahd if ~.J were a singular, the' idafah of -~.u; to it would not' 
be possible, just as one cannot say: 
k.0 ..... ~'~..u' '(5,,6 '6' :J ' "And there 
.' ' ' .. - - ". 
_ \.,., - -,' ll':' if. ..... ' ~ ~ . - Allah says ': 
iierein the ,City n~ne .\a..0.J." 
" ~\ /48"; .k,..0..J is ,us'ed as<;i masculine ~n6uri, here; eve:r::t if this 
constitu1:ed~~ , the word used is, masculine singular, and so 
.~-(:;~thel' :than·V·'J.) -is, used because . of."the grammati~al 
gender of> the word. Some interpreters hold that they were, in 
fact, nine men, and that this is. the meaning "gi ven: there were 
in tqe,ci ty nine of' one k.o>..J 
" 
Nafar: ~ is a group of about ten of men particularly who engage 
battle or the like. Allah says:, '."y\ f J-? ,~\. f'-..o 
(/ ~ ~I U ~ ~ ~ '\ b, ~ cj "What (excuse) have you that 
when it is said to you, Go forth in Allah's way, you incline 
heavily to the earth, ~ YJ\ /38". Afterwards, because of 
extensive use, ~ was applied to any party, even if it was 
not engaged in war. 
'(1) This verse is by al-Mutanakhkhil al-Hudhali, Diwan al-Hudhaliyyln, 
2 :24. 
813. 
Shirdhimah: ~ ':>/ is the remnant of a remnant,and a selection. 
Allah says: (:J ~ ~? p, "( These are) a small company, 
-"~\ /54", because Pharaoh had misled a large majority of 
his people, and only a very small minority was left (on the right 
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"The winter came and my shirt was worn out and in tatters, so 
that they laughed at me. Another poet says: 
J\;.,)\ (::, ~ cj U.Af-
i.e. in the worn out pieces of the shoes. 
(1) Lisan ( ~); Khizanat al-Adab, 1:114 . 
• --<'-
" 
, 814. .1- jo J,~" U'" 1 -' , 
" , ',J 
",~>'Ai: 'U} indicates thepartlcular group, either ot: relative~ or of 
,,;;;~;:-~,- "companions, that: i's associated with <a,",tTlan.&)" c..r' 'can be ,J ,', 
appliedtc> on,es family, and'friends; butane never says:"O~IJ\', --, I ,.' 
.. ' ,J C" ' ' , '- • : " ',. .t~,' ,.J' '..' .,., .' ",q~,~~':,U .. L_._, .. _Or}§l,~~~ay:§~ G"..~2 (J\OI',~~~,J'~, J. e. th_~iF~_":, r - , ' ' followe~s. Some linguists hold that c.J \ are :th~ poles of a, 
tept, and J \" in relation to a man is so':'called because a, man 
" .. rests upon them (his children "or companions)., 
~ .. 
And U' is ,:that, 
which (seems to be) elevatedin deserts like pillars of'a tent, 
and a ~, is named <.,(, for the same reason. 
Ahl: "<J.a>~ is applied to both: y......J "family lineage" ,and U"'~\. 
"partiqllarisation"; e. g. one says: <.y..)' & t to mean his 
close relatives, and '0 ~J~ i or ~ I J.a> \ to indicate 
" 815. 
Ibn: 
a particular characteristic that links these people . Al-Mubarrad 
holds that ~i is the ?, ~ ~ of U'\ which means that ~ ,J \ 
c.Yz>' is the origin of J' . 
~~ implies some particularisation and lasting association; 
thus, one says: o~, &.\. for one who continually travels in 
the desert, and <5/1 &.~ for one who travels much by night. 
~ ..., 
One says: ~ ~ ~~:~';' when one makes someone particularly associated 
wi th him (as a son). To call someone (; ~ V ~ implies that 
he is descended from so and so, and mankind is called 
because they are descended from Adam; the same is the case with 
<..Y.! y ~ ~ u. ~ can be used for anyone who is inferior 
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u.o ' 
(in age or status) e.g. an old man says to a young one: ~. \.. 
.... .... 
\. ~ . 
and a king calls his subjects s..~' (pI. of V. \. ). In the same 
~ 
way the prophets of Lt~~~. used to call their people their 
,. ~ 
So ~ \. Sometimes one is given a kunyah: 
• J. 
u.u; ; \ , even if 
he has no son; such a kunyah is used only as an indication of 
respect. The philosophers and scholars call their students: their 
y ~.\ , and seekers of knowledge are called ~\,.~ \ . (.y. ". 
and ~,like ,-:->$\ , can be used to form a ~, e.g. 
V'/0: ~, 0.)- &.1 ' (5 ~I u. ~, ~ ~ , ~. u ~ ,(; '.>.J> C ~ , 
~ 
etc. It is said that the ,original meaning 9f. &. \ is· L.A..-J \., ... 
• '~," ," • • •• ' '" .. ;. • • - < 
,icombinatiori'i a~d JLti':H"colmection" '. from ~ ~ "I built.it", the ~ '. .1-, w .. ; '"t I • 
riome,npatientis of w?ich is .~ ; it is also said that it is 
derived' from S-y. " 
Walad; ,'»,., implies a ..,J\ .> .. , whereas V. \ :implies an y'\ JJ" 
816. 
also reqtiires-O-.:s'uj·"birth" which- 'Cr. \. 'does'n~t:-: :unHke'·-L..,;..» ,. " 
• J. • 
. s , 
which can be used to form a kunyah,. e. g.G ~ ; \ "father of 
so and so", even if the person has not begotten so and so;. 
o ~ .,J.\> is not so used. 'A human being is not called' ..-\.f\ ~ 
unless he has a ...u ~ Neverthe·less,.JJ\ ~ can be used of a 
pregnant sheep before she gives birth. There is another difference 
between V. \. and ..u -' , namely that V. ~ can be applied to a 
male only, whereas »,., can be applied to both male and female. 
"-v· • 
AI: See A 
Cltrah: o~., according to al-Mubarrad, means: ~W "origin", and 
one says: 0~ O? , Le. th~ origin of so and'so"(that is the 
stock from which he came). Some hold that '0 P is the root of 
a tree which is left after it has been cut down; the same sense 
,. 
is found in: &../ \ "O? i. e. ~ \ "his stock". Another linguist 
holds that cP....}\ o? means his immediate family, and his close 
cousins, arguing this on the basis of a phrase reported to have 
been used by Abu Bakr 1n which he called the Qurashites the o~ 
of the ,,'"' --Prophet. The difference between u' and 0/ is clear: 
c.)'"\ ~ -s;. connotes ones ~ \ and U~ \ "subjects, followers", while 
o~ , according to one view, connotes ones stock, and, according 
to another, ones immediate family and cousins. 
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817. 
J, 
Abna': s-~ \ is used of a man's own children and the children of his 
sons, but not the children of his daughters, for these are ascribed 
to their fathers. A poet says: 
('1) Us \> ')J \ J '-? .) \ s- t./, (J.2> ~ 
"Our children ( ~ ~ ) include the sons of our sons and our 
daughters; their ( C>'b ~ ) children (those of our daughters) are 
\. ~ 
the sons ( S<V-I. \ ) of distant men". ~ and~ were called 
the sons ( \JJ-,.) of Muhammad, for honorific, purposes, but frequent 
.!.. • 
use has made' c,JJ\ 0"......) \....J., a name for them. 
""- ."" 
Dhurriyah: '~:J:;' ~ncludes,' in order, ones offspring., male and female . 
. ,' __. _ ~ , . _ "" . • -', c.. , 
Allah :says :6~".),\.:> ~..); Lr' -' "And~of hi's descendants, 'Davi<J 
',:andso'l~~on~ (W)JI/85", and, then c lsa;; ~ ) ,is included 
among his~jj i.e. of ~~,l, ( (\,J.\)\/86). 
(1) Khizanat al-Adab, 1:213-214; Kitiib al-Haywan', 1:169; MuCja~ Shawahid' 
al-Nahw al-Shi Criyyah" verse no.690. 
818. 
CUqb : ~ are a man's male and female children and the male and 
female children of his sons. However, they can only be called 
his ~ after his death. 
Walad: The above-mentioned are a man' s JJ.J whether before or after 
his death. 
819. 
Sibt: ~ is mostly applied to the offspring of a daughter. Hasan 
and ~usayn are each called the ~ of the Prophet. A .J.J..!I 
may also be called a ,.h.:........, but a ~..!I does not imply what a 
~ implies. ~ means extension and length. It is derived 
from 1> ~ meaning: J~ "length" and .;>\~ ~ lIextension ll • ), ~ 
is applied to the corridor between two houses, and 6J, ~ is a long 
weapon (blow-pipe?) from which a pellet is shot_. ~ is also 
used 6f a kind of tree, because of its height and extension. 
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Walad: See A 
820. 
Bacl: A man becomes the ~ of a woman only after copulation with 
her, because <.J ~ implies '{; \lj and ~.10 "sexual play". 
cJ ~ ~1I1J. ... Mu?ammad is reported to have said: ~ .!' L:-' / .!' U' \ (~\ (about 
the days of cids in which fasting is forbidden). A poet says: 
, (l)d..h.t; V' ~ ( cJ..:>\ ~\ \;'~. ~ ~ 0\3 UW2!> Cr> {> 
"How many married' women have ~. left (ignored), when the !;tight was . 
dark and they had no-~rie to,' sleep ,~i th them". , The original meaning' 
of t:he w~rd ~ i~; to perform some function; thus; a palm-tree 
,"-< • r> 
that imbibes through its 'r<?9ts anddo~s not, need to b~, watere'd is 
.ealle'd,a ,~,,; it can;,~so to speak, look after its own interests. 
(1) This, verse is by al-Hutay'ah, Lis'an ( ~ ) . 
.... 
821. <L r -' 
Sahib: ~. implies that one of two companions is benefited by the 
other; thus, it is particularly used about human beings. One says: 
"'V~..i ~ or J/~. ,but one never says: t' t,~ , 
or (:) fo (; ~ ~ . Its original meaning is ~ '''pr~servation''; 
. " , " "' 
therefore, one says to another:-:· ~I ~ or . ~\..J2....D / , i.e~ 
,. . 9 ,:0" ""... ~," 
, "lb/ .. The Qur' an says: ,'. (:J ~ l.... r.ll.., "Nor ;h:l; they 
be' defended (guarded from US, Y~~'/43", i:e. (:J0.Ji..-Ls: 
A poet says: 
"A companion is protected from the things that bring evil"!. 
Qarin: ~..JG..,... implies the standing or going of Ctf together with 
another, even if he is of no use to him; from this sense comes the 
. expression: r £\ 6\.)' Two camels are calledU~; when they 
are hobbled to each other with a rope. However, when one stands 
up against another in a contest, the two are called U\.:,; [and 
(:) ~) J. The two forms are distinct because of the different 
seD.ses that they bear, but they are from the same root. 
..} .' 
. '.-: 
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(1) Lisan ( ~); Jamharat al-Amthal, 1:156. 
822. 
\ 
Mawla: ()~ has many meanings, e.g. master, slave, ally, cousin, 
one who is most entitled to something, and a friend or companion. 
A poet says: 
L.,H.Y .;y ~\ c... \~ 0 ~ . ~ (J ;,"\ '0 J.\..Y"" 0y. L:,............" 
- . 
"I am riot' one who commits abase 'action which I am alleged to commit; 
but there are th'ose who commit base actions". Here (, \yU U.Y' means 
" /o\~ ~w, C~~\bf,.k~ .. H; ,,{JY 'means heipe~; hbwever, 
theU~~ caimot',b~ 'term~d His cJ\,~', me~nirtg helpers of His 7\2..,' 
" Nev:ertheless, ,th~ycah becall~d His I<~..,\in this s~nse;,' , 
waIf: 'd '.:r ~ is ,app':U_edboth-to one who is-helped and one. _wh,o b~lps,.,~ 
,,- ,', 
·....;....$1',1 oJ • (') One says: U.:. yo l..)"~' 1.e. their helper u~ ; and 
~\(J-,,&~\, i.e. a recipiehtofHis help (G~). cJo~\ 
, - ' 
~I cJ ~'also implies that a believer 'is a helper of Allah's 
. - . , 7\:l-' '(pl., of cJ, ) and His din. The expression (j JI '~, 
CJ2' ~ I can also mean that Allah undertakes to guard and protect 
the believers, as a guardian undertakes to protect and take care 
of a child under his guardianship. ~ ~ is used in many meanings; 
for example: r' <J "', is one who is ob,liged to stand up for his 
rights when necessary; ~ 1 (J y\ 1s one who is (a party) in 
a contract; '0 l...,J 1 c.} -" is one who acts as an agent in her 
affairs; and J;;.:;...t \ c.} '" is one who acts as the avenger of a man's 
blood. The original meaning of (j..!l is' to be next, after the first, 
I '" 
without a break. ~I oll -' means that Allah, as it were, took 
charge of his affairs and did not'entrust them to anyone else. 
; ... 
0/\ o.JJ JI means that he entrusted him with his affairs, as 
.. ~ w'" 
though he placed them in his hands. ~../' d~ means that he 
undertook his own affairs, without an i~termediary .ijd:J is the 
opposite of cJ ~ d l ':; ; ~..J 0::J J; means: he shot twice one 
after the other; d, tJl is that which is required by wisdom. It 
may be said that U -' is one who wishes good for his friend 
... ( d -' ), just as -'ft is one who wishes harm for his enemy. 
:," 
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823. 
Khullah: means singling out someone for honour ( (? ). 
IbrahIm is called 
,!. • ~I~ because Allah singled him out for 
prophethood, which honoured him. However, Allah cannot be called 
the~ of IbrahIm, because Ibrahim could not single out Allah 
I 
for honour. According to Abu cAli, ~\ J.:::lP can be used of 
any believer. cAlI b. clsa , however, holds that it can only be 
used o·f prophets, whom Allah has singled out for His revelation. 
- --) ~adaqah:"", ,,-,~. is the ~greemEmt .of hearts (in secret) on love (for 
; one another) ~ Thus, when each,of two men keeps his love for the 
othe~ secret in his heart, so that his inner self becomes like h;is 
.appearance.,' they are called ,'OGJ~ "friends" ... This 'is why AI-lah . 
cannot be describe~ ks the '(:,J~O:f a believer, as He can, as 
. his ,d.> 
824. o'PP", ~ 
Safw: ~ is a verbal noun. Anything that is pure is called U hp. 
It can be used both restrictively and generally. 
• w 
Safwah: ~ ~ means s- <r ()/ uV G ,that is, the pure/purest part 
, I 
of anything. Thus, Muhammad is called o:;JI o~ and not ~I ~ ~ 
Although ~ and o~ are from the same origin, they are different 
in meaning, like /. and o~ If 0 ~ and ~ were merely 
different dialects, as Thaclab states in al-Faslh, Muhammad, would 
I· ., 
be called o::;.JJ ~ , just as he is called ~\ o~ . 
825. 
Ikhtiyar: ,..) ~ 1 means to select that which is really ~ "good", or 
what one thinks to be good in a thing. 
I~~ifa ': ~~ ~ is to select that which is 0 \...p of a thing. 
Frequent use caused either to be used for the other and y~ ~ 
is used about that which has, in fact, nothing 0 L.P in it. 
I • 
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826. kf' ) , 
I~har: .JLe,b" t is more general than s-~ i . ..JW;~ can be used about 
everything, whereas s.~ ~ can be used only where 'Oy can be used. 
For example, one says: '0 s--,~\.,.)l>U;>,> ,and not '0 ~-,~,%,..,..e. . 
("':. \\ ,~J., , From this comes ,- L.> 
... J 
Ifsha': f. ~ ~ is frequency of ...J w: ~ . 
which in~icates that they have great wealth just as ~\ indicates 
that they have many flocks'. ~ \..:.,..;, analogously with .. \..i:..... , 
.. ,,\~ ". ' .. .. J. 
.s-Li and s-~; means ab.undance of wealth, and ~ \ is used' 
.,. "J. '" J. .... -" .. 
like ifl, <..F-' I and ~ I ; ~ maybe' used of 2'. or / 
i. e. rJJ'cj2 1? andyJI~' means: ~ar b~oke, out 
and became wide-spread. 
'. ~ .. 
• _~ ~(c ... ,~: -~ - 'h ;1.' 
-,tiff 827. .> 
Izhar: See A 
Jahr: /. is a general ..JLef·l and a :;,;.J~ "an 'expansiveness" in it. 
Fo~ example, when one~ reveals something to one or two persons, 
he s'ays: ~ ti:S,/' ; and when he reveals it to a large group 
of people, he says: ~w A . /. also removes doUbt. 
, J. 
That is why the people of Moses demanded from him: ~\ \:, J \ 
D/ "Show us Allah manifestly, s-L.:J1/153" loe. so that we may 
see (Him) in such a way as leaves no doubt. The original meaning 
O f ""'. -0 .. II ':, '. ..? ~. is loudness of voice, e.g. one says: T ~ V ~ • 
.. 
when someone' recites in a loud voice. The QUI" an says: fi ~:> 
~. ~ \5- JJ J~)LaJ "And do not utter your prayer with a 
very raise~ voice nor be silent with regard to i t;s-YJ!'/IO" i. e. 
in the 0>- 1..J "recitation" of your prayers. ~ ...:... yP is a 
loud voi ce. The verb fl is made trans i ti ve by means of the 
preposi tion "y", e. g. one says: d....: ~.Y. just as one says: 
~ 0::; y-P tJ..J. This (the raising of the voice) is the essential 
sense, and its use in other senses is metaphorical. The original 
meaning of ~ is the making apparent of a concept to the soul; 
(~ ? soul = intellect??) when one brings something out of a 
container or a house it is .A~l , not ? ~ may be 
regarded as the opposite of ~ , because a concept is made 
apparent to the soul by its being vocalised. 
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828. 
Jahr: f. does not imply U\..,,) . 
Kashf: udimplies U~; "the removal or extinction" of something. 
829 . 
Therefore ~\ ~ \{ "one who removes harm" is used of Allah; 
~\)\....... is not possible as the opposite of ~\u:..\(~ 
since ~ (although in a sense the opposite of ~) does 
not have the corresponding connotation of "establishing" . 
.. ~ . , 
/"'. .> U})u;.. J. 
. : IClan:6~~ is the opposite of tJ.0J'''concealment'';O~ ~ ,:p 
implies the making "apparent of aconcePi:to the' .soui~'b'ut not 
the anrlOuncerri~ri.t of' it in a ,loud voi ce . 
. J·ahr:: ~..P". implies' the_ aI}!1.9tlI].~C~II}~Ilt, of ,something in ~'~ loud voi ce , . 
and ~&..J and C!.J'p'~.J i~ ~~e- -iho~-h-as:~ loud voice. 
, ,., 
830. 
Badw: ,.;~ implies' that which is not intentional. One says: G/.' ~ 
or ~)'~ or ~\ ~ ~ or s.~, U cJ 'k because the 
appearance is not intentional. In -the e~pressions: -'JJ. '.:u, U 
.\~~ . -
"There is clarity in it", and S-j.., U .".Jl\ U "The beginning is 
. -
from the first" , although !'.J.t and So-~ are from the same 
origin, they give different senses. 
Zuhur,:.JyJ' can be either intentional or unintentional. One says: 
. / '"'{ (., ~ ~ 1 "So and so concealed himself and then 
appeared"; this indicates his intention of ,appear£ng. . One a+~o' 
says: D ~ / "--'~ , which implies that his affair became 
evident, even though he did not intend to make it public. 
Allah says:/.\-'~\U J L.;J~' "corruption has appeared in 
the land and the sea, ( .>/' /41"; this connotes (~ere) • 
occurrence. In the same way one says: '6 / t!J..i?~ c...! G ~ i. e. 
redness occurred (he blushed); it does not mean that it was 
inherent in his face and then became evident. 
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831. 
Ikhfa': .s-t;.; ~ is refraining from making a concept apparent, and other 
'"... '" I-
things as well. For example one says: ~;">\ C! r .J..,.u' ~ \ . ~ 
and not rJ»'~; but one can say: <J->l\ ~or ~, 
~, ,therefore, ~~ 1 is more general than C:> ~ 
Kitman: (:)~ is to keep silent about, or refrain from making apparent 
a concept. Allah says: c:...,~\ & tJy"\ lo 6.,;f <.J:..:,J\O \~ 
"Surely those who conceal the clear proofs that We revealed, 
o~\ /159 1', i.e. they do not mention it. 
Sitr:. See ,,;,' , 
.-- ,r. '. 
~Hij~: See 
','. 
~832 ... 
Satarta: 
Kananta: 
screened, i.e. kept safe. 
is used of a girl 
c -Al-A sha says: 
dv ;:s::. ~ .» \ <3 
who is veiled, or 
"An egg kept safe in a sandy rounded hillock". The egg is not 
0...);:'-'" , but kept safe from shocks and being broken. The expression: 
~ tJ ~~\~ means: I kept the thing in my heart, safe 
f;om being p-assed on. The Qur' an says: f.J~J,J-P cfi- ~ 
")\" (And 1I}ostsurely your Lord knows) what their breasts conceal, . 
~'.'/74". 
833. 
Ghisha': s-~ is a thin covering, which does not conceal what is 
beneath it, so much so that it appears to one who sees it that 
..... " " J.. 
there is nothing covering it. Therefore one uses tJ~\ ~\ 
for the fine sinews which cover many of the parts of the body, 
such as the spleen and the liver. One says: <.) Wj.I\ Js.. ~ 
J. 
"The man fainted" because what covers him is not a visible thing. 
~ .', 
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Ghi ta ': 5-\.b..S., unlike s-~ , implies the concealment of that which 
is beneath it. ,.~ is applied only to a covering that is thick 
and adhesive. When one covers something with clothes, he says: 
-..:... ..... '\' .. '- ,~ .. '- L' ~: 
L..J L.::.l L <1 •• J);.j and not .... <1-;. - .~. It is sai d t hat T~ 
- .. .... "'"' 
is used of that whichis of the same genus as that of the thing 
covered, whereas .s-Uz.$ mayor may not be of the same genus. If 
.. ~ is used in place of s..~ , it is by way of semantic 
extension. 
834.' 
- , 
Sitr: r is that:, which hides something from something else, 
- even if'it is not attached to that thing, e.g. a walloI' a mountain. 
~ -, - ' 
Ghita': 's.~, is used only of~'~overing which is, attached to something. 
, _'. _ " _~ '\.;- U -; .~ For example; one says. . 0 ,;.- --- ..... ~.' _ "I was higden by 
. ....-
the walls", butL7-'~ ~ L:,.;?->l "I covered myself with 'clothes", 
since clothes are attached to' ories body. In the same way, 5-\..:" 
-is also that which is at-:tached to the, object covered. 
835. 
Hij~: ~\.? implies a restriction, or that by which one is restricted, 
. one ~a~s: l:J~  and not l!~ or \;J"G> U~ Qv; 
however, one can use: ,,~ ~ \ as one says: w ~ 
~~ ~ It may be said that the w\.;;> of something is 
. , 
that wh'ich -intentionally s,eeks to cover it. For example, one 
c~nnot say of one who unintentionally prevents someone else 
, " 
going -into a chief's house" to see him that he ~ -, 
which can only be use,d of intentionaL prevention. ,- Similarly, 
one can only say ~ ~  ~ if one intentionally prevents 
others from seeing one; one cannot say this if one (merely) 
sits at home and does not intentionally prevent people doing so. 
Sitr: ~ is that by which something is concealed (<1J J~ ), 
whereas ~~ is that which restricts/prevents/protects, and 
that by which something is restricted/prevented/protected; 
Ghita': See A 
. \ 
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836. 
. ... ,. I-
Irsal: The expression: -,'/(J.~~) ~..J \ "I sent Zayd to cAmr" 
implies that you have charged him with some message/report or 
the like to cAmr . cJ~/1 is used only where cJ~/ can be used . 
.J. 
Infadh: :;t;j i does not imply the above-mentioned. On the other 
hand, if someone asks you to send Zayd to him, and you do so, 
you say: '~ :uj 1 "I.pave sent him" . 
. " 
. ,~37; . ~~ ~:L:.../\ 
. u '. Jt .. '"' 
, ',", 
his child to school, he :'says: ) ~ :-~. "I have sent h~l!l".' rather 
,.,' >. '" ". " '~, ; ~~ ."t.,. 
than cC.J.....,J \ , as,: d \..,.-..J l implies that the person s'en:t. is 
charged with some message, '" etc. 
838. 
. 
Infadh: ::,~ ~ is used of the sending both of something that is 
, ,r, 
''''I .... 
carried ( ~ ~ lo~d)' and of something that is not. One says: 
~~ '(:;ld \.... tf~~u~'" "I sent to you all that you needed", 
and one does';ot use~ in this context. However one can say: 
~ \: 'lY t::; \.0 U' ~ \ ~ , which implies that I sent 
so and so to you with all that you needed. 
Ba cth : W. is not used of a c.J..P ; it is used only abo~t ratio~al 
839. 
beings, e. g. c3 \::£ "\:..u; ~ "I sent so and so with my letter"; 
one cannot sa;~ ~lcJ.W ~ as one says: ~1<.J.~L->.»J\ . 
-' 
BaCth: & \ G~ is a term for the resurrection of created beings 
from their graves to the place of assembly (on the day of 
judgement). The Qur' an says: \.:,»/ ~ ~. d "Who has raised 
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us up from our sleeping-place? , ~ /52". 
,Nushur:...)~ is a term for the appearance of those who have been sent 
and of their deeds before mankind. 
.. ..'_ .... 0 " ~ LJ..u:- ~\..:.a .. ~ ~ ; but wi th 
\ ,..... ~ 
U~\ ~\~ \ 
, ., 0' ... ..-;. 
One says: ~\W.? or 
•• $0 
regard to Allah, the verb ~ \ 
is used, e.g. "Allah gave life to the dead". 
840. 
.... 
Rasul: A cJ~j can be a messenger of other than Allah, and, therefore, 
, 9an, be one who' does not bring a miracle. The concept of d.J L,..J . 
"is cOI),nected with Kllah, as He is' th~"',6n~'who s~n.ds a U.Y"'..J with it; 
". ': ........ , . ',', . . ...." 
'thus All.3.hused this word: ',.> <}J.lL.:..r., <...r' \:l\c}':;'.$17. j, b . ..p~ U \ " 
.~:~ ( G \..,.s~"/144) : and not J\~ . 'aJ~ .. J is a190a~omple~-. " 
- , . _.. ,", 
, .• of statements 'whichth,e one who undertakes" it}~ charge,d to' pommun:Lcate'<" 
to ot~ers, whereas'o~i:l3the ,imposition 
, undertaking -the -co~muni'catiori' of a,:,,~~.J ';' 
W)l~.J' t., ~ \~arid not d \~, ~ ~ ~ . 
of the task of . 
- I .,;,u. L '. •• \L of 
. Natiy: L..'. can,~only be one who brings a miracle .. ,\...0.1 ~ 
so~etl)ing can be used even if the person reporting it has not, ' 
been charged with doing so. The word oy! is particularly connected 
with a ~ ; e.g. 
it attributed to him. 
e,?' o~ ,since he is worthy of having 
841. 
Rasul: LJ~j implies (merely) ones delivering a message. 
Mursal: ,~ ~ ~ -r implies ones being sent by someone else. 
842. ~,~ (J\/ 
c- , 'I J._ uJ Su al: () ~ is by means of speech only. 
Talab: ~ may be physical effort or anything else directed towards 
~_ \ <'. .. '.' ,,1\ l L \ c. attaining something. A proverb says: / --~ , '._. 
~ll,J \ "You may run away, but I must seek". 
843. 
Talab: See 
---. 
. ' 
, . 
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Muhawalah: ~~ \.S' is ~ by means of some ~. Later, (because 
of semantic extension) every ~ was called a ';;J..,\$ . 
844. 
,,-' . I" 1\ 
LJ.l.P -' LY' U'"" .. 
I Itimas : (fGJ 1 is to seek something by means of touching. Later, 
every y.lb was called (Y' (;.J 1 metaphorically. 
Talab: See A 
845 • . ',~ 
. .... 'B'abth: '~'is to searbh;i~:r:\'hatw~i:ch,is mixed with'othe;,tht~gs'- y, 
<', ":..:: Its ,ciri~{~al:se~se'i~' d~rived :from,,~ V·~\;.l,\ W~~~" . 
. ; ". ,Theexpre~sion:' )y. ~\ &I~ ';~ Gl1;.~' is us'e~ or;t~/~~alOgy ~f 
_'I 
.• ~<...:;- --r- •. ~, .- ~..;:, .. 1 .... ""~-· 
'T~lab; ~. is used of the. afore-mentioned kind of search and of 
other ki'nds. 
., , t 
946·. 
Iqtida': T~ ~ has two senses; an examJ?le of the first is So ~ ~ 
~~\ "to demand payment of a debt". The' other is the implication 
by a concept of something else, as if to say that, given one thing, 
the othe~ is inevitable. In this latter sense, there are many 
ways in which something can be implied. Gratitude, on the part 
of. a wise man, necessarily implies the existence of, a blessing ", 
-*,' 
(froin God), and the existence of a blessing necessarily implies'" 
true gratitude. The existence of movement implies a place (to 
move), whe~easthe existence <;>f a place do~s not imply movemept; 
again~ a thing'may or may not require the positing of something 
else, as a L;->..rD mayor may not require to have stated who 
administered it, even though it may indicate his existence. 
Talab: See b. 
847. 
Rawm: According to cAlI b. 
c- -Isa is the beginning of a search 
for something, and ~~ is used only when you know already that 
" , 
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the thing exists. One cannot say: u..JJ, 
. 
on the other hand, may be used whether or not you already know 
that the thing exists. Another difference between them is that 
( ~.J cannot be used of living beings, whereas ~ can be. 
. 
'" \ ..... ;, L:::.v.J Thus, one never says: \...v) ~..J or , whereas one 
.. 
\jJ'~j~ s ,-'.J does say: U\ ~.J ,which implies that is 
used of actions. 
Talab: See A 
, 848. 
,C" ~ "'0 ~ ". 
Awha.:tJ -' I,. contains -the. sense of attribute. 
-,-.. -.- . , 
• • ~ '" ,>' 
• Waha:' ., ,c..! -' implies gi ~iIlg something anattribute'~ 
, . 
,~-; 
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849. 3 
Katb: ~ mayor may not involve 
but no~ all ~is d. transference. All 
. 
t7 -/ is \,.....V-l 
Naskh: .~ is to transfer the ideas of a ~W. The original ~e~i~ o~ ~ is :;j\':'~"removal"; thus, one says: ~ 
850. 
(JJ2J\ ~\ "The sun has removed the shadow"; when the ideas of 
a. yu are transferred to another, it is as though one had 
removed them from" or annulled them in, ,the first place in which 
... J '. 
they were, wri tteno"' . '~'" 
, ~/ 0 ~-Y/.) 
, ,Zab;p:., ~:j_ineans __ wi?i:IFtDKQ!l .. s~()ne by m~~!l~_,,~f_.ca~~i_~~; later, 'because 
of frequent \,lse of the word any writing was called ..J!.J " Abu 
Bakr says: ./..; is mostly' applied, tc;:> writing on ,stone,' but the 
people of Yemen c.a:Uevery writing, by this riame. The original 
meanings 0r'the wo~,d are' ~ \:?, "bign~ss" and" '~"thick~ess" ; 
thus a piece, of iroI1is called a 'Of. j , and the mass of hair 
on the neck of a lion is also called a 'O/.') . One says: W"J:'; 
/.-JI when one rings a well with stones, because 'of the thickness 
of stones; writing on stones is called./. ) because one has 
write more coarsely on them than on parchment or on paper. A 
hadl th says: aJ,.;.) lll5"->JI ~\ ; here the linguists believe 
. -
to 
that~..r..i,l) means Al~)l i.e. who has no-one to depend on. This 
is the equivalent of J~\~..J, implying that /..J means 
~ " , ,., / / . U \.5' ;;.", \.S5> ,. 0 ~) means o:J! j "he rebuked l1im" ; thus, .J~ /1 
may be a book in which those who oppose the truth are rebuked. 
The ..J~j of David are so-called because they contain many such 
rebukes. According to al-Zajjaj, every book which contains 
wisdom lS ..J~) 
Katb: See A 
851. 
• 
Kitat: See 
,;' .~ , 
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, , ' 
Manshur: The expression: ..J~ U ~ M implies that so and so 
has a written text which strengthens and confirms him. ..J ~ 
has originally an attribute of a y C(. The Qur' an says: 
\..J~ ot;.L <-t..cJ"(And We will bring forth to him on the 
- , 
resurrection day) a book which he will find wide open, ~y~' /13" ; 
later it became a name for any book which was useful and meaningful, 
whereas L-J(J(does not necessarily imply this. 
852. 
Daftar:;;:"-'::>doe~ not i~ly 'that, it contains writing,('one' can say: 
(j>~;:'':>(sM, "I have a blank, :;:';,'), but one can~ot "Say: 
... Go ,\..;... L.:J \Y ts..4s .~:. 
, ,_... . . 
. 853. ' 
... 
Daftar: /::> is only a collection of papers. 
Sahifah:' ~ is' used for a single paper. One says:~ (5~ 
- -~~. However, when one uses ~ it implies that ,they are 
.... 
. ~ 
written on. Some linguists hold that c..>a.:. LJJ\..:s'P can be used 
and not ~ ~; ~ U ~ ~\.s-P L.>--o necessarily implies 
854. 
that they have been written on. The Qur'an says: ~\ '':''\ ~ 
l ! ~ "And when the books are spread (presented), ~ ~\ ;10", 
'According to Abu Bakr ~ is a piece of white-leather or 
paper that is wri tten' o~." 
Ki tat: L-> t:.{ can be one single paper or a collection of them. l..-;> ~ 
may also be a verbal noun, meaning: writing; e.g. one says: 
L:-' U\> ~ if ~ or .. ~ \:;.f' ~. The Qur' an says: \.:l ;; } ~ 
Lr'lh.J c) l, ~ ~ "And if We had sent to you (the knowledge 
of) wri ti"n g " on pap:r, (~!I\ /7"; if L.-lt;.(was that which was 
already written, it would not have mad~ sense to mention ~\1~ " 
Mashaf: ~ can only be a collection of papers. The people of 
o ,,0 
,'", , 
Hijaz say ~ , pronouncing it as though it were something passed 
from hand to hand (i.e. on the measure of nomen instrumenti), whereas 
.1\ ., 
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03 , 0 JJ 
the people of Najd say ~', which is the preferable 
o , 0 ., 
pronunciation. Mashaf ( ~) is most commonly used to 
mean the Qur' an. 
855. 
s. . 
Sifr: ~ is a big book. AI-Zajjaj says that..J~ ....... " are "big books". 
Some linguists hold that a ~ is a book which contains 
theological sciences in particular. The etymology of ~ 
indicates that it is that which reveals and makes clear concepts; 
e.g • • if' ~ '"th~" morning became bright".; 0, V' G~. 
tM.liJ means "the woman removed her veil,.and·her face was 
. ._ ..... '.1,'''_. ~ 
. up cove red" ;' ~p...,....,- ." means:, I sw~pt_ the house, i.e • 
. rem6ying the dust from it' so that its floorwas,uncovered; .c., ~ 
~. SJ~I&..r't i~ u,sed whenthe wind clears away the clouds," 
iea';i~g th~~ky' clea:r,.·· -~- "~"'" '. 
Kit~: See A 
856. 
Kit~: See .~ 
'" Majallah: ~ is a 
and the like. When a ~~contains foolish and wanton matters, 
L:J C( that contains great examples of wisdom 
... 
it. cannot be called a ~ AI-N~ighah says: 
.... 
(1) ~ 'yJ~~U P. ~ ~ ~/ 
"Their ~ pertai~s to God, 
. (::> -' d .. \..~, L..,\ ;, r-
and their religion is' honourable; 
through it they hope for good rewardll • 
(1) Diwan al-N~ighah, p.32. 
'.- ", 
J,_" 
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Chapter XXIX 
857. 
Ghayat aI-Shay: The original meaning of ~ ~ is ~ \.J "flag"'; and 
the ~\is "final point" of anything is called Its ~ \1 , since 
every tribe/group in war, make for their own ~\5. i.e. their flag. 
Later, because of frequent use, anything for which one makes was 
called a (u ~ , and every ~ ~ was called a ~ lQ{ • 
, , 
The (5~ of something is that (distance) which lies between 
it ,and its end. A poet says: ' .. '"'.," '" . . , 
LL;~ (5 .JJ \'J.L; ~ ~\,(.~\u jJ.\ Cr,·~ {)·t),jJ (- '-', 
"When we rush into ,the, death,(ofwarf, we',dc, not,knb,w'howmuch " 
life is < ,le'ft "and 'how long ,its time'willlast", i.e. theerlent.::~···: 
",',:<, .. "of ~Jr>1:ife; the"'sense is',:that hope' .is abunaant for a (long) pe~i6d' 
',<C '._'" , , ,,"~' ' '. .,'.'1 " ;, "". • 
858. 
betwe~?:t~E!~ present and 'death.,:. ODe s~y.s: .~ \ (5p &- yr>, 10 e. 
he 1.S within my' vi~,w, as though my~ight extended··;;e.s;;~~ 'hi~ ... 
and me. The frequEmt use of U» made it an equivalent < of ~'~; 
somEhiuies a thirig is called by the name o~ ,what is near"ito it: 
',f./ ' 
s. 
Amad: ...).J; \ is used in a real sens~ whereas ~ \J:. is used metaphorically. 
j. 
J-I> \ is a period of time or a spatial distance. As an example 
of its use as j.a period of time: Allah says: J...J> j.~\ ~ d ~ 
"But then j...o' (time) became prolonged to them, .).J~\' /16"; as 
- J- vi""'" 
an. example of its denoting spatial distance: Allah says: 0 \ ~ ;).:) 
>'" ,J.I ". \J,..,..>-l \J.-o '\ 0..:......,. ~ ~ "It shall wish that between it and that 
""" '" _.. _..., rJ" 
'(evil) there were along distance,uYtJ' /30". 
Ghayah: See A 
859. ' 
Akhir aI-Shay: .,~ I ); \ is 
.. • J. 
., I - -:-.J I J ': \ the opposite of ~ .., , and both 
.,J I'-"'~ 
.J7 \ and U ~ , ,are nouns. 
Nihayat aI-Shay: 6.; La{ , like ~ lP or d.J ~is a verbal noun, but 
- -
it is also used as the name for the point at which something is 
cut off; e. g. one says: ~ \..4f ~ 1. e. ~ ~ "that is the last 
point that he can reach". The opposite of ~ is .,,~ 
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s-~ implies the beginning of an action, from the form of 
the word. Similarly, ,,~Iif ~ means that a thing has reached 
its highest point. ~ \.is' , however, does not imply any ~ 
d....J' ; if it did, it would not be right to say: ~ \.l2f 1 \.:,.1l • 
... ,. , 
o.>'lJI..JI. .. Al\ is so-called because \;-.»\ leads to it; t;.> is 
used in the sense of 'first'. 0)1 'JJ\.JW\ is used just :s~1 
t/\s" is used, in the sense of ~~'r~l~ ;so ...)\....0\ 
expression: 
opJi, is used in the sense of oj»1J, ~WI.J'') As far as the 
c.2d' ;y "absolute certainty" is concerned, 
it is like ~ I <..fo:s" "pure or entire certainty". If one uses 
an expi'ession li~e this, it is not a matter of making something 
mUdafto- th~ adjective that describes it., for the' idafa constru~tiori 
'obliges the mudaf, asi t,were; to be ,included'i"rf ":the mudaf 
'ilayhi; whe~.asan' attributive a:djective is merely orhamenta"tion:. 
So~ething can only be ornamented by somethin:g 1;h'at it ref-Ily·is 
itself:whIa~ it can 'be made·'mtid~f"onjy·1:6someth:ingthat' is 
really other'than itself. Thus., when one says u:)U\~j\~, 
Q.,!UI isZayd himself, wher~as when one says ~}tJI~jc, there 
must be also in Zayd who is not tall, so that your statement 
specifies which Zayd you mean. Something can be mudafonly to 
something else or something of which it is part; as an example 
. 
of the first, we may take: .).J)~, and of the second:./"p~~, 
or~~fG., i.e. of/from si~k, ~r of/from gOld. According' ~o 
al-Mazini, U::; lJ\ ,W\ means simply J';~'(r/I (~ . 
". ,., 
860. ' 2'-, 
.,J 
Akhir: / \ is 
one says: 
U '; jJ I t?:..J 
• ,J 
used of that which 
..P ~\ -' U:; ~ \' ";he 
. ,., 
and ~)J\ to.J . 
cannot have a third and so on; 
First and the Last", aDd so 
Akhar: ./ I has the sense of 'second'. It can be used of anything 
• 1-
that can have a third and so on. Its feminine is lS.P \ . 
861. 
w 
Hadd: »implies distinction of the .)~» from anything else. 
. Therefore, the mutakallimun say: I;.f' 0 J.iiJ'» or» 
'/.>\y-J\ , and the U~ ~/ (lawyers?) saY:..J!;JIc.s/ ~ 
':: '0':: _ 
"," 
, ,,' 
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\.sz,~.).A.( , rather than lRi ~ ~ ,because the word ~ is more 
comprehensi ve in meaning. Thus, one says ~ ~ ('->!l and does 
... 
not say: ..J.!7 ~ b..1l , :xcept 
to the jurists, ~~I ~ 
as an unusual metaphor. According 
is an integral part of that thing; 
thus, Abu Yusuf and aI-Hasan b. Ziyad hold that in a stipulation 
the phrase: ~;..J bO':;''j, I » implies that the house of Zayd is 
included in the purchased land. According to Abu Hanifah, however, 
the house of Zayd is not included in this case. Abu YUsuf and 
al-Has.an f}lrther hold that the phrase: ~ 1 () '; j" lb ~ , since 
. -: 
it implies'. that the.mosque is. included in the deal, would invalidate, 
tpe deaj,.:,:::b'ui::',accqrding to .. ~u Hanifah ,: it would not, since. 
, ,; 1\ '... ' ~ 
it. is ,so, stated according,to gene~al cust6m (;~:'~,/ ) (Le.: that 
. CAqibah::.,~';"~ isthatt~;~~i'~hthe doiIlg of something necess~ily. ·-leads. " 
-: A-~'9~~:'c~:'b~:~0~:t~6',c~'inds~~.:~,~-.an~;· ~~;:~n_ .. "d.;~_~~~~~its_ - " 
onlY' frbm-a .>Y~.'>Ail·~ ~ must be led to by a preceding 
" Ii .:"'., "C.Pu;>'O)r '1 is not' like :this, because it would be equally 
.p6·~S"w lefqp,i t to be~irst (0 ;U9in sequence. 
'Nihayah: 
862. 
Janib: The Mutakallimun say: the ~ '-? of a thing is something other 
than it, whereas the ~ of'.a thing is not separable from it. 
For example one says: ~\ ~ ~(}.s:» "Keep to your right", 
~hich implies that~\~~ or ()t}:.J\~~ are something 
, .t', ·.:~xternal to oneself·. If they were parts. of oneself, it would 
npt pe possible to kee~ to them. 
Jihah: ~. is an inseparable characteristic of a body. If Allah had 
created the indivisible part (the atom) in isolation, it would 
have six G ~ , so that it would be possible for six (further) 
atoms to' be adjacent to it, one on each ~ . One could not 
say that it had six ~IP' , since a ~~ is that . . which is near 
to one of its u\..a? . The linguists say that the ~-' is the 
part of anything that is encountered and the ~ is the side 
or direction. AI-Khalil refers to the expression: (y / i <.J.:.J 
..:>1.,.-11 ~V- ,;>Y"'~ -' '0.;' ~ . s-c.?' olf is the part that you face. 
-
",-, 
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" 0 OJ\/I' 
The word ~-' means ~ ; Allah says: ~ ~ y, -' "And every 
one has a direction, '0 Xl /48", 
you encounter and take to be the 
... ... 
One says both: ~ ~ I/o ~ and 
i. e. everyone has a ~ -' that 
direction in which he proceeds. 
... 
~ ~ \~ .-' ; however the latter 
is used to mean: ~'rp~\~~ "They turned/directed their faces 
... .J. • 
..... 
towards you"; d..? ~ is an intransitive verb. 
Natiyyah: Some hold that ~~ of a thing is the whole of it, and ~ 
is only a part of it, or that which can be taken as a part of it. 
For example' the eXRression:o \~' ~ \: implies the whole of 
.. ... _I...' • I b ~ '0'~\ , bu1; () '..,.,.....' ~ implies;one{s0Jlle of the regions(LJ / 1 ) 
of it. U ~ i~ oii/th~' mea.:3ureof ~'t;: ,~ with' the ";ense, of 'dJ ~ ,'~ 
. \ " ,_ ,,! . '. • "" -' ". _. ", _ ~ " ,__~',:tr, '" , ; 
,,' L e. 0 ,J->,as is the "case, wi th;;..c,~I.),'a,nd' ~Ij ~~ ',which a!,e, 
.?~ :ith~"rn~as,~~e of ~'~ t; 'bu,t',&i~e",'the' ~ea~ings{ bf~'al~': c~~/'" ' 
: ~d d...Jp./ ~ respectively,:':.;,: , " " '" 
.~ -,~ - ",-,' ~-" ... .2,;._,:~;.I.~, ~_ _d,; ,--_ "'."/::' .. " . -
~. ,- . 
863. 
'. ;',"-/ , , .,',-
L.J,:J ','~ ;i~ ,~ 
,Janib: See, A" 
Kanaf: ~sthat by which a thing >ois block~d on one 0f its 
", 
two sides; thus , it is used to imply 'assistance'., One says:' 
c.k.)1 ~ when one helps someone. ~lso means to 
surround someone, and c.J.:-»1 ~ means to put camels' in an 
enclosure made of trees. 
w:S" and ~ b is that 
. . 
, .. 
It may be said that the difference between 
u/is a side ( ~ ~ ) on which one 
supports oneself, whereas ~ 4"(i tself) does not imply this. 
. .~. 
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Chapter XXX 
864. 
Nuzul: <.J,j is used when one comes to a place with or without (the 
intention) of settling down there. 
Habut: ~~ is (J.,.:; , followed by staying. Therefore one says: 
\.»1:> \&:..... ~ "We settled down in such and such a place". 
~ \ Allah says:  \~ s"Get you down in the city, o~\/61", 
and: ' ~ ~ \~\ ~ "We said: Go forth from this all 
" ,-
'(to settle do~);,:o?' /38" Le. to reside in the earth •. ' k~., 
is use,d o~ly when there is the idea: of s~ttlingdown. 
, >' 
·_.86.5 .. 
Rahal: is (an ordinary) journey. 
is to travel in acamel-hawdah ( 't:I.:>Yb ); thus, a worran., 
, v 
Zac.,m: 
in a t:J:>.YD is called a ~, and because of the frequent u~e _,' 
of the term every wornan· came to be called a ~ . A 6~, is 
'( ' .. 
a rope with which a hawdaj is fastened; a poet says: 
• S ,/ (1)0WJ\ l..Y ~.J))\ .;)\.e, U . 
"as a rope was no more needed". 
every <'y>..J came to be called 
Later, because of'extensive use, 
(y»' 
(1) Lisan ( uJ); Jamharat al-Amthal 2:154 . 
. , 
866. 
Mari': fL>~ is that which has praiseworthy results; one says: 
~ ~ 'J.U-'; ,meaning "I made sure that its results 
• s 
would be sound". (J ',/ 1 means: my stomach has digested (i t) , 
Hani': ~~ is that which is pure and has nothing in it that spoils 
it. It is used of food, and of every beneficial thing which 
is not exposed to that which spoils it. 
.. ',' 
.. ~. 
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. . 
867. 
• 
Tarh: is a generic term for the action (of throwing). It 
can signify to throwaway something in contempt or to throw 
something generally. 
. '-Nabdh: ~ means to throw something away to show ones contempt 
for it or to demonstrate that one does not need it. Allah uses 
this word in this sense: r ..)~' f- \..J ~ O.:J ~ "But they cast 
it behind their backs ,6 ~ U\ /186". A poet says: 
(1) \D~ U..o~~ ~~,A~~j< ~~ d.J\Y<J~ G~ 
"I.lookedy~t its ~up~rscription arid threw it away as you throw 
. . 
;_your worn out ·shoes'~:. -
-(1) Lisan ( &b- ). 
""'" 1_" ... "" 
.A - .-AJ ~ \ \. _ • -\ 
u.;...t...> -' - a....J "...) • -868. 
Izalah::iJ \) 1 "removal/elimination" -can take: place in (any of the) 
six directions. 
TanJ;iyyah: ~ is the 6.J\j\ (of something) to left or right, 
forwards or backwards, but it is not used for upwards or down-
...... ..., ... ""' 
wards motion. ~ originally means to make something go to 
one side; f~\~ means the side of the thing. 
, -
T~aCta: The expression ~C implies that some (a5!tion) of his 
has anticipated you in such and such and that· yqu have imitated 
'" .., '(,) 41'. -
him in this. Acco~ding to Ab~ CAlI, ~-C U.J. means 'his 
companions', and that is the reason that the G~G (second 
generation after Prophet Mohammad) are so-called. 
Wafaqta: 
, . 
-- \ The expression ~ ~ implies that the two of you have agreed 
together on something; for this reason, G2;\ "reconciliation" 
c ~~ , 0. "" is so-called. According to Abu Ali, ~\~ ~ means 'those 
who say the same as he does even -if they are not his actual 
companions. A ~ 
.... 
'peer' cannot be said to be a t.G' of 
his ~ since a B.\7 is inferior to a t;~ , but a 
~ may be in agreement ( z,; \.-t ) with a ~ 
-
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870. ,.~\ T :.....r-. So 
~ .. 
Ijtiza' : The expression ~ \~ l implies that the person concerned 
is only partially satisfied with the thing, and that it does not 
entirely meet his requirements. It is derived from T /. • 
\ '\ • ' _ J. _ 
For example, one says: ~"" us. ~.)\.:&. ~\\..-),~ \ "The camels 
were partially satisfied with green herbage so as not to need 
water" 
Iktifa': f ~ implies the meeting of ones requirements to his 
complete satisfaction, no, more and no less; one says: U U ~ 
~ ~ ,"meaning that so ~nd so has that which me~fs his require-
, ments as: to subsistence. 
871. 
--' --Khalis-:-(y2J~ is'that -whicbis selected from the whC;'le-( .~ L 
Th~s, pure gold which is free from adulteration is called if~· 
;,,)1ahd: cje.s' is that wh~ch is in its original condition with nothing 
, ',-' '.. . , 
mixed in with it; for example: ~ cY.-' is milk with which' 
no water is mixed. 
872. 
CAdI: Ufo is a }- '.» that is the equivalent of the thing that is 
redeemed. Ali~h says: "\..o~~'> UJ,S ~\ "or the equivalent 
, 
J~~~»-, ( o~ .. ~.l\/ - ~ of it in fasting, D.:,AJU'/95", and 
123) . 
Fa21a ,:"O}J» ,is that which is given in exchange for: a thing, whether 
equivalent to or less than it, in order that it may be restored 
to its previous circumstances. 
", ", 
873. GJ~ -' (j> w~ 
... . -
Shaqqa CAlayya: ~.s\ means cY ~ "long" so-called because of the 
... • p 
distance between its ends; ~ means ~ "distance". The 
... . 
expression: ""-:J~\(r ~\ "a piece of cloth" is derived from 
this. As far as the expression: ~~\~ is concerned, it 
- -
means: it distressed me so much that it overwhelmed me; 
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~ ~ means hard and overwhelming; but the expression: 
.s-~) iJ/f implies that which overcomes something without 
any 'diffic~lty e.g.,.)D\--";;means a splendid and magnificent moon. 
Yakaduni: ~~, (j:> \lJ means that the thing harms me. 
- - -
874. 
Sabrl: ~ is a name for a way to which 0)';' mayor may not be 
applied. One can use either of them as mudaf to Allah, i.e. 
, .., . 
pI ~ ~d ~\ &> ; but one says: ~ (for' ones 
be~t cou;ie of' action '~. g. \~u.;J 0\ ~ ), and ne~er' says: 
'~..> in this'context. ~ connot~s':~tenti~nsand is ' 
therefore applied to one who has an intention. It is to ~. 
'. 
,as ~>' i~, to '.0.:>'.) 1 : 
'---~s:frat: . )'-9'i~ an easy or smooth -(i.)J ~,,-. _c . __ "way.:'or path". 'A poe.t· says: 
p\~\ V 0';' \:r~ 
"We entered'(?) their land'on our 
~~~~J\t'2 
horses, and we left'them 
. (our enemies). more tractable than the road". Here (),; is ,used 
w 
as the opposite of ~~ '. not as the opposite to ;,; 
~ariq: (;;.> does not imply easiness or smoothness . 
... 
875. 
cIndI: One says: J~ L5~ of wealth one owns, whether it is at 
hand qr n.ot at the time. 
Ladunni:G.;J has much the same force as ~ (with a certain 
distinction) . For example, one says: <...->\yP(.5~d~\ \ ~ 
. . -
"In my· opinion th:i:s statement is correct.", but one cannot use 
... 
c) ,;J in this context. One also says: d'v l!M , whether 
or not ones wealth is at hand at the time, whereas one says: 
... 
"" 0\...0 G~ only when the wealth is present; U...,J is used only 
of that which is at hand. Some linguists hold that 0» 
.... 
is a dialect variant of c.J.J.l 
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876. 
c Alayya: is taken by the jurists always to imply the 
commission of a debt, rather than the existence of a trust or 
deposit with someone. 
c1ndi : \ ~ 15.M or \~(j;'" U do not imply U ~ "surety" or 
- --"'''' __ IS ~ ~ "obligation" which are terms indicating 00,)\..011 \ "something 
deposited in trust". 
Qibali: \ ,/, 1..:,,, 'J. • ...u U~- implies "surety" and "deposit in trust", Wl. th 
the sense of "surety" predominating, so that a guarantor 
(~c'~) is called· a;,~ 
?" t. -'-'87-7. , . (J'-.o W ->cS \..0 U 
~ -"~ ,... "'~ . 
", 
"d. 
;.",\ ,"- . 
. 4.' 
~'~ "', . .' . ,- ., . " .. ;' '.' 
ti Mali: The 'e~re~sion:,<J l..' q,i~plies" onesacknow.,ledgement: ,of, 
the ~sh~rint::of"'some6neeisE:!~ .±n'h~s;~'we'alth~~; , , 'c ,:', .0 , •.• , 
Min Mali: ~he expression~lo & '~mpiies ones ~ckriowledgement of 
878. 
.- ~ . 
~ "a gift"'to someone else from, his wealth. Thus, one'says: 
r..J~-t.?,\~'..? .CJ~ cJ to ~enot~ a &if~,.}hat is due to s'omeone, whereas;:; 
one says : "('..J:>if \..J?<! ,e:.j to denob';"' someone' s sharing wit:h one. 
c1nda : ~ implies being 
.JJ,j~d\~':' and ~- -, .... 
togethar in a place. Thus one can say: 
not ~j eU~~; . 
" 0. ,implies collaboration in an action. , .s One' says: ~~, 
~ -
/)l\ \~ (j , i. e.as a partner or a helper, but one cannot 
use ~ in t:his context. 
879. 
Thabat: ~~- can be used of something that is settled on the earth, 
even if it is not firmly attached to it. 
RusUkh: 'l/ Y.J is complete W~. One can say: , but 
. ~ 
not G' '...1 ..l2J ~ , since a mountain is more firmly fixed than 
a wall. The Qur'an says: ~\ <.! 0F!,JI." "And those who are 
... ,J • .J. 
knowledge, U~ cJ \ /6"; one also says: r J \~ 
i.e. the most firmly-rooted of them in this. 
firmly rooted in 
G\vfl\ U 
880. 
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As far as the word ~ J "firm or stable" is concerned, it 
is used only of heavy things like mountains and similar large 
So 
bodies, one says: Lr' '...I ~ and nqt ~)..J l2.J ~ or .:> ~ 
(Y' \...J. Allah says: \a,~./'.> l0 ,..;! ~'r "In the name of 
Allah be its sailing and its anchoring, :.:>~ /41", using r..J 
about a ship to compare it similar with a mountain, because 
" ,.. ,. I 
of its bulk; one says, for instance:~.lJlU.:>,y .. J\w"""".J\ by 
-
analogy. 
o~. ~'. ~ . -
',Ikhmad.: One uses'....,u>" only 'of extinguishing"alarge'·,blaze ; thus, ' 
. ' ,~ . ,,'" ' , ' 
. one uses'~' 't:I ~\ W \.A.l:H "I'~'x:tinguishedthelampu, and 
no~ '0~' ~~\ .. ~ is always used t~getherwi tJi the word 
, '..J t;' ... T~e" differen'ce' between. "~~ and' .:>~~'isthat .:>;';> 
imp;li~~ th'at th~ 'bla:ze goes ,'ou:r'butthe"emb'ers 'remain' gi~~r~g, ", ' 
, , .. , 
whereas , :>~, iInplies its compl~te ~xtingu{shing. :> -"",(with 
.... " . 'f'" 'e" • _ ~ , • 
damri1ah) means the kindling o'f a fire, and ,:>Y:J' (with fathah) 
m~ans that 'with which it' is kindled. 
It fa ': s-w, ~ is used of the extinguishing of any fire, whether it 
881. 
is considerable or not . .$-\:a), ~ may be used together with .. the word 
..J \; , but it can also be used metaphOrically, e.g. one says: 
~ .a '¢ (jP , but not ~..i2.. MuI;amriiad (pe~ce be 
upon him) is reported to have said: ~~\I.,.a'-~(}hJ ~J,.J.JLJ\ 
It is also said that :>~ implies 'overcoming" and" 'conquering' ,; 
e, g, one says: 4':: ;.J\ ~ ~'6 '..2 u~, w,hereas ~ W. ~ is . 
effected with gentleness, 
Qasd: ~ is not to be extravagant or to restrict oneself to that 
--,-
which is absolutely necessary.. A~ is one who neither 
exceeds his needs nor falls short of them.. It is blameworthy 
not to practise .:> ~ 1, even if one is rich, whereas it is 
not blameworthy to fail to have ~ ~ , even in these 
circumstances.. The opposite of.:>~ ~ is u~\; it is 
said that :.:>~ ~ is a function of bodily organs, whereas as\:.: 
is a function of the heart, 
I :' 
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Qanacah: ~ G is to restrict oneself to very little, and to live 
only on what is absolutely necessary. One cannot be described 
in terms of t;~ unless he uses less than he needs. 
882. 
Dharlcah: The expression: ~~\ (j ~ ~J . .l.H means a way to 
(attain) that thing; thus, one says: ,)j" U \ ~..J'; \£~ 
~..J> is actually a ~..> , whereas~" is not a ~..> as such. 
,-. '-
WasIlah: ~.> ,'according to the linguists, means ~.; "c19seness"; 
It is d:rived from the root O\.~) U\.·;·.J and .6.))-,~' ~ans: 
" , 
they (two) are striving' to '~ttaill the ~;; to. onea~oth~~ that 
they'should have. \~~\~) m~~~': I 'sought hisfavo\lr 
by 'mea~sof such and such; l.e. to make such ,and such a' means to. 
attafn'myaes ir'efrom-him. 
883.· 
" , 
Sala: <.J L.. . does not imply an abundant flow. 
, , , , 
Fada: l:P ~ implies an abundant flow. One may use U t; when something 
(e.g. water) overflows in every direction from a container that 
has been filled to capacity. The Ifada of the pilgrims from 
cArafah has the sense of their thronging from it in multitudes. 
884. t ~ ~~ 
// . " /r" 
Kaukab: ~ j; is a name for' a large (. ; the ~",. of anything 
is the largest part. It is also said that ~he ~~are the 
~,~ "fixed stars"; thus the expressions :~;,' LY' J.,,(and 
'a ~Q.~ 0-" ~§ are used because such a thi~g is las~ing . 
. 
Najm: ! is the common term applied to any star whether it is . 
large or small. (£ rise and set, and therefore, a ? "one 
who predicts the future from the stars" is so-called because he 
studies their rising and he is not given a name derived from 
Jf . 
. 
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885. 
, \ :. J., Uful: ~7 implies the disappearance of something behind another 
thing; thus, one uses the expression: ~, ,\:", 
,. U'" ,because a 
star disappears behind a side of the earth. 
GhuyUb: ~\$ can be used in the above sense and in others; e.g. 
one says: ~..;l\ Y ~ when he disappears from ones sight. 
'---> ~ is used of anything, whereas U;, \ is used about the . ... 
(1) 
sun, the moon, and the stars only . 
• • w 
. (l)rhe text n:ads: •...• oJ) ~\U j)l~ (- 61 ~ 
. ... - ( 
. '/'~j)\ ,., ~ 
.... • ~ ~. \..,.;) J.,~ -:---_ 
, ' " . 
p.298 . 
Rajfah: ~,J is a severe earthquake; thus, 'the earthquake (~,:)j ) 
of the Day of~'Judgementis called·'~..J. The word G~.J t 
is deri ved,'from this meaning: to communicate news about the 
disturbance of someone's a~fairs; )os.~I~~ means that the 
<. 
thing was disturbed or disordered. 
. ~ 
Zalzalah: The 'expression: 
quake. 
V ~))\ ~./.i implies a slight earth-
887. 
Ikhraj: l1'~~ can be used of anything; it implies the removal of 
. somethin'g from a .k.d "that which surrounds it" pr something 
similar. 
Salkh: .~ is used of 1;;\)7 's (of something) from a wrapping or 
something similar. 
888. 
Khalt: .kh is used about concepts/conceptual properties (U~i ) 
and bodies ( (~J.\) e. g. one says: l..>: / .)l\ ~ or 
~b\ 0-0~.YJ1 ~ . 
{ 
Labs: ~ is used about U~ i only, e. g. CAl or 
889. 
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one says: ~ (~, c.j "There is an ambiguity in the speech". 
~ implies the soul's being prevented from apprehending 
a concept by what acts as a kind of veil; the original meaning 
of ~ is ~ . 
-
-c t;.. Ruju : v~..J means return. 
Fay': :~cj is a ~.p.) from nearby . 
. (-.f.J~ "(Those ~ho. sw~ar that 
should wait fourmon,ths;). so if 
they will not go to their wives 
they go back, then .. Allah ,is 
surelyF?rgiving and MerCiful, o~\'/226" ,i.e. they return 'f· -
. "" after a short time. For this 're,asori, "the wealth of the ' ' 
mushrikun was', called ! S-(.J , as though it returned from one 
~party to 'iiri'ot:her'- ... 
" 
890. ~ Cr.! ~&t ~'.-'J '~ ~ /,~ AJz.;] 
Jadlr BihI: The expression: ~ ~ ~ .:Jb "He is apt for doing; a 
thing" implies that it is raised from his direction; one says: 
.J\~'..J~ when a wall is built and rises. 
HarI BihI: The expression: ~ tf.l'.:;Yb "He is fit for such a thing" 
implies that the thing is like the natural habitat of the person 
.... 
who is ~..P. It is more comprehensive than ~. C!..P 
is,'thus used for the nest of a bird or for the place in which it 
lays its eggs~, When someone hopes for something, and seeks for 
. . w-" 
it, it is said: 0 \~ , as if he were seeking for a place to 
. settle. A poet. says: 
• ""',.... J.. 
, \ J..J I . \.-; ,'. ~ . \ .... \ ~ G \.-, ~ U-:-, LJ"":. ~ !...r' ..... J" 
"If she (the mare) produces a: noble colt, that is only as it 
should be; if disgust is caused (by what she produces), it 
" is the stallion's fault. 
-' . . -• .1_1> _Ib "He ;s well-su;ted fo"'" Khallq Bihl: The expression,: ~ LT.:.,- .::r-... ... "-
such a thing", implies that that thing is pre-ordained in him. 
The original meaning of eft' is -Z..;:;s "pre-ordination" . 
.... 
Qamln Bihl: ~ l.r.:'..Yb implies someone' s closeness to the thing/ 
action, so that its realisation may be hoped for. Thus, one 
891. 
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-
says: G-::";r? "musty bread" meaning bread that is about to 
become mouldy; the 'U...-t; (the text reads: 'tI.:l; ) "bowl" (?) in 
(?) which pickles are prepared is called if 
rel 
Lams: ~ "touching" is used particularly with reference to feeling 
with the hands in order to distinguish hardness from softness or 
cold from heat. 
VI 
'Mass: u-" "touching" is used of contact by means of the hand,~,a ~ stone 
892. 
o:r anything'else. Allah says,: s-L..\~': r '~Distr~ss"b'efell, 
them, 0r'1214" and '~~\1..£1°:'~6\-'''And 'if Allah to'uch,' 
~, " ,,,', " • ~ , ' • I '~' ~ 
you with affliction, ,(t;l1l'/17~' and not ~, ~Gl-' ' 
, 
Iy~: L:->~ \ is, returning to the"ultimate limit of ones destination. 
The linguists' hold that'~ -' J-v means going to q.o what one has to 
and, returning' and settling down in ones dwel:ling....:place. Abu 
, ,. c C ' 
Hatim says: ~-' \J nl'eans to travel the whole of the day, so as to 
be back in ones dwelling-place at night. A, poet says: 
, ~ -' ~ U..o ~ ;; GY'_ y, ,. ~\ ~\ 0.,J'~ Y ~ -\;;..> .,' t 
houses, and, if they had 
wanted, could have returned to the tribe (?) or travelled by night". 
It shows that L;-> ~ ~ implies the coming back of a person to the 
"Those who spent the night near to their 
uJ,. timate limit of his destination. Allah says: ('-' ~ \ ~ \ 0, ~ 
"Verily unto Us is, th'eir return, ~bJ' /25"; the qiyamah is 
man' s ultimate destination, because there is no stage after it~· ' 
Rujuc : t,,:f?.J is returning of any kind. You can say: 0 ~ tJ...J 
CY Y \ ~ "he returned part of the way", but one cannot use 
-,., 
L.J , here. 
893. 
Inqil~: ~~~ is ending up in the opposite condition to that in 
which one was previously; for example, one says: ~\ ~ ~ 
, .... \,;, ~ "The clay has turned into pottery". t..;.R,.J cannot be used 
in this context, because the clay was previously pottery. 
-c Ruju : 'uy.") is ending up in the place in which one was previously. 
, t 
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894. 
Inabah: ~ l, ~ is t; J!..J to obedience only; it cannot be used of a 
person who returns to disobedience. ~.:. is a noun used as a 
w .... 
• J. -
compliment like lr ~ or ~ 
-c Ruju: See A 
895. 
. ~ 
Badanah: U ~ , originally" are camels which become fat; one says: , 
"'~~,~~ ,when ,one fattebs'a she-ca~el~ and::&'''';' u~, when>~ 
~ "~ ~ ~ 
a man becomes fat,. 'Later, because 5'f ,extensi.veuse ; any cajnels, 
whether thin Or fat, were called LJ.-A!< 'So ~~ : (pI. (},.4. ) 
is a Dame 'used' particula!'ly for a camel. But in Islamic" law, 
, since a cow comes 'under,the .~. of~, -~~ ;. it comes to be 
use~iI"for'~'cow;~ai w~ll. :~Th-epr6pheti:cCtradition 'which 'puts - a 
cow 'and a camel' under the same 'f,:,." ',is: ~ i.r 6.j~\ 
~,&o ~\.:) Le'. "a"'camel .ora cow can be slaughtered 
for 'seven persoTls". " 
Hady:. '!~ (sacrifice) may be of camels, cows or sh~ep ; it .implies 
. . ~ 
896. 
that they,shauld be brought to a specific place to be slaughtered, 
-. 
whereas this is not implied by OJ ~. Allah says: t \ ~ '....u> 
~\ "as an offering should be brought (to be slaughtered) to 
c, _J. 
the Ka nah, 0,..)..1 U \ /9,5"; thus, Allah has made arrival at the 
Ka cbah an essential element in the definition of a l>..A1l>. One 
who says that he owes a <!V ~ as a sacrifice may slaughter it 
elsewhere than in Makkah, and the same appl:tes to, a ..J:t /. ; 
one who says, on the, other hand, that he owes a L! ~ as a 
sacrifice ,may slaugh,ter it only in Makkah. This is the view 
of some of the 
- c':' 
Tabi un, with which Abu Hanifah and ,Muhammad ' 
- . (5.-A1b agree. Others consider that both a tu~ and a must be 
-
slaughtered in Makkah and that only a J>:P. may be slaughtered 
elsewhere; this is the view adopted by Abu yusuf. 
... ... 
~aqabihi: (; \!1' is used about U-' -.; of something unpleasant only. 
says: O~jf~~ \ ~~ \, r. 0 \p., "And shall beset them 
which at they have been mocking, .>Yb /8", L e. chastisement, 
Allah 
that 
" 
.' 
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because whenever chastisement was mentioned to them they mocked 
at it, and now (in the hereafter in this context) this 
chastisement is the reward of their mocking. Originally, it is 
, '" "" 
said, the root of the verb G ~ was {:f7 ,with the doubled 
consonant changed into another letter. A rajaz poet says: 
<'\)~~jy\ \~~ ~":'Y' ~ 
"You produce the equivalent when the equivalent is broken". 
In this verse <!:' ~ is used for -' :r. . 
, " 
N azala bihI: The use of ~ J..:; is general; one. says: 
. , ,',' ~ '" "'~ 
or ,0.:. .aH~, U./I ,or ()--'../'"'", 4:' U./l, ,whereas 
used ~otit a o,~ only. . _ . " 
; , --------------------------~----
897. 
, , '" ·~\.,I\.· U .U/ 
, , 
a dJl'-"~ is 
.... \./ , 
Haraj: 7:1../' is a &;::p "narrow/difficult place" from which there 
-" ,," is no way out. It is derived from a.!?.../7 meaning trees so inter-
wined that you cannot get in or out of them. Thus, Allah, uses 
this word to mean ~ in the Qur' an: ~~./ r' <j '-'.A! .. .\) IM{ 
~ t; "And then they do not find any straitness/vexation/ 
doubt in their hearts about that which you have decided, j. \......:.J\ /65" ~ 
... . 
i. e. any ~ , because a person who doubts something cannot 
find his way through it; Allah also says: '(y.? l!J..)Jv.P cj ~ J).; 
~ "So, let there be no straitness in your breast on account 
• f-
of it, U!.? ))\/2". This meaning of '7:JY is attested in the 
verse:'t:I/&Lt..J'cj~~lo~ "And"He has imposed no 
hardship ( 'b..P ) on' you in religion, , wit \ /78"; here 'l:J..?' 
implies confinement 'with no way out from it, because in religion 
one has an escape from sin by way of ~;. "repentance". 
?Iq: ~ is a feeling of confinement/oppression from which there 
are ways out. 
898. 
Idhhab: y~~ ~ is to take something or someone away, whether it is 
singular or plural. 
, '"" 
,.' 
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Ma~q: d is used of a number of things and not of one single thing; 
one, says: and not J ~.;J' [;,:I ,unless one 
actually destroys the thing itself. However one can say: ~ 
~~~\ when one means its value in silver. As for the verse: 
- , ~/\ ~\~ "Allah b~ights (decreases) usury, or.'/2.76", 
this means the reward ( y \ ~ ) of him who takes l ~ ; L-J' ~ 
. . ... 
is not a single thing. This is attested by the verse:~~~'(J!C~ 
"And He causes the almgivings to increase", Dr.' /276"; this 
does not mean that Allah increases L:J~, but that He increases 
the reward of h~m wh~ gives alms. It is for this reason that 
Allah wipes out the reward 6f him who practises usury; we know 
• • ~ '1 
,that in this world ~ealth increases through usury. 
. 
'~:>.-' (;'2 
> .... ;~·.c'~-:Kh~r~;' u~'is '~~~d'wh;~"~~~i~~e~: the whole of his capitai.' 
.,. . • J. 
. Allah say::j. rr \ \-,? "(Those who have) lost their 
, s~uls, r\.,J).I' ./12", 'i. e . .who are deprived of the benefit that 
they derive from th~m,. as th~ugh they had utterly perished. 
Later, becaus<;! of extensive use, 0~ ca~e to be applied to 
the loss of a portion of ones capital. 
-c -' . 
Wadi ah: ~~ is applied to a loss of a portion of ones capital, but 
when the whole of ones capital is lost ~J is not used. d" 
" . , 
is the opposite of r:;.J ,and when something is t:!> it does 
not go completely; e.g. the ~xpression: .)~~I~"D:/) e.; 
means: c:0\..oU'tir- ~-' O.J~I 
goo. . ~ -' L.>tb"; 
-
Dhih;3b: L:-' \.0 -' does not imply any opposition to cJ~ ~ 
Ma~y: ~ is opposed to J~\s "advance"; thus, for the past one 
says: 
. . , _ ... 
uP \... and for future ~. ...... Through extensive use, 
;', 
however, w\.Q;,j and ~ came to be used interchangeably . 
• 
c - c- - / L.": - .. \ Ali b. Isa says: cr.- is the opposite of ~ (referring to 
s: 
time), as Ub is the opposite of (\..0 \ (referring to place); 
about that which is past c.J?' is used, and about that which is 
to come ~ is used. 
• .:,. - .- __ or' .... _ • 
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90l. S-(r{ 
-' 
J~\ 
- .$-
Ig,bal: J\;-\ is to come from the front. 
Maji' : Jrv.' is to come from any direction. 
902. 
Ji'tu ilayhi: ~ 1 ~ implies some purpose or intention in the 
person who comes to another. 
~ 
Ji' tuhu: The expression: ~ . implies only making for someone or 
something (wi thoutany further intention).· If the. v~rb is . "" ... 
intransitive, it ~~p~iesno direction;e~g.. ->-J\ ~~., . " 
two things which a~e' close to Qne another. 
Mulag,at: One says: 0\~\ ~\ or 6 t..;,..J\;J\~ '.., implying" 
actual contact. 0 Gil.. also implies ~eeting with one·.who GOllles from 
904-. 
the front; thus one never says: ~ ~ ~:o). It issai~ 
that 1- W is an t;~ ~ "meeting" between two things by way of 
coming close to one another. ~~ \. can be used about the meeting 
~ ,-'" \ \ of two properties or characteristics in something, but 7~ ~ 
cannot be used in this context. It is also said that So GJ 
impli~s . L.:'\.f "veil"; one says: .;_~ vi ~ ~,~ "He wa~ kept 
apart from him and then met him". As for dj.)W, it originally. 
means a contact from one side; uG..J-.I..l> are the two sides of a 
eX:! ~\ Cc-U-, ~ \~ \ "Until when he had valley. Allah says: 
made equal (filled) up 
/' . 
mountain), ~\ /96". 
the space between the two sides (of the 
Majlis: u-1! is a common name (for a place where people sit) and 
has a wider sense than a U~ or a A., ~ • 
-
Mag, amah: d...o ~ (with dammah on the r= ) is a v.l:! in whi ch eating 
and drinking takes place. A...o ~ (with fathah on the r: ) means 
a u-1! for talking only; it also means a -c.> \..P.. (~means 
" 
'. 
-."- . 
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" (''"' ~ \., ~ ,and \V is the verbal noun of 
is also a place for (~"standing'" 
Nady: (5~ is a <.rt when the people who comprise it are present; 
...... . ""'" .. J, 
one says: '!~\ <! r \ ~ . A ~ withou:. its p~~Ple 
cannot be called a (f,.J.J. The expression: (~\ ($.>\;.; means 
that the people got together in a (5~ • 
-
" 
905. 6 \b ~ 0f -' G \Ll ~ r G "\ 
'Aqarna bi al""mak~: U ~ ~ (G~ .'does nqt -imply not requiring any 
, ,other place. 
Ghanl.ya bi al-makan: 
n()other ,place. 
'906. 
u \Jj ~~ implies he stayed there, requiring' 
'- . ....... '" . 
, Iqamah: dv> ~ ~ does not imply total ~sor,ptioil in' something. 
, . 
c - ' '~' Ukuf:, l..:.J , is to come to something ,and absorb oneself totally in 
it. Arajaz poet says: 
'. ,~. 
"She spent the night, confining herse lf to her pool' (?):l G ~\ 
is so-called because a person comes to it for (private prayer) and 
devotes himself to it exclusively. 
(1) This verse is by Abu Muhammad al-FaqCasi, Lisan ( ~. ). 
907. 
Majlis: See A 
. 
Mahfil: ~ is a ~ which is full of people; one says: U/ 
~ \P when an udder is full of milk. 
908. 
Danw: ;>~ is used only of physical distance between two things; 
one says: ~ \.> O"J \'.> "His house is near", or (; \..> 0 J' / . 
;; 
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.. 
. Qurb: y..r is general and is used of physical distance and other 
909. 
things; e.g. one says: yJ ~~fl , and <J\~ cannot be 
use d in this context. One also says: ~ l-J.J';..fb and not 
. "-
4-,.y;~ 0 '..')."a> except as a remote metaphor. 
" 
J. 
Ahdara Dammahu: ~:> J.JJb \ implies that the sultan or any other 
(legal authority) has legalized someone' s being killed. This 
use', of J.JJ1l / comes from~ s-(J;.J \ ..J..JJl' , used. when a thing boils 
or .ferments.The~fo~ ~~ isu~ed of the cooing of a:;'" \..I> 
, . . 
"pigeon" ~ becaUse' of the bubbling qua,li ty in'. its voice, like. 
the boiling of a ,pot. One says of a person whb is to be .' 
, .. ' 
killed: ~:> JJ..0» . 
w yJ 
'I'ulla--Dammuhu: ' The_exp~~siQP':. ~-' <).b means: His b.lood was ~ade 
to go. for, nothing/to be unav'enged. Therefore one s~ys:' ()b , 
910. 
: ~ ~l "The JIlurderedman made himself, of no account or 
ca~sed his life to go unavenged"; 6 J.l, ~ is used when someone 
makes -another of nO,a.ccount. 
Zill: ()..b" is used for a shadow by day or night. 
~
Fay: 
911. 
(t is used for shade or shadow only by day, and it implies the 
" 
returning (of a shadow) from one side to the other. <:!' means 
tJ.J: J • It is also said that U means l5:' "following", 
because it follows the sun. When the sun ascends to the position 
where, at noon, it casts the longest shadow of a tree-trunk, 
one says: "the shadow has been hobbled". 
Wast:~.) can only be a preposition, e.g. one says 
---.-
( ~, "I sat in the midst of the people"; or 
~~\ , when one is giving information about something in which 
. -
his garment is, not about something that actually is his garment. 
''. --:. ---~.--<-
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," $\~-,' Wasa~: ~-' means a part of something, e.g. one says: ~ '..J ~ 
912. ' 
L..-.\'p "The middle of his head is hard"; here it is nominative 
. 
because you are giving information about part of the head and 
o , 
not about something, that is in it. ~~ then is the name of 
something that is never separated from that whose sides surround 
o .; 
it, as, for instance, .) ~\ ~ -,. When there is fathah on 
the ~in, one can put <-:! in front of it, as in .b,....., U ~ 1 
~ '..J : "he asked to be capped in the middle of his head". 
You cannot say . (~, Y~i! w~ .to ... me~ (;JJ\ ~-' w~ 
just as you cannot say (~ICt. '! LJ~.~ 
',Ba;Y:na: <..:.?:." is used.oF:i:Wo or more things, becaUse, it conies fromd.;~., ' 
. =~_gap.! .:.:o(~ \ .. ~ ~~implies- "where they .'left a s~ace bet.ween 
. them;'. V J WI &. '-G~- , i~~lie'~' ';where ~-;ehouse 'separates: .-. 
'.... -
from the other":. 
~:~~ is of ~me ·thing only. ~; implies the()~t of the sides 
to it; th~s ,it i~ ,.~aid' that .h.:'::' means U.,....u:. .. Allah says: 
: " .... th~.:,'-' ~ '\ (~~~ "And thus We' have made you an exalted 
, ( equitable) nation, '0 r.'1143'i . 
. . 
... ..... 
913. ()~/ , 
Buzugh: & ~../. is the beginning of ~.,u, "rising up". Allah says: 
_ ~ ~ ~.~, (5j...J L:t;, "when he saw the sun rising, (bJ lJl /79" 
i.e. when he (Ibrahim) saw the beginning of the rising of the 
sun, he thought about it, and , it occurred to him that it was 
not a god .. ,Therefore a 1> / '·'incision" is cailed a '~y 
because it is a scarcely visible split; it is as it were the 
" "",-
beginning of a split. One says: ~ I.» I f \.:Y U~. when one makes 
an incision to make the blood flow. 
Shuruq: () ~ is t;.,J-b ,but one says J.?')I & "The man appeare d/ 
came out", and not &./ I uP . 
-c Tulu : 
:. 
t; ylP is more comprehensive than () -' / . 
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914. o.};, ~ ~h .. £J\...J"'> t 
Idrak al tacm: ~\~\..J..,\ "perception of a taste" is that which 
is achieved by means of <.3 -';,. Thus one says: ->-:>SI, f &:... "; ~ 
~, _l. _f 
~ c:lJ "I tried it but I did not discover any taste" • 
.... "" \-Dhauq: <.> ~;, is a sense (c...,........ U> ) by whi ch one senses a tas te • 
915. 
c -;- c--La Yughfaru an Yushrika bihi: According to Al1, b. " ' Isa the use 
u '~., . ' 
'of 0' here does not merely imply the future, but indicates 
rather intention with regard to the acti~n. An al ternati ve 
- '-" ->" ,.J,. view,howe";'er~ ,is that the phrase ~ (;1 implies a time~ 
. ~ , 
, At all, events, th~ use- of U \ with a verb implies more' than 
,< -', 
a verb:withqut' 
,- .. ,' 
. 
",La Yaghfiru al-shirka bihi: 
. , , "~ 
The use of the verbal noun (I.e-.\: .sy-) 
does not imply any time, or any intention. 
916. 
-\-~ \ 
Istiqamah: ~ s does not imply the attaining of ones goal. 
One can go straight ahead ( ~~.lJ\ ~ .%...u), and then one 
can be prevented from reaching the object of ones quest. 
. . I-s~ah: d.., ,W \ implies the attainment of ones goal ( if/ ). 
• J. 
917. 
Ata: 
918. 
...I-
(j 1 'implies the bringing of something 
. 'u· 1\' U'" 1-J Therefore one never says:. ~
(by the person who comes). 
, but one says: (;JJ,G Sr ~ 
qualification. 
is a complete utterance and does not need any 
~L I :,'" and /"', 10, Because of extensive use 7~ ~ came 
to be used for one another. 
1-
Ula'i: StJJ-,1 is used for what is nearby. 
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s-
Ola' ika: ~" is used for what is distant, just as \~ is used 
919. 
for what is nearby and I..:£l,l"; for what is distant. In ~:, and 
s. 
~ > , , "~,, is the second person pronoun, used in a vocative 
sense; it implies distance, because one needs to attract the 
attention of the one addressed at a distance in a way which is 
not necessary in the case of those who are nearby. 
..J. 
Alladhi: ('.J.) ~ 0 ~ <:f..:J' implies th~t, the giv.ing of the dirham 
would be incumbent, only after .the' coming .. " U "is not being 
, . . ,,,. - . 
used' as it would 'properly be in a conditional sentence, but, 
only analogously. 
. -..;. ". 
Man: r.,),,> ~ ~ ~ c..:.ra implies that the dirham is the right of 
. anyone who cdmes~ ''''6'' here .. i.s correct ,usage ,in what _~s, 
in effect, a conditional sentence. 
920. 
Al-Jawab bi al fa': In 5- W Y y ~ \ • , 'the apostosis depend~ on 
the postasis; for example, Allah says: (p\;: ",~ k~ ~J 
~..J y \~ "Do not bring any harm to her (she-camel) 
for then a speedy chastisement will overtake you, >YD /64". 
c "'" ,.L,. Atf: U as an L.Ju- "conjunction" implies equal weight in sense 
(between theu~ and the ~ 0~ ) . 
.... 
92l. 
Rukun: t.:J£ is 7~1 (j~6~1 "resting againstlrelying on 
something", with love and attention towards it. Its opposite' 
is ~.J;,J "shying away froin/shunning (something)". 
SUkun: u.".c.. "rest" is the opposite of ~ "movement"; it is 
used in other senses only metaphorically . 
.... 
922. W) 
Lam: ( is the negative equivalent of the madi used alone (without 
,;; ); e.g. ~;if\. (- is the negativ~ equivalent of: )J .... JcJci. 
.. , ... 
-, '- ' 
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10) 
Lamma: U can be used by itself; e.g. someone says to you: .» .... 
~ .J So-~ "Has Zayd come?" and 
V 04 U 
you reply: V , "not 
10) 
Thus ~ is the negative equivalent 
..""'". w 
of p with the madI. if ~ V means "he has not come, 
--.- - - '" 
but I expect him to do so". The expression ~ ~ :> \{" , 
meaning ~ (..> ~:> \{ , is not permissible. Sibawayh 
yet", i.e. 
says that the \...0 in \::.J is not merely something added to 
.1 \ "" \ r (without any real significance), for ~ is used in 
cases where ( is not used. 
923,. 
T~i c: B \7 '" followiI?-g" is that' which succeed~ according to the 
,. -' 
manner in which the- first or preceding thing occurred. 'A,B.\"''''' " 
can come ,:be.rore a~ ti~ ',' ill place, juS'4 as one who is 
guided can precede the one who guides him; ~()~~theless, the la-iter 
tells him to turn now to the left and now to the right. 
c c- - /) \-Tali: According to Ali b. Isa L>v means second, even if it 
does nb,t. follow the same course as the first. 
924. 
,Khall: (J & implies ~ 0\{)\ fo "a place's being empty of 
something", whether this is caused by its absence or its non-
existence. Thus one says that nobody can be without eitper 
movement or rest, because a thing cannot be without both. 
does not imply what implies. " 
925. 
•
" _ u 
(,~(f~ 
-
...... u.I 
Sanfa: LJy implies tJ\...,h ~ "making someone desirous". ~ yJ>J means 
I made him desirous of what would happen. 
Sin: ~ added to the muda.ric of the verb does not imply what 
UY implies. 
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926. 
Lima la tafcal: is a general statement which may refer 
to someone other than the person addressed . 
..... 
Ma laka la tafcal: ~ ~ 18l\..... can only refer to the one to 
whom the statement is directed. 
927. 
Makan: 6~ is c;m the meas:u~e of, ,~fr9m 0\{j 01." It 
,may ,be either a verbal 'n~un or a noun of.place.-, 
Makanah:""oj\(." implies ~>' "way";' one says: <J.s-'~~ 
" '~\l,.{~ .. :..r:: i~e.' '~.> (J.s-' : ,'Allan, says: & '-~\~,' 
, 0*~G~ ~"~ "Act acc,Ording to your state" surely We 
too~~'p: ,c3:~:t:~~~h, ~.,0, 11il"'. ,_ ','.' 
928. 
- "'T-" ' , "J. ' 
Allah says: ~_,,(5jJ,&. loG "to complete ,(Our 
',1 -... . C • ~ 
'ble,ssings) on him who would,do good (to others) (\;;JlJ 1/155". 
Thus ~ ~ k' indicates simply a deficiency. 
" 
Tamaman Lahu: oj \...,\2 indicates a deficiency or shortcoming before 
it has been made up. 
929. 
Am: 
s., 
(\ is interrogatory iand counterbalances 
J- • 
..... (' JW'<.J 
. ~ 
e.g. ~.J \ 
~ J-
Aw: ,,\ does not imply what (\ implies. Thus they receive a 
~ J-
different reply:. t' is answered with a statement; ,,' is 
answered wi th ~ or ~. 
930. 
Jahim: r!' implies a fire on a fire or coals on hot coals. 
~~ of something is the intensity of its blaze; thus 
The 
Y}'r~ 
is the worst place to be in a war; the eye of a lion is called 
~ because it shines so brightly. 
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"" 
Jahannum: ~ implies depth/bottom (e.g. of a well). A place 
which is very deep is called (V. . 
Hariq: (;Y.Jl is a blaze which destroys things. Thus one says: 
\.f& Y'ctcr)\ e -' ; ~ is not used in this context. 
Sacir: ~ is a blazing fire; it is called ~~ only when it 
sets fire to something else. One uses the phrases: ..J \,; ;>yl\ <! 
and .J t ./. \.c! ' but ~ is not used here. One says: U ~ 
Y...J7 ~ as if he made war kindle and blaze; G..,3 is not 
used. here. 
:..:: 
Nar:· '. J U is a common .name for every fire. 
931. ' 
.... 
~iya':;.'i~~· is derived from the .verbal noun s-~ . 
. 5-Wconsists 
... 
of fragments of ..i~ whi'chintersperse the air, so that it 
be'come.swhi te. Thus one says: .J ~ \ s-~ , and not J.;J 
. ... 
J \.b-J\ " except when referring' ·t·o the sun. 
Nur: .J . .>l "light." is 'the whole from'which "s-~ split off . 
. 
932. , (e 
Mani: 
One says: 
""'\ .. '" ~ is a unit of weight; 
implies that from which a child is preordained to be formed. 
\j.JoJ ~\ ~ "'-i.e. o..J...u "He assigned it (to him)"; 
~ is derived from this root, 
arld is so-called because. it is assigned to weight of things. 
Nutfah; ~ implies a little water; the Arabs,call a small 
933. 
. -:~, \. J d..., ',' -.' \.. \ •. quantl ty of water . ,e. g., o.~, Q;JLJ<-:' o~ i. e. sweet 
water. Later, ~ came to' be used for'~ so frequently 
that it ceased to signify anything else. 
" "~ 6..J\j \ 
/ "J. 
Azalahu: oJ\':' \ implies A)\.J ~ "removal" only. 
!AI 
Azallahu: t1~\ & cU j"\ means dJ I j 1 of that thing at one stroke. 
_ UrI .. _.. CAI.$ 
One says: 6J,u~..J or ~I ~I U":' \ which implies swiftness. 
... ~ 
Therefore an unintentional sin committed by someone is called 
-;J) ; and ~ \.i.,..p "bare rock" is called J.\l j meaning a slippery 
place. 
. ! 
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934. 
" " ?ayq: According to al-Mufaddal <X.~ ( .> W, with fathah) is used 
of place and of ones chest (narrowness of the chest = depression). 
Allah says: 0..,P_ \..c' ~:,-" <..j~"'.1)." "And do not distress 
yourself at what they plan, ~\ /127". One linguist holds 
" 
:t>hat ~ is a verbal noun. 
?iq: According to al-Mufa??al ~ ( .>w, with kasrah) is used 
935. 
of miserliness and crabbedness of character. ~ is an 
ordinary noun (as opposed to a verbal noun). ~ is something 
'" \ "",,'" '. ,,,-w ~ """, , 
to which"~ is attached. ~'is an adjective like ~ 
" '''' '" 
or ,'" .jA.. (yWJ i; that· in- which there is {x:}>. Allah 
says: ~.J.;..:...Q ~ ;:Y\.:.p.> ",'And your breast will become straitened 
by it ~ .::>'~ /12". 
" , .
Khalaf: ~ (with harakah on r.lJ') implies that which is given 
to someone in exchange' for what has been taken from him. 
'0 " 
Khalf: ~:l~ that which comes after the first, whether it is 
0'" 
good or bad. For example, a bad ~ is mentioned in a 
verse of Labid: 
<.1>y/.j), 4 ~ cj l"I;a~ ~ 
"( After them) I was left behind like the skin of (a camel) 
• -:,. \\ .' 0 • 
affected by y..p. ~ mange or scab). A good u» is mentioned 
in a verse of Hassan: 
(2) ~ G ~\. ~lb <.jtJ~ J.~ ~." ~o.:.~' ~j,\ (~, W . 
"We have the superiority on you, 'and our. ~ (corning generation) 
will' foliow our first (generation) in' obedi~nce to Allah" .. 
( 1) Di w an Lab i d, p. 15 3. 
(2) Diwan Hassan, p.267 with different reading: 
• • • . \:..ili...> ~ ~0/}J\ (~\ \:J 
936. 
La: ~ is used as a reply to a question; e.g. someone says: 
\,;..( cJ;J i , and one may reply: .11 
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Ma: ~ is used as a reply to a <.5y:> "allegation/assertion" , 
e.g. someone says: \,.A(C,...l:;, and one may reply: ~\.. • 
937. U~ -' (P> ~-"yL-, 'U~ 
Sufuh: t/~ is the bursting out of a liquid and its flowing fast . 
• 
Thus one says: 'C/ ~ ( :> because blood rushes out from the 
veins. c.>:-t \ ~is so-called because floodwater comes to 
the lower slopes of a mountain more quickly (than to the upper 
slopes) . 
_, Sakb; , ~mea~s continuous pouring; a, • ~if) is a horse 
'which can run constantly without' a break.- Allah, says: -" \.." , 
. y,? Ii And water' poured forth,,~ \ -,H/31"',' because' this 
water 'flows uninterruptedly. ' • 
Sab15:- '~<t~~,:~,~~:ing-Ie '·'pou:Pirig.; e:.,g. one_ ~ay-~;.' ~~\q.'~ 
-.-- "He poure9..,it .into the mould". , He~ ~. c~no~ b~' us-ed; 
since'pouring in,to a mould takes place once only. 
Hatl: 
.'1"",,< 
cJ1~' 'is continuous .. quiet flowing. AI-Sukk,a.rI says that 
c.:;~ rrie~s' somewhat gentle rain. t: means' being poured. 
completely.' Thus, a fat' sheep is called 'U \.... '0 ~ , as though' 
. ' 
its whole body had fat poured into it. 
Humul: (J~ means'that something goes in every direction with 
nothing to stop it. ~ \..,ll ~s.\ comes from this and means 
"I left t-he cattle unwatched so that they could go wherever 
938. 
Lamh: 
--. 
Lamc : 
they wanted, with no-one to stop them". ./ 'is an abun,<iant 
flowing of w,ater on flat ground. One says: 6.",..us (j ..rJD 
when someone talks too much; ..J l,..a? ~;I is a talkative man, an'd 
...r.:!'~' is ?JI1 antelope with a bodyo,f one colour. 
is similar to ~ "lightning", except that is 
used only of that which is at a distance. 
--
was originally used of A..9.J! "lightning" ,which flashes 
again and again. It is used only of that which is at a distance; 
this is said by al-Sukkari in his interpretation of a verse of 
, " 
" ',., 
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Irnru' al-Qays: ~ (i)~'...,0..t. ..J~\ c:F ~ 
-t'~ was used originally of that which is frightening; thus, 
it is used concerning threats. 
(1) Diwan Imru' al-Qays, p.72. 
9.39. 
Ibdal: ,0\' .. ,-"(\ is .t6 putoriethingin place of another thing. 
'. ' 
T~'dil: Al-Farra' ,says: 'OJ ~ is to change the form or c.ond:i tibn ,2: 
.' '" - , -< 
" of' a thing. 
. ... 
. ,',' ~ 
. ~. 
940. 
• 
Dalw: 
. " 
'is used of a bucket which may be either empty orfu4,l. 
DhanUb: y~';'>, is applied only to a full bucket; for this. reason a 
" , .. oJ. "share" > is called a L...J~ >",.' A poet says: ' 
.. """', . " "'" (1)~\oJ6\{<J.'6\l . y~; ~ .:Jy:,l.,;\:.l '. ~?~~,\;, \ t, \~ 
"When a fellow-drinker contended with us, we had a full b'ucket 
and he had a full. bucket; if he refused (the challenge) ,.he 
had the ditch". If Y~'; did not mean "a full bucket", 
its use could not be appropriate here~ The same sense can be 
in c seen a verse of Alqamah: 
, 
$ • u.J , • 
(~) y.>J~ ~\~~ <.f .L:J if 
~- '~ , 
nGrowing shoots have a: right' to a full bucket of your generosity". 
L:-';>'; can be used either, masculine or feminine . 
. . (1) Lisan ( L-JJ:> ); Jamharat al-Amthal 2 :138. 
(2) Diwan CAlqamah al-,Fahl p.48. 
1-
'U» 94l. LY' \{ ~ 
Qadah: 'Ufl is used of a cup that is empty or full. 
$-
Ka's: Vl<' is used only of a full cup. 
,,,.; 
",,' 
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942. 
Khawan:' t.:.>'} is used generally of a table, whether there is food 
on it or not. 
-c ... ~ 
Ma idah: o.,JJ lb is used only of a table on which there is food. 
-..'.",' 
, " 
I", ',>; 
, ,'-
<.' 
870 
378 
145 
681 . 
788 
531 
·380~ 
678 
114 
695' 
561 
262 
359 
332 
178 
550 
529 
532 
530 
177. 
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